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 Editor’s note. In the English edition short entries of less than one page
*

in the original German excursus section are treated here as footnotes and appear

at the bottom of the respective page. Entries of more than one page are found in

the “Closer Look” material. The original German text footnote/excursus numbers

remain constant between the two editions.
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AUTHOR’S PREFACE 

Here is another historico-critical study in what I hope will be the com-

plete biography of the Servant of God, Francis Mary of the Cross –Johann

Baptist– Jordan. It covers the years 1878-1886, what I call the early

foundation years. Due to the fundamental importance of this period for

Jordan's life and work I have tried to analyze it as thoroughly as possible.

At the same time it closes some gaps in the Salvatorian historiography.

Within the Documenta at Studia Salvatoriana the present study bears the

number DSS XIV.

Because the historical narrative must stand in the foreground, the Vita

section is presented first and follows a strict chronology. The Excursus

material which follows [in this English edition called “A Closer Look”],

gives a cross-sectional view where necessary. Instead of following DSS

XIII and dividing the material into Book I and Book II, this volume

employs another order to give greater freedom in determining the best

approach to the final edition. Some readers found it difficult to trace the

marginal numbers in Book I back to their corresponding excursus in

Book II of DSS XIII. Now the Vita --the basic biographical material–  is

immediately followed by the historical excursus and annotations. The

same letters have been used for longer excursus and for short annota-

tions.  Excursus about generally known saints or ecclesiastics are limited*
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to these people’s relations with Jordan since their biographies are easily

accessible to anybody who would like to know more about them.

Since beginning with this period of Jordan’s life the available documen-

tation becomes increasingly extensive, only the documents meaningful

for the Vita are considered. A proper collection of sources and docu-

ments is found in the DSS. On the other hand, many documents used

here have already appeared in the DSS, particularly in the collection of

letters, DSS X. To be concise, these letters bear only the archive number.

But they are easily found in DSS X which retains the temporal sequence,

so that the date of the letter is sufficient to find the letter in DSS.

Obviously, this history reflects my personal research and makes no claim

to being “official" as some confreres had feared. However, it is founded

on conscientious studies of all available documents. No result was aimed

at or presupposed. Of course, I could not remain untouched by the extra-

ordinary personality or the growing saintliness Fr. Francis Mary of the

Cross demonstrated in just in the eight years covered by this history. But

I do not intend to impose "my prejudice" on any reader. That's why I am

grateful for any well founded correction to this presentation. 

It should also be expressly pointed out that other Salvatorian studies

have appeared in regard to the events presented in this volume. The

serious reader should certainly consult these. At the Salvatorian Inter-

national Historical Commission there are also corresponding catalogues

for further information. Intentionally I did not use those studies in order

to keep my own research unbiased. This study in no way minimizes the

value of those earlier historical studies.

Special thanks are due the two postulators who were my predecessors.

Without the research of Fr. Michael Dürr, SDS and the chronological

work of Fr. Alois Filthaut, SDS the present study could never have been

prepared so quickly. The conscientious work of typing was taken over

again by Sr. Loiba Rieth, for which special thanks are due to her and to

the Generalate of the Salvatorian Sisters. For "skeptics" let it be noted that
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no available "witnesses" have been omitted. There are no secret docu-

ments in the SDS Postulation Archives. Documents regarding the Vita or

Causa of Father Jordan are accessible to every legitimate researcher.

Documents belonging to outside archives remain the property of their

proper owners.

It should also be pointed out that no attempt is made in the present work

explicitly to correct earlier Salvatorian historical writings. The presence

of many previously unknown documents does that by itself. However, it

should be mentioned particularly that the book by the Most Reverend Fr.

Pancratius Pfeiffer, SDS, Jordan and his Foundations (Rome: 1930) was a

jubilee book composed for the 50th anniversary of the foundation of the

Salvatorians. As such the author quite fully admitted its rather rough

historical presentation. The late Fr. Pancratius noted without hesitation

that he could be neither an historian nor a biographer; that the problem

he faced was not lack of desire but lack of time to get more deeply into

Salvatorian history (quite apart from the fact that in his day the general

archive was only partially organized). His book, however, remains

irreplaceable for two reasons. First, it presents in a concise format what

the Society knew about its own history at that time. Second and more

important it comprises the personal witness of someone who had been a

cooperator and close confidant of the Venerable Founder for many long

years. This is something no amount of careful research can replace.

Fr. Timotheus Edwein, S.D.S. 

Rome, 16 June, 1983
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EDITOR’S PREFACE

Due to its size, DSS XIV has here been divided into three parts. Part 1

comprises chapters 1-3, and Parts 2 and 3 contain chapters 4 and 5

respectively. More that any other section of this broad study, Chapter 5

entitled, “. . . of the Cross,” presents the most difficulties. This chapter

represents the first Salvatorian attempt to analyze the painful episode

involving Mother Streitel and the fortunes of the first women’s congrega-

tion founded by Fr. Jordan.

Specialists area are well aware that the sources available to Fr. Edwein

have happily been augmented. And through painstaking efforts these

events have been contextualized much better in recent years. In addition,

passions have cooled considerably. Seen from this new vantage point,

even a casual reader must admit that some of Fr. Edwein’s work on

Mother Streitel suffers from a certain lack of objectivity. 

In keeping with the editorial principles laid out for this task, no attempt

has been made here to correct or to amend the original work. But this in

no ways implies official recognition or approval of Fr. Edwin’s point of

view on these matters. His work represents a certain stage in historical

research and therefore merits being presented in its original form, with

this apology to anyone whose sensitivities may be injured by his portray-

al of events. Readers are urged to exercise their critical judgment here

and to supplement this reading with more recently published materials.

In these and subsequent volumes in this edition, the excursus material is

treated differently than in the German edition. Shorter excurses have

been integrated into the text as footnotes. Only the longer excurses now

appear in sections entitled, “A Closer Look.” Each is prefaced by a 3-part

number (e.g., 1.23/15). It identifies chapter, excursus number in order of

appearance, and the footnote number in the German text. This change

was made to avoid introducing too many distractions into the text itself. 

Fr. Daniel Pekarske, SDS

Morogoro, January 1, 2005
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SHORT CHRONOLOGY

 (1878-1886)

1878  October 4 Arrival in Rome (to study at San Apollinare)

1880 January 21 Journey to the Near Orient

January 29 Arrival in Egypt

February 29 Arrival in Palestine

April 19 Arrival in Lebanon - Ain Warqa

July 13 Return to Italy

August 14 Arrival in Rome

September 6 Private audience with Leo XIII

September 13 Katholikentage in Constance

October With Auer, Director of the Cassianeum

October 21 Return to Rome, "Now the Work Begins!"

December Jordan meets with Baron von Leonhardi

1881 February Jordan meets Bernhard Lüthen

July 11 Meeting in Ottobeuren

July 22 Lüthen leaves the Cassianeum

November Rule for the First Grade

December 8 Foundation of the Apostolic Teaching Society

1882 March 10 Pro memoria to Leo XIII

June 14 Separation from the Cassianeum

June 6 Opinion of Fr. Bianchi

July 4 Jordan meets Baroness von Wüllenweber

August 3 Lüthen founds Johannesbrunn

August 26 "Conference of the Four" in Munich

September 6 Wüllenweber donates her Barbarastift

September 25 Title "Apostolic" forbidden by the Holy See

October 24 The "Five Questions" of the Cardinal Vicar

November New name: "Catholic Teaching Society" (CTS)
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1883 January 17 Fr. Cirino becomes ecclesiastic counselor

January 30 Exit of von Leonhardi

February 26 Arrival of Amalie Streitel in Rome

March Transformation into a religious congregation

March 11 Jordan professes vows in First Order in St Peter's

March 18 Francisca Streitel first novice Second Order CTS 

July 18 Jordan writes rule for First & Second Orders in

Einsiedeln

October 4 Jordan promulgates Rule of the Second Order

1885 September 17 Jacquemin assumes guidance of Second Order

October 13 Jordan renounces direction of Second Order

1886 February 27 Rule of Jacquemin for the First Order refused

June 5 Jordan’s short-rule approved for the First Order

August 16 Ecclesiastical approval of the Angels' League

December 18 Thomas Weigang ordained first priest of CTS

______________________________________________________

JORDAN’S LODGINGS IN ROME

1878, October 4, Campo Santo

1879, April 10 Largo dell'Impresa

1880, December Santa Birgitta

1882, November Borgo Vecchio

THE SOCIETY’S PERIODICALS

1880, December Piccolo Monitore (after 30/06/81

L'Amico dei fanciulli )

1881, April- September Il Monitore Romano 

Der Missionär ("for the people")

1882, March Nuntius Romanus

1884, January 1 Manna (for children)

1886  Apostelkalender
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 Franz Xavier Mutz (1854-1925) was ordained a priest on the same day
1

as Jordan in St. Peter in the Black Forest. He too was sent to Rome for further

studies by his bishop, Lothar, who arranged lodgings in Campo Santo for both

young priests. Mutz studied canon law at the Gregoriana from 1878 to 1880.

Home again he held responsible positions: regent at the seminary in St. Peter

(1894), then Domkapitular (1912), finally Domdekan and Vicar General (1921). The

development of Caritas in the Archdiocese of Freiburg i. Br. is largely his work.

 Bishop von Kübel had had the opportunity to study ancient and
2

modern oriental languages in Munich after his own priestly ordination.

 See, A Closer Look: 1.1. Campo Santo. (These “dummy footnotes”
3

refer the reader to the “Closer Look” section. They are inserted here to retain the

footnote numbering found in DSS XIV to help one compare the German and

English texts. In the “Closer Look” section each excursus has two numbers: the

larger size number indicates the excursus’ position in the narrative sequence; the

smaller size number indicates the original footnote number in the German text.

 See, A Closer Look: 1.2. Jordan’s arrival.
4

 See, A Closer Look: 1.3. Anton de Waal.
5
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1. Priest-student in Rome

On October 4, 1878, the newly ordained Fr. Jordan together arrived in

Rome with his classmate Franz Mutz.  Jordan desired to devote himself1

to the study of oriental languages in keeping with the wishes of his local

bishop.  In previous years Jordan had acquired enough fundamental2

knowledge to be able to move directly into proper language studies.

Jordan took lodgings in Campo Santo Teutonico where his bishop had

enrolled him well in advance. See, 1.1. Campo Santo.  According to the3

custom for newcomers, the rector made Jordan write a short résumé of

his life. See, 1.2. Jordan’s arrival.  This Jordan did in sober Latin on4

October 26, 1878. See, 1.3. Anton de Waal.  He closed with a clear, if5

brief, glimpse into his future plans: "I hope that it will happen that the



 See, A Closer Look: 1.4. Fellow residents.
6

 In his Spiritual Diary the student-priest noted some Roman places of
7

worship which particularly impressed and strengthened him: the shrine of

Rome’s beloved St. Cecilia, the church of the Roman Proto-Martyr Laurentius,

the Pantheon (St. Maria ad Martyres) to name just a few (SD 146-149).

 See, A Closer Look: 1.5. Rossi.
8

 The Arch-confraternity Santa Maria della Pietà was one of the oldest
9

fraternities of Rome. Its members had the right to be buried at Campo Santo.

 During this audience Jordan had a crucifix and a statue of St. Peter
10

blessed and endowed with indulgences. Jordan donated this small statue to his

home church in Gurtweil: "In the church there is still a memento of his from

Rome: a small statue of St. Peter. It remained unburned in spite of a fire in the

sacristy," reports pastor Siebold as late as June, 1925 (G-18.86).

-2-

Almighty will grant his unworthy servant to do more for the honor of

God and the salvation of souls" (CS). Before lectures started he found

enough time to get better acquainted with his fellow priests living with

him in Campo Santo. See, 1.4. Fellow residents.  6

Above all he used those days to tour the “Rome of the Martyrs” more

thoroughly than had been possible during his 1874.  In these days the7

eyes of the whole Catholic world were turned to the "Eternal City" due to

new archaeological discoveries of Christian antiquity. See, 1.5. Rossi.8

On All Saints Day zealous Rector de Waal received the pious priest-

student into the Arch-confraternity of Campo Santo.  Jordan’s book of9

resolutions for December 2 reads: "Today I was in the Vatican with His

Holiness Pope Leo XIII" (SD 150).10



 See, A Closer Look: 1.6. St. Apollinaris.
11

 See, A Closer Look: 1.7. Professors of St. Apollinaris.
12

 Fr. Pancratius Pfeiffer, SDS (1872-1945), Jordan’s successor as
13

superior general of the Society of the Divine Savior (1915-1945), immediately

after Jordan’s death took care to procure the necessary documents for a special

biography. In response to his inquiry the then academic dean of Pontificio

Seminario Romano Maggiore answered with this letter on November 25, 1918.

Surprisingly he does not mention Jordan’s study of Arabic, although Jordan

worked hard to learn it. Quite a number of Jordan’s exercise books in oriental

languages still exist.

 Balgy remained in contact with Jordan (cf., obituary in Monitore
14

Romano 3, 1883, 48).

-3-

As a Missionsstudent at Propaganda Fide, Jordan could enroll at the Papal

Institute for Modern Oriental Languages, which belonged to the Pontifi-

cal Seminary at St. Apollinaris. See, 1.6. St. Apollinaris.  11

With his usual ardor Jordan plunged into his studies. Happily, this

talented language student had excellent teachers. See, 1.7. Professors of

St. Apollinaris.  He attended the Institute from October 1878 until12

January 1880, and his teachers were not sparing in their praise. The

registers of those days also remark that Jordan "attended the course in

Armenian, Syrian and Coptic languages regularly and with praise."  His13

teacher of Armenian gave him, probably on his request, a testimonial

which could identify him on his oriental journeys: 

The Reverend John Baptist Jordan who during the school year 1879

devoted himself with fervor and dedication to the study of Armenian,

proved himself in the examination directed by me, worthy of the

testimonial which I herewith issue: that he made great progress in the

study of the Armenian language. 

Rome, January 13, 1880. 

Alexander Balgy, Archbishop of Acrida (C-57).14



 "On February 10, we arrived in Rome via Cività Vecchia. We lodged
15

in Campo Santo with the current Domkapitular Mutz and Fr. Jordan who died in

1919 [sic]" (Werber, 36). Werber then describes the conference of journalists with

Leo XIII on February 22, 1879, as well as a private audience the pope granted to

the extremely happy journalists on February 24, 1879 (Carnival Monday).

During the absence of Rector de Waal who was lecturing in Germany

on Christian antiquity, his representative, Dr. Kreuzwal, noted in the Chronicle

of Campo Santo, February 24, 1879: "At the occasion of the election anniversary

of Pope Leo XIII (February 22) we had four pilgrims (editor Werber, merchant

Streicher from Radolfzell [Baden] and District Vicar Nock from Silesia)."

 See, A Closer Look: 1.8. International meeting of journalists.
16

 At this meeting Ludwig von Pastor represented the Schwarze Blatt.
17

"February 22: I took part at the audience of the German Catholic editors. Pastor

Dr. Werber, editor of the Freie Stimmen of Radolfzell took me with him; I served

as representative of Schwarze Blatt of Berlin. Pope Leo XIII made a beautiful

speech" (Diaries, Heidelberg: 23-4). “Schwarze Blatt, a weekly paper for the

Catholic people" was since 1876 the organ of the Center Party of Berlin.

-4-

February 3, 1879, saw a hearty reunion with Rev. Friedrich Werber.

Jordan’s one-time private tutor in Waldshut arrived in Rome and found

lodging in Campo Santo. Jordan was only too glad to guide his great

benefactor through the City.  Werber had come to Rome to attend an15

international meeting of journalists on the first anniversary of the

election of Leo XIII. See, 1.8. International meeting of journalists.16

Jordan too attended this important audience which gave new impetus to

his interest in the ecclesiastical press: "I was admitted to an audience

with His Holiness Leo XIII on February 22, representing the journal

Schwarze Blatt, 1879" (SD 154).  And again: "On March 2, 1879, I was17

admitted to an audience with His Holiness Leo XIII with representative

members of the Arch-confraternity of St. Peter" (SD 154).

After the first semester Jordan moved out of Campo Santo where his rent

had been 100 Marks a month for board and lodging in the chaplain’s

quarters. On Holy Thursday, April 10, 1879, he moved into modest



 Vice-Director Dr. Kreuzwald, noted in the Chronicle of Campo Santo,
18

April 10: "Today R. Chaplain Jordan left Campo Santo and took lodging in the

City in order to live nearer to the college and to learn Italian better." Later on

Jordan also had to live extremely economically. How he paid his private tutors is

not known. They certainly gave their lectures cheaply, but hardly gratis.

 See, A Closer Look: 1.9. The Anima.
19

 On July 10, 1879, Kleiser wrote to Schorderet: "Jordan, prètre m'a éscrit
20

qu'il aimerait passer ses vacances à Fribourg, pour étudier et, en même temps, pour aider

dans la paroisse" (Archives of Pauluswerk).

 Jordan still remained a Sperrling, a locked out priest, so that when he
21

wanted to go home as in previous years, he could celebrate Mass only "behind

closed doors;" and could not perform any other pastoral services. We have a

letter of a certain priest from the Lower Rhine who wrote on June 25, 1879, from

Gurtweil to Msgr. de Waal thanking him for his hospitality. Then he notes: "Mr.

Jordan isn't here at present but in Freiburg." He certainly meant Freiburg of his

homeland Baden. Jordan never missed the opportunity to visit his superior in the

episcopal city. It was probably on that occasion that Bishop Lothar expressed his

wish for Jordan to study in Rome for another year.

-5-

rented rooms at Largo dell' Impresa, nr. 2. The change was certainly less

expensive for him, for he was satisfied now with small student's "digs."18

But he did not live like a hermit there. He established good relations

with the nearby Austro-German National Foundation of the Anima. He

was accepted by the rector there as well as by the students as one of their

own. See, 1.9. The Anima.  Here he also met his later pilgrim-comrade19

for his oriental voyage, Ferdinand Börger, doctor of theology.

During the hot summer months Jordan did not stay in Rome. He spent

these days in the more pleasant climate of Freiburg in the Üchtland. His

Freiburger friends Schorderet and Kleiser received him gladly into their

rectory at St. Moritz in the Au. They were glad for his pastoral help.20

Naturally he also made a side trip to Freiburg in Baden to visit his

ecclesiastical superior, and to Gurtweil to see his dear mother.  In the21



 See, A Closer Look: 1.10. The Columban-Häußler'schen Stipend.
22

 See, A Closer Look: 1.10. The Columban-Häußler'schen Stipend.
23
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fall of 1879, he was in Rome again in time to devote another year to

studies at San Apollinaris, according to the wishes of his local bishop. 

Under the conditions of his stipend the archdiocese had granted for the

first year of studies, Jordan was obliged to give an account of his results.

It was not until November 25, 1879, that he found time to fulfill this

condition. See, 1.10. The Columban-Häußler’schen Stipend.  He used22

this opportunity to ask his bishop to renew his stipend for a second year

of studies from the same fund. His petition to "Reverend Archepiscopal

Chapter in Freiburg i. Br., November 22, 1879"  was granted on23

December 4, 1879.24

Bishop von Kübel planned to use Jordan’s extraordinary language talents

to train theologians of his diocese. It was not so easy to find professors of

ancient and modern oriental languages. The bishop, therefore, would

have liked Jordan to obtain his doctorate in Rome. But in those times

relations between the lords in the Quirinal, the seat of the new secular

government of Italy, and ecclesiastical Rome were more than tense. The

renewed occupation of Rome in 1870 affected relations with all the papal

institutes of higher studies. As a result, in the Major Roman Seminary no

official grades were given at the close of this school year, while the papal

university, Sapientia, was simply confiscated by the "Piemontese." Thus,

Jordan could only submit his own report for 1878-79 to the Freiburg

Archepiscopal Vicariate. See, 1.11. Language studies report.  But it pro-25

vides a good view of the astonishing breadth of the oriental languages to

which Jordan, with his usual energy and above average results, devoted

himself. In this report he restricted himself, with due modesty and love
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of truth, to a brief, matter-of-fact listing of subjects. Bishop Lothar, an

orientalist himself, understood the great merit of the report and agreed

to recommend Jordan’s request for another stipend to the committee.

Jordan was fortunate to have two excellent private tutors who helped

develop his God-given talent: the Coptic bishop A. Baciai  and the26

procurator general of the Mechitarists. See, 1.12. Archbishop Balgy and

the Mechitarists.  Jordan also reported to his bishop on his theological27

studies that were generally prescribed for priests studying in Rome.28

The second year of his studies at San Apollinaris did not in any way go

according to Jordan’s plans. Already by mid-January 1880, he took his

examinations in the oriental languages for which he was registered. The

reason for this hurry was an offer by the Propaganda Fide of the

opportunity to intensify and to round out his studies through a practical

course in the Near East itself.

However, his broadly diversified language studies did not so completely

occupy him that he forget his "plans." On the contrary, it was precisely
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his Roman experience that repeatedly roused the young priest. For there

he saw firsthand the church in dire straits; he sensed almost physically

the powers hostile to the church and it pained him as a pupil of Propa-

ganda Fide to imagine so many good people who did not know Jesus

Christ just because too few priests were available. It was precisely this

apostolic responsibility that could not let him forget his "plans." It

became clearer to him that he was being urged by the Lord to do some-

thing so that more apostolic Christians would increasingly apply them-

selves fully to spread the gospel. He suffered from the thought that if

only Catholic forces were better organized they would serve the sake of

Christ all over the world with greater unity and strength.

At that time Jordan was preoccupied with how to express clearly his

basic ideas about a "Catholic Society” (B-103). With his native openness

he talked about this with Rector de Waal of Campo Santo who, however,

was not in favor of such plans. Straight away he informed Bishop von

Kübel about Jordan’s “founding ideas.” The bishop in turn expressed his

surprise and answered of course in the negative. On December 21, 1878,

he wrote de Waal: “Agreeing with the reasons you gave, I too cannot

approve of Jordan's ideas to found a new religious community" (CS,

15100). De Waal certainly passed this judgment on to his priest-student.

So Jordan had to bow to the will of his fatherly superior for the time

being. But his inner voice gave him no rest. Again and again he sent his

prophetic prayer to the Lord: 

Lord Jesus Christ, here I am, send me! May your will be done! Speak,

your servant is listening! (SD 146, October 18, 1878). 

But Jordan also definitely fought against the very thought of setting his

own will against that of his superior: 

Oh Lord, I suppress and set aside these thoughts regarding what I

would gladly do for your glory, so that I may know your will more

surely. Do what you will, only let your will be done. Here I am, Lord,

[do] whatever you will (SD 147, October 23, 1878). 

It is more accurate to say that Jordan “endured” the growth of his voca-

tion than that he “fought for” it. But he always retained the kind of
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broad, deep desire that can drive and torment an apostolic soul: "Oh, that

I could save all" (SD 149, November 3, 1878). He fought hard to recog-

nize the will of God for certain and not to be fooled by his own dreams

and desires: "Carry out what you have in mind if it is the will of God!"

(SD 151, November 2, 1878). At the end of 1878, he repeated the funda-

mental law that alone had value for his future and he underlined it

heavily: "Honor and glory to God alone!" (SD 152).

We may mention here a document, unfortunately undated, which fits

very well into the Roman autumn of 1879. It is the outline, in Latin, of

statutes for the movement which Jordan wanted to start. This outline

shows nothing less than Jordan's earliest attempts to articulate his goal,

although it still betrays a great deal of uncertainty regarding what means

to choose. It contains 20 points corresponding fully to the Roman

Catholic Apostolic convictions of his enthusiastic heart. The outline is

somewhat of a dream, yet the basic intention is clearly the same one

Jordan had already had in mind as a deacon: "The Catholic Society of

clerics and co-workers in the vineyard of the Lord among all peoples"

(SD 124). But even here the whole idea is still very romantic and

somehow unrealistic. In the first point Jordan put forward his plan: 

Found a Society uniting men and youths. Fired and led by love for God

and for the souls of their neighbors, and leaving the world and all its

attractions and adhering to God alone, they will teach innocent and

highly moral pupils of all peoples, nations and languages in sacred and

secular subjects and lead them on the way to perfection, so that they

may be salt of the earth which will salt well. 

Jordan imagined that centers should arise throughout the world for

training and forming pastors who were needed so urgently. 

In point two Jordan indicated the goal which justified such a Society: 

Goal: the honor of God and the salvation of souls: thereby sanctifying

themselves, and spreading, strengthening, defending and protecting the

Roman Catholic faith amongst all the peoples of the earth.
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This threefold aim is of course common in some manner to all apostolic

communities.  But above all, the third element pointed to the political29

crisis of the papacy of the time. 

The next three points in the schema refer back to ultramontanism which,

like a Catholic groundswell, defended the imperiled the pope– “the

Prisoner in the Vatican." Jordan determined that all future property of

his “Catholic Society” should belong to the pope. Jordan also dreamed of

immediately sending well-trained members, especially priests, into the

whole world, and he states: 

The Roman Pontiff, the pope, the most faithful and beloved Father and

Protector and Rector of the Society and its members can dispose of this

mission according to the needs of the holy Roman Catholic Church.

The next point relates to the connection between those missionaries and

the core of the Society. About superiors: "A superior elected by the

brethren is to be approved by the pope, the highest rector." A council of

12 priests is to assist the Director of the Society; they shall be elected by

all the brethren who shall belong to different nationalities and language

groups. The list of academic subjects of main importance to their training

is similar to the program of San Apollinaris (Lyceum).

Then Jordan speaks specifically of the spirit of charity which must inure

superiors and teachers towards their pupils. Genuinely Roman is the

ruling that Latin is to be the colloquial speech of the Society. Anyone

who wants to join the Society, 

. . . should make a vow to persevere until death in this his vocation, to

observe faithfully the common rules of the Society and the special

instructions and tasks of his mission, and be ready, if need be, to shed

his blood for God, for the salvation of souls and for the Catholic Church. 



 See, A Closer Look: 1.12. Draft of “A Catholic Society.”
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Jordan, therefore, did not aim at religious vows as a bond of union, but

he did emphasize already in the third point: "Humility, love, chastity,

poverty and obedience shall be practiced very much." Rather he

demanded that, like some other missionary societies of the time, the

members of his Society oblige themselves by a vow to the aim of the

Society as such. 

The next points govern the religious lifestyle meant to support and

assure a spiritual (and material) home in the Society. The last point,

which appears only in parenthesis, is interesting for revealing Jordan's

views. He refers to the 397 Council of Carthage whose Canon 51 and 52

ordered that a cleric should earn his living by working, and that manual

or agricultural work is not dishonorable. 

To this most original outline of a projected Catholic Society Jordan

added a sort of logo. This signet expresses eloquently the basic apostolic

concept which had prompted him so resolutely since his year at the

Seminary of St. Peter. The design shows the two letters SC (Catholic

Society) in the center of a double circumscription. The inner one reads:

"Go, therefore, and make disciples of all nations. And know that I am

with you always." The outer one speaks of the threefold goal: "For God,

for the salvation of souls, for the Catholic Church." Atop this symbol is

the logo of Jesus, IHS . . . and on the bottom the symbol of the Holy

Family. Jordan wrote about the design, humbly and honestly: without

God we can do nothing (cf., Jn 15:5). Later Jordan will form his rules

more realistically. But he will never hide his manifest apostolic charism

"under a bushel." See, 1.13. Draft of “A Catholic Society.”30

Incidentally, Jordan never hid his plans bashfully. He revealed them to

his co-chaplains in Campo Santo. They, however, had other interests and

did not become enthused by his still immature ideas. Their author was

simply one like them, so far without any ecclesiastical authorization,

without means, without friends, but with an apostolic spirit. Jordan was
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open but never obstinate. He was easily led back to student-reality by the

rector. Bishop Lothar thanked the rector for this service: 

I thank you for dissuading him. Truly, we have sent the priest Jordan to

Rome for further studies of oriental languages, but not that he would

lose much time with other modern languages.

De Waal had reported to the bishop not only Jordan's founding plans but

also his manifold language studies which occupied him beyond the

scheduled academic program. Jordan did this, not only as a hobby and to

remain in practice, but also from missionary motives. The bishop found

it praiseworthy that Jordan applied himself to the study of dogmatics, 

. . . for the theologians in Baden are not so deeply, so clearly and firmly

introduced to dogmatics. . . . But he should make the study of oriental

languages his principle object just because God has given him special

talents for it and because we [the diocese] don't really have an abun-

dance of such talents.31

But how would Jordan have been judged by his good bishop if the

prelate had become aware of the young priest’s constant struggle over

his true vocation? We find many traces of this struggle in his book of

resolutions especially during 1879. In this respect it is not only typical

but also proof of spiritual honesty that Jordan did not want to settle his

interior fight by clever deliberations, but only through intense prayer,

mostly on his knees before his Eucharistic Lord: 

Oh Lord, grant that supported by your grace I may carry out [my plan]

for your glory; come to my assistance, since I am most unworthy and

weak. Oh Lord, when shall I establish it all for you, my Beloved? 

(SD 153). 

After Holy Mass I experienced great consolation on account of the

planned work. March 25, 1879. (SD 154)

He also experienced consolation for his own vocation on the solemn

Feast of Mary's Annunciation, when she was called to be the Mother of
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the Lord. But often enough he already sensed that his work would be

under the shadow of the cross: 

Do not lose heart in your undertaking even if obstacles and persecu-

tions, suspicion, derision, contempt and all possible sufferings break out

over you. Live only in intimate union with God and meditate often on

the examples of the saints; trust in God and give glory to him alone; you

have merited still much more persecution. (SD 151)

At year's end Jordan could state with certainty and without arrogance: 

It is God’s will that you carry out this work. December 27, 1879, after

Holy Mass, and think as you did another time after Holy Communion.

 (SD 151)

On Friday, January 9, 1880, he says that he knew himself bound in

conscience to what he must recognize as the will of God. It had become

clear to him that he had no choice but to give his unconditional yes. 

Your vocation to found . . . is morally certain, January 9, 1880. But pray

very much– very much, and meditate; and never become attached to

anything earthly or be influenced by the judgment of the talk of men;

follow the advice of only a few devout servants of God, turn to God

alone and to his saints. Contempt, ridicule and the like will rise up

against you but be courageous and cling firmly to God (SD 151).

Thus, the result of Jordan's Roman study years was to be seen not only in

his good grades in oriental studies. Without doubt his time in Roman

was for him an important crossroad to which God's gracious providence

had led him. Here his spiritual Catholic horizon widened. He was no

longer satisfied with his limited and familiar homeland. Even before his

ordination he had often and as far as possible ventured beyond the

borders of Baden. In Rome he realized deeply that here beat the Catholic

heart of the whole world. At the same time he experienced political

conditions there which, even to outside observers, would have looked

like a repetition on a world-wide scale of Baden’s cultural struggle

during his school years. Thus, the bigger picture with all its complex

interrelations became clear to him and his universal ecclesiastical

thinking was strengthened.
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Also very valuable for Jordan were his contacts with so many ecclesiasti-

cal personalities, especially scholars.  His native rustic manners were32

refined to conform to the new environment. He was no longer afraid to

approach any ecclesiastical personages when he felt it to be necessary or

useful in the interest of his desires and plans. And everywhere he was

taken seriously, even esteemed, especially by superiors and teachers.

Being entrusted with his ecclesiastical mission to the Near East at the end

of this period was a recognition of his personality and a proof of his

trustworthiness: this young priest could be relied upon.
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1. Priest-student in Rome. A Closer Look

1.1/3. Campo Santo as its name indicates, was an early Christian ceme-

tery for the poor and for pilgrims from all over the world. Located on

Vatican Hill quite near the tomb of St. Peter, it was the custom for Holy

Land pilgrims making their way home via Rome to bring earth from

Jerusalem to Camp Santo. This custom is said to date back to St. Helena,

mother of Emperor Constantine. In the early Middle Ages, Germans and

Flemings erected a house for pilgrims there. They also started a school

for Langobards. Campo Santo later became a German-Flemish Arch-

confraternity. The church, built under Leo IV (847-855) received the title

Santa Maria della Pieta in Campo Santo.

Monsignor de Waal was rector of the German National Founda-

tion from 1873 till 1917. In 1876 he added to the foundation (together

with Fr. Philip Müller from Limburg) the Collegium Pium  for German

priests. This met a real need and complemented the Austro-German

national foundation in Rome: The Anima. At the same time, de Waal

ministered to Germans living around Rome. In Camp Santo journeymen,

maid-servants and sailors as well as pilgrims from the German-speaking

countries met and found there a kind of Roman home. In 1884 he gave

lodging to the Görres-Gesellschaft, an historical institute. 

1.2/4. Jordan’s arrival. In the Chronicle of Camp Santo then rector Anton

de Waal noted on October 4, 1878: 

From Freiburg have arrived two new chaplains: Mr. Franz Mutz and

Mr. Jordan. The latter was not announced; but as he is an unusual

language talent, I think that sooner or later he will certainly be an honor

to our foundation and that I must support him as much as I can because

he has a stipend of only 800 Marks. Therefore, I gave him a Stübchen,

the two small rooms in front and above the library (CS-Lib. 69).

Regarding Jordan's late enrollment, the reason for the problem was

forgetfulness. Already on March 21, 1878, Jordan had asked the rector of

Campo Santo for lodging (CS, 15100). On July 28, 1878, Bishop Lothar

himself had asked Msgr. de Waal for lodgings for the two new priests

whom he had given permission for two-year special studies in Rome
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(CS, 15100). On the right margin of the Chronicle of October 4, 1878, de

Waal later added: Fundator Congr. Ssmi Salvatoris.

1.3/5. Anton de Waal (1837-1917) came from a middle class family from

Emmerich on the Lower Rhine. Ordained in 1862, he first worked as a

secondary school teacher in Gaesdonck near Goch. From 1868 till 1871 he

lodged at the Anima as a student chaplain. In 1871, he transferred to

Campo Santo as a chaplain, and by 1873, became "Rector of the German

Campo Santo and of the Arch-confraternity di Santa Maria della Pieta in

Campo Santo dei Teutoni e Giamminghi," to which he already in 1876 had

affiliated the seminary for academic studies, particularly history. 

Anton de Waal was a "German-Roman." He was an exemplary

priest who dedicated himself completely to the service of the church and

to care for the ecclesiastical sciences whose results he communicated in

popular books. He was fully loyal to the popes. As if to give external

proof of his dedication to Christ's representative, he fearlessly engaged

in the transfer of the mortal remains of Pius IX to San Lorenzo under

cover of darkness (July 13, 1881). Together with his chaplains he guarded

the coffin against the excited populace who would have liked to throw

the corpse into the Tiber. De Waal died of a heart attack kneeling at his

bed with his hands folded in prayer. Now he rests in Campo Santo,

whose Institute he had awakened to new life.

1.4/6. Fellow residents in Campo Santo with Jordan at that time were the

famous Dutch church historian, Andreas Johannes Heinrich Jansen

(1849-1916), the future Vicar General of Cologne, Karl Kreuzwald (1850-

1918), and the well-known historiographer of the popes Ludwig Pastor

(1854-1926), who was later made a baron by the Austrian Emperor.

Other priests lodging at Campo Santo at the same time as Jordan

were the canon lawyer Steinmetz from Trier, the social politician Hitze

from Üaderborn, who since November 1882 was deputy and later a

member of the Reichstag, as well as the Silesian archeologist Adolf

Hytrak (1853-1899). Like Jordan in Baden so Hytrak in Prussia had been

a victim of the Kulturkampf. In Rome he was a highly regarded guide in
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the catacombs. The same year Jordan traveled to the Near East, Hytrak

went to Sicily and North Africa for archeological studies.

1.5/8. Rossi. The founder of Christian Archeology, Giovanni Battista de

Rossi (1822-1899), found in the rector of Campo Santo a zealous and

enthusiastic cooperator. His popular articles never tired of pointing out

to German Catholics oppressed by the Kulturkampf the fountain of

strength which gushed forth for them in holy Rome. In so doing he

attracted many German-speaking pilgrims to Rome. For Rome itself,

with its newly discovered Church of the Holy Martyrs and with "The

Prince of the Apostle Peter's Sepulcher" at its center, was the necessary

counterbalance for an oppressed papacy deprived of its temporal

political power by the young national-liberal Italy (1871) and struggling

to defend itself against a decidedly anti-clerical tide.

1.6/11. St. Apollinaris (San Apollinare) situated in a corner of Piazza

Navona, the Circo Agonale, could be reached through the narrow Via

Agonale. (The circus had been used by Emperor Domitian for sport

contests and flooded for boat contest.) Julius III gave San Apollinare to

the small Collegium Germanicum  (Bull Dum sollicita, 1552), for which St.

Ignatius had engaged himself since 1545, in order to support Rome

against the doctrines of Lutheranism. Soon afterwards, Pius IV created a

proper Seminarium Romanum  for the Roman clergy (Breve of August 18,

1563). By then Urban VIII had already created the Congregation Propa-

ganda Fide which erected a Collegium  of the same name. The Seminarium

Romanum  was directed by the Jesuits until their suppression in 1773. 

In 1824, Leo XII gave the church and palace of San Apollinare to

the Roman Seminary. In the fall of 1824 the Collegium Germanicum  was

supplanted by the Seminarium Romanum . Leo XII also gave the Collegio

Romano the right to confer doctorates in theology. Apart from the usual

faculties, the Seminarium Romanum Maius also ran an institute for oriental

languages, which competed with the one at the University Sapienza

founded in 1303 by Boniface VIII. The Propaganda Fide had a voice in

the oriental institute (cf., the list: Linguae orientali stabilite dalla SC do Prop.
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Fide, Nov.1876, as well as the list of professors recognized for the various

languages in the Arch. Sem. Rom.).

1.7/12. Professors at St. Apollinaris who taught Jordan were scholars of

international repute. Johann Bollig (Kels, Rhineland, 1821-1895, Rome)

completed higher studies at the Roman College. He studied later in

Gazir, Syria for two years, and for the next 24 years was a recognized

teacher in Oriental Studies at the Roman College. For some years he also

lectured at San Apollinare as well as at the Collegium Urbanum  of the

Propaganda Fide. At the First Vatican Council, Bollig was the expert on

questions about the Uniate Orientals. His Arabic Chrestomathie was well

known, as well as his Ethiopian version of the creed. Fr. Bollig became

Prefect of the Vatican Library.

Agostino Ciasca (baptized Pasachalis Raphael) was an Augustin-

ian priest who also studied in Rome, especially at the papal Sapienza. In

1866, he became professor of Hebrew and Coptic at the College of the

Propaganda, and in about 1880 also at the San Apollinare for some years.

He was considered an authority in Semitic languages, and as such he

worked for a long time as scriptor at the Vatican Library. In 1891, Ciasca

became Archbishop of Larissa, i.p.i. and Prefect of the Vatican Archives

as well as Secretary of Propaganda Fide in 1893. In 1899, Leo XIII created

him a cardinal.

Alexander Balgy (Constantinople, 1814-1884, Rome) was a

Melkite. He was ordained priest in Vienna in 1834, and from 1856 till

1884 worked in Rome as a teacher of Armenian. From 1861 to 1877 he

worked as procurator general of his congregation. In 1876, Balgy became

Titular Archbishop of Acrida in Macedonia and was responsible for

Catholics who emigrated to Italy. He was also a consultor to Propaganda

congregations (cf., NR, 1885, V).

1.8/16. International meeting of journalists was organized by Msgr.

Luigi Tripepi (1836-1906). After studies at the Roman College, Tripepi

himself became a church journalist and edited the periodical Il Papato.

The clever writer and priest from Cardeto (Archdiocese of Reggio in

Calabria) became famous later as a consultor in various Roman Congre-
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gations (e.g., of the Index). Leo XIII nominated him cardinal in 1901 and

Prefect of the not especially important Congregation for Indulgences and

Relics. About the journalists' meeting itself Werber reports: 

From public newspapers I take the information that Europe was

represented by 1,299 newspapers and periodicals: Italy 227, France 202,

Belgium 167, Holland 60, Spain 130, Portugal 26, Austria/Hungary 93,

Bavaria 76, Prussia, Baden, Saxony, Hessia, Württemberg and other

German states 186, Poland (Austria, Prussia and Russia) 30, Switzer-

land 53, Denmark 1, England 15, Ireland 30, European Turkey 3, Asia

12, Africa 6, America 184 and USA 113, Canada 13, Mexico 3, The

Antilles 12, . . . Chile 16, . . . Brazil 14, Oceania 2, all together 1,503; to

these are added some others which are not indicated by name, but just

represented summarily. These papers employ about 18,000 writers. I

suppose the real number of participants was 1,000-1,200. . . .

Leo XIII was accompanied by "many bishops [among them Mermillod, of

Geneva and the old blind French writer Abbé Ségur] and 9 cardinals

[Ledochowski, Archbishop Manning of London, Nina, the Secretary of

State, Franzelin, Pacca di Pietro, Gianelli, Sacconi, Mertel]. . . ."

The pope began his address "Ingenti sane laetitia suavique animi

iucunditate hodie perfundimur ex conspectu frequentiaque vestra, filii dilectis-

simi." He asked the press to support his apostolic activity, to engage

themselves for the truth and for the rights of the holy church, as well as

for the secular power the pope needed to exercise his office fully and

freely–an office which he, like his predecessors, had assumed not out of

greed or thirst for power but in order to better serve the welfare and

salvation of the peoples.

The German group presented an address inspired by the

Augustinsverein (cf., ftn. 32) and prepared by the Kunst-Verlag Kühlen in

M.-Gladbach and signed by 84 newspapers through their representatives.

In addition to the address, two gentlemen Nöddinghaus and Immelin

presented 23,000 M for Peter’s Pence, Miarka 4,000; “almost nobody

came with empty hands" (cf., Werber, 246-253).

1.9/19. The Anima: The "Pontificium Institutum Teutonicum Sanctae Mariae

de Anima," the Austro-German National Foundation, was just at this time
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in noble competition with Campo Santo. Santa Maria de Anima was

founded as a hospice in 1350. At that time the bubonic plague, the Black

Death, was raging in Rome. So this "shelter of the German nation" served

"to benefit Christ's poor and other persons living in misery," and it was a

true necessity. When Imperial Austria took over the protectorate of

Rome in the second half of the 19  century, the hospice flourished anew.th

At the time of Jordan's studies, Karl Jänig was its rector; he had also been

rector of Campo Santo for a short time before de Waal. In Msgr. Jänig,

Jordan found a reliable and benevolent counselor and helper. Thus for

Jordan the Anima displaced Campo Santo where he, however, continued

to pay frequent visits.

Karl Jänig (1835-1914) knew the Anima already as a student

(1858-1862). After a short period as rector there he became pro-rector of

the Anima in 1872, and rector the following year. He improved the priest

hostel leading it to blossom anew. In 1887, he resigned and in the later

years of his priestly life he worked as administrator of the Nepomuk

Church in Prague. He was also a Papal Proto-notary.

1.10/22, 23, 24. The Columban-Häußler’schen Stipend

Rome, November 25, 1879

Most Reverend Archbishop Administrator!

Again through a petition to the Archepiscopal Chapter I have

dared to ask for a grant: the Columban-Häußler'sche Stipend. To the

petition I have added a report about the language studies made through

October of this year.

According to your Episcopal Grace’s wish I shall make still

more thorough studies in oriental languages during the current year. 
- In regard to the doctorate in orientals, this has not been possible until

now because the Seminarium Pontificium has not yet received this

authority from the Holy See since the Sapienza has been taken away

by the Piemontese. The matter has been initiated, but it is uncertain

whether a conclusion can be reached this year. But his Eminence,

Cardinal Hergenröther, has said there was hope.

- In regard to public lectures, Professor Fr. Bollig himself has

dissuaded me repeatedly from attending them. On the other hand, I

have enjoyed private lessons for some time with his Excellency the

Coptic Bishop Paschai of Egypt and with the Procurator General of the
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Melchitarists, and I shall be able to continue doing so. However, the

main task in studying languages and other subjects is a personal effort.

- Regarding theological studies the priests of the various parishes

must, according to a decree of the Holy See, take part at a weekly

conference, furthermore liturgical and moral-academic themes are

dealt with every week for the clergy in Rome in the mission house of

the Lazarists.

While thanking your Episcopal Grace for the benevolent grant of last

year's stipend and looking forward to a gracious consideration for the

present year, I am, Your Episcopal Grace's unworthy servant,

J.B. Jordan

Largo dell'Impresa nr. 2 (AF).

From the letter we can see that the bishop counted on Jordan to take a

doctorate in "Orientals." Jordan was sorry that presently there were

difficulties between the new rulers in the Quirinal (December 31, 1870)

and the Holy See. Since the conquest of Rome by the Piemontese there

were continuous altercations with the "robber of the church-state" greedy

for possession and power. At that time Pius IX had to "adjourn" the First

Vatican Council. To prevent bloodshed, at the first canon shots he sur-

rendered under protest to the Piemontese on September 20, 1870. But the

new rulers were not satisfied with surrender. In the name of national

right, in 1871 they secularized University Sapienza, shut down the Jesuit

College, and infringed or abrogated other rights and freedoms. In 1872,

the Roman monasteries were confiscated, church properties were

nationalized (including the properties of the Propaganda Fide, which

then were sold at auction by the young Italian state in 1880-1881). 

In 1878, Leo XIII reformed the schools of the Pontificio Seminario

Romano Maggiore (at that time located only in St. Apollinaris). But in the

meantime the papal school was unable to confer degrees. The same was

true for the Pontificia Universitas Urbana (founded by Urban VIII in 1627),

while the Sapienza was nationalized and kept its university rights. Pius

IX (1792-1878) as well as his successor, Leo XIII (1810-1903), defended

themselves against these "nationalistic" violations, above all through

their secretaries of state. For a long time these "Prisoners in the Vatican"

could not withstand the pillaging of the Papal State. Pius IX remained at

the tomb of St. Peter; Leo XIII repeatedly made plans to flee. But with
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Crispi’s hostile anti-church laws and the continuous hostilities of the

mob, Leo never found the strength to treat the "Roman Question" in a

conciliatory enough diplomatic way to end the Kulturkampf. 

This is Jordan’s petition for a one-year renewal of his stipend:

Rome, November 22, 1879.

Petition of the priest John Baptist Jordan from Gurtweil to the

Most Rev. Archepiscopal Chapter Vicariate to receive the Pastor

Columban Häußler stipend. 

The undersigned priest from Gurtweil asks you to be so good

as to grant him the Pastor Columban Häußler stipend for another year.

The petitioner includes an account of his studies in the elapsed year

1878-79. Looking forward to a gracious consideration, the most obedient

petitioner John Baptist Jordan signs and sends this to the Most Rev.

Archepiscopal Chapter Vicariate. Largo dell'Impresa nr. 2 Roma (AF).

Here follows an extract of the affirmative decision of the stipend office:

Archepiscopal Chapter Vicariate.

Freiburg, December 1879.

Petition of the priest John the Baptist Jordan d.d. Rome 22. c.m.

(November) to receive the Pastor Columban Häußler stipend for

another year.

Decision

The administration of the Pastor Columban Häußler stipend endow-

ment is ordered to give the priest John Baptist Jordan from Gurtweil,

now in Rome–Largo dell'Impresa nr. 2, another stipend of 800 Marks–

Eight hundred Marks–for the year 1879-80 and to pass to account and

document. One half is to be paid out at once, the other on April 1, 1880.

II. (Expediatur on reverse side). Information of this to Rev. Fr. J.B.

Jordan, presently in Rome, Largo dell'Impresa nr. 2, with the adden-

dum that according to Section 10 paragraph 10 of the document of the

endowment the holder of a stipend who has enjoyed the Häußler

Stipend for four semesters of academic formation, when the stipend is

finished, shall give a thanksgiving to the acts in which he promises that

if he should get profitable placement as a consequence of the higher

formation received, he shall give a corresponding contribution to

increase the beneficial endowment. This promise, however, should not

be followed up juridically. . . (AF).



 Pius Zingerle, OSB (1801-1881) was a famous orientalist. In 1862 he
*

was professor at Sapientia and scriptor at Vatican Library where he researched

handwritten Syriac. By 1865 he had returned to his native Tyrol.
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On December 23, 1879, Jordan warmly thanked his local bishop for the

financial help (Fasc. 85: Columban Häußler Endowment 1865-1920). Of

course Jordan was not obliged to pay anything back later because he

declined every profitable ecclesiastical office.

The endowment bore the name of the pastor and rector of

Sasbach who in spring 1818 willed his property to the Archepiscopal

Chapter, which administered and enlarged the fund for poor student

priests. To this petition for material support and to the account of his

studies, Jordan as a recipient of this stipend added a personal letter to his

local bishop describing clearly and soberly the Roman situations as they

affected him (see, above).

1.11/25. Language studies report of Jordan the stipendiate in the school

year 1878-79, was submitted to the Columban Häußler Endowment.

Jordan had enrolled for four modern oriental languages and was careful

at the same time not to get out of practice in Hebrew or Greek. His

language studies at the Oriental Institute are surprising in that wherever

possible he practiced his studies with texts of the Holy Scripture at hand.

So the Word of God always remained present, and his language study

remained within his ongoing theological formation.

The undersigned gives herewith personally, as requested, an account of

his language studies made in the year 1878-79, because no certificates

have been executed by the Institute.

I. At the Seminarium Pontificium ad St. Apollinarem the stipendiate

attended the following oriental languages:
a) Armenian with his Excellence Archbishop of Acrida, Monsignor

Balgy: Grammatical exercises, translations from Armenian into Italian

and vice versa.

b) Syrian with Rev. Fr. Scapatini: Grammatical exercises and translations

from the New Testament into the Syrian Chrestomatie by Zingerle.
*
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c) Coptic with Fr. Ciasca. Coptic grammar with translation of the

Chrestomathie by Uhleman and from the Diurnum Alexandrinum

Copto-Arabic by some others (Coptic part).

d) Arabic by Fr. Bollig. Language exercises and translations from part

two of the Arabic Chrestomathie, published by the Jesuits in Beruit.

II. Furthermore, the stipendiate studied privately:
a) Armenian: read the four Holy Gospels, the Armenian Liturgy, Book I

of the Imitation of Christ, a selection of Marian hymns.

b) Syrian: read more than one Gospel of the Peschito in connection with

parts from Zingerle's Syrian Chrestomathie.

c) Coptic: read the Rituale Copticum (Coptic part) completely and the

Diurnum Alexandrinum (Coptic part).

d) Arabic: read Gospels sections of Saints Matthew and Mark completely

and sections of Luke chapters 1-8, and others.

e) Hebrew: read from the Old Testament more than 100 chapters, some

of each book and about one third of the Psalms.

f) Greek: book Xenophon Anab. Thucydides, Bk. I, c.1-110, and the

Liturgy of Saint John Chrysostom, and others.

J. Baptist Jordan (AF)

1.12/27. Archbishop Balgy and the Mechitarists. Probably through the

intervention of Archbishop Balgy, Jordan won Fr. Duha, the former's

successor as procurator general of the Mechitarists (Viennese branch) as

his next Armenian teacher. Duha (Szamosn joàr-Carmenopolis, Sieben-

bürgen, 1848-1913, Neusatz-Novizad) was ordained priest in 1869, with

the Mechitarists in Vienna. He took over the post of procurator general

from Fr. Balgy and was his loyal assistant also in other matters. The

Mechitarists had their house in St. Lorenzo in Piazza Lucina nr. 36A

(opposite the parish). Jordan had belonged to the same parish since his

move to Largo dell'Impresa nr. 2.

The Mechitarists, Armenian Benedictines, were founded in Istan-

bul in 1701 by Mechitar (Siwas, Sebaste, 7 February, 1676-1749, April 27,

Venice). In 1717, Mechitar's monks were expelled by the Turks and the

seat of the order was transferred to the Island of S. Lazzaro near Venice.

Abbot Mechitar was a poet and theologian. He studied indefatig-ably the

Holy Scripture and the Armenian Fathers of the Church. Above all he

looked for ways to lead the people of his homeland back to the Catholic

Church. In doing so Mechitar also had to defend himself against
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Latinization and to defend the Armenian Rite. After his death the order

split into the Venetian and Viennese branches. The order cares especially

for the religious and cultural unity of the United Armenians, sorely

afflicted under the "barbaric Turkish dominion."

We still have two letters written in Armenian by a relatively un-

known monk or priest Tavitian H. In them he encourages Jordan to spare

no effort in learning Armenian so that he might soon be able to work in

the Armenian Mission "for the salvation of souls" (D-925, November 4,

1879). The very next day Jordan answered that he would be quite willing

“to bring the truth of Christ as a missionary to the brothers gone astray."

Tavitian shows himself delighted by Jordan's generous mind (letter in

Armenian, November 7, 1879, D-924).

1.13/30. Draft of “A Catholic Society” bears no date. However its some-

what aggressive, ultramontane openness, which certainly captivated

Jordan at the beginning of his Roman studies when he experienced the

tension between ecclesiastical and secular Rome, points to this period.

Also the prescriptions about clothing reminiscent of the students of the

Germanicum, presupposes knowledge of the Roman situation. (Jordan's

idea was a black cassock with red cincture and "red piping and buttons"

(pt. xiii). The red color "shall remind each member of his continuous

readiness to shed his blood for the above described aim." In addition it

demanded the wide "Roman mantle.") Also the academic program

presupposes Roman experience (pt. ix). The Draft of an SC is written on

the first two pages of a folio sheet. Later Jordan canceled point xv adding

point iii: "All shall have everything in common" (E-1201; cf., DSS II, 11ff).

The number twelve was for Jordan a holy number on account of

the twelve apostles. In July 1879, he wrote: "Begin in such a way that you

feed about twelve poor people at noon, at the same time joining some

instruction to it" (SD 156). On another occasion Jordan saw in his home

village a great number of storks migrating south. People said that they

counted between forty to seventy in half an hour. Twelve storks passed

the night on the roof of the castle in which the Sisters of the Precious

Blood were still living. The sisters at that time were debating whether to

join Jordan's foundation in Tivoli. Jordan noted with surprise "12 storks
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settled down in the evening, flown off in the morning. Precicesy twelve.

Really!" (G-7.1,11). After returniing to Rome he reported this “omen”

with great delight (cf., note of Lüthen (G-14); MMCh, August 26, 1889).

In the early tradition of the Society the apostolic interpretation of

the meaning of the number twelve remained alive. Thus it was not

overlooked that there were twelve members with perpetual vows who

intervened for their Founder with the Cardinal Vicar in March 1886, and

also that the female branch counted twelve sisters when the Founder

relinquished his directorship (G-14.12, 13).

On page three of “The Draft of an S.C.,” Jordan noted selected

scripture texts, which show the spirit of the draft better: 

- Lk 10:2, And he said to them, “The harvest is rich but the laborers are few, so

ask the Lord of the harvest to send laborers to do his harvesting.”

- Lk 10:16, Anyone who listens to you listens to me; anyone who rejects you

rejects me, and those who reject me reject the one who sent me.

- Lk 11:13, If you then, evil as you are, know how to give your children what is

good, how much more will the heavenly Father give the Holy Spirit to those

who ask him!

- Js 5:19-20, My brothers, if one of you strays from the truth, and another

brings him back to it, he may be sure that anyone who can bring back a sinner

from his erring ways will be saving his soul from death and covering over

many sins.

- Mtt 5:10, Blessed are those who are persecuted in the cause of uprightness:

the kingdom of heaven is theirs.

- Mtt 10:16-20, In the same way your light must shine in people's sight, so

that, seeing your good works, they may give praise to your Father in heaven.

Do not imagine that I have come to abolish the Law or the Prophets. I have

come not to abolish but to complete them. In truth I tell you, till heaven and

earth disappear, not one dot, not one little stroke, is to disappear from the Law

until all its purpose is achieved. Therefore, anyone who infringes even one of

the least of these commandments and teaches others to do the same will be

considered least in the kingdom of heaven; but the person who keeps them and

teaches them will be considered great in the kingdom of heaven.

- Mtt 20:28-29, For I tell you, if your uprightness does not surpass that of the

scribes and Pharisees you will never get into the kingdom of heaven. But I say

this to you, if a man looks at a woman lustfully, he has already committed

adultery with her in his heart. If your right eye should be your downfall, tear it
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out and throw it away; for it will do you less harm to lose one part of yourself

than to have your whole body thrown into hell.

- Mtt 18:19, In truth I tell you once again, if two of you on earth agree to ask

anything at all, it will be granted to you by my Father in heaven.

- Mtt 25:34, Then the King will say to those on his right, Come, blessed of my

Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for you since the foundation of the world.

- Jn 13:20, In all truth I tell you, whoever welcomes the one I send, welcomes

me, and whoever welcomes me, welcomes the one who sent me.

- Jn 16:33, I have told you all this so that you may find peace in me. In the

world you will have hardship, but be courageous: I have conquered the world.

- Rm 10:15, And how will there be preachers if they are not sent? As scripture

says: “How beautiful are the feet of the messenger of good news.”

- Nahum 2:1, See on the mountains the feet of the herald! “Peace!'” he

proclaims.

- Phil 4:13, There is nothing I cannot do in the One who strengthens me.

- Is 52:7, How beautiful on the mountains are the feet of the messenger

announcing peace, the messenger of good news proclaiming salvation and says

to Zion, “Your God is king.”

These words of the Lord show scripturally Jordan's apostolic outlook.

On page four, Jordan noted what was to rend his own heart and the

hearts of those who wanted to join him: 

Remember how many who were saved through the precious blood of

our Lord, Jesus Christ, are still sitting in the shadow of the death. Four-

fifths of the inhabitants of Asia are still heathens. China has more

inhabitants than Europe, and most of them don't even know Christ.

China 477 million; Europe 285!

There follow far reaching schematic outlines of the organization of the

planned work: people who pray, teachers, workers. The latter 2 groups

are subdivided in imitation of the group initiatives which we also meet

in other foundations of that time, although less expressly. It remains an

open question whether the last two pages of the sheet were written at a

later date. But if so, it was certainly not much later. It is also surprising

that terms like “work,” “institute,” which are otherwise so common to

Jordan, are missing in this draft. Nor did Jordan ever refer back to this

sketchy draft of a "Catholic Society." His guiding ideas were living in
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him; they arose from his vocation. But their realization demanded other

measures.

Jordan later confessed that he had written the first Leitlinien

(sketches) for his intended Institute in Jerusalem and that he had laid

them on the Holy Sepulcher. Just this fact presupposes that he already

earlier thought about his apostolic plan as his Spiritual Diary proves (SD

112, 124). This was valid for the period of his studies in St. Peter in the

Black Forest as well as in Rome. Quite evidently all the "first drafts"

known to us are informed by the same basic apostolic orientation, which

was precisely Jordan's charism.



 See, A Closer Look: 2.1. Itinerary.
1

 Jordan called his travel notes appropriately "Pilgrim Journey to Egypt
2

and the Holy Land" (RN G-5.1), while he entitled his travel report quite inexactly

"Journey to Africa and Asia in the Year 1880" (RB G-5.2).

 The Secretary of Propaganda Fide was then Mariano del Tindaro
3

Rampolla (1843-1913), later Cardinal Secretary of State to Leo XIII. How well
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 2. To the Holy Land

When as an exiled priest-student of Propaganda Fide in the fall of 1878,

Jordan began his oriental language studies, he never dreamed of perfect-

ing them on location. The very fact that the possibility of a trip to the

Near East was soon to become a reality (for one who was without means

and had to rely on outside help) he could only explain as a special favor

of Divine Providence. Especially in this decisive period of his life, the

deep apostolic conviction by which Jordan lived is manifested in his

prayer from about January 1880:

Lord Jesus Christ, I intend to make this trip for your glory, for you, for

your sake, for your Holy Catholic Church. I am ready to receive from

your hands whatever you send me, be it joy or sorrow, life or death. All

for you Lord Jesus Christ, and that the purpose and desire not hidden

from you may be accomplished. Amen (SD 152).

This journey lasted from January 21 until August 14, 1880. See, 2.1.

Itinerary.  On the way, Jordan noted dates and experiences that seemed1

important to him (RN). In his later report on his travels he made use of

these notes, shortening or expanding them corresponding to his highly

apostolic feelings. So we find in this second set of notes (RB) very

interesting details which supplement his travel report in many ways.2

In both accounts Jordan says he ventured on this journey on the orders of

Propaganda Fide and with the blessing of Cardinal Simeoni, to serve the

Cardinal Prefect of the Congregation as a messenger.  It is not known3



disposed Rampolla was toward Jordan is confirmed by Börger's remark in his

letter to Jordan from Beirut (May 1881, D-931).

Giovanni Simeoni (1816-1892) was since 1876, Cardinal Secretary of

State to Pius IX, succeeding Antonelli (+ November 6, 1876). They both defended

themselves energetically against the violation of the papacy and its rights by the

liberals. In 1878, Leo XIII nominated Simeoni as Prefect of Congregation Propa-

ganda Fide (today Pro Gentium Evangelizatione) and Propaganda degli affari per il

Rito Orientale; both departments had just then united in the Near East to elimi-

nate tensions between Uniates and Orthodox, while enhancing the mission

among local Moslems and non-Christians.

 Luigi Ciurcia (Alessio, December 8, 1818-1881), a Franciscan of the
4

Minori Osservanti, became Archbishop of Irenopoli, i.p.i. on September 24, 1866.

Already on February 27, 1866, Msgr. Ciurcia was nominated Vicar Apostolic for

the Latins and Apostolic Delegate for Egypt and Arabia. As such he had his seat

in Egyptian Alexandria.

 “Titulus et facultates Missionarii Apostolici ad honorem" was given
5

personally to individual missionaries by the congregation of the faith. There

exists no document which would have allowed Jordan to use this title. But from

the solemnly important words with which Jordan begins his travel report this

permission may be supposed. Jordan writes: "Provided with recommendation,

mandate of the Propaganda and the blessing of the church" (G-5.1). In his

ecclesiastic conscientiousness Jordan would hardly have dared to assume any

such title on his own.
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how the cardinal or his secretary, Rampolla, came to engage the young

priest and to entrust him with important messages to the Apostolic

Delegate for Egypt and Arabia, Luigi Ciurcia.  It could well be that4

Jordan's private tutor in Coptic, Msgr. Agapio Bacini who worked for

Propaganda had recommended Jordan to the judicious secretary. In any

case the priest-student felt it was a great honor to be trusted by church

authority. To give this task in the service of the Propaganda its proper

weight, Jordan would call himself "Apostolic Missionary."  In addition5

he was glad to have this unique opportunity to see the holy places and to

perfect his studies in oriental languages on site. Jordan never mentions

who provided the necessary funds. The Propaganda may have contribu-



 See, A Closer Look: 2.2. Börger.
6

 Rome, January 22, 1880.
7

Most Reverend Archdiocese Administrator!

I have already made the exams in oriental languages and shall now go

to Egypt for practical formation, for knowledge of the missionary situations and

at the same time for a religious reason. I have been sent by the Propaganda.

After some stay there I intend to spend more time for study and after several

months I shall return to Rome.

As the aim will be reached better in this way and the ecclesiastical

authority approves of it, I hope that it will also please your Grace. Therefore, I

ask most humbly for the sovereign Episcopal blessing for the rather troublesome

journey, and I am in deepest reverence,

Your Episcopal Grace's most unworthy servant J.B. Jordan.

Convento Grande dei Padri Francescani., Cairo, Egitto" (AF F 12/8).
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ted some; Jordan had probably saved the rest, especially because the

second half of his stipend from Freiburg was due by April 1, 1880.

In Dr. Börger,  Jordan had a dear companion with whom he got along6

well. See, 2.2. Börger. The two priests shared the pleasures and the

sacrifices of their journey and were not only colleagues and comrades,

they were friends. On the evening of January 21, Jordan went to the

German College of the Anima where the community of the house held a

farewell meal with the two pilgrims. They prayed the traditional

traveler’s prayer, the Itinerarium, to ask God's protection and blessing on

the somewhat risky journey.

Jordan informed his local bishop of the journey to the Near East only

after everything had been decided and arranged. He added his address

in Cairo and even predated the letter January 22, 1880, the day after his

departure from Rome. He tells Bishop Lothar he went on this journey not

only for practical training, but also "to learn about missionary conditions,

and also for a religious reason."  In his travel notes and in his journey7

report we find sufficient indications of these two goals.
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It is striking, however, how much Jordan allowed himself to be taken up

by the manifold impressions of the journey. The first night he passed

aboard ship, with a calm sea, under a starry sky, he noted with deep

emotion: "Distance - Stars - Fate - Life." Nor could he ever forget a storm

on the high seas: 

The waves rose up and broke over the mighty ship which turned into a

hospital. It was pitiful to see the sufferings of the passengers (RN). . . .

Great were the sufferings, we were laying there not knowing whether

we would ever see Africa. (RB)

In Corfu he was impressed by the cultural mix of Greeks and Orientals.

The spiritual conditions and the liturgical characteristics also interested

him. Corresponding to the theological horizon of the time, Jordan spoke

of “Catholics and schismatics,” of “Latins and Greeks.”

Arriving at Alexandria, Jordan opened all his senses to experience the

exotic Arabian world and compare it with the European way of life. In

Egypt there were besides Latins and Greeks also Coptic schismatics and

Moslems, and there were diverse people: white, brown, and black.

Jordan was interested in the Bedouins of the desert, the monuments of

the pharaohs, the spell of the mosques, the religious customs of the

Moslems, even in their worldly entertainments, the colorful life of the

Old Town of Cairo, the Arabic school system and gardens, and the

Egyptian starry sky. But he was also interested in the influential French

cultural center of the School Brothers and the German schools of the

"Württemberg Chiliasta." Of course, he never neglected learning

languages and noting down his discoveries along this line. Nor did he

omit visiting the legendary holy places connected with the flight of the

Holy Family into Egypt.

The pilgrim’s deep religious experience at the holy places of Palestine

also found expression in his report. 

Now we went up to the Holy City, and towards evening saw the City of

Sion with the Mount of Olives in the background. Oh what feelings, I

wept. And what thoughts well up in Christian hearts. We dismounted

and went on foot into the Holy City. (RB)



 In Jerusalem, above all in the Church of the Holy Sepulcher, Jordan
8

experienced the scandal of a divided church. The individual rites allowed to

work there observed jealously the limits of their rights in mutual combative

tension. This disappointed him."How bitter and sad to see so many Greeks,

Russians, Copts, Armenians who are not in the Catholic Church!" (SD 154).
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In Jerusalem, Jordan was rather astounded and saddened by the way the

various rites lived cheek to jowl, and often in conflict.  Turkey was then8

the protector in the Holy City and watched that inter-Christian tensions

remained tolerable and did not become an impediment to pilgrims.

Jordan and his companion Börger remained four weeks in the Holy City.

Jordan was preoccupied with venerating the holy places where the

Divine Savior had suffered. He noted exactly where he had been allowed

to celebrate Mass. His deep emotion surrounding the passion of the Lord

betrays itself in every line. On March 9, Jordan celebrated Mass in the

Chapel of the Agony. "The Mount of Olives, the very Garden of Gethse-

mani is my favorite spot for long periods." March 10 and 14 he read Mass

on Mount Calvary, where according to tradition the cross had stood.

Naturally, he also visited other neighboring holy places, especially

Bethlehem. Easter Sunday the two pilgrims made their way to Emmaus.

On the last day of March, they took leave of the City of Sion in order to

start their arduous trip across Palestine to Galilee by donkey. Their goal

was Sichem and above all Nazareth, the "lovely place," and "home of the

Savior of the World," in addition to places on the Sea of Galilee and its

nearby mountains. At the conclusion of this pilgrimage the two Oriental-

ists spent a few days on Mount Carmel.

Then the third leg of the journey began. On April 20, they went from

Haiffa to Beirut and on April 26 to the Study Center of the Maronites at

Ain Warqa. Jordan wanted to perfect his Arabic there and to become

acquainted with the different rites, whereas his friend Börger went on to

Beirut to continue his studies.



 See, A Closer Look: 2.3. Christian Lebanon.
9

 See, A Closer Look: 2.4. Cedars of Lebanon.
10
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In Lebanon,  Jordan again found Christian groups. These, however, lived9

in peaceful harmony and were not influenced by the French style of

Christian culture. See, 2.3. Christian Lebanon. Starting from Ain Warqa,

in spite of the often unbearable heat, Jordan undertook outings to other

monasteries and church centers: Biblos, Bzommar, Cherfey, Ain Traz,

and to the Cedars of Lebanon. See, 2.4. Cedars of Lebanon.10

On July 19, Jordan left Lebanon. From Beirut he began the journey home

by way of Smyrna, where he accepted pastoral supply work for two

weeks and where he experienced a violent sea- and earthquake followed

by several lighter tremors until his departure on August 7. Needless to

say, the local people were very nervous. Jordan wrote: "Dog - Sea -

Corpses." Between Corfu and Brindisi there was again a severe storm.”

Later he wrote: "Not knowing whether we would see Italy again we

entered the skiff which brought us to the ship" (RB).

When before his departure to the Holy Land, Jordan had informed his

bishop of his study trip, he gave as the last reason for the journey: "a

religious reason." Bishop Lothar could certainly guess the meaning of

this remark since Msgr. de Waal had already mentioned Jordan's plans to

him. At that time the bishop still disapproved of Jordan's apostolic

ambitions. Since now the laws of the Baden cultural struggle had become

less rigid and especially because the "lock-out laws" had been annulled,

the bishop wanted his "locked-out priests" back in order to fill the

orphaned positions in his parishes. But Jordan hoped by his expedition

to the Holy Land to clarify his personal vocation.

In his report and notes Jordan does not describe any inner feelings about

this. But he was very exact concerning all the ecclesiastical personalities

to whom he presented his plans. Just as from his youth Jordan had the

courage and ambition to travel, not being afraid of any hardships, so he



 Spiridione Maddalena (Corfu, 3 November, 1824-1884, Corfu)
11

studied at the papal college of the Propaganda (1844-1850). He became

Archbishop of Corfu for the Greek Catholics. At the First Vatican Council he was

one of the most active defenders of the doctrine of papal infallibility. The patron

saint of Corfu was St. Spiridion. Jordan visited his tomb.

 See, A Closer Look: 2.5. Massaia.
12

 Vincenzo Braco (Torrzaao, Diocese of Albenga, 14 September, 1835-
13

1889, Jerusalem) was nominated Latin Patriarch of Jerusalem on March 11, 1873.

 See, A Closer Look: 2.6. Lodgings in Jerusalem.
14
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now had the courage, even the urge, to approach frankly and unpolitical-

ly those who could advise and help him. Already in Corfu he had visited

Archbishop Maddelena,  but he does not mention whether he spoke to11

him about his plans. The day after his arrival in Alexandria he carried

out his orders to the Apostolic Delegate and took leave before going to

Cairo, without however, having discussed his inner troubles with the

kind gentleman. On February 9, Jordan had his first meeting with the

sorely tried missionary, Bishop Massaia. See, 2.5. Massaia.12

Since the Apostolic Vicar of the Galls was resting up in the Convento

Grande from the strains of his forced departure from Abyssinia, Jordan

was able to use this stopover for conversations. The experienced Capu-

chin was very open to Jordan's plan and he remained his influential

helper and promotor. This meeting with Massaia probably constituted a

decisive breakthrough in Jordan’s trial and hesitation. Jordan met

Massaia again in Port Said, in Jerusalem, and in Beirut. In Jerusalem "our

undertaking received the first ecclesiastical blessing from Bishop Massaia

and the Latin Patriarch." Jordan now speaks always of "our undertaking,"

indicating that Dr. Börger was in full agreement with him. Jordan had

visited the Latin Patriarch  the first day after arriving in Jerusalem and13

discussed his plan with him. See, 2.6. Lodgings in Jerusalem.14
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Jordan's Spiritual Diary contains only hints of his inner debate over his

vocation. On March 13 he noted at one holy place: 

Carry out that work which God wills as soon as possible. Have pro-

found confidence and a joyful heart in spite of the greatest sufferings.

Don’t give up, and whatever you do, don’t lose heart. Use every lawful

means at your disposal; renew the good intention three times each day

with special reference to this undertaking, and invoke daily the Most

Blessed Virgin, patroness of the Society. Begin with the instruction of

capable boys, who show sure signs of a vocation to the priesthood, and

begin in addition a printing office as soon as possible. Try to go ahead,

as soon as you can, under the special protection of Propaganda and of

the Holy See. Be cheerful and amiable at all times– do not neglect the

means to do this (for the devil comes in the form of an angel of light)–

mortify your self-will; this is more pleasing to God than something

which deprives you of your strength, which you should use for the

glory of God and the salvation of souls. Jerusalem on the Holy

Sepulcher. March 13, 1880 (SD 152-153).

In later years Jordan wrote: "In Jerusalem I wrote down certain outlines

of the Institute to be founded and laid them on the Holy Sepulcher" (G-

7.1,11). Unfortunately, this sketch has been lost. But it certainly was in

line with his previous attempts and designs.

Two days later on Passion Sunday 1880, at Holy Mass in the Holy

Sepulcher he was filled with certainty from above. He writes: 

Even if you have to circle the globe fifty times over, carry out your

undertaking with all your strength! After Mass on the hill of Calvary

where the sorrowful Mother of God stood (SD 154). 

A few days later Jordan stayed the whole day at the Lord’s tomb. His

diary reports “On March 12, 13, 14, I stayed at the Holy Sepulcher of our

Lord Jesus Christ near Calvary” (SD 155). He laid his book of resolutions

on the Holy Sepulcher; wanting to take it home as a special personal relic

from the holy places: 

This book was placed on the tomb of our Lord Jesus Christ, on the hill

of Calvary, on the altars of the crucifixion of our Lord Jesus Christ and

on the altar of Our Lady, Mother of Sorrows, and on the place where



 Josef Debs (1833-1907), from February 11, 1875, Archbishop of Beirut
15

for the Maronite Rite, gave Jordan a letter of recommendation to the superior of

Ain Warqa.

 Hanna Haij (Giovanni Pietro Hagg) born in Delepte in the Diocese of
16

Delepte was since 1861, Maronite bishop of Baalbek (Eliopoli). He resided in

nearby Sibda. Jordan was allowed to spend a night in the summer villa of the

bishop on the property in Watal Gantz. In 1890, Bishop Hanna became patriarch

and successor of Patriarch Boutros Boulous Masshad (+ 1898).

 Petrus Paulus (Boutros Boulos) Masshad (Masád), born Lebanese
17

1806-1890, studied at the papal college of Propaganda. He was nominated
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the Holy Cross stood and the Redeemer of the world died (SD 155).

[Both entries dated Saturday before Passion Sunday.]

On Mount Carmel, the holy mountain of the Prophet Elijah and the

Madonna, he renewed his resolution to say “yes” to his apostolic calling:

Carry out the work with all your strength; let nothing discourage you;

do it solely for the glory of God and seek consolation in him alone. Pray

much, converse with the saints, never look for consolation in anything

earthly; even if everything seems lost God will not abandon you nor

will his dear Mother. (SD 155). [About the site he notes:] On the Carmel

I prayed also for this (G-7.1,11).

A few days after his arrival at Ain Warqa, "A blessed oasis in the barren

desert" (SD 156) Jordan writes: 

When the hour set by God comes, carry out the work but always keep

your peace of heart; it is like a ray of heavenly light, renewing and

sanctifying, and something you should always be aware of (SD 156).

In Lebanon, Jordan again used every opportunity to confer with church-

men about his plans.  In Sibda he visited Maronite Bishop Hanna15 16

whom he had met in Ain Warqa and who "had already blessed our

undertaking earlier" (RB). In Dunöm he met next patriarch, Petrus Paulus

Masard  who gave his blessing to the planned "Society" and encouraged17



Archbishop of Tarsus i.p.i. (March 13, 1855) and was patriarch for the Syro-

Maronite Rite of Antiochia (Antakia in Syria). The Patriarch received Jordan in

his residence in Dunöm.
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Jordan: "Just continue (RN). Blessing and encouragement on the part of

the Patriarch for our undertaking, July 3," Jordan says in his report.

On July 4, Jordan set off to the great Cedars of Lebanon, already in the

Bible the symbol of vitality (Jer 22:7; Jes 2:13; Ps 28:5, etc.). He was

amazed at their age "from the days of Solomon" (RN). He spent the night

with the Marobit priest who had care of the "Chapel of the Cedars." It

was probably during this trip into Lebanon that Jordan had the real

experience of his calling which was for him like a revelation and the

Holy Spirit’s confirmation of his plans! As he, 

. . . had passed his eyes over the Holy Land and viewed the ever

present religious needs, the word of the Savior had come to his mind

clearer than ever before: “Eternal life is this: to know you, the only true

God, and Him whom you have sent, Jesus Christ” (Jn 17:3). [And

Jordan told himself:] Yes [the Society to be founded] shall preach you,

Oh God, and your only begotten Son. 

Years later Jordan confided this highpoint to Fr. Pancratius his

cooperator and successor. He did not conceal how little his own person

would count, even being absorbed by his calling: "In Lebanon I had the

impression that the planned foundation would come to life, even if I

myself should no longer return to Europe" (I-237).

In all humility he was conscious of the fact that the Lord would forever

give people instructions and the grace to read and to interpret the signs

of the times and to fight and to sacrifice themselves for the vital Christian

answer. But that their numbers and their calling would be exclusively up

to the Lord. This blessed experience of his own apostolic calling, the



 Around 1896-97 Jordan revealed this experience to the newly
18

ordained Fr. Pancratius Pfeiffer, SDS who, immediately after the death of the

Founder, communicated the secret of his vocation to his spiritual sons and

daughters (An, May 1, 1919, 212).

 Again and again, Jn 17:3 will surface in Jordan's praying and planning.

Here it should not be overlooked that this passage had attracted Jordan even

before it concentrated on his call experience in Lebanon. In fact, he stressed that

at that time "it presented itself more strongly than ever to his soul" so that setting

the aim of his projected Society became a clear certainty: it "shall proclaim you,

my God, and your only begotten Son."

 Josef Foreifer was Maronite Rite Archbishop of Laodicea from
19

February 11, 1872. He resided in St. Johann Maroni (San Juan Maron). In regard

to the same visit Jordan remembered: "In the evening I sat together with the

bishop on the floor; [we ate] with our hands" (RB).

 See, A Closer Look: 2.7. Bzommar.
20

 In Harissa near Ain Warqa was a Franciscan convent. There the Latin
21

Bishop, the Delegate of Syria lived, who Jordan also visited. Jordan returned

several times to the sons of St. Francis finding there kind acceptance and

encouragement for his plans. “The confessor of Lebanon encouraged me to go

on" (G-7.1,11). The Right Reverend Superior at Harissa "attached the indulgence

of the Way of the Cross to my crucifix” (SD 156).

Lodovico Piavi of the Observant Franciscans was born in Ravenna on

March 17, 1833. On November 18, 1876, he became Apostolic Delegate of Syria
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formula for which the Lord himself had given in his High Priestly Prayer

(Jn 17:3) was to remain the foundation and basis of his work.18

On July 6, Jordan traveled to St. John Maroni to see Maronite Archbishop

Foreifer  who “blessed our undertaking" (RB). On the 11 , he visited the19 th

Armenian College in Bzommar. See, 2.7. Bzommar.  Bishop "Basilius20

received me lovingly, blessed our undertaking and declared himself to

be a member" (RB). In the Franciscan house in Marissa near Bzommar, he

visited the "Latin Bishop and Delegate of Syria" (RB).21



for the Orientals and Vicar Apostolic of Siunia, i.p.i. The Apostolic Delegate

lodged in the convent of his confreres.

 Melezio (Malathios) Fakak was born 1829 in Damascus. He was
22

ordained Bishop of Zahale and Farzul for the Greek Melchite Rite and he resided

in Beirut e Gibal. On August 9, 1881, his episcopal title was transferred to Beirut.

 See, A Closer Look: 2.8. The Melchites and Sajide Monastery.
23

 Andreas Polycarp Timoni (Smyrna, 1833-1904) was Apostolic
24

Administrator of Asia Minor. Jordan never forgot his encouraging “Se persevera,

riesce” (G-7.1,11; cf., SD 4/9).
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In Beirut he did not miss seeing Greek-Melchite Bishop Malathios Fakak:

"He blessed our plans" (RB).  He also saw Greek Melchite Patriarch22

Joseph in Ain Traz and told him "of our plans." He has "given his

blessing for our undertaking" (RB). See, 2.8. The Melchites and Sajide

Monastery.  He also won the superior of the college to his side, and23

Jordan "went his way encouraged" (RB). On the journey home he also

presented his plan to Archbishop Timoni,  "He gave his blessing" (RB).24

His stay with the Capuchins in Turkish Smyrna (July 23 - August 7, 1880)

gave Jordan the chance to organize and arrange the manifold events of

the past months, and at the same time to help the fathers there in pastoral

work. Mostly, however, he struggled with the formulation of his work.

In Fr. Fortunato Petaccia de Manopello, OFM, Jordan found a priestly

friend who always found time for his ideas. On July 31, he sent an out-

line of his plan, grown in prayer, to his old protector Bishop Massaia.

This sketch, in good Latin, started with the expressive dedication: "To the

honor of the Almighty God." Then follow two texts from Holy Scripture

presenting the soul and spirit of his work. From the Old Testament there

was one text used in liturgies honoring doctors of the church: "But the

wise shall shine brightly like the splendor of the firmament, and those

who lead the many to justice shall be like the stars forever" (Dan 12:3).

The New Testament text is from the prayer of the Lord on which



 See, A Closer Look: 2.9. The Three Grades.
25
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Jordan’s calling was founded: "Eternal life is this: to know You, the only

true God, and Him whom You have sent, Jesus Christ" (Jn 17:3). Now

comes the name of the planned work: "Apostolic Teaching Society under

the protection of the Most Blessed Virgin Mary, the Queen of Heaven."

Next Jordan sets the goal: 

The purpose of this Society is, with divine grace, to care not only for

personal salvation, but by the same grace, all over the world where the

greater glory of God demands it, to follow the command of Our Lord

Jesus Christ: "Go forth and teach all nations.” That demands, by teach-

ing and education, by instruction in word and print, to be engaged even

to the point of being worn out [literally, "breaking into a sweat] so every

intelligent creature will increasingly know the true God and the one he

has sent, Jesus Christ, and that he will live a holy life and save his soul. 

Jordan then explains briefly and concisely his thoughts on the structure

of the Society: "The Society is tripartite," and he gives the three grades’

apostolic characteristics. See, 2.9. The Three Grades. Unfortunately, the

answer of Massaia is not preserved. On September 11, Fr. Fortunato

wrote to the bishop that Jordan had already departed when his esteemed

reply had arrived. Jordan would be able to meet Bishop Massaia after a

few weeks in Rome once he had returned to his rooms and Bishop

Massaia had taken lodgings with his confreres in the Convent of the

Immaculata at the Piazza Barbarini. In his letter from Smyrna, Jordan

had already given his Roman address.25

In Corfu on his way back home, Jordan revisited Archbishop Maddalena:

"He blessed our plans and said he would be a member" (RB). When on

August 11, he once again set foot on Italian soil Jordan had every reason

to be thankful. Not only for having been protected in so many dangers

(storms, earthquakes, etc.) but above all for the fact that his vocation now

had fully ripened and had also found ecclesiastical approval. So he went

by way of Loreto, thanking the Mother of God there and asking her help

before returning to Rome to go to work.
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It is astonishing that during his stay in the Near East, Jordan was never

handicapped by sickness or nervous stress. In his report he only speaks

of dangers at sea and strains on land. He was sea sick just like other

passengers. It is noticeable how sensitive he was to climatic changes. In

Corfu he praised the mild climate, in Cairo he found it definitely "hot,

even in winter sunstroke, at night cold" (RN). In Old Cairo he suffered

severely from the "great heat," also in Ain Warqa, Beirut, and Smyrna.

In the Holy Land he experienced already what he had expected from the

Lord in St. Peter Seminary and what had already showed itself in Rome:

that his nervous condition would improve just by engaging and spend-

ing himself fully for the honor and the kingdom of the Lord (cf., SD 77;

136; 137). The high-minded "Apostolic Missionary" felt himself ready for

any strain in the Holy Land.

Aboard ship Jordan had tried to become acquainted with fellow

passengers. Now and then he mentions personalities he met, e.g., the

Counts of Loë and of Spee. So we see how he cultivated good human

relationships on his travels in Egypt, Palestine and Lebanon. He did this

of course to progress in languages. But just as important for him were

the cultural and religious advantages of such meetings. Subsequently the

inner urge came more and more to the fore, which he had called in his

letter to his local bishop, his "religious reason." His struggle to clarify his

vocation urged him on every occasion to discuss his plans with experi-

enced churchmen. And he was impressive by his priestly humility and

his apostolic openness. The result was that nearly all his highly placed

interlocutors let themselves be convinced and even enthused.

The impression Jordan made on men much more experienced in life was

stressed by the superior of the Academy of Ain Warqa, speaking also for

others, in the Aramaic diploma which he issued to Jordan at the end of

his language studies: "We observed his virtues, his knowledge, his fervor

in learning languages, his carefulness in doing good, in his piety, in his



 See, A Closer Look: 2.10. Diploma.
26

 See, A Closer Look: 2.11. Jordan’s travel report.
27
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manners. . . . We wish him success in his efforts to attain what he aspires

to." See, 2.10. Diploma.26

The adventures in the Near East, especially in the Holy Land definitively

furthered and in a way completed Jordan's spiritual growth. He felt the

Catholic Church was challenged by demands greater than the cultural

struggle in Baden and Prussia, or by the immature policies of national-

istic Italy against papal Rome. Jordan remained grateful to Divine

Providence for providing him in such an irreplaceable manner the best

possible training for the international dimension of his real vocation.

Jordan's personality was now firmly Catholic-Apostolic. See, 2.11.

Jordan’s travel report.27
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2. To the Holy Land. A Closer Look

2.1/1. Itinerary: Jordan’s 1880 Trip to the Near East

Jan. 21 -On the "Feast of the Holy Virgin Agnes" by train from Rome to

Brindisi; arrival there 22 Jan., 6:00 p.m. In South Italy there was snow

and the two of them (Jordan and Börger) felt very cold.

Jan. 22 -Mass in the cathedral. "My companion told me that during Holy

Communion he made the intention as if it were his Viaticum." Towards

midnight, departure from Brindisi on the Italian ship Aquila Imperialis.

Jan. 23 -Arrival in Corfu.

Jan. 24 -“Visit to Archbishop Maddalena.” In the evening departure on the

Ceres, a Greek sailing steamer.

Jan. 26 -Heavy storm, sea sickness; the steamer had to stop and wait for better

weather.

Jan. 27 -The storm died down in the afternoon. On we went in the evening

after the sails were lowered in order to go faster using our engines.

Jan. 29 -Lading in Alexandria. Lodgings in the Franciscan Monastery of St.

Katherine.

Jan. 30 -Received in audience by the Apostolic Delegate, where Jordan

discharged his mandate.

Feb. 4 -On by train to Cairo, lodgings in the Convento Grande of the

Franciscans. Visit to the Pyramids and the Citadel of Old Cairo (Mosque

El Omar) as well as Arabic and Christian schools.

Feb. 9 -Jordan meets for the first time the "Venerable Aged" Bishop Massaia.

Feb. 27 -Journey continued by train to Ismailia, from there through the Suez

Canal to Port Said on a small Greek steamer.

Feb. 28 -Meeting again Bishop Massaia in Port Said. Journey continued by ship

to Gaffe.

March 3 -On to Jerusalem. Lodgings in Casa Nova (RB) as well as in the

Austrian pilgrims’ hostel. Visit to the holy places. Most of all and

repeatedly Jordan stayed on the Mount of Olives and on Mount

Calvary.

March 10-Visit to the Omar (and El Acqsa) Mosque.

March 26-Good Friday.

March 30-"In Jerusalem our project received for the first time the blessing of the

church by Bishop Massaia and the Latin Patriarch."
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April 1 -On to Sichem (Nablus).

April 2 -On to Genin (109 km north of Jerusalem; here the ten lepers were said

to be healed by the Lord: (Lk 17:11-19).

April 3 -Arrival in Nazareth.

April 6 -To Mount Tabor on horseback.

April 7 -To Tiberias; bathing in Lake Genesareth.

April 8 -Caparnaum.

April 9 -Cana. During all these days the two priest traveled by used donkey.

April 10 -Travel to Haifa (with a cart)

April 10-19 -On Mount Carmel

April 19 -Traveling to Beirut; lodgings at the Capuchin Fathers. Meet again

Bishop Massaia.

April 26 -Donkey ride to Ain Warqa. Jordan remains for some months in the

local Maronite College to study Arabic. Dr. Börger remains in Beirut.

July 1 -Visit to Bishop Hanna whom Jordan had met previously in Ain Warqa.

July 2 -Visit to the Sheik in Akura. Over night in Dunöm; visited patriarch and

his two bishops. (Jordan had met the patriarch already in Ain Warqa).

July 4 -Ride to the Cedars of Lebanon; over night at the Lazarists' in Ehden.

July 6 -Visit to Bishop Foreifer in St. Johann-Maroni.

July 7 -Traveling to Biblos.

July 8 -Return to Ain Warqa.

July 11 -Visit the Armenian College in Bzommar as well as Bishop Basilius.

Then visiting the Syrian College in Cherfey (Syrian Office).

July 12 -Visit in Harissa, meet with Latin Delegate of Syria, return to Ain

Warqa.

July 13 -Goodbye to Ain Warqa. Ride to Beirut. Lodgings at the Capuchin's,

where also Jordan's companion had found shelter.

July 15 -Ride to Greek Melchite Bishop Malathios Fakak. "He blessed our

project."

July 16 -Visit to Greek Melchite Patriarch, Gregor Jussuf Sayur in College Ain

Traz (fall from the mule). Return to Beirut; meeting Börger again.

July 19 -Departure by ship from Beirut. Dr. Börger remains in Beirut.

July 23 -Arrival in Smyrna (Turkey). Lodged at the Capuchins'. For a fortnight

Jordan took over pastoral care for the local superior, so he could holiday

in Scio during the great summer heat. Visit to Archbishop Timoni.

July 29 -Heavy earthquake in Smyrna.
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Aug. 7 -Return journey on an Austrian steamer. Stop in Syria.

Aug. 10 -Travel to Corfu. Renewed visit to Bishop Maddalena. Once again on an

Italian steamer. Again thunderstorm and strong wind, and consequent-

ly sea sickness. Jordan "doubted" he would reach home safely.

Aug. 11 -Arrival in Brindisi. Traveling on by train to Loreto.

Aug. 14 -Arrival in Rome. Report to Msgr. Rampolla and Cardinal Simeoni.

2.2/5. Börger, Johann Ferdinand, was born December 9, 1853 in Elspe im

Kreis Olpe "on the castle" albeit in Elspe there was no castle. Castle was

the name of a field or house (“Johan auff der Borg oder Börgers in Elspe” we

read already on an account of 1742). Ferdinand was the fourth of seven

children of Ferdinand Börger and Theresia Sömmer. His four year older

brother Eberhard became a priest. But compelled by the Prussian Kultur-

kampf he remained "outside the country" doing pastoral work in Bavaria.

Ferdinand chose the same route as Eberhard. He made his studies at the

gymnasium in Paderborn. Then he went to Rome for higher studies. As

Germaniker he took his degree of Doctor in Theology and was ordained in

June, 1878. Börger then dedicated himself to the study of oriental

languages at Propaganda Fide. Here Jordan and Börger first met. They

undertook the pilgrimage to the Holy Land together. 

Jordan and Börger were companions in the best sense. Once

Jordan returned to Rome, he still remained in frequent correspondence

with his faithful traveling companion. Börger addresses him in a letter of

January 30, 1881, as "dear journeyman," tells him about his successes in

oriental languages and asks him about the progress of his work. How

intimate they became during their common pilgrimage can be seen from

this letter: "If you love me, write a long letter to me again soon . . . God

bless you, old house . . . " (D-930). In another letter written in Arabic and

without date, Börger addresses Jordan "dearest friend" and asks whether

the new secretary at Propaganda, Msgr. Cretoni, treated him well or if

Msgr. Rampolla had been better. He adds greetings to Archbishop

Agapitus Bsciai and wishes the latter a speedy return to his beloved

Copts in Egypt (without date, D-931). From this we can conclude that

Archbishop Bsciai gave them both private Arabic lessons.

For the Holy Land pilgrims, "Rev. Börger, Doctor of Theology"

as well as Jordan, we still have the ornate document signed by “Fr. Franz
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Josef Costa-Maior," Rector of the Austrian Hospice: On "March 18, 1880,"

happily arrived at the Austrian pilgrim house of the Holy Family . . .

Jordan and Börger stayed in Jerusalem from March 3 to 31, 1880. 

Both remained together until April 26, 1880. Then Jordan went to

Ain Warqa while Börger stayed in Beirut where he had found lodgings

with the Capuchins, and attended the Jesuit University of St. Joseph.

Both met again in Beirut when Jordan returned there from Ain Warqa on

July 16, 1880, to take the ship to Smyrna on July 19. Jordan also handed

Börger Mass stipends which had been sent to him from St. Peter in the

Black Forest (cf., letter of Börger to Jordan in Arabic of April 28, 1880, D-

926, which Börger wrote from Beirut to Jordan in Ain Warqa). In the

summer of 1881, Börger returned to the Holy Land. On August 29, 1881,

he joined a group of pilgrims of the Beirut Laborer Congregation return-

ing that day from Jerusalem to Beirut. August was unusually hot in

Beirut that year. Börger celebrated Mass at the Capuchins and then went

for a stroll through the city. 

On August 30, together with an English Lord Strickland from

Malta, he traveled to the College of Lazarists in Antoura, to the seminary

and then to the Patriarch of Syrian Catholics in Cherfey. On their way

home they both suffered sunstroke near the Beirut waterworks at Nahral

-Kelb. The English engineer of the place at once fetched help from the

Jesuit college in Beirut. Fr. Habib administered the last sacraments to

Börger. His body was taken home, while his companion was saved. On

the following day Börger was buried in the cemetery of the Jesuits in

Beirut. On the tombstone was written:"Ferdinandus Börger, sac. Alumn.

Prop. Fide, aetatis 27, obiit August 30,1881." Later the cemetery was trans-

ferred to Jamhour a few kilometers outside Beirut. On that memorial

stone is written:"P. F. Börger, P. F. 1881" (Pater Ferdinand Börger,

Propaganda Fide. Cf., Diarium , Saint Joseph University,1872-1882). 

Börger's tragic death provoked profound mourning in his native

place, although the cause was variously reported. In the Baptism Register

the pastor noted: "died in Beirut in Lebanon through fall from horse." (In

reality the rescue group took him on horseback from the waterworks to

Beirut.) The local history notes: "Dr. Ferdinand Börger, who as professor

of theology at the Jesuits' in Beirut in Syria 1881, while on a tour of



 Il Monitore Romano, October 15, 1881, asks for prayers for "the zealous
*

Rev. Ferdinand Börger, member of the Second Grade, died in Syria." 
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Lebanon together with Strickland, a young English Lord from Malta,

died of heart attack" (Prof. Dr. Robert Börger, Historicals from Elspe im

Kreis Olpe, 19). The news of the death together with Börger's assets

(documents, 320 fr. and personal effects) were sent to Elspe by the

chancellor of the German Consulate. 

This is the only case in Jordan's life a true and deep friendship

between two like-minded men. Dr. Börger shared not only the passion

for language studies of his six year older friend, but he was also attracted

by Jordan's plans.  Thus for Jordan the premature death of his friend and*

first companion was a hard blow. It upset him as if he had experienced it

himself. Jordan was by nature extremely sensitive in regard to weather.

Sunstrokes remained for him true dangers, which he later feared for his

missionaries. Likewise, lightning and thunderstorms weighed so heavily

on his nerves as to provoke the sincere sympathy of others. He never

forgot the two sea storms or the several days of sea- and earthquakes he

had experienced in Smyrna.

2.3/8. Christian Lebanon. Historically, the land between the Lebanon

Mountains and the Mediterranean Sea was a perpetual a battleground of

political and religious differences. In modern times it suffered especially

under the Turkish yoke–in 1516 the Ottoman Turks displaced the Egyp-

tian Mameluks. "The barbaric Turkish tyranny and the cruel persecution

by oriental heretics" have been deplored since the 16th century in almost

all appeals for help in the Holy Land and its northern neighbor. In

Jordan’s day Lebanon still belonged to Syria and was from 1516-1918

part of the Ottoman Empire with its center in (Vilayet) Damascus. Only

after World War I did it become independent from Turkish rule. Begin-

ning in 1912, Syria became a French Mandate. In 1926, Lebanon was

separated from Syria; it became autonomous in 1944. At the time of

Jordan's journey to the Near East the iron fist of Turkish occupation was

felt everywhere. 
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Under Pius IX and Leo XIII, the Near East received special

attention for two reasons. One was to lessen the tension among the

oriental Uniate churches which were insisting on their apostolic rights

against the ever more centralized post-Vatican I, Latin-Roman ecclesi-

astic leadership and threatening a schism. Secondly, the mission among

non-Christian inhabitants in the Near East had to be enhanced. Thus,

close cooperation between the Congregation of Propaganda Fide and the

Congregation for Matters of Oriental Rite was vital for le Proche Orient. 

In the second half of the 19  century, the missions in the Nearth

East revived in a promising way. Above all, the French and the Italians of

the great missionary orders were successful, especially through their

solid work in education. Jordan met with them repeatedly everywhere

on his journey. With his language knowledge, there were no difficulties

in communication. 

The Vatican’s political interest in the Near East demanded pru-

dent and cautious firmness. On the one hand, the cooperation between

Rome and various Uniate churches–who had found refuge here from

Islamic persecutions, but who as martyr churches were also more sensi-

tive about Rome–was to be handled delicately. Papal legates served as

mediators in this regard. The local clergy were to be academically

formed in Roman seminaries and at the same time to become rooted in

their homeland. The mission regions were handed over to religious

orders (Jesuits, Assumptionists, Oblates, Capuchins, etc.).

The French protectorate (barely tolerated by the Turks) was quite

helpful to the church (in spite of certain rivalries between German King

Wilhelm II and Austro-Hungary). A certain tension remained between

the Papal Delegate and the Patriarch. In 1879, the Jesuits inaugurated a

seminary in Cairo (from 1884 on, German Borromaeus Sisters worked

beside School Brothers, Lyon Missionaries, White Father, Ursula Sisters,

etc.). Jordan fully understood the missionary importance of this aposto-

late. "It is precisely the schools which today are the means of spreading

the faith" (SD 154). 

Jordan's experiences in Lebanon remained limited to Eastern

Uniate churches. Between them and the separated churches of their own

rites there were no ecumenically oriented relations at that time. Today’s
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Orthodox were at that time still considered schismatics. Thus, Jordan's

experiences in the Near East remained ecumenically without influence. 

Maronites are all Catholics. The Maronite Church of 1880

numbered about 1,000 secular priests as well as 45 monasteries of men

with about 800 monks, and seven monasteries of women. Their spiritual

leaders came above all from the Maronite Order of Our Lady of Lebanon.

This order also taught Catholic monasticism to the refugees of the Uniate

Melchites, Armenians and Chaldaeans who had fled to Lebanon. Their

monks accepted the Maronite Rule. Maronites trace themselves back to

the Holy Hermit Maron (Maroun), who died c. 410. 

In the turbulent times of persecution about seventeen religious

communities found refuge in remote Lebanon (11 Christian, 5 Moslem, 1

Jewish). The Turkish massacres of Armenians (1895) and most of all the

Druses massacres of Maronites (1845-1860; 1891-92) left raw wounds in

the various Uniate religious groups. (The Druses are a Moslem sect

persecuted by their own co-religionists, who sought refuge in Lebanon.

The sect developed there into a tribal community. They devoted them-

selves to a kind of Platonism since the 12  century and were feared forth

their intolerant violence.) 

After the farmers’ rebellion against the sheiks and after the

Druses massacres, the Maronite Patriarch became the most important

stabilizing force in the country, particularly under the qualified leader-

ship of Paul Màsad (1854-1890). The National Council of 1856 in Bkerki

under the presidency of the Apostolic Delegate and with the participa-

tion of the superiors of the three Maronite Orders (which at that time

boasted 1,800 members, of whom 800 were priests) was showing the way

to the future. Their slight relations with France also helped unite Maron-

ites and Latins. French schools set the tone of cultural development. 

The academic center of the Maronites was their academy at Ain

Warqa. For a long time it was the best college in Lebanon. It is situated in

the mountains 30 kilometers north of Beirut. In 1950, the seminary was

dissolved and transformed into an orphanage for about 150 children

cared for by a Maronite congregation: Sisters of the Holy Charbel Mak-

hlouf. The important archives of Ain Warqa are now in Bkerki, home of

the Maronite Patriarch. The Maronites also took great care for elemen-



 Jordan kept up relations with his beloved Ain Warqa after his return
*

to Rome. Evidence is a preserved short letter in Arabic of March 30, 1882, in

which a theologian from there, Boulos el curi Mnasa, thanks Jordan for mailing Il

Monitore Romanum and promises to pray for a favorable growth of Jordan's

Societas Instructiva. He also asks him to continue sending Mass stipends to the

priests Josef and Franz (the best way is through the Lazarists in Beirut), "for they

are poor as you know, and you promised me these stipends" (D-967). 
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tary school instruction. The liturgy of the Maronites is in Aramaic, the

language spoken by Our Lord, which today is spoken in only a few

remote valleys. Most people have adopted Arabic since the 17  century. th

The other rites Jordan encountered in the Near East were the

Armenian, the Chaldaic (East Syrian), the Antiochean (West Syrian) as

well as the Alexandrian (Coptic) and finally the Byzantine. There were

four Patriarchs united with Rome–the threefold Maronite one of the

Armenians; one of Kilikien (Constantinople); the Chaldaic (Babylon);

and the Coptic from Alexandria. After Vatican I, the non-Uniate

Christians were dismissed as "schismatics." 

During his studies in Ain Warqa the scrupulous Jordan asked at

the Propaganda in Rome whether he might follow the Roman liturgical

calendar. On June 22, he received this permission for the time of his

language study there: "quod in Oriente permanserit causa linguarum

Orientalium addiscendarum. . . . M. Rampolla Secretarius" (C-61).  *

2.4/9. Cedars of Lebanon. A pilgrim today finds the Cedars of the

Lebanon not very different from how Jordan experienced them: 

The last cedars which stand in a remote high valley high were saved by

their inaccessibility from being burned as temple columns or being

broken as ship masts in a storm. Only as a symbol on the flag of

Lebanon do the cedars still cross the seas today (Peter Bamm, Welten des

Glaubens: Zurich: 1959, 73). 

The 400 remaining trees thriving under the mountain’s crest would no

longer exist if inaccessibility had not made harvesting them unfeasible. 

. . . each tree stands quite isolated touching its neighbor only here and

there with its furthest branches. The last cedars are true aristocrats. The
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largest shades a stone basin of deliciously refreshing well water beside

which stands a Maronite chapel. The priest welcomed us in a friendly

way. . . . As the trunk of this veteran [tree] at the fountain has a circum-

ference of 16 m, it is possible it began to flourish in King Solomon’s

tiime (Peter Bamm, Frühe Stätten der Christenheit. Zurich: 1967, I, 134). 

2.5/11. Massaia, Guglielmo Lorenzo, was selected by Providence to help

Jordan in the decisive early phase of his vocation to clarify and solidify

his divine calling. He was the first to give Jordan the blessing of the

church–the ecclesiastical “yes” to his special vocation. He remained a

fatherly friend and protector of Jordan all during the years he made his

first tentative steps on his still dark way. 

Massaia was born June 8, 1809, in Piova d'Asti. In 1826, this

Piemontese entered the Capuchins, was ordained priest in 1832, and

from 1836 on was lecturer of philosophy and theology at Capuchin

schools in Moncalieri-Testona and Torino-Monte. 

In 1844, he became definitor of the Province of Torino. Gregory

XVI nominated him Vicar Apostolic of the Galls in High Abyssinia in

1846. After adventurous difficulties Massaia succeeded in reaching his

mission territory in 1852. It was situated 2,500 kilometers inland south of

Alexandria in an almost undeveloped region of today’s Ethiopia.

Massaia founded a mission in Kafffa and Schoa in southern Abyssinia

and was indefatigably engaged in mission work. He personally baptized

more than 36,000. His human prudence, zealous goodness, and manifold

abilities were entwined with apostolic zeal and won him great influence

everywhere. In his missionary engagement he never overlooked the

social needs of the people and tried to win the Italian and French govern-

ments for the vital cultural work in Abyssinia. After such fruitful work

this most famous missionary of his day was expelled from the country in

October 1879, by Negus Ati Johannes II. When he reached Cairo,

February 9, 1880, after his long and worrisome trip from the country of

the Galls, he spent a few days at the Convento Grande of the Franciscans.

There Jordan had been receiving kind hospitality since February 7. He

immediately felt the urge to open his heart to the aged missionary and to

explain to him the struggle for his vocation. Massaia not only understood

and strengthened Jordan with his blessing, but he also remained his
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caring and loving father (cf., letter of congratulations to the newly

nominated Cardinal Massaia, August 18, 1884, A Cap).

On January 24, 1884, Massaia wrote to Jordan from Villa

Rufinella in Frascati, where Leo XIII had granted him lodging together

with Cardinals Mertgel and Melchers: "I have always considered your

efforts like my own" (Lettere e scritti minori di Guglielmo Massaia, ed. Rossi,

Roma: 1978, V, 212, nr. 1014). 

While Jordan stayed with the Capuchins in Smyrna (July 23 -

August 7, 1880) and through his pastoral supply work which gave the

local superior the opportunity to refresh himself on the Island of Scio, Fr.

Fortunato Petaccia, OFM Cap. wrote to Bishop Massaia:

We have here the priest Johann Baptist Jordan, whose acquaintance His

Eminence made in Cairo; we have had many and long conversations

with this good priest and hope heaven will give success to his projects. I

have heard with satisfaction that His Eminence approves of the work of

this priest; this bolsters my confidence of staying in contact with him.

[Letter is undated, but was sent to Massaia via Marseille, where he

stayed July 6-12 before beginning his cure in France, Ibid., 34, n. 812.]

From March 3, 1880, Massaia lodged in Jerusalem with the Franciscans.

After retreat in Holy Sepulcher Monastery he also assisted in celebrating

Triduum in Jerusalem. Thus Jordan could again talk with this “unbloody

martyr” and venerated missionary. March 3, 1880, Massaia was already

in Haifa, while Jordan and his companion had departed to Galilee. 1886

Apostelkalender reported that Jordan had met one other time with Bishop

Massaia in Beirut. This could only have happened when Jordan was in

Beirut the first time, i.e., from April 19 - 26, 1880. Massaia traveled by

ship from Haifa via Beirut to Smyrna on April 3. On May 23, in Smyrna

he gave up the Office of Vicar Apostolic of the Galls. He stayed at the

local convent of the Capuchins for a full month. At the beginning of June

we meet the mission bishop in Constantinople with the Vicar Apostolic

of Bulgaria, Msgr. Rainand. On June 10, 1880, Massaia took the ship back

to Europe; on July 8, he landed safely in Marseille. 

By August 2, 1881, Massaia was nominated Archbishop of

Stauropoli, i.p.i. Leo XIII urged him to write about his mission activity.

At first he resisted. His great age and apostolic hardships made him feel
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unequal to the task. But coerced by "papal amiability" Massaia composed

his twelve volumes, "My Thirty-five Years of Mission in High Ethiopia"

(I miei 35 anni di missione nell 'Alta Etiopia, R.-Mi. 1885-1895) which still

today is an indispensable source for the history, culture and mission of

the Galls and of Ethiopia. Massaia dedicated his work to his patron:

Pope Leo XIII, who from the Chair of Peter lovingly embraces the world

and gives the Catholic apostolate impulse, fire and life: to you I dedicate

these pages, true witnesses of my apostolic efforts.

On August 10, 1884, Leo XIII nominated the world-renown mission

Capuchin as a cardinal. Massaia died improvisamente at his confreres' in

St. Giorgo da Cremna (near Naples) on August 6, 1889, at the age of 80.

His process of beatification has been initiated. 

Jordan also remembered thankfully the helpful and friendly

companion of the Vicar Apostolic of Galla, the "Apostolic Missionary"

Fr. Luigi Gonzaga Lasserre da Morestel, OFM Cap. He was born Calixte

Germain Claude in Morestel (near Vézeronce, Isère) on April 6, 1804.

From 1839 he was a Capuchin of the Lyon Province. In 1869, he was sent

to the mission among the Galls. Together with his superior he was

expelled from the country. He was cooperator, not just "secretary" of

Massaia, as Jordan calls him in his travel report. In 1881, he became

Bishop of Morocco, i.p.i. and as Massaia's coadjutor, successor to the

Galls, Vicar Apostolic Taurin Cahagne. Already in 1886, we find him as

Apostolic Administrator in Aden, which became the seat of the Apostolic

Vicariate of Arabia. He died in Lyon, August 22, 1903, released from his

mission activity. 

Fr. Fortunato Rosmini Petaccia, who befriended Jordan in

Smyrna, was born April 17, 1840, in Manoppello (Pescara). He made his

first vows as a Capuchin on November 11, 1858 and was ordained in

1863. In 1866, he was sent to the Capuchin mission of Mesopotamia and

was Secretary to Apostolic Delegate Nicola Castella, OFM Cap., Arch-

bishop of Marzanopoli, i.p.i. (+ 1873). On January 20, 1880 he was trans-

ferred to the Turkish mission of the Capuchins in Smyrna, where Jordan

was a guest in the convent from July 23 to August 7. Petaccia was

superior of the convent from 1885 and mission superior of Smyrna from



 In the guest book these two are entered from March 6-17, but they had
*

probably arrived already on March 3. Just before them a Polish pilgrim had

signed in who Jordan later won as a member of the Apostolic Teaching Society:

"1880, Florian KurdÿÑ, Pauliner Father from Krakow lodged in this hospice from

March 17 till April 2." He thanked them for their hospitality and added that as an

Austrian subject he would always remember in his prayers the founder of the

Hospice, the Illustrious Emperor Franz Josef, King of Galizia.
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1889. Fr. Fortunato Petaccia died there on November 28, 1892. His

perfect command of French and Arabic helped to bind him to Jordan. 

2.6/13. Lodgings in Jerusalem were found by the two pilgrims in the

Pilgrims' Home of the Observant Franciscans, the Casa Nova (RB), where

Cardinal Massaia had been in residence since March 3. On March 17,

they transferred to the Austrian Hospice, where on March 18 they

entered their names in the Pilgrims' Book: “Joh. Baptist Jordan, Baden"

and below that, "Dr. Th. Ferdinando Joh. Börger v. der Burg bei Elspe,

Westfalen, 1880" (C-60).*

The day before their departure the rector of the Austrian

Pilgrims Hospice, "P. Franz Josef Costa-Maior" gave them their Pilgrim

Certificates–beautifully printed documents sealed with "Austrian

Pilgrims House," the "Jerusalem Cross" and "Holy Family." Four items

are entered by hand: the bearer’s name: "The Rev. Joh. Jordan, Miss.(rius)

apost.(cus);" the date of arrival, for which the rector used the date from

the Pilgrims’ Book, "March 18, 1880;" the date of the issue of the docu-

ment "March 30, 1880;" the rector’s (C-60). The rector must have taken

the title Missionarius Apostolicus from Jordan's Propaganda identity card,

and where he also got the entry for Börger: "Doctor of Holy Theology."

2.7/19. Bzommar. In 1749, Armenian Catholics received the Village of

Bzommar as a gift from Sheik Mochref-El-Khazem. There they founded

the convent Notre Dame de Bzommar. It became seat of the Armenian

Patriarch. Since 1740 the Armenian Patriarch had been a guest of the

Maronite Patriarch and of the Maronite Sheik Abi Nader El Khazen. 
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Basilius Nasser, born in Damascus (March 3, 1839), was ordained

bishop of Baalbek (October 7, 1861) for the Greek Melchite Rite. He

resided in the Armenian College in Bzommar not far from Ain Warqa

and Harissa. Since the reorganization of the Uniate churches by Pius IX

(Bull Reversurus, July 12, 1867) Bzommar became the residence of the

Kilikien Patriarch. In spite of a schism (following Vatican I) Patriarch

Hassun could return there. 

From Bzommar, Jordan made an excursion to nearby Cherfey

where he attended a Syrian divine liturgy at the college. The Syrian

Catholics, since the 17  century more and more harassed by theirth

separated brothers of faith, fled to Lebanon. There they enjoyed the

protection of the Maronites, who granted them a new home where they

founded the convent Notre Dame de la Déliverance. The monastery became

at the same time the seat of the Syrian Catholic Patriarch. 

2.8/22. The Melchites and Sajide Monastery. The Melchites (Greek

Uniate Catholics) fled from Syrian towns to the Maronites in Lebanon. In

1811 their first patriarch was assigned the residence of Ain Traz by the

Maronite Sheik Sád El Khoury. Ain Traz became the residence of the

Uniate Melchite Patriarch and the seminary as well. 

Gregory II Joussef (Jussuf, Joseph) Sayur, born on October 17,

1823, in Alexandria, Egypt was a Basilian monk of the Congregation of

the Most Holy Savior (del Ss. Salvatore). He made his studies at the Papal

Greek Rhutenic College in Rome. In 1854, he was ordained Bishop of

Tolemaide (Ptolemais i.p.i. ). As successor of Patriarch Clemens Bahuta

(1856-1864) he ran the Patriarchate from 1864 to 1897. Pius IX confirmed

his election as Patriarch of Antioch (in Syria for the Melchite Rite) and

sent him the pallium. Jussuf resided in the Melchite College in Ain Traz,

40 kilometers east of Beirut. Under his jurisdiction were also the

Melchite Catholics of Jerusalem and Alexandria. His ancestral residence

was Damascus. 

The monastery of Sajide was the center of Greek Melchite

Catholics of Syria under the Patriarch of Damascus. (The synod held

there from 1888-1890 contributed to reconciliation and internal unity.)

Patriarch Sayur caused a stir at Vatican I, leaving Rome before voting on
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the dogmatic constitution Pastor aeternus (July 18, 1870) together with the

Chaldaidc and Syrian Patriarchs. They later ratified the constitution, but

tension remained with Rome over its failure to consider their rights and

privileges as patriarchs. With Leo XIII began a fruitful program of recon-

ciliation in faith and obedience. Leo recognized in 1894 the jurisdiction

of Patriarch Gregory II over all Uniate Melchites. 

The resentment some Uniate bishops felt toward Rome was a

consequence of the imprudence of the Neo-ultramontanes at Vatican I.

Angered by Rome’s abolition of the old patriarchal privileges, Jussuf

opposed the reorganization of the Melchite Church which had been

initiated under Melchite Patriarch Mazlum (+1855) through the Council

of Jerusalem. He renewed his local church by educating the clergy,

countering Protestant schools with schools of their own, as well as

refusing the imprudent efforts of schools of Latin missionaries. Patriarch

Joseph died in his residence in Damascus in 1897 (cf., MI 15, 238). 

2.9/24. The Three Grades. The draft outlining the tasks of the “Three

Grades” is very general and basic. The First Grade was to be comprised

of priests from all Catholic rites as well as laymen who, following the

example of the apostles, leave everything to dedicate themselves com-

pletely to proclaiming the Good News. As the means, Jordan indicates

above all "preaching and writing as well as schools and seminaries for

natives in their homelands." For the education of girls he envisioned a

congregation of sisters of the same kind. 

The Second Grade was to unite only scholars and academics,

priests as well as lay people. They shall, as far as their professional duties

permit, dedicate themselves to resisting anti-Catholic propaganda and

promulgating Catholic doctrines. A Latin periodical shall be their organ. 

The Third Grade was to bring together lay people who in their

professions and at home oppose all anti-Catholic influences and educate

their children and those subject to them to be good Catholics. They too

shall have their own periodical. 

In his Italian letter to Bishop Massaia, Jordan points to their

conversations in Jerusalem and Beirut in regard to the planned Society.

He is eager now to send a concise prospectus (prospetto conciso): 
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I feel urged to turn to your Excellency. God has blessed our

undertaking. It has already various members, among them

bishops and patriarchs of different rites, who encourage us. Now

we intend to found our first house in Rome or somewhere else in

Italy, the center of Catholicism.

Then Jordan refers to the great influence Bishop Massaia has with the

Holy Father and asks him to use it on his behalf. Because, "in a week I

will return to Rome, where I shall present our project in an audience and

ask for the blessing and some words of encouragement from the Vicar of

Christ" (A Cap.). Massaia, however, first arrived in Rome only three

weeks later. 

2.10/25. Diploma.

The excellent and respectable Father, the bearer of this script, endowed

with extraordinary virtues, the venerable Rev. Father Johann Baptist the

German, has honored our college with his kindness since April 26, 1880,

with the wish to consolidate what he had learned in the Arabic

language. He reached this, supported by esteemed scholars, excelling in

eloquence as well as such who possessed the reins of science, with the

help of God in the short time [of his study] what others failed to reach,

and this by accustoming his ear to understand and to acquire the

current pronunciation. And this is to be ascribed to nothing else but to

his good memory, the exactness of his thinking, to diligence and

perseverance, his carefulness and effort, by not interrupting his study

except when he lay down to rest or to fulfill his religious duties. . . . And

as he is conscious of all that moved us deeply and what his personality,

deserving esteem, impressed into our heart, we wanted to express it. 

July 20, 1880

Fr. Don Paolo Stefano, 

Superior, University of Ain Warqa.

Jordan translated the certificate into Italian and had it verified by his

Archepiscopal private tutor: “The undersigned certifies to have

compared this script with the Arabic original and to have found that the

translation corresponds to the respective contents. September 24, 1880,

A. Bsciai, Coptic Archbishop” (C-59).
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2.11/26. Jordan’s Travel Report. Jordan never published his travel report.

He hadn't enough time to bring it into the desired form: “Description of

the Holy Land Similar to Kuhn," SD 173. (Albert Kuhn (1839-1929)

Benedictine of Einsiedeln had described "a journey to the Orient" in the

St. Meinradsknaben, which met with great acclaim.) In his work Jordan

often wrote the Arabic names as they sounded to his ear. Furthermore,

he simplified the usual French transcription of the spelling of names of

places and persons. Nevertheless, Jordan's travel report played quite a

role in his young Society in regard to its growing self-understanding.

Through the promotional brochure of Fr. Otto Hopfenmüller, "The

Catholic Teaching Society, its Aim and Development, Edited 1888 in

Braunau am Inn" it entered the early tradition of the Society. It also

served as a basic text in forming novices. 

From the very beginning Hopfenmüller points to Jn 17:3 as the

answer to the question "What do we want?" (Chapter I, 12). In Chapter 3,

"How did the Society come into being?" Jordan's journey to the Orient

and its importance for the birth of the Society is fully appreciated. 

The then Secretary of the Propaganda, now Secretary of State Rampolla,

gave him the mandate to deliver a special document to the Apostolic

Delegate of Egypt. . . . Jordan laid his plan [for a Society] on the Holy

Sepulcher of Christ. And as if Christ the Lord wanted to give His

agreement, it happened that two bishops in Jerusalem greeted the plan

with joy, giving their blessing. [These two are] the learned as well as

saintly Capuchin bishop, now Cardinal Massaia, and the Catholic

Patriarch of Jerusalem, Vincent Braco.

Hopfenmüller also mentions Jordan's visit to Carmel and to the Cedars

of Lebanon. The so-called "Lebanon experience" itself was not known to

him, otherwise he would never have omitted it. The "congratulatory

certificate" from the rector of Ain Warqa University is not only given

fully in the German translation but its Arabic original is also printed in

facsimile. Among church leaders with whom Jordan spoke in Lebanon,

Hopfenmüller especially mentioned "Syro-Maronite Patriarch Putrus"

and his auxiliary, Bishop Hanna, the Greek Melchite Patriarch Gregor

Jussuf, the Archbishop of Smyrna Timoni as well as Maddalena of Corfu.

He emphasized the encouragement of the Archbishop of Smyrna: “If you
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persevere, it will succeed." Of course, the agreement to Jordan's plans by

Cardinals Simeoni and Bilio, as well as the private audience with Leo

XIII, who "sent Jordan forth with the consolation of a papal blessing and

thus with a certain anticipated consecration by the church" were also

mentioned (E-304. 5; cf., DSS IV, 123 ff). Hopfenmüller's Brochure

appeared before Easter 1888, for under section "5  Social Needs" heth

refers to the "recently deceased" Don Bosco (+ January 31, 1888). 

Scholasticus 1898-99 (Freiburg, Switzerland) presents a short

biography of Jordan, which returns literally to the historical statements

in Hopfenmüller's Brochure. About the diploma of Ain Warqa it says: 

In the dignitaries Jordan visited on his return journey, this

congratulatory certificate must certainly have inspired enthusiasm

toward this priest who trusted so much in God. This can clearly be seen

from the encouraging words with which they sent forth this man of

God, burning with thirst for souls: "Go on, God will help you." 

To this interpretation by Scholasticus it is to be noticed that Jordan's

diploma bears the date July 20, 1880. It was therefore forwarded to him

so that could show it on his later visits to churchmen like Fakak, Jussef

and Timoni; the rector of Ain Warqa had himself corrected the date. 

The novitiate tradition in Scholasticus notes as well (in connection

with Hoppfenmuller) both the travel report and also the encouragements

from church dignitaries. Jordan’s travel report merely says Patriarch

Masshad had encouraged him: "Carry on bravely;" and about Arch-

bishop Tiomoni, "he gave his blessing." His encouragement: "Se persevera,

riesce" is found in an undated paper of Jordan’s (G-7.1, 11). On November

29, 1915, already in exile and freed from the burden of managing the

Society, Jordan noted in a grateful backward gaze in his notebook that

the prophetic saying of the Archbishop of Smyrna had come true. 

An important sign Jordan's call was real was seen in his safe

escape from all the dangers of the trip, the storms at sea tossing to and

fro, as well as the sea- and earthquakes in Smyrna. Scholasticus writes: 

After discovering the protection of heaven already on the way to the

Greek Melchite Jussef, it was especially meaningful for him that he

luckily escaped another threatening danger in the fall from his mount. 
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It discusses the earthquake in Smyrna along with its impending dangers.

Jordan notes twice that he fell from a donkey and also from a mule, the

first time on the way from Biblos from Ain Warqa on July 8, the second

time on his ride to Beyruth from Ain Traz, luckily without injury. Jordan

had already noted Dr. Börger’s fall from the stubborn Somarello at the

start of the pilgrimage on a ride through the surroundings of Cairo,

something that left the traveling company amused.
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 Between the date of the letter and the travel report of Jordan there is a
1

small contradiction: Jordan's letter is dated August 13, while it says "where I

arrived on August 14."

 It is surprising that Jordan confers “apostolic” quality not only on the
2

bishop himself as representative of Christ but also on the episcopal blessing.
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3. "Now We Get to Work” 

Hardly back in Rome from his Near Eastern journey, Jordan again felt

urged to ask his fatherly protector, Bishop Massaia, to smooth the way

he wanted to follow. On August 13, 1880,  he wrote:1

Again I dare to bother you, Monsignor, with my petition. I have

returned to Rome to obtain the blessing of the Holy Father. Before I

address His Holiness with my concern I want to ask you again most

sincerely to send me your apostolic blessing  as well as some encourag-2

ing and strengthening words. I mean thereby the recommendation of

our undertaking for the greater honor of God and for the good of the

souls redeemed by the Precious Blood of Our Lord Jesus Christ. The

benefits which you will grant our Society by your apostolic zeal will be

indelible. It shall have as our goal the salvation of souls and the renewal

of our present society. Ardently I await the receipt of your apostolic

blessing and your kind recommendation (ACap).

In the Near East it had been relatively easy to collect ecclesiastical recom-

mendations. But the Roman counsels Jordan approached were more

reticent. The stormy young founder had to pass the school of purifying

patience in which such vocations must ripen. Nevertheless, Jordan dared

without delay to trouble Roman church dignitaries to open the way to

the Holy Father by their influence, to enable him to present his important

request personally as soon as possible. As he later remarked definitively

and bravely at the end of his travel report, “Now we get to work.”

He discussed "his plan" first with Msgr. Rampolla who "liked the plan"

(RB). The then Secretary of Propaganda smoothed Jordan’s path to his

superior, Cardinal Simeoni, "who considered the thing not very enthusi-



 Luigi Mario Bilio of Alessandria (Piemont, 1826-1884) became a
3

Barnabite at the age of fourteen and cardinal at the age of forty. He was respon-

sible for the Syllabus of Errors (1864), which he compiled from earlier papal

statements. But he pleaded for a moderate explanation of the same. As a theolo-

gian Bilio was Prefect of the Dogmatic Commission of Vatican I. As one of the

five Council presidents he had great regard for the Council minority. Pius IX,

however, urged Bilio to a stricter formulation of the decree on infallibility. From

1877, Bilio was Grand Penitentiary. In the conclave of 1878, out of true humility,

he renounced from the very beginning to be elected pope and thus facilitated the

election of Cardinal Pecci. The sober, modest and generous Piemontese enjoyed

great authority with Italian King Victor Immanuel. Bilio's advice was highly

esteemed by Leo XIII, and his requests met with consideration.

 Johann Baptist Franzelin (Altino, Tyrol, 1816-1886) lectured as a Jesuit
4

at the Roman College first in oriental languages, then in dogmatics (1858-1876).

At Vatican I he was adviser for dogmatic questions and "papal theologian."

Nominated cardinal by Pius IX in 1878, Franzelin was faithful to the church and

did not fully agree to Leo XIII’s politics of reconciliation with Prussia.

 See, A Closer Look: 3.1. Leo XIII.
5
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astically" (RB). The next to be visited was Cardinal Bilio,  as pious as he3

was open to everything good. He was at once receptive to Jordan's plans,

even declaring himself "protettore di fatto" (RB). Next Jordan went to

Cardinal Franzelin,  "who received me very amiably and after a lengthy4

discussion gave his blessing for the Society" (RB), a Society which really

only existed in Jordan’s own heart and head. Encouraged by these results

he dared now to approach the Holy Father himself. He again saw

Cardinal Bilio who presented Jordan's desire to Leo XIII. See, 3.1. Leo

XIII.  After overcoming some obstacles, which the anticamara dutifully5

put up for everyone (as it was well known Leo XIII did not like to grant

audiences) Jordan was received in private audience "where His Holiness

spoke with me about the undertaking and gave his blessing." The



 Gabriele Boccali (1843-1892) was called to Rome by Leo XIII in 1878 as
6

one of the Perugini. He was his closest private secretary, "SS.D.N.Cubicularius

intimus" as he may once have signed himself. Without him nobody reached the

pope. Thus he was one of the most courted persons at the Vatican. Those who

envied him quipped: "without Boccali no salvation." Physically weak, he suc-

cumbed early to the overstrain caused by his demanding position.

Jordan felt delighted surprise when the very busy private secretary

presented himself at his apartment and communicated to him that "the Holy

Father maintained the blessing for his project." This can only be connected to the

fact that Bishop Massaia had arrived in Rome on September 4 and asked for an

audience, getting it the very next day, September 7. Bishop Massaia may also

have discussed with Leo XIII the plans Jordan had presented to the Holy Father

the previous day and into which Bishop Massaia was very well initiated.

 This unusual wording is probably Lüthen's. We find it already in his
7

brochure about the ATS which he composed while still in the Cassianeum and

which he presented at the meeting in Ottobeuren in July 1881 (Brochure, 9, E-

304.1; cf., DSS IV, 27). It clearly expresses how Jordan experienced and valued

this audience with Leo XIII.
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following day Jordan noted: "Monsignor Boccali  informed me again that6

His Holiness upheld the blessing." In his diary he says: "On September 6,

1880, I was received alone in a private audience with His Holiness Leo

XIII regarding founding the Society" (SD 157). On the same page Jordan

had shortly before written down very clearly his all-embracing intention: 

Orientation of the Society. That it prosper greatly and spread

everywhere and accomplish much for the honor of Almighty God and

for the salvation of souls, and that it be without blemish or wrinkle,

pleasing to God and serving Him alone (SD 157).

Jordan always persisted in this basic apostolic orientation for which he

fought and suffered until the end of his life.

Jordan was extremely happy he had been able to receive "the supreme

ecclesiastic antecedent blessing for his plans so quickly.”  Yet this7

blessing of the representative of Christ bound him all the more to his
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calling. Amid all the unavoidable inner and outer difficulties he had to

stay faithful to his vocation in the church. It was all too clear to Jordan

that he had to fight great obstacles because such work "could flourish

only in the shadow of the cross," as he often expressed it (SD 163; 2/73).

In these late August days of 1880, Jordan was doing more than winning

ecclesiastical patrons for his plans. He was endeavoring above all to find

in the very Word of God clear guidance for his undertaking. He listed in

these days clear citations from scripture where he found the spirit of his

calling and of his planned work expressed most significantly: 

- “Come after me and I will make you fishers of men.” They immediate-

ly abandoned their nets and became his followers (Matt 4:19-20).

- Everyone who has given up home brothers or sisters, father or mother,

wife or children or property for my sake will receive many times as

much and inherit everlasting life (Matt 19:28). 

- Go out now and take your place in the temple and preach to the

people all about this new life (Acts 5:20). 

- But the wise shall shine brightly like the splendor of the heavens, and

those who lead many to justice shall be like the stars forever (Dan 12:3).

- Fight bravely; do battle with the ancient serpent and you will discover

eternal life (cf., Hb 11:34; Rev 12:7-9; 2Pt 1:11)

- If one takes part in an athletic contest, he cannot receive the winner's

crown unless he has kept the rules (2 Tim 2:4). 

- Obedience is better than sacrifice, and submission than the fat of rams

(1 Sam 15:22). 

- Obedience is the highest freedom, if man has reached it he can hardly

sin any more (St. Jerome). 

- Christ humbled himself, obediently accepting death, death on a cross!

(Phil 2:8). 

These citations in Jordan's Book of Resolutions show clearly the spirit

which was to imbue his future foundation. The characteristic of his work,

his special charism, had to be the closest and most complete following of

the Lord in the footsteps of the apostles. This style of discipleship meant

for Jordan a clear “yes” to the ready commitment to the Kingdom of



 Inspired by the words of St. Peter: "Lo, Lord, we have left everything
8

to get free for you" (Matt 19:27), “leaving everything” was for Jordan a basic

apostolic requirement of his foundation, more than just an ascetic value. He

already stressed this in his first sketch of a rule, which he sent to Massaia from

Smyrna (ACap).

 See, A Closer Look: 3.2. Prill.
9
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God: by honest proclamation, without encumbrances,  in true ecclesial8

obedience (SD 157-159). Jordan loved the fact that this point was stressed

by Holy Scripture and that he found his aim grounded there. Another

list of scriptural quotations is preserved which he compiled, probably at

the same time, under the demanding title: "Legacy out of the Mouth of

Our Lord Jesus Christ" (B-102). Here he chose expressions mostly from

Matthew's Gospel, which had apostolic meaning. (Later Jordan will have

great difficulties drawing up a “rule” acceptable to canon law. Again and

again he would refer to scripture texts concerning apostolic life. He

would simply copy canonical matters in his rule from others who had a

better understanding of them.)

In the next days and weeks his spirit glowed with Pauline ardor. He felt

himself driven by all his upcoming plans. As far as possible he was

determined to make use of the "papal green light" to realize his ideas.

But he had first to find the right co-workers–men and women motivated

like he was by apostolic enthusiasm–to join him to realize the great plan

in joint action.

Jordan tried to woo supporters for his endeavor from among the young

priests of the two German foundations in Rome: Anima and Campo

Santo. He hoped one or the other would warm up to his undertaking.

But they all turned him down, openly or silently. See, 3.2. Prill.  Those9

young men were so engrossed in their own academic studies that

Jordan's apostolic fervor seemed to them obtrusive and extravagant, and

they closed their hearts to his entreaties.



 See, A Closer Look: 3.3. Katholikentage in Constance.
10

 See, A Closer Look: 3.4. Auer.
11

 On September 19, 1880, Jordan lectured about his journey to Palestine
12

in the Hirschen in Thiengen (cf., Säckinger Volksblatt, September 25, 1880).

 Jordan always received hospitality from Dr. Stefan Braun (Hofstein-
13

bach, 22 May, 1832-1899, July 25, Freiburg). After his ordination, August 5, 1856,

Braun became a tutor at the seminary (1857-1874). He was also editor of Konrads-

blatt, the Sunday paper of the Archdiocese of Freiburg (1859-1888). He was

allowed to retain his lodgings in the seminary, which at that time was in Burg-

straße 1. From this much older priest-friend Jordan received not only advice

about the Catholic press, he also discussed his new foundation, which could not

take root in his homeland. Jordan found here precious support through priestly

friends whose position and personality were not without influence (cf., letter to

Auer, August 16, 1881).

 Bishop Lothar only took part at the opening session. Thus Jordan had
14

to travel to Freiburg to talk matters over with him. To receive his consent for his

project, Jordan had already taken the first steps during his stay in the Near East.
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Soon after his return from Lebanon, Jordan was enticed to return to his

German homeland, as Constance was the location of the 27  Germanth

Catholic Convention,  September 13-16, 1880. See, 3.3. Katholikentage10

in Constance. There in the midst of so many leading personalities he

intended to make some preliminary hopeful connections. Jordan found

many old friends like Schorderet and Kleiser, the two patrons of the

Pauluswerk, and his first Latin teacher, the editor Friedrich Werber. Of

special importance for him was the meeting with Ludwig Auer,  the11

Catholic educator and founder of Cassianeum (see, 3.4. Auer), who now

invited Jordan to Donauwörth for further joint planning and actions.

But first he longed to greet his elderly mother and to report on his Holy

Land journey to his compatriots .  He was also eager to share with them12

his grand plans for the future. In Freiburg  he also met his local bishop13 14



He was convinced that he had to insist on his apostolic vocation especially

towards his local bishop. In his petition to Leo XIII (March 10, 1882) Jordan

pointed out that his local bishop had given his blessing for his undertaking. He

also mentioned that he had for the sake of his work renounced ecclesiastical

positions in his own diocese, to which there would have been connected

significant material advantages and honors (E-25.2; cf., DSS X nr. 76). Such a

confession of the truthful priest presupposed that his bishop would have

preferred to have him at home and that he kept all doors open for his return.

 Already on September 27 from Freiburg i. Br., Jordan had announced
15

his visit to the director of the Cassianeum to discuss "the important matters

which you already know." Jordan couldn't but be surprised as he learned more

about Auer's flourishing work in Donauwörth. By early October, Jordan was

Auer's guest. They worked together on the statutes of a future Teaching Society,

by which each tried to bind the other to himself. The result was, of course, a still
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without whose agreement he would not be able to proceed. For the time

being, Bishop Lothar remained reticent. His urgent concern was his own

diocese which suffered exceedingly from lack of priests. Since a mutual

agreement between the state and the archdiocese of March 5, 1880, had

abolished the examination laws, the bishop immediately recalled his

“exiled” priests. Again Jordan found himself in a dilemma. On the one

hand it would grieve Bishop Lothar to lose such a good worker; on the

other hand Jordan wished to remain under the guidance of Propaganda

Fide to be less hindered “in working on his planned endeavor.” His

Book of Resolutions touches on this problem: 

Oh, do not neglect to carry out your intention which God has indicated

to you [by giving you] so much dedication and love for the super-

natural, and so forth. Do not delay, as soon as obedience no longer

holds you back (SD 163).

Bishop Lothar gave Jordan his blessing, but the would-be founder hoped

for his active support in order to realize his ideas all the quicker. 

Jordan traveled next from Freiburg to Donauwörth to consult with Auer,

the director of the Cassianum, as they had arranged.  He hoped Auer’s15



immature compromise of the rather autonomous visions of the partners. To both

men it was evident their union could only be provisional, one which was still

waiting for its realization by trial in everyday life. Correspondingly, the final

draft was completely unsatisfactory to Jordan in several aspects. Already after

his departure Jordan was occupied with examining the Donauwörth paper and

winning Auer for his own proposals. About Jordan's negotiations with Auer we

are quite well informed thanks to the Donauwörth archives (AC).

 See, A Closer Look: 3.5. Statutes.
16

 See, A Closer Look: 3.6. Contract.
17
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energetic support would help him work out his plans more quickly.

Jordan was searching for a solid base in Catholic Germany, while at the

same time establishing one in Catholic Italy. October 1880 found Jordan

and Auer in hopeful harmony and in untiring efforts to formulate the

statutes necessary for a public announcement of their planned joint

undertaking. See, 3.5. Statutes.  At the same time the partners tried hard16

to lay down a balanced contract settling rights and duties that would

both guarantee necessary mutual help, and yet insure their indispensable

autonomy. See, 3.6. Contract.  Jordan only found time to sketch rough17

outlines of the statutes with Auer. Individual points were to be settled by

correspondence and with a future meeting. Jordan was urged to hurry

back to Rome as his protracted absence from there would endanger the

seedlings. Steps were necessary in the field of canonical and civil rights

to validate their contract; these were to be taken by Auer. Both men were

to remain in close brotherly contact and agree on further steps and de-

velopments, and coordinate their actions on both sides of the Alps. Auer

expected very much from realizing Jordan's plans, hoping to extend the

influence of the Cassianeum far across national and linguistic borders.

Jordan returned to Rome by way of Baden and Freiburg, Switzerland.

There he stayed again in the parish house of St. Moritz and was able to

consult with Canon Schorderet and especially with Schorderet’s "right

hand," Jordan’s fellow countryman and friend Chaplain Kleiser. See, 3.7.



 See, A Closer Look: 3.7. Kleiser.
18

 See, A Closer Look: 3.8. Roelofs.
19
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Kleiser.  Schorderet declared himself ready to print Jordan's French18

press releases, but he never kept his promise.

In the Pauluswerk Jordan became acquainted with the parish priest of

Zwolle, G. Roelofs, who liked to write and sought to connect with the

Pauluswerk. See. 3.8 Roelofs.  Jordan persuaded him also to contact the19

Cassianeum. In a long letter he informed Auer of Roelofs’ arrival and

recommended that Auer "co-operate with him,"

. . . [who] has already joined our Society as a member and is ready to

take over the Dutch direction and the founding of the Society in

Netherlands. I am asking you to receive the dear and zealous confrere

with all your love in the spirit of our Society (October 17, 1880). 

Sad to say, Jordan's hopes in Roelofs were not fulfilled as he lacked the

stability and staying power necessary for such a beginning.

On his journey from Donauwörth to Freiburg, Jordan reconsidered the

agreement made at the Cassianeum. The fact was that everything was

still forming up and every improvement had to be prepared before the

statutes were finalized.

Two aspects of the statutes were not cleared to Jordan's satisfaction:

finances and governance. With regard to the first, Jordan intended that

any assets should remain in the country and should, according to local

laws, be assigned to members of the First Grade. The respective local

directors should contribute to missionary activities and to the support of

the superior director. Jordan wanted to omit altogether one paragraph

about abstaining from politics, which he feared would cause mistrust in

liberal circles. With regard to Auer's last will and testament, Jordan

requested clarification on two points: one, that Director Auer had to care

first of all for his family; second, that in spite of this, the property of the
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Cassianeum should also in the future be assigned to the common good

cause. Notwithstanding, he concluded this letter to Auer (Freiburg,

Switzerland, October 17, 1880) with extreme enthusiasm: "Fight with

unbroken courage for the divine work" (AC, Fasc. I). 

Jordan wanted to go from Freiburg to Paris where his fellow country-

man, Cornelius Reichenbach, worked for Pauluswerk. France had from

the beginning a privileged place in Jordan's international plans. But then

he changed his itinerary, heading directly to Rome, his new ecclesiastical

homeland: "Someone desires to have me soon in Rome, from where I

received consoling news. Perhaps we shall also get a church there"

(October 17, 1880). The identity of this "someone" is not known.

On his way to Rome Jordan made a stop in Turin on October 20, 1880.

There he conferred with Don Bosco. The charismatic “Apostle of Youth”

was already 60 and had enough experience to be useful to Jordan. He

showed himself very receptive to Jordan's plans and gave him valuable

tips for his start. He also warned Jordan against the "resistance of lower

and higher clerics" which would spare Jordan no less than they had

spared him. Don Bosco admonished Jordan also to proceed in the best

understanding with bishops and pastors with regard to the Second and

Third Grades of his foundation. He himself would give his support to

the best of his ability (cf., letters of Jordan, October 5 and 11, 1880).

October 22, 1880, found Jordan again in Rome starting with untiring

effort to till the soil for the seed. He saw the Cassianeum as a support

given by Divine Providence to bolster all his further plans. Jordan

remained in frequent communication with Auer. The Director of the

Cassianeum, loaded with his own burdens, was less ready to write. But

Jordan was untiring in addressing his "friend and confrere in Christ,"

and to spur him on to cooperation. He was convinced that Auer had

already completely joined him in his work and so he asked him urgently

not to be discouraged by any difficulties, for the cause of God deserved

every effort: "Think, we have not by a long shot suffered what the

apostles suffered!" (letter, October 25, 1880). Jordan referred once more



 Pancratius (von) Dinkel (Staffelstein, 1811-1894, Augsburg) was
20

ordained in 1834 in Bamberg. Already in 1843, he became a pastor in Erlangen

and in 1858 bishop of Augsburg. At Vatican I he was among the minority

together with the Bavarian bishops like Gregor v. Scherr (1829-1877) Archbishop

of Müchen, and his predecessor Michael von Deinlein (1800-1875) study

companion of Döllinger and Archbishop of Bamberg. As Bishop of Augsburg,

Dinkel was the ecclesiastical superior of the Cassianeum. He remained reserved

towards the partnership between Auer and Jordan, whose contacts were more

through correspondence than personal. His concern was to be prudent so as not

to irritate the Bavarian Josefinismus of Minister Lutz or his king, Ludwig I. A few

years later Jordan found in him a helpful mediator in a matter involving Amalie

Streitel that was awkward for both of them.

 See, A Closer Look: 3.9. St. Bridget.
21

 See, A Closer Look: 3.10. Hartmann.
22
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to Auer’s will and proposed again a form which would correspond to

German laws. He thought of assigning the Cassianeum to the Apostolic

Teaching Society in such a way that the property (with debts) would be

ascribed to a community of 3 priests with the fundamental condition that

Auer, in case of a later purchase by the Society, would retain directorship

(letter, October 25, 1880). We do not know how or whether at all Auer

reacted to Jordan's financial proposals. Neither did Auer win the consent

of the Bishop of Augsburg,  something Jordan had expected (cf., Jordan20

to Auer, November 11, 1880). Though open to apostolic undertakings,

the bishop was a prudent brakeman.

Meanwhile, Jordan had moved from his small room in the Via Largo

dell'Impresa into the house of Santa Birgitta on Piazza Farnese  in the first21

week of December. See, 3.9. St. Bridget. He was no longer a student but

had to follow his divine call, and this move was the first step. In Novem-

ber the rector of the Anima had recommended to him a priest-student

whom Jordan gladly accepted. For a few weeks Josef Hartmann  lived22

with Jordan in the small room Jordan had rented while still a student.

See, 3.10. Hartmann. Then they moved together into the new apartment



 Ferdinando Pietrobattista was General Procurator of the Congrega-
23

tion of the Holy Cross (1868-1883), which had its principle seat in Neuilly-sur-

Seine near Paris. In St. Bridget also resided Bishop Dufal, a member of the same

congregation. Born in Saint Gervais (Diocese of Clermont) on November 8, 1822,

he became auxiliary bishop with the right of succession in Galveston, Texas

(Bishop Deacon in Thracis, i.p.i. on May 14, 1878). By 1880 Dufal resigned and

was then General Procurator (1883-1888) replacing Fr. Pietrobattista. He died in

the generalate house on March 14, 1898. The priests at Piazza Farnese were

called Padri Francesi by the people. In his memoirs Lüthen mentions Bishop

Dufal as the silent spectator at the official foundation of the Apostolic Teaching

Society (First Grade) in St. Bridget on December 8, 1881 (BL-1378; cf., fnt. 77).
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where Jordan had temporarily rented two rooms. The landlord was Fr.

Ferd Pietrobattista  of the Congregation of the Holy Cross. The new23

apartment had the great advantage that Jordan found an attractive

baroque church close by, which spared him the long walk to the parish

church, San Lorenzo in Lucina, to offer Mass as he had been doing.

Jordan had immediately informed Hartmann of his apostolic plans and

invited him to join. The student was of course in no situation to decide

yes or no. He was glad to be under Jordan’s good care, but with regard

to Jordan’s plans the student-priest was reluctant. Jordan saw in him a

possible cooperator and wanted to tie him closely to himself from the

start. So he went with him on December 8, 1880 (or the day before) to the

church of the Redemptorists where they celebrated Mass before the icon

of Our Lady of Perpetual Help, Hartmann receiving Holy Communion,

and in this way both "inaugurated" a community of two "for the purpose

of later founding a religious society." But Hartmann emphasized that this

compact was "only temporary and without bilateral obligations" (H-15). 

The new residence was also appealing to Jordan insofar as there were

always rooms available for priests passing through. He liked to preach to

the people who came for parish Mass on Sundays, mostly women and

children. (This was greatly appreciated by the superior who was often

away.) Jordan chose for himself one of the German-speaking confessors



 Fr. German Bauer, Conventual Franciscan ( Silesia, 1814-1881,
24

August 18) was German confessor in St. Peter's from July 23, 1854 till his death.

From 1861 he was also a member of the Arch-confraternity at Campo Santo.

 Andreas Karl Steinhuber (Uttlau, Bavaria, 1825-1907, Rome) attended
25

the Lyceum in Passau, did higher studies at the Roman College (1845-1852), was

ordained in 1851, worked at first as a teacher of religion at the Maximilaneum,

Munich and was pastor in Passau for three years. In 1857 he became a Jesuit,

lectured first in Innsbruck, then at the Roman College. From 1867 to 1880 he was

rector of the Germanicum, then consultor in various Congregations. Leo XIII

nominated him cardinal on January 16, 1893 (against the will of the Jesuit

Superior General, therefore only in petto at first, on May 18, 1894 in publico). In

1896 he became Prefect of the Congregation for the Index.

 Friedrich Schröder was born 1837 in Vechta, Oldenburg; he became a
26

Jesuit in 1876, and was at the Germanicum (1872-1899). He was twice rector of

the Roman College, the first time as successor of Steinhuber (1881-1888) and then

a second time (1892-1899). During his last years he lived in the Jesuit College

Weijnadsrad, Netherlands. Prill interpreted the negative attitude of the two

rectors of the Roman College towards Jordan's undertaking as a certain rivalry

(cf., letter, March 3, 1929).
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in St. Peter's, the Silesian, G. Bauer.  Together Jordan and Hartmann24

cared for the kitchen. Jordan insisted on sufficient and good food so that

Hartmann felt well provided for. Jordan always kept Hartmann

informed of his plans and doings. Hartmann remembered this all his life

long. In no way was the time he lived together with Jordan boring. He

never forgot several references Jordan made to a vision he had had of the

apostles, to found "an international college for mission-minded priests."

He knew the esteemed teacher Fr. Bolig approved of Jordan's plans; he

knew Jordan’s extraordinary talents, his enlightened enthusiasm for

spreading the faith, and last but not least the practical experience of the

former artisan. On the other hand, Cardinal Steinhuber  and Fr.25

Schroeder  rector of the Gregoriana, had been against Jordan's ideas,26

"although they appreciated with high praise Jordan’s excellent gifts of

mind and heart" (Hartmann’s reminiscences, September 20, 1930, H-15).



 See, A Closer Look: 3.11. Piccolo Monitore Cattolico.
27

 Jordan called Paolo Fortini “stimatissimo amico.” He had a certain
28

influence in Rome through his conservative periodical La Fiaccola. He became

known through his booklet Leone XIII e gli Intransigenti (Rome: 1885), a booklet

about the Catholic liberals’ struggle against intransigent newspapers. The point

of contention was primarily papal politics which he saw as pro-German and

anti-French (Causa Pietra). Using selected statement of Leo XIII he turned sharply

against liberal Catholics. From 1882 to 1884, Forini was Apostolic Pro-Vicar of
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Jordan was eager to begin publishing a modest newspaper in Rome

without delay. He intended to enter families through their children, and

thus to draw attention to his work. He thought of a kind of Guardian

Angel Letter such as Auer edited (letter, October 21, 1880). He also

wanted it to have the blessing of the Holy Father. He asked Auer for an

appropriate emblem. Auer suggested a picture of the Blessed Virgin with

the two Princes of the Apostles: Peter and Paul. 

Thus he started the apostolate of the press with a modest paper for

children, and this outside his own country. See, 3.11. Piccolo Monitore

Cattolico.  But he also fought with Auer to use the Director’s Monika as27

an organ for the Third Grade of his own Society, according to their

agreement (cf., letter, November 11, 1880). For Italy too he planned an

Italian edition of Monika, an Apostolo Istruttivo (cf., letter to Auer,

November 19, 1880).

The desired emblem ran into trouble in the Congregation of Rites, since

the symbol of the Sacred Heart appeared twice in the picture: once on the

breast of the Divine Child, and again as a sign by itself. Jordan had taken

the emblem of the Divine Child with the Sacred Heart from the Kanisius-

stimmen. Now the second “heart” was replaced by a picture of a dove

(letters, November 19, 22, 23, 1880).

Jordan also hoped Auer could provide him with some start up capital–

3,000 M. Auer remained silent. In the meantime Msgr. Paolo Fortini,  a28



Queensland, Austrailia residing in Cooktown. From there he kept up his good

relations with Jordan. Jordan published Forini’s pastoral letter of May 28, 1882 in

Monitore Romano of September 1, 1882, along with a letter of Fortini expressing

his concerns for the Australian mission.

 See. A Closer Look: 3.12. Stojalowski.
29
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reliable journalist, had joined Jordan and offered his cooperation. With

him Jordan would travel to France, Netherlands, England and America

trying to get support for his future Society. So from the start we see his

aims were not limited to Rome and Italy. He also put out feelers to

Galizia through Msgr. Stanislaus Stojalowski in Lemberg (letter, October

25, 1880). See, 3.12 Stojalowski.  Since Auer could not give him the29

desired 3,000 M, Jordan asked him to secure for him a loan of 4,000 M.

(letter, November 12, 1880). Thus, we see that from the outset Jordan was

not afraid to incur debts for his apostolic work. Providence would

provide. And the value of Divine Providence was incalculable.

The statutes were an important item in the correspondence between

Jordan and Auer. Jordan wanted them in order to secure ecclesiastical

permission to start and also as something to help in raising funds for the

Roman foundation: "We must now beg for our home in Rome, for activi-

ty in Rome is very good and also desired" (letter, October 25, 1880). But

there were difficulties in securing the coveted ecclesiastical permission. It

is true Jordan was always visiting churchmen and spiritual personalities,

especially in the late afternoons. Such meetings were mostly encouraging

but of little help for his practical needs. Nobody was ready to give this

young German priest a carte blanche. Jordan shared this new Roman

experience with Auer: "Courage and perseverance in this undertaking so

great and so very important." But "we shall proceed slowly and with

great carefulness" (November 11, 1880). Therefore, Auer was not to pub-

lish the statutes themselves in German papers for the time being. Instead

he was to add to the preparatory statutes the fact that the work had

already received the blessing of the Holy Father, as well as of several

cardinals, patriarchs, archbishops and bishops of various rites. For



 Edward Howard (Haiton, Diocese of Nottingham, 1929-1892,
30

Brighton) after a career as a soldier he found acceptance in the Institute of Nobili

Ecclesiastici, studied at the Roman College (1854-1858) and entered ecclesiastic

service. In 1872 he became Titular Archbishop of Neo-Caesarea and on March 12,

1877, cardinal and bishop of Frascati. He returned to England for health reasons.

 See, A Closer Look: 3.13. De Montel.
31

 The Cardinal Vicar was Raffaele Monaco La Valletta, born in 1827 in
32

L'Aquila, descended from an old aristocratic family. A cardinal since 1868, he

was Cardinal Vicar from 1876 to 1884, then Grand Penitentiary and Secretary of

the Holy Office. He died after a long illness in 1896. La Valletta was strict in his

religious views. When he had to deal with women his secretary was always

present, and during his conversations the door of the room was always ajar. He

led a blameless life keeping a strictly religious attitude. In his tasks he showed

great diligence and good administration. Politically he was more intransigent

than liberal. Jordan could expect fair treatment from him.

 Innocenzo Gerrieri (Fano, 1810-1887, Rome) cardinal since 1896, was
33

made Prefect of the Congregation for Bishops and Religious around 1880. He
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further steps in Rome he desired to have as soon as possible printed

excerpts of the statutes which he wanted to submit to the Holy See.

Jordan had won in these months a sufficient number of influential

patrons–Massaia, Bilio, the brothers Hergenröther, Rampolla, Howard,30

de Montel, de Waal, Jänig–all of whom took his concerns seriously. See,

3.13. De Montel.  But he also met other personalities who opposed his31

apostolic zeal with ecclesiastical prudence. Jordan was counseled to slow

down: "It is better to build long and well, than fast and without a good

foundation, andare piano" (go slowly)" he wrote to Auer as if to apologize

for himself for charging ahead so stormily up to now.

November 2, 1880, Jordan handed the Cardinal Vicar  his statutes (in32

Italian and much shortened) since this office was now Jordan’s proper

ecclesiastical authority. The Vicariate presented them to the Prefect of the

Congregation of Bishops and Regulars for examination.  Informed about33



was a serious man, in no way craving honor; he led a retired life dedicating

himself fully to his work. In spite of his sharp tongue he was highly esteemed by

Leo XIII who allowed him to visit him each Sunday for conversation.

 Giovanni Battista Agnozzi (Mogliano, Fermo, 1821-1888, Bogotà) was
34

then Secretary of the Congregation for Religious. He worked as nuncio in Luzern

from 1868, but was expelled by the Schweizer Bundesart at the end of 1873, under

pressure from the Radical Liberals. In Rome he became Secretary at Propaganda,

then at the Congregation for Bishops and Religious. Because of an unhappy

financial matter he was exiled as Delegate to Bogotà from where he was able to

pay back to Propaganda the money he had lent to a friend.
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this by the Secretary of the Vicariate, Jordan submitted a further request

to this Congregation (November 27, 1880): 

The undersigned, priest of the Archdiocese of Freiburg, explained that

he had been received in private audience by the Holy Father, September

6, with whom I discussed my plans for the foundation of a Society, and

from whom I received his blessing. Since I wish to go ahead as fast as

possible with the founding of this Society, I ask in all humility, Your

Eminence, to grant the nihil obstat, so to enable me to submit the

respective statutes for printing as soon as possible. 

Jordan gave as his address “San Lorenzo in Luncino, Via Largo dell'

Impresa, nr. 2A. Giovanni Battista Jordan." The Congregation decided on

November 30: "The petitioner is asked to refer to the appropriate bishop.

J.B. Agnozzi,  Secretary." Jordan received the statutes back, he even had34

to give a receipt for them (ACRel, Prot 3682/12). This happened probably

at the beginning of December 1880. In his letter to Arnold Janssen,

December 12, 1880, he did not mention this disappointment. But in a

letter to Auer of December 19, 1880, he says: 

First let me tell you that the Holy Congregation of Bishops has referred

the affair to the proper bishop. At the Cardinal Vicariate, i.e. the local

ordinary, I met great difficulties; he grants us no approval for the

statutes you drew up. (I had made some changes and shortened them a

bit) insofar as they were too extensive, almost a second Catholic

Church; and there were no funds. With other bishops we shall meet the

same difficulties.



 Bartholomäus Holzhauser (Laugna, Sweden, 24 August, 1613-1658,
35

May 20, Bingen, Rhine) was the son of a poor shoemaker who had to fight hard

to become a priest. After his studies in Ingolstadt he was finally ordained.

Influenced by visions, he planned to found an institute of priests living in

community with the aim of renewing priestly life. As a canon in Tittmoning

(1640-1642) and Dean in St. Johann, Tyrol (1642-1659) he realized his plan. His

work met with the acknowledging support of the bishops of Mainz and

Würzburg. Through his ascetic works written in Latin, Holzhauser decidedly

influenced the formation of priests in Europe. His cooperators were often

entrusted with the direction of seminaries. His foundation of the "Bartholomäers"

came to a close toward the end of the 18  century.th

A hundred years later, the memory of the Priest Association of Blessed

Bartholomäus Holzhauser revived. The editor of Ambrosius, Bernhard Lüthen

also presented Holzhauser's concern to his priest-readers. His supplements to

Ambrosius 1880-1881 were ample proof that Lüthen’s concern was also personal.
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Jordan was advised to submit more modest statutes. But he decided first

to set up something in Rome: "We will start humbly and in small way

our activities for God and the welfare of our neighbor.” Jordan would

submit statutes only after that, based on practical experience. He pointed

to St. Vincent de Paul who had done the same.

Jordan was troubled very much about how to organize the First Grade.

He was advised to form a union of secular priests–Hartmann reminded

him of the Institute of Bartholomäus Holzhauser.  But that was for him35

"too little;" his idea was not priestly sanctification, but Apostolisten ”new

apostles” as he expressed himself to Hartmann. In addition he could not

decide on founding a society of priests with vows. He felt himself to be

too "small" to demand something like this from priests. Hartmann

remembered that Capuchin bishop Massaia had already urged simple

vows as a binding force, and this was finally accepted; "Priests and

laymen of the First Grade make simple vows, members of the Second

and Third Grade remain in their previous avocations" (Jordan to Janssen,

December 5, 1880, ASVD).
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Jordan's "humility and conscientiousness, his trust in God, his generosity

towards the needs of the Kingdom of God," Hartmann remembered for-

ever, although he lived together with Jordan for hardly 8 months. On his

side, Jordan had grown fond of the student who had accompanied him

on his first steps as founder. Even shortly before his ordination Jordan

tempted Hartmann back with the remark: "Since in December 1880, we

have already bound ourselves, praying to God and the Blessed Virgin

before the altar of ‘Perpetual Help’ at the Redemptorist chapel for the

founding" (H-15). But the deacon declined, a choice he later regretted.

Jordan was constantly attempting to win good cooperators so that slowly

his undertaking could be realized. At the same time he searched for the

means to establish his own printery, an idea Msgr. Fortini also pressed.

Jordan dreamed of a press which would enable him to spread his nets in

all European languages in order to win helpers for the Kingdom of God

according to his plans. But he could not free himself for the great

promotional tour he intended to make.

By the end of 1880, Jordan had made every effort but had still not

managed the real breakthrough. This despite the fact that "he was a well

known personality among all German and Roman prelates, associating

with all" (Hartmann). Neither had he come to a real agreement with

Auer, so that they could have a real "topping-out" ceremony for Christ-

mas as they had planned. In a letter to Auer he wrote: 

Great things must begin with cross and sufferings, humility and

abasement. If not, I don't know whether they will succeed. With many

difficulties the hand of God will again reveal itself. Everything need not

happen at once. We may also leave something for our successors. Let's

do what is possible for God and for poor souls, and God will do his part

(December 19, 1880).

For the time being Jordan had to leave his statutes in the drawer. Auer

was not to publish them "so as to avoid new complications” (December

19, 1880). At the year's end Jordan invited Auer to continue along with

him, and recalled their mutual friendship "which we formed and sealed

last October" (December 28, 1880).



 That Jordan at his first tentative steps in Rome may have bypassed
36

the responsible Cardinal Vicariate out of ignorance of canon law as Pancratius

Pfeiffer assumed does not correspond to reality (cf., PPP, 112f., Sum. § 36).

 See, A Closer Look: 3.14. Semenenko.
37

 Josef Hergenröther, born November 15, 1824 in Würzburg, studied at
38

the Roman College and in Munich. He became a professor of Church History

and Canon Law in Würzburg under Bishop Stahl. He worked as a consultor in

the preparatory commission for Vatican I where he was known as a harsh

adversary of Ignaz von Döllinger (1799-1890). In 1879 he became a cardinal. In

Rome he worked as Prefect of the Vatican Secret Archives and was engaged in

various special commissions (Index, Studies, History, etc.). He died in the
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Before going to Germany to meet again with Auer, he took leave of the

Cardinal Vicar  who encouraged him in his paternal way: "I shall praise36

you if you do some good." This was for Jordan a sort of basic permission

to start. Due to a Roman objection Jordan had to change one word in the

motto of the Cassianeum for Italian usage from “humanity” (umanità) to

“neighborhood” (prossimo). This he told Auer while announcing his

impending arrival (January 11, 1881). Originally he had not wanted to go

to Donauwörth before the summer of 1881. 

God willing, I shall permit myself to visit you next summer, when we

can talk about local conditions. It has pained me somewhat that you

gave me no news in these stormy times. But the Lord, having tested it,

will repay suffering with his rich goodness (December 28, 1880). 

Auer's reluctance forced Jordan to go north as soon as possible. Many

things had to be cleared up after the fast start of the previous autumn

(January 11, 1881).

Before leaving for Donauwörth, Jordan also asked advice from experi-

enced founders of other orders like Don Bosco and Semenenko. See,

3.14. Semenenko.  He was careful not to receive mere verbal approval;37

he also tried to get real recommendations in writing from important

clerics. In January 1881, he convinced cardinals Hergenröther  and38



Cistercian Abbey in Mehrerau. Hergenröther had excellent knowledge of the

Bavarian and Roman situations and thus he was a qualified adviser to Jordan.

 See, A Closer Look: 3.15. Parocchi.
39

 See, A Closer Look: 3.16. The four letters of recommendation.
40

 See, A Closer Look: 3.17. Janssen.
41

 Jordan also paid a short visit to his sponsor Fr. Werber in Radolfzell.
42

Without delay the pastor made Jordan's concerns his own, promoting them in his

Freie Stimme of February 8, 1881: 
The so-called Apostolic Teaching Society, which the Badish priest Johann Baptist

Jordan from Gurtweil intends to found, has not only received the blessing of the

Holy Father, but also the approval of many cardinals, e.g., Cardinal Hergen-

röther. We continue to accept gratefully gifts for this purpose. In these last days

we handed to him personally the money collected so far.

Pastor Nägele, Jordan’s second private teacher from Waldshut, was informed

probably by letter of his undertaking and was successfully convinced by Jordan

to cooperate. The pastor of Waltersrein sent him 100 Marks on November 12,

1881 (D-956) and continued to help him financially (cf., letters of thanks,

February 24, 1882; March 1882. Jordan signed each with "your unworthy pupil").
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Parocchi to give clear recommendations of his undertaking (see, 3.15.

Parocchi ), as well as two high ranking teachers of San Apollinare:39

archbishops Bsciai and Balgy. See, 3.16. The four letters of recommen-

dation.  Jordan certainly showed these precious documents to Arnold40

Janssen  who visited him in February, 1881. See, 3.17. Janssen. 41

Soon after Janssen's visit Jordan set out for Donauwörth traveling

through his home country. First he saw his mother and his brothers to

regulate inheritance affairs according to his mother’s wishes.  During42

these days the diocesan authorities sent Jordan's study reports to the

Baden Interior Ministry asking them to admit him to priestly functions in

his home diocese. This was promptly granted on February 15, 1881. See,



 See, A Closer Look: 3.18. Reinstatement.
43

 See, A Closer Look: 3.19. Wittmann.
44

 See, A Closer Look: 3.20. Debt cancellation.
45

 Simon Deggelmann born April 27, 1858, on the Reichenau, Oberzell
46

was a farmer's son. From 1871 till 1875 he attended the Lyceum in Constance.

From 1875 to 1878 he trained as a businessman in Geneva. In two musterings

(1878 and 1879) he was declared unfit for military service. For some months he

worked in London (1879). At the Katholikentage in Constance he was listed as a

collaborator of the Pauluswerk (through his compatriot Johann Ev. Kleiser).

Deggelmann remained single and grew as a constant promoter of the Catholic

Press. As such Jordan won him over for his cause and he remained a true

cooperator of the Salvatorian Press in the area of his home, as well as a supporter

of Bishop Kleiser (Kanisiusstimmen). His capabilities as a trained businessman

helped him as cashier of the Constance Press Union and as administrator of the

club house, St. Johann. Deggelmann was a selfless and capable administrator.
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3.18. Reinstatement.  From Gurtweil he went to Freiburg, Switzerland43

to discuss with Schorderet and Kleiser the possibilities of cooperating.

There he also got acquainted with Adam Francois Nicolas Wittmann,44

the assistant at the Cathedral of St. Nikolaus. See, 3.19 Wittmann. He

was a zealous co-worker in the press apostolate and was considered an

ascetical priest and a highly moral pastor. Jordan would have liked to

have him as a committed co-worker.

By February 16, 1881, Jordan had returned home to renounce his inheri-

tance in favor of his older brother. With his mother and two brothers he

appeared at the Notary Public's office  on February 17, 1881. See, 3.20.45

Debt cancellation. The same day he went to Constance by way of

Reichenau to visit some dear friends, especially Simon Deggelmann.46



 In Gurtweil Jordan had also packed his library and sent it to Donau-
47

wörth. From there he had his books forwarded to Rome (letter to Auer, March

27, 1881). In Reichenau, Jordan met with Deggelmann who took over for him the

promotion and delivery of periodicals as he had done for Kleiser. In Constance,

Jordan visited his benefactors from student days, above all Martha Höfler and

Adolf Settele. A few months later Settele communicate to him full of joy from

Constance to Rome that he had been promoted to school administrator in

Bambergen near Überlingen (letter, October 10, 1881, D-952).

 See, A Closer Look: 3.21. Lüthen.
48

 See, A Closer Look: 3.22. Post for converts.
49
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After that he finally arrived in Donauwörth where he announced himself

as having come from Gurtweil.47

In the Cassianeum he reported to Auer what he had already achieved in

Rome. They discussed the statutes again, as well as questions of finances

important to both. There Jordan also met for the first time the editor of

Ambrosius, a magazine for priests, Bernhard Lüthen. See, 3.21. Lüthen.48

He had already worked there four years with much success and was

highly esteemed by all. His confessional in Holy Cross Church was

frequented by many in spiritual trouble. He liked to visit the hidden

poor in the town, and was always ready to give away even necessities

from his own wardrobe too help those in need. In retrospect, both Jordan

and Lüthen considered it providential that their paths had crossed in

Donauwörth. Soon after, Providence would unite them as brothers in a

common apostolic track. By March 27, 1881, Jordan informed Auer that

he was back again in Rome, without indicating his return route.

When the rector of the Anima, Janig, was looking to fill the vacant

position of catechist  with another German priest he thought of Jordan.49



 Andreas Jansen was born on January 3, 1849, in Zwolle. At first he
50

studied philosophy and theology in Münster. He then worked as a teacher there

and in Amsterdam. After the sudden death of his parents and a brother, he

switched to theological studies. From October 24, 1878 till June 25, 1882, Dr.

Jansen lodged at Campo Santo. On June 19, 1882, he graduated as Doctor of

Theology in Church History. Already on June 8, 1879, he was ordained at the

Lateran (cf., CS). Jansen was very well disposed towards Jordan; they behaved

like friends (cf., letter of Jordan, March 14, 1882, G-4.1; Jansen's postcard D-934).

As church historian he was friends with von Pastor, who also lodged at Campo

Santo that same time. He first became a professor in the seminary in Utrecht,

then in Tynsberg. As a speaker at the Katholikentage the Dutchman was famous.

His "History of the German People" was a bestseller at that time among German

Catholics. Jansen died in his homeland in 1916.

 Francesco Ricci Paracciani (1830-1894) was a native of Rome and
51

active in church administration. From 1875 till 1882 he was invested with the

office of Maggior domo under Pius IX and Leo XIII. At the same time he was

Secretary of Memoriales. Already in 1880, a cardinal in petto, he became so in

publico in 1882. In church politics he lacked influence and was considered Rome's

cardinal de gala.

 From Germany Jordan returned to Rome and turned to the Index
52

Congregation for permission to read and keep prohibited books. It was granted
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See, 3.22. Post for converts. In this he had the support of Dr. Jansen50

who was friends with Jordan and well disposed towards him. Both

appealed to Cardinal Bilio and asked his help to persuade the pope’s

major-domo  who preferred an Italian priest. Cardinal Franzelin and the51

procurator of the Anima, G. Jacquemin, were on Jänig’s side. They all

thought highly of Jordan and wanted to provide him with a position

which would give him a modest but secure livelihood. Hartmann as well

as Jänig himself wrote Jordan in Donauwörth, appealing to him not to

miss this good opportunity and immediately to apply for this position.

But Jordan was so fully preoccupied with efforts for his undertaking that

he had no intention to bind himself to a steady job. So he had willy-nilly

to disappoint his benevolent friends in Rome.52



to Johann Baptist Jordan, "priest of the Diocese of Freiburg" on March 18, 1881,

under the usual conditions (C-62).

 See, A Closer Look: 3.23. Success of publications.
51

 See, A Closer Look: 3.24. Rota.
52

 Johannes Praxmarer, born May 16, 1853 in Bingen, studied at the
53

Jesuit College in Innsbruck and was ordained there on July 12, 1879. He
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Precisely what Jordan thought about forming a loose association of

priests of all grades similar to the priestly unions of Bartholomäus

Holzhauser remains unclear. In any case he seems to have toyed with

this possibility as a way to priestly spiritual progress, as Hartmann

recalls in his memoirs. He adds, however, that Cardinal Massaia already

in the spring of 1881 had dissuaded him from such ideas (H-15.9).

In Rome, Jordan proceeded again with Pauline zeal to make his plans

known and to win friends and co-workers. Before Easter 1881 (April 17),

he established a small printery at St. Bridget. By Easter the first issue of

Monitore Romano appeared. Together with a pamphlet it was distributed

widely and gratis to bishops and pastors. At the same time Jordan

presented his work in Catholic papers in Italy and Germany and invited

co-workers. See, 3.23. Success of publications.  In Archbishop Rota  he51 52

won a valuable co-worker who liked to treat religious topics in the

Italian organ of the ATS, Third Grade. See, 3.24. Rota. Like Massaia, he

sided fully with Jordan's plans and promoted his work, standing up for

him against setbacks arising from misunderstandings.

Jordan also sought more backing in German-speaking regions, reckoning

above all on the cooperation of the Cassianeum. Auer, however, was not

as enthused about Jordan's work as Jordan had wished. All the same, at

his second visit to Donauwörth, Jordan had found well disposed helpers

in Frs. Lüthen and Praxmarer.  His main concern at that time was to53



concluded his studies graduating as Doctor in Theology. From June 1880 till

August 1884 he was active at the Cassianeum. He replaced Lüthen as house

spiritual advisor and editor of Ambrosius (February, 1882-1884). [Condensed by

translator.] He died in Mainz in 1934 (cf., Schematism of Würzburg and Mainz).

Praxmarer liked to write for youth (Stern der Jugend, 1893-1915). At the beginning

of his connection with Auer, Jordan asked for Praxmarer’s cooperation several

times until the bridge to the Cassianeum was torn down.

 See, A Closer Look: 3.25. The Second Grade.
54

 Jordan didn't name his Italian periodical for adults Apostolo Istruttivo
55

as he at first intended in strict connection to the name he had chosen for his

foundation (cf., letter to Auer, November 19, 1880). Instead he called it Il

Monitore Romano. He had announced the periodical already in the Piccolo

Monitore at the beginning of January 1881. It was ready to be printed soon after

Christmas 1880. The reason for this change of name was certainly not just to

show the spiritual connection of the two papers. In the time between the first
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establish the Third Grade of the Apostolic Teaching Society, without

losing sight of the other possibilities for the First and Second Grades.

See, 3.25. The Second Grade.  Jordan's objectives are clearly explained54

in Monitore Romano and also in a pamphlet and other publicity leaflets

for the Catholic press. Through them many were convinced of the need

of such an undertaking and were won as cooperators.

The biblical citations on the magazine’s masthead reveal the pulse of the

young Roman enterprise which presented itself as "Apostolic Teaching

Society," a not very modest name! "Go into the whole world and pro-

claim the good news to all creation" (Mk 16:15). "Eternal life is this: to

know you, the only true God, and him whom you have sent, Jesus

Christ" (Jn 17:3). On the reverse of the medal (as it were) the quotation

from the Book of Wisdom was added: "For all men were by nature

foolish who were in ignorance of God" (Wis 13:5). The motto of the

Cassianeum (the Italian version) was also included: "Everything with

God and through God for your neighbor!" The paper itself offered

instructive articles for the Christian family.  55



announcement and publication Jordan had noticed that the name he had chosen

was simply not accepted in Roman circles. In the Sacro Palazzo Apostolico he had

already been prohibited from officially using the word “apostolic” for his

growing Society (cf., letter to Auer, December 19, 1880). In the eyes of the church,

whatever Jordan undertook at this time had to be considered purely private.

 Jordan also sent the leaflet to Auer (AC Fasc. VIIIa, 1; German in
56

Fasc. IVk; cf., DSS II, 91ff). With sincere joy he noted on a visiting card that Greek

Melchite Patriarch Gregor II Jussef Sayur had promised to send the leaflet to his

bishops. Jordan noted: "he has blessed me sincerely and encouraged me" (B-4).
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The Latin pamphlet directed to bishops and priests kept close, almost

literally, to the sketch Jordan had sent from Smyrna to his spiritual

father, Bishop Massaia. In the “divine dedication” we now read: "In

honor to God who possesses all knowledge" (formerly, “In honor to God

Almighty”). The inspirational texts (Dan 12:3; Jn 17:3) as a motto are not

repeated in the pamphlet. "The Apostolic Teaching Society under the

protection of the Blessed Virgin Mary, Queen of the Apostles" conveys

exactly the intention. It takes up the "prayer of Our Lord Jesus Christ

which before his suffering he addressed to his eternal Father." In keeping

with the times, the intention is broadened, pointing to Rome: "The

Society is totally obligated to the Supreme Pastor of the Apostles and is

resolved to defend his rights in a special manner." As for the most proper

and necessary means, the Society considers Christian schools of all ranks

and emphasizes the weapon of the press. On a special page in large

letters Jordan also pointed to the fact that the Holy Father as well as

cardinals, patriarchs, archbishops and bishops of several rites, had

already given their blessing to this Society (E-106).56

A shorter more restrained Easter letter in Italian was added to the Latin

document. Addressed to the ecclesiastical superiors, it asked for their

recommendations, and again referred to the recognition given already by

higher authorities. Some copies of the Monitore Romano were added for

pastors, referring to the program of the Third Grade sent previously (E-

107). Pamphlet and petition were produced in the Society’s print shop.



 The first parish sections developed in Rome (S. Giovanni dei
57

Fiorentini) and Bagnolo (San Biagio), Diocese of Mantua (cf., MR, June 1881). On

May 23, 1881, Jordan informed Auer that already "four directorates" (parish

groups) existed (AC). Jordan made every effort to give the movement a clear

structure. He called his head office in Rome, Comitato Generale della Societa

Apostolica Istruttiva. Local directors succeeded mostly in winning local pastors for

this position. He asked them for a list of the incorporated members (E-6).

 See, A Closer Look: 3.26. Statutes of 1881.
58
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Indeed, Jordan constantly found new allies and co-workers. This was for

him a confirmation that his work was God-given, willed by God, and

answering the signs of the times. Such experiences reminded him yet

again of his duties and gave wings to his enterprising spirit. He felt the

good breeze in his sails, but remained just a tactful helmsman.

Initially parish groups  were to be a rough form of the Third Grade.57

Jordan had great hope for them and already in May 1881, he published

their proper statutes. See, 3.26. Statutes of 1881.  But he was unable to58

find an Italian National Director to take charge of the development of the

Third Grade in an informed and energetic way. He had to take over the

Directorate himself, temporarily (provisoriamente) as he said in the second

issue of Monitore Romano. In spite of all troubles Jordan was in good

spirits. "We are making progress energetically," he told Lüthen on Holy

Thursday. To Auer he wrote: “In Italy things are going along, there are

already 4 centers." At the same time he expressed his concern that Auer

showed himself so reluctant towards his enterprise: "I must know

definitely which position you are taking concerning our Society, and that

pretty soon." In June, Jordan wanted to talk with Auer personally, for

"the wagon is moving now, there is no stopping it" (letter, May 23, 1881).

But Jordan had to change his travel plans for the summer. He did not go

to Donauwörth, but to Ottobeuren. See, 3.27. Koneberg and the meeting



 See, A Closer Look: 3.27. Koneberg and the meeting in Ottobeuren.
59

 See, A Closer Look: 3.28. Von Leonhardi.
60

 See, A Closer Look: 3.29. The Swedish Mission.
61

 See, A Closer Look: 3.30. Lüthen’s Brochure.
62

 The response was not too encouraging. The diocesan newspaper of
63

Münster printed Lüthen's Brochure in its November issue (21-125). Werber

published the entire text in installments only the following year (Freie Stimme,

August 8 and 15, 1882). Above all, Jordan and Lüthen advertized, the former in

Monitore Romano, the latter in Ambrosius (cf., September, 1881; E-304.1). Other

periodicals contended themselves with mentions: Linzer Theo. practische Quar-

talschrift carries in 1882 (Vol. 35, 231) a summary of Lüthen's Brochure; the Kölner

Pastorallblatt expressed its opinion in regard to Jordan's foundation in March,

1882. About the response to the start in Ottobeuren, Fr. Koneberg among many

other priests informed Jordan in a letter of August 2, 1882: "priests will be the
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in Ottobeuren. The pastor there, Fr. Koneberg, OSB,  had shown lively59

interest in Jordan's enterprise; and shortly before, Fr. Friedrich von

Leonhardi  had also decided to join the Apostolic Teaching Society. See,60

3.28. Von Leonhardi. He did this with the good intention of furthering

his engagement for the missions in Sweden. See, 3.29. The Swedish

Mission.  Fr. Bernhard Lüthen followed him, and Jordan did not want61

to be a burden to the hospitality of the Cassianeum. In any case the

priory in Ottobeuren was better suited for a meeting. 

Fr. Koneberg was already about to establish a parish group of the Third

Grade –the first on German soil. Lüthen had joined Jordan's way so

definitively that he presented the Apostolic Teaching Society in a booklet

he had prepared while still in the Cassianeum. See, 3.30. Lüthen’s

Brochure.  And the experienced Lüthen had ignored neither Auer nor62

the Bishop of Augsburg. As this booklet was well received, they decided

to send it at once to the ecclesiastical authorities.  Now the statutes of63



major adversaries of the project. Who has put up these two as directors? . . .

What merits can they present?" (D-940).

 Already on July 31, 1881, Jordan had incorporated Deggelmann into
64

the Third Grade. On that occasion he handed him the "Statutes of the Apostolic

Teaching Society" composed in Ottobeuren and printed by Ganser, the local

printing shop. This booklet displays on the title page a simple picture of the

Heart of Jesus, which Lüthen also took over for Der Missionär. On the left side of

the picture is the text Dan 12:3; on the right side is added Jn 17:3; below is

printed the motto of the Cassianeum. The certificate of admission was already

printed on the last page of the brochure to be used by the admitting pastor. The

modest presentation of the brochure, which contained only the statutes for the

Third Grade, could thus always be available to the members admitted (E-1228,

Fasc. VIIIb; cf., DSS II, 99ff).
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the Apostolic Teaching Society were composed and edited (for the Third

Grade) as a separate booklet  which was to be distributed free among64

the Catholic populace. Next the three priests agreed to establish as soon

as possible, in some official way, the First Grade of the Apostolic

Teaching Society to which they had already dedicated them-selves. They

charged Jordan to make the necessary preparations, possibly in Rome.

Jordan, of course, invited Auer to come to Ottobeuren to take part "in

very important deliberations." He listed as the main point only the

magazine Monika as organ for the Third Grade as per agreement of

October, 1880 (letter from Ottobeuren to Auer, July 11, 1881). But Auer

stayed away. He felt growing uneasiness over how Jordan was getting

his undertaking on its own feet.

For its part the Ottobeuren group wanted to stay free of any dependence

on the work of Auer. They decided therefore to edit, in the place of

Monika, their own organ for the Third Grade, and told Lüthen to take a

hand in its realization. This magazine was called "The Missionary." This



 See, A Closer Look: 3.31. Der Missionär.
65

 See, A Closer Look: 3.32. Lüthen decides.
66

 Von Leonhardi, the first to leave Ottobeuren, reported on July 21,
67

1881, from Kipfeldorf near Heilbronn. He informed Jordan, his "confrere in

Christ" that he intended to advertize in the Svevian region for the common

cause, giving Rottenburg as his new address. Von Leonhardi asks, probably

alluding to Auer and Lüthen: "How are matters developing? Maybe many

matters will be a hindrance to you. I am always with you in my prayers." Von

Leonhardi added greetings to Lüthen and Praxmarer and addressed his postcard

“Reverend J.B. Jordan, Founder of the Apostolic Teaching Society, Donauwörth,

Cassianeum." The address was changed to Monastery in Ottobeuren (H-19.3).

 Lüthen himself remained in Ottobeuren. He did not return to Donau-
68

wörth. "I left the Cassianeum, a place I had loved, in order to follow Reverend

Father Jordan. My thoughts are found in Ambrosius" (Lüthen in "Contribution to

the History of the Teaching Society of the Divine Savior," Hamburg: August 15

and 16, 1910, BL-1378). On the last day of July, Lüthen wrote a postcard to

Jordan from Ottobeuren with some brief hints; he addressed it to Jordan c/o

pastor Dr. Werber in Radolfzell (BL-2). From Metten, Lüthen informed Jordan

that he was planning to arrive in Rome on October 15, that also von Leonhardi

would come there (card, October 7, 1881, BL-3).
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name could not have expressed better what was expected from the Third

Grade of the Apostolic Teaching Society. See, 3.31. Der Missionär.65

This meeting in Ottobeuren in July, 1881, was for Jordan more than the

real start of the Apostolic Teaching Society on German soil. Above all it

was here that the Lord had brought Lüthen to him as companion for his

work. See, 3.32. Lüthen decides.  It was this good, zealous and gifted66

priest who enabled Jordan in time to give his enterprise the form in

which it could grow and mature successfully.

In Ottobeuren tasks were allotted. Von Leonhardi went fund raising.67

Lüthen devoted himself to his editorial work.  Jordan was to go back to68



 Blessed Peter Canisius (Nijmegen, 1521-1597, Freiburg) was the most
69

famous reformer in the German region and was considered the second Apostle

of Germany. His catechism (called Canisi) became the handbook for German-

speaking Catholics. In 1581 he received from the pope himself the mandate to

found a college in Fribourg, Switzerland, which he began immediately and to

whose internal and external completion he dedicated himself up to his death.

 The August issue of Monitore Romano calls the membership of the
70

Apostolic Teaching Society (Third Grade) to pray for their zealous director, who
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Rome to prepare the ground for the First Grade as planned. At the same

time he remained temporary director, responsible for the two Italian

magazines of the Apostolic Teaching Society. Von Leonhardi had

departed before July 21. Jordan left Ottobeuren on July 28. By the end of

July, Koneberg was alone again and he consolidated his parish groups.

Jordan traveled to Rome through his Baden homeland. July 31 he was in

Constance with Deggelmann. Then he went to Radolfzell to see Werber,

and to his hometown where Fr. Sträßle welcomed him. Jordan also

informed his bishop about his apostolic enterprise and renewed his

appeal to free him for his calling. From Freiburg i. Br. he wrote Auer on

August 11, and on August 16 he traveled to Freiburg, Switzerland. Just

before that he learned of the sudden death of his local bishop from a

heart attack. On August 17-18, he took part in the great Canisius  cele-69

brations in the City on the Saane, which his friend Kleiser had organized

on the occasion of the 300 year celebration of the arrival of St. Peter

Canisius. Jordan, who had not yet definitively decided whether to found

and establish his work in Rome, turned his hesitance over to the saint,

"Praying at his tomb he received the inspiration to form the Society in

Rome, the center of Christianity" (G-14). After discussions at Paulus-werk

where he also met the Dutch press priest Roelofs he journeyed to

Einsiedeln, to plead his cause “before Our Lady of the Dark Woods"

(letter to Auer, August 24, 1881). On September 11, we find him again in

Munich where he lived with the Franciscans. As his mailing address he

gave Ottobeuren where he wanted to meet Lüthen again.70



had undertaken a long journey abroad in order to expand the Society. At the

same time is noted that "in Germany a National Committee of our Society had

been established by a pious and zealous priest, who belonged to the First Grade.

He has already founded a periodical."

 The Monitore Romano and Der Missionär described in detail in these
71

months the development of the Third Grade of the Apostolic Teaching Society. In

October, 1881, Monitore Romano announced again eight Italian and six German

parish sections, among which were one in Ottobeuren (Fr. Koneberg, OSB) and

one in Radolfzell (Fr. Werber). By the end of the year the periodical could state

that in spite of much resistance "this new Catholic undertaking had to suffer" it

had developed well. The Third Grade had been introduced in many parishes of

"thirteen dioceses of various nations." In Rome the printery was up and running.

In addition to the work of preaching and catechizing, the Society had already

distributed about 60,000 copies of periodicals among the Catholic population.

"Thus, it had made considerable progress under the weight of the cross." It was

just such a cross which the Society accepted as a proof that it was a work willed

by God (una opera voluta da Dio). By the end of the year it was announced: "On

December 8, the Feast of the Immaculate Conception, the First Grade of the

Society has been established (MR 1881 nr. 9; MI 1881, nr. 4).

 Jordan presented Auer with these two alternatives: either allow
72

editor Lüthen to represent the interests of the Society in Ambrosius according to

his free discretion, or hand over the periodical to the Society. Otherwise the

Society would see itself compelled to found an independent organ for the clergy.

Jordan excused his resolution "because just now there are consultations going on
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In October 1881, Jordan was back at St. Bridget where the community of

his co-workers was growing.  Lüthen too came to Rome by the end of71

October to continue editing. (In the fall he had found lodgings first in the

Abbey of Metten, motherhouse of the Bavarian Benedictines, and later

with a good woman in the neighborhood of the monastery.)

Jordan was less and less content with the cooperation of Auer. From

Rome he sent Auer a letter on October 24, 1881, asking for a definite

statement whether the Cassianeum now would transfer the Ambrosius to

the Apostolic Teaching Society as an organ for the clergy.  Auer felt72



about important steps in the Society" (letter, October 24, 1881). Jordan could only

have been alluding to the consultations with Lüthen and von Leonhardi about

founding the First Grade of the Apostolic Teaching Society, which were taken up

again after the arrival of these two companions in Rome.

 See, A Closer Look: 3.33. Auer’s response.
73

 Borgo Santo Spirito 12, was a small Jesuits retreat house. In 1881, it
74

housed three priests and two brothers. At the same time the house was the

entrance to the Observatory of the Order of the Cecchina sul Gianicolo. Its director

was Caspar Stanislaus Ferrari, a pupil of the well known Fr. Angelus Secchi.
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Jordan's frank inquiry was a presumptuous provocation which bothered

him greatly. In the outline of his answer one can’t miss Auer’s deeply felt

pain at the prospect that the Cassianeum would have to forego its

cooperation with the Apostolic Teaching Society. Auer also urged Jordan

to resist any competing undertaking even if it were only through the

materials it printed. Although we do not know the final form of Auer's

answer, nor how Jordan took it, the sketch which is preserved shows the

deep rift between the two partners which had opened up after only six

months, and which forecasts the coming break. See, 3.33. Auer’s

response.  In spite of this Jordan told Auer on November 11, "It was73

said by certain people that we are on the right track."

Jordan was forced to rent more and more rooms at St. Bridget. In their

deliberations in November 1881, Jordan, Lüthen and von Leonhardi

agreed to initiate the First Grade of the Apostolic Teaching Society on the

Solemnity of the Immaculate Conception. This First Grade was to be the

cadre needed to secure the stability and future of the total undertaking.

To prepare themselves, they first went to Borgo S. Spirito  (a Jesuit74

retreat house) for a three-day spiritual retreat. According to Lüthen’s

memoirs, after that "we professed on December 8, 1881, in the chapel of

Santa Brigitta after receiving Holy Communion from the hand of



 See, A Closer Look: 3.34. December 8, 1881.
75

 See, A Closer Look: 3.35. Emblem.
76
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Reverend Fr. Jordan privately [professed] our holy vows, myself for 3

years, von Leonhardi forever,". See, 3.34. December 8, 1881.75

Jordan's heart rejoiced on this day with holy joy. He was overwhelmed

by feelings of gratitude because the Lord had granted the desired

breakthrough so quickly. The heart of his far reaching work had begun to

beat. Their number was small but the future of their whole enterprise

now seemed secure to Jordan. See, 3.35. Emblem. 76

Jordan always observed December 8, 1881, as the true founding day of

his enterprise. For, "On the Feast of the Immaculate Conception, Queen

of the Apostles, our very small Society (minima societas) had its origin"

(circular letter on first anniversary, December 8, 1882). "Twelve years ago

we three were assembled in the room where St. Brigitta died, and there

the work had its concrete start" (Jordan, DSS XXIII, December 8, 1893).

As in Ottobeuren for the Third Grade, so now for the First Grade, Jordan

hurried to formulate in writing the necessary rules of life. He succeeded

to express in a short version clearly and unequivocally the rule to which

members of the First Grade would have to dedicate themselves:

It is the objective of the Apostolic Teaching Society everywhere on earth

to spread, to defend and to strengthen the Catholic faith as Divine

Providence directs it. It will be devoted to preaching and will be

committed in preaching and writing to the goal that all men know the

one and true God and the one he has sent, Jesus Christ, that they live a

holy life and save souls. 

- The life of those who join this work is the apostolic life, that is the

imitation of the apostles. They will leave everything and work

wherever, in the judgment of their superiors, the greater honor of God

and the salvation of souls will demand it. 

- The spirit by which they are driven is the love of God and of their

neighbor, according to the admonition of St. Paul in 1 Corinthians 13.



 See, A Closer Look: 3.36. The Short Rule for the First Grade.
77

 Jordan was impressed by such unexpected advanced laurels. Under
78

Rota’s wish he noted: "Certainly a consoling voice from the Most Reverend

Chaplain of the World Church of St. Peter, which will certainly inspire many to

join the holy work of our Society." Even such Roman exuberance is a proof of the

deep impression Jordan's personality made on ecclesiastical personalities.
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Such love is a glowing fire which nourishes so great an apostolic zeal

that they spare no effort, yes even risk everything for souls, even to the

shedding of blood if it should please God.

Jordan then underscores self-sanctification and demands from everyone

observance of the evangelical counsels and above all mutual love.

These “Rules for the First Grade of the Apostolic Teaching Society,”

formulated in Latin, were meant to commit apostolically-minded priests,

as well as lay people of both sexes to the way pointed out by the gospels.

For the moment, Jordan envisioned a free union of like-minded people

without public vows or regular community life. Therefore, there was no

thought of a special garb. Yet he demanded that the members "wear

under their clothing the emblem of the Society, the form and color of

which would remind them to keep the apostolic spirit alive." Through-

out his life Jordan remained committed to this Short Rule, within which

he refers back to the rule he had already sent to Bishop Massaia from

Smyrna. But Jordan would soon learn that this sketchy structure of his

First Grade will have to be defined much more clearly according to

canonical norms. See, 3.36. The Short Rule for the First Grade.77

At that time Archbishop Rota effusively praised Jordan's enterprise. The

three priests of Santa Brigitta appeared to him like, 

. . . apostles having recently hurried from the North to Rome whose

difficulties, zeal and steadfastness emulate the first apostles who

brought the Christian faith to Roman ears. That they may erect to Christ

similar trophies [as those] is the wish of the expectant–Petrus Rota,

Archbishop of Carthage (G-7.1,1).78



[Ftn. Jordan's physical appearance also made a favorable impression.

He had grown a beard while in the Holy Land, which must have suited him

well. After his return he kept it for some time. Lüthen remembered in his later

years how he met with "the missionary with the long beard" (BL-1378) the first

time during Lent 1881 in Donauwörth. Photos show that at “the conference of

four” in Munich that summer he appeared without a beard.]
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For Jordan it was like an assurance from above that men like Leo XIII,

Cardinal Massaia, Patriarch Gregory II, Don Bosco (to mention only the

most important) did not discount his vocation or his planning, but

recognized them as most timely. They welcomed the fact that once again,

someone clearly called by God dared to attack a problem that seemed

humanly hopeless: to stir up far flung Catholic forces and to enlist them

to orderly action for the sake of Christ. But Jordan never saw this task

bound to his person. He was ready to defend it with his life in the

conviction that the Lord would again and again call people moved by the

Holy Spirit, who would take up the torch of this calling and pass it on,

even if they all would fail, judging humanly. [Ftn. Lüthen described at

that time: “a work so wonderful, one would almost think it was impos-

sible if such high-ranking and circumspect men had not recognized it as

practicable.” (privately printed brochure, summer 1881, 11; AGS 304.1;

cf., DSS IV, 29).] For this call from above remains for the church as our

common heritage until the end of times: Your Kingdom come!
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3. “Now We Get to Work.” A Closer Look

3.1/5. Leo XIII, Joachim Pecci, was born in Carpineto, March 2, 1810 and

died in Rome at the age of 93 on July 20, 1903. From1846, Archbishop of

Perugia, since 1853, cardinal (in petto), since 1877, camerlengo, he was

elected pope February 2, 1878 at the age of 68. As Leo XIII he reigned for

over 25 years. He was esteemed as pope of peace and pope of working

people. He considered his most urgent task reconciling the spiritual and

political powers in Europe. Always looking to strike a balance in the best

interest of the hard pressed church, this pope steered a moderate course

between the ultramontane bishops and the governments hostile towards

the church. In doing so he demanded from several bishops "sacrifices

bordering on concession of principles" (Schmidlin, III:588).

One of his favorite ideas was the union of the Eastern Orthodox

churches with Rome. Thus he conscientiously cared for the Uniate

churches while working for reunification with the “schismatic” sister-

churches. Within this politics of reconciliation he urged caution towards

the Islamic ruling class in the Near East.

His style of government was monarchical "Ego sum Petrus!" Thus

he not only asked too much of his collaborators, but when it seemed

necessary, he simply replaced them. Like his predecessors he could not

get over the loss of the Papal States. Hence the way toward solving the

Roman Question remained blocked during his reign. Leo even secretly

toyed with plans to flee Rome. His dream was to reconcile the modern

world with Christian tradition. But this proved unreachable. "What this

Pope accomplished was less than he intended. But this more [for which

he strove] was the basis for what he attained" (Oskar Köhler in Jedin

VI:2). Leo XIII gave all Catholic Christians a new feeling of their identity

in the world. Under his leadership the now stateless church became a

world power with a spiritual mandate–a moral authority in the world.

Leo XIII enhanced already strong Roman centralism. He saw this

as prerequisite to stopping the fragmentation of Catholic forces and to

pave the way to the unity of the churches. With a pope so open to the

world, Jordan's universal spiritual plans couldn't but get a hearing.
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3.2/9. Prill, Karl Maria Josef (Beuel, Bonn, June 9, 1852-1935, October 8,

Lohmar) studied in Bonn and Cologne and was ordained in Cologne in

1875. Barred from pastoral work in his homeland by the Kulturkampf, he

worked from 1876 till 1880 in Veldvezelt, Diocese of Liège. On December

6, 1880 he received a position as chaplain at Campo Santo and could

continue further studies. By November 11, 1881, Prill transferred to the

Anima. There Rector Jänig entrusted him with the position of vice-

director of his newly founded boys’ choir the Scuola Gregoriana ("Arrival

of New Chaplain Prill," Chronicle CS, December 6, 1880). "R. Chaplain

Prill has transferred as vice-director of the Schola Gregoriana" (Ibid.,

November 11, 1881). In 1883, Prill returned home. At first he was castle

chaplain with Count Schönburg in Wechselburg, Saxony. Only in sum-

mer of 1886, after the Prussian Kulturkampf subsided, could Prill return to

his home diocese. He worked as religion teacher at the Real-gymnasium  in

Bonn, and from April 1889, at the Royal Burg-gymnasium  in Essen. From

1906, Studienprofessor, and from 1914 Papal Chamberlain of Honor, Prill

retired in October 1918. He died as Papal House Prelate (since 1926) at

the age of 83. He was famous for his Roman Vesper Book (1913) and his

Liturgics (1921).

Prill met Jordan at Campo Santo, when Jordan after his return

from the Holy Land was fully occupied with giving a form to his work.

The rector of Campo Santo, de Waal, was on Jordan’s side and tried to

awaken the interest of the chaplains there to Jordan's undertaking. But

Prill was one of the young priests who quite understandably considered

the plans of the priest from Baden as superfluous and even unrealistic,

although he found Jordan’s priestly and human qualities worthy of high

esteem. In a letter of March 3, 1929, the aged prelate wrote his

remembrances of Jordan and mentioned how the following episode had

impressed him in an unforgettable way: when Jordan tried to win the

young chaplains for his plans, Prill made towards Jordan 

. . . in a light tone of conversation, but rather sharply, the remark that he

didn't think him at all to be the man qualified to found and to continue

such a work. At this rudeness Jordan showed himself neither excited

nor offended, but answered quite calmly and simply: “Well, yes, God

often chooses for the execution of his intentions the most unacceptable

human beings as his passive agents." This answer hit me deeply
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making me completely defenseless . . . I had the clear and determined

impression that Rev. Jordan was fully determined to serve God's

intentions and was sure about its success by the help of God, while he

didn't trust his own strength (Letter of Private Secretary of Archdiocese

of Cologne from Lohmar, March 3, 1929, H-17).

3.3/10. The Katholiketage in Constance (September 13-16, 1880) had a

special meaning for Jordan. He hoped to meet there with personalities

open to his plans. His name was listed as Nr. 441 among the 815 enrolled

members. Friedrich Werber was also listed, this time as parish admini-

strator of Radolfzell and not chaplain in Waldshut as he had been at the

Freiburg Katholikentage of 1875. But both times he was listed as esteemed

editor of "Freie Stimme," which dared to speak an openly Catholic word

wherever necessary. Also on the list was businessman Simon Deggel-

mann, residing in Constance whom Jordan later won as a zealous

supporter of his periodicals. There was also a reunion with Schorderet

and Kleiser. The former tried to get a foothold on German soil through

the Augustinusverein in Düsseldorf as well as through advertizing, which

was expressly approved by the Katholikentage. The latter promoted above

all the pilgrimage to Bl. Canisius in Fribourg, which was planned for the

following year, and which also received a special recommendation from

the convention. At the meeting Jordan also became acquainted with Lud-

wig Auer, founder of the Cassianeum and esteemed press pedagogue.

He warmly commended Jordan’s still young work to the Catholics of

Germany. Jordan made an appointment for an early meeting with him in

Donauwörth.

At the Katholikentage in Constance, Jordan succeeded in arousing

Auer's interest for his plans so much that once home Auer immediately

began to draw up statutes for which Jordan may have given him a

written sketch similar to the one he had sent to Massaia. Auer didn't fail

to introduce his collaborator Lüthen to the planned undertaking, so that

the latter made Jordan's plan known in a summary in the October issue

of Ambrosius, and at the same time encouraged financial contributions. In

a similar way in Constance, Jordan won his friend Werber, so that

already on September 30, 1880, he mentioned Jordan's still immature



 The monastery had been founded in 1029 by Count Mangold I, who as
*

imperial delegate of Constantinople had brought with him a relic of the Holy

Cross. His daughter became abbess of the monastery for nuns. In 1101 it was

taken over by the Benedictines of St. Blasien, and after the devastations of the

Thirty Years War at the turn of the 17  century was rebuilt in its original form.th
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plans in his local paper and asked for support for Jordan’s "Mission

Institute to promote education and instruction among all peoples."

3.4/11. Auer, Ludwig (Laaber, Oberpfalz, April 11, 1839-1914, December

28, Donauwörth) learned the profession of his father, a seminary teacher.

Already during his studies, but even more as an elementary school

teacher, he felt disturbed by the liberal and social crises of his country.

Thus he became a revolutionary of Christian pedagogics and family

education. His whole work was oriented towards practical, popular

education under the motto: Everything with God and for God, for the

betterment of youth and of the people.

Together with some like-minded men he founded on July 10,

1867, a "Catholic Association of Educators in Bavaria." The royal

government in middle Franconia considered this foundation political,

denied its draft statutes, and had Auer's activity put under surveillance.

Auer did not give up and turned to the Ministry of the Interior, from

which he demanded a free organization and unhindered association

activity in the interest of popular education. King Ludwig saw no reason

to forbid the association but kept up the surveillance. While still a

teacher in Schnufenhofen, Auer published the Catholic school paper and

family periodical Monika. In order to dedicate himself fully to practical

Christian education of the people he gave up his position as a teacher,

going first to Regensburg where again his activity was monitored from

Munich. At the end of 1872, he bought a house near Neuburg a. S. One

year later he founded there the Cassianeum. On June 4, 1875, he rented

the monastery Heilig Kreuz which had been secularized in 1803. At the

end of 1877, Auer acquired the monastery building with annexes for

11,000 Marks, which were to be paid at yearly fixed periods.*
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Auer named his press work Cassianeum after the monastic

author Cassian (c. 350-430) and began active and successful activity in

Catholic popular education. In a short time his periodicals won over

Catholic Bavaria and crossed the borders into neighboring countries:

Monika (1869 for families), Ambrosius (1872 for priests and pastors),

Schutzengel (Guardian Angel, 1875 for youth), Notburga (1877 for domes-

tic servants) and Raphael (1878 for young adults). Already by 1878, he

added a successful almanac to these various periodicals. Auer saw

clearly the real desires of Catholics. They needed spiritual leadership to

defend themselves against the assaults of the liberal upper class, which

also held most governmental positions. Already Pius IX and even more

Leo XIII bestowed praise and blessing on Auer’s involvement. Equally at

the German Katholikentage, Auer was met not only with open ears but

also with active support.

Auer was an exemplary husband and father. Sadly, his first wife

died in December 1871, leaving four small children. In March 1875, he

remarried. This second wife unburdened him of the everyday family

cares as much as possible. Auer was strong-willed and energetic. He

lived with great confidence in God and was quite conscious of his

mission. He succeeded in winning friends and collaborators in his

Bavarian home for administering his work, and also for providing

economic security. Auer was a highly gifted popular writer and honored

as "Uncle Ludwig" by young and old. He intended to work not only for

breadth but also for depth. His main interest was defending Christian

freedom in surroundings hostile to the church; in his periodicals he

fought indefatigably and with success for the necessary cultivation of

conscience in family and in public life. In doing this he considered the

school as primarily an institution to support the family. Auer stressed

the parents' rights and duties. Inside the Cassianeum, Auer cultivated a

kind of community life among his collaborators. In 1894, after the

Catholic Association of Educators in Bavaria became independent, Auer

led the Cassianeum as an "independent private undertaking." In 1910, he

changed it into endowment and thus could grant security to his wife and

children out of the property now at his disposal (1,400.00 Mark).
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3.5/16. Statutes. In "Statutes of the Apostolic Association," i.e., “The

Apostolic Society,” Auer tried to meld his and Jordan's ideas for a new

Society. In doing so he didn't forget the political difficulties he had had

in Bavaria with his Catholic Educators Association. The key words on

the provisional draft (AC Fasc. Vd) show this: "The Law of the Associa-

tion and of the Apostolic Association. The aim quite religious: to

recognize, love, and serve God. Not a public matter in the civil sense.” Its

principles came from scripture, selected according to Jordan's viewpoint:

- Seek first the Kingdom of God and His righteousness, and all these

things will be yours as well (Matt. 6:32). 

- This is eternal life that they know you, the only true God, and Jesus

Christ whom You have sent (Jn 17:3; 8:32).

 - The truth will make you free (Jn 8:32).

 - Those who are wise. . . Dan (12:3).

Additional points appear in no given order. This came later in a proper

draft (AC, Fasc. Ve) written by Auer. As the first principle he put the

motto of the Cassianeum: "All with God and for God to the betterment of

mankind." Next came Jordan's scripture texts, again Dan 12:3; then a

saying so dear to him because of its apostolic frankness: "Go and stand

up" (Acts 5:20); finally, "Seek first the Kingdom of God" (Matt 6:33). Both

references to John (17:3; 8:32) are omitted here. 

Both drafts bear the pattern intended by Jordan and which he

had presented to Auer already in Constance. The first three grades

remain rather unclear. As a Fourth Grade of active members Auer added

benefactors who "support the Apostolic Teaching Society with material

contributions." Auer considered his readers as passive members. In addi-

tion, he didn't want to limit himself to education and instruction. He

wanted to include the social area with "workers associations."

The purpose of the apostolic association "is the promotion of the

honor of God [underlined twice] in all areas of human life." The super-

natural means indicated are humility, trust in God, a Christian outlook

and true piety; the natural means are associated with work, press, etc.

Then follow special guidelines for the "educational section" in which

Auer felt himself at home, and working for which he considered his

special "duty" (AC Fasc. Vd).
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In the final draft under “internal organization” Auer cites first of

all his concern that the “Apostolic Association" should be concerned

with theoretical and practical pedagogy. Then Auer refers in particular

to Christian education in the family. In the "external organization" he

cites Jordan's plan for the three grades, and as Fourth Grade he added

benefactors. In this draft Auer chooses as patrons "the Apostles and the

first messengers of the faith" and he stresses: "Political aspirations remain

completely excluded.”

Auer revised his draft later and had three fair copies made (AC

Fasc. Va,b,c). These he corrected in a final discussion with collaborators

at the Cassianeum. It is remarkable that compared with the earlier draft

he added "cultivation of learning"–a special concern of Jordan. Further-

more, above the motto of the Cassianeum Jordan's favorite passage from

the high priestly prayer of the Lord was reinserted. The other three

scripture passages (Dan 12:3; Acts 5:20; Matt 6:33) remained. "Patrons"

remain determined as Jordan had proposed: "The Catholic Teaching

Society is dedicated to the Sacred Heart and puts itself under the special

protection of the Queen of the Apostles and of these first messengers of

the faith." Internal organization is subdivided in "comprehensive area of

science" and "comprehensive area of instruction and education." From

the pre-draft is taken over the idea that profane knowledge shall not be

underrated. This point was aimed at the Kultur-Examen which by now

had been abolished in Baden, as well as at the struggle of Catholic

academics for equal rights not only in Bavaria but also in the other lay-

oriented areas of Germany. For state recognition the anti-political statute

remains important: "All political aspirations are excluded." The title

"Apostolic Association" is eliminated and replaced by Jordan's "Aposto-

lic Teaching Society." Fourth Grade is also canceled, probably based on

advice Jordan received from Don Bosco who suffered so much on this

very point (cf., Jordan's letter to Auer, November 11, 1880). The list of

means is shortened and thereby clarified. Special means no longer lists

"the international unification of all Catholic forces of the whole world."

For clarification is added: "The Catholic Teaching Society tries to prevent

the fragmenting of Catholic aspirations and to concentrate on already

existing undertakings." (The corrector of the second fair copy has
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inserted a prudent question mark.) In regard to the press a further

concern of Jordan is added: "All books and scripts edited by the Catholic

Teaching Society bear the seal and approval of the Apostolic Teaching

Society and, where necessary, ecclesiastic approbation" (the corrector of

fair copy nr. 3 has not indicated this addition, maybe just overheard; also

missing is the prayer Jordan expressly composed for the Catholic

Teaching Society).

Auer's limitation "according to the laws of the country" is

explained and widened: "According to the prescription of the church and

the state." The chapter on government is thoroughly rewritten. Finally it

is decided: "The present statutes are valid temporarily as provisional." As

a reason is added: "until approved by the church and accepted by the

first general conference." The founding of the Apostolic Teaching Society

is set for Christmas: "The Apostolic Teaching Society celebrates Christ-

mas of 1880 as its feast of foundation” was appended by Auer to his fair

copy. The very important prayer for the Third Grade of the Apostolic

Teaching Society written by Jordan himself concludes the statutes (cf.,

AC Fasc. I, November 11, 1880)

Lord Jesus Christ, Son of the living God, who have descended from

heaven to redeem mankind from sin and error and to teach the

heavenly truth, through your bitter suffering and death, we ask you to

illuminate all those gone astray and ignorant and to teach them the

knowledge of the saints.

Heavenly Father, you have promised through the Holy Spirit

that those who instruct many in justice will shine like the stars always

and forever, gracefully grant that we, tied with the cord of holy unity,

may instruct many in the Catholic religion and receive the promised

glory through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.

Holy Mary, Queen of the Apostles, our dearest Mother, pray

for us! Don't abandon us! Pray for all children and for their teachers,

pray for our Society, for the superiors, for all its members and their

relatives; pray for all benefactors of the Society, for its friends and

enemies. All you holy apostles, pray for us!

Auer later passed on the fair copy he composed (AC Fasc. Va) to the

printery with the order: "Apostolic in the title of the Society always to be

written with capital letters." On an accompanying sheet he gives the
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order: "These statutes are in the meantime to be put on galley proofs." It

is not known when Jordan had these galley proofs in hand for further

study (E-1202); however, it might have been only in summer 1881.

The correctors of the second and third fair copies are unknown.

But the corrections reveal that Jordan did not directly take part in this

work. However, his ideas were considered as he gave them each time by

letter to Auer, and as they discussed them personally in February 1881.

On October 4, 1880, Jordan returned to the Cassianeum. There

Auer drew up a petition to the competent bishop of Augsburg to obtain

his approval. In it he explained that the "projected" Apostolic Teaching

Society of the Rev. J.B. Jordan in Rome intended for the whole world

what the Cassianeum intended for the German-speaking regions: to

serve the Catholic cause through education and instruction. Thus they

both wanted “to entreat Your Episcopal Grace for your gracious

agreement and for a special blessing for this work.” Then Auer stresses:

The accord in regard to aims and means between those of the new

Society and those of the Cassianeum has caused the Rev. Jordan to

discuss the matter with me. The result of our several days ongoing

discussions is: 1) that I gladly joined the Apostolic Teaching Society

with my Institute. There followed further extracts of the drafted

statutes. In doing so we still use the rough draft, which in regard to

time, is prior to the fair copies. 

Then Auer noted that Jordan's undertaking, which Auer at first calls

"order," but then corrects to "religious society, [had ] already been

blessed by the Holy Father and approved by three patriarchs and by

many bishops in Europe, Asia and Africa" (AC Fasc. VI).

Auer also mentions in a draft of his letter (October 4, 1880, AC

Fasc. VI) how the Apostolic Teaching Society plans a Latin periodical for

its Second Grade, a handbook, as well as "an organ of instruction for the

people in each country." His own periodical Monika (including the

periodical Raphael) would serve the German-speaking area for the Third

Grade (as well as the Fourth Grade of benefactors). The draft of Auer's

letter shows clearly what great expectations both partners nurtured for

their common undertaking. Jordan agreed fully with the contents of the

letter sent to the responsible bishop. Already at this first occasion Jordan
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succumbed to the temptation to explain the blessing of the Holy Father

and of other church dignitaries "extensively for the foundation of his

Apostolic Teaching Society" (Oskar Köhler in Jedin, VI:2, 289). On a sheet

of paper with the heading "still to do" Auer noted under the item of

publicity: "Private audience with the Holy Father, cardinals, 3 patriarchs

Jerusalem, the Greek-Catholic (Melchite) in Asia, archbishops and

bishops of 5 different rites of 7 different nations" (AC Fasc. VII). Unfor-

tunately, the answer of the bishop of Augsburg has not been preserved.

Jordan saw a difficultly in the fact that in spite of the waning

Kulturkampf, new associations had to comply with the association-laws of

their respective countries. In order to get more clarity, after returning to

Rome he solicited the opinion of two lawyers. These men were known

and esteemed as energetically and prudently committed to seeing the

Catholic cause win out against the liberals who wanted to extend their

predominance at the expense of the Catholics. However, their answers

could not fully satisfy Jordan.

Both lawyers had answered immediately on November 1, 1880.

Josef Lingens (1818-1902) from Aachen was known for his courageous

involvement in Catholic issues. He fought on the front line, trying most

of all with the Katholikentage to overturn the Kulturkampf and its effects.

He later became an influential politician of the Center Party in the

Prussian House of Deputies (1852) and in the German Reichstag (1870).

Lingens demanded unswervingly the return of the Jesuits and all the

other orders to Germany, and above all a free Catholic university in

Frankfurt a. M. Jordan may have met Lingen at the Katholikentage.

Lingen’s answer was cautious. He doubted whether the time for

such a foundation was favorable, and he advised Jordan to ask for the

opinion of Cardinal Hergenröther. He called attention to the fact that the

association-laws were different in the various countries and added some

changes in the draft presented to him. He concluded with the wish: "May

the Holy Spirit enlighten and guide you" (D-927).

The other lawyer Jordan consulted was royal Bavarian lawyer

Karl Barth (1811-1886), who was active for the good cause in Augsburg.

His answer was more optimistic, but limited to the situations in his home

country. He assured Jordan that the responsible departments were above
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all interested in monitoring political associations, and that the statutes

presented to him could not cause offense in this regard (D-928).

3.6/17. Contract. Ludwig Auer wanted a contract to safeguard the

planned co-operation with Jordan, who agreed at once to the proposal of

the business-savvy director. A contract was made "between Rev. J.B.

Jordan and Mr. Ludwig Auer, Director of the Cassianeum in Donau-

wörth, signed by both and exchanged between them" (AC Fasc. III).

The contract stated the Cassianeum and the ATS essentially

pursue the same aims with the same means. Thus Auer stresses that he,

founder and leader of the Cassianeum in Donauwörth, gladly joined the

Apostolic Teaching Society with his whole institution and all its efforts.

They both promised to fully support each other. There follow some items

already agreed to in the statutes, particularly: 

The Cassianeum retains for now its full independence and is and

remains the property of the undersigned Director Auer. [In this

connection Auer promises] to change his legal last will, that in case of

his death the Cassianeum shall devolve upon Apostolic Teaching

Society as its property. In case the Apostolic Teaching Society would not

be able to assume this bequest, the Cassianeum would be given to the

Most Reverend Bishop of Augsburg.

It also contains this somewhat dubious statement:

By this contract the Cassianeum is already in a certain sense to be

considered property of the Apostolic Teaching Society, therefore

Director Auer has the right to use resources coming in for the Apostolic

Teaching Society for the Cassianeum in agreement with the General

Directory of the Apostolic Teaching Society.

It concludes that the present contract "is conscientiously founded in

every detail on the Statutes of the Apostolic Teaching Society.” Auer

added at the end of the contract the motto of the Cassianeum: "All with

God and for God to the betterment of mankind."

The contract is signed but not notarized. Furthermore, there is no

indication that Auer ever altered his last will, made in favor of his own

family. The statutes on which the contract should have been based had

not at all been elaborated or approved either ecclesiastically by the
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bishop of Augsburg or by the Cardinal Vicar of Rome. Also missing was

a list of the Cassianeum property, which was still heavily burdened with

debts, a circumstance which greatly concerned the capable director. At

that time it would have been impossible for Jordan to take over the

encumbered Cassianeum. In the meantime, the contract’s stipulation that

the Monika (fused with the periodical Raphael) should now serve the

Third Grade of the Apostolic Teaching Society, remained unfulfilled.

Auer was remarkably patient, because to him the Apostolic Teaching

Society was just beginning. With similar reserve Jordan didn't sign as

future General Director, but only in personal form as "sole director."

In a further contract, Auer thought about handing over to the

Apostolic Teaching Society the good but not especially fertile periodical

Ambrosius. In return the Apostolic Teaching Society would bind itself to

take over and promote Monika for its Third Grade, "while the same fully

remains property of Mr. Auer." Auer expressly requested that the editor

of Ambrosius, Fr. Lüthen, sign the contract as co-responsible and person-

ally liable. In addition, the Apostolic Teaching Society was to bind itself

to assist the Cassianeum fully and "not to create any competition." On

the draft Auer noted by way of addition: "Liable, Mr. Lüthen and Mr.

Jordan. Notice of termination of the contract, if unilateral, then 9,600

Marks" for indemnity (AC, Facs. III). The draft of the contract was

transcribed into fair copy, but neither settled nor signed.

Although all arrangements between Auer and Jordan remained

incomplete, Jordan returned to Rome excited. He was fully preoccupied

with how to promote the start up in Germany to which the Cassianeum

had offered its hand. Already he counted on the active assistance of the

editor of Ambrosius, Fr. Lüthen, who in the contract between Ambrosius

and Monika (probably proposed by Auer) was already called National

Director.

Auer and Jordan occupied themselves zealously with other work

that seemed important for the success of their undertaking. Thus we

have rough drafts of articles in which the Apostolic Teaching Society was

to be presented to the adult readers of the various periodicals of the

Cassianeum. However, Auer let only one article appear in his Monika

(February-March 1882; cf., AC Fasc. II & IV). Jordan sketched a kind of
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seal of the Apostolic Teaching Society as well as a certificate of admis-

sion, never printed in this form (AC Fasc. II). On some papers there was

stated without order and sketchily, "what was still to do" and "what to

do first" (AC Fasc. VII). The practical and visionary points of this list of

tractanda remained mostly on paper because of later developments.

3.7/18. Kleiser, Johannes Evangelist, was a Sperrlinge who after the

abolition of the law mandating the Badish Kulturexamen (March 5, 1880)

did not return to his home diocese. Up until 1891, the schematismus of

the Archdiocese of Freiburg listed: "IV. Priests living in foreign countries:

Kleiser, Johann, apostolic missionary in Fribourg, Switzerland, born

Schollach October 30, 1845, priest July 18, 1871."  *

Schollach is a hamlet of the parish of Urach (Neustadt, Black

Forest). After his ordination, Kleiser worked as Vicar in Bühl, home of

Alban Stolz. On December 8, 1873, the "agitator-chaplain" escaped while

being arrested; he fell victim to the notorious Kanzel-paragraphen. Kleiser

visited Bishop Marilley and Canon Schorderet in Freiburg, Switzerland.

The latter had founded his press work on the day of Kleiser's escape. On

February 17, 1873, Kleiser visited the Vicar Apostolic of Lausanne,

Geneva and Fribourg, Casper Mermillod (born in Carouge, September

22, 1824, expelled by the Dunesrat, cardinal 1890, died in Rome,

February 23, 1892).

Kleiser was then for a short time tutor for two boys of the family

of Count Romanet in Versailles. After a pilgrimage to Paray-le-Monial in

the summer 1874, where in front of the altar of the Sacred Heart he dedi-

cated himself to Schorderet's press work, he made a journey to England

to the tomb of the Oratorian, Frederick William Faber (1814-1863) and to

see Henry Cardinal Edward Manning (1808-1892) of Westminster. He

paid visits to other bishops and monasteries in England, Ireland and

France, collecting money and speaking in meetings in favor of the press

work. He also paid a visit to the stigmatic Louise Lateau (1850-1883) in
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the Belgian Bois d'Haine. Then he traveled once more to England and

Ireland, Netherlands and Germany on behalf of the press work. In

Aachen, Kleiser met with the Catholic lawyer and politician Josef

Lingens. During Lent 1875, he lodged with Bishop Lothar von Kübel (on

Good Friday he was clandestinely at home with his mother). Afterwards

he paid further visits to German bishops and religious superiors. After a

visit in Constance, where his brother was a vicar, he met in St. Gallen "in

disguise" and later in Munich with Catholic politicians and editors, then

with the bishops of Regensburg and Würzburg. In spring 1875, he went

to Rome with a pilgrim group from Stuttgart. He found lodgings in

Campo Santo and received the blessing for the press apostolate from

Pius IX. There followed further journeys to fund raise for Schorderet's

press work through Italy, Tyrol and Austria. Then Kleiser worked at

Schorderet's side in Fribourg as a vicar in St. Moritz in the Au (1875-

1895) and as vice-president of the Pauluswerk. Kleiser was a pastor to the

poor, to workers, domestic servants, and prisoners in Freiburg.

In 1887, he founded the Kanisius-Stimmen in preparation for the

canonization of Peter Canisius (1521-1610, beatified 1864). Pius IX

confirmed the Kanisius-Stimmen through his blessing on January 19, 1878.

This periodical became at the same time the organ for the Work of St.

Francis de Sales, the confraternity for propagating good literature.  Its*

founder, Msgr. Louis Gaston Adrien de Ségur (1820-1881) gave Kleiser

authority (February 2, 1878) to introduce the work in German-speaking

countries. Other purposes of the Kanisius-Stimmen were the veneration of

Mary by Blessed Grignon de Montford (1687-1716) and the support of

the Pauluswerk. In 1881, Kleiser organized the Canisius-year in Freiburg

on the occasion of the 300  anniversary of the arrival of the saint, whereth

he had been sent by Gregory XIII in 1580 to found a college. In 1888,

Kleiser was dismissed by Schorderet with whose shift into regional

politics he disagreed. He earned his bread as "house-teacher" (letter to

his bishop, November 27, 1888) and received board with the Capuchins.
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In 1895, Bishop Dernuaz nominated him canon at the Liebfrauenkirche and

gave him this church for his apostolic purpose.

In 1897, Kleiser founded the Canisius Press Sisters in Stalden

145, and on Candlemas 1898, the Marienheim  with Canisius Press across

the way at Stalden 2. Leo XIII named this zealous priest Apostolic Pro-

notary on March 18, 1898. Kleiser organized pilgrimages and congresses

as important means for reviving Catholic self-consciousness (from 1877

on, yearly pilgrimage to Maria Einsiedeln; from August 18-21, 1902 a

great National Marian Congress in Freiburg to which he also urgently

invited his friend Jordan (cf., letter, July 1, 1902, H-55.1). Kleiser died

September 17, 1919.

Kleiser came from a well-to-do family, from which he sometimes

received considerable sums of money to help Schorderet establish and

conduct his work. At the same time he engaged in extensive fund raising

trips through European countries to provide finances for the Pauluswerk.

He also helped Schorderet decisively in overcoming the difficulties

between the central office and the French branch offices in Paris and Bar

le Duc, which from the very start seriously endangered the unity of the

Pauluswerk. Under the explosive, now haughty now humbly contrite

character of Schorderet, Kliesiser suffered much. However, according to

his promise at Paray-le-Monial he stayed with him as press-apostle while

other collaborators very soon distanced themselves from Schorderet.

Kleiser was a pious, selfless, poor priest, a restless curate

profoundly dedicated to the Holy Father and quite enthusiastic for the

veneration of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary. In order to fulfill

truly the tasks given to him by the Lord he never avoided any cross, and

preferred to suffer injustice and often to renounce his legitimate rights

out of love of the Lord. Thus between the two compatriots, Jordan and

Kleiser, there existed a deep spiritual relationship. True friendship

bound them together.

3.8/19. Roelofs, Gerald, was born November 4, 1821, in Groesbeek,

Nijmegen. After studies at Haarlem and Rome he was ordained at the

Lateran in 1847. First he worked as chaplain in Nijmegen (St. Augus-

tine's); then from 1857 as chaplain in Utrecht (St. Martin's); and from
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1860 as parish administrator in Brunnen (St. Andrew's). Since the begin-

ning of 1866, he was pastor of St. Martin's in Zwolle where he died on

March 2, 1885.

Roelofs was energetic and zealous. Coming from a rich family he

made many contacts at the international meetings he liked to attend. In

Zwolle he had a printery and edited the weekly I Isselbode. His relation-

ship with Pauluswerk in Freiburg brought Roelofs in contact with Jordan

(cf., Jordan's letter to Auer, October 17, 1880). Roelofs was approaching

60 when Jordan tried to win him. He made common cause with Jordan’s

foundation and promised to put his press at his disposal. Jordan urged

him also to connect with Auer. Roelofs seems to have been dissatisfied

with his expectations of the Cassianeum. To the contrary, he felt attracted

to Freiburg, Switzerland. There we meet him also at the great Canisius

celebrations on August 17-18, 1881, where he again met with Jordan.

Roelofs had been connected with Schorderet in Freiburg since 1877. After

coming to an agreement, Schorderet sent four sisters of the Pauluswerk to

the branch settlement in Zwolle (cf., letter of Roelofs to Schorderet,

January 3, 1881, that the "4 petites Soeurs" work well). Also in Maastricht,

Roelofs had tried something but it all broke down. In 1884, he broke off

his relations with Schorderet. Roelofs was not the man of perseverance

Jordan intended for Netherlands. Thus the acquaintance between them

remained just one episode during Jordan’s rather restless start up time.

3.9/21. St. Bridget is at Piazza Farnese, 96. When St. Bridget (Finstad near

Upsala, c. 1302-1373, July 23, Rome) made a pilgrimage to Rome in 1349,

she as well as her daughter Catherina lodged in what was a that time a

modest house. According to tradition it was donated to them by the

Roman widow Francesca Papazuri. In 1382, Bridget founded the double

order of the Most Holy Savior (Ordo Sanctissimi Salvatoris). She was a

visionary and pilgrim (1343 Compostela; 1349 Rome; 1372-3 Holy Land).

Boniface IX canonized her in 1391. Her daughter Catharina (1331-1380,

Vadstena) was married like her mother but already in 1350 she followed

her mother to Rome. She later became the second mother general of the

Brigitines and is regarded as a saint though never formally canonized.

From 1435 till 1523 monks from Vadstena maintained the house in Rome.
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In 1523 the last of these monks died. Pius IV (1559-1565) transferred the

house to the Vicar General. In 1673, Christina of Sweden (+1689),

daughter of King Adolf, bought it without ever living there. In 1692, the

house was inhabited by monks of Altmünster (Birgits), who enlarged it

and built a church. Expelled by Napoleon they left the house to the Holy

See. In 1828, Leo XII handed it over to the canons of St. Maria in Tras-

tevere, his titular church; but they didn't care to maintain it. On June 5,

1855, the Fathers of the Holy Cross bought it in a kind of hereditary

tenancy. They accepted the condition to remodel it, which they did, as

well as to pay yearly rent to the canons. They commissioned a French

painter to decorate the three rooms in which the two women saints had

lived. On November 15, 1892, Carmelite nuns of perpetual adoration

expelled from Poland bought the house. They restored the church to its

present appearance.

Jordan, ever in need of more living space, wanted to lease the

house permanently already in 1882. He proposed to take over St. Bridget

as a whole or partly in emphitéosis perpetuelle as soon as the contracts of

the actual tenants expired. At the same time Jordan inquired whether the

Holy Cross Fathers had any intention of maintaining the place; every-

body could see its bad condition from the yard or the garden. He himself

would not be able to assume the necessary expenses without securing a

more favorable lease or permanent tenancy (letter in French to the

Superior General, March 27, 1882, ACSC; cf., G-4.1). The priests them-

selves were facing great financial difficulties and were waiting for a

financially strong buyer. Jordan, of course, could not compete with them.

He belonged to those about whom "le Père Fernando" (Pietrobattista)

wrote to his major superior: "ils ont plus d'envie que de moyens" (letter,

April 18, 1882, ACSC). [The final paragraph covering the house’s modern

history is not translated here.]

3.10/22. Hartmann, Josef, was born December 4, 1854, in Dingolstadt,

Saxony. He studied in Brixen and Innsbruck (philosophy and theology),

and consequently stayed outside his home diocese of Paderborn. This

caused difficulties for his later return. At the end of November 1880, he

came to Rome to continue his studies at the Gregoriana. For a few days
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Rector Jänig granted him lodging in the Anima and then asked Jordan to

receive him (either because of lack of space or because Hartmann studied

independently, i.e., without the necessary links to his bishop). Jordan

briefly shared with him the small rented room in Largo dell'Impresa. In

the meantime, Jordan procured a larger home, where he rented two

rooms and where he moved with Hartmann the beginning of December.

During Jordan's journey in Germany in Lent 1881, Hartmann moved to

Campo Santo for a short time, feeling too lonely in St. Bridget. "Mr.

Hartmann, student of theology from the Diocese of Paderborn has taken

lodging in the Campo Santo two days ago" (CS Chronicle, March 9,

1881). There he attended the Minerva of the Dominicans together with

the other chaplains. When Jordan returned in mid-March, Hartmann

returned to St. Bridget. Jordan hoped he would join him fully. From

Easter 1881 on Jordan had also received an Italian cleric who cooked

there in return for evening classes. The young "tonsurist" remained only

briefly and sought a titulus mensae that summer. 

Hartmann, whose health never fully acclimated to Rome,

returned to Innsbruck for ongoing studies. He took with him a conduct

certificate from the local superior. Dated June 28, it shows Hartmann had

lodged in St. Bridget for about seven months. A copy of this certificate of

“Ferd. Pierbattista, Superior domus Sae Brigittae" was verified on July 8,

1881 by “Friedricus Schroeder, SJ, Rector Collegii Germanici et Hungarici"

(probably to hand to the Jesuits of Innsbruck). In 1884, J. Hartmann was

accepted in the Diocese of Eichstätt after having received the Exeat of the

Bishop of Paderborn as well as the "State Ordination Title in Bavaria"

which he requested at that time. The next year Hartmann was ordained

subdeacon on March 22, 1885, then priest in the Cathedral of Eichstädt

on July 19, 1885.

Hartmann continued his good relations with Jordan, who tried

to win him again in the spring of 1885. While Hartmann was preparing

for ordination Jordan asked him to come back. Hartmann answered that

now he had been incardinated in Eichstädt and wished to continue on

this way. Hartmann became chaplain in Hiltpoldstein in 1885. With per-

mission of the bishop he could resume his former studies and conclude

them as Dr. Philosophy summa cum laude in Würzburg. From May 1912
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till March 1923, Hartmann worked as pastor in the large farmers'

cooperative of Lenting near Ingolstadt. The relationship between pastor

and parishioners is said to have been cool. He loved his studies more

than the hard pastoral work. Later Hartmann lived in Würzburg (at first

in Erthalstraße, then in the Galgenberg settlement) as retired pastor. He

took up his studies again working at a translation of St. Thomas, which

he intended to edit at Pustet's, but which remained unfinished. From

1935, Hartmann lived as "voluntatily resigned pastor of Lenting" in the

environs of St. Jakob in Dachau. He lived in the southern part of the

town (at the time Moorstraße, now Himmelreich-weg) where he died at

the age of almost 83 on October 23, 1937.

Hartmann was a pious priest, more at home with Aquinas than

St. Paul. Nevertheless, Jordan nourished great hopes to win him as a

collaborator. At first Hartmann had fully agreed as far as his studies

allowed (cf., letter to Jordan, February 22, 1881, D-933). Jordan allowed

Hartmann to study moral and pastoral at Gregoriana but opposed Hart-

mann's dedicating himself to St. Thomas during his (Jordan's) absence.

The Dominicans in Rome were too speculative for Jordan; by contrast the

Jesuits of Gregoriana were oriented to practical pastoral. Jordan urged

Hartmann to teach catechism to children in the little Church of St.

Bridget, and now and then to talk to pious visitors to the church.

Pastor Hartmann's memories are trustworthy. He conscientious-

ly reported only what he himself experienced. Where his remembrances

are no longer clear he admits it straight away. However, his report about

their third companion, the Italian cleric, is less clear in regard to time

insofar as he had joined them on Easter, while Hartmann had moved to

Campo Santo already during Lent because he felt lonely, but not because

the "tonsurist" had also looked for a bishop already during Lent.

3.11/27. Piccolo Monitore Cattolico. By year’s end 1880 Jordan had pro-

duced a limited number of copies of the first issue in the printing shop of

the Propaganda. But Jordan planned to start his own small printery as

soon as possible. An offer to assume full responsibility for “The Angel”

seemed (from a financial view point) too risky to Jordan (cf., letter to

Auer, November 5, 1880). For Vatican approval “con licenza dell’Autorita
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Ecclesiastica,” the restriction was imposed on Jordan that he could not

mention his planned community; "in order to avoid the appearance that

you are already approved, which is not the case” (Jordan to Auer,

December 19, 1880).

Piccolo Monitore Cattolico (nr. 4) explained to children the extra-

ordinary Jubilee Year, which Leo XIII had promulgated for the period

from the Feast of St. Joseph till All Saints Day 1881. At that time Lüthen

sent his jubilee book for the clergy (BL-1) from the Cassianeum for

Jordan to hand to the Holy Father. This Jordan did through Secretary of

State Lodovico Jacobini (1832-1887) (cf., Jordan's letter to Praxmarer, May

18, 188; letter to Auer, May 31, 1881). In late June 1881, after only five

numbers, Piccolo Monitore Cattolico was replaced by L'Amico dei Franciulli.

3.12/29. Stojalowski, Stanislaus (1845-1911) one of the most outstanding

Catholic personalities of his time in Galizia, was "the Polish Piemont" of

Austria. The Papal House Prelate (already in 1882) distributed his

periodicals and books from Lemberg primarily to working people and

farmers. Jordan's collaboration with him remained tentative because

their aims were too different: Sojalowski fought in the Polish Farmers'

Party for its social concerns and thus butted heads with the mostly

conservative episcopate, whose "Leonian" People's Party he considered

anti-social and anti-national (i.e., pro- Austrian). As a result he was

dismissed as pastor, suspended, and in 1896, even excommunicated.

Both verdicts were soon (1897) overturned and replaced by a papal order

of silence. Stojalowski fought till his death for social justice and against

the misery of the working population and of farmers (cf., Jedin VI:2, 182).

His collaborator in the Prussian part of Poland was Karl Miarka

(1825-1882). As "editor and publisher in St. Nicolai" he endeavored to

provide good literature to the Poles of Upper Silesia. In doing this he

borrowed heavily from the periodicals of the Cassianeum. Jordan

continued cooperating with Miarka, from whose region many young

men came to the Society, as well as with his son Karol Miarka (1856-

1919) (cf., Fr. Anton Kilbasa, SDS, “Salvatorians in Rome,” 1981, 52f).

Jordan had already met these two press-priests at the journalist meeting

in Rome, February 22, 1879.
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3.13/31. De Montel, Johannes, nobleman of Treuenfest, was born June 13,

1831 in Rovereto. His father was Imperial Counselor in Tyrol. After his

studies in Trent he came for further studies to the Anima (1854-1856) in

whose church he was ordained on January 1, 1855. According to the wish

of his local bishop, Tschiderer Johann Nepomuc (1777-1860) de Montel

studied cannon law at San Apollinare. Montel lived in the Anima till

1866. He entered church service, became Papal House Prelate in 1877,

and Dean of the Rota from 1889 to 1908, where since 1877 he had the

position of Austrian Uditore. De Montel as Austrian Embassy Counselor

for ecclesiastical questions was much involved in the church politics of

Leo XIII. He enjoyed the full trust of the pope and was entrusted with

delicate tasks of Austrian as well as Prussian church politics. De Montel

was a prudent and successful mediator of the conciliatory politics of the

pope. He refused the cardinalate in order not to be hindered in his work

for the church, which was more important than that of most cardinals.

He didn't want to get involved in the passionate discussions between

papal integralists and liberal Catholics, preferring the sound middle

position. De Montel was close friends with de Waal, through whom

Jordan found access to this influential prelate. He died on November 24,

1910 in his apartment (Palazzo Gabriele, Via Panico, 85). In keeping with

his will de Montel was buried in Campo Santo. The "Jordanists" sang his

Requiem in sincere gratefulness. De Waal dedicated a biography to him

(Christoph Weber, ed., Sources and Studies on the Curia and Vatican Politics

under Pope Leo XIII, Tübingen: 1973).

3.14/37. Semenenko, Petrus (Pietro), was born June 29, 1814, in Rutenia

Bianca. He lived a very turbulent youth, took part at the age of 17 in the

political rebellion against Russia (1831) escaping after its failure across

Prussia to France. There Semenenko became such a controversial politi-

cal journalist that he had to flee from the police into the underground. At

the beginning of 1835, he changed his lifestyle, surrendered to the police,

began his studies and became a fiery missionary. Together with Bogdan

Janski and his companion Kajsiewiez he founded in Paris on February

17, 1836, a kind of religious union. Semenenko began his theological

studies at the Stanislaus College in Paris, continued them in the Roman
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College, and was ordained in Rome, December 5, 1841. Despite many

difficulties the foundation of 1836 grew slowly to become Congregation

of the Resurrectionists. Semenenko himself was passed over as superior

for a long time and only in the summer 1873, did he become superior

general of his own foundation. Soon he also became a consultor to the

Holy Office and to the Congregation for the Index. He died in Paris and

was buried in the Polish College, Rome. His foundation dedicated itself

especially to the many Polish emigrants in Europe and North America,

and struggled to form priests for the schismatic Slavic Ruthenian Russian

mission. Under Leo XIII, Semenenko gained considerable influence in

Rome. In his diary we read under January 18, 1881: 

After midday there was a visits from Fr. Jordan, a young German priest

of the diocese of Friburg im Br. (who has studied Polish in his youth).

He has in mind to found a new Congregation under the name "Aposto-

lische Lehrgesellschaft" (Apostolic Instructiva Societas) its purpose is quite

similar to ours. Eventually he wants me to advise him. I have given him

some suggestions that seemed opportune for now, telling him that for

other advice and more details we need to know each other better.

Nevertheless, today I have already given him a general prospectus on

the Orders, on their history and on the reason for their existence. We

parted cordially. In a few days he will return to Germany, but in some

months he will have to return and he has promised me to come again,

begging me to receive him. I have assured him of my complete good

will. (Ladislao Kwiatkowski C.R., La Vita di P. Pietro Semenenco, C.R.,

Generalate House of the Resurrectionist Fathers, Rome: 1953, 433).  

On January 11, 1882, Semenenko writes in his diary: "Letter to Fr. Jordan,

Piazza Farnese, 96." On May 17, 1885, Jordan responded to Semenenko

asking him to send the "ingenious Constitutions of the Congregatio a

Resurrectione D.N.J.Ch, at whose head you are." Jordan informed him that

he was busy elaborating the statutes for his own foundation, and that for

this purpose he would like to consult the Constitutions of the Resurrec-

tionist; they "would be very useful for this difficult task" (ACR). 

Arnold Janssen visited Semenenko on February 13, 1881, soon

after he had been with Jordan, conferring with him "for more than two

hours." During his third journey to Rome in April 1881, Janssen lodged

with the Resurrectionists; Semenenko stayed in Steyl, September 16-26.
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3.15/39. Parocchi, Lucido Maria (Mantua, August 13, 1833-1903, January

15, Rome) studied at the Roman Seminary and was ordained priest in

1856. First he was professor of pastoral theology and pastor in Mantua

(San Gervasio e Protasio). In 1871, he founded the periodical La Scuola

Cattolica. That same year Pius IX nominated him bishop of Pavia, and in

1877, archbishop of Mantua and cardinal. Parocchi was at that time the

driving force promoting the Movimento catollico in Italy. In retaliation the

Italian government removed him as executor and deprived him of his

civil rights for five years. For the sake of peace, Leo XIII called him to

Rome in 1882, and nominated him Cardinal Vicar of Rome in February

1884 (succeeding Cardinal Monaco La Valletta). In 1896, he became

Secretary of the Holy Office. In 1899, he resigned as Cardinal Vicar and

became Vice Chancellor of the Roman Church. He died in Rome before

Leo XIII, and consequently before his protégé, Guiseppe Sarto, whom he

had ordained bishop (1804) in San Apollinare, became Pius X. 

At that time, Parocchi was considered the most learned of the

cardinals. He composed numerous philosophic-theological publications.

Von Pastor gave this opinion about “his friend”: "he was an absolutely

self-reliant, excellent character. In him sharp intelligence combined with

great force of activity and winning kindness" (Diary, 400). Parocchi's

political altitude was deemed pro-French and mistrustful of Germany

and Austria. His friends are said to have had considerable influence on

his decisions. He was an adversary of Rampolla when the latter extended

his power as Cardinal Secretary of State. Some accused Parocchi of

neglecting his proper duties as Cardinal Vicar tending more to his

scholarly inclinations. To many he was an impractical theorist and thus

politically unreliable. Sadly we have no trustworthy biography.

As Cardinal Vicar, Parocchi had considerable influence on the

growth of Jordan's foundations. As "soul of the movimento catollico

italiano" he was quite open to Jordan's plans (cf., his commendation to the

archbishop of Bologna, January 1881, which he as cardinal underlined in

1883). As Cardinal Vicar his intervention in 1885, to resolve the difficul-

ties of the first foundation of sisters was rather incomprehensible and

was viewed (probably not without reason) as unjustifiably hard. The next

year he showed himself more inclined towards Jordan. In spite of further
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difficulties Jordan's foundation experienced from church authorities in

the following years, Parocchi never withdrew his confidence in Jordan,

although he often gave it only with restraint. On one of his visits to the

Motherhouse, Jordan presented to him the older members of the Society

with the words: "Hi sunt seniores in societate," to which Parocchi jokingly

replied: "Et ego sum consenior" And I am one of your elders . (Cf., Obitu-

ary in Salvatorianische Mitteilungen, 1903, nr. 2, 24ff).

3.16/40. The four letters of recommendation Jordan not only carried

with him on his journey to Germany, but as was the custom and even the

necessity of that time, he also used them to promote his own press as

well as other friendly presses. On January 17, 1881, Jordan collected the

letters of commendation from Josef Cardinal Hergenröther and Arch-

bishop Bsciai; the next day the one of Archbishop Alessandro Balgy. At

the same time he requested a letter from the archbishop of Bologna, who

was open to giving such commendations. Cardinal Parocchi sent him the

desired and precious document. Comparing the four Latin letters reveals

certain slight differences. They show three things: that Jordan did not

conceal that he was just starting; that those churchmen were confident

his start would succeed; and above all that they considered what Jordan

was planning to be of great use to the church. 

However, there are also differences. Hergenröther, Balgy and

Parocchi speak of the Apostolic Teaching Society. Bsciai speaks of the

Society of Teaching Apostolate. To Hergenröther the Society has already

been founded by the "mission priest" Jordan. Bsciai leaves this still open

and only says that such an Institute "with the aim of Catholic Teaching"

would be extremely useful, and he hoped it might succeed. Balgy praises

the program, which his pupil as founder wants to use as the foundation

of his Institute, and judges it as "very promising for Catholic instruction

and Catholic moral education of youth and of the people." Parocchi

welcomes that "Jordan, a priest of the Diocese of Freiburg," wants to call

to life the threefold Institute of the Catholic Teaching Society, after his

undertaking had already received recommendations by outstanding men

of the church. He recommends the undertaking "to all faithful Christians

as useful to the Catholic cause." Archbishop Bsciai considers the work as
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very helpful not only for the West but for the East as well. The two

cardinals refer to Mary under the title "Queen of the Apostles" as its

protectress (cf., An SCI, Rome, 1894, n.1, 48). The recommendations of

the two cardinals read:

I sincerely recommend to the clergy and educated lay people the

Apostolic Teaching Society under the protection of the Most Blessed

Virgin Mary, Queen of the Apostles, founded in Rome, and at the same

time [I recommend] the Rev. missionary J.B. Jordan, who cares so much

for the propagation and promotion of the same. Rome, January 17, 1881.

J. Hergenröther, Cardinal of the Roman Catholic Church (cf., PPP, 49).

With this we certify that all of three grades the Apostolic Teaching

Society, which under the protection of Mary, Mother of God, Queen of

the Apostles, [intended] to spread the Catholic faith] through writing

and living word shall be founded by Rev. John Baptist Jordan, priest of

the Diocese of Freiburg, who has been recommended by excellent

personalities, is worthy to be recommended to all faithful as beneficial

to the Catholic cause; at the same time we implore the blessing of God

for the Society. Bologna, January 22, 1881. Lucidus Maria Parocchi,

Cardinal and Archbishop (cf., PPP, 49f).

3.17/41. Janssen, Arnold (Goch, November 5, 1839-1909, January 15,

Steyl), the founder of the Steyler Mission Work (later Society of the

Divine Word, SVD) had turned to Jordan by letter in November 1880,

with the request to mediate between the Minister General of the

Observant Franciscans, Fr. Bernardino da Portogruaro, and Bishop Eligio

Cosi (1819-1885) of the same order, who since 1865, was Apostolic Vicar

of Shantung, China (Titular Bishop of Priene). Janssen strove to receive a

mission area for his congregation previously entrusted to the Francis-

cans. Jordan answered Janssen in a long letter of December 5, 1880, that

the Minister General was ready for an agreement, but that he had to

await Msgr. Cosi's answer. In the same letter Jordan gave the rector of

Steyl a short but expressive report of his journey to the Near East, of the

decisive audience with Leo XIII, his efforts to come to a consensus with

the Cassianeum, and to get Rome’s permission to start. He also sent

confidentially to Janssen the draft statutes and invited him to join him in

a free manner and to let him know the conditions for a form of co-
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operation. Thus Janssen, even before his visit to St. Bridget, was quite

well informed about what Jordan had achieved till then (ASVD). Janssen

met with Don Bosco in Turin on January 30, 1881 and arrived in Rome on

February 1, 1881. He lodged in the Anima.

Jordan and Janssen exchanged more than their experiences. The

latter wanted to win Jordan for his foundation, maybe as a Roman out-

post, insofar as Jordan had earlier wished for a loose affiliation between

his foundation and Steyl. Hartmann remembered well this inconclusive

visit. Jordan remarked to him afterwards, pointing to his vision of the

apostles: 

I have received from God a vocation of my own to plan a foundation

suggested to me from above –a congregation meeting all the needs of

holy church, though at first [composed] of only a few priests connected

through the bond of the love of God and of all men with each other; and

this is why I cannot suddenly adapt myself to a plan thought out by

men whose fundamental view I don't know (letter, September 20, 1880,

H-15). 

Both founders continued their good relations. Jordan provided lodgings

in Rome for missionaries of Steyl (cf., the admonition to Jordan through

his "friend", Vice Director Andreas Jansen on behalf of de Waal, not to

make further use of the hospitality of Campo Santo for the two transient

missionaries, Fr. Anton Wewel and the deacon Gottfried Riem) (from an

undated calling card, D-934). Janssen in turn helped students from the

North German region who wished to join Jordan's foundation (letter of

March 12, 1884, D-1003).

On May 9, 1882, Jordan informed Janssen that Msgr. Cosi was

coming to Rome from China (Janssen had already made an arrangement

regarding a mission territory of their own on February 11, 1881, G-4.1).

Jordan was prompted to do this by the missionary Fr. J. Hendriks, who

"in the interest of the mission" thought that Msgr. Cosi and the Founder

of Steyl should meet (letter to Jordan, May 9, 1882, D-972). Consequently,

Jordan passed this hint on to Janssen the same day.*
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At the start of his founding activities Jordan was still clinging to

an elusive dream: that "all in Steyl can be our collaborators" as well. (He

thought they were free to join his ecclesiastically still quite loose associa-

tion.) But this was never taken seriously, and Jordan himself soon stifled

any such well intended cooperation by giving more definite structure to

his own foundation (cf., letter to Auer, November 11, 1880). It is also

remarkable that during his stay in Rome, Janssen worked out plans for a

double-church in Steyl together with his compatriot Dr. Prill at Campo

Santo. The same gentleman had been reserved towards Jordan's under-

taking, although he confessed: "Msgr. de Waal tried also to warm us

chaplains to [Jordan's] cause, i.e., for the section of academic coopera-

tors." Probably only after being together with Janssen, who may have

spoken with him about his fruitless meeting with Jordan, did Prill speak

out so openly in regard to Jordan (letter, March 3, 1929; H-17.1).

3.18/43. Reinstatement. The Archepiscopal Chapter Vicariate was direct-

ly responsible for each Sperrling priest after abolition of the Kulturexamen.

Already by June 21, 1880, it requested Jordan’s graduation certificate

from the pastor of Gurtweil. He in turn had to ask for it from Jordan

himself, who was at that time in the Near East. The diocese could pro-

cure Jordan's university exams directly. The February 10, 1881 request of

the Arch-episcopal Chapter Vicariate to admit Jordan to ecclesiastical

function (after finally having all the necessary papers) is followed by the

February 15, Grand Ducal Ministry of the Interior consent. At the same

time they returned the documents presented:

The Catholic priest Johann Baptist Jordan from Gurtweil based on the

provisions of the law of March 5, 1880 regarding general academic

formation of clerical candidates, after presenting the corresponding

documents has been admitted to permanent execution of ecclesiastical

functions, as well as to accepting offices in the church in the Gross-

herzogtum of Baden . . . Karlsruhe, February 15, 1881, Grossherzogliches

Ministerium des Innern, A.A.d.Pr. - Eléon [?] Paper seal: Grossherz. Bad.

Ministerium des Innern (C-63).

The ministerial decree was sent to Jordan in Donauwörth on March 9 by

the Archepiscopal Chapter Vicariate of Freiburg. The Freie Stimme
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published in its edition April 21, 1881, that Johann Baptist Jordan from

Gurtweil "has graciously been admitted to permanent execution of

ecclesiastic functions as well as to obtaining church offices in the Grand

Dukedom." Werber had written already after the abolition of the

Kulterexamen with a sigh of relief, "The year 1880 should at last bring

back our old-new-priests and abolish the Jolly-exam."

3.19/44. Wittmann, Johann Baptist, was born February 18, 1842, in Paris

and baptized with the name François Nicolas. After his father's death he

joined the Canons of Our Lady Immaculate. On March 30, 1872, he was

ordained and worked with aggressive zeal in pastoral work, first in the

Diocese of Friboug-Génève-Lausanne. He became a Redemptorist in

1891, was an enthusiastic popular missionary known through his severe

and by some accounts exaggerated spirit of penitence. In 1903, expelled

from France, he again worked in the French-speaking parts of Switzer-

land and died on August 14, 1908, in the midst of his confreres in Uvrier

near St. Léonard, Diocese of Sion-Sitten.

Jordan became acquainted with Wittmann in early February

1880, when the latter was assistant at the Cathedral of St. Nikolaus in

Freibug (1880-1884). Initially, Wittmann had the same enthusiasm as

Jordan for Schorderet's press work. But soon there arose difficulties

between the ascetic priest and the explosive and mercurial Schorderet.

The latter dismissed Wittmann from the Pauluswerk. He in turn com-

plained to his bishop, Msgr. Cosandey, about Schorderet and tried also

in Rome to diminish Schorderet's authority. Very early Schorderet

himself felt mistrust towards his personally overly zealous collaborator.

3.20/45. Debt Cancellation. 

Grdbuch. Beilg. ds 247, V

Consent to cancel the pledge made in Gurtweil February 17, 1881. In the

presence of notary Glattes, living in Waldshut and employed for the

District of Waldshut have appeared Mr. Johann Baptist Jordan from

here, at present living in Rome, whose identity is confirmed by some-

one known by the town clerk, Ferdinand Walde from here, and

declares: "My brother Martin Jordan from here owed me Gleichstellungs-

geld of 1,714 Marks 29 Pfenning . . . with the right of preference, which
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have been paid to me. Therefore, I give my consent that the item in the

land register in Gurtweil Volume VII, nr. 32, 150 be canceled for the

above amount.

After reading aloud this document it is approved by the

involved and signed together with the notary. 

Johann Baptist Jordan Walde, Town Clerk L.S. Glattes

Jordan’s renunciation of his maternal inheritance was entered February

12, 1881, also in the contract of buying respectively donation and

Leibgeding of September 29, 1878, in the Land Register, Vol. VII, nr. 32:

"The material donation to Johann Baptist Jordan, indicated here aside,

equaling 1,714 Marks 29 Pfennig on ground of consent to cancellation

and document, is canceled (annex nr. 247, Vol. V to the Land Register). 

In the same purchase contract of “Widow Lorenz Jordan

Notburga née Peter to her son Martin single and adult" is written under

conditions of purchase: “9) The son Johann Baptist Jordan renounces his

right of home and retains only the present bed as property." The dona-

tion between Notburga and her son Martin is of September 20, 1878, Vol.

VII, 138, nr. 28, and confirmed on September 26, 1878 by the competent

notary. (NB: On September 21, 1878, only the municipal council signed

together with Notburga and Martin Jordan. Cf., DSS XIII, II, 236).

3.21/48. Lüthen, Stephan Bernhard, was born May 5, 1846, in Paderborn,

the third of four children of Heinrich Lüthen and Theresa Wünnenberg.

Like his older brother Karl he felt inclined to priesthood. They both

attended the Theodorianum Gymnasium and the Episcopal Academy in

Paderborn. Due to excessive study Bernhard weakened his health so

much that he was later dispensed from military service, and in addition

his bishop, Konrad Martin (1812-1879), hesitated to ordain the pious

student of theology because of his chronic gastric trouble. Baron von und

zu Brenken from Wewer near Paderborn declared himself ready to en-

gage Lüthen as castle chaplain. Based on this he was ordained May 15,

1872. After self-sacrificing activity in Wewer (castle and parish) Lüthen

accepted the position to edit the periodical for priests Ambrosius pub-

lished by the Cassianeum. On October 7, 1877, Lüthen left Wewer and

presented himself at the Cassianeum on October 9. Without a diocesan
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titulus mensae Lüthen had to earn his own bread. Before departing to

Bavaria he participated with 40 other priests at the first course of retreats

preached in the two days before the inauguration of the newly erected

mission house in Steyl (September 10-14, 1887) by Ignatius Jeiler, OFM.

Lüthen had a skillful pen. At the same time he took over the task

of curate at the shrine of the Holy Cross belonging to the Cassianeum.

He wanted to be a "victim priest" as he noted in his Spiritual Diary, and

he was one in the full sense of the word. His work day began before 5:00

a.m. and ended only after 9:00 p.m. However, one could also find him

before the Blessed Sacrament at 11:00 p.m. or even 3:00 a.m. Children,

apprentices, engaged couples and pilgrims flocked to his confessional, as

well as many who had avoided confession in their own parish for too

long. For the sick and poor he did whatever his means allowed. He made

himself as poor as possible in order to help especially the bashful poor.

Quite conscientiously he fulfilled his duties at the Cassianeum.

When Lüthen left the Cassianeum to join Jordan, this saintly

priest took this step fully conscious that the Lord was calling him to take

an even greater share in his cross. "The idea to leave the Cassianeum

came so suddenly, as if from above. It was on July 22, 1881, when I took

leave from Donauwörth" (BL-1378).  Without Lüthen, Jordan would*

hardly have been able to realize his fledgling undertaking. He always

remained thankful to the Lord for having given him such a priest as a

companion. 

Sadly, a well deserved biography has not yet been written, but

there are two commendable booklets: Fr. Willibrord Menke, SDS, Fr.

Bonaventura Lüthen, ein Apostel der Priesterheiligung, Berlin: Salvator-

verlag, 1936, 173 pages; S. Mariam Cerletty, SDS, Eldest Son: The Life of

Father Bonaventure Lüthen 1846-1911, Milwaukee, WI: 1998, 184 pages.

3.22/49. Post for converts. Regarding this Konvertitenstelle, Msgr. Jänig

wrote in February 27, 1881, "to Reverend Dr. Johann Jordan at Auer's in

Donauwörth." Jordan received this letter by March 1, 1881. His answer is
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not known. At any rate, Jordan did not apply for this good post. Jordan's

first companion in St. Brigida, Josef Hartmann, wrote a Latin letter to

him February 22, 1881, informing Jordan that Dr. Jansen had disclosed to

him that Jänig had interceded in his favor with Msgr. Ricci, and that the

latter was inclined to give Jordan the position of the priest responsible

for instructing converts in Rome. Encouraged by Jansen, Hartmann also

pointed to Jordan's language skills and he considered this position

advantageous for their common aim (D-933). Jänig wrote: 

Dear friend! 

Our Scola Gregoriana [the Anima boys’ choir] seems to have become

rather interested in you and your undertaking. When they lately sang a

Requiem, an Italian priest asked me whether the celebration had been

for the catechist of the House of Converts, of whose death he otherwise

would not have been informed. Before the deceased took this position, I

had repeatedly asked Msgr. Ricci to give it to a German again, [the

prior chaplain] had been Fr. Dahmen from Cologne, who had died in

the fama sanctitatis after holding the position for half a century. Msgr.

Ricci, however, preferred an Italian and explained to me that the

Germans had no right because the foundation was made by an Italian.

When I, therefore, came to know of the latest vacancy, I had to look for

other ways to reach my aim. I discussed the matter with Dr. [Andreas]

Jansen, with whom I went to Cardinal Bilio asking his Eminence

urgently to propose your Reverence. The cardinal promised to do so at

a regular meeting with Msgr. Ricci. Thus, I was not very hopeful. The

greater is my joy today that Cardinal Bilio invited me to come to him

and said he had spoken with Msgr. Ricci, so that there was hardly any

doubt that the position would be given to you at the next meeting of the

Administration Council of the Foundation, if either you or I myself

petitioned Msgr. Ricci, major-domo of His Holiness, indicating name,

age, native place, years of ordination, studies, etc. and as it is the

custom in such petitions a short curriculum vitae. Please, send this by

post directly to Msgr. Ricci in the Vatican; as a precaution I shall hand

him a warm petition for your Reverence on the day after tomorrow. I

don't know many details about this position. The salary will probably

be very small, but certainly offer "food and clothing;" the work is not too

much, as conversions for sincere reasons are rather rare; but just this

sad circumstance will offer your Reverence the best occasion to be

active for your undertaking and for the purposes of Mr. Jansen in the
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center of the New Testament elect [in Rome]. Rev. Jacquemin believes

your Reverence to be quite suitable for it, as well as Cardinal Franzelin,

as Cardinal Bilio told me. Nobody else will be happier than your

obliging,

Karl Jänig 

Rome, February 27, 1881(H-54.1)

3.23/53. Success of publications. How far Jordan's advertizing in Catho-

lic periodicals succeeded is preserved only in part. In Italy, Jordan's short

report about his foundation followed by an invitation to cooperate could

be found in the following papers: La Buona Stampa (Turin, May 22, 1881);

Unità Cattolica (Florence, April 27, 1881); La Frusta (Salerno, April 1881);

La Discussione (Naples, April 1881), Eco Catollico di Napoli (May 1881);

Civiltà Cattolica (June 4, 1881). With the exception of the latter, only

unimportant small papers accepted Jordan's request despite the fact that

Catholic Italy boasted over 200 periodicals at that time. The competition

was so heavy these papers rarely met Jordan’s hopes by obliging him. Of

course, Monitore Romano itself, which was printed in his own printing

shop from April 17 onwards, continuously reported on the development,

especially of the Third Grade of the Apostolic Teaching Society. Civiltà

Cattolica called the attention of quite a number of priests and academics,

mostly conservative, to Jordan's foundation. They asked for information

about the Apostolic Teaching Society and its program; a good number

showed interest in the Third Grade in the form of parish sections and in

connection with the Monitore Romano. Only a portion of the probably

once voluminous correspondence has been preserved (E-3).

Jordan’s advertizing efforts also met with great reserve in the

German press. February 8, 1881, Friedrich Werber had already reported

in his local paper the blessing of the pope and the commendation of

Cardinal Hergenröther as a way to make Jordan’s Missionsanstalt

(mission institute) known. A few months later, Werber’s Freie Stimme

published a report about the purpose and development of "Jordan's

Teaching Society" and asked for contributions (May 27, 1881). In the

summer of 1881, the Catholic daily Vaterland (Lucern) printed a long

informative article about Jordan's "universally acting Society" mention-

ing particularly parish groups (August 4, 1881); the article might have
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been written by Koneberg. The rest of the German Catholic Press, which

also counted over 200 papers, was rather reserved. Even the April 1881

Ambrosius mentions just the request for a memorial in favor of the

expansion of Jordan's Society.

3.24/54. Rota, Petrus, was born January 30, 1805, in Villa San Prospero

near Correggio. He studied with the Jesuits in Reggio, Calabria and was

ordained September 1827. In 1834, he became dean at Correggio and

soon after rector of the seminary. In March 1855, he was ordained Bishop

of Quastalla, but was expelled from his diocese in 1859, finding refuge in

Modena. Put under house arrest by the Italian authorities in Turin in

1866, he found hospitality with Don Bosco for six months in 1867.

Nominated bishop of Mantua in December 1871, the government denied

him access to its funds. In Mantua he founded the periodical Vessillo

catollico and directed it from 1871 to 1876. In 1874, authorities hostile to

the church threw him in prison. In 1878, Rota abdicated his diocese. Leo

XIII nominated him archbishop of Carthage, i.p.i. and called him to

Rome. In order to assure him a modest income the pope nominated him

canon of St. Peter's. By Easter, Jordan had found in Rota an active and

influential helper. Rota wrote in the Monitore Romano (articles about

catechetical principles already from the first number of April 1881

onwards). His biographer, Massimiliano Franzini, notes inexactly: Rota

“encouraged in the best possible manner the Catholic Teaching Society,

founded by Jordan. . . . He was an animator and wrote articles for

Nuntius and Katechismus für die Kinder, both edited by the Teaching

Society (Memoria raccolte, Roma: 1893, 506). In the summer of 1889, Rota

suffered an accident: near Marino he ran into a tree and had a heavy fall.

On Candlemas 1890 he died in Rome and was buried in San Lorenzo fuori

le Mura. Jordan lost in Bishop Rota not only a valuable cooperator from

the first hour, but also a fatherly protector, who had assisted him,

counseling and helping in various ecclesiastical difficulties and ordeals.  *

Together with Archbishop Rota, Vincenzo Anivitti, suffragan

bishop of Sabina, (Bishop of Caristo, i.p.i.) also assisted Jordan's press
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apostolate. The old gentleman died July 15 of the same year (cf., Jordan's

letter to Lüthen, April 14, 1881 [sic], A-2; MR nr. 3, 24; MI nr. 4, 27). Thus

this priest left no further traces on Jordan’s germinating work.

3.25/56. The Second Grade. About the Second Grade we have only one

incomplete list in which Jordan registered by name the members from

the first period. Indeed, he doesn't speak expressly of a Second Grade

but only of "members or collaborators and sponsors" of the ATS. But the

circle of those he lists (among other academics von Pastor, Bickel and

many university lecturers) leads one to conclude that this was the Second

Grade. In the list he also inserts his friend "Dr. F. Börger, professor in

Beirut;" a number of editors like Dr. Fr. Werber in Radolfzell, Miarka in

St. Nicolai, Färber in St. Louis, U.S.A; some brave pastors are also

included: Roelofs and Schleier (Litzelstetten near Constance). 

It is worth noticing that Jordan does not forget his friends from

Ain Warqa, like the prefect of studies Estfan Josef, or Estfan Paul Simeon,

or a certain Paolo Mnâsa (cf., his letter, March 30, 1882, D-967). Other

acquaintances from Lebanon and the Holy Land we find on the list are

the superior of Harissa, Fr. Michael, the superior of Ain Traz, Fr. Ignatius

Homsy, the superior of the Bishops’ Seminary, Feiferi, the Maronist Fr.

Basbus (in Jerusalem), the prefect of the Capuchins in Beirut, the secre-

tary of the Maronite Patriarch Fr. Churí Elias Heltewi. Ecclesiastical

personalities abound, from bishops on up: Bsciai, Maddalena, Basilius of

Bzommar, Balgy and Cardinal Hergenröther (B-2).

3.26/60. Statutes of 1881. Jordan's Regolamenti della Societa Apostolica

Istruttiva had already appeared as an off-print in the Topografia della Pace

in St. Brigida (E-1203; cf., DSS II, 117ff) before being sent to parish

groups (MR, May 1881). The brochure showed on the first page the

Virgin Immaculate with the invocation, "Queen of the Apostles, pray for

us." On the second page followed the “ecclesiastical imprimatur” the two

letters of commendation of Parocchi and Hergenröther. Before this, it

was stated that the Apostolic Teaching Society had been blessed by the

Holy Father and commended and encouraged by cardinals and bishops

of the East as well, and that also various Catholic papers had said
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"beautiful things" about the work. As examples of the latter he printed

the commendation as it had appeared in the Civiltà Cattolica, April 27,

1881, which Jordan had previously sent to the Catholic editors in Italy.

Then came the statutes themselves insofar as they should be valid for the

Third Grade. "General aim of the Society is the propagation, defense and

animation of the Catholic faith through religious and civil formation and

instruction." The three groups of members were designated "attivi,

aderenti e cooperatiri." After brief details about the parish groups, the

general and specific obligations of the members (according to position

and profession) were enumerated. The last page showed a picture of a

guardian angel with the words of Psalm 90:11.

Already in the second issue of his Italian periodical for the

people (May 1881) Jordan dares to publish the Statutes of the Apostolic

Teaching Society. In the July issue Jordan again presents the aim of the

Society in the words so dear to his heart from the Areopagite: "The most

divine of all divine is [for the Christian] to cooperate with God in the

salvation of mankind." Jordan emphasizes: "The noblest aim of our

Society is precisely "what the Areopagite states. The Society, "invites all

the faithful to make themselves heralds and apostles." The individual

apostolate is praised. But Jordan sees that we accomplish more through

force in a unified movement (movimento uniforme): "By this our members

become cooperators of Jesus Christ and the apostles in leading souls

home" (MR). 

On May 23, 1881, Jordan sent the German translation of his

Regolamenti to Auer with the request to print them (AC Fasc. VIIIa, 2);

already in his next letter of May 31, 1881, Jordan halted the printing. He

had in fact the intention to travel personally to Donauwörth to clear up

the uncertainty in his relations with Auer (AC). After Corpus Christi (June

16, 1881) Jordan wanted to begin his journey north.

3.27/61. Koneberg and the Meeting in Ottobeuren. The meeting in

Ottobeuren was probably suggested by Koneberg, a member of the

Second Grade. Von Leonhardi had been with Koneberg since early July.

On July 7, he wrote Jordan: 

Come here as soon as your activities in Lichtenstein allow, for here you

will easily and quickly get to know the solution to various practical
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doubts in regard to the Societa Apostolica Instructiva and thus save much

time, effort and money.

Von Leonhardi then alludes to an earlier meeting with Jordan, calling it

"quite providential." He writes further: 

Lüthen has had to change the brochure at the insistence of the bishop of

Augsburg. How far, I shall hear on Sunday when he comes to the Patro-

cinium Ecclesiae. [The patron of the church as well as of the monastery

was St. Benedict. The Dedicatio Ecclesiae was celebrated on his feastday,

July 11, 1881, a Monday.] 

Von Leonhardi sent the letter to Jordan's Roman address. There the

postcard was forwarded to the Cassianeum, where it arrived on July 13,

1881. Jordan had reached Ottobeuren already on July 8, where he

together with von Leonharddi and Lüthen, who had arrived on July 10,

celebrated the Feast of Holy Father Benedict (H-19.1).

Fr. Hermann Koneberg was born August 14, 1837, in Bedernau,

Diocese of Augsburg, and baptized Johann Georg. Priest since August

16, 1860, he entered the Benedictines in 1867, and made religious

profession in St. Stephan, Augsburg on October 11, 1868. For a short time

he worked as a teacher and novice master. In the Franco-Prussian War of

1870-71, he was a military chaplain, and from 1871-1889 pastor of the

parish church attached to the priory of Ottobeuren. From 1889 on he was

again in his home monastery of St Stephan, Augsburg as novice master

and religion teacher. There he died on November 25, 1891.

Koneberg was a good storyteller and composed a series of

popular religious writings. From 1881 to 1888, he was also editor of the

pastoral periodical of the Diocese of Augsburg. Lüthen and Koneberg

knew one another already based on their literary activity, after Lüthen

had taken over the editorship of the periodical Ambrosius in 1877.

3.28/62. Von Leonhardi, Karl Alban Friedrich, was born February 16,

1847 in Zittau, Saxony. He attended the Realschule in Neustadt, Dresden.

His graduation certificate showed good marks in French and English.

His father, Alban von Leonhardi, was a Protestant. His mother,

Ferdinanda von Mengersen, was a Catholic who raised Friedrich strictly
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Catholic. According to the will of the father who rose to become

Leutenant General in the Royal Army of Saxony and Commander of the

Saxonian fortress of Königstein, the young von Leonhardi did military

service already at the age of seventeen. As an officer he participated in

the wars of 1866 and 1870-1871. With the rank of captain he left military

service after seven years and studied a year of philosophy with the

Jesuits in Innsbruck. In March 1872, he passed his exam of admission to

the Austro-German College in Rome. From 1873 to 1877, he dedicated

himself to philosophical and theological studies in the Eternal City. At

the same time the German-speaking von Leonhardi had to deepen his

Latin knowledge. The certificates speak of mediocre talents (idoneus) but

praise his character and lifestyle. On December 18, 1878, he was ordained

in Rome. On April 1, 1877, von Leonhardi returned to his home country. 

Animated by the rector of the Germanicum, Fr. Steinhuber, who

was very well disposed towards him, and with the permission of his

ecclesiastical superior, the Vicar Apostolic of Saxony, Franz Bernert

(born in Bohemina Grafenstein, from 1876 titular Bishop of Azot and at

the same time Apostolic Prefect of Lausitz), von Leonhardi declared

himself available for the Swedish Mission. He also visited his old

acquaintances in Rome, particularly the rector of the Austro- German

College. During his stay in Rome, probably at the turn of the year 1880-

1881 he met Jordan in St. Brigida and entrusted one Swedish seminarian

to him. Von Leonhardi was soon enthusiastic for Jordan's plan, because

he hoped in this way to help his beloved Swedish Mission. He continued

to be responsible to his ecclesiastical superior, the Vicar Apostolic in

Stockholm, Johann Georg Huber (1874-1886). Jordan on his part took it

as a special act of Providence that von Leonhardi showed interest in his

work. "Maybe God has sent us at this time some brave apostolic priests

for the First Grade. One carried a sword as a captain in [18]70 in Paris,"

Jordan wrote to Auer on February 16, 1881 (AC; cf., MI, December 1881,

27). Meanwhile, however, von Leonhardi had returned to his German

home, remaining in contact with Jordan.

3.29/63. The Swedish Mission. An interesting letter of a little known

Swedish priest, K. Fr. Karlén, has been preserved, which he wrote to



 Karlén also mentioned in his letter to Jordan, written in English, that
*

he would write regarding the same question to Semenenko, with whom Jordan

had spoken already at the beginning of the year.
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Jordan on March 25, 1881, from Munich where he stayed for a short time.

Karlén declined a contribution, sending the receipt back to show his

disappointment that Jordan could do nothing for his beloved Swedish

Mission. Karlén argued somehow naively that Jordan as General Director

of a mission congregation must certainly be an authority. He should

simply turn to Cardinal Jacobini or to the Holy Father himself. [It seemed

to him] Jordan must be able immediately to provide two missionaries:

Hartmann and the Swedish student Jordan had received. Then Karlén

criticizes the Jesuits because they were proceeding awkwardly and he

excused himself for not having joined Jordan's Society to work for the St.

Brigitta Mission but he had not obtained permission to do so. In his

letter, Karlén sent greetings to Hartmann thanking him for his under-

standing towards the Swedish Mission (D-932). The letter presupposes

Karlén and von Leonhardi knew each other and that von Leonhardi had

spoken to Karlén about St. Bridget and about the hopes for the Swedish

Mission he connected with Jordan's work there. At the same time the

letter shows how quickly Jordan's undertaking gained publicity and how

it raised hopes in the most various groups, that as a response to the signs

of the time it might also meet their own special wishes.*

3.30/64. Lüthen's Brochure was first discussed in common. It bore the

title Die Apostolische Lehrgesellschaft oder Societas Apostolica Instructiva. Ihre

Wesen und ihre Bedeutung. “The Apostolic Teaching Society or Societas

Apostolica Instructiva. Its essence and its importance" and was prepared

by B. Lüthen, editor of Ambrosius. He published it on his own "printed as

manuscript" and added an accompanying letter "to the honorable editors

of Catholic, German-language newspapers and periodicals." In that letter

there was also an invitation to join or at least to cooperate and support it.

The letter was dated July 17, Feast of St. Henry, and signed by Johann

Baptist Jordan, Director General, and Fr. Lüthen, National Director. In an

enthusiastic introduction Lüthen expressed his conviction that Jordan's
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work "bears the seal of the Holy Spirit visibly on its forehead." Then he

explains briefly the "idea and purpose of the Apostolic Teaching Society"

and prints the statutes as they had already been published in May by

Jordan in Monitore Romano in Italian and in a German translation and

sent to Auer (May 23, 1881). In concluding, Lüthen presents briefly the

Founder of the Apostolic Teaching Society. He spoke of the maturing of

Jordan's plan in the Holy Land, about the commendations by ecclesiastic

dignitaries, and above all of the blessing of the work by Leo XIII, which

for Lüthen contained "the anticipated supreme blessing of the church."

The letters of recommendation of the two cardinals, Parocchi and

Hergenröther followed. Finally the skillful writer Lüthen enthusiastically

lays out a fascinating vision for the infant work. He concludes by

inviting cooperation: 

As far as possible, let's look at the blessings of the Society, how they

must arise from the execution of its higher mission.Thus we can

audaciously affirm that the honor of the Trinity in the sense of Adveniat

regnum Tuum will be excellently enhanced through it.

The brochure, still printed at the Cassianeum, closed with its motto: "All

with God and for God for the betterment of one's neighbor!" (Apostolic

Teaching Society, E-204,1; cf, DSS IV, 19ff). Lüthen's brochure certainly

captured Jordan's sense. Furthermore, it had been reviewed by the

bishop of Augsburg and approved without comment.

In his brochure Lüthen already supports Jordan’s efforts to free

himself from the pedagogic restrictive method Auer had inserted in the

statutes. He leaves out "the means of education and instruction, religious

and civil" Jordan had retained as a priority in Auer’s Regolamenti (cf. MR,

V. May 15, 1881,13), and accentuated in the jubilee number (MR, V. July

15, 1881, 30: “invitando tutti i fedeli a rendersi predicatori ed apostoli per

mezzo dell'educazione ed istruzione civile e religiosa"). In regard to patrons of

the Apostolic Teaching Society, Lüthen inserts St. Michael. In the list of

the groups the Apostolic Teaching Society wants to engage, Lüthen

substitutes students for landlords (innkeepers). While Jordan in Italian

still retains the word "Grade," Lüthen already speaks of "step" (or level)

in his brochure (on the ground of his priestly sensibility against the

pseudo-religious terminology of the Freemasons). Neither did Lüthen



 The church periodical of Jordan's home diocese presented Der
*

Missionär as follows: 
Der Missionär, organ of the Apostolic Teaching Society for the people. Edited by

Lüthen, priest, editor of Ambrosius. This monthly, a unique entry among German

periodicals, intends to fight against religious indifference, rote religious practice,

and the evils of our time by enhancing the spirit of prayer and penitence as well

as apostolic zeal for the salvation of souls, for religious reflection and for com-

prehensible religious practices. Through four months of the current year it can

be subscribed to for 40 Pfennig at the editor's of Der Missionär in Ottobeuren,

Bavaria. Number 1 and 2 have already appeared. May this modern undertaking

soon find many friends! (Freiburger Katholisches Sonntagsblatt, nr. 42, October 19,

1881, 336).
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seek any advice on the draft, or regarding galley proofs already printed

at Auer’s (AC Fasc. Va; E-109; cf., DSS IV, 13ff). Lüthen's brochure was

probably translated immediately by Jordan himself into Italian and

published (MR 1882, 22, 25, 34, 45, 53; cf., DSS II, 131ff).

3.31/67. Der Missionär was an organ of the Apostolic Teaching Society

for the people. Issue nr. 1 of September, 1881, is still very modest and

corresponds more to Lüthen's than to Jordan's taste. It contents itself

with a postage stamp-size picture of the Heart of Jesus on the masthead.

On the left side there is the ejaculatory: “Sweet Heart of Jesus, make me

love you ever more.” On the right side is the motto of the Cassianeum in

the corrected form (instead of "mankind" it now says "neighbor").

The lead article states already the Society’s threefold purpose in

the classical form: "strengthen, defend and promulgate the Catholic

faith." As editor and owner signs: "B. Lüthen, secular priest, at present in

Ottobeuren, Bavaria; printed by Ganser printing shop in Ottobeuren."

From nr. 2 onward the editor signs, "at present in Metten, Bavaria.”

Der Missionär was started in Ottobeuren. The Reverend Father laid the

first issue on the tomb of Blessed Canisius in Fribourg. Filled with hope

I sent the first number to some dean's offices in Austria. The success

was almost zero. I didn't give up, continued to work and print (BL-

1378).*
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3.32/68. Lüthen decides. It wasn’t easy for Lüthen to give up his beloved

work as "curate for the curates" (i.e., as editor of Ambrosius) and to free

himself for Jordan. In about 1897, Lüthen narrates: "The mission priest

with his attractive long beard had troubled him [Lüthen] for a long time.

At last during Holy Mass the thought had come up to him [to join

Jordan] in spite of the heavy resistance of Mr. Auer" (BL-1378). Lüthen

may here have combined his first meeting with Jordan in February in

Donauwörth and the meeting in Ottobeuren. At any rate, Lüthen wrote

in mid-July from Ottobeuren to Director Auer: 

I have decided to leave the Cassianeum. This decision does not come

from flesh and blood. I wish to be released at once; as I remember that

we have agreed upon a period of notice, I ask you to release me from

this condition. This will be easier for you, when Mr. Jordan will come to

an agreement with you, whether I shall be entrusted again with editing

Ambrosius, something I leave to him. As soon as I am released, I will join

the First Grade of the Apostolic Teaching Society at present for one

year. I do hope that God will lead it all to the best. In the love of the

Sacred Heart, Lüthen, priest (letter, July 22, 1881).

Auer must have been hit hard by this loss. True, Lüthen remained editor

of Ambrosius for a while. But by August 11, he sent the first number of

Der Missionär to Auer: "Our organ for the people. Without it our cause

would hang in the air or at least not have a lasting existence. Therefore I

have agreed to Mr. Jordan's wish to make a start" (AC Fasc. I). Auer was

justified to feel the periodical of the Teaching Society was a rival.

Perhaps now he was sorry for not putting his periodical Monika at the

disposal of the Third Grade of Jordan's foundation. At any rate, the idea

of Der Missionär was a witness not only to Jordan's apostolic zeal but to

his sound thinking as well. Though modest, this periodical in fact later

became the material basis for the favorable growth of his work.

At that time Lüthen also fought a spiritual battle with Auer who

had not avoided involvement in school politics. Lüthen wanted at least

Ambrosius kept free from politics. Neither did he agree with Auer's

opinion that passionate political instructions about schools and national

education had to be given to bishops and priests in Monika. Lüthen

suffered from Auer's behavior and asked him in a long and moving letter
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to examine "once more before God your political mission" (letter, July 27,

1881; September 16, 1881; September 19, 1881, all three from Ottobeuren,

AC Fasc. I). We cannot assume that Jordan, as originally planned, met

with Auer for a discussion.

3.33/75. Auer’s response took the form of a deeply moving letter written

on the back of Jordan's letter to him. It follows here with a few

omissions. It gives a good insight into Auer’s ideal-oriented personality,

into the lofty Christian understanding of his mission, into his care as

father of a family and director of such a large Catholic undertaking, and

last but not least, into the tensions which can arise between men called

by God whose vocations are not congruent, especially where class

distinction proves to be a hindrance.

In answer to your letter of the 24 : God has founded andth

promoted an institute in Germany [the Cassieneum] and entrusted it

with a great wide sphere of activity. Infinitely much good has already

been done and will also be done later on.

Then a gentleman comes from Italy with the intention to join

this divinely founded and directed and blessed institution, to work with

and support it. This gentleman is received in a friendly way, and he is

informed and promised everything with alacrity. Now this gentleman

and another gentleman want nothing less than to push aside this tool of

God, because he is a layman and has no academic formation. But these

two gentlemen know it [the work] better than God and want to correct

God's mistake by taking control out of the hands of this layman and

putting him to his proper place–into the farthest corner–and want

according to their wise idea to put the divinely founded and visibly

supported institute on the right path.

However, as the divinely called and appointed director of the

Cassianeum does not let himself just be pushed into a corner and does

not dance to the tune of the two gentlemen, because he stands his

ground and remains loyal to his views and principles concerning school

politics, and in his entire activity does not submit obediently with body

and soul: therefore, the two gentlemen leave him and want to proceed

independently and according to their own wisdom, and in doing so

they don't care whether the work, founded by God suffered because of

this, whether it would be damaged. Neither do they care whether the

man who has already suffered immensely and offered it all, all for the
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task entrusted to him by God, who under terrible struggles maintains

himself and his institution with great efforts, under terrible struggles

with the faithless world, with all hell, with blind Catholics: not caring

whether the man with wife and children be ruined. They create com-

petition, found new papers, beg up and down through the whole world

for money and good friends and try to conquer hearts, no matter if the

Cassianeum loses by this. And here the Director of the Cassianeum is so

malicious as not to cooperate and not to let its periodicals be used for

the purpose of alienating his friends and sponsors, and not to help

create competition to its own periodicals: this is certainly outrageous.

He wants to see his periodicals used for the clear and specific

task given to him by God and does not want to let them stray into the

unclear, confused plans of those two gentlemen. Therefore, three traps

have been set: either he must put Ambrosius (which he founded) at the

complete disposal of those two gentlemen according to their wishes and

views; or he must hand it over completely to these gentlemen; or they

proceed independently against him, attacking him anew.

Oh do that, (dear) if you can. God will know how to protect

His institution and His tool. We have finished with one another. I am

already disillusioned enough. I know my Pappenheimer now, and I am

not afraid of them. If it is necessary, I shall confront them publicly and

cast full light on their pious procedure. With this I give notice to Mr. L.

for editing Ambrosius (God has already let me find a suitable man for it).

Do what you want "from your viewpoint." Your viewpoint was

formerly the right one, when you wanted to join us. But since the two

gentlemen request me to join them, things are quite reversed. You owe

to God and to the world to support my institute, and it is a flagrant

injustice to take any step against it.

If they don't want to work with us, let them stay in Italy. I

haven't heard any word for you so far, neither read a line in your favor.

Outside the Cassianeum directed by God you will hardly find a blessed

little place (AC Fasc. I).

Auer saw himself compelled to take Ambrosius away from Lüthen who

accepted the notice "in agreement with Jordan," although he was ready to

produce the next number while in Rome in order not to make unneces-

sary difficulties for Auer: "Now I belong to the Society which, especially

in its present seminal stage, needs my strength, which however, is not
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very remarkable because of my weak health." Lüthen shows himself

sorry about the separation from a periodical "born out of the blood and

blessing of God," and written by him. Lüthen also confessed that he had

suffered much from Auer’s unjust treatment. "Tears flow into my eyes

when I remember you." He asks Auer to return to the original spirit of

the Cassianeum (letter, November 27, 1881).

3.34/77. December 8, 1881. In his "Contributions to the History of the

Society of the Divine Savior" of August 15 and 16, 1910, Lüthen describes

the events of December 8, 1881. 

While receiving Holy Communion at the hand of the Founder, there

entered a certain bishop living in the house, Msgr. Duval of the

Congregatio Stae. Crucis. Thus he became a witness to this remarkable

ceremony. It was a beautiful day; for in St. Peter's there was the solemn

canonization which gave the church four new saints . . . (BL-1378).

Both Lüthen and von Leonhardi made their vows "internally." This

means that their vows were fully their personal decision and had a

purely private character. It was not unusual at that time to confirm

important decisions for life through private vows. The fact the three

priests bound themselves by vows to the First Grade of the Apostolic

Teaching Society had not been decided by Jordan alone. This happened

in common consent at the latest during the retreats in Borgo Santo

Spirito. Although Jordan as well as his two companions strove to live the

Evangelical Counsels already as secular priests, they now bound them-

selves to the new lifestyle by vows. Jordan either did so like Lüthen and

von Leonhardi "internally" during the Holy celebration in St. Bridget, or

perhaps he had felt obliged to make this "inner commitment" already at

an earlier time. He may have done so at the hands of his confessor to

whom he was connected in spiritual obedience. At that time this was the

young Conventual, Ludwig Steiner (1846-1886), who had replaced his

predecessor Fr. Bauer in August 1881.

The three did not speak about their intention to the rest of the

community in St. Bridget; neither did they invite them to the celebration

in the chapel. Instead they gathered there "secretly" as Lüthen expressed

himself. But the cook’s helper at that time, a student Josef Hielscher,



 That afternoon the three priests visited Madonna dei Monti, the tomb
*

of Benedict Labre, canonized that day. Hielscher later became a diocesan priest,

then a Franciscan. The cook, the good Giuseppe, had to serve in the Vatican on

this day of four canonizations, as he belonged to the Papal Guard. Hielscher

himself let the chestnuts burn, so that the banquet was rather poor (D-1171).
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noticed their mysterious behavior (letter of congratulation of Hielscher,

November 11, 1906 on the 25th anniversary of Jordan's Foundation).*

3.35/78. Emblem. For Christmas, Jordan sent a picture of the emblem of

the Society to all members. Jordan had great trouble getting it printed in

black and white at the Cassianeum. In the Monitore Romano of December

1881, the picture is described in detail: Mary, Queen of the Apostles with

the Divine Child on her arm. Above the Holy Spirit, the apostles on both

sides "like in the Pentecost room." The child holds the scepter and

already has the heart on his breast (as in Kleiser's Kanisius-Stimmen, first

issue, 1879). Above on the right side of the picture St. Monica implores

the conversion of her son, while St. Augustine, above on the left side, is

already busy converting others. Below in the picture the foreign mission

is squeezed in, on the right side the baptism of a convert, on the left side

a Catholic school. Tools of the fine arts (allusions to the Second Grade of

the Society) are also found. For Christmas, Jordan wrote to all members: 

Best wishes for the New Year: the Reverend Fathers and pupils of the

Apostolic Teaching Society in the house of St. Brigida in Rome with

thankful hearts wish a happy and blessed New Year to all their bene-

factors and sponsors. Rome, in the House of St. Bridget on Christmas

1881. In the name of all: The Directorate, J.B. Jordan (E-111).

3.36/79. The Short Rule for the First Grade was presented by Jordan first

to Lüthen and von Leonhardi. In early 1882, he had it printed in his own

printing shop in St. Bridget. In doing so he chose for the six-page text a

small, pocket size format (17 x 11 cm). Jordan still spoke in terms of

"grades." Later he accepted Lüthen's proposal to use Stufe (level). To

Lüthen the word "grade" had (in German at least) tinges of Freemasonry.

Jordan chose the term kirchliche Verkündigung (ecclesiastic proclamation)
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over the unclear Latin expression magisterium ecclesiasticum , which the

responsible ecclesiastic examination office had immediately rejected

(Bianchi Report, June 6, 1882, ACRel, Prot. nr. 9187/17). Jordan's

successor, Fr. Pancratius, when speaking once of the permanent validity

of the purpose of the "Rule of 1882" for Salvatorian communities said

he thought instinctively of the term "magisterium ecclesiasticum" and took

the edge off Jordan's expression by adding "per participationem."

It is remarkable how Jordan could not speak about the aim of the

Society without anchoring it in what was for him the fundamental text of

Scripture: Jn 17:3. With reference to the "spirituality" of his foundation he

recalls the Hymn of Love (I Cor 13), which he had experienced already as

a student of theology in the basic rule of the Pauluswerk. For the apostolic

engagement he required, Jordan willingly took over and applied the

same Pauline measure as he expressed it in 2 Corinthians 12:15–a

measure without measure. Later Jordan described to the Cardinal Vicar

the "emblem of the Society" required in this rule: a scapular (E-25.6).
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 See, A Closer Look: 4.1. Lüthen’s efforts.
1

 Leonardi’s efforts centered on Rome, above all on the administration
2

in St. Bridget. On February 19, 1882, he signed an inventory of furniture

separated according to the two proprietors, the Societas Apostolica Instructiva and

Congregatio Stae. Crucis, as "l'Economo, F. de Leonhardi" (G-4.1).

It is not known how far he was involved in the negotiations with the

padri francesi regarding a hereditary tenancy of St. Bridget (March 1882). In the

summer, shortly before the Munich conference of four, von Leonhardi negotiated

the long range acquisition (aliena perpetua) of a 5-story house in "La Porta San

Lorenzo with a debt burden of 4,829.50 Lire (August 23, 1882, E-21). Jordan

certainly involved him in the negotiations about the portion of Palazzo Morone

to be rented. On December 15, 1882, von Leonhardi negotiated the question of

the printery. He signed "Prefetto della Casa" calling himself "proprietario della

tipografia esistente nel Palazzo Morone“ (E-23). It is to be supposed that Jordan’s

order to secure the Cologne loan played a role in this signature.

 See, A Closer Look: 4.2. Kleiser.
3
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4. Clarification and Transformation

The three priests of the "first hour" quickly agreed on the first tasks to be

tackled. Lüthen went to Munich to consolidate the much needed base

north of the Alps.  See, 4.1. Lüthen’s efforts. Jordan and Baron von1

Leonhardi remained at St. Bridget where Jordan worked for the spiritual

development of his foundation, and von Leonhardi assumed the grow-

ing administrative tasks.  “Our society is developing fittingly” Jordan2

wrote the end of January in hopeful confidence (January 31, 1882, A-4).

In the weeks after Christmas, Jordan hosted his fellow countryman and

friend, John Kleiser, who had come to Rome with instruction from

Schorderet about affairs of the Pauluswerk.  See, 4.2. Kleiser.3

It was probably winter of 1881-82 that the foundress of the "Daughters of

the Sacred Heart of Jesus and Mary," Maria Clara Pfänder, sought coun-

sel and help from Jordan. Due to misunderstandings arising within her

own community she was expelled from their motherhouse in Salzkotten.



 See, A Closer Look: 4.3. Pfänder.
4

 See, A Closer Look: 4.4. Nuntius Romanus.
5

 See, A Closer Look: 4.5. Seminarians.
6

 See, A Closer Look: 4.6. Scheugenpflug.
7
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She hoped to present her case personally to the Holy Father. The statutes

of her community, formulated by her, were found among Jordan’s

effects.  See, 4.3. Pfänder. 4

Jordan now found time to attend more intensely to building up the

Second Grade. Already in March 1882, he had published its organ

Nuntius Romanus.  See, 4.4. Nuntius Romanus. This "Roman Messenger"5

was to carry the voice of ecclesiastical teaching to the members of the

"Academy" of the Apostolic Teaching Society. Meanwhile, the commun-

ity at St. Bridget received a steady influx. "At present we are 14 persons"

Jordan wrote to Fr. Nägele, and added, "It is not easy to maintain such a

society in Rome" (February 24, 1882, G-4.1). In addition to the two priests,

seminarians  and workers in the printery also belonged to it, and Jordan6

had to rent more and more rooms in St. Bridget. See, 4.5. Seminarians.

The small print shop was soon unable to handle the work accumulating

since Jordan now began to print religious books in addition to the maga-

zines. He was grateful for the considerable support Lüthen's successful

work in Munich brought him. Lüthen was skillful in interesting his

readers in St. Bridget: "Think often of our parental home and pray for the

father of the house and for his children" (MI, 1882-3).

Jordan still had hopes that other priests from among the “Sperrlinge”

would join the core of his foundation. At the end of January the curate

Friedrich Scheugenpflug,  zealous and enthusiastic for the missions,7

turned to Jordan. See, 4.6. Scheugenpflug. He was attracted by the great

aims of the Apostolic Teaching Society. Jordan did not hesitate to include

in his First Grade even priests who remained in pastoral work. Every



 See, A Closer Look: 4.7. Von Senestrey.
8

 Rota gave Jordan the following commendation: 
9

After I have seen the statutes of this Apostolic Teaching Society and

even more after having heard of what apostolic zeal its founder and the others

who have joined him animates their undertaking to enhance religious
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zealous priest was welcome who would be willing to help spread a web

of bases, from which the concerns of the ATS could be brought close to

the people. Naturally, Scheugenpflug was not released freely by Bishop

Senestrey.  See, 4.7. Von Senestrey. One year later Jordan found a way8

out by admitting the priest to the First Grade by a private, temporary

vow of obedience. But this was not a final solution. Jordan had to learn

that the jurisdiction of a bishop did not leave him any freedom simply to

admit diocesan priests to his undertaking. 

Jordan's open and relaxed approach was simply the way his natural

obedience to his special vocation expressed itself. But to others this was

often not only awkward, but it very soon became a stumbling block,

especially for the guardians of Roman privilege. Therefore, the difficult-

ies Jordan met did not really begin with arguments with people outside

the church, but precisely within predominantly ecclesiastical circles. His

sound attitude was: "Who can hinder us in doing good?" (letter to

Lüthen, March 1883, G-4.1). Yet Jordan had to learn that for a priest such

a principle had its official limits.

First of all it was held against him that he took the liberty to give his

foundation the catchy title Apostolic Teaching Society. The term

“apostolic” was especially annoying. For Roman authorities that word

was a title of honor which enhanced their field of activity in the service of

the pope. For Jordan it meant the rightful expression of a special calling

to apostolic activities which were again and again entrusted to men and

women in the church in answer to the needs of the times. While on

March 9, Archbishop Rota warmly recommended Jordan’s foundation,

"after having read the rules of the Apostolic Teaching Society,"  Jordan9



instruction and to develop in every possible way the works aimed at the

salvation of souls, we on our part commend it vividly to all good Catholics, that

they may support and carry it whole-heartedly in the way that each finds best. 

Rome, March 9, 1882, 

Peter Rota, Archbishop of Carthage and Canon in St. Peter's 

(Litt. comm. 1904, Bi 1.3; cf., DSS IV, 73).
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had already been called to the Cardinal Vicar. There he was informed of

misgivings which had arisen in ecclesiastical circles to the name of his

society, and these concerns had reached the ear of the pope.

In a petition to the pope, Jordan did not hesitate to explain why he had

been moved to give his undertaking such a bold name. He was not

willing to give up this characteristic of his foundation with no further

ado. In his petition Jordan affirmed his readiness to make any change

which the wisdom of the Holy Father desired for his enterprise, founded

so far only provisionally and not yet fully ripe for approval. He then

spoke briefly about his vocational journey which he had begun already

five years earlier. He confessed to have prayed much and struggled

spiritually, and that he had not neglected to confer with wise men of the

church to be very sure that he was guided only by the "Spirit of the

Lord." Jordan did not deny that he was fully conscious of the difficulties

and troubles to be expected. But he had to be ready in the Lord to stand

up for his vocation, even to giving his life if it should please the Lord. He

mentioned also that he had made his foundation with the blessing of his

own bishop. He also referred to his decisive experience in the Holy Land

which the grace of the Lord had granted him. He had taken steps toward

realizing his work only after important ecclesiastical personalities had

encouraged him and had given their blessing. Divine Providence had in

the meantime led apostolic men to him and had obviously blessed his

work at St. Bridget, especially in his printery and his "language school." 

Jordan did not deny the universal structure of his undertakings, the

Third Grade of which had spread significantly. It was universal precisely

because it was apostolic. Then Jordan listed four reasons which had

moved him to give his plan the name of Apostolic Teaching Society: the



 The Italian text can be found in DSS XIV, 285-289. Translation from
10

Mailing II A-2, Rome: Salvator Mundi, 1980, 1-4. Original text in APS, F-4 206,

published in DSS XX.II, 43-47.
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spirit of sacrifice, of poverty and of burning zeal which was to oppose

present day evils; apostolic honesty; the basic duty of all cooperators to

spread, defend and deepen the faith; and above all he wanted this name

to fix the goal of the Society openly and plainly, without secretiveness.

Jordan also mentioned frankly other organizations which were allowed,

with ecclesiastical permission, to use the title apostolic. So he could in no

way have imagined that this name could be offensive. With the naming

of three such organizations Jordan declared that his foundation simply

wanted to unite in one goal the aims of these organizations: the aposto-

late of prayer, of the press, and of the cooperation of priests and laity. He

emphasized that, through the houses of study which he planned, and the

missionary tasks to be assumed, his intention was especially to defend

the rights of the Holy See. The last reason in his astonishingly frank

defense assured the pope that he had acted in good faith and it had never

occurred to him that in choosing the title he would interfere with any

rights of others.10

Jordan to Pope Leo XIII (draft) March 10, 1882

Holy Father, 

John Baptist Jordan, a priest of the Archdiocese of Freiburg,

Baden, prostrate at the feet of Your Holiness, presents, on the basis of

instructions received from His Eminence, the Cardinal Vicar, the

following facts and information on the Apostolic Teaching Society,

provisionally founded by him (gladly willing to accept whatever

changes the wisdom of the Supreme Pontiff, Leo XIII may decide).

1) While still a student of philosophy and theology, he [Jordan]

felt for five years an inspiration to found this Society.

2) In order to be sure that the inward urge he felt came from God,

he did not neglect to pray much and to ask the advice of

experienced and wise men of God.

3) After long prayer and the approval of various venerable

priests, prelates and cardinals, the urge to begin the work
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became so insistent and irresistible that he could find no peace

of mind.

4) Although he knew how many difficulties, how much contra-

diction and persecution he would meet with on account of this

holy undertaking, he felt such willingness in his heart that he

feared no manner of adversities, but [was willing] to sacrifice

himself fully, indeed his very life, for this cause if God wishes.

5) For this reason he renounced any ecclesiastical appointment in

his own diocese, which would have meant appreciable income

and honor.

6) To prepare himself for the divine calling he studied various

languages at the University of N.N. and with the help of God's

grace soon learned 12 languages sufficiently well to be able to

write exercises and to pass the examinations in various other

Oriental languages.

7) In order to obtain more and more strength for his holy plan, he

visited the holy places, and this visit wonderfully helped to

strengthen his will.

8) Having informed their excellencies, Bishop Massaia and the

Patriarch of Jerusalem of his intention, he received from them

a special blessing to begin the Society.

9) Other reverend cardinals, patriarchs, archbishops and bishops

including their eminences Cardinal Bilio, Cardinal Parocchi

and Cardinal Hergenröther, when informed by the humble

writer of these lines of his plan, encouraged him with the most

heartening words. Some of them deigned to give written

testimonies, which are hereby submitted to Your Holiness.

10) The bishop of his own diocese [Kübel] also gave the work his

blessing.

11) Divine Providence sent him the necessary help to keep the

Society going, both in the form of priests and laity inspired by

the same spirit and in the form of financial means, so that

today the Apostolic Society numbers . . . members, priests and

laity.

12) A priest of the Society in Munich directs a branch office with

great zeal. By his piety and learning he has been able to arouse

among both clergy and laity a great interest in the Society,

which is to be introduced in the different regions of Germany.
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13) The Society has set up a printing press in Rome to publish and

distribute good literature. This press is doing much work for

the holy cause. Every month it publishes various bulletins in

Latin, Italian and German; the humble writer encloses a copy

of each for your Holiness; his collaborators are the very worthy

Msgrs. Rota, Grimaldi, Forlini, Teloni, etc., and Bishop Quiritti.

14) He has set up a private school for language teaching.

15) The program and the relevant statutes, a copy of which is

hereby submitted, were drawn up by the writer and examined

by Archbishop Rota, who added words of encouragement. The

Society is divided into three different classes, as in our

enemies' ranks [Freemansons], in addition different degrees

exist (see leaflet 2, paragraph XX).

16) The Third Class of the institute has already been introduced

into many dioceses in Italy and abroad and has hundreds of

members.

17) The humble writer gave the Society the name "Apostolic

Teaching Society":

1. to express the spirit by which it is inspired and which its

members must possess, namely, the spirit of poverty, burning

zeal and willingness for sacrifice, in contrast to the spirit of our

age: egoism and sensuality;

2. to express boldness in working for the holy faith;

3. to express that the first duty of all who wish to belong is to

work with us to spread, defend and revitalize religion and for

the salvation of their neighbors' souls;

4. to express by this title "Apostolic Society" the purpose of his

society without any circumlocution or secretiveness.

18) It was not thought that the use of this particular title "Apostolic

Society" could lead to difficulties, as the writer knows that

there already exist other associations, such as the Apostolate of

Prayer, the Apostolate of the Press, and an Apostolic Union of

Belgian and French priests that is today flourishing and enjoys

the approbation of Your Holiness, given in the letter of May 31,

1881, addressed to the "Superior General of the Apostolic

Union." It therefore seemed to the writer that he could give the

title "apostolic" to his own Society, which combines the aposto-

late of prayer, of the press, of priests and of laity. The name

"apostolic" seemed all the more appropriate to the writer, as



 Teloni like many talented priests of that time, was actively writing in
11

order to earn his bread. He met Jordan and von Leonhardi in St. Bridget through

the press. He must have made an extraordinarily good impression. "Next week a

famous writer is coming to us, Reverend Monsignor Teloni, a saintly man" (letter

to pastor Nägele of February 24, 1882, G-4.1). Teloni remained Jordan’s helpful

friend even after receiving a position in the Archdiocese of Florence. Jordan did

not miss the occasion to say goodbye to him at the station before his departure to

Florence (April 1882). From Florence Teloni remained loyal to Jordan's press (cf.,

letter of von Leonhardi, August 20, 1882, G-4.1).

 See, A Closer Look: 4.8. Bianchi.
12
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his Society with its work, communities and future missions is

utterly committed to defend the Holy See and its sacred rights.

19) A final reason why the writer was convinced in good faith that

no difficulties could arise from the title "apostolic" was that

this appellation does not simply qualify the Society as such, as

though he were abusing the rights of other societies that bear

the same name, for this Society bears the further name "Instruc-

tiva" (Teaching Society). This appellation [apostolic] serves,

therefore, only to specify the type of instruction the Society

wishes to impart.

I therefore remain, Holy Father, etc. (E-25, 2)

The position Jordan addressed to Leo XIII is more than instructive as to

how clearly, firmly and conscience-bound he had seen and lived his

vocation. He handed his request to the Cardinal Vicar on March 10, 1882,

after having the Italian in the document checked by his good friend

Msgr. Teloni.  Cardinal Monaco La Valetta immediately notified the11

pope, and on March 12, at his instruction, passed Jordan's declaration to

the Prefect of the Congregation for Bishops and Religious, Cardinal

Innocenzo Ferrieri (ACRel Prot 9187). In the session of this Congregation

on March 16, the "Society which calls itself 'Apostolic Teaching Society'

was discussed and a consultor of the Congregation, Fr. Raymund

Bianchi  was assigned to work out a statement.” See, 4.8. Bianchi. 12



 See, A Closer Look: 4.9. Von Leonhardi’s petition.
13
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Jordan urged his partner von Leonhardi to submit his own petition to the

Roman authorities. He agreed at once, drafting a very enthusiastic

declaration in favor of the Apostolic Teaching Society. Jordan translated

it into Italian and gave it to Msgr. Teloni to check and correct. It was then

given to the Cardinal Vicar, but only after March 6 after Jordan's petition

had already been decided upon. Jordan himself was not immediately

informed of the Congregation’s decision. As late as March 12 he wrote to

Teloni: "His Holiness has given our case to the Congregation for Bishops

and Religious for judgment. Let's ask the Lord with all our heart

(caldamente) that His will alone be done for the good of souls" (G-4.1).

Von Leonhardi’s petition  shows no less than Jordan’s how the First13

Grade, which had come to life officially on December 8, 1881, was

understood by the three priests involved. The members of the First

Grade, priests and laity, bind themselves through simple private vows,

so as to be fully free for their apostolic tasks. See, 4.9. Von Leonhardi’s

petition. Monastic community life was not at all considered for a group

which wanted to be absolutely free for its apostolic engagements. Where

a group of cooperators lived together as in St. Bridget, the community

developed naturally a homey atmosphere. That the head of the house

was responsible was something recognized and respected by all.

In the first half of March, Consultor Bianchi met with Jordan and von

Leonhardi to learn about the enterprise they had set up at St. Bridget. In

the discussion Jordan was soon to learn what the canon lawyer found

most displeasing in Jordan's ambitious plans. First the word "apostolic"

in the title was cause for complaint. Then the First Grade as Jordan had

understood it since December 8, was for Bianchi a hodgepodge, a riddle,

which could scarcely be adapted to the strictly uniform new discipline

for Religious Orders as it had been established since mid-century. Also

in his earlier declarations Jordan had not spoken of vows. He did explain

to Bianchi now that he and his first co-workers had joined the First

Grade by simple private vows. For Bianchi this meant the inner circle of



 See, A Closer Look: 4.10. Von Leonhardi’s promotional trip; and
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Bernhard Hermes.

 See, A Closer Look: 4.11. The Apostolic Teaching Society in Rome.
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the Apostolic Teaching Society was now a society under the canon law

for religious, but in no way did it satisfy the official criterion.

Bianchi accepted from Jordan the documents containing the best

information concerning his foundation. Jordan also gave him the rules

for the First Grade (E-1204) and his Italian pamphlet Societa Apostolica

Instruttiva incorraggiata (E-1231). He had high hopes and no doubt that an

ecclesiastical examination would justify his cause, just as he had always

taken seriously the "supreme pre-blessing" and the encouragement and

recommendation of pious and experienced "Princes of the Church.”

For Easter (April 2, 1882) Jordan again sent out an appeal advertizing his

work: "Rome is its cradle, Rome is its center." He also included the

recommendations of the two cardinals of January, 1881, and that of

Archbishop Rota of September 3, 1882. He specifically mentioned his co-

worker von Leonhardi who had at the end of March had gone on a

recruiting trip.  See, 4.10. Von Leonhardi’s promotional trip; and14

Bernhard Hermes. This appeal appeared in the Freie Stimme rather

belatedly (July 1 and 4, 1882).

How up-to-date, even necessary Jordan's undertaking was considered

even in his home country is proved by an article in the Freiburger

Katholischen Kirkenblatt of April 12 and 19, 1882. It drew attention to the

fact that in Rome a number of divinely gifted men of both clerical and lay

status had joined in a society called Apostolic Teaching Society under the

leadership of a Baden priest, Father Jordan. It is said to be approved,

because blessed by the pope and recommended and praised by Princes

of the Church. It aims to help the ordinary organs of the church by

finding new ways and means in extraordinary activities.  See, 4.11. The15

Apostolic Teaching Society in Rome. 



 Rota wrote to Jordan: 
16

Rome, April 25, 1882. 

Very Reverend Father, 

On Friday afternoon, at one o'clock, the 28th of this month, your presence is

requested in my home to have lunch with Don Bosco, and to speak together

about the two religious congregations, one already founded and the other one

being founded. I expect a simple "yes" by means of a message and in the

meanwhile, I say with highest esteem in my heart. Yours most affectionately,

Pietro, Archbishop of Carthage (cf., An 1895, 32).

 See, A Closer Look: 4.12. Bosco and Bizzarri. In DSS XIV this footnote
17

comprises 17a & 17b.
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Jordan had not neglected in these days to inform his high ecclesiastical

friends, e.g., archbishops Massaia and Rota, about the new events: his

discussion with the Cardinal Vicar, his appeal to the Holy Father, and

the expected judgment of the Congregation for Religious. There was no

need to ask these men to intercede for him when the occasion would

arise. They were already on his side.

Jordan kept to his mission with unshakable devotion, not sitting back

waiting but pushing himself to resolute action for the reign of God. What

he wrote to a confrere then sounds like an unconscious self-portrait. 

A man full of apostolic spirit does much good wherever he is; one could

say of him: “He went about doing good” [Acts 10:38]. Oh if we all had

the spirit of the Holy Apostles–soon the world would be changed–let's

pray for it! (letter, April 5, 1882, G-4.2).

On April 25, Jordan was invited by Rota to dine at his home along with

Don Bosco. That was a good opportunity for a meeting of the two

founders of religious communities, "the one already grown up, the other

still developing."  Jordan accepted this invitation in happy expectation.16

Don Bosco no less than Massaia had certainly warned Jordan that ecclesi-

astical "domestication" could not hinder the real apostle in following his

true vocation in which he had to prove himself in every situation and

despite many difficulties.  See, 4.12. Bosco and Bizzarri. 17



 See, A Closer Look: 4.13. The break with Auer.
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While Bianchi worked in his office on his report about the Apostolic

Teaching Society, Jordan wrote to a theologian: 

We hope that the Lord will give His blessing also in the future for the

case undertaken for him. The first foundation is laid by the fact that His

Holiness Leo XIII had already given instructions to the Congregation

for Bishops and Religious; therefore the silent approbation is already

given (letter, May 23, 1882, G-4.1).

In June, Jordan was with Lüthen in Munich. Von Leonhardi had returned

to St. Bridget to replace Jordan there (MR, June 15, 1882). Jordan and

Lüthen had much to discuss and decide.

First of all the “paper relationship” with Cassianeum had to be cleared

up. Lüthen had with Jordan's approval suggested canceling their mutual

obligations with Auer (May 4, 1882). Auer’s answer was more than

bitter. To him the Apostolic Teaching Society had committed itself to the

full support of the Cassianeum. Instead it was now in competition

through its own magazine Der Missionär (May 8, 1882). Lüthen tried in

vain to calm Auer and to explain to him that their differences simply

would not conflict. Auer was to remain in the field of education; the

interests of the Apostolic Teaching Society however were much more

extensive. They included "missions at home and abroad" which would of

course include education (May 16, 1882). Jordan now put an end to this

unsuccessful attempt at a merger. He notified Auer on June 14, 1882, that

he "after long deliberation had come to the conclusion that our Society,

yet in infancy is not in the position to unite with the Cassianeum." Auer’s

reply is not known, but given his violent nature it was probably not very

friendly.  See, 4.13. The break with Auer. 18

Lüthen not only introduced his co-workers to Jordan, he also reported on

their successful work. Both appreciated that through Der Missionär,

Lüthen not only found promoters and benefactors, but he had also been

able to make promising contacts with so many personalities with aposto-



 See, A Closer Look: 4.14. Lüthen’s vows.
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lic interests. Among his Munich acquaintances he pointed especially to

Miss Thekla Bayer. She told Jordan that she was impressed by Lüthen’s

deep inner life, and that he thought that her aim to call to life an "Order

of Adoration" was genuine, or at any rate good. Jordan on his part

assessed the pious lady and came quickly to the same conclusion. With

his resolute and daring ways he gave into her wish (after a short

preparation) to bind herself to the Lord by private vows. On the Feast of

the Sacred Heart, June 16, Thekla Bayer was able to fulfill her desire and

make perpetual vows at the hands of Jordan.

It must not be overlooked that Jordan, as a priest inexperienced in

religious life, considered such vows as purely personal and not binding

under canon law. Prudently he added the condition that he could also

cancel any vows he had received, partially or totally, as circumstances

arose. A vow was for him a special act of devotion to God, but not by

itself already subject to consequences of a religious nature.

The following Sunday, June 18, Lüthen also made his perpetual vows at

the hands of Jordan. His vow too was of a purely private nature, but at

the same time it signaled his enduring and firm bond to the Apostolic

Teaching Society along with his complete submission to Jordan, like his

vow of December 8, 1881.  See, 4.14. Lüthen’s vows. 19

While Jordan was with Lüthen, Bianchi had completed his report (June 6,

1882). On June 23 it was presented by the Cardinal Prefect to the pope.

He, however, did not want to decide at once but ordered Cardinal

Ferrieri to hand over the whole case, together with Bianchi's report to the

Cardinal Vicar who was responsible. He would take appropriate

measures. The relevant acts were given to Cardinal Monaco La Valletta

June 30. It was good that Jordan had no knowledge of these procedures

so they could not now burden him.  See, 4.15. Bianchi’s expert opinion.20



 See, A Closer Look: 4.16. Von Wüllenweber (I).
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 Therese took these vows as a promise on September 5, 1882, at the
22

hands of von Leonhardi. Thus she became a member of the First Grade of the

Apostolic Teaching Society. Until then she had belonged to the Third Grade

(through Lüthen on April 20, 1882). Even at that time Therese would have liked

to join the First Grade. Lüthen, however, had to explain to her: “For the First

Grade is required a complete changing-over to us. Until now there doesn't exist

any organization for women: probably later. Pray and keep your interest!" (letter,

May 10, 1882). When Jordan was in Neuwerk in early July 1882, he didn't change

anything in his foundation in regard to this very loose association. Looking back,

Mary of the Apostles noted: "Put herself under Reverend Father: July 7, 1882.”
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By month’s end Jordan went to Freiburg i. Br. by way of Constance,

visiting his mother and probably also Fr. Werber in Radolfzell. Lüthen

had also informed him that Baroness von Wüllenweber,  (see, 4.16. Von21

Wüllenweber, I) together with her guide, Pastor Ludwig von Essen of

Neuwerk, had shown interest in the Apostolic Teaching Society and that

she would eventually be ready to put her "home" the Barbarastift at his

disposal for a foundation. Jordan took this as a special sign of Divine

Providence to gain a foothold just in Prussia during the cultural struggle.

So he did not hesitate to travel to Neuwerk himself. He announced his

coming to the “esteemed lady” and left Freiburg i. Br. on July 2, 1882. On

July 4 he was in Neuwerk.

The three (Jordan, von Wüllenweber, von Essen) easily found common

ground in their apostolic convictions. Therese von Wüllenweber later

wrote how she experienced this first meeting with Jordan. 

A greater joy I could never have experienced! [Jordan] gave me the

impression of a humble, zealous, true apostle! (MMCh) 

He appeared to me like a saint sent by God (CV 2).

Zeal for souls, love of holy poverty, the simplicity shown in his whole

character, as well as his high regard for crosses on earth urged her to

take vows for a year; in his blessed hands (CV 3).22



 See, A Closer Look: 4.17. Von Essen.
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 Already in June 1882, Lüthen enlists people for the Third Order of
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Jordan’s Apostolic Teaching Society.
. . . to expand the apostolic spirit of his Society ever more in the world and to

kindle it to gleaming ardor. . . . Our time needs indeed “Apostles in the World.”

The curate in the pulpit, in the confessional, at the altar is not sufficient any

longer; we must have lay curates, who also in the great “pulpit of the world”

teach and defend the gospel by word and life, by their actions and behavior (MI,

June 11, 1882; cf., MR, March 1, 1883).
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To the pastor of Neuwerk whose hospitality Jordan enjoyed for three

days, he also explained his plans. Von Essen too was won by Jordan’s

personality. On July 7, 1882, he bound himself by vows for three years to

the First Grade of the Apostolic Teaching Society.  See, 4.17. Von Essen.23

With grateful heart Jordan took leave of the Barbarastift the next day in

the glad conviction that here the Lord had opened a new door for him.

Where else Jordan visited this summer is not known.

Jordan and Lüthen at their meeting in Munich also agreed to call a sisters

community to life soon. This would entail a further clarification of the

First Grade, and would have been the simplest way to engage women

actively in the apostolate in those days. In this regard Jordan encouraged

Von Wüllenweber. He said: ". . . he intended to found also a female

community" (CV 2). Meanwhile, Lüthen had decided to attempt starting

a women’s branch with Thekla Bayer and some other girls whose confes-

sor he had been in Donauwörth. In Johannesbrunn there was a very

excellent opportunity at least for a beginning, and so Lüthen had no time

to loose. Jordan gave him a free hand, and by August 3, 1882, Lüthen

brought Thekla Bayer to the newly restored little convent.  See, 4.18.24

Johannesbrunn. Jordan and Lüthen thought at that time also of a Third

Order of the ATS and Lüthen started at once to propagate the idea.25



 Rome, August 25. The Holy Father has received through Reverend von
26

Leonhardi the periodicals for the people and for youth edited by the Apostolic

Teaching Society. The Holy Father showed great satisfaction in this Society

founded by the Badish priest Johann Baptist Jordan from Gurtweil. He

encouraged it to continue its beneficial activity giving the asked for papal

blessing (Freie Simme, August 29, 1882, 101).

 See, A Closer Look: 4.19. The Conference of the Four.
27

 See, A Closer Look: 4.20. Voix Apostolique and Wittmann.
28
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In Rome, von Leonhardi represented Jordan splendidly during his

absence in the best way. With the community in St. Bridget constantly

growing he negotiated the purchase of a 5-story house at Via Porta San

Lorenzo 22 for the Apostolic Teaching Society. He came to an agreement

with the owner, but the approval and the signature of Jordan was still

missing for validity. Von Leonhardi succeeded also in passing to the

Holy Father the writings of the Apostolic Teaching Society and in

receiving the desired blessing for further beneficent activity.26

On August 26 and 27, 1882, the four priests who now formed the First

Grade of the Apostolic Teaching Society met in Lüthen's apartment in

Munich. In this conference current problems were discussed and

necessary decisions passed, valid until the next meeting.  See, 4.19. The27

Conference of the Four. Then Jordan returned to Rome, and von

Leonhardi went on another recruiting trip.

By now Jordan and his companions had come to the conclusion that they

were hoping in vain for other priests to free themselves to join their

undertaking. Therefore, Jordan had already begun a sort of seminary in

Rome. He also saw that his dream of increasing the efficiency of the

Catholic press internationally by uniting it in determined and selfless

cooperation had also come to naught due to competing individual

interests. Neither the Cassianeum nor the Pauluswerk,  nor Zwolle nor28

Lemberg were ready to join Jordan and thereby be subordinated to him.

See, 4.20. Voix Apostolique and Wittmann. Thus, Jordan had to increase
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the capacity of his own printery all the more. Lüthen was a good model

for him. So he ordered von Leonhardi (who was himself interested in the

press to help his Swedish Mission) to solicit money to purchase a larger

printing press; Jordan had long been dreaming of a high speed machine.

Von Leonhardi traveled again through the region between Saxony and

Belgium, where he already had been able to make some contacts. On

September 2, 1882, he was a guest of the pastor of Neuwerk. The latter,

just back from Munich, had informed Baroness von Wüllenweber about

the decisions made there, and he did not withhold what hopes were

riding on her Barbarastift as the possible site to erect a base in the North

German region. Therefore, the field was well prepared for von

Leonhardi. On September 5, 1882, Therese von Wüllenweber made the

promise, for one year, to live according to the evangelical counsels, and

above all to be obedient to the founder of the Apostolic Teaching Society

in everything lawful. At that von Leonhardi accepted her into the First

Grade as the first and only woman. He did this not simply because

joining the First Grade was in principle open also to women.  See, 4.21.29

Von Wüllenweber, (II). What was decisive for him was probably the fact

that the Baroness was the owner of a small "home" offering the proper

qualities for a foundation of the Society which she herself welcomed so

much. The very next day, Therese von Wüllenweber took what was in

her opinion the decisive step to prepare the way for the Apostolic

Teaching Society in Neuwerk: 

On the 6th, we acted consequently . . . God alone and the salvation of

souls . . . Donated, attested by notary, my home with the three buildings

to the First Grade: Rev. Jordan, Lüthen and von Leonhardi–the three

founders (MMChr). 

Von Leonhardi signed for the Society. Jordan was highly delighted by

the Baroness’s generous and quick decision to turn her buildings over to

the Society. He clearly knew the value of what had devolved upon his

Society. But von Wüllenweber, now 50, was glad she could hand over a



 See, A Closer Look: 4.22. The von Wüllenweber donation.
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 The ban on using “apostolic” had a very sharp tenor:
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[I have] the duty to inform Mr. Jordan, the promotor of the Teaching

Society, which is called apostolic, that the Holy Father does not at all permit the

future use of the title “apostolic” to this Society. He prohibits this expressly and

has ordered that the documents related to this Society be handed over by the

Congregation for Bishops and Religious to the Cardinal Vicar and writer of these

lines to take any necessary measures, because here the question is an untried and

thus exclusively new diocesan foundation (September 25, 1882, E-25).
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responsibility which increasingly burdened her, and at the same time she

was glad for the promise to be taken care of in a manner corresponding

to her status.  See, 4.22. The von Wüllenweber donation. 30

By the end of September, Jordan felt the first repercussions of Bianchi’s

report. The Cardinal Vicar passed to him the definite prohibition

henceforth to use the title "apostolic" in the name of his foundation. At

the same time Jordan was informed that his foundation, being only a

trial, was completely under the jurisdiction of the local bishop, that is the

Cardinal Vicar. He was also advised that he would soon have to answer

in writing certain pointed questions from the ecclesiastical office so that

a better judgment of his work would be possible.  Jordan was hard hit31

by this severely worded decision. What for the Roman office was only a

long overdue regularization of a case under its authority, had to hit the

sprouting community like a hoarfrost. They were supposed to be

apostles but were not allowed to call themselves apostolic! Jordan had to

take refuge in fervent prayer. But another thing was also clear to him: his

work could only prosper in obedience to the church.

First of all Jordan had to withdraw from circulation or cease printing all

publications which went under the title Apostolic Teaching Society.

From October 1, 1882 onward, Il Monitore Romano simply went back to

the name Società istruttiva. For Jordan this title must have seemed like a

Christian without a baptismal name. Lüthen informed his readers in Der

Missionär of October 8, 1882: 
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In obedience to higher orders our Society shall omit the title "apostolic"

in future, with the reservation to use a definite title when the Holy See,

as is hoped, will approve its Constitutions.

Jordan was now seeking a good substitute name. He had been advised

earlier to replace the word "apostolic" with "Catholic." But he first had to

free himself from the narrow meaning of the term Catholic as it was

understood in his home place, i.e., as the opposite of Protestant or even

Old Catholic. He had to rediscover its original and comprehensive

meaning and to grow fond of it.

Lüthen consented more readily to this change of name, as did Jordan's

superior, the Cardinal Vicar. In the issue of All Saints Day 1882, Il

Monitore Romano speaks for the first time of the "Catholic Teaching

Society which had been instituted lately." Lüthen also told his readers: 

From now on our Society will be called the Catholic Teaching Society.

Naturally nothing is changed with regard to the work itself, its ideas, its

goals, etc. Neither does taking away the name Apostolic mean even the

slightest disapproval of the thing itself, but has a totally different

reason. The Founder wanted to indicate with this name nothing but the

spirit which should fill the members, the word could, however, be used

in a very different sense. As much as we loved this name, so willingly

are we giving it up, as we have thereby the opportunity to express our

respectful submission to church authorities. May the Lord give us all

the more apostolic spirit (MI, November, 11, 1882).

For Lüthen only the name changed. Till now his writings about Jordan’s

work had emphasized: "It has the characteristic name Apostolic Teaching

Society" (DSS IV, 22). Now he simply changed that to: "The Society has

the characteristic name Catholic Teaching Society" (DSS IV, 349).

But Lüthen also had bad news for Jordan. On October 9, the bishop of

Regensburg had expelled Jordan’s sister's convent from Johannesbrunn.

Lüthen found a temporary home for them in Altötting where Thekla

Bayer and the two remaining sisters moved on October 30, 1882.
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Von Leonhardi, who had made a short visit to Neuwerk on September 25

on his way from Belgium, was there again October 14-18. He succeeded

in obtaining from the Rheinischen Volksbank in Cologne a loan guarantee

for 6,000 Marks, provided he would find one other guarantor acceptable

to the bank. Von Leonhardi asked the Baroness to stand security and she

gladly agreed.  See, 4.23. Loan guarantee. Now on October 17 he was32

able to borrow the money needed for a new printing press.

On October 24, Jordan received the anticipated list of questions from the

secretary of the Cardinal Vicar along with a request for precise answers.

As Jordan examined the questions he could see at once that more than

the Bianchi Report had been considered. Bianchi had achieved his main

goal: Jordan had replaced the word Apostolic with Catholic. Jordan had

also been made to understand that the Holy See did not want to create a

precedent, and that the decision of the Holy Father was in the interest of

the Roman situation. But in no way did it mean disapproval of his

person or plans.

But the questions now being asked presupposed the Cardinal Vicar had

had Jordan’s documents reexamined carefully and fairly, especially his

rule. This expert did not share Bianchi’s prejudice, who as a religious

saw already in purely private vows the elements which would determine

the essentials of a religious society. The Cardinal Vicar’s office also dis-

puted Bianchi’s claims that Jordan’s plans in St. Bridget were "irregular,"

since Jordan had sought his prior consent. (Bianchi's ambiguous

comparison of Jordan’s work with a heretical foundation in the Diocese

of Soissons the Cardinal Vicar could only pass over with a smile.)

On the other hand, the appropriate ecclesiastical authority now asked

Jordan new pointed questions which had never occurred to him, and

which he could not answer. So now Jordan received from his proper

superior, in a prudent way, the help he needed to give life to his founda-

tion according to canon law. Jordan had to answer five questions. He did
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this in humble honesty within the boundaries of his knowledge at this

time. Jordan knew all too well that his answers could never be satisfac-

tory, and he also felt very clearly his human limitations. 

1) The first questions, about the priestly members, their office and

position and their commitment he could answer easily. Jordan confined

himself to naming the four members of the First Grade and kept to

himself the prepared list of applicants who were still under scrutiny. 

2) The second question concerned the canonical relevance of the under-

taking. Being asked about the obedience to the General Director

demanded in the rules and its practical consequences, Jordan explained

that such obedience remained within the justified interests of the Society.

3) The next question was how to explain the demand made on diocesan

priests of the First Grade that: "everything they acquire goes to the

Society." Jordan's answer was again very general: these priests are

"religious in the world." What they earned, therefore, belonged to the

Society. Asked how he understood their relationship to their blood-

relations he simply referred to the Lord's demand to leave everything,

even father and mother for His sake. To the question how he as superior

could decide on the assignment of diocesan priests of the First Grade,

Jordan did not notice the real point of concern, namely the conflict with

the primary local bishop. Another point in this main article concerned

the monthly report on spiritual exercises and practices, as well as income

and expenses. Another question was the design of the emblem members

of the First Grade had to wear under their clothing.

4) The fourth question wanted an explanation of the cooperation of

priests and lay people, of men and women. Here the questioner added

his own opinion: how to practice poverty and obedience in the

individual groups? At any rate, the apostolate of women seemed to him

to be overrated. It recommended distinguishing exactly between male

and female religious in the world as in other religious communities with

their First, Second, and Third Orders. Jordan’s answer was evasive. He
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had already seriously considered this possibility with Lüthen, as well as

with Massaia and Don Bosco. But he did not yet clearly see how his

apostolic zeal could insure his undisputed priorities. 

5) The last question sought details about the purpose of the Second and

Third Grades (particularly the parish sections). Here too, Jordan’s re-

sponse is very brief: the members in the Third Grade are our co-workers

and friends, without, however holding any offices in the Society itself. 

Jordan himself could not yet clearly see that his “First Grade” was

creating canonical difficulties. He wanted diocesan priests, even those in

high positions, even bishops, to vow evangelical poverty and apostolic

obedience. But such requirements necessarily raised problems. How can

diocesan priests, who are still bound by the vows of their offices and

often as well to the care of their family members, commit themselves to

Jordan’s enterprise in the way he required? Not to mention the total

binding in obedience to the person of the Director General who wanted

to send them wherever apostolic men were especially needed? Such

regulations could really be effective only in the case of priests who were

no longer under episcopal jurisdiction.

The question of becoming a "Noah's Ark," mixing together in one place

men and women, religious and lay, and the one about the bond of the

Second and Third Grade to the First were really of a secondary nature,

arising from the total design. The answers expected by the canonists

were in reality already contained in the questions. But in his apostolic

lack of concern Jordan jumped the canonical hurdles without being quite

aware of them. Instead he offered, as “evidence from his life” a survey of

what had already been achieved through his foundation. Of course he

was well aware that he was temporarily stumped. Thus, he admitted at

the end that he was unable in so short a time to give the kind of answers

expected from him since his Society was still in formation. But he
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declared his complete readiness to submit himself in everything to

ecclesiastical authority.  See, 4.24. The Rule of 1882. 33

Jordan's answer is undated, but was probably given before All Saints,

1882. The Cardinal Vicar probably took it all in with mixed feelings. At

any rate he felt that here something was growing which did not deserve

simply to be suppressed. On the other hand, he was determined to keep

an eye on Jordan's foundation and in due time to offer prudently and

attentively the church support he thought necessary for it to mature.

In the meantime on another front Jordan was able to ease the housing

problems of his growing community. Lüthen informed his readers: 

Rome. Thanks be to God! Our project there is advancing tremendously.

The Catholic Teaching Society has left the narrow quarters on Piazza

Farnese and rented a part of the big Palazzo Morone.  See, 4.25.34

Palazzo Morone. 

The old printing press at St. Bridget was sold and through the loan from

Cologne (4,625 Lire) a larger press was installed at Borgo Vecchio. See,

4.26. Kastner and Schlüter, printers. 35

On November 13, Archbishop Rota presented Leo XIII with a gift from

Jordan who then obtained from the pope permission to keep the Blessed

Sacrament in the new dwelling and also for the community to satisfy its

Sunday obligation there.  Jordan was grateful for the blessing of Leo XIII36

and saw therein a new sign of papal goodwill and encouragement.

Above all he valued highly "that the Holy Father presented the altar for
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the chapel, one of those on which the cardinals assembled for his election

had celebrated" (MI, November 26, 1882).

Lüthen convinced Baroness von Wüllenweber to house the displaced

community of Johannesbrunn temporarily in the Barbarastift. Lüthen

informed those three exiled ladies of the new arrangement on November

21, 1882. But the Bavarians did not travel to the Prussian North with a

light heart. Thekla Baker, as the superior, went already on November 25,

and after some personal stops along the way arrived in Neuwerk on

December 12. The other two followed, setting out on December 6.

Therese von Wüllenweber tried to begin a religious community life with

them under the supervision of the Pastor von Essen.

For the 8  of December, Jordan distributed a circular letter looking backth

with thanks on the first year of his foundation: 

Divine mercy has been granted to us again and again, especially in

recent times. . . . It is therefore our calling to devote ourselves, with the

divine grace, to the salvation of souls by following the example of the

apostles by all available means even to giving our lives (A-4). 

For Christmas Jordan sent a hearty thank you to all co-workers, since,

. . . to build a house many hands are required! And yet we are working

with many cares, hindrances and labors so far only at the foundations

of our work, a labor which is as necessary as it seems dull in the eyes of

the world (MI, December 24, 1882).

Right after Christmas, Jordan asked von Leonhardi to address the

bishops of German-speaking regions requesting recommendations of the

Catholic Teaching Society saying: "Fr. Jordan intends to use it [your

recommendation] towards a quick ecclesiastic recognition of his under-

taking" (E-24). After New Year's Day 1883, Jordan was again busy in

Rome obtaining recommendations. Cardinal Hergenröther was the first

to respond on January 31, 1883, entering his recommendation in a

booklet especially prepared (G-13). On the 18 , Cardinal Parocchith

followed. Cardinal Chigi was the third. Cardinal Parocchi renewed his
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Eder, OSB (1818-1890), since 1876 Prince-Archbishop and Primate of Germany.

In his commendation to his faithful he praises the pastoral engagement of the

missionaries and wishes the Catholic Teaching Society "most flourishing success"

(cf., DSS IV, 75).

Bishop of Ermland was at that time Philipp Krementz (1819-1890), a
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asked Jordan to take over 500 Mass stipends, an obligation the latter fulfilled

conscientiously (letter, December 7, 1883, D-1009).
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commendation of February 1. The first one he addressed to the bishops,

the second one to the Catholic press in Germany.

In a stylish note in Latin, Archbishop Rota also attested to how much the

Catholic Teaching Society was engaged in preaching the word of God,

that he had known the Badish priest John Baptist Jordan already for

three years, and that in nearly intimate discussion with him he had

recognized Jordan’s zeal for souls, prudence and other virtues. This letter

of Rota is dated January 18, 1883.

Of the responses to von Leonhardi’s request of December 26, 1882, only

the recommendations of the bishops of Salzburg (January 6, 1883),

Fraunburg (January 11) and Luxemburg (January 1883) are preserved (G-

13).  Before he was able to use these recommendations Jordan was37

notified by the Cardinal Vicar that he had studied the answers to the

questions presented in October 1882, and had concluded that a compe-

tent person should follow up Jordan’s plan to give appropriate

suggestions. La Valletta, with the approval of the Holy Father, had
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chosen the General Vicar of the Theatines, Fr. Francesco Cirino  (see,38

4.27. Cirino) and advised Jordan to contact him and to cooperate with

him (January 17, 1883).  The helpful and discreet activity of "ecclesiasti-39

cal guardians of the Society" (MI, April 27, 1884) has left no discernable

traces. Yet Jordan probably enjoyed conversing with this experienced

religious, especially in the coming years so marked by sufferings.

For the Motherhouse on Borgo Vecchio, which was to provide Jordan

with more trouble than joy, he chose the awkward name "Missionary

Institute of Divine Providence."

Jordan soon realized more clearly that a proper religious community

would provide women with a better solution than integrating them into

the present First Grade. He wanted to make a trial right in Rome. Lüthen

proposed Thekla Bayer and Jordan called her to Rome. She left Neuwerk

on January 24 and met Lüthen on January 26. Meanwhile the confessor at

Himmelspforten had recommended a certain Amalie Streitel who had

left their novitiate; she also met with Lüthen. Having been convinced by

Streitel that Thekla Bayer was not fit for religious life, Lüthen dismissed

her and recommended Amalie Streitel as superior of the Roman house.

She arrived there on February 16, and was hopefully received by Jordan

who relied completely on Lüthen's judgment.

Jordan had passed on the recommendations he had received from the

Cardinal Vicar in January to Archbishop Massaia who lived in the

Convent of the Immaculate Conception asking for his own opinion.

Massaia answered his "Much beloved Giordano" in an extensive letter.

He pointed to the other side of the miracle of Pentecost, namely that it

had caused a miraculous increase of apostles: "Apostolic preaching has

converted the world. You know that better than I." The archbishop did

not hesitate to encourage Jordan in his undertaking to which he was
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attached since they had first become acquainted in Egypt and which had

since developed so fruitfully. He wished him courage, humility, and

above full trust in the Divine Master who had inspired him.  See, 4.28.40

Massaia’s letter. 

By late January 1883, von Leonhardi had traveled from Rome to

Germany. Jordan appreciated the fact this able cooperator would be

defending the CTS at home. But instead von Leonhardi sent from

Munich notice of his resignation. He gave no concrete reasons for this

step, which was for Jordan totally unexpected. But Jordan felt painfully

that von Leonhardi's desire to help the Swedish Mission could not find

the consideration the Baron had hoped for. Von Leonhardi may also

have suffered from the uncertainty generated by Rome’s attitude toward

the Catholic Teaching Society. His farewell letter is astoundingly frank.41

See, 4.29. Von Leonhardi’s resignation. Now Jordan was alone with

Lüthen. He could not count on other priests of the First Grade like von

Essen, as he could not pry them away from their local bishops.

Jordan asked Lüthen to come to Rome for a discussion. These two

formed now the core of the Catholic Teaching Society. Since his meeting

with Bianchi, Jordan had sensed something. The lack of clarity in his

plans, as apostolic and thereby as truly Catholic as they were, raised

more obstacles than incentives. In the Cardinal Vicar’s reminder to

Jordan about the First, Second, and Third Orders of other religious

communities (in response to his questionnaire) Jordan could see a

helpful hint of ecclesiastical goodwill. He and Lüthen had agreed a year

before to bind the lay people more closely to the Society through a Third

Order and they had decided to found a Second Order with some pious

girls. This demanded of course a First Order as the spiritual center.

Jordan knew that Massaia and Don Bosco supported such a change, and

he certainly conferred discreetly with Fr. Cirino and with his confessor.
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 Jordan had entered into his booklet eight members of the First Grade:
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Bernhard Lüthen. Fr. von Leonhardi (both of them under December 8, 1881 with

nrs. I and II), then Lud. von Essen (under July 7, 1882 with nr. IV) and Bernhard

Hermes (under October 28, 1882 with nr. V). There followed Fr. Scheugenpflug

(under January 13, 1881 with nr. VII) and Voit, cooperator (on the same page also

under January 13, 1881, but without a number). The number III and VI were torn

out by Jordan. They might have referred to Giov. Batt. Dibona and Baroness von
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Above all he sought in prayer the inner certainty required for such a

decisive step, which certainly only the Holy Spirit could grant.

At the hands of Fr. Ludwig Steiner, his confessor, Jordan made his

religious vows on March 11, 1883. He chose a form reminiscent of St.

Francis of Assisi’s vows: 

I promise to our Lord Pope Leo XIII and his rightful successor

obedience, poverty and chastity and I promise with the help of divine

grace to devote and offer myself totally to the honor of God and the

salvation of souls. Rome, on Passion Sunday 1883. 

John Mary Frances of the Cross. (SD 167f)

I took the habit and the religious name Francis of the Cross and

dedicated myself to God on the tombs of the holy apostles Peter and

Paul (Jordan to Cardinal Vicar, March 1886, A-21).

With this Jordan "had changed the Society into a proper religious order

(or rather into a religious congregation) with a habit; I also really began a

novitiate in Holy Week 1883" wrote Lüthen in his memoirs (BL-1378).

See, 4.30. Jordan’s vows. His diary states: “I thank God for his grace to

have called me to such an undertaking. May the first ones become saints.

(I offer myself totally to you), Holy Week, 1883, March 21. Habit” (G-

21).  Lüthen made a retreat in Holy Week (March 18-25) and at his42

investiture received the religious name Bonaventura, intentionally

chosen by Jordan. In the list of members Jordan “deleted” the names of

the other First Grade members by tearing out the pages (G-3.1).43



Wüllenweber (G-3.1).
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Jordan himself chose the religious name Francis. For to be a true apostle

meant for him to leave and to let go of everything. And like Francis of

Assisi he wanted poverty not as an ascetical sport, but as the basis for

apostolic activity. Likewise choosing the tombs of the apostles as the site

for his vow had deeply symbolic meaning.

More than four years earlier Jordan had confirmed his vocation in his

diary: "Found the Apostolic Society and be of good cheer in all affliction.

September 19, 1878" (SD 145). Exactly three years before, on Passion

Sunday, March 14, 1880, he had set an outline of his plans, along with his

diary on the Lord’s tomb and had promised: 

Even if you have to circle the globe 50 times, carry out your under-

taking with all your energy. After Holy Mass on Mt. Calvary where the

Sorrowful Mother of God had stood. Jerusalem, Passion Sunday 1880

(SD 154; 155). 

Jordan totally dedicated himself to the crucified Lord. This past year he

had to feel how the Lord takes his elect at their word. Now it was

Passion Sunday again, the day of his investiture and profession, March

11. So it was no presumption to add to his religious name "of the Cross"

to remind him always that the Cross of the Lord shadows an apostle.

On Good Friday, Jordan sent his Easter wishes to Therese von Wüllen-

weber and the two sisters from Johannesbrunn. He informed Therese

that he would invest the first sisters here on Easter. "We must, if at all

possible have our Motherhouse here in Rome, the center of Christen-

dom." He admonished her to strive for apostolic poverty, but he did not

mention changing the First Grade into the First Order, and he signed

with John Francis of the Cross (ASDS, 23 March, 1883). The Baroness got

his letter on Easter Day and noted specially: "The Director General

signed with John Francis of the Cross, which is his religious name"

(MMChr). Thus it seems Jordan had already instructed her about the

new ruling in reference to the First and Second Order of the CTS. At the
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same time he had to make it clear to her that her beloved Barbarastift

could not be the future Motherhouse of the sisters.

Why did Jordan change his foundation to a religious community? He has

left nothing in writing about his motive. Of course there were several

reasons. Above all, none of his earlier ambitious expectations had been

fulfilled. Sobered, he was soon to realized that the apostolic fervor which

had possessed him could not be passed on as he had imagined. To know

the Lord does not automatically mean committing oneself totally to Him.

Apostolic souls are certainly admired, but only a few would share their

apostolic troubles so absolutely and unconditionally. But Jordan had

based the first structures of his “undertaking” precisely on this notion.

The departure of Baron von Leonhardi showed Jordan that the core of

the whole effort needed stricter cohesion. Enthusiasm could not replace

the discipline of commitment. Nor was cooperation with women as

simple as Jordan and Lüthen had imagined. The female soul remained an

enduring mystery to them.

In the absence of leaders the lay movement never asserted itself. Parish

groups were restricted to their local spheres. Instead of spreading

apostolic fire, these members stayed home and were satisfied to support

Jordan's press apostolate and to help his work materially as benefactors

and promoters. Jordan was to realize that he would have to advance his

calling by small steps: vocation is grace and daring, but not yet success

and harvest: "so mankind can do no boasting before God" (1Cor 1:29).

In a comparatively short time Jordan had decisively crossed the line from

a free and independent start to a war zone under ecclesiastical

discipline.  See, 4.31. Transformation into a religious community. It is44

pointless to ask how far outside pressure had forced Jordan of necessity

(like Ignatius, Don Bosco and others) to accept the stricter form of

religious life as a structure for his work. It was the form offered to him
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by the church and divinely inspired for "apostles in the world but not of

the world." "If you belonged to the world, it would love you as its own;

the reason it hates you is that you do not belong to the world" (Jn 15:19).

Even with all these external changes, Jordan's spirituality remained

deeply apostolic-prophetic. "’I will show the church that the work is

mine’ says the Almighty,” he wrote in these decisive days (SD 166). And

directly before his vows of March 11, 1883, we find the remark of exegete

Cornelius a Lapide on Acts 9:15-16: "It is Roman to act courageously; it is

Christian, yes indeed, apostolic, to suffer courageously" (SD 167). 

Jordan wanted more than just a certain limited teaching apostolate (e.g.,

popular catechetics or parish missions). He wanted apostleship as such:

full, active engagement for the growth of the Kingdom of God in the

world. Therefore, his undertaking was not simply universal in an inter-

national sense or in a generalization of its means. It was foremost and

most deeply, fully Catholic-universal.

Jordan had neither the time nor the talent to act as the theologian for his

foundation. Otherwise he might have built the spirituality of his

extensive planning on a theology of being apostolic. For him it was

understood that every Christian was an apostle through baptism, and

that by the same token every Christian shares the common priesthood.

And just as the general priesthood needs the special priesthood, so in his

mind, common apsotleship is supported by special apostleship implant-

ed in the church. This special apostolate pressed him into the center,

Rome, to start from there. For the sake of the common apostleship he

was urged to send his co-workers out as far as the poles, to the ends of

the earth, to fulfill John 17:3. Both forces belonged inseparably together

for Jordan: the apostolic ground and the Catholic scope: the ratio essendi

apostolica et catholica. These two basic values cannot be emphasized

sufficiently in his charism as founder.
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4. Clarification and Transformation. A Closer Look

4.1/1. Lüthen’s efforts began soon after December 8, 1881, when he left

for Munich to spread the Apostolic Teaching Society in Germany. “Only

for a short time I remained in Rome. I returned to Germany, at first to

Munich, where I found hospitality with the Franciscans (BL-1378).” 

I am in Munich now, where I myself founded the Society. In Rome it is

blooming up to now, thanks be to God. Do something for Der Missionär,

please! (letter to Deggelmann, January 9, 1882).

Lüthen immediately began to transfer Der Missionär from Ottobeuren to

Munich. From the southern capital he hoped the work would be easier

and more successful. He found a trustworthy printing shop, Ernst Stahl,

founded about 1750, which completed the first issue of Volume 2 already

on January 3, 1882. He was fortunate in renting a suitable home for

himself and for his publishing work at Untere Angergaße 17  (at WidowI

Flossmann's). He could also count on the help of a young man who

joined him and bravely collaborated with him. For "we did the mailing

by ourselves." From Munich, Lüthen went, 

. . . to Gars to see the provincial of the Redemptorists to get permission

for the well known Fr. Max Schnabel to draw the cover picture for Der

Missionär, because the first one seemed too primitive. After some

hesitation the provincial agreed and Schnabel provided the picture

adorning page one of Der Missionär from January 1882 onwards . . . .

The small bimonthly periodical soon took an upswing; we circulated it

especially in Munich, I went around visiting various casinos [i.e., men's

associations] trying to introduce the paper. In this I was helped by a Mr.

Schnabel, beneficiary in St. Anna's (BL-1378).

At the same time Lüthen didn't forget to canvass for the Third Grade.

The booklets of the Statutes of 1881 had already run out. Pustet

Publishers helped Lüthen out of this predicament by furnishing 1,500

copies free. Pustet also reassured him regarding the permit for printing

the booklet which had lapsed. The agreement given by the bishop of

Augsburg also remained valid for this unchanged reprint (D-958).
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Considering his conscientiousness, Lüthen had certainly asked

for and renewed the permit for residence and pastoral faculties from the

archdiocese before beginning his activity in the service of the ATS in

Munich, although we have no corresponding document. On April 30,

1882, Jordan sent him a certificate to prove he was National Director of

the Societas Apostolica Instructiva for German-speaking countries. Lüthen

probably requested this for his activity in any diocese in which he was

only a guest priest.

Lüthen had already informed the police on January 11, 1882, that

he had started a "branch office of Catholic writings and sales depot" at

“Unteranger 17  and that he had received the appropriate license (E-9).I”

Lüthen had kept the first edition of Der Missionär limited to 1,000 copies

(although for nr. 1 he had an additional 2,000 promotional copies

printed). This number quickly rose (with the added 4,000 promotional

copies) to 5,000 in August 1882. In addition there were thousands of

pictures, prospectus and circulars. Furthermore, 2,000 booklets of the

Statutes were reprinted for the Third Grade as well as 2,000 "Hour

Watches of the Bitter Sufferings of Christ" (Horologium Passionis, E-8).

Earlier Jordan had these printed and diseminated in Italian (cf., his letter

to C. Serpione in Turin, March 10, 1882; G-4.1). In his supplica of March

10, 1882, to Leo XIII, Jordan evaluated Lüthen's involvement in Germany

as quite successful: 

One priest of our Society with great zeal runs a branch office in Munich.

With his piety and erudition he has already succeeded in awakening

much interest among the clergy and laity to introduce our Society in

various regions of Germany (E-25, 2 & 12).

Lüthen did not reconnect with the Cassianeum. Since February, Auer

had requested and immediately received the “clichées” (photo negatives)

he had lent to Rome (letter of Jordan to Auer, February 20, 1882; the

letter is purely businesslike. G-4.1). Lüthen, however, had asked Jordan

how the relations with Auer (and probably with the Pauluswerk as well)

were to be handled. Jordan answered: 

Towards Auer there exists no obligation not to compete if he has not

commended our cause; don't invite him to do so either. In regard to
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Fribourg, Switzerland, we can establish a printing shop as we like. Quis

potest impedire bene facere (March 1882, G-4.1). 

Lüthen remained in close touch with "St. Bridgets, the birthplace of the

Apostolic Teaching Society." In Der Missionär of February 12, 1882, he

writes that “living in the house were priests, teachers, and workers." He

reports about their daily life and thanks all the benefactors for watering

“the tender seedling of our Society."

4.2/3. Kleiser, Johannes Evangelist, came to Rome at the turn of the year.

He found hospitality at his friend's in St. Bridget. Kleiser had been sent

to Rome by the founder of Pauluswerk to strengthen its bonds with Rome.

At the same time Kleiser tried to campaign for his heart’s desire: the

veneration of Bl. Peter Canisius and the revival of the Marian Congrega-

tion. In mid-January, Kleiser moved, probably for practical reasons, to

Campo Santo. Rector de Waal noted in his chronicle: "January 22, 1882:

With Reverend Kleiser, the vice-president of the Union of St. Paul who

has been living with us for some days, I have repeatedly discussed

establishing a branch office in the area between our church and the

Colonnades" (CS). The negotiations remained without result. On January

19, 1882, Schorderet wrote to his "Bien cher Vater Kleiser,

On me dit que Donauwerth pourrait être acheté-Écriver de Rome à Loë et

Löwenstein qui m'envoie ce petit billet. Oh profète de votre temps de Rome! Je

vous écrivai et au besoin on trouvera encore quelque sous. (Archive of the

Canisius Sisters, Fribourg). 

Schorderet turned first to Keiser whenever he was in financial need. Von

Löwenstein knew that Schorderet would have liked to gain a foothold on

German soil. Already at the 1880 Katholikentage in Constance, Schoderet

had put out feelers in this regard. It is not known what Auer's plans were

at that time. But also for his work, von Löwenstein intervened strongly

during that Katholikentage. Jordan may have been surprised when Kleiser

reported to him about this matter. In fact, he still held himself bound to

the unfinished agreements with Auer, hoping to bring them to a good

end. Nevertheless, such news will have made him attentive and cooled

the optimism he had nourished until then in regard to the Cassianeum.



 Prince Karl zu Löwenstein (1834-1921) was President of the Zentral-
*

komitees der Katholiken Deutschlands, which consisted of 4 aristocrats and 3 priests

(1868, 1872-1898). In 1883 the Prince founded the Freie Vereinigung Katholischer

Sozialpolitiker. Löwenstein was also president of the Komitees für römische Angele-

genheiten, whose aim was to fight Freemasonry. Löwenstein was fully for

communal and social politics in the sense of Leo XIII and took care that the

Catholic high aristocracy maintained their political influence.

Baron Felix von Loë (1825-1896) founded in 1872 in Mainz Verein

Deutscher Katholiken to counter the liberal state-church system. He was a

conservative agrarian politician and fought for the Catholic working class. He

wielded considerable influence as an imperial general aide.

Had Kleiser turned to these Catholic leaders in Germany on behalf of

the Cassianeum, they would have preferred to care for Auer's difficulties than to

let such a hopeful undertaking slide into "Welsh hands."
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On January 23, Schorderet sent his Roman "delegate" the

mandate to try to get a private papal audience in favor of the Pauluswerk

through Cardinal Secretary of State Lodovico Jacobini or through Msgr.

Boccali. This was granted to Kleiser on February 5, 1882. He used it

above all to report to Leo XIII on the great pilgrimage to the tomb of

Blessed Peter Canisius. Kleiser also handed over an address of those "co-

responsible ones." On it we find names like Löwenstein,  von Loë, pastor*

Roelofs. Although Kleiser could not accomplish all he had been

entrusted with, he returned happy from Rome (Archive of the Canisius

Sisters, Fribourg).

4.3/4. Pfänder, Maria Clara, born December 12, 1827, in Hallenberg,

Diocese of Paderborn, July 4, 1850, joined the Sisters of Christian Charity

founded by Paula von Malinckrodt. Bishop Konrad (1812-1879) gave her

permission to begin a foundation of her own in her home country. The

sisters were connected with the Third Order and were intended to pray

for the suffering church. Pfänder began a small prayer community with

two friends in Olpe. They called themselves "Daughters of the Sacred

Hearts of Jesus and Mary (of the Third Order of St. Francis).” With the

permission of her bishop she had invested the sisters secretly because of

the Kulturkampf. After that their superior, Pastor Klein, excommunicated
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her saying she had arrogated to herself priestly authority. He then had

her removed from office by the superior of the congregation, whom he

had met for this purpose. The nuncio confirmed the proceedure of Klein

and the superiors. Thus, on June 16, 1880, Clara Pfänder had to leave the

Motherhouse in Salzkotten. She went to Metz. Driven away from there

she turned to Rome. Klein had allowed one sister to accompany her. On

February 10, 1881, they arrived in Rome. Probably through Msgr. de

Waal, at first they were received by the Holy Cross Sisters (Via dei

Chiaveri, 6). Since Salzkotten only paid a part of her annual pension, the

two sisters had to live a very poor life. The Holy Cross Sisters housed

them for only three months. Clara had to find modest lodgings privately

(Via del Quirinale and later Via Sistina). She tried to get help from the

Cardinal Vicar; planning to make a new start in Rome with the Sisters of

Perpetual Adoration. But then the weakened woman fell ill and died on

October 5, 1882, looked after solicitously by her fellow sister. Whether

Clara Pfänder handed her statutes over to Jordan herself when she

informed him about her difficult position, or whether her fellow sister

deposited them with Jordan after her death remains open.

4.4/5. Nuntius Romanus was the organ of the Second Grade (Academy)

of the Apostolic Teaching Society. It was written in Latin and appeared

monthly. On the masthead the periodical bore the papal emblem. As its

first item the paper published the letter of Leo XIII to the Italian bishops

of February 15, 1882, “Etsi nos.” “Joseph Tosti” (a collaborator about

whom no more is known) signed as responsible. Jordan announced Nun-

tius Romanus in the Il Monitore Romano of March 1, and in Der Missionär

of February 26, 1882. In February, Jordan started a widespread publicity

campaign for the Nuntius Romanus (cf., G-4.1).

Starting in 1899, the front page carried beside the stemma papale

the words of St. Ambrose: Ubi Petrus, ibi Ecclesia (Ps. XI, 57; cf., Leo XIII’s

letter of introduction to Cardinal Gibbons in Baltimore about American-

ism, January 12, 1899, in Nuntius Romanus 1899, 351). With the beginning

of May 1906, Nuntius Romanus (Vol. 25) united with Acta Pontificia seu

Decreta SS.RR Congregationum  (Vol. 6) of the Libreria Pontificia Frederici

Pustet in Rome to avoid duplication (circular letter of Jordan to the



 The Acta Sanctae Sedis became through Pius X from May 23, 1904 the
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readers of the Nuntius Romanus, December 23, 1905).  For Jordan this*

solution was a lucky way out of his dwindling "Academy." He had never

found a personality able to bring together successfully the scholars–

individualists by their own interests–to the necessary common and

united engagement for the cause of the church.

4.5/6. Seminarians were gathered by Jordan from the beginning of his

foundation. For the new year 1882, "The alumni in the House of St.

Bridget with lively thankfulness wished blessings and happiness to all

benefactors for the New Year" (MR, January 1,1882). With a solemn

service Jordan inaugurated a small school in February 1882. As the

priests he had hoped for failed to come, Jordan didn't wait in choosing a

hopeful new approach. He began with a few candidates. He called his

small "education institute" (really a boarding house for students)

"College of the Apostolic Teaching Society of Divine Providence,"

because he had to count on the special assistance of Divine Providence

from the very start. 

It is a fact confirmed and always repeated from the beginning of

Christendom, that the gospel is not only proclaimed to the poor, but

that it is also preferentially proclaimed by the poor. (Fr. Otto Hopfen-

müller in his short historical outlines of the young Society, “The

Catholic Teaching Society, 1888,19-20; E-304.5).

Already in the second edition of his manuscript "The Apostolic Teaching

Society" (Pustet, 1882, at the beginning of the year!) Lüthen canvassed for

the study house in St. Bridget:

Our house in Rome also accepts candidates attending lectures of

philosophy and theology. The thoroughness of the free lectures, the

holy air of the Eternal City, the environs of the center of church

authority, the opportunity to learn languages of other nations in this



 Rome counted about 280,000 inhabitants at that time.
*

 Jordan was also sought by Burger to be the Roman advocate for an
**

Africa mission, a kind of covert colony. Through Koller, Jordan answered: "The

matter must be studied well, for in certain matters piety and good will are not

enough, and great enthusiasm rarely reveals the difficulties" (G-4.1). Koller

himself, who at first had tried to join the CTS, became a missionary in Lower

Congo (Landana) and kept good relation with Jordan (D-1068).
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metropolis,  the central position of Rome, the character of universality*

thus manifested, etc., justify the selection of the Eternal City . . . (E-

304.2, 15; DSS IV, 51).

Lüthen reports that in St. Bridget are living "students, teachers and

workers" (MI, February 12, 1882). The students attended the Collegius

Germanicum; some received instruction in the house. In his supplica to Leo

XIII of March 10, 1883, Jordan mentions expressly his "language school."

It received continuous new arrivals, above all from the north, and

brought young life to St. Bridget. Lüthen notes in his memories: 

When I came to Rome in 1883, there were gathered quite a number of

alumni around the Reverend Father, dedicating themselves to study.

However, most of them had no intention to join the Society forever; they

just wanted to use the Society to become priests (BL-1378). 

Jordan considered the formation of priests for the vineyard of the Lord

one of the most important tasks of his undertaking. Above all he wanted

to promote spiritually and materially priestly vocations from the poorer

classes. However, his sound practical outlook helped him from the start

to begin work cautiously. To him God's Providence was active above all

through good people. He made his procedures of that time clear to the

coadjutor at Regensburg Cathedral, Andreas Koller, who asked admis-

sion for an 18 year-old student already attending the Gymnasium in

Passau. Jordan's conditions were both simple and prudent. The young

man was to be good and healthy. As the yearly Roman pension was 500

Marks, the student’s sponsor, Mr. Joseph Burger,  had to oblige himself**
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to raise this amount through benefactors, in as far as the boy’s family was

not able to do so (letter, late November 1882, G-4.1; cf., D-979, 980).

As a kind of quid pro quo to Divine Providence, Jordan planned to

open homes (ricoveri) for orphans and neglected boys. He wrote to Msgr.

Teloni that he felt "obliged by Providence" to do so (letter, March 16,

1882). He tried to enlist French sisters: "there is also an institution in the

process of development for neglected youths for which I am supposed to

take responsibility; the house is ready and French sisters give care sub

obedientia erga" (letter to Lüthen, March 1882, G-4.1). Jordan didn't say

which church authority had invested him with this task. On April 13,

1882, he sent the boys to the Mother General who led the Patronato di

San Giuseppe, asking her to receive them temporarily for love of Christ

and "to give them the love which we have given them until now" (G-4.1).

On September 20, however, he had to send the boys back to the

priest who had committed them to the home. "The sisters are not willing

to keep them any longer, not even over night." He wrote that he had

tried in vain to find a place for these children and that he had to send

them back to him. He could not receive them on orders of the authorities.

He asks the priest (pastor) to look for a shelter for the poor "ragazzo

Leonardi", as Jordan didn't know his mother's address (G-4.1). We may

suppose that this burden of Jordan as father of orphans was soon lifted,

at the latest when he had to undertake longer journeys. At any rate, no

further correspondence has been preserved.

4.6/7. Scheugenpflug, Friedrich, born in Hohentan July 18, 1849, was

ordained less than a year after Jordan on June 7, 1874, and worked as

assistant in various parishes of his home diocese of Regensburg. On

February 5, 1882, Scheugenpflug turned to the German National Director

of the Apostolic Teaching Society, Bernhard Lüthen in Munich, asking to

be admitted to the Society. The cooperator from Landshut considered it

as a "gift of the merciful God, if He in His love let you participate in the

work which you undertake only to His honor." But three things held him

back from entering the new Society. First his physical strengths were

limited. Secondly, his bishop wouldn't release him as the lack of priests

in the diocese was great and would soon increase when all the priests



 It is noticeable that Scheugenpflug was one of the two priests who
*

were not bound by Jordan to his work through the usual three vows but only

through obedience. This vow was of course subject to the priest’s promise of

obedience to his bishop. Already the previous fall, Jordan had informed the

Cardinal Vicar that priests would join the CTS only through the vow of

obedience. Soon after, he worked out his Regulae pro Sacerdotibus Dioecesanis

Societas Catholica Instructiva and had them printed at the beginning of 1883 (E-

1205; DSS II, 195ff). 

At the same time another priest of the Diocese of Regensburg, Fr. Voit,

was received into the Apostolic Teaching Society under the same presupposi-

tions and conditions of the vow of obedience (G-3.1). Neither of these priests

renewed their bond to the First Grade of the ATS after the lapse of the year.
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coming from Prussia would be allowed to return home as soon as the

Kulturkampf would be abolished. Finally, Scheugenpflug didn't feel up to

any special task in the Society. Even before this priest had turned to

Lüthen, he had written to Jordan and said as much. Jordan, however,

didn't even respond to the priest’s reasons. He simply explained to

Scheugenpflug that a priest could quite well join the Society and still

continue his usual pastoral work (D-959). Lüthen probably encouraged

the good priest to dare stepping into the Apostolic Teaching Society. In

fact, when Bishop Senestrey nominated Scheugenpflug administrator of

the Monastery of St. Clara in Regensburg, the priest immediately went to

his bishop and explained to him that he intended to join Jordan's Society.

Bishop Senestrey, however, stuck to his decision, which Scheugenpflug

passed on to Lüthen the same day (letter, February 12, 1882, D-961). 

Nevertheless, the bonds between Scheugenpflug and Jordan

didn't break. At any rate, Jordan noted in his first list of members that the

confessor of St. Clara had made the vow of obedience there after a time

of reflecting and after retreats on January 13, 1883. That is how he had

joined the Apostolic Teaching Society (G-3.1).*

Already as a young priest in Landshut, Scheugenpflug had cared

for poor students drawn to priesthood. He procured board and lodging

with good families, caring personally for them spiritually. Jordan

promised to find places for 10 more students interested in the Apostolic

Teaching Society. Scheugenpflug himself wanted to set aside 600 to 800
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Marks monthly for Jordan's work as soon as he got an independent

position, which would happen soon (D-959). Scheugenpflug was active

as parish curate from 1885 to 1892 in Ramspau and Alteglofsheim; in

1892 he became pastor of Geisling, and in 1905 of Geiselhöring. There he

died on October 2, 1920, as Dean and spiritual director.

Scheugenpflug's thoughts were always directed beyond local

pastoral care. Not unjustly he got the honorary title "Mission Pastor." His

ideals were praying for the proclamation of the faith and promoting

mission vocations. For the sake of the missions he remained without any

property, living in Franciscan poverty. Scheugenpflug is representative

of many priests, who at that time hoped for a new religious and

missionary awakening through the Apostolic Teaching Society. They

were disposed to join it but were not released by their bishops, not only

due to of lack of priests, but also because they were counted among those

priests the bishops did not want to or could not do without.

4.7/8. Von Senestrey, Ignaz ,was born in Bärnau, Oberpfalz, July 13,

1818. After his studies in Rome he was ordained, became Domkapitular

in Eichstätt in 1853, and bishop of Regensburg in 1858. There he died

August 16, 1906.

Senestrey was militant and authoritarian. His role in Vatican I

remains controversial. Together with the English Cardinal Manning he

was fully convinced of the necessity just then to define clearly and

powerfully papal infallibility in its strictest sense. Senestrey could not

understand Bilio's concern for the conciliar minority nor for a concilia-

tory balancing of viewpoints. His exaggeratedly limiting concept of

infallibility extended beyond solemn definitions of articles of faith to

practically all decisions affecting faith and morals. His fight with

Döllinger can only be understood against this backdrop. His ambitious

fidelity towards the pope went so far that after the Council he asked Pius

IX to condemn as a matter of “infallible judgment” the writings of the

bishop who had preceded him in Regensberg, the famous moral

theologian Johann Michael Sailer (March 19, 1873). His behavior cannot

be excused as having been urged by over zealous Redemptorists. 



 Bianchi also delivered an opinion on the Constitutions of Don Bosco
*

(May 9, 1873). He found fault with the leadership as “troppo centralizzato ed

aristocratica"; he demanded more consideration of the "doveri e diritti reciproci" as

well as a ”struttura realistica della Societa Salesiana" (cf., Stella, 158). Don Bosco’s

group received approbation in 1874 (however only after answering various

"objections" and making the requested adaptations).
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Just as von Senestrey had been avoided by most Bavarian

bishops at Vatican I because of his intransigence, so too at home he had

no colleagues in office as friends. Based on his service to the Council he

dreamed of seeing himself made archbishop of Munich. But his fellow

bishops didn't want the domineering and unpleasant bishop as cardinal.

The conciliatory Leo XIII yielded to their wish. In his own diocese von

Senestrey was a strict lord, feared by his clergy. His tough character was

only ecclesiastically justifiable through his conviction that the local

bishop is the only legal representative of the pope and in dependence on

him he has quasi-papal authority in his diocese. Jordan and Lüthen, like

all strictly Roman priests, were not scandalized at his attitude but found

it correct and bowed in deep humility and almost blind obedience.

4.8/12. Bianchi, Raimondo, was born in Chiusanico, Province of Imperia

in 1831. He entered the Dominicans in Perugia and made his vows in

1847. Already in 1867 he became Procurator General of his order under

Minister General Landel (1855-1872) and held this office until his death.

During the absence of Superior General Lassoca (1879-1891) he had to

represent him (vicaria potestate). Before his election as Procurator General,

Bianchi had been lecturer at the Thomas College in Rome as well as at

the Roman Arch-gymnasium of the Sapienza. As Procurator General,

Bianchi came into contact with the cardinals and prelates of the Roman

Curia as well as with Pius IX and Leo XIII. His capabilities and virtues

were esteemed. Bianchi became a consultor to various Roman Congrega-

tions: to Propaganda Fide pro utroque ritu: to the Congregation for

Bishops and Religious; to the Congregation for Disciplina regularis; and to

the Council.*
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Bianchi was both a Thomist and a canonist. His literary activity

was remarkable. He was known as a preacher and confessor as well as

through his sermons to the Holy Father. Outstanding was his sincere

veneration of the Queen of the Rosary and of St. Catherine of Siena. For

his writing on "infallibility according to St. Thomas" he received personal

congratulations of Pius IX. His necrology records that Fr. Bianchi became

famous for his prudence and experience in canon law, for his love of his

Order, his humanity (humanitas) and his helpful availability. When he

was laying ill because of "water in the leg" his physician prescribed a

cure. Before Bianchi could begin it, he died of a stroke (after dinner

during siesta) on June 25, 1885, at the age of only 54. His death was a

heavy loss for the Order and for the Roman offices.

4.9/13. Von Leonhardi’s petition. In his petition to Leo XIII, Friedrich

von Leonhardi spoke first about his family with visible pride, then he

touched briefly on his life and described his three-year involvement in

the Swedish Mission. He confessed that Providence introduced him to

Jordan: he had welcomed "the plan he [Jordan] submitted to me to found

a Society of clergy and laity in three-fold structure." He himself had

thought of a similar plan "in regard to the mission work in Sweden and

of the Scandinavian northern region generally in his head and heart." It is

revealing that by the expression "magisterium ecclesiasticum," which

Jordan used in his rule for the First Grade (Rome, St. Bridget, 1882) von

Leonhardi understood "religious instructional press" and explained in

this regard, "of course under continuous dependence on the decision of

the Apostolic See." Then von Leonhardi mentions what happened

December 8, 1881, in St. Bridget and confessed: "In truly following the

power of the same obligation I assumed (without, however, ceasing to be

a diocesan priest), I believe I recognize the mandate of my life." Von

Leonhardi recalled that he had hoped to get much help for the Scandina-

vian Mission from Jordan's foundation (E-25, 3). Jordan urged Teloni on

March 17, to check the Italian of von Leonhardi's petition immediately

and send it back, because this matter was very urgent (G-4.1).
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4.10/14. Von Leonhardi’s promotional trip; and Bernhard Hermes. Von

Leonhardi’s promotional trip took place before Easter 1883. He was able

to take with him the Statues for the Third Grade in German and the

French edition as well (E-1229; cf., DSS II, 107ff). Von Leonhardi made a

first stop in Fribourg, where according to Jordan's wish he met with the

coadjutor of the Cathedral, Wittmann (cf., Jordan's letter to Wittmann of

April 24, 1882). In Easter Week he was in Enghien, Belgium, where he

won three priests for the First Grade. They wrote immediately to Jordan: 

A.M.D.G. & B.V.M.

The undersigned three diocesan priests herewith give joyous expression

to their heart's desire, as after mature deliberation they declare their

joining the First Grade to the Reverend General Director of the

Apostolic Teaching Society and promise to this end not only to live

according to its rules but also to submit the monthly report requested

for the First Grade. 

Entered into in the Diocese of Tournai 

Tuesday in Holy Week of 1882 (April 4). 

-B. Hermes, curé de Gondregnies. 

-Fr. Liessem, Recteur des Ursuline (Enghien,Belgium) 

-Dr. Felix B. Fels, priest of the Archdiocese of

Cologne, Professor in this College. Next address:

Essen Kastanienallee 72, Rheinpreußen. 

Reverend Director General, 

I ask your Reverence in the name of the three new confreres to send

them immediately three copies of the printed reports of activities. Deo

Gratias! We have won three brave champions. 

L.J. Chr! Fr. Leonhardi.

Of these "three brave champions" only Bernard Hermes joined the First

Grade; he had been in correspondence with Jordan before. Born in Trier,

February 27, 1841, Hermes was ordained priest on Christmas 1865.

Because of the Prussian Kulturkampf he worked in the diocese of Tournai,

Belgium, 1876-1882. Returned home he edited the Euchariusblatt, the

Sunday paper of the Diocese of Trier. There he died on May 10, 1891.

Already on March 17, 1882, Hermes had asked Jordan what he

should do to be received in the First Grade of the Apostolic Teaching



 We still have a very complicated and unfinished formula of vows in
*

Latin for diocesan priests of the First Grade from the earliest time.
I [name], priest of the diocese [name] vow to the honor of the Most Holy Trinity,

for my own and my neighbor's salvation and to the exaltation of Holy Mother

Church, of God, the Blessed Virgin Mary, Queen of the Apostles, the whole choir

of the heavenly hosts, forever [for .... years] to persevere and to observe poverty,

chastity and obedience toward the Director General of this Society as well as to

this Director's successor (E-4). 

At that time the vow of obedience was considered bound to the person: superiors

were looked upon as representatives and thus the responsible mediators of the

will of God for the individual within his community and in his apostolate.
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Society. He had still to care for his two sisters. Jordan answered that he

should provide lodging and boarding for his sisters. Jordan would soon

send von Leonhardi with whom he could discuss the matter in detail. 

Presently you can only work in the spirit of the Society until you join

fully our brotherly mission, which I wish sincerely. I consider you now

as a member of the Second and Third Grade and as an aspirant for the

First Grade. May God hurry the moment when we can consider our-

selves intimately united as spiritual fighters, which we ask in ardent

prayer from the Father and Giver of all goodness. Finally, I want to note

that we don't exclude any occupation from our Society, if it aims at the

greater glory of God and the salvation of souls; thus our members can

also be pastors . . . (Rome, March 24, 1882, G-4.1).

Hermes remained faithful to his decision and after a period of trial he

made vows in the First Grade of the Catholic Teaching Society each year

for five years on the Feast of the Apostles Simon and Jude, 1882 (G-3.1).*

Since Hermes could not be released by his bishop, by Easter 1883, Jordan

no longer counted on him.

Von Leonhardi had also visited Bishop Nicolaus Adams (1813-

1887) in Luxemburg. In April, von Leonhardi was probably at home in

Königstein. In Bauzen he didn't neglect to report on the new Society to

Franz Bernert (1811-1890), the Vicar Apostolic of Saxony since 1876. He

sent an encouraging letter to Jordan on April 18, 1882 (DSS IV, 76).

During the spring, von Leonhardi remained in northern Germany



 Von Leonhardi may also have attracted the student Bernhard Schmitt-
*

gen to St. Bridget. He had already studied in Sweden and wrote on April 13,

1882, from Rome to the Sisters in Dresden asking them to send his belongings

which he had sent to them from Malmö via Lübeck on March 27. They should be

sent to the Apostolic Teaching Society in Piazza Farnese 96 (G-4.1).
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canvassing for the Apostolic Teaching Society, but at the same time also

for his beloved Swedish Mission.  In early June he was to be in Rome*

again as Jordan wanted to travel to Germany, above all to meet Lüthen.

4.11/15. “The Apostolic Teaching Society in Rome and its publication.” 

Now and then Divine Providence has called men in whose breast

Christian love of neighbor burns in so high a degree as to make them

capable even to carry them away to the best of mankind . . . Such a

group of enthusiastic men, clerics and lay, burning to aid people, have

united in Rome half a year ago with a priest from Baden at the head.

They have come together in the “Apostolic Teaching Society” praised

by the pope, and warmly recommended by our German Cardinal

Hergenröther to all educated and church oriented men. It would lead

too far afield if we were to indicate all the aims intended by this Society.

However, whoever reads its statutes feels animated by the spirit of love

which is capable of creativity, which according to the expression of the

Apostle is inventive–inventive in finding new means and ways to heal

and repair the damages of human society and of individuals and to

assist the agents set up by God in the church (and in the state) through

extraordinary activity. . . .

Next Lüthen's Der Missionär is lavishly praised. 

It was only possible to write this "young religious paper" because we

ourselves lived and experienced the facts it recommended and urged,

because self-abnegation was lived to a high degree. It draws from the

overflowing treasure of having experienced a religion of the living love

of God and one’s neighbor! Yet with all this zeal there is not to be found

any excess zeal or irksome rigorism. For example, how consoling and

refreshing for the heart is the article “With St. Benedict Labre, a Little

Contribution to Solving the Social Question!" It bears the right name. He

who tries to teach the poor working class the spirit of abnegation and
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love for work, who understands how to imbue them with tolerance–

patiently, joyously and openly out of higher motives and makes efforts

in this sense, he disperses eo ipso the dark clouds of socialistic mentali-

ties and desires from their heads, where such may have set in, and

gives the society and the state equally highly valuable services like a

victorious general on the battlefield! But this can only happen on the

basis of a Christian faith-oriented world view, precisely what Der

Missionär endeavors to propagate with fiery zeal and to consolidate,

where it exists, to fill with active love. "Such a religious paper, such a

bothersome journal" someone may think in taking it up. But not when

laying it down after reading it. This is our firm conviction, because it is

written in a heartfelt manner! May many, many lay people subscribe to

this paper (which is also cheap)! We invite all the reverend pastors

whole heartedly "Open the doors to your vineyards to Der Missionär, he

is a good and excellent cooperator; spread it among your parishioners!

(Freiburger Katholische Kirchenblatt 1882, nr. 15 and 16).

4.12/17a,17b. Bosco and Bizzarri. The good relationship between Don

Bosco and Jordan was not improbable despite the generation gap

between them. Already their early years show surprising similarities.

Johannes Melchior Bosco, born September 16, 1815 in Becchi, came like

Jordan from a poor family. He lost his father even earlier than Jordan,

when he was only two years old. He, too, had two brothers who were of

a rougher nature and gave him quite a lot to suffer. To this was added a

"hungry childhood," late study, as well as rather unfriendly seminary

years. Like Jordan he experienced the special help of Divine Providence

but more from its darker side. Don Bosco's talents were of a different

kind than Jordan's. While Jordan was a language genius destined to

sharpen the sense of Catholic universality, Don Bosco was specialized as

a pedagogic genius to engage Christians in their duty toward neglected

youth. Neither of them was a preacher of the kind admired at that time.

They loved simple catechetics, and even in front of academics did not

forego this style of proclaiming the faith. What both of them loved they

carried out by trust in God, love of Mary and dedication to the Holy See.

Jordan met this Founder of the Salesians, this experienced

apostolic fighter, for the first time on October 20-21, 1880. This meeting

was not one of veneration on one side and priestly condescension on the
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other. Don Bosco was quite open to what the priest from Baden

presented to him. The motto of the priestly life "da mihi animas, caetera

tolle" (in the formula of St. Alphonsus Liguori, 1694-1787) corresponded

fully with the prayer of Jordan's heart: "Oh that I could save all!" (SD

149). Above all, Don Bosco had an attentive ear for the comprehensive

structure which Jordan thought necessary to help the sorely oppressed

church. It reminded the old warrior for God of his own plans in search of

shaping his ideas, when he on the Feast of the Immaculate Conception

1841, began his mission to working class youth. He too wanted to unite

the clergy to his work in a pious union (pia unio) bound by private vows

or by the vow of charity while remaining diocesan priests. He, too,

wanted to gather a large group of lay people in a kind of anticipated

secular institute. These should not only support his Salesian Society

materially as benefactors but also make a promise as "salesiani nel secolo"

to oblige themselves and to engage fully for the cause of Christ as it was

carried on in the opere salesiane. (In that chaotic time, religiosi nel secolo,

“religious in the world” were seen as the practical Catholic response to

the needs of the time, not only in Italy but also in Germany and France.) 

From the very start Don Bosco felt strong ecclesiastical resistance

from the side of the clergy from whom he “abducted the youth,” as well

as from the side of his bishop who defended himself against the success-

ful rival who “alienated his priests” from him. When Don Bosco turned

to Rome for help he found it. This help meant liberation from disagree-

able interference on the level of the local Church, but it forced him

simultaneously under the yoke of Roman patronage, above all canon

lawyers like Bizzarri and Bianchi. (Jordan also had to endure this later.)

Bosco’s constitutions were returned to him several times. Only on March

1, 1869, did he receive his definitive acknowledgment, and on April 3,

1874, the approval of his constitutions. In return he had to change the

inner circle of his cooperators to a religious institute and to renounce

completely the religiosi salesiani in saeculo, who were particularly close to

his heart. His "Third Order" (with private vows) became voluntary

collaborators (collaboratori dei salesiani). 

Don Bosco, too, had to go begging on behalf of his working

youth, just as Jordan would have to beg to support his seminarians. Also
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Don Bosco was not for ostracizing but for solidarity, exactly like Jordan's

attitude would be later. His lodgings were poor, his kitchen "rough" the

bread for his youngsters often too little. They slept on straw on the floor.

But they all stuck together. Don Bosco could look back on a tenacious

fight for the survival of his oratories according to his vocation. Precisely

through this fight he matured to become the recognized apostle to youth.

But also he confessed in his old age: "I had in mind to establish some-

thing quite different from what it is now; but they forced me to do so,

and so be it" ("S'introdussero i voti triennali quand'io aveva un'altra idea della

Congregazione. Avevo in animo di stabilire una cosa ben diversa da quello che è,

ma ci costrinsero a far così, sia"; February 7, 1879 in Alassio).

Thus, Don Bosco not only gave Jordan his advice in Turin

sincerely and out of sad experience, but he also remained at his disposal

later. He hoped and prayed that even his least important input would

not be about this young priest's ecclesiastic success, but only about the

salvation of souls. He believed Jordan capable of this and was always

ready for a helpful meeting. When Don Bosco was called home by the

Lord on January 31, 1888 in Turin, this was a true loss for Jordan (cf.,

obituary in Der Missionär, February 26, 1888). The reverence Jordan had

for Don Bosco was taken over and propagated by his spiritual sons (cf.,

MR 1888, nr. 4, 5, 7, 8, 10; MI 1884 the series of articles: "On the Life of

Don Bosco", nr. 16-21).

The “meeting of three” (Don Bosco, Archbishop Rota and

Jordan) certainly took place although nothing written has been handed

down to us. Otherwise “Annales” of 1895 would not return to that event,

although they only reprint Rota's letter of invitation. To Rota it was also

a duty of gratitide to invite Don Bosco whenever he came to Rome, since

in 1867 he had given Rota hospitality as a refugee in Turin. It was an

important tradition in Jordan's young Society that Don Bosco had taken

seriously Jordan's plans. The fact considerably strengthened the

confreres’ self-understanding and confidence. 

In Rome the Servus Dei [Jordan] was often visited by St. Johannes Bosco

as the Servus Dei [Jordan] told me several times. I was also told that Don

Bosco on the occasion of one such visit told the brother door keeper:

“you don't have a saint yet, but they will come” (Fr. Bonifatius Brennig,

SDS, testified by oath, Proc. Rog. Vindob., cf., Sum 1405).
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(17b) Giuseppe Andrea Bizzarri (1803-1877) was Secretary of the Congre-

gation for Bishops and Religious. Pius IX relied on this energetic and

learned canonist to renew the life of religious orders generally and to

unify their discipline. Bizzarri also soon became the indispensable and

driving force in the ad hoc commission responsible for congregations

established for this purpose, and this above all in the Congregation for

Orders (super statu regularium) established in 1847. It had the duty to

watch over the reforms requested by Pius IX, which between 1857 and

1888 he promulgated in at least 24 declarations. In 1848, precautionary

measures were given for the admission of novices. On March 19, 1857, all

male orders were obliged to require at least three years of temporary

vows before final profession; previously this was done only by the

Jesuits. Religious life which until then was controlled in ever stricter

dependence on the Roman authorities, received a uniform basic law in

1862: "Methodus quae a S. Congregatione Episcoporum et Regularium servatur

in approbandis novis institutis votorum simplicium ." This had no legal force,

but still it blocked the ideas Don Bosco and later Jordan wanted to

realize. In 1863, Bizzarri became Cardinal and President of Vatican I’s

Preparatory Commission on religious life. The 18 schemata worked out

for the Council Fathers could never be put to them due to political

events. However, they remained the basis of the law for religious and

were inserted in the new Canon Law of 1917. Thus Bizzarri was the

clever and authoritarian pioneer of an all too uniform law for religious.

4.13/18. The break with Auer was above all connected with Lüthen being

Jordan's authorized representative in Germany. Already Jordan's letter of

March 1882, which told Lüthen not to worry whether our Missionär was

competing with the Cassianeum, hints at the growing tension (G-4.1) and

begs clarification. On May 4, 1882, Lüthen wrote Auer from Munich: 

Things are like this now that we are separated: Cassianeum and

Apostolic Teaching Society. So I would like our relationship to be clear

and open on both sides. I think like this: whatever from our side and

whatever from your side has been stated–in writing or orally regarding

promises or obligations–is declared null and void. Each [of us] is

therefore completely free. We leave the rest to God whom we both
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serve. This is my viewpoint. So I ask you for a reply, and in case of

agreement everything will be resolved. 

On the right margin Lüthen notes: "From Reverend Jordan I received

authority for this." Lüthen would have preferred to clear everything face-

to-face with Auer. But he feared a certain agitation in Donauwörth if he

appeared there, especially by those whose confessor he had been.

Auer answered immediately. The draft (on the blank pages of

Lüthen's letter, AC Fasc. I) is like the bitter outcry of a sorely disappoint-

ed man armed with strong arguments who feels his work is endangered

and wants to defend it. Certainly it is unjust that Auer pins the blame for

the break on Lüthen. His letter is a revealing document without which

the “Cassianeum and Apostolic Teaching Society Period” could not be

justly evaluated: 

May 8, 1882. 

Reverend! 

Your letter of the 4th of this month is quite unclear to me. "All reciprocal

promises and obligations shall be nullified. You and I shall have full

freedom." I didn't understand this! Shall I be so stupid as to release you

from what you owe to my institute before God and the world? Respect,

recognition, support, promotion? Shall I authorize you to be allowed to

compete against my institution as you like? To alienate its subscribers,

to deprive it of such things as editors and printers as you like? To divert

the Catholic willingness to sacrifice to your own purse? Shall I brew a

sleeping potion for your conscience by declaring "Do what you want,

it's all right with me?” 

No, no, respectable sir! Even if I could nullify your obligations

and those of the Apostolic Teaching Society towards my institute, my . .

. duty would forbid me. I know my duty and I will fulfill it, namely the

duty to insist on and to require perseverance, steadfastness and an

energetic defense (also publicly if necessary) of what the Apostolic

Teaching Society owes to the Cassianeum before God and the world. 

On the other side I will also truly keep my eyes to my duty "to

support the Apostolic Teaching Society when it truly enhances the

promotion of the honor of God." For the present I shall continue to

study the work of the Apostolic Teaching Society and look for proofs

that my opinion about the nebulous aim and mistaken way of your

undertaking is incorrect. If I don’t succeed in finding enough proofs for
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this, still I will not neglect to call the attention of our Catholic brothers

and sisters to your vain efforts when the time comes.

In spite of my being a layman and a mere school teacher, I

foresee how my ways and your ways will separate more and more. In

the meantime the Apostolic Teaching Society may provide other

tranquilizers elsewhere if it continues here and there to compete and

suck the lifeblood from my indisputably and doubtlessly divinely-

willed and supported institute. It may look for tranquilizers elsewhere

when it gets scruples about making it more difficult and raiding other

Catholic undertakings in this most favorable time for Catholic under-

takings. It may look elsewhere for sedatives against the accusation of

impairing an institution, together with a family of seven, which has

given all its property for this institution and which is closely connected

with the existence of many other families, when it estranges its friends

under-mining the sources of their daily bread and others’ . . . I have no

such tranquilizers for the conscience or for sleep! On the contrary, when

the time comes I shall throw light onto the Apostolic Teaching Society

with a magnifying glass if necessary and if my duty requires it. 

Besides, I put the decision quietly into the hand of God. May

he enlighten our good will so that you may not continue to misinterpret

and damage the Cassianeum because of some eccentric and obstinate

opinions of yours. I have certainly been quite ready and friendly to

cooperate with the Apostolic Teaching Society. But I have been ordered

by my intelligence and duty not to make myself a slave of it by

betraying and repelling my institution. 

I am quite sure that I would have come to an agreement with

Mr. Jordan. Except for you [Lüthen] . . . And "you" have the distinction

of having enlightened Mr. Jordan and led him to better, more dignified

and higher ideas than to unite with a schoolmaster who lacks even

academic formation. 

You have the honor (??) of having prevented the connection of

the Apostolic Teaching Society with the Cassianeum. 

Rejoice in this honor. Calm yourself about it as you like and as

you can. Try to gather all pious reasons for consolation; your honor will

at once become clear and rewarded; paint my intention in the question

about schools, about religious instruction, etc. completely black. 

Respectfully (Your Reverend) Ludwig Auer.
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Lüthen answered Auer on May 16, 1882, truly as a priest and in a con-

ciliatory manner, but nevertheless with the clear decision of a guiltless

conscience.

Munich, 16/V 82

Most honorable Mr. Director!

You wrote me a bitter letter. I accept it. Later God will prove my

innocence. You overlook in my letter the words "written" and "oral."

From this [distinction] arise quite different consequences. Neither you

nor anyone else can release me from duties the greater honor of God

imposes on me in my profession. I could not and I did not want this.

Sincerely! I don't need a sedative for my past steps. I know my

conscience to be free; for I only wanted to do the will of God. The

purpose of our Society is clear; internal and foreign mission. It is

evident that education belongs to it; but you overlook that it is only a

part of our task. Consequently, our task doesn't coincide with the aim

which you spelled out for the Cassianeum when you founded it. In this

is the central point of our position. May God lead everything to the best.

You, like me, your cause like our cause, lies in God’s hands.

Let us fear everything out of our misery, let us hope for everything from

Him. Nothing can damage us without His permission; and what He

allows is good for us! I have always served you with zeal and subjection

and would today wherever possible be your servant again, if God

manifests this as His will. You don't know my heart, or you wouldn't

heap such bitterness on me. I do hope to be able to appear before you

always openly and sincerely; I have never done any injustice to you.

 Yours sincerely, Lüthen.

When Jordan met with Lüthen during his trip to Germany in June,

Lüthen had already moved to Wasserstraße 8. Jordan sent an explanatory

letter to Auer giving full cover to Lüthen, whom Auer had used as a

scapegoat in their bilateral discussions. Jordan wrote: 

Munich, 14.6.82.

Most honorable Mr. Director!

In answer to your esteemed letter of last month, I must inform you that

after long reflecting I have come to the decision that our Society still

being in its infancy is not in the position to unite now with the

Cassianeum; what will happen later we will leave to Providence. At

present we will each according to his forces and in his position, where
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Divine Providence has put each, work indefatigably for the salvation of

souls to the honor of the Almighty. For even if we both add all our

strength, there will still remain much to do. Where it is a question of

souls and the honor of God, competition should not be spoken of. I must

also note that you have done much injustice to Reverend Lüthen in

accusing him of preventing a union with the Cassianeum. His heart

beat for the Cassianeum even after leaving you. With my weak prayers

I will pray to God for Cassianeum and recommend it to His goodness.

With the expression of my esteem and with friendly greetings, 

I am yours sincerely, J.B. Jordan, Wasserstraße 8. 

Kind regards from Reverend Lüthen.

With this declaration ends the revealing correspondence between these

two men who in October 1880, wanted to unite in best harmony, but

were forced to conclude that on grounds of their differing mandates they

could not work together. Jordan, accepting the will of God, buried his

apostolic dream of integrating the Catholic press. He had to understand

that a certain independence is necessary for the development of

individual works, and thus even limited cooperation may not be best for

the whole. Consequently he was not resentful towards the Cassianeum

and sincerely wished it continuing blessing and success.

How greatly Lüthen esteemed Auer's work, he also proved by

the fact that in Der Missionär, nr. 3 of February 11, 1882, he rated Monika

as the best family magazine: "Commendable Catholic Magazines for

Catholic families: 1 ) Monika periodical for family-education.” Lüthenst

did not forget to indicate the publishing house: 'Library of the Catholic

Erziehungsverein (L. Auer) Donauwörth.”

Auer, on the contrary, could not get over the experience so

quickly, in part because Der Missionär under Lüthen's good editorship

met with ever more popular acclaim and, in Auer's opinion, took away

more and more readers from him. 

Even after Lüthen had already transferred printing and publish-

ing to Braunau am Inn (from October 1883), Auer still planned a public

protest against the Catholic Teaching Society. The notes Auer wrote for

his protest give testimony that the wound caused by the separation in

May 1882, was not yet healed completely, even worse, that it had
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ruptured anew due to the inauguration of Lüthen's children's magazine

Manna in January 1884. In one draft of the protest we read: 

To all true friends of the Catholic Auer-Institute, to the Fighters for

Christ, Public Declaration. Since January this year the Catholic Teaching

Society also edits a magazine for children, which in various ways is

similar to our Schutzengel, as well as Der Missionär which directly com-

petes with our Monika. This induces me to report the following about

my position towards the Apostolic (now Catholic) Teaching Society.

There following some sketch words:

Sad experiences, envy, mistrust. Very heavy attacks for nothing. Sacri-

fice and suffering for 15 years, and as compensation ungratefulness and

obstinacies and competition–for 15 years I have been working,

sacrificing and suffering for the Catholic cause (AC Fasc. VII, 2). 

While Lüthen's letter shows a clear, calm hand, Auer's script testifies to

intense emotion.

4.14/19. Lüthen’s vows were presented in writing: 

To the honor of the Most Holy Trinity, based on the most Sacred Heart

of Jesus, to the benefit of Holy Mother Church, I vow to God and to you,

Father, before the Blessed Immaculately Conceived Virgin Mary, St.

Joseph, Protector of the Church, St. Michael, all Apostles and Guardian

Angels to persevere in the First Grade of the Apostolic Teaching Society

and to observe poverty, chastity and obedience to you and to your

successors forever and ever. I hand over to you the right to dissolve my

vow or to dispense me from it whenever this appears necessary to you

or to your successors for the benefit of the Society. I do not include the

mission vow. You, however, Lord, help my frailty (BL-1171). 

Just before this Lüthen had noted in his Spiritual Diary: "Vows: 1) always

to observe poverty; 2) always be under obedience (when nobody is

present, keep to a schedule or similar) but fearlessly." The bracketed

section was added by Lüthen in consideration of his independence in

Munich. Lüthen loved and practiced poverty, and for him imitating

Christ meant living under obedience.
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4.15/20. Bianchi’s expert opinion had been commissioned by the Congre-

gation for Bishops and Religious, March 16, 1882. It was finished by this

very busy man on June 6 and submitted June 8. It influenced Jordan's

foundation, which until then was rather under- than overvalued. That's

why consultor Bianchi had wanted to look at it more closely.

Bianchi's opinion runs to sixteen folio pages. He had met with

Jordan earlier to hear his views on the situation he had to judge. Jordan

had assured Bianchi quite clearly that he had begun his work inspired by

the Spirit of the Lord. Bianchi had questioned von Leonhardi before he

had departed for his fund raising trip to the north in early April. Jordan

handed over to the consultor the two manuscripts which in his opinion

illustrated in the best possible way the sense and aim of his foundation:

his Short Rule for the Third Grade of 1881-1882 (E-1204) as well as his

Societa Apostolica Istruttiva incoraggiata . . . (E-1231; cf., DSS II, 129ff).

Jordan incorporates in it first the papal blessing and the four letters of

recommendation he had received in 1881. Then he speaks about the

necessity, purpose and divisions of his foundation, adding the Statutes of

the Third Grade. This manuscript was printed in the Society’s own

printery in St. Bridgets in early 1882. Jordan published it at the same time

in five installments in Il Monitore Romano (1882, 22, 25, 34, 45, 53). From

the Congregation itself Bianchi had received Jordan's pro-memoria to the

Cardinal Vicar requested by the latter in early March, as well as Jordan's

supplica to Leo XIII of March 10, 1882. Both had been handed over by the

Cardinal Vicar to the Congregation for Religious, March 12, 1882. 

Bianchi studied quite carefully all these documents and based

his report on them. In the first of three parts he describes the Apostolic

Teaching Society as it presents itself in these documents and at the same

time he points out those statements of Jordan which seem objectionable

to him. In the second part the consultor summarizes his observations and

objections (anima diversioni). Finally he presents his opinion briefly and

strictly into the hands of the ecclesiastic authority.

As the four respective documents are known to us, here it

should be especially pointed out how the responsible ecclesiastic

authority (i.e., Bianchi) judged Jordan's undertaking. It should also be

noted that he had just passed his 50  year, being 17 years older thanth
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Jordan. His judgment carried considerable weight in Roman circles. At

the very beginning of his opinion, Bianchi points out that the promoter

of the Apostolic Teaching Society had been working at his undertaking

not yet two full years, so that there were no obstacles to the changes

required in this young foundation. Then Bianchi at once criticizes how

Jordan presents the aim of the First Grade in his Rule: "that he wants to

propagate, defend and strengthen the Catholic faith everywhere in the

world as entrusted to him by Divine Providence." To the consultor this

made it seem that Jordan might be affirming that Divine Providence had

in quite a special way intervened in his foundation through inspiration.

In regard to the description of means, the canonist Bianchi

dislikes of course the expression "through exercising ecclesiastical

teaching (magisterium ecclesiasticum) in word and writing." In regard to

the name, which both Jordan and von Leonhardi had considered

perfectly apt for their work, Bianchi presents briefly the reasons which

Jordan explained extensively in his petition to the Holy Father. In

addition, he emphasized two more points, which clearly seem to him to

explain that Jordan applies the word “apostolic” 

. . . in its proper and purest meaning to his Society. For in his pro-

memoria Jordan calls himself “apostolic missionary” and in the Statutes

for the Second Grade he speaks of the apostles as “our predecessors”

(nostri prededessori).

Next Bianchi finds it more than unusual that all Christians can operate in

the Society, "priests and lay people, even women of any rank (“a kind of

Noah’s Ark”). Bianchi finds it rather unclearly expressed that the

members are classified in sections: "attivi, aderenti e cooperatori." He said

Jordan expressed himself more clearly in his petition of March 10, 1882

to the Holy Father, where he explains that the Society was subdivided in

three different Grades just as the enemies of the church (Freemasons)

used various Grades. The exact reason for the Grades was to be seen

from a comprehensive view of the four documents the consultor had in

hand. To the First Grade were admitted priests, lay people and also

women. For the latter as well as for men the word of the Apostle was

declared valid: "We are collaborators and helpers of God himself" (cf., 1

Cor 3:9; Jordan apparently cited the quotation from memory). Bianchi
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asserts then that Jordan's First Grade was consequently a mixed religious

Society with simple vows, which was unacceptable of course. The

Second Grade in which academics unite for the Catholic cause, and the

Third Grade which had already been introduced in many diocese of Italy

and abroad and counted hundreds of members, were just briefly

mentioned.

Then the consultor turns to the duties of the various groups. The

Second Grade still lacks a proper rule of life. The First Grade has one,

which however, was not valid for an institute with simple vows, but was

valid for any priest or good Christian. This was also in reality Jordan's

first idea. Bianchi, however, as a strict religious, sees the difficulty just in

this point, because all institutes with simple vows had to adhere to

Vatican prescriptions. As a proof he presents rather trivial matters, e.g.,

that Jordan contended himself with yearly three-day retreats while ten

days were prescribed; that quite often Jordan prayed Matins and Lauds

on the prior evening without a proof of the necessary ecclesiastic

permission, while every institute was required to have corresponding

permission of the church authority. Then the consultor speaks of the

obligations of members of the First Grade to wear beneath their clothing

the sign of the Society, whose "aspect, form and color shall animate the

renewal of the apostolic spirit." This sign was not described. Bianchi

didn't find fault with this sign, because for a religious community, which

is how he saw the First Grade of Jordan’s Foundation, a religious habit

was required. What bothered Bianchi in light of his mandate was the fact

that Jordan addresses here his fundamental concern, the apostolic spirit.

Bianchi concludes the first part of his report with the prudent

warning that the Apostolic Teaching Society was just an embryo of a

Society, as Jordan himself stressed: "These are the first outlines, the draft

of a great plan" (E-1231,17). Of course, he finds Jordan's hopes for the

future very exaggerated and says: "These words explain it all."

In the second part of his report the consultor presents his

objections. They are honestly stated here. But he also added Jordan's

view where his own views didn't correspond fully. Jordan himself could

not express his opinion on the report directly as the Roman dicastories

would have seen this as superfluous or even arrogant.
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The first point with which Bianchi found fault was Jordan's

starting his house and printing shop in St. Bridget without informing the

responsible ecclesiastic authority. This was illegal and not to be simply

excused with reference to the blessing of the Holy Father and with the

recommendations of ecclesiastic dignitaries. Blessing and commenda-

tions were only meant to spread good publicity, which in itself was quite

right. But here blessing and commendations had led to the supposition

that the Society was allowed to found a house with printery in full

agreement with the Cardinal Vicar. 

This is a purely personal explanation of the consultor. Jordan

had always presented his complete plan of a three-fold apostolic

undertaking to the Holy Father and to church leaders as well. From the

fact that the Cardinal Vicar had urged Jordan in early March to give an

account of his undertaking in St. Bridgets, it can only be conjectured that

someone’s accusations against Jordan had been presented to the Cardinal

Vicar. It would be surprising if this had not happened in the ecclesiasti-

cal circles of Rome in that time. From the letter of the Cardinal Vicar to

the Prefect of the Congregation for Bishops and Religious of March 12,

1882, in which the former handed to the latter Jordan's report as well as

his petition to Leo XIII for his opinion (according to the wish of the Holy

Father), it cannot be concluded that the Cardinal Vicar was completely

uninformed about St. Bridget. Already in November 1880, Jordan spoke

personally with the Cardinal Vicar and handed over to him his pro-

visional statutes. They were officially passed on to the Prefect of the

Congregation for Bishops and Religious for examination (cf., Jordan's

letter to Auer, November 23 and 29, 1880). In January 1881, Jordan met

again with the Cardinal Vicar in his capacity as Jordan's competent

ecclesiastic superior. In this regard Jordan also wrote Auer: "The matter

is now proceeding better again. I spoke with the Cardinal Vicar personal-

ly and he told me, I shall praise you if you do good" (January 11, 1881).

Next Bianchi judges the purpose of the Society as too general,

and common to all religious congregations. Most of all, however, he

objects to the fact that Jordan put his own mission in place of the

approval by the Holy See which had to precede a foundation. Jordan
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behaved with his Society as if he had received a mandate directly from

Divine Providence.

Then the consultor rejects the way Jordan refers to his means as

“the ecclesiastic teaching office” (magisterium ecclesiasticum). This term is

reserved to the Holy See in conjunction with the bishops. Bianchi seizes

here the doctrine of Vatican I in its strict sense. But Jordan too fully

recognized and lived this Roman interpretation. In his Rule for the First

Grade and later too, Jordan speaks, albeit vaguely, of the teaching church

(magisterium ecclesiasticum tum verbis tum scriptis). He never presumed for

himself the proper ecclesiastical magisterium, but spoke of himself and

of his collaborators as "modest cooperators of the teaching office of the

church" (cf., E-304.5; DSS IV, 126). Precisely in the texts censured by

Bianchi, Jordan describes the member of his Society as simple reserve

troops for the church: "Like simple foot soldiers doing their duty to-

gether with professional soldiers and their captains . . . so we mix like

this with our Apostolic Teaching Society for now, for we have at this

time (at least) set its basic principles" (E-1231, 6; cf., DSS II, 136).

Bianchi’s position toward the press apostolate is peculiar for one

who is himself a clever writer. He devalues it as “journalism.” He didn't

see it as a full priestly occupation, but rather as a lesser evil necessary for

that time in order to counteract the influences hostile to Christianity.

Therefore, the press (tum scriptis) cannot be one of the principal means of

a religious institute, especially not as von Leonhardi had considered it. A

truly religious institute had to select better means for its apostolate. 

Another way Jordan nursed in his heart was the establishment of

"missionary institutes" where young missionaries should be formed.

Here Bianchi asks whether Jordan had come to an understanding with

the Propaganda Fide on whether such foundations were useful or not.

Bianchi rejected the subdivision into three Grades: The Catholic

Church didn't need to imitate the Freemasons. Then Bianchi gives his

opinion on the individual Grades and attempts a canonical "consolida-

tion of farmland" (above all for the First Grade). Since Jordan considers

vows necessary for full apostolic engagement and therefore requires

them (in a purely private manner), Bianchi declares that such a commun-

ity is a real religious congregation. But each religious community must
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have statutes, novitiate, etc. Jordan's undertaking had nothing like this. It

was all in Jordan’s head, and as such would not be approved by the Holy

See. In regard to the Second and Third Grades, when Bianchi considered

them more carefully he came to regard them as no more than benevolent

cooperators with no juridical connection. How could they belong to a

Society with simple vows? Any Society needed laws for its membership

and had to require certain bonds of conscience to this Society.

Then follows what was for Bianchi a quite understandable

question: what to say of this mixture of men and women? The consultor

speaks about the position Jordan gives women in the apostolate: Jordan

attributes to them equal rights with men in regard to their apostolic obli-

gations; he even tries to apply to women as well as to the men the saying

of the Apostle: We are cooperators of the same God. It is also noteworthy

that Jordan inserts the appeal to women in the section concerning the

structure of the Society. He places his explanations before the proper

three-fold division, somewhere they are not at all expected, making them

appear even more surprising. Jordan also published what must have

sounded to Roman ears a most unusual appeal in Monitore Romano,

March 15, 1882. Today Jordan's explanations would be quite understand-

able. To Bianchi, however, Jordan’s position on women was scandalous.

By the way, Lüthen too always omitted Jordan's "appeal to apostolic

women" in German texts (cf., Jordan's use of 1Cor 3:9 is confirmed by

post-conciliar popes, e.g. Paul VI, November 11, 1970).

Bianchi, however, points out that the proper apostolate of

women is the family. The holy women to whom Jordan referred were

God’s quite rare exceptions. Also there were enough religious congrega-

tions of women. But nowhere were men and women "mixed." Bianchi

refers here to Jordan's explanations in his manuscript Società Apostolica

Instruttiva incoraggiata . . . , which in fact is one of the main sources for

his expert opinion. There Jordan turns with enthusiastic words to

women to take seriously their call as God’s cooperators. Among other

things he writes: 

Also woman created by God to do great things for themselves and for

others, can with equal value like man belong to the Apostolic Society.

To her, too, were directed the words of the Apostle: "We are cooperators

and co-workers of God Himself.”
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Jordan translates Paul to say “co-workers of God Himself,” "di Dio

stesso." Bianchi, on the contrary, translates the Apsoltle “as saying “co-

workers of the same God,” "dello stesso Dio." This shows quite clearly

their different basic views. 

So great is the goodness of the Lord that He binds Himself to make use

of us so, as if He needed us to fulfill in the world His great plans of

mercy! And the woman, more than others, can and must call herself

helper of God (ausiliatrice di Dio) (E-1231, 8). 

It is clear, and Bianchi cannot be blamed for it, that between such an

apostolically based understanding of women and the canonically

restrictive position of women at that time, there was an abyss which

could not be bridged by a consultor of the Congregation for Religious.

Jordan's position on women, for which by the way he also gives church

historical as well as theologically convincing reasons in his manuscript,

were for that time a rather prophetic risk. 

At the end of the second part of his opinion Bianchi comes to his

main objection. It had to be raised and was the main reason why a clear

opinion had been requested from him in the first place. The consultor

discharged his mandate with canonical exactness and personal conscien-

tiousness. The title "Apostolic Teaching Society" could not be approved.

In fact, each apostolate assumed a juridical mission. Jordan used the term

not just as a decorative byword (e.g., "Prayer Apostolate," “Apostolic

Schools"). According to Bianchi, here it is a question of Jordan’s institute

with simple vows wanting as its proper aim to be approved by the Holy

See for the apostolate as such, and therefore asks to call itself "apostolic."

The consultor points out that for centuries there had existed

orders and congregations approved by the Holy See, which were doing

what the ATS was aiming at. But none of these had ever thought to

assume the title "apostolic," which in its proper sense belongs only to the

church founded by the apostles and especially to the Roman Church.

Bianchi cites Eph 2:20: “built on the foundation of the apostles . . ." Then

he states that Jordan had given himself a mission and a title, calling

himself an “apostolic missionary.” Jordan claimed to be inspired by the

Holy Spirit. But until now there is not enough proof and the church has
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not (yet) recognized these inspirations as true. Consequently, says the

consultor, one can still doubt them without doing Jordan any injustice.

Then Bianchi deals with the reasons Jordan gives in almost naive

candor in his petition to the pope defending the title apostolic as really

corresponding to his foundation. Bianchi’s opinion is that using the title

"apostolic" is basically a Roman question. Thus a name change would be

appropriate. Then he asks why Jordan had not asked the Holy See about

it beforehand. Why had he waited two years? So one was tempted to say

that he wanted to confront the Holy See with a fait accompli.

By changing the name of his young institute at the request of the

Holy See itself, the Founder could not be accused of inconstancy. At the

most one could say the Holy See understands more than the founders of

orders, so that no injustice would be done to anyone. When Jordan says

that he might be accused of lack of prudence in choosing the name, this

report was already proof that this had happened. Furthermore, a change

of name would not be the first one in the history of the church, and no

founder had lost face for this reason. Jordan was opposed to the title

"Catholic" recommended to him because he thought the title "Catholic"

might cause difficulties in Protestant and Old Catholic regions. Against

this Bianchi answered downright colorfully out of his own limited view: 

Good God! Since when did missionaries, especially apostolic ones

(apostolici) hide their Catholic character as if it were a sect which had to

operate in the dark and hide the Catholic name? (F 15, 16).

After this thorough investigation of Jordan's plans with the help of the

four above mentioned documents by the recognized canonist and Roman

consultor there follow Bianchi's three conclusions. First: the name

"Apostolic" is to be changed. The title “Catholic” is proposed. This

would be fitting and would include “apostolic.” Never could the title

“Catholic” be interpreted in a bad or ambiguous sense. Bianchi cites as

argument Rm 1:16: "I am not ashamed of the Gospel" underlining this

saying of the Apostle. But just such argumentation is quite misplaced

towards Jordan. Second, Bianchi declares the Society could not be

approved in any way. Indeed, the Society had itself confessed that there

existed only "the first lines, the draft of a great work" (E-1231, 17; this

expression is Lüthen's). Consequently it was still missing all that
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belonged to an institute with simple vows. The third conclusion is

“widow dressing” for the consultor. However, it is understandable for

an official of the church who is proud to be allowed to contribute his part

to the regulation of ecclesiastic questions about religious orders. To

Bianchi it seemed to be almost certain that Jordan's Society had nothing

to do with the already condemned Society of M. Julien, about which the

Bishop of Soissons had reported grave things.

As it was an expert opinion, not a visitation, Bianchi didn't need

to inform Jordan of his conclusions. The Congregation treated the

opinion in mid-June while Jordan was in Germany. The Secretary of the

Congregation presented the matter to the Holy Father on June 23. He

decided to hand it all over to the responsible Cardinal Vicar since it was

only about the attempt at a foundation on a purely diocesan level.

Cardinal Ferrieri should provide for everything necessary. The Cardinal

Prefect passed this order together with Bianchi's opinion to the Cardinal

Vicar (letter, June 28, 1882, ACRel, Prot. 9187/12, submitted there on June

30 by the porter Braco. Jordan’s pro-memoria and supplica remained in the

Congregation for Bishops and Religious).

Jordan was not appraised of these events. So he had no

presentiment how Divine Providence through church authorities would

set the future course of his foundation. In his heart he remained free and

easy, steaming ahead with his absolute confidence in his former plans.

4.16/21. Therese Von Wüllenweber (I) was already 50 years old when

the Providence of God brought her together with Jordan. About her

earlier life we really know only what she herself related. We have three

short autobiographies. The first was requested by Jordan before her

investiture in Tivoli. It bears the date February 7, 1888, and in its sober,

short format it is the most informative and reliable one. In the second

biography certain events of her life are extensively described from the

retrospective view of a woman in her 60  year who has finally reachedth

the goal given to her by God. To this she also added her photos. She

wrote it "out of gratitude towards God's providence" on April 25, 1892.

The third Lebensbeschreibung presents a modest gleaning. It was written

on May 16, 1900, with an eye towards a future history of the congrega-
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tion of her sisters, as Therese herself writes. In addition, beginning

November 2, 1875, the Baroness wrote a kind of diary of the daily events

(generally referred to as Mother Mary Chronicle, MMChr). They offer

now and then a valuable insight into the thinking and feeling of a

personality who was led by the Lord on a roundabout way–a path she

walked in grace and fidelity.

These curricula vitae (hereafter CV 1, 2, 3) allow us imagine how

difficult it was for Therese von Wüllenweber because of her origin, her

character and partly also the political situations in her homeland, to

shape her life according to her pious wishes. Thus for almost too long

she couldn't decide on a firm commitment. "I didn't want to get married,

neither to enter a monastery, really" (CV 2). Therese preferred "a kind of

monastery with mission purposes. This I couldn't find anywhere" (CV 2).

She tried here and there hoping "these ladies would help me to the right

way" (CV 2). The Lord led her on a long path of waiting. This humiliat-

ing and wearying searching and waiting came to an end only when

Jordan entered her life on July 4, 1882. "He seemed to me like a saint sent

by God” (CV 2). What Therese didn't dare alone she succeeded to do

because, matured in long years of patience, she obediently gave herself

completely over to Jordan's leadership. United with him she reached the

goal set by the Lord: the foundation of the Congregation of the Sisters of

the Divine Savior on December 8, 1888.

Therese was born on February 19, 1833, at her parents' castle

Myllendonk, the first of five girls. Her parents were Baron Joseph

Theodor von Wüllenweber (1806-1894) and Elizabeth le Fort (1806-1857).

Therese's grandfather, Joseph (Heinrich Hermann) von Wüllenweber, as

Imperial Reichspostmeister in Münster, was ennobled Reichfreiherr (Baron)

by the Austrian Emperor Josef II. This nobility was then recognized for

his son and his brother Franz through royal letter patent (Prussia-Poland,

resp. Hannover-England).

Her mother's father, Justin Leopold, was a tax collector from

Viersen. J. Leopold was the son of Jean Baptist le Foort and of his wife

Anna Thirion from Château Salins in the Départment de la Meurthe,

where Jean Baptist was village blacksmith. Justin Leopold emigrated as a

young man to Mönchen-Gladbach. His son Leopold married in 1804



 After her husband's death Margaret Elizabeth married his successor in
*

office, Josef Lichtschlag. During a hunt he accidentally shot and killed his son-in-

law Justin Leopold (1808). His daughter received the two daughters of the

unfortunate relative, the two year-old Elizabeth and the one year-old Mimi, into

the family Lichtschlag von Märken. Both daughters received their part of the

heritage of Castle Myllendonk, which the family had bought in 1803. When

Elizabeth le Fort married Baron Theodor von Wüllenweber he brought her part

of the heritage into the marriage. The other parts of the castle were later acquired

by them both in common. Castle Myllendonk (mill on the hill) is a 12  centuryth

moated castle and was for centuries ancestral castle of the Myllendonk.
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Konstantia Wilhelmine von Märken, daughter of the senior bailiff of

Myllendonk, Franz Anton (1700-1786) and of Baroness Margaret

Elizabeth von Wüllenweber (1744-1819), consequently a great aunt of

Therese.  Therese's mother lost her father at the age of 2 and her mother*

at the age of 10. Though she found good foster parents, such a difficult

childhood imprinted on her character seriousness and sympathy. Her

father Theodor had a younger brother Franz Josef. He lost his father

when he was 4 years old. His relations with his stepfather are not known.

He studied law and dedicated himself above all to the administration of

the property of Myllendonk. Therese notes about her father: 

My good father, Theodor Baron von Wüllenweber is strictly Catholic, a

real man of honor and much liked by the people because of his

friendliness (CV 2). 

Her father was generally loved and esteemed through his great

kindness and condescension, a zealous representative of the Zentrum

[Party] and of all interests of the Roman Catholic Holy Church;

youthfully vigorous up to his old age (CV 3). 

Therese looked up to her father with proud devotion. Already as a girl

she was attached to him with special love. It is typical of her family (an

attitude she carried into old age) that she characterizes the relationship

between the Baron and "the people" as "kind condescension."

About her "pious mother" Therese stresses: “she was particularly

dedicated to acts of charity and devotion, and had rare spiritual gifts”



 "I received the first Christian instruction by my devoted mother, by
*

governesses, and by the brave pastor of the place" (CV 1). 

 Corneille-Richard-Antoine van Bommel was born April 5, 1790, in
**

Leyden. When only thirteen years old he lost his father and two years later his

mother. The orphan was sent to college Willingshegge bei Münster, run by

French priests escaped from the revolution. Against the will of his relatives he

entered the seminary in Münster unter Overberg and was ordained priest in

1816 by Bishop Caspar Droste von Vischering. He founded, together with other

courageous priests like von Wykerslooth and van Niel, the study-college of

Hageveld bei Harlem. After the suppression of the college by the Liberal govern-

ment, Bommel worked among Catholic circles who defended their rights. With

the support of these influential forces, Leo XII concluded a concordat by which

the three southern provinces became dioceses.

Van Bommel became on November 15, 1829, the first Bishop of Liège.

During the Belgian Revolution, which separated this territory from Netherlands,

he remained at his post as the shepherd of his diocese. Van Bommel dedicated

himself zealously to consolidating his diocese. Some suspended priests, helped
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(CV 1). “Her mother, was a particularly spiritually talented lady fully

living for works of devotion” (CV 2). While her father defended above

all the political interests of his Catholic fellow citizens, her mother

helped the needy. For Theresa her parents were the best teachers for life.

The girls were tutored by a governess at the castle itself under

the supervision of their talented mother. Thus they remained segregated

from the village children as the prestige of even the lower nobility of that

time demanded. However, on Sundays the castle family went together to

their parish church of Korschenbroich. For religious instruction the

pastor probably came to the castle.  Therese mentions her First Commun-*

ion as an especially interior experience (May 10, 1846, CV 2). She also

stresses: "I learned quite well" (CV 2). 

On September 29, 1848, at the age of sixteen, Therese was sent to

the boarding school of the Benedictine nuns in Liège, "where Bishop van

Bommel was another father to me" (CV 1). Therese remained there until

summer 1850. In that period she was also confirmed (May 2, 1849) by

Bishop van Bommel.  More than her life in the boarding school, Therese**



by Freemasons, made a calumnious press war against him, which pained him

and wasted much energy. He died, resigned to God, in Liège, April 7, 1852.

 Magdalena Sophie Barat was born December 12, 1779, in Weinort
*

Joigny an der Jonne. She had the benefit of excellent academic and theological

formation through her brother Ludwig, eleven years her senior. He had become

a priest but had to work in the underground during the turmoil of the revolu-
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remembered the free Sundays she was allowed to spend together with

the bishop's niece in his palace. 

From summer 1850 on, she stayed about seven years at her

parents' castle: "1850-1857 at home" (CV 2), she notes briefly. She seems

not to have been very happy about these uneventful years. Therese had

decided not to marry. Already early on she was inclined towards

religious life and works of zeal for souls, with a preference for the Sisters

of the Sacred Heart" (CV 3). On June 13, 1857, she began her novitiate in

Blumenthal near Aachen. There she was invested August 30, 1857. On

July 5, 1857, her "pious mother" died quite unexpectedly of a stroke. "I

never saw her again; what a grief at home" (CV 2). 

Therese professed first vows June 29, 1859. Now she was an

"aspirant" (a religious of the Sacred Heart with temporary vows). First

she was stationed in Warendorf, Westphalia; and then at her own request

she was sent to the community at Orléans. "So I left again after five and a

half years, because I couldn't come to a final decision for final vows" (CV

1). Her father, who in contrast to her mother, had not fully agreed to her

entering the monastery, fetched her from Orléans in March 1863. "Stayed

at home for just one day" (CV 2). Then her father took her to Castle

Mühlheim (Congregation of the Visitation). But the seclusion in the

enclosure was unbearable to Therese. She returned home again and soon

after accompanied her younger sisters to Bad Ems where they were to

convalesce. In regard to leaving the Sacred Heart Sisters, Therese wrote:

"In the end my highest superior (in Paris) was also convinced that I could

not make perpetual vows, that I had not found the right order" (CV 2).

This retrospective judgment of an almost 60 year-old woman must be

supplemented by Sacré Coeur’s superior, Mother Sophie Barat:  *



tion. Sophie wanted to go to the mission in Madagascar. But her spiritual guide,

the well-known popular missionary Joseph Varin d'Ainville urged her to

dedicate herself to Christian youth education and to found for this purpose a

congregation in France (November 21, 1800). On Pentecost Monday, 1802, he

received her vows (together with those of a companion, Loquet). At the age of 23

Sophie Barat had to take over the direction of the young foundation. Fr. Varin

who in 1804 became superior general of the French branch of the Fathers of Faith

remained her spiritual director in the meantime. Mother Barat, of weak health,

was indefatigably on journeys to control the new foundations. 

In dense succession there arose higher institutes of education for girls,

free schools for poor children, retreat houses for women. The draft of the Rule

composed by Fr. Varin was completed by Mother Barat with a memoir and

approved on November 21, 1805, by the bishop of Grenoble. On January 18,

1806, Mother Barat was elected Superior General for life; she received, however,

only one vote more than the opposition candidate Anna Baudemont, superior of

the house in Amiens. Fr. Varin renounced his "office as superior," but remained

counseling and helping at the side of the young superior. Immediately after her

election Mother Barat began the "apostolate in far countries," first in Louisiana,

USA. In 1807 the "Madams of Christian Education" received state recognition

through Napoleon I, while the "Fathers of the Faith" (as presumed royalists)

were outlawed. Fr. Varin was sent into exile to Besangon. After the restoration of

the Society of Jesus by Pius VII on August 7, 1814, he and most of his

companions joined the Jesuits.

In the following period Mother Barat had much to suffer from initially

successful intrigues against her foundation fomented by her sisters from Amiens

defeated in the election. The perfidious machinations were finally discovered. At

that time Bishop de Pressigny, royal ambassador to the Holy See, wrote the bon

mot: "In Rome one doesn't proceed so quickly; religious congregations are first

examined before being acknowledged," "prouvées - approvées."

On November 1, 1815, the General Congregation held a decisive meet-

ing. It was opened by the aged Father de Clorivière. The Statutes, "In the name

and to the honor of the Most Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary" were discussed

and passed. This time Mother Barat was unanimously elected Superior General

for life, while she herself had hoped to be alleviated of this burden. Pius VII

sealed it all with his blessing on June 15, 1816, and condemned the temporary

disturbances which had unwittingly endangered the work and wished a blessed

harmonious development of the congregation.
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 Then followed foundation after foundation. During the turmoil of the

Revolution of July 1830, Mother Barat moved the novitiate temporarily to

Middes, and in November 1831 to Montet in the Swiss Canton of Fribourg. The

Congrega-tion now expanded into Italy, England, Ireland, Poland, Chile and

United States. Once more inner difficulties arose, when Fr. De Ravignan wanted

to replace Fr. Varin's Rule with those of the Jesuits. The Superior General of the

Jesuits, Fr. Roothaan, however, prohibited any interference. During the Revolu-

tion of 1848, the Sisters of the Sacred Heart were often attacked "politically" as

Jesuits, aristocrats, etc. On the ground of the disturbances in Switzerland

(Sonderbund 1847, Kulturkampf 1848) the novitiate was transferred in 1848 from

Montet to Kienzheim in Alsatia. Mother Barat loved attaching orphanages to her

residential houses. The foundation of Blumenthal (1844) quite near the Prussian

border served the Prussian aristocracy. In Warendorf the sisters began in 1851

with an orphanage to which soon was added a girls' boarding school and a

novitiate. Also the house in Orléans was opened in 1851 at the suggestion of

Bishop Dupanloup.

Mother Barat's foundation was soon seen as a great blessing in

ecclesiastical circles. Fr. Varin, the co-founder, had died already on April 30,

1840. When Mother Bart stayed with her sisters in Rome, she was each time

received with great kindness by Gregory XVI. The aged pope even visited her on

May 31, 1845, in Villa Lante, where the Sisters of the Sacred Heart had found a

home. Garibaldi, the father of modern Italy on the contrary, had the house

plundered and the sisters driven off. Therese von Wüllenweber felt it as a special

favor having been able to greet personally the saintly woman a few years before

her death. In spite of her indefatigable apostolic engagement Mother Barat

reached the age of 85. On the Feast of Ascension 1865, she died in the Mother-

house in Paris. On May 24, 1908, she was beatified and canonized on May 24,

1925 (each time on the anniversary of her death). Mother Barat's attitude in her

life was: "To me work and fatigue. Honor alone to the Sacred Heart."
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I, the undersigned Superior General of the Congregation of Sacré Coeur,

confirm that the behavior of Miss Therese von Wüllenweber has always

been according to religious life (conduite regulère), that she is pious, has a

good character and has never given cause for discontent which would

have led to her leaving. Since she began the novitiate she has not been

judged to have ability for education, which is the special aim of our

mission; but her attachment to Sacré Coeur, her desire to persevere in it

[dem Institut] have repeatedly postponed a decision which one knew



 Here are added the statutes which prevented the admission of
*

Baroness von Wüllenweber.
- The Congregation is composed of canonesses dedicating themselves to

instruction and auxiliaries working in housekeeping (art. 7). 

- The sisters destined to instruction make furthermore the vow to dedicate

themselves to educating youth (art. 9). 

- The right to dismissal belongs only to the Superior General in agreement with

her council . . . As there is requested much circumspection and prudence already

for admission, this is the case in an even higher degree when it is about a

dismissal. She shall take refuge in prayer and ponder the necessity of such a

severe procedure with tears before God (art. 36). 

- Dismissal can be required by the common will of the congregation or by the

will of the person concerned or of outsiders (art. 37). 

- The second cause would be, if the person concerned could become harmful or

irksome to the congregation, because of defects of character she wouldn't be

willing to correct and which annoy the sisters, or because of recognized inability

to meet the aim of the congregation or, finally, because of considerable infirmity

she had concealed at the preliminary examination (art. 39).

The Baroness was not deemed capable of teaching. Prudent statutes for

dismissals were also given: 
[The superior] shall take her decision after having well pondered the reasons for

and against, with all prudence Christian love inspires, after having asked the

Lord humbly and zealously manifest His Holy Will and after coming to the full

persuasion that the dismissal is really the will of God (art. 43).

With the person to be dismissed the superior shall proceed prudently, so that her

exit could happen without creating a stir, not damaging her reputation; with

love and gentleness, so that she might not take with her bad prejudices against

the congregation, but on the contrary, she may always remain devoted to it with

great love . . . (art. 44).
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would cause affliction to her, while hoping she would acquire what was

still missing in her to become successful. However, the various means

applied remained without success; so one had to come to the conviction

that she was not called to a life of which she cannot fulfill the most

important obligations.  *

Paris, February 15, 1863. 

Barat, Superior General of the Congregation of Sacré Coeur. 

(City Archives Mönchen-Gladbach, file 47)



 Joseph Maria Laurent (Wychen, July 30, 1826-1895, Urmundia)
*

became a conventual Franciscan in Würzburg and was ordained in 1849. Therese
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To Therese von Wüllenweber this decision brought the long expected

solution which she herself couldn't find the courage to make. It seems

she understood from the very start that the apostolate of education asked

too much from her abilities: “but [I] already had an inner persuasion

when I began that it wouldn't be forever” (CV 1). Even during novitiate

Therese had looked for a way out, but shuffled off the decision to her

superiors: “On June 29, 1859, I made a promise to leave to my superiors

[the decision of] my joining another congregation” (CV 2). 

For her family Therese’s failed attempt in Sacré Coeur was a

disappointment and consequently for Therese herself a considerable

humiliation. She would certainly not have become happy in Sacré Coeur.

But this was an important element for a woman whose growth and

maturity are marked by accepting again and again the limitations of her

character, and by continuous subjection to spiritual guidance. Thus

Therese experienced that the Lord's ways are not always ways of success.

Being the eldest, it wasn't good for Therese to remain at home

beside her younger married sister Fanny. She didn't hide the inner unrest

which beset her during the almost five years she spent at home again. 

[I] searched and searched. I was advised to wait (CV 2). 

I myself always felt driven to the missions before God (CV 1). 

I always felt the same desire, especially at Holy Communion (CV 2). 

I searched, however, only for my goal, but now slowly (CV 2). 

From 1868 to the beginning of 1871, Therese was with the Dames du S.

Sacrament helping them in their establishments in Brussels, Liège and

Gent as catechist, organist and language teacher, however, without ever

joining this new foundation. Therese also broke off this unsatisfying

effort. Home again, following the advice of her confessor in Liège, the

Minorite Fr. Laurents,  she contacted the new pastor of Neuwerk, Dr.*



became acquainted with the Minorite in Brussels where he cared for the German

community. From 1872 to 1874 this Dutchman was the Commissar of the Belgian

Custodie, then guardian in the convent of Urmundia, Netherlands.
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Ludwig von Essen. She chose him as her spiritual guide and helped him

actively as she had helped the Dames du S. Sacrament before.

While on Sundays the family went from the castle to the parish

church of Korschenbroich, Therese walked to Neuwerk where since

secularization the church of the medieval monastery of Benedictine nuns

Novum Opus Mariae served as parish church. Pastor von Essen was happy

not to be preoccupied about playing the organ on Sundays and also that

the girls, especially those who had left school, were cared for although

only in a loose manner. 

Very soon after having taken over the parish, von Essen devoted

himself also to other plans. Imitating Catholic aspirations in other

European countries, he wanted also to establish a mission seminary in

Prussia. He soon succeeded in getting the necessary agreement and

commendation of church authorities. Above all, he found in the Baroness

an ally ready for any sacrifice because she was fully and "completely

captured for the missions" (CV 2). Having been disqualified from

involvement in the Sacré Coeur missions, which was strictly limited to

the special task of educating girls (a task for which Therese had no

aptitude), she was all the more open to the plans of her confessor. She

quite agreed to his perception: "just now at the start of the Kulturkampf,

he said, new foundations were necessary. Talk of mission-Brothers and

Sisters" (CV 2). Around Pentecost the pastor gave lodgings to the Vicar

Apostolic of Hong Kong. On Pentecost, Therese spoke with Msgr.

Raimondi himself: he "encouraged me much to the foundation, he even

prophesied [May 24, 1874] one soon. This animated me and I saw the

fulfillment of my first desire approaching" (CV 2).

In the meantime Therese did what seemed possible and useful to

her to further the aims for which the pastor of Neuwerk had won her:

"the foundation of German Mission-Sisters" (CV 3). "On December 17,

1874, I deposited at the notary Lanser in Gladbach a mystic testament in



 The now unfamiliar expression "mystic" was used for a will kept
*

secret up to the time of one’s death and therefore deposited with a trusted

notary. In this testament the Baroness also thought of her "favorite relatives" and

added other conditions. Therese kept her generous "mission testament" secret

probably because in an earlier testament she had left everything to her family.

She feared to disappoint her father if she informed him about her new will:

"Otherwise papa would have another one, which gives the family everything

(don't know whether it has been torn up). (A later mystic will [1874] is at the

notary's: to Dr. von Essen: everything to the women’s mission house in

Neuwerk; therefore null now)" (Lüthen’s notes, February 16, 1880, E-604).
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which I left my whole property to Fr. von Essen to found a congregation

of Mission-Sisters" (CV 2).*

In November 1875, a part of the Neuwerk Monastery was "leased

for nine years" (MMChr). In this Therese saw a possibility to prepare a

material base for the start of the desired mission house. She quickly came

to an agreement with the pastor of Neuwerk, with her father, and with

the local mayor. "On March 24, 1876, the lease could be legally

concluded" (MMChr). The Baroness rented the still unoccupied part of

the east wing (about 20 rooms, three "houses," and farm buildings) with

about "75 acres of orchard and farmland" for 513 Marks annually

(Contract, Parish Archives of Neuwerk). The west wing was the home of

the pastor, and a part of the east wing was home for the two chaplains.

The buildings were already the property of the Neuwerk parish.

Therese began the inner restoration work with great zeal; she

bought the necessary furniture and equipment for the household and

moved into the first home of her own on November 13, 1876, together

with a young maid servant from her home castle. The transfer was made

without any sensation "little by little, item by item" (CV 1). The distance

from castle to monastery was hardly half-an-hour walk. 

Pastor von Essen named the rented part of the monastery

Barbarastift. On December 3, 1878, this Barbarastift was offered to the

Baroness for purchase. Therese immediately accepted the offer. 

On 18 , I already received the agreement of all the proprietors [thereth

were eight of them]. Then I fixed the 7  of the new year for the privateth

act (MMChr). 
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I bought the monastery with garden, orchard and land, and the three

buildings on the street. (Thanks be to God!) May he give his blessing,

with trust in Him I have bought the old abbey (MMChr). 

On October 2, 1879, I paid the first 4,000 Thaler of the 12,000 Thaler

price for the monastery (MMChr). 

Before that, the Baroness needed official approval for a title of her

"monas-tery” acceptable to the government. She petitioned to "establish a

secular institute for orphans," and on November 10, 1877, received

permission from the royal government through the responsible Landrat.

The required state supervision was entrusted to the mayor of Neuwerk,

who was well-disposed toward the Baroness. In her petition to the

"Royal Government, section of church-administration and school matters

Düsseldorf" of October 24, 1877, the Baroness asks for permission to start

an orphanage in the Barbarastift as well as to install a domestic school for

"older girls" and to form educators for orphan girls. In this manner she

hoped to find not only corresponding personnel but also to keep open

every possibility for the planned mission house under the restrictive

Kulturkampf laws (Acts, Orphanage Neuwerk, E-781-794).

It was a pity the Baroness didn't get the help she hoped for from

her confessor to begin a proper mission house. "It was always hard for

me that Steyl and Dr. von Essen were no longer friends and that I had no

obedience, no work, and no support from them" (CV 1). The Kulturkampf

was equally hostile to her original mission plans. Therefore, von Essen

and Baroness von Wüllenweber tried to change their "orphanage" and

Damenstift into a religious house without causing any stir or objection on

the part of the public, by joining with a charitable-oriented religious

community. Therese contacted the Sisters of Ilanz. This foundation of Fr.

Johann Fidel Depuoz from Graubünden, Switzerland (1865) at first

showed some interest in Neuwerk. In August 1878 negotiations took

place about cooperation through its director Wilhelm Cramer, and a

corresponding contract was drafted. In November 1878, Therese went to

Ilanz for eight days to the "Daughters of Divine Charity" [since 1919 the

Dominican Sisters of the Third Order].



 Founded in 1790 by Pierre Josef de Cloriviére, SJ in Paris and papally
*

approved in 1853.
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In early July 1879, two Ilanz sisters came to Barbarastift. These

"pious and diligent" sisters didn't feel at home there in part because the

pastor had added new prescriptions to their usual statutes. Nor could

Therese come to an accord with them. "Because of the trouble and the

fear of a strange spirit trying to invade here, I was quite unwell for some

weeks” (MMChr). Already on July 13, 1897, the two sisters were

suddenly recalled. The Baroness retracted the "notarized contract of my

union with the congregation" (MMChr) made on November 30, 1878. She

informed the Director of Ilanz: "that because of many important reasons

which I reconsidered before God, I find it convenient to dissolve our

reciprocal connection" (MMChr).

After the separation from Ilanz, Therese returned to her original

plan "to keep my monastery to its first purpose" (CV 2). She remembered

her hope of 1875, when she was advised "to begin by herself something

for the missions, together with Steyl: mission sisters corresponded

exactly to my inclination–less, however, the beginning itself" (CV 1). So

she tried again to knock at Arnold Janssen's door. 

On November 21, 1879, I was for one day in the mission house in Steyl,

of which Dr. von Essen is the proper and first founder. What is more

glorious than working for the salvation of souls with sacrifice and even

with the spirit of a martyr. Oh, how happy I was in that house which

strives for this spirit! (MMChr). 

Arnold Janssen, of course, saw neither a possibility nor a reason to begin

in Neuwerk with "mission sisters." Neither did he want to adjust himself

from the very start to the owner of that place.

Inspired by her former superior in Sacré Coeur in Warendorf,

Anna von Lommessem, she took up relations with the "Daughters of the

Heart of Mary," equally in vain.  *

Therese continued her efforts to give her Barbarastift a religious

or missionary future. "So I hoped and always prayed until on Easter

1882, April 12, I read an advertisement of the Apostolic Teaching Society
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in Munich" (CV 2). After three failed attempts at religious life Therese

now put all her hope in this foundation.

Of course the Baroness didn't limit herself to looking for help for

her Stift. She opened a kind of free Sunday needlework school for the

girls of Neuwerk. In spring 1877, she often had up to 50 girls there on

Sunday afternoons. On May 1, 1877, she received for half a year three

orphans (sisters). On April 11, 1878, 3 more orphans were accepted,

again blood sisters. But this state-approved orphanage community was

rather meager and ceased to grow. In addition, Therese took in some

women pensioners, trying to lead a kind of monastic life with them.

Nevertheless, in the beginning the Stift remained stuck. Truly, there were

repeatedly lonely ladies interested in the Barbarastift. But there soon

arose difficulties on both sides, so that Therese in her notices about the

Barbarastift (1875-1888) had to list an ever-changing cast of pensionaries.

On one hand she depended on the income from the two or three Stifts-

damen, on the other, she was rigorous regarding the religious demands

she thought suitable for her Stift, and in this point she was fully

supported by the pastor. 

Therese loved her Barbarastift. It was her work, and she was not

willing to give it up. The fact that her efforts to bring it to a modest

blooming failed was to the almost 50 year-old a hard and humiliating

experience which she accepted, resigned to the will of God. Thus

encountering Jordan's foundation through Lüthen meant more to her

than just a new glimmer of hope.

4.17/23. Von Essen, Anton Ludwig, was born in Krefeld, November 3,

1830 (grandfather Philipp Kosman descended from an influential Jewish

banking family; he converted and changed his name to "von Essen").

Ludwig von Essen made his theological studies in Münster and Bonn

(1851-1852; in 1853 he graduated from Tübingen in Old Testament

Studies and was ordained priest on April 24, 1854 in Cologne. Von Essen

was active as rector at the secondary schools of Jülich and Kespen (1854-

1862). From 1862 to 1864 he was in Rome as tutor of the three sons of

Prince Rospigliosi. From 1864-1871 he was active as pastor (Afden and

Malmedy). After a short stay with the Premonstratensians in Tongerlo,
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von Essen assumed the pastorate of Neuwerk near Mönchen-Gladbach

on January 10, 1872. In the meantime he had been nominated Papal

Chamberlain. Loved and esteemed by his parishioners, he died

unexpectedly of a pleurisy on January 6, 1886.

Starting from 1873 at the latest, von Essen occupied himself with

plans to found a German mission seminary. He took up relations with

the Belgian mission seminary in Scheut (Superior General Vrank) and

asked for a commendation from Propaganda Fide, which he received on

April 8, 1874. He invited the Apostolic Prefect of Hong Kong, Msgr.

Timoleoni Raimondi (Milan, May 5, 1827-1894, September 27, Hong

Kong), the co-founder of the Milanese Mission Seminary, while the latter

was on a fund raising journey on the Lower Rhine in the spring of 1874.

During the week of Pentecost, Raimondi visited von Essen, the editor of

the Kleiner Herz-Jesu-Bote (Little Messenger of the Sacred Heart), and the

chaplain of the Ursuline Sisters in Kempen, Arnold Janssen, who also

thought about working for a German mission seminary. Raimondi tried

to unite the two mission-minded priests. Janssen and von Essen,

however, were too different to cooperate successfully with each other. 

Janssen was a sharply calculating planner. The older von Essen

was waiting and hoping for the Kulturkampf to wane. Janssen was a go-

getting fighter, who considered the Kulturkampf an indirect help to his

holy undertaking, and he wanted to capitalize on it. Von Essen intended

to start a mission house in Neuwerk itself, being bound to the place as

pastor. He also hoped that the waning Kulturkampf would tolerate priests

destined for foreign countries to be formed in their homeland. Janssen,

on the contrary, remained mistrustful in regard to the Prussian

Kulturkampf and planned to found a mission seminary just outside the

German border. In this he succeeded in Steyl on September 8, 1875.

Janssen and von Essen quarreled over the first candidates, Pastor

Bill and Mr. Reichart. They had first applied to Janssen. But differences

soon arose. Rector Janssen dismissed them for "disobedience." They

turned to von Essen, who received them willingly, forming together with

them a "mission society." But as he could not guarantee them a secure

future they went back to their apostolic wanderings after a few weeks.

How far von Essen fought against Janssen or only for "our mission
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congregation" in Neuwerk remains unclear due to insufficient sources.*

But when Janssen's work began to become steady, von Essen put at his

disposal all the recommendations he had already collected, most

importantly the Propaganda Fide recommendation for a "mission house."

The academically trained and well traveled von Essen and the simple

stay-at-home Janssen began to understand one another after some rival-

rous skirmishes. Janssen took offence at the Pastor of Neuwerk whenever

the latter found it useful or necessary to made use of his doctorate in

theology or his prelature. Von Essen accused the Rector of Steyl of

lacking humility in regard to the manner of beginning his work. But both

priests were of deep faith and missionary selflessness which again and

again led them together in brotherly love.

Von Essen was an exemplary priest and a careful pastor of his

flock. His parish numbered more than 5,000 souls, and the Kulturkampf

rendered pastoral work more difficult, above all because priest were

refused admittance to schools. From 1875 on, the state-stipend to pastors

was canceled. Von Essen continued his care for the poor where and

whenever he could. He knew each house and its inhabitants. The people

didn’t need to come to him, he went to them, for he wanted to be for all a

"fatherly friend and selfless helper." Despite this rich, full daily life,

concern for the foreign missions kept him restless.

When Baroness Therese von Wüllenweber of the nearby Castle

Myllendonk (von Essen’s parishioner and helper) was alerted to the

Apostolic Teaching Society through Lüthen’s advertisement for Der Mis-

sionär in the Kölner Volkszeitung of April 12, 1882, she at once informed

her confessor of her discovery. They both saw in the hint of the paper a

sign from God and straight away asked to join Jordan’s Society. Jordan

gladly accepted them and didn't hesitate to go personally to Neuwerk in

early July. Von Essen and the Baroness presented their hearts' desire to

him to open a mission seminary in Neuwerk in the old monastery.

Jordan was not disinclined, but didn't yet see a clear way to realize this. 
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Von Essen himself didn't hesitate to join the ATS. On July 7,

1882, Jordan received the pastor of Neuwerk to the First Grade. His vow

formula has been preserved: (translated from Latin)

Neuwerk, July 7, 1882. 

To the honor of the Holy Trinity and with confidence in the mercy of

the Most Holy Sacred Heart of Jesus, to the benefit of Holy Mother

Church, I vow to God and to you, Reverend Father, in front of the Most

Blessed and Immaculately Conceived Virgin Mary, of St. Joseph, patron

of the church, of the Holy Archangel Michael, of all the apostles, of St.

Anthony of Padua, of St. Barbara, of St. Francis de Sales, of the Holy

Guardian Angels to join the First Grade of the Apostolic Teaching

Society and to observe poverty, chastity, and obedience towards you

and your successors, while giving you the right to dissolve my vows or

to dispense me insofar as the benefit of the Society seems to require it

according to you or your successors. I retain, however, the right to

remain as pastor of my parish. And You, Lord, assist me in my

weakness. 

Ludwig von Essen, Dr. Theology, 

Papal Prelate and pastor in Neuwerk, Diocese of Cologne.

This is eloquent testimony of the quickly won mutual understanding and

the great expectations of both von Essen and Jordan, but also of the

reservation arising from religious prudence and the priority of duties.

On July 26 and 27, 1882, von Essen came to Munich to the “Conference of

Four” in which the members of the First Grade of the ATS discussed

their further plans. When on Passion Sunday 1883, Jordan gave his First

Grade the form of a regular order, von Essen had to be absolved from his

obligations of the First Grade because as pastor he was bound to his

bishop. He then transferred to the Second Grade.

In May and June of 1883, von Essen traveled to Italy. During that

time only Lüthen stayed in Rome. Jordan was traveling in Germany, and

from May 29 to June 1 was with the Baroness in Neuwerk. Von Essen

visited the old acquaintances of his Roman times with the Rospigliosi

family. Of course, he also looked with interest at the "Mission Institute of

Divine Providence" in the Palazzo Morone as well as at Jordan's small

group of sisters in Borgo Nuovo 15, probably also in order to report on it

to the Baroness. We may suppose that he also spoke with Lüthen about
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his release from the vows of the First Grade and his transfer to the

Second Grade. Von Essen, who was quite ultramontane in regard to

priestly morale and oriented to Trent, must certainly have enjoyed the

Rome of Leo XIII!

Von Essen felt inclined to spend his old age as a religious. On the

day of his death, permission arrived from the archbishop of Cologne,

Philipp Krementz, accepting the pastor’s resignation from his parish for

this reason. Had this happened, von Essen would have been even less at

the disposition of the ATS than heretofore.  *

Von Essen remained sincerely connected with Jordan up to the

time of his sudden death. Der Missionär of January 31 - February 14, 1886,

commended to the prayers of its readers, "the soul of the dear deceased

pastor of Neuwerk and member of the academy of our Society.” Arnold

Janssen also commended the deceased in Sacred Heart Messenger of

March 1886 to the prayers of its readers and remembered his importance

for the foundation of Steyl in very careful chosen words: "At the

foundation of the mission house in 1875 till March 1876 (from which he

voluntarily retired) he was somewhat involved, though rather reserved." 

Ludwig von Essen drew more attention to himself at Jordan's

foundation than at Janssen's. He worked for both. The Baroness, on the

contrary, put herself completely at Jordan's disposal after Janssen

rebuffed her efforts to get some possible missionary cooperation at Styel

as late as the Feast of the Presentation of Mary, February 2, 1879.

4.18/24. Johannesbrunn and Thelka Bayer. This sisters’ foundation has

left no trace among Jordan's foundations. It was a failed attempt and at

the same time a hard but necessary experience for Jordan and Lüthen

who were still themselves neophytes regarding religious institutes. 
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Lüthen as editor of Ambrosius became acquainted with many

priests in Bavaria. Among them was also the Expositus Dichtl  of*

Johannesbrunn, which is a part of Holsbrunn Parish in the Diocese of

Regensburg. Dichtl had been working there since 1856. With the

permission of his bishop (May 1, 1860) he was allowed to accept the

donation of two women (Agnes Thanner and Mary Nagel), "because

expedient and sufficient." The two had put their small farm at the

disposal of the Franciscan Sisters of Pirmasens to erect a branch founda-

tion (February 15, 1860). The Expositus and the community agreed to

erect on the donated land a small monastery which included Expositur

Church. After overcoming various difficulties (construction plans,

financial means, etc.) and after receiving approval of the bishop, Dichtl

completed the monastery with the church. As the sisters from Pirmasens

didn't accept the donation, the Expositus had to look elsewhere for

tenants. After receiving permission of the Royal Bavarian Government

(petition of March 28, 1870) and with the consent of the bishop (letter of

May 6, 1870), Dichtl negotiated with the Servite Sisters in Munich.

Further difficulties with ecclesiastic and secular authorities delayed their

arrival. In the summer of 1877, the Motherhouse in Munich sent four

sisters to Johannesbrunn, probably those they could easily do without in

their own community. Later these wanted to become independent or

change over to another order. The Bishop of Regensburg didn't consent

to this plan. The Archbishop of Munich demanded the sisters return to

their Motherhouse (threatening them with excommunication in case of

disobedience, May 2, 1879). The four obstinate sisters turned to Rome.

But the Congregation for Bishops and Religious forbade a proper reli-

gious foundation in Johannesbrunn (too few sisters, too little income,

difficulties with the secular authorities, March 18, 1880; AR). The sisters

left. Negotiations with the Cistercisian Sisters of Seligenthal near Lands-

hut (letter, August 15, 1888) failed, although Dichtl had offered 80 acres
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of land and 30,000 Marks. Hence, Dichtl was again looking for sisters for

his little monastery, especially since by becoming superior of a monas-

tery he would secure his own position more than by being a simple

assistant priest in Johannesbrunn.

Lüthen was untiring in developing his apostolate in Munich. He

welcomed any person interested in helping him sincerely and zealously

in this purpose. Among others he made the acquaintance of a Miss

Thekla Bayer. She lived with the Sisters of Charity in Blumenstraße and

was a subscriber to Der Missionär (cf., Lüthen account book, April 11,

1882). Subsequently Bayer desired a closer connection with Lüthen to

make use of his spiritual guidance. Thekla (Maria Emma) Bayer had been

born on June 1, 1847 in Haltenbergstetten, Württemberg (MMChr,

December 2, 1882). Nothing more is known about her youth. After a vain

attempt as a novice with the Mary Ward Sisters in Aschaffenburg (in

1870 she is said to have been dismissed due to weak health), she joined

the Franciscan Sisters in Mallendorf and was invested in November 1871,

as Sr. Enkratis. However, on June 19, 1879 she asked for dispensation

from her temporary vows. The Bishop of Regensburg willingly gave his

consent because Sr. Enkratia had been making an unfavorable impres-

sion on her superiors for some time due to her religious peculiarities and

her selfishness. However, Bayer changed her mind and decided to

remain in Mallersdorf. The bishop, however, remained firm, despite her

personal visit. To him the judgment of the superiors of the diocesan

congregation was sufficient. Thus on December 16, 1879, Bayer was

dismissed from Mallersdorf. She tried subsequently to find acceptance in

two other monasteries. However, the report from the superior in Malles-

dorf was enough for them to refuse her. She objected to such discrimina-

tion and complained about it in Regensburg, but she wasn't given a

hearing by the Ordinariate.

In Munich, Miss Bayer gained the full confidence of unsuspect-

ing Lüthen after he had received a very good recommendation of her

from a trusted Jesuit priest. Thus she won him for her pious plan to

found an order of perpetual adoration (cf., letter of Lüthen to Bishop

Ignaz von Senestrey, September 27, 1882). Lüthen agreed with Jordan

about also starting something for women corresponding to the aims of
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the Apostolic Teaching Society. So he introduced Jordan to the possi-

bilities arising from meeting Miss Bayer. Jordan agreed basically to the

plan and wanted to discuss everything with Lüthen in summer when he

was due to begin his journey to Germany. Jordan arrived in Munich

before mid 1882. Miss Bayer must have made the best impression on

Jordan, not less than on Lüthen. Jordan in the aggressive manner of a

young founder whose zeal substituted for experience, invited Miss Bayer

to join his foundation. She gladly accepted this new chance to restore her

languishing religious life. Whether Miss Bayer persuaded Jordan or

whether he had invited her, he received her perpetual vows just a few

days after his arrival in Munich, on June 16, 1882, Feast of the Sacred

Heart of Jesus. Here it must not be overlooked that Jordan understood

these vows as purely private and without any canonical consequence,

adding to them the right to dissolve them at any time. For all that, Miss

Bayer was the first woman to be received in Jordan's foundation in this

full manner.

Lüthen, in the meantime, had found two more young ladies for

his plan. He had known them since his work at the Cassianeum. One was

Barbara (Babette) Mayr, born June 3, 1835, in Günzburg and an employee

at the Cassianeum at that time. She lived together with her mother in

Donauwörth. She gave notice at the Cassianeum on September 1, 1881,

and became a member in Johannesbrunn. The other young lady was

Ursula Rabis, born October 31, 1834, in Stillnau, Dillingen. Rabis was

probably an orphan and lived with relatives in Donauwörth where she

died on April 25, 1889 (cf., in regard to both, MMChr December 6, 1882).

Knowing about Dichtl's difficulty to staff his small monastery,

Lüthen asked him to accommodate his three pious ladies, sure that

others would follow. Dichtl agreed with Lüthen on a temporary limited

lease, presupposing the permission of the bishop. So Jordan went to

Bishop von Senestrey at the end of July. The prelate gave his consent

orally and provisionally under the condition that these ladies lived

together there only as private persons. On August 3, 1882, Thekla Bayer

and Ursula Rabis moved into Johannesbrunn and began their community

life according to the agreed on purpose of perpetual adoration and

making liturgical vestments. On September 1, 1882, Miss Barbara Mayr
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joined them. Already on July 17, Miss Bayer had deposited her savings

account book and documents with Lüthen. She was nominated "head" by

Lüthen, which she thought to be quite natural for a person who had

already experienced religious life.

That Lüthen considered Johannesbrunn as only a seedling for the

later development of Jordan's comprehensive foundation, he expressed a

sincerely zealous letter of thanks to the Bishop of Augsburg: 

Your Grace was so good as to give Mr. Jordan, Director of our Society,

permission to assign a quiet little place to our Sisters of the Veneration

of the Holy Sacrament in Johannesbrunn. This has been realized now,

and we have succeeded in persuading at least Reverend Expositus

Dichtl to receive sisters temporarily for one and a half years for pay-

ment of a pension. There are three, others will follow, among them also

a Baroness from Prussia who has donated to us another monastery in

her homeland, which we will staff later on if it is the will of God. As our

sisters avoid strictly monastic forms, we hope to make them active also

in the countries of the Kulturkampf.

Then Lüthen makes a request on behalf of his priest-brother living in

Westphalia to be permitted to send boys with priestly vocation gratis to

the hostel in Regensburg (letter of Rev. Bernhard Lüthen, Societas Apostolica

Instructiva to Very Reverend Ignatius von Senestrey, Bishop in Regensburg,

September 8, 1882, AR). Two days later Lüthen asked for an exchange of

views with von Senestrey (September 10, 1882) the next day or the

following. It was granted by telegraph on the same day (September 10).

After their discussions the bishop noted in regard to Lüthen's letter of

September 10, 1882: “Lüthen came to me and confessed to me that he had

convinced himself that the spirit guiding Bayer was not a good one,

which contradicted what he had told me before as his letters show"

(underlined with red ink). The bishop requested from Lüthen a written

report on Johannesbrunn. Somehow, they must have misunderstood one

another, for Lüthen even later was convinced of the vocation of Thekla

Bayer. In answer to her first letters from Johannesbrunn, Lüthen wrote he

was glad that God has given her "such a dear little church and home."

Lüthen explained to her that now it was "your main care to write

down the nature and purpose of your order and what else God–as
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always–has previously inspired in you regarding adoration, etc." Lüthen

asked the sisters to use the German Office of the BVM and not the Latin

Breviary as Bayer had wished. All this should remain quite private; for

the present all depended on the Spirit, not on Roman approval. It would

also be the best to call herself just "Miss Superintendent." He had already

forwarded a letter of hers to her mother (August 8, 1882, E-521).

On September 17, 1882, two more ladies (Bernardine Varot and

Anna Welter) joined the three already in Johannesbrunn. On September

27, Lüthen reported to the bishop of Regensburg on Johannesbrunn, i.e.,

the new female congregation of the Apostolic Teaching Society. At the

same time, urged by Thekla Bayer, Lüthen asked for the religious habit

for the sisters there, "these, like all the other concerns we consider as

purely private, without intending to saddle the bishop with any respon-

sibility towards the state." In an added report Lüthen explains: "The plan

for this congregation comes from a virgin whose name is Thekla Bayer"

who had based her plan of founding an Order of Perpetual Adoration

“on a higher inspiration.'" She had entrusted herself to Lüthen because

"she recognized a great similarity between her ideals and ours." Lüthen

then stresses that based on her character and the virtues and behavior of

this virgin, he had "no doubt about the authenti-city of this divine voca-

tion" but that, of course, the church would have the last word. At any

rate, Lüthen thought this plan to be good in itself and up-to-date, "so that

it retains its value even without its supernatural origin." Then Lüthen

discusses briefly the course of the foundation up to that time, which now

counted two sisters with vows and three novices; that Miss Bayer was

superior and Dichtl confessor: "A proper rule is in process." 

Lüthen gave a short description of how a proper foundation was

planned by him and Jordan. It would have three grades and would be

composed of Sisters of Adoration and some apostolic members (above all

teachers) and working sisters.

They bind themselves to the superior, temporarily and perpetually, but

with the addition that the Director General could at any time dispense

fully or partly. The responsibility for the whole undertaking and its

development rests with our Society, which will give further information

about it later to the church authority (September 27, 1882, AR).
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Bishop Senestrey received this report with visible annoyance, for, what

Lüthen presented to him here exceeded by far the limits he had allowed

orally at the end of July. As usual, he underlined strongly with a red

pencil the points in the report he disagreed with. One of them was that

Lüthen let himself be blinded by the personality and vocation of Miss

Bayer according to the opinion of the bishop, and that Jordan and Lüthen

were intending a female congregation with vows. At the very beginning

of his report Bishop von Senestrey remarked: “This Bayer was once in

Mallersdorf and left because they didn't believe in her 'higher inspira-

tions.'” In regard to the “Director General” mentioned at the end of the

report he asks, “from which authority has the General Director his

competence?" (AR).

Thekla Bayer immediately behaved as the competent superior

and considered herself backed by Lüthen, who took her vocation so

seriously, and thus also by Jordan. On the Feast of St. Francis she

received the vows of Ursula Rabis and invested the other three virgins.

On the same day the Expositus wrote to his bishop asking him to inter-

vene: to expel the pious ladies from the little monastery still during this

winter. He excused his former attitude by the fact that the bishop had

"spoken in favor of the congregation to be founded, the so-called

Apostolic Teaching Society." Thekla Bayer, described to him by Lüthen

as a saintly person, “. . . [is] very irritable and would like to dominate

everywhere, and that she was quite spoiled by the fact that her ideas had

been accepted as the immediate inspirations of our Lord during Holy

Communion.”All members claimed for themselves the right to daily

Holy Communion, even on the day of confession. Then Dichtl mentioned

the profession and the investiture by the "female superior authorized by

Mr. Jordan" (October 4, 1882, AR). 

The bishop's answer arrived soon and was more than clear: he

had never spoken, either to Jordan or to Lüthen, "favorably" about the

so-called Apostolic Teaching Society, which he himself considered too

many-sided. He protested against Thekla Bayer being considered a

"superior" in his diocese. Daily Communion was not to be permitted as a

rule; above all "a group of bigots" could not a priori presume the right to

daily Communion. He prohibited them wearing a religious habit. Lüthen
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himself needed his written permission if he wanted to give spiritual

exercises or administer sacraments in his diocese. The Expositus should

do everything in his power "to get rid of these people, ne novissima fiant

pejora prioribus" (October 9, 1882, AR).

On October 12, 1882, Bernardine Verot also wrote to the bishop

in very clumsy German. She repeated what the bishop already knew

from the letter of the Expositus. Adding however that Thekla Bayer was

now writing a rule. She herself doubted whether Bayer's revelations

were genuine because of the ecclesiastical violations, and that she was

sorry for Lüthen who had been so taken in. Then Verot comes to her real

problem: she had handed her savings account book with 1,900 Marks

over to Bayer. It was now administered by Lüthen. She was already 58

years old and without her savings she would have to go begging; the

bishop might help to "get return" of her little property. The bishop’s

response to this request was cool: "This is only the business of the

duped." The bishop sent the matron’s letter to the Expositus for his

information and opinion.

In the meantime, Lüthen was in Johannesbrunn in order to put

things right. He immediately made Thekla Bayer write to ask the bishop

"most humbly for forgiveness." She excused herself for the following

reasons: only Lüthen had called her attention to her mistaken attitude;

had the Expositus denied her investiture she would of course have

omitted it; but he had simply excused himself as being indisposed and

asked the assistant pastor to assist.  Bayer then asks the bishop to grant as*

soon as possible "the desired permission to wear the religious habit" and

to grant them daily Communion (letter, October 13, 1882, which Bayer

dictated to Mayr and only signed it, AR). 

Bishop Senestrey was outraged at the events in Johannesbrunn.

He also sent this letter back to Dichtl demanding his answer and above

all an explanation of the role of the assistant at the investiture. Irritated,

he remarks with a red pencil in regard to wearing the habit, that he be

told "the habit of which order does this company asks to wear!"
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Dichtl answered his bishop that he had let himself be deluded by

Jordan and Lüthen and that now he was surprised to learn the bishop’s

real opinion. He would have the monastery vacated soon. He only asked

that the two ladies, Verot and Welter, be allowed to lodge in the monas-

tery because they had left "already before the declaration of Your Grace

and have made many sacrifices at the Moldau for the cause of the

church" (October 17, 1882, AR). The answer of the bishop is not known.

Returned to Munich, Lüthen wrote to the bishop of Regensburg

that Dichtl had informed him on October 13, "that Your Episcopal Grace

had taken a position against this congregation" simply on the grounds of

the report of the Expositus. 

I respectfully submit myself to this decision, but ask Your Grace heartily

and obediently also to accept the statements of Miss Thekla Bayer,

which I will induce her to write down, for I have assumed responsibil-

ity to preserve the honor of the congregation. With this request I hope to

comply with my duty (October 16, 1882, AR).

A week later, Lüthen again wrote to Regensburg. He asked the bishop

not to get angry if he bothered him once more with "Johannesbrunn." 

The sad catastrophe, which has hit our work in Johannesbrunn is

known to me. I humbly submit to the hand of Divine Providence. The

Lord has permitted it to happen like this. 

Then Lüthen stated his conviction that the devil had played his game, 

. . . through lies, calumny, hatred and malice. . . What might have been

mistaken from our side in regard to order and direction of a congrega-

tion which was still of a private nature, you may be convinced that

everything has happened bona fide, and I revoke and curse any action

by which we might have or have given offence to church authority.

[Then he points to] all the prayers, cares and troubles which the now

perishing work has cost. [Then he asks] on his knees [once more for an

investigation] so that this stain may not be attached to our work forever.

In the last section he speaks of himself as a quite sober man who had

always to fight more the head than against the heart. Then he expresses

once more his conviction that Thekla Bayer was misunderstood, that in

her one could see "the signs of divine election: graces as well as suffer-
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ings" (October 24, 1882, AR). The bishop will not have replied to such a

sincere letter, which he must have felt was conflicted.

On October 31, 1882, Bayer, Rabis and Mayr left Johannesbrunn.

Lüthen succeeded in finding temporary lodgings for them in Altötting.

In the meantime he persuaded Baroness von Wüllenweber in Neuwerk

to receive the three pious ladies. Lüthen went to Altötting to explain the

situation of the three. Thekla Bayer, who had new hopes for the realiza-

tion of her very personal plans, preceded on November 25, making a

stop in Munich (at Lüthen's and at her mother's) and in Würzburg (at

Schlosser's Julianeum) and arrived in Neuwerk on December 2. Miss

Rabis and Miss Mayr left Altötting on December 5, and reached their

new "monastery" in Neuwerk on December 6. While these two adapted

themselves quite well, it was difficult for Thekla Bayer not to be able to

activate her natural inclination to leadership while living in the

Barbarastift under the Baroness. 

At any rate, she was soon recalled by Jordan. Prompted by

Lüthen, he wanted to make an attempt in Rome with the still esteemed

Thekla Bayer. Thus on January 24, 1883, she left Neuwerk and first

traveled to Lüthen in Munich (cf., notes of Babette Mayr; MMChr

December 2, 1882). On her way, instructed by Lüthen, she paid a visit to

Amalie Streitel in Bamberg on January 26, 1883. The latter had connected

with Jordan through her confessor. Lüthen was advised by Jordan to take

care of them both and to send them on to Rome. Jordan now wanted to

attempt a sisters' foundation (MMChr, January 24, 1883). The two women

stayed with Lüthen for some time. This is how Lüthen in retrospect

judged these events in his memories in November 1910 (BL-1378-9).*



to Rome and had arrived at the lodging of the first sisters in Borgo Nuovo (cf.,

letter of Streitel to Jordan, February 26, 1883). 

Thekla Bayer appears once more about 1897, in the acts of the Cardinal

Vicariate in Rome. After a sentence by the city court of justice and after two of

her co-sisters had been recalled to Germany (probably by the responsible priest),

disappointed and weary after so long and pious a struggle, she asked to be

released from her vows. The further destiny of Thekla Bayer is lost in obscurity.

On January 1, 1900, she turned once more to the bishop of Regensburg. When

and where she died is not known. 

Therese von Wüllenweber was never in Johannesbrunn. Nevertheless,

she was vividly interested in its happenings. She had notes made by the clever

Barbara Mayr, adding them to her own notes about the Barbarastift. About

Johannesbrunn she just states: "But this foundation could not last" (MMChr).

That she was glad when the "Directress of Johannesbrunn" had left the house, is

shown by her note: "Miss Thekla Bayer left January 24, 1883 for Munich to make

soon a new foundation where possible according to her spirituality" (MMChr). 

Therese evaluated the two co-sisters of Thekla Bayer favorably: "The

two other sisters seem to be fit for here and willing to work apostolically accord-

ing to the spirit of the Apostolic Teaching Society in all humility” (MMChr). The

modest and unpretentious Ursual Rabis found a new home in Neuwerk and took

over the household with the Baroness. Babette Mayr joined Jordan's new founda-

tion of sisters in Rome on July 22, 1884. Already on December 3, 1884, she made

her vows for three years. As administrator after the separation of the Streitel

sisters from Jordan, she took over the sisters’ money and the documents "with

sincere thanks" toward Jordan (October 15, 1885, E-547). On March 21, 1889, she

left that congregation. 

Johannesbrunn was never mentioned in Der Missionär, indicating

perhaps that Lüthen was never fully sure about this tentative foundation.
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Now the new foundation materialized, and the above mentioned Miss

Bayer was chosen to direct the work in Rome. Now when [the future]

"Sister Francisca" was together with the lady in Munich to depart to

Rome, she made such discoveries in Miss Bayer that she made me

aware that the same [Bayer] was not fit for a foundation in Rome. I

became convinced and let her go, while on the contrary Sr. Francisca

Streitel, who had excellent qualities, rose more and more in my respect

and esteem, so much that I decided to put her at the head of the founda-
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tion and to send her to Rome as "superior." I hoped to have found the

right one and wrote in this sense to Rome to our Venerable Founder.

In mid-March 1883, Lüthen, forced by the negative attitude of the arch-

bishop of Munich toward his promotional activity, went to Rome. There

during Holy Week he began his religious life with Jordan. Although

according to ecclesiastic norms the Bayer affair had been a private affair,

he felt compelled to bring the matter to a conciliatory conclusion with

the bishop of Regensburg. On April 8, 1883, he wrote from Rome: 

Most Reverend Bishop. 

Gracious Lord! 

Several times have I bothered your Episcopal Grace with a matter

which has come to an end now. It is the matter of Miss Bayer, in whose

vocation of founding a congregation I met with such doubts that I

separated her completely from our Society. God has led me through a

good school for the future. As I intended only the best, Your Grace will

hopefully be satisfied with this confession of mine. 

With due reverence I remain, 

Your Grace's most humble servant, 

Lüthen, at the time being in Rome (AR).

The bishop underlines with his customary red pencil what seems

important to him, like "now . . . Bayer . . . such doubts . . . completely

separated from our Society . . . satisfied with this confession." In the

margin he notes: "These Jordan & Co. abundant in sensu suo."

It is difficult to judge or even to condemn the attitude of those

who took part in the failed foundation of sisters in Johannesbrunn.

Surely, Jordan and Lüthen themselves had been carried away by their

apostolic zeal to such a degree that they with all their good will didn't

judge the matter soberly enough. In the end they became prudent

through their mistakes which they sincerely admitted and confessed

quite humbly. 



 Georg Dichtl remained unsuccessful in founding a monastery. The
*

Carmelite Sisters of Himmelspforten (Würzburg) wanted to begin a branch

settlement with nine sisters. Their petition to the Royal Bavarian Government of

April 28, 1883, was refused. The government was not favorable to contemplative

congregations. It preferred those active in the education of girls and care for the

sick. Dichtl too declined the Carmelite Sisters, because a Carmelite Father would

contend with him for his Expositur (AR). On July 26, 1884, the Sisters of the

Precious Blood from Nazareth near Banjaluca (Bosnia) asked to be allowed to

open an institute for poor and neglected children. This was declined by the

ordinariate in Regensburg because the Mallesdorfer Sisters (Franciscans) were

already dedicated to this task (AR July 15, 1884). Dichtl transferred the monas-

tery "by will" to the Sisters of Ronnig as heirs. They, however, could not get

permission for a settlement. Another heir was Dean Buchauer, a Gerzen (born in

Johannesbrunn). He succeeded in winning the Brothers of Mercy of St. John of

God of the Bavarian Province of St. Charles Borromeo. On November 12, 1891,

they moved into Johannesbrunn. Due to lack of personnel in 1967 they gave up

the home for the aged they had established there.
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Lüthen, however, did not give up after the failure in Johannes-

brunn.  Jordan gave him a free hand in the meantime. But to Jordan in*

particular, Johannesbrunn, Altötting and Neuwerk were merely stages,

just patchwork solutions. In his view "all paths led first of all to Rome."

At the same time inabilities, even personal failures were to him no

reason to give up the apostolic cause itself.

4.19/27. The Conference of the Four, or Viererkonferenz as it is called,

gathered all the four members who up to then had joined the First Grade

of the Apostolic Teaching Society in order to discuss certain questions.

We have a short agenda of this meeting written by Lüthen. In the first

session, August 26, 1882, the government of the Society as a whole was

discussed. Basically it stated: "The Apostolic Teaching Society puts itself

completely at the disposal of the Apostolic See and of the episcopate

with love and veneration." The first Stufe (level) was a free union of

priests and lay people. Individual priests remained under the jurisdic-

tion of their responsible bishops. On the other hand, there were many

priests compelled by Kulturkampf laws or by the tensions between church



 The word "Grad" was used by Jordan in the drafts and proofs of the
*

Cassianeum. Jordan used this expression in his Latin (and Italian) texts from the

beginning and also after the "Meeting of Four" (cf., his Latin leaflet of 1880

"Societas in tres gradus est divisa" as well as his Latin rule for the First Grade, or his
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and state to look for work outside their homelands. Jordan as well as

Janssen hoped such Sperrlinge would join them.

Then decisions were taken about the supreme government. The

seat of the general directory shall remain in Rome. As soon as the circle

of the First Level widens the directory shall be composed of the director

general, his representative and two assistants. The director general is

elected for five years by the other members of the general directory and

the national directors. Each nation is provided one main seat with a

national director. A meeting of the general directory shall take place

annually; whether with or without the national directors was not

decided because it was not urgent for the time being. These decisions

were valid only until the next meeting.

In the second session on August 27, Jordan was elected director

general, von Leonhardi his vicar, and the other two assistants. Lüthen

became the director for German-speaking countries with the exception of

Prussia for which von Essen was nominated. Von Leonhardi reserved the

Scandinavian countries for himself. The ascetic Lüthen remarks in addi-

tion that consequent to the vow of poverty there should be no smoking

or taking snuff, and that restaurants should be used only on journeys or

for official reasons (cf., SD 135-6).

As a working paper the four priests had the proofs of the

"Donauwörth Statutes" (E-1202; AC Fasc. Va; cf., DSS II, 67ff). They had

been brought from the Cassianeum by Lüthen or Jordan; Lüthen had

already corrected them. Above all he had changed "Grade" to “Stufe”

(level) adding the reason: "Grades are used by the Freemasons; let us

avoid anything which recalls the synagogue of the devil." In Chapter XII

the word “provisionally” was added. It now read: 

The Apostolic Teaching Society shall provisionally be considered a

private undertaking of the director general, and he administers the

entire property of the union according to the statutes.*



article "Societá Apostolica Istruttiva incoraggiata . . ."). Lüthen, too, used in his

formula of vows "primus gradus." In his booklet of statutes, on the contrary,

Lüthen used the word "Klase" (cf., Booklet of Statutes of Ottobeuren and the

larger new edition of Munich, 1881 and 1882).

The word Stufe is proposed by Lüthen in the corrected proofs (Statutes

for the 3  Stufe of the Apostolic Teaching Society," MI, May 28, 1882). Lüthenrd

called Jordan's attention to the use of the word “Grade” by the Freemasons. In

his supplica to the pope, Jordan had defended his threefold partition (also) as

aimed against the hierarchy of the Freemasons. The argument is not really

convincing. Maybe Bianchi has exaggerated this point. The linguistic use

remained different: in Latin it was gradus (in Italian grado); German changed

“Klase” to “Stufe.” Finally, after the change of Grade into “Order” the language

became uniform.
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This double security at the beginning of this free society was meant to

protect it against civil as well as canonical interference. The decisions of

the first session were hastily written on these proofs on the blank page

opposite "Chapter VII, Directory." Some corrections and additions in

violet ink and with red pencil might have been made later in Rome

where Jordan used violet ink now and then. These proofs which Jordan

took with him to Rome remained strictly working papers. They were

never printed, and never implemented. 

The statutes remained as they had been worked out in Otto-

beuren, to which Lüthen very soon added seven excellent reflections.

The title page of this new edition was kept quite simple: "Statute-booklet

for the Membership of the Apostolic Teaching Society, by Fr. B. Lüthen,

Munich. Printed by Earnst Stahl." The small image of the Sacred Heart

and the scripture texts Dan 12:3 and Jn 17:3 which had appeared in the

first edition were dropped (E-1230; cf., DSS II, 151ff).

Of course, other items were discussed in Munich different from

those of the working paper or those noted down by Lüthen in his

agenda. The report on the development of the Society until then and

further planning were certainly central topics. Jordan's difficulties in

Rome connected to the word "apostolic" as applied to the Society, the

separation of the Society from the Cassianeum, the possibilities resulting

from Neuwerk, all offered plenty of material for serious discussions and
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reflections. The position of women in the First Order as it arose because

of the petition of Baroness von Wüllenweber was also discussed and

again accepted according to the Rule for the First Grade (1882).

The importance the four priests attributed to their meeting in

Munich is also shown by the photo they took at that time: Jordan and

von Essen are seated, von Leonhardi and Lüthen are standing behind

them. All are wearing cassocks. Jordan looks quite young in comparison

with the others. Significantly, he is holding a book in his hands.

After the meeting Jordan and von Leonhardi returned to Rome,

whence they had been absent for too long. Von Essen went home to his

parish, while Lüthen, in whose lodging the meeting had taken place,

returned to his task of the press and of enrolling new members,

especially in the South German region.

4.20/28. Voix Apostolique and Wittmann. With Lüthen's help Jordan had

been able to get a foothold in Germany. Now he wanted one in a French-

speaking area. He planned to begin with a publication for the Third

Level. He intended to give it the title Voix Apostolique. Early on Jordan

had been acquainted with French language and culture because of

Baden’s proximity to France. He deepened his knowledge of French

during his journeys there, and his experiences in Lebanon had called his

attention especially to the missionary influence of Catholic France. 

But as he was not yet able to knit reliable connections in France,

he turned to the assistant priest of St. Nikolaus in Fribourg, J.A. Witt-

mann to ask for help. Already in early April, von Leonhardi had paid a

visit to Wittmann. According to Jordan's wish and with the commen-

dation of the "director general," as Jordan presented himself officially at

that time, von Leonhardi was enlisting cooperators and members for the

Apostolic Teaching Society mostly up and down the Rhine. He informed

Jordan that Wittmann was willing to support the cause of the ATS.

Jordan, much delighted, invited Wittmann by letter to take over editing

the “Französichen Missionärs” for which he could take ample material

from the German and Italian editions. Jordan stressed, as he had to Auer

before, that the periodical was to remain the property of the ATS and

that his aim was to establish a branch office in Paris itself or in another



 Léon Esseiva (1854-1925) ordained after studies in the French College
*

in Rome, succeeded Schorderet and worked 18 years in St. Maurice. His

influence in the Pauluswerk was important and decisive. On November 20, 1902,

the High Council of the Canton nominated him Probst of St. Nikolaus. However,

on February 1, 1925, Esseiva died the day before he was to take possession of the

cathedral from the local bishop an assignment he had resisted for a long time.
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suitable French town, so that Fribourg would just be a temporary

solution (letter, April 24, 1882, G-4.1). 

It is not known how far Wittmann agreed to this proposal. For

when Jordan risked asking Wittmann to persuade Schorderet to print the

Voix apostolique for the Apostolic Teaching Society, the answer from

Fribourg was a clear no! Wittmann had fallen out with Schorderet some

time before. "Quel péril", the latter wrote to Kleisser on February 15, 1881.

In his letters to Kleisser on November 17 and 22, 1880, Schorderet could

not hide his ill feelings toward Wittmann, or that he was even afraid of

him. On the other hand, Wittmann complained to Roelofs about

Schorderet's attitude toward him, which he considered wrong. In his

letter to Jordan, Wittmann touched this bitter matter. 

When Kleisser stayed in Rome at the beginning of the year,

Schorderet warned him most urgently about Wittmann who had already

presented his complaints against him in Rome. At any rate, Wittmann

made it clear to Jordan, that Schorderet did not tolerate any press beside

his own, and that without Schorderet's agreement Jordan would not be

able to accomplish anything in Fribourg (D-935). Wittmann's letter,

written in Latin, is without a date, but it can have been composed at the

earliest in early 1883, for it supposes that Kleiser was in Rome with

Jordan a year before and that Schorderet had already been replaced by

Léon Esseiva as rector of St. Maurice.  In October 1882 Schorderet*

resigned as rector (and thus as a canon of St. Nikolaus) in order to devote

himself more completely to his press work.

On February 21, 1886, the "apostolic missionary" J. A.Wittmann

answered Jordan from Progens, Canton of Fribourg, regarding his

request that he take over the edition of the French press of the Catholic

Teaching Society. (Jordan intended to edit the Der Missionär and the
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Kinderfreund (Children’s Friend) in French.) Wittmann, who was very

involved in his pastoral work, above all as preacher, preferred an

almanac (D-1020). Thus this attempt of Jordan’s also remained blocked at

the very start.

4.21/29. Von Wüllenweber, (II). Jordan won over the Baroness by the

boldness of his ideas and plans which would take a lifetime to fulfill

entirely, but which could never succeed to fully involve all Christians.

Therese von Wüllenweber noted down the events from her point of

view, never completely but rather sketchily. 

I have let myself be received in the new Apostolic Teaching Society

approved by the Holy Father, April 20, 1882. Oh, whatever refers to the

missions already attracts me so much. If I could do something here for

them with the help of this monastery! (MMChr). 

Based on an advertisement for the Apostolic Teaching Society published

by Lüthen in the Kölner Vokszeitung on Easter Tuesday (April 12, 1882),

she contacted Lüthen on April 18 and was received as “promotress” into

the Apostolic Teaching Society, which of course was not yet approved

but had only obtained the "highest ecclesiastical preliminary blessing."

I wrote to the present Reverend Fr. Bonaventura [Lüthen] (April 25,

1882) offering him my monastery with the intention to lead the house-

hold for the future missionaries with my sisters; [I] wanted to put aside

the thought of a sisters congregation (CV 2). 

The plan for a sisters congregation was not really the idea of the Baron-

ess, but of her confessor, pastor von Essen, to whom she bequeathed her

"whole property" as the material basis for this purpose (CV 2), as well as

of the spiritual obligation she had assumed through Msgr. Raimondi on

the Monday of Pentecost 1874, when she vowed to dedicate herself

totally to the missions and deposited her "Mystic Testament" at her

notary's (Lanser’s) on December 17, 1874.

At that time she didn't have to consider the question of securing

her subsistence as she was still at home at Castle Myllendonk. When the

Apostolic Teaching Society came into her sights, the situation changed

completely. After the failure to cooperate with Steyl, Ilanz or Paris
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(Daughters of Mary), and after her attempt at a Damenstift with an

attached institution for orphans remained stunted, von Essen hoped to

start a new future at the Barbarastift with Jordan's help. Therese agreed

at once, because remaining on her own she couldn't insure a future for

the Barbarastift, neither did she feel the strength of a vocation on her

own in spite of the "prophesy" of the bishop of Hong Kong, which meant

hardly more than increased encouragement (CV 2).

The Baroness, like von Essen, put all her hope on the Apostolic

Teaching Society to enable her to fulfill her pledge made seven years

before to dedicate herself completely to the missions (April 25, 1875) as

far as it was still within her power. 

Happy I shall be when the Lord finally would accept this pledge, and I

hope, I am even sure, he will give me the grace to donate this house;

monastery with everything to the missions (letter to von Essen, April

25, 1882). 

However, she always fully inserted the proviso that, being almost 50

years old herself, her cooperation would depend on being personally

provided for. To this end she already had her plans: receive missionaries

and keep their household, later build "a house for us" through the

Apostolic Teaching Society. 

By all means I would insist to keep for myself a pension corresponding

to my rank, while I, however, would give all the surplus according to

need especially to the missionaries as necessary gifts (Ibid.).

Therese wanted at last to give her life the meaning she desired and to

engage herself entirely for the missions (in the widest sense) without

however, losing sight of her own security according to her rank. "What I

shall do next, I am waiting for your answer in this regard, Reverend."

She herself tells her spiritual director the order: first missionaries who

will manage everything so the Barbarastift will not continue to dwindle

away, then a congregation of sisters at their side to assist them (Ibid.). 

On May 27, Therese in a long letter offers her convent to Lüthen

with von Essen’s permission (not on April 25, as stated in CV 2). She asks: 

Reverend, is there hope that through your congregation my well

situated monastery might become a mission house = for missionaries at
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first with the condition that I would keep the direction of the household

in a sisterly spirit = the monastery is large enough to be divided. With

the hope, if it is God's will, to found later a congregation of Sisters of the

Apostolic Teaching Society? As far as I know the matter, I would donate

the monastery completely for this purpose = In this manner I could

certainly materially support this highest ideal. But also my inner being

is, certainly through the will of God, always particularly attracted by

whatever is called "apostolic." 

Therese signed "Vorst. [Vorsteherin, superintendent] St. Barbarastift." In

the same note she indicated the best way to reach Neuwerk. But Lüthen,

never visited Neuwerk, just as Jordan had never been to Johannesbrunn.

The Baroness added at the end the entire correspondence regarding this

matter up to her personal meeting with Jordan. Regarding this matter, on

April 29, 1882 she made a pilgrimage to the Mother of God in Kevelaer.

On May 31, Lüthen gave her a preliminary most favorable answer.

Your first letter caused great joy to me. The idea of a seminary as well

as a Stift for ladies is quite the same as our founder’s. We will soon be

able to consider the matter, as Reverend Jordan will soon come here

from Rome. Only a short time ago he asked me about the foundation of

a seminary. He might come to you and will then be able to consider it

together with you on the spot. It is God who sends with you a zealous

friend for our aspirations, for which I must thank you (ASDS). 

At the same time he had informed Jordan in Rome about it all. On June 8,

Lüthen informed the Baroness that Jordan himself would soon come to

Neuwerk to discuss the matter.

On July 4, 1882, Jordan arrived in Neuwerk and thus everything

could be discussed. He judged the Baroness’ offer very favorably. At the

same time he won her heart completely for his plans: "My best and only

wish is to belong ever more firmly to this Society up to my death. Good

God, thanks to You forever!" she wrote happily in her diary (MMChr). In

these three days Jordan also paid attention to her spiritual life, giving her

a short instruction on how to behave in regard to confession and com-

munion (July 6, 1882). Jordan let the Baroness also know that he intended

to found a female congregation (CV 2). But at that time he was thinking

about Lüthen's plans for Johannesbrunn. This, however, reawakened



 During his fund raising journey in autumn 1882, von Leonhardi
*

lodged with the pastor of St. Jean in Liége. He got this address through Baroness

von Wüllenweber, who went for confession each year to the "saintly pastor, who

almost does miracles" (cf., MMChr, passim 82, 83, 84).
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hopes in Therese to have mission sisters in Neuwerk itself, an idea which

had been buried after her previous vain attempts.

After the matter of Neuwerk had been thoroughly discussed as

well with pastor von Essen at the meeting of Munich, Jordan sent von

Leonhardi to look at Neuwerk. Therese met him on September 2, 1882

and was immediately well disposed toward him: "Also he belonged

entirely to it [ATS]" (MMChr). Von Leonhardi received her on September

5, 1882, by a promise "to the First Grade of the Apostolic Teaching

Society." The "act of acceptance" reads: 

With this I promise, fully conscious of what I am doing, to the Reverend

J.B. Jordan, priest and founder of the Apostolic Teaching Society to obey

in all that is lawful and to live in the spirit of poverty as well as in holy

chastity in the way I have done so far. By this my promise I intend to

oblige myself to the Reverend J.B. Jordan for one year from today on.

Therese von Wüllenweber. 

"Friedrich von Leonhardi, priest of the said Society" signs the acceptance

of the Baroness to the First Grade of the ATS "based on the present

written promise" (ASDS). Therese later saw in this promise a kind of

vow: "So September 5, 1882, I made the three vows at first for one year to

him [Jordan] (into the hands of a mission priest of the Society von Leonhardi)”

(CV 2). Although the act of acceptance signed by Therese is a clear

promise to join the ATS for one year, the words, As I have done so far.”

indicate it is a continuation of her Third Order vows of June 8, 1873.*

4.22/30. The von Wüllenweber donation. "Made a notarized donation of

the monastery to the Society, September 6, 1882, with the condition that

it should become a house of our Order" (CV 2); "on 6  was done conse-th

quently . . . Certified by a notary I donated my monastery with three

houses to the First Order" (MMChr). Of course, the donation had been
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carefully discussed with Pastor von Essen. Her testament in favor of a

mission congregation of sisters of December 17, 1874 had become invalid

after her hopes and those of her spiritual director to collaborate with

Steyl were not realized and after her other attempts had failed.

Von Essen had in the meantime become a full member of the

ATS and had buried his own plans to found something himself. Already

before or at the latest after the Munich meeting he had discussed the new

possibilities for the Barbarastift with the Baroness and had advised her to

donate it to Jordan's foundation. The subsequent further inquiries from

Jordan and Lüthen were answered positively. But it is also possible that

at the Munich conference the whole plan had already been decided on–a

plan presented by von Essen who had already been received (July 7,

1882) to the First Level of the ATS through three-year vows. The

notarized contract of donation only had to be signed on September 6,

1882, by the Baroness and von Leonhardi. It reads (E-782): 

Nr. 3659 Rept:

Today, September 6, 1882, before royal Prussian notary, Carl Wimar

Lückerath, living in München-Gladbach in the Landgerichtsdistrict of

Düsseldorf. . . appeared Maria Therese Baroness von Wüllenweber,

directress of the Barbarastift, living in Neuwerk and declares: I donate

and herewith hand over through donation while living, to Reverends:

a) Friedrich von Leonhardi, mission priest residing at Fort

Königstein in Saxony;

b) Johann Baptist Jordan, mission priest, born in Gurtweil, in

the Grand Dukedom of Baden, at present resident in Rome, &

c) Bernhard Lüthen, mission priest residing in Munich, to their

full and immediate property: 

There followed the conditions covered by the donation.

As basis of this donation I indicated the following conditions:

I. . . . with all correspondent rights and services, active and

passive, visible and invisible servitudes . . .

II. The receivers of the donation become immediately proprietors

of the donated real estate taking over all relative taxes and

burdens beginning today.

III. On the donated real estate there is an outstanding debt of 3,800

Marks in favor of Dapper my juridical predecessor's heir,
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bearing a yearly fixed rate of 4½% on October 1 (not subject to

call until October 1, 1887. . .).

IV. The receivers of the donation are expressively obliged to grant

me for life free lodgings and sustenance, service and care,

especially also in days of sickness, not only in the above

named donated real estate, but also in each of the houses

destined to mission purposes of the receivers of the donation,

so that I can live up to my vocation; equally I shall be granted

lodging and sustenance to the level I am accustomed and

corresponding to my rank.

V. I intend the present donation solely for the support of mission

purposes and have only these objectives and this is to be used

quite alone for this.

VI. In regard to the stam-account the value of the donated real

estate is estimated at twenty thousand Marks yearly.

At this act was also present the above mentioned Mr. Friedrich von

Leonhardi, mission priest, residing at Fort Königstein in the Kingdom

of Saxony, at present staying in Neuwerk, District of Gladbach. The

same declared to accept the above donation for himself under the given

conditions . . . signed: Therese von Wüllenweber, Friedrich von

Leonhardi, Jose. Peters, Klasen, Lückerath. . . .

The prepared contract became legally valid once it was signed. When

Therese speaks of the "monastery with the three houses" she means the

part acquired by her. Though the monastery as a whole needed urgent

repairs, the proprietors had limited themselves to the upkeep of their

own living rooms, leaving the other buildings to their fate. It is to be

noted that the condition with which the Baroness secured her sustenance

and the debt still pending on the neglected buildings taken as a whole

surpassed the proper value of the "donated real estate" the more for a

buyer who had no money to put into the urgent work of repair. Jordan

was made aware by von Essen's successor at the parish that what he had

been given was not a light burden. In the meantime, neither Jordan nor

the Baroness concerned themselves with that. They kept silent hoping

that the donation would prove to be the basis on which with united
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forces the mission work they desired and dreamed of could be built. On

January 1, 1883 Therese made another will.

My testament made in honor of God and for the salvation of souls,

particularly for my own soul. Praised be Jesus Christ.

1) Herewith I revoke my earlier determinations in regard to my

last will.

2) As universal heirs of my movable and immovable property I

nominate herewith, however, with reservation to the following

legacies, the Reverend Gentlemen Johann Baptist Jordan,

Bernhard Lüthen and Friedrich von Leonhardi, all of them

members of the Catholic Teaching Society, which has its main

seat in Rome.

3) To the Roman Catholic Church in Neuwerk I leave 500 Marks

the interest of which shall be used for the celebration of a

yearly solemn Mass for my soul.

4) To the Roman Catholic Church of Korschenbroich I leave 300

Marks, the interest of which shall be used for yearly solemn

Mass for my soul.

5) The three children Anna, Christine and Elizabeth Frischgens I

leave 200 Marks each to be put into the savings bank, so that

they shall receive them free together with interest after

reaching the age of 21.

6) To my cousin Hugo von Wüllenweber I leave my little golden

lamb [art work], supposing that I haven't given it away

already; for I intend to send it to Osnabrück at the earliest.

7) To my sisters, nieces and nephews I leave each a book, which

my universal heirs shall select according to their discretion.

Therese von Wüllenweber, 

Neuwerk, St. Barbarastift, 

January 11, 1883 (ASDS).

On the copy of the testament which she kept, Therese also noted down

the high mood which filled her heart after having concluded this matter: 

Oh God, how thankful I am to you for having been able to make this

testament. In the year 1874, when I deposited my testament at notary

Lanser's, I could only have little hope for the fulfillment of my desire;

but now I have a strong, a sure hope. The Most Sacred Heart of Jesus,

the dear Mother of God, the Holy Apostles will now help to let bloom

what I have always desired to live for through the grace of God.
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Through the mercy of God I have been able to dedicate myself fully to

this aim. Oh! If only I had more to offer Him. Certainly, my whole soul

was required– my all. I had to depend on it more than anyone must

depend on his own family. But I love this too with all my heart, and

may thus, if I have been able to make some sacrifices for it, be also to the

benefit of their souls, and that we may all meet again at the throne of

the everlasting Mercy. Praised be Jesus Christ!!! 

January 1, 1883. 

Therese von Wüllenweber, 

St. Barbarastift, Neuwerk (ASDS).

This cri du coeur which Therese added to the copy of her second mission

testament on New Years Day, 1883, is touching. It reveals the pain of the

troubled years during which missionary success had eluded her. Now

she is jubilant about all the hopes reawakened by her joining Jordan's

foundation. The 50 year-old woman could not but praise from the

bottom of her heart the mercy of God at this turning point of her life.

The generous will, however, remained without its important

effect. In the meantime, Therese was without property, having pumped

all her inheritance and savings (about 28,000 Marks) into her beloved

Barbarastift. The part of her inheritance which would devolve upon her

after her father's death out of the family property, was still open. Therese

knew only that it was her father's wish that the castle estate should not

be dismembered. And there were five persons to satisfy. So this will

remained on paper, like the two earlier ones, both for herself and for the

"universal heirs" she had nominated. True, Therese's sustenance was

secured, first by the yearly pension of 1,200 Marks, and then through the

condition of sustenance according to her rank in the contract of donation

of September 6, 1882. In this way the Baroness was also independent of

her relatives. To Jordan and Lüthen it was for the time being evident that

they could not transplant Therese from her "monastery." But the founda-

tion in Neuwerk they all desired remained impossible because of the

Prussian Kulturkampf. Some details about the Barbarastift, Neuwerk: 

-Purchased by Baroness Therese von Wüllenweber on January 7, 1879

for 12,000 Thaler (36,000 Marks). 

-The mortgage of 7,000 Thaler (21,000 Marks) was rolled into a new

mortgage to the debit of the buyer.
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- Payment on account on October 1, 1878 by the Baroness 12,000 Marks. 

- New mortgage at 4½% terminable for October 1, 1887: 24,000 Marks.

- Payments: October 29, 1880:   6,000 Marks

January 9, 1881:    3,000 Marks

November 8, 1881:   1,200 Marks

- Rest mortgage on November 8, 1881: 13,800 Marks

- Payment on October 30, 1881:   3,430 Marks

- Rest mortgage on sale of Barbarastift, 

January 25, 1889: 10,350 Marks.

- Cost of repairs paid by the Baroness:   3,000 Marks

- Interest service by Baroness: 1879-1882:     2,400 Marks

    1882-1888:     4,050 Marks

- Total expenditures of Therese von Wüllenweber till end of September

1882: 22,600 Marks.

- Expenditures of Therese von Wüllenweber after the donation to the

Catholic Teaching Society (September 6, 1882) 7,500 Marks.

NB: The Baroness’ payment of 12,000 Marks became possible through

the inheritance from a grand uncle, Karl Krey (+ January 8, 1858). For

repairs and further payments on account Therese could dispose of two

pensions, one from her mother of 900 Marks annually (since 1875) and

another from an uncle of 300 Marks annually. To this modest income

from the pensions add the lease of the garden of the Barbarastift. In her

property notes handed to Lüthen, Therese notes 28,650 Marks in all,

which she had paid up to the sale of Neuwerk (January 25, 1889)

(February 16, 1889, ASDS). [Here a small section had been omitted by

the translator, DSS XIV, 391f.] 
In February 1883, I was invited to sell the house to the government at

a high price, because they wanted to use it for a state institute = for

neglected children. This was refused of course (MMChr). 

The government’s offer was at that time almost double the purchase

price and the expenses for repairs. But it must be seen in connection with

the whole complex. In fact, the part of the east wing belonging to Therese

taken as such was much too small for such an institute. The parish as the

owner of the other monastery buildings would have had to sell too and

provide other lodgings for its three priests. Also consider the activities of

such a governmental institute next to the church. Furtherrmore, the

Barbarastift had at that time already been donated to the CTS for its
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purposes. Consequently, the governmental offer was not accepted either

by the CTS or by the parish.

4.23/32. Loan Guarantee. Von Leonhardi had deposited his own will for

security reasons at notary Lückerath's (cf., his letter to Jordan, January

21, 1886, H-19.14). But the guarantee it provided was insufficient to

secure the bank loan needed to purchase the new printing press. They

required the additional guarantee of the Baroness, in case von Leonhardi

would not be reachable, as he wasn't living in the District of Cologne.

Therese von Wüllenweber trustfully granted the requested guarantee. 

After von Leonhardi left the Catholic Teaching Society on

January 30, 1883, the bank turned to Baroness von Wüllenweber:

In October 17 of last year you took over the guarantee for 5,000.00

Marks for Baron von Leonhardi. As the present residence of Mr. von

Leonhardi is unknown to us, and as the same owes to us 4,199.15 Marks

plus 6% interest etc. since July 1, and [as he] promised the gradual

repayment of this amount, we ask you respectfully to induce Baron von

Leonhardi to do so, while we otherwise shall be forced to give you

notice for the guarantee and shall have to request from you the amount

together with accessories. 

Respectfully, The Volksbank, Cöln. (E-601a).

At first Therese paid the outstanding interests and, as she usually did,

she engaged the von Wüllenweber family notary. Notary Lückerath was

above all unhappy that the debt had not been secured through the Barba-

rastift. Now he could take "not even one penny from it." In the meantime

the bank was able to contact von Leonhardi. He, of course, pointed out

that he had just represented the Catholic Teaching Society, which was

consequently liable for it. As the address of the second guarantor he had

indicated Borgo Vecchio, Rome.

On December 1, 1883, the bank sent notice to the Baroness to

fulfill the obligations or they would have to engage the bailiff. Therese

immediately sent 125 Thaler to the bank. She wanted above all to spare

von Leonhardi. She then turned to her father. He declared himself ready

to take over the final responsibility for repaying the debt. This got

everyone off the hook.



 October 14, 1882, von Leonhardi repaid 900 Marks; von Wüllenweber
*

repaid 100 Marks for a total 1,000 Marks. On December 13, 1888, Therese repaid

160 Marks. Until August 18, 1883, repayment by Therese von Wüllenweber 287

Marks. On March 5, 1889, the rest of the debt was paid from the proceeds of the

sale of the Barbarastift: 3,553 Marks. In addition the Baroness assumed the

interest service of 1,180 Marks.
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The Baroness, despite the rainy December weather, went straight

to the notary after having received the note from the bank. She did not

want to deal directly with the bank anymore. Notary Lückerath himself

assumed "the debt without mortgage and without guarantee to 5% etc."

In her letter of December 14, 1883, the Baroness explained

everything to Lüthen in detail and asked him to send available money to

her notary or to herself in order to help settle the debt. She herself

promised to discharge the debt down to 1,000 Thaler by Easter. 

You certainly know that I live and save only for the Society, so that

everything remains the same. To the Reverend von Leonhardi I intend

to write some lines as soon as possible, so that he may be at peace. And

please, Reverend, inform our dear Reverend Father in Rome about this

letter. [She signs] Maria Theresia v.d. Apostle (E-601b). 

The repayment of the loan received from the Rheinische Volksbank

through von Leonhardi on October 17, 1882, (for the acquisition of the

printing press for the CTS in Rome) could only be concluded in 1889 by

the sale of the Barbarastift.  Without this loan the Catholic Teaching*

Society would not have been able to realize its extensive press apostolate.

That this large debt did not endanger the Catholic Teaching Society in

the first years of its growth was due to the generous help of Mother

Mary of the Apostles, Therese von Wüllenweber.

4.24/33. The Rule of 1882 for the First Grade was examined by canonical

experts. This led the Cardinal Vicar to ask Jordan for more exact informa-

tion as to how he understood and implemented his Rule. On October 24,

the Cardinal Vicar’s secretary presented five questions for the Promotor

della Società Istruttiva to answer for his ecclesiastical superior. Jordan
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must have felt the very address as painful, to be spoken to as Founder of

simply the "Teaching Society." For Jordan, the omission of the word

"Apostolic" reduced his Society to a neutral matter and thus rendered the

title an empty shell.

First, he is required to list the priests who have joined the First

Grade, indicating the offices they have in their dioceses. In regard to this

item reference is made to Monitore Romano of August 1, 1882, where

under the rubric "progress in the Society" information is given that in

Germany a considerable number of very zealous priests have joined the

First Grade. The next question is whether these priests have already

made vows, and if so whether a time of preparation and retreats had

preceded, and whether their vows are temporary or perpetual.

In his answer Jordan first stressed that the members of the First

Grade shall increasingly be provided with the virtues and with greater

knowledge required by the Society in order to be more fit for the aims it

had set for itself. Lüthen, von Leonhardi, von Essen and Hermes are

listed as full members along with their offices, and a statement their

vows had been preceded by a period of examination. Jordan then lists

nine priests preparing themselves for the First Grade, but had not yet

made vows. Then he replaced this list with the simple remark that some

more were preparing themselves for the First Grade, and again points to

the notice in the Monitore Romano already referred to in the question.

The second point asks Jordan how he understood his rule

practically. For example, what does it mean to say: "Obedience is due not

only to the director general of the Society, but equally to those receiving

his authority?" Or what does the vow or promise of poverty intend for

those member priests who hold a distinguished office in their diocese.

What is really meant with the arrangement: "They keep the direct dis-

posal of their property, but without special or general permission of the

director they cannot dispose of it"? Then information is asked in regard

to: "Whatever they acquire, they acquire for the Society." And it is asked:

"Do these priests of the First Grade who are entrusted with various

offices of their diocese acquire like religious in the world (religiosi nel

secolo) whatever they acquire for the Society"? Equally unclear appears

the statement in regard to relatives in the section about poverty: "Blood
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relatives shall suppress the purely physical attachment (affectus carnalis)

and love one another in the Sacred Heart of Jesus in no way letting them-

selves be hindered to serve the Society with their hearts and through

their activity." Then is asked what it meant by the more general state-

ment: "The life of those joining this work is the apostolic life or the

imitation of the holy apostles. They abandon everything and work

where, according to the judgment of the superiors, the greater honor of

God and the salvation of souls requires it." It is also noted that this

requirement is equally to be found in the French edition of statutes for

the Third Level (E-1229, 3; cf., DSS II, 111) as well as in Jordan's pro-

memoria to the Holy Father of March 10, 1882.

To the very hard questions touching everyday life Jordan gives

the answers available at the time, probably with a presentiment that the

answers taken from the Gospel were not easily convertible to canonical

norms. To the first part of the question Jordan says quite generally that

the members owed obedience to the superior of the Society when he

gives orders in the interest of the Society. Later, once the Society had

expanded, the superior general would give clearly limited competence to

delegates of the individual provinces, who will have to be obeyed in the

same way.

In regard to the poverty required by priests holding important

positions in their diocese Jordan says too simply that these priests are

religious in the world. Consequently whatever they earn, they earn for

the Society. The Society on the other hand obliges itself to provide all

means so that these priests can live according to their status and fulfill

their tasks fully. To the questionable spiritualization of the love of one’s

relatives, Jordan points to the advice of the Lord (cf., Luke 14:26 "Anyone

who comes to me without hating father, mother, wife, children, brothers,

sisters, yes and his own life too, cannot be my disciple;" and Matthew

10:37 "No one who prefers father or mother to me is worthy of me. No

one who prefers son or daughter to me is worthy of me.") He waxes

eloquent that "such ordered love required that we live dead to the world

and to egotism [and live] only for our Lord and supreme guide and that

for us and for all He replaces parents and brothers and sisters and all."

Then, Jordan adds that with this was also given the answer to the "apo-
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stolic life or the imitation of the apostles" required in his rule. How he

understood the request "to leave everything . . ." He explains at once in

equally light-hearted simplicity: "As our quite small Society must be the

most obedient and zealous servant of Holy Mother Church and the

Roman head, the membership must go into whatever corner of the earth

the superior will send them (except when a candidate with the

agreement of the same voices a reservation).”

The ecclesiastical authority was certainly not satisfied with

Jordan’s argument in as much as it sounded fundamentally evangelical.

Neither did Jordan take into consideration sufficiently the competence of

the bishops nor the real circumstances of the priest-members. Equally he

had centered all authority on the pope, to whom the Director General

was completely submissive. Thus Jordan’s explanations only confirmed

what the ecclesiastical authority suspected, that in his planning much

was still to be clarified before it could be realized, and that this ecclesial

authority had been called in to help, to intervene so that Jordan himself

should not hinder his own work by his evangelical excess.

The third question is about accountability and its distinguishing

features. Regarding monthly accounting, Jordan says it was for those

who could not live in community. For their accounts they used assumed

names which were known only to the Director General. The emblem

shall consist of a white scapular with a two-colored cross (red and blue)

and on it the signets of the Heart of Jesus and of the Holy Virgin.

The fourth question asks about the "Noah’s Ark." Jordan answers

according to his ideas that laity are considered in the same way as priests

in regard to the rule. Then he cites Johann Baptist Dibona as a lay mem-

ber of the First Grade adding that many other lay people were preparing

themselves to be admitted. Jordan prudently sidesteps the question of

women. At that point he could not say anything exact because there was

still no rule for women. Indeed, some very pious ladies having a great

desire to join the Society as a kind of "religious women" had already

applied. Among them there was also the noble and very rich Baroness

von Wüllenweber. When the rules for these women would be drafted,

they would of course be submitted for examination by church authority.



 Jordan immediately began to draft a "Rule for Diocesan Priests of the
*

Catholic Teaching Society." This rule remains tethered to the Rule for the First

Grade 1882, but tries to point out clearly for diocesan priest joining the Society

the predominance of his obedience toward his bishop. Equally it expressly men-

tions that priests owe honor and obedience to the Holy See and to its Congre-

gations. It recommended that priests care for the Third Order of the CTS. They

shall actively assist the Director General to reach the aim of the C TS. Then

follow instructions for a stricter priestly way of life. As commitment it proposes a

vow of obedience to be renewed annually. A corresponding formula is given by
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Finally the Cardinal Vicar requests exact information about the

other two Grades in order to get an idea of their "aim and utility." Jordan

describes briefly the task of the Third Grade: that these co-operators and

friends of the Society contribute their part to the flourishing of the

Society, while they remain free in their positions where above all they

live exemplary lives. Then Jordan points to the activity of pastoral work

and the press. He details the four periodicals of the Society, mentioning

that Der Missionär had already about 5,000 subscribers. From their

printery good books had already appeared in ten different languages. To

these were added many free leaflets and other publications. The Roman

community in St. Bridget numbered about twenty clerics and lay people

who mostly aspire to join the First Grade. In the Archdiocese of Cologne

the Society owned a house with annexes. Also several personal and

pastoral letters of bishops directed to the Society, as well as to the clergy

and the faithful, proved the good activity of the Society. Jordan does not

neglect to express his expectations that the Society would in the future

have even more aspirants. Many priests and lay people would like to join

the Society, but were still waiting for the approbation of the Holy See.

Even a few bishops had declared that they would join the Society. The

reason the number of those having definitely decided to join the First

Grade was so small was on one hand the short time of its existence, and

on the other hand the still missing ecclesiastical approbation.

Beyond the requested clarifications, Jordan dares to point out

that others also join the Society binding themselves only by the vow of

obedience,  and that the Society distinguishes itself in various respects*



Jordan at the end of his rule. Scheugenpflug and Voit might have used this

formula (E-1205; cf., DSS III, 195ff). 

Also in this Rule, Jordan speaks of the "magisterium ecclesiasticum et

verbis et scriptis" as principle means to reach the aim of the Catholic Teaching

Society, as he did in his Rule for the First Grade (1881-1882). So he might not

have been informed at all about Bianchi's salient objection. At any rate, it is

omitted in the five questions submitted. Jordan brings this same vague formula-

tion into his "Statutes for Cooperators Male and Female of the Catholic Teaching

Society, Rome 1883" in German translation. From this can be seen that with this

he means nothing else but the proclamation of the Gospel through the living

word and through the press (E-1232; cf., DSS II, 177).
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from other communities (congregations!) because it intends insofar as

possible to replace congregations oppressed by governments.

The draft as well as the fair copy of Jordan's answer to the

Cardinal Vicar are preserved, but both without date. Jordan will have

handed over the requested "clarification" to his Rule for the First Grade

without delay, that is before All Saints Day, November 1. Neither are we

told whether Jordan gave the name "Catholic Teaching Society" to his

foundation at this time or only with the approval of the Cardinal Vicar,

against whom he defended himself "from the German view" in his

supplica to the Holy Father of March 10, 1882. It was evident to him that

the new name would not have the force of attraction expressed in the old

title. From the ecclesiastical side the new name was accepted at once and

soon became customary in the Society itself (E-25, 5.6).

4.25/34. Palazzo Morone at 165 Borgo Vecchio, a narrow street leading

from the Tiber River to St. Peter's Square, received its name from Count

Morone, who had this splendid building restored, but sold it later to

Duke Francesco Caffarelli.

In fact, in its long history the building changed hands several

times. Cardinal Francesco Armellino had a first house built for himself

there in 1411. About 1500 it passed to the famous family Cesi. Their

ancestor Pietro di Antonio Chitania di Cesi, an Umbrian knight, became

a Roman Senator (1442-1477). His sons became the heads of the three

branches of the Cesi Family, who enjoyed great influence from the 15  toth



 Pius IX temporarily installed an orphanage there. But the better rooms
*

were inhabited by cardinals and monsignori.
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the 17  century, providing politicians and ecclesiastical dignitaries.th

Among the latter there were numerous bishops and five Cardinals.

Pietrodonato I (1521-1586) replaced the modest house of Cardinal

Armellini with a sizeable palace: Palazzo Cesi. After him it was used by

Cardinal Pietrodonato II (1585-1656). No less important were the three

cardinals of another family branch, Paolo Emilio (1481-1537), Federico

(+1565), and Bartolomeo (1568-1621). They built Villa Cesi at Porta

Cavalleggeri far from Palazzo Cesi. It became famous for its collection of

ancient art treasures. (Pietrodonato Cesi I was, like his cousin Federico, a

much courted patron of the arts.) The emblem of the Cesi, found often in

the palace of Pietrodonato, shows a St. John's bread tree on six hills; it

points to the feudal governments of the Cesi in Umbria, Sabina and

Lazio. The motto on the emblem "omnibus ideam" (to all the same) was

understood by them in a paternal feudalistic way. The most famous of

the Cesi is the most important botanist of his time, Federico il Linceo, the

founder of the Roman Academia Lincea for natural sciences (1603); he

descended from Angelo degli Aquasparta, the third branch of the Cesi.

Probably through the cardinals of the branch of Pietrodonato,

Palazzo Cesi was put at the disposal of the apostolic palace and of the

Chapter of St. Peter's.  Between 1862 and 1869 one section after an other*

was bought and restored by Conte Gustavo Candelori Morone di

Francesco. From that time on it was called Palazzo Morone. The much

indebted Conte was glad when he could sell the building on July 17,

1879 to the Duca Giuseppe Caffarelli-Negroni. It was inherited on

December 12, 1882, by his son Francesco di Paolo Caffarelli-Negroni. He

lived in his own palace in Via Condotti and rented out the Palazzo

Morone, keeping for himself only the gorgeous first floor. Jordan could

rent the plain fourth floor quite reasonably and house there his ever-

growing number of students and cooperators. Already three years later

he had to take over a part of the third floor. His house-community

counted over 70 persons by that time (1886).
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On July 20, 1895, Jordan dared to buy the whole building,

although he had almost no money at all. But the offer of the Duke was

too favorable to pass up such benevolence. Palazzo Cesi was transferred

to Jordan for 400,000 Lire. He had to pay 50,000 Lire at once. 200,000

burdened the house as rest-mortgage owed to the family of the Duke.

The rest-amount of 150,000 Lire was paid off by Jordan in the course of

the following ten years (at 4½% interest rate). It was a clever, courageous

and responsible purchase. For more than a hundred years the male

branch of Jordan's foundation has kept this house as its center (MI,

November 11, 1882; cf., MR, November 1, 1882).

4.26/35. Kastner and Schlüter, printers. Already on March 14, 1882,

Jordan asked the firm of König & Bauer in Klosterzell near Würzburg the

price of a high-speed press and what preferential price he might expect

(G-4.1). When in Borgo Vecchio 165 the urgently needed larger printing

machine was installed, Lüthen immediately sent two technically experi-

enced men from his own enterprise to Rome. These were Josef Kastner

and Theodor Schlüter. 

Kastner had been a typesetter at the Cassianeum. On May 1,

1882, he was hired by Lüthen in Munich. Schlüter came as a cooperator

to the Society from Lüthen’s homeland. Both workmen traveled to Rome

on November 12, 1882. Already on March 8, 1883, Kastner had left Rome

again, while Schlüter stayed on. Kastner returned to Rome on July 17,

1883, and worked there in the publishing house. He still did not feel at

home in his situation, and on August 19, 1883, he asked Auer to rehire

him at the Cassianeum. Auer refused. Kastner left Rome again on June 8,

1884, and was entrusted by Lüthen with responsible tasks on June 21,

1884, in Braunau am Inn in the publishing house which had been trans-

ferred there. Kastner worked in printing, expediting and administration.

He remained at his post until the transfer of the publishing house to

Herbesthal in the summer of 1904. As he did not want to transfer to the

north where he would not have been the independent manager-director

as he had been until then, he found a new position in administration at

the Norbertus Printery in Vienna. For his 20+ years of faithful service in

Braunau he received 1,000 Marks, with which he was quite satisfied.
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Kastner was esteemed for his practical capabilities. However, he also

needed constant affirmation as he was rather egotistical; he was easily

irritated and had an inflated sense of himself.

Little has been handed down about Theodor Schlüter from

Paderborn. Like Kastner he joined the Society on probation. He must

have been a pious and helpful man. When Jordan called the first women

to Rome to found the female branch, Schlüter was an indispensable

assistant to them also because they still did not understand Italian. The

superior of the sisters, A. Streitel, was so captivated by him that she

suggested Jordan let him study because he certainly had a priestly

vocation. She declared herself ready to contribute 200 Lire annually

(including other necessary services) for his studies (letters, March 9 and

14, 1883; cf., letters 7 and 83). Whether Schlüter himself agreed to these

plans and how Jordan thought about them is not known. Schlüter

worked above all in the accounting department. He left the Catholic

Teaching Society in the summer of 1886, "to serve his Eminence Cardinal

Melchers" (A-17; BL-1378).

4.27/38,39. Cirino, Francesco M. (February 1813-1892, August 3) from

Nicosia, Sicily, entered the Order of the Theatins (solemn profession,

January 15, 1832). Cirino soon became also a member of the Academy of

Arcadia (with the pastoral name Jerocle Cassiopeo). The Pope himself

was the Pastore massimo of this most important circle of literati in Italy,

which had "branches" in numerous towns. This circle advanced both

poetry and church politics. The meeting of the Arcadia in the Bosco

Parrasio on the hillside of the Gianicolo, June 18, 1878, is well know. At

this celebration of the coronation of Leo XIII, his "electors" (all of them

Arcades) met and followed up with an audience. (Giuseppe Pecci, now

Leo XIII had been an Arcadian since 1832 under the name Neandro

Ecateo Arcade).

Already as a member of the Arcadia, Cirino had contacts with

the most important personalities in Rome. He soon became a consultor to

various congregations like the Congregation of the Council, Propaganda

Fide, and the Index. Also important was his position as Secretary of the

Pontifical Academy of Catholic Religion which Leo XIII promoted hard.
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In 1859, he was elected general superior by his order (Praepositus general-

is). In this position Cirino remained a humble religious. Pius IX wanted

to name him Archbishop of Girgenti but he declined this "honor." When

the new Italian government in Rome proceeded insolently and violently

against religious, Cirino retired to Frascati (Santa Maria a Capocroce).

From there he fulfilled his tasks with diligence and constancy, at that

time as consultor to the Congregation of Rites. When Cirino was

"approved as examiner of our cause" (MI, IV, n. 8, April 27, 1884) he had

to travel from Frascati to Rome whenever he wanted to meet with

Jordan, or he had to ask the latter to come to him. The "ecclesiastic

custodian for the development of [Jordan’s] congregation" (April 27,

1884) helped the founder not only to survive but also to get a firmer

foothold, even though Cirino was not a consultor of the Congregation for

Bishops and Religious. Fr. Cirino remained in Frascati until a few

months before his death. In May 1892, he paid a visit to his relatives in

Palermo, and there he died in as saintly a way as he had lived.

(39) The Cardinal Vicar’s letter informing Jordan of Cirino’s appoint-

ment, January 17, 1883, was the indulgent and helpful answer of a

superior who must have felt more was at work in this German priest

than mere pious enthusiasm. Cardinal Monaco La Valetta wrote Jordan: 

After having received your answer to my questions about the Catholic

Teaching Society, whose promoter you are, I have recognized the

necessity that a competent person examine the intentions and planning

(program) of this Society, and that he supervise the development of this

house and the activity exercised by its members in Rome so that I might

give appropriate indications to the Cardinal Vicariate. For this task I

have chosen very Reverend Vicar General of the Theatins, Francesco

Cirino, and the Holy Father has approved it. Consequently it is

necessary that you come to an understanding with him giving him

every possible help so that he can fulfill his mandate. In the meantime I

wish you all the best from God . . . (E-25). 

No documents have survived concerning the contacts between Cirino

and Jordan. Just five of Cirino’s undated calling cards have been

preserved, with which he announced his visits from Frascati. On one of
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them is noted: "In veneration and gratefulness to the Very Reverend

Father Jordan." The others bear just a few indecipherable letters.

4.28/40. Massaia’s letter.

Most Reverend Jordan, 

Dearest in the Lord!

I join the recommendations of the most Reverend gentlemen in every

regard to commend your institute in all its branches to the people, and I

pray for God’s rich blessing on you and your institute. 

God has done two great miracles with his apostles who

 proclaimed the Gospel.

The first and most striking was the miracle on the first

Christian Pentecost in Jerusalem, when the Lord gave the apostles the

power to be understood in all languages without multiplying their

words, as St. Luke relates in Acts of the Apostles: "We are Parthians and

Medes and Elamites, etc. . . . heard them speaking our own languages." 

The second miracle, although less noticed by us, was the

increasing number of the apostles themselves by his making out of 12

soon 12 thousand with the force of the twelve. To indicate an example,

St. Paul did not teach alone, but made use of Timothy, Titus, Apollo and

maybe thousands more, so that while Paul was resting, the others

preached for him, and the apostolic word converted the world, as you

know even better than I do. But all this was not sufficient to make

known the impetus of your work.

When you spoke with me in Jerusalem about your plans, they

were just seeds, but fertile ones to which then I had the fortune and the

honor to add my seed of encouragement. How great must therefore be

my joy to see today how that seed has developed already producing

magnificent fruit. You have already a group speaking for you to the

people, and you have found a way to proclaim the divine word also

with the help of the press and to make it a means of apostolate, while

the press on the other side in the hands of the godless serves to ruin

society and propagate heathendom. Therefore, take courage, my dear,

and armed with apostolic zeal encourage also all your cooperators,

priests and laity, who through instruction and also through their

manual work bring blessing into the world.

Humility and trust, my dear, towards the divine master who

has led you! Until now you have nothing completed, for it was Jesus

who has worked so far. Let Him go on working, but in order that he
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may not stop working, you must collaborate and suffer. I am convinced

that you have intensively studied also this side, and that you have

spoken like this also to all your cooperators. 

I add nothing more, for I believe I know you, and I have for a

long time now been commending you to the Lord. Thus receive my

blessing, my good wishes for what has already been done and what we

hope from God out of love for His Church.

Yours . . . etc.

Fr. B. Massaia

Archbishop and Capuchin

From Convent of Immaculate Conception, January 23, 1883. 

(D-986; cf., MI, February 25, 1883; DSS IV, 77).

4.29/41. Von Leonhardi’s Resignation. The cooperation between Jordan

and von Leonhardi did not last even one year when Jordan received the

following letter:

L.J.Chr.! On the journey from Rome to Munich, January 30, 1883.

Dear and venerable Mr. Jordan!

It is hard for me to write to you today, for I must suppose that the

contents of these lines might make you very sad. But anyone like you

who has founded his trust without reserve on God and is determined to

carry any cross out of love of Him cannot be shaken by any news, not

even the apparently worst. Further, I must not hesitate to tell you what I

recognize to be my duty to tell you. In fact, it has become clear to me

that I am not called to continue together with you and your apostolic

work which the three of us have begun. Your reverence should not

search for the reason of this conviction that the esteem I owe to you

personally might have diminished. On the contrary, it has increased as

a consequence of our intimate communion which I enjoyed so long with

you. Neither shall I express any disapproval of your work which it

seems God has entrusted to your reverence.

However, in the course of time I have sufficiently been con-

vinced that I have been mistaken in regard to the idea I had about the

Society. What I was looking for I have not found. That's why it is not

possible for me to find inner satisfaction in it, that is: true happiness of

vocation. When I obliged myself through certain promises to God, to

you and to the Society, they were based on certain presuppositions

whose correctness I did not doubt when I assumed those obligations.

But when in the course of time, I got to know and became convinced



 By "red booklet" von Leonhardi meant the booklet (Literae commenda-
*

titiae in favorem Societatis Catholicae Instructivae" into which Jordan personally

wrote the commendations of church dignitaries well disposed to him. The

booklet (11½ by 16½ cm) is reddish-brown with gilt edge and golden decorations.

The first entry is the one of Parocchi on Sexagesima Sunday, 1883. Those of the

bishops of Salzburg and Frauenburg are entered as copies, as well as the com-

mendation of Rota of November 13, 1882. The last one to enter his name together

with a commendation was the Bishop of Eichstätt on September 8, 1885. The

recommendations were later collected and printed for use by the members

raising funds for the Society (G-13).
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that those presuppositions were not given, that I had acted under the

influence of error, it follows that also those obligations based on

erroneous presuppositions were also invalid. They just do not exist and

consequently have no binding force. For this reason I feel myself in my

conscience free towards you. I ask you sincerely, dear Mr. Jordan, to

consider these lines not as a letter of goodbye to our personal friend-

ship. This would be very painful to me, and I wish nothing more than

to remain in best relation with you. However, I feel it my duty to act

according to the more perfect realization I have come to, even with the

risk of saddening you or causing difficulties to your work with my exit.

But the latter cannot be the case, as I was nothing but a useless tool,

which was not really good for anything. God will send you men in my

place, men much more qualified than I could ever have been. When I

chose to disclose this decision by letter and only after my departure, I

do so with the best intention. This in fact seems to me the simplest way

to avoid any sensation be it in the house or in public, and nobody needs

to know about it. I leave the red booklet  with commendations into the*

hands of Mr. Lüthen, leaving you [to decide] what shall be done with it.

Maybe Mr. Lüthen can use it for his journey in Germany.

I shall, unless you yourself wish it expressly, not say to anyone

that I do not belong to your Society anymore. Neither would that be

basically true, for I shall and will belong forever to the Second, i.e.,

Third Level. From Königstein I shall immediately send the account of

the money for the travel expenses borrowed from you. Of course I shall

send back the money I spent as soon as possible. I also ask to have all

publications of the Society sent to me to Königstein. I subscribe to all of

them. They will always reach me under this address wherever I may be.
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I will not speak to Mr. Lüthen about my decision. Goodbye, dearest Mr.

Jordan; I will always remember you and the Society in my prayers. May

God grant us a happy reunion, if not here on the earth, certainly in

heaven. Please, forgive me all the trouble I have caused you by my

impatience, vehemence, rashness. The patience with which you have

tolerated all my miseries will bring you a beautiful reward in heaven. In

the love of the Lord I remain yours sincerely loving and venerating,

 Friedrich von Leonhardi.

Please, [give] kind regards to all in the house.

P.S. I have deposited the letter of order in regard to the loan of the last

1,000 Marks from the Rhein. Volksbank with Mr. Lüthen, leaving you [to

decide] what to do next (H-19.5).

Von Leonhardi first traveled from Munich home to his family at Fort

Königstein. His father, fortress commandant, in 1873 had installed a

house chapel for his Catholic wife, Countess Ferdinande von Mengersen.

The chapel was also open for Catholics of the surroundings. Since the

summer of 1878, with papal permission the Blessed Sacrament could also

be reserved there. Von Leonhardi intended to return to the Swedish

Mission. Before that he connected with Jordan regarding "settling the

account in regard to the Swedish monies" (letter of March 2, 1883). With

Jordan’s consent, von Leonhardi had in his successful collections

(autumn 1881, spring and autumn 1882) always collected at the same

time for the Catholic Teaching Society and for the Swedish Mission. Now

von Leonhardi urged the return of the money meant for the "missionary

from Sweden." At the same time he drew up a list of the money he had

collected, and he proposed the return of half the money collected for

Sweden, as he could not return to Sweden empty handed. The sum of the

income he calculated was 5,611.32 Marks. So he asked Jordan for the

repayment of half: 2,805.66 Marks. As Jordan’s previous administrator he

knew "the delicate point of the financial situation in the house in Rome,"

and therefore he proposed repayment in installments. In this matter the

brave and conscientious calculator Lüthen made a control account of his

own totaling 2,831.03 Marks (with the immediate repayment of 200

Marks, which had been given on January 14, 1881, from Ravensburg to

build a Church in Jefle (H-19.6). In a letter to Jordan of March 22, 1883,
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von Leonhardi excused himself once more for his behavior, because he

had chosen so hard a way: 

But now I must fear to have hurt you much and caused you a far more

painful surprise than had been absolutely necessary. I ask you therefore

to forgive me this insult done to you by looking at Jesus, the crucified

Savior. Pull out, I beg you sincerely, the thorn which my behavior must

have left in your heart, and forgive me. Your love experienced by me so

often may be a testimony to me, that you give me also an external ex-

pression of this pardon by dispensing me formally from the obligation

taken over by me toward Your Reverence. Then I may hope that the

band of true brotherly love will bind us further on, although our ways

of life take different paths from now on (H-19.7). 

Jordan answered von Leonhardi in a sincere Easter letter, which crossed

with a letter written by von Leonhardi on April 4, 1883, in which he once

more asks for pardon, because it all had happened "with the most

benevolent intention towards you." Then he returned to the matter of the

"Swedish money." 

Jordan had basically acknowledged this request of his former

cooperator. But he was greatly embarrassed as to how to make the

money available, for it had immediately been invested in the Roman

enterprise. Jordan was also thinking of a more favorable form of repay-

ment in kind: through free education of priest-students for the Swedish

Mission and by printing catechisms and prayer books and similar things

for the northern mission. Von Leonhardi did not consent to such a

solution, refusing it with a certain vehemence. He claimed his right, as he

himself was planning a printery as well as a community of Swedish

sisters for charitable purposes, and he wanted to acquire land belonging

to a dissolved monastery (H-17.8). In a letter of March 6, 1883, he accepts

Jordan's demand for him to renounce his rights in Neuwerk. 

In regard to the cession of my part in Neuwerk, I am quite prepared to

fulfill this wish as soon as I shall have received from your Reverence the



 Consequently von Leonhardi has recognized the supplementary
*

accounting of Lüthen in his favor; in the 3,000 Marks he still included the 200

Marks from Ravensburg.
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sum of 3,000 Marks  of mission money for Sweden due to me, about*

which I wrote in detail in my letter of yesterday (H-19.9).

Jordan wrote from Munich on April 28, 1883, to his confessor Fr. Steiner

in Rome asking advice: “We shall try to comply with the duty towards

Sweden, but shall not hand over the money to Mr. von Leonhardi. He

collected it post vota emissa” (after taking vows). Jordan asked whether he

should pay back the sum requested by von Leonhardi in cash or whether

he could insist on his view as Lüthen had explained to von Leonhardi

(A-4): to use the money collected in favor of Sweden through a priest of

our Society either by sending a priest of our Society there or “in another

manner." Fr. Steiner's answer might have agreed with Jordan's opinion.

On March 3, 1884, the painful matter was taken up by the Vicar

Apostolic of Sweden (1874-1886) Georg Huber. He asked Jordan for

exact information as he himself intended to have the Swedish translation

of a book by Ségur printed (H-19.10). Jordan answered him on March 26,

1884. He stressed that the Society would comply with its obligations

toward the Swedish Mission, but in the way it had been agreed on

between himself and von Leonhardi in regard to the collection of money

for Sweden: i.e. that von Leonhardi himself should use it in the Swedish

Mission "as a priest of our Society and for the purpose of our Society."

Now, after he has left, "we must wait until we can send another priest to

Sweden" (H-19.11). In the meantime Jordan had passed the financial

matter on to Lüthen to settle. He connected with von Leonhardi who

asked how Jordan had settled the matter with the Vicar Apostolic of

Sweden (letter, April 18, 1884, H-19.12). At that time von Leonhardi was

in Rome again like Lüthen. Their relation remained by letter (cf., April

20, 1884) as von Leonhardi preferred not to meet with Lüthen personally.

January 21, 1886, Jordan received a letter from von Leonhardi,

now in London. He expressed to Jordan his sympathy at von Essen's

death, who had been closer to Jordan than a brother. Then von Leonhardi
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spoke about the Barbarastift: “So herewith I declare to you in order to

give you fully free hand, that I do not lay any claim on the Barbarastift

property either now or in future.” Then von Leonhardi remarked that his

will which he had drawn up with the Baroness on the 6  of Septemberth

1882, in front of the notary Lückerath in M. Gladbach was no longer

binding. In the same manner he expressed his conviction that the CTS

has no claim “in regard to my inheritance.” He signs himself, "Yours in

the love of the Lord truly, F. von Leonhardi, apostolic missionary in

England and Italy (H-19.14). 

After his departure from Rome, von Leonhardi seems not to

have returned to the Swedish Mission, although he corresponded with

his responsible superior. In 1885, he was already employed in a parish

"Our Lady Immaculate" in Cambs Newmarket, Northampton, Great

Brittan. From 1887 till 1890, "Frederick Baron von Leonhardi worked" in

St. Joseph's Parish in Epsom, Surrey. From there he answered Jordan's

New Year letter on February 16, 1888. In this letter he returned to the still

unfinished matter of the Swedish funds. He declared himself ready to

mail the requested cessio in regard to the Barbarastift, if Jordan would

deposit 2,000 Marks "for printing and propagating a book approved by

the church" with one of the three priests they knew in the Anima

(Jacquemin, Wingerath or Doppelbauer) (H-19.15). On March 13, 1888,

von Leonhardi asked notary Lückenrath what legal steps he needed from

him according to German law to proceed in regard to Neuwerk. On

January 8, 1889, he signed his declaration of renunciation of Neuwerk at

the Imperial German General Consulate in London. A further letter with

the demand to transfer royalties (320 Marks) to Baron von Nieroth for

the translation of a catechism into Swedish, which Jordan immediately

fulfilled, is dated from Epsom on March 30, 1888. On April 18, 1888, the

Apostolic Prefect of Norway, Johann Baptist Fallize (a born Luxemburger

assigned to Oslo since 1887) intervened. He wrote to his confrere Albert

Bitter, successor of Georg Huber as Apostolic Prefect of Sweden (since

July 27, 1886) that he well remembered the fruitful collecting activity of

Fr. von Leonhardi, when he was still a pastor. He had "without any

doubt collected for the interests of the Swedish Mission" (H-19.18).

Albert Bitter sent this letter to Jordan on June 22, 1888, and renewed his
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predecessor’s request regarding repayment of the money collected. He

needed it just now, because he had erected an oratory in Wadstena with

his own means and now he needed more to construct a church to the

honor of St. Birgitta in Stockholm itself (H-19.17). 

Now Jordan knew "in what different way" he had to make his

repayment, and he was ready for it. But he left Lüthen to take care of the

repayment by installments directly to the Vicar Apsotolic. On December

16, 1891, Jordan wrote to von Leonhardi again pointing to a letter

regarding printing a book for the translation of which he had already

paid: "Will you particularly inform me whether the Vicar Apostolic was

satisfied with the book" (A-54). On January 26, 1892, Jordan explained to

the Apostolic Vicar, Albert Bitter, how he personally looked at the matter

and how he intended to bring it to an end. The Vicar Apostolic answered

February 19, 1892, that he fully agreed with Jordan. He could not allow

von Leonhardi to give him orders in regard to catechisms, etc. also that

he (Leonhardi) in Sweden "had hardly acclimated himself, nor grasped

the language of the country" (H-19.20). In the end regular deposits were

made to the Vicar Apostolic in Stockholm through the publishing house

of the Catholic Teaching Society in Simbach. From February 1892 to June

1893, 2,863.53 Marks were repaid. In this manner this business was

concluded completely bypassing von Leonhardi. This way the various

material matters still pending after Baron von Leonhardi's departure

were finally cleared: the Swedish collection, his will in favor of the CTS,

his share in Barbarastift, and finally his guarantee for the Cologne loan.

The Saxonian priest’s later life is lost in obscurity. Lüthen wrote

very imprecisely: "Mr. von Leonhardi, a convert, later left and returned

to Sweden as a missionary; his further life was not a happy one and was

not to the edification of the Holy Church" (BL-1378); Lüthen calls von

Leonhardi unjustly (out of ignorance) a convert. Pfeiffer might have

referred to this remark when he concludes his chapter about von

Leonhardi: "His further course of life unfortunately did not develop

favorably. Jordan, however, never spoke of it" (PPP, 93).



 In the death register is the only remark: S.I. (Sacerdos Interdictus).
*

 Promise was understood in the sense of a vow.
**
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Von Leonhardi returned to Germany on September 1, 1890. It

has not been established when he gave up the priesthood.  He was*

employed as a private teacher at Castle Altshausen belonging to the

Württembergish royal family, and he spent his last years (from

September 14, 1921) in the local home for the aged. There he died of

senile decay a few weeks before his 77  birthday, after receiving theth

Holy Sacraments, January 22, 1924.

4.30/42. Jordan’s vows. Francis of Assisi had chosen for his ecclesiastical

commitment this formula:

Brother Francis promises obedience and subjection to Pope Honorius

and his legal successors as well as to the Roman Church. And the other

brothers shall be obliged to obey Brother Francis and his successors

(Definitive Rule of the Minor Brothers, November 29, 1223, art. 2).**

It belonged, of course, to the Franciscan fundamental rule: “The life rule

of the Minor Brothers is this, namely to observe the Holy Gospel of our

Lord Jesus Christ, through a life in obedience, without property and in

chastity” (Rule, art. 1). Jordan was invested in the house chapel at the

hands of his confessor, Fr. Steiner (I-237). Lüthen left Munich, March 17

and arrived via Innsbruck-Verona in Rome, March 18 (G-22). 

On the day of Lüthen’s vows in St. Peter's, Jordan wrote to

Joseph Müller his true helper and one-time sacristan in his home village

of Gurtweil (1846-1854). In this letter there is no trace of Jordan's plan for

the following day. But the lines show clearly that Jordan understood his

mission no differently than in the past years. Religious commitment

should just give more stability and strength to his mission. Jordan writes:

Oh, how much God has laid into our hands by making us collaborators

in the salvation of souls. How those souls will pray for us in heaven

who after God owe their eternal salvation to us. That is why I have

decided to offer my whole life to God for the salvation of souls, and



 Johann Baptist Anzer, SVD (May 16, 1851-1904, August 5) Vicar
*

Apostolic of Shantung, China, January 4, 1886 Titular Bishop of Telopte.
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with the help of God I have already found priests and lay people from

various countries and nations who are helping me in this work willed

by God. Our voice already goes out into the whole world and has

thousands of listeners. My innermost wish is to proclaim the heavenly

truths to the farthest boundaries of the earth and to send the printed

word where I cannot go personally (letter March 10, 1883, A-5).

4.31/44. Transformation into a religious community. In the young

Society, changing the Apostolic Teaching Society into a religious

community was considered as willed by God: "The year 1883 was a

meaningful year insofar as in this year took place the formal change into

a religious congregation with three vows," Hopfenmüller wrote in his

article about the purpose and development of the Catholic Teaching

Society (Braunau: 1888, 20).

Arnold Janssen, who for some time had been considering a

religious strengthening of his association of mission priests (sacerdotes in

saeculo) and brothers, was drawn to Jordan's procedure and animated by

it. He wrote to the superior of his mission in Shantung, China: 

The most necessary thing is only: determining the statutes. Of course,

there is still missing the basis, namely the decision about the question

whether one or three vows. The Teaching Society in Rome (Fr. Jordan)

has now also decided to abandon its wide and bulgy program and to

establish itself as a religious community with three vows and even with

a religious habit. At any rate, in the education of the candidates I feel it

as a necessity not to admit phrases arising from a worldly mentality

like: “We are not religious, but secular priests," because solid virtues of

humble, renouncing obedience must in any case be taken care of, unless

after the first zeal vanishes it all shall break to pieces. Also Vincent de

Paul and St. Alphonsus [Ligouri] wanted at first to be just secular

priests together with their companions. But in doing so they did not

stop themselves from introducing religious forms and vows. . . . In any

case, the vow of poverty would have to be observed by us with a certain

respect to the mission . . . (letter to Anzer, June 8, 1883, ASVD).*
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 See, A Closer Look: 5.1. Der Missionär.
1

 See, A Closer Look: 5.2. Religious discipline.
2
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 5. “. . . of the Cross”

After March 1883, Jordan and Lüthen no longer considered themselves

free secular priests called to a special apostolic activity. They now saw it

as God's will to integrate their undertaking into a stricter form of follow-

ing Christ. Thus they organized their lifestyle as apostolic religious.

Jordan's favorite picture, the Mother of God with the apostles and pious

women assembled for Pentecost, assumed even more meaning. Pentecost

remained the principal feast of the Catholic Teaching Society to which

the Holy Spirit had now given a tighter and clearer way of being. 

Jordan and Lüthen could not in any way neglect their work of writing.

See, 5.1. Der Missionär.  Their new intellectual and spiritual life which1

now assumed a more communal character immediately showed itself in

the publications of the Catholic Teaching Society. What was urgently

needed now was to convert the hitherto free living and working group

into a proper religious community. Instinctively, both priests strove to

bring this about firmly but gently. They had to accept the fact that at the

beginning their group would shrink. See, 5.2. Religious discipline.  But2

"He who would build his house high is asking for ruin, and he who

refuses to learn ends up badly" (SD 178). Jordan was now ready to learn

and to let himself be helped by men of God: "Be wise and careful in

everything and confide your spiritual matters only to those whom God

wills" (SD 180). More than ever before he now wanted to leave his own

personality in the background: "Without important reasons do not speak

of yourself, either good or evil" (SD 173). With that Jordan remained true

to his calling which he also had to follow as a religious. The words of St.

Bernard: "Feed them by mouth, feed by work, feed by mind" he under-

lined three times in his diary (SD 180). He never concealed the fact that

success in the service of the gospel, which remained his vocation and

always dear to his heart, came only from the cross: "Preaching always



 Cf., Galatians 6:14 "But as for me, it is out of the question that I should2a

boast at all, except of the cross of our Lord, Jesus Christ, through whom the

world has been crucified to me, and I to the world." He also entered the text from

the Liturgy of the Triumph of the Cross (SD 179f).

Lüthen felt engaged heart and soul in assisting the first members of
3 

the Society mentally and spiritually. Now he really experienced his priestly

fulfillment and shrunk from no sacrifice to secure the young undertaking and
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bears fruit when it has as its minister a man who is truly crucified, who

finds his happiness in suffering" (SD 177). He also wrote:

Johann Mary Francis of the Cross:

that means:

The Cross is your life

The Cross is your salvation

The Cross is your crown

The Cross is your glory

The Cross is your hope

The Cross is your shield

The Cross is your shelter

The Cross is your sympathy

The Cross is your friend.  a2

The apostolic impulse, being his charism, left him no rest. He was always

a man of unlimited apostolic yearning. 

Be a true apostle of Jesus Christ. Do not rest until you have carried the

word of God to the four corners of the earth. Be a true herald of the

Most High! (SD 182). 

Lüthen stood faithfully at Jordan’s side. His task above was to weld the

diminished community together. Jordan invested him with the offices of

Novice Master and Spiritual Director of students and employees. By

Pentecost 1883, Lüthen was able to invest one cleric and one brother. For

both Jordan and Lüthen this meant a truly hopeful beginning.

Meanwhile, Lüthen was untiring in begging for help for the "Missionary

Institute of Divine Providence."  In March 1883, Der Missionär brought a3



enhance its growth. So he took the trouble of the fatiguing and humiliating fund

raising trip in summer 1884, as he had accepted the interruption of his Roman

task with his stay in Braunau (October 21, 1883 to early March, 1884) obediently

and in a spirit of resignation, to "bring order to the budget from there" (G-21).

For the fund raising trip Jordan asked his confessor for a recommendation,

which he gave willingly: 
The Reverend Father Bonaventura (Bernhard Lüthen), priest of the Catholic

Teaching Society, is traveling in the interests of the same to Germany and

Austria and is here with very much recommended. Rome, June 13, 1884, Fr.

Ludwig Steiner, Apostolic Penitentiary in St. Peter's”(E-37).
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fiery appeal to the members of the Third Grade; this being now a

separate "pious union, remaining dependent on the Society." In this

connection he also felt induced to say a clarifying word about the home

of the Catholic Teaching Society in Rome: 

I am asking you not to use the name "Palazzo Morone" any more. The

kind readers may know that a sort of necessity forced the temporary

rental of this palace, that this name however, stands in sharp contradic-

tion with our spirit and the spirit of the Society. The founder, as well as

the whole Society have written poverty on its banner, and whoever

looks around here will soon see that the name Palazzo Morone seems to

be a big lie. May the Lord make it possible, soon to bring our holy bride,

poverty, into a poor home, possibly our own (MI, June 10, 1883). 

A bit later Lüthen again recommended Jordan’s work in rather aggres-

sive language, referring to Jordan as "crusader of the 19  century." Heth

recalled how the Catholic Teaching Society two years ago had presented

itself "on the battlefield with a divinely gifted priest at its head."

Many scorned the man with his big plans, others shook their heads in

doubt, but many consented, supported his plans, assembled confede-

rates. And many spiritual leaders of holy church blessed and approved

his efforts and his way of battling; many priests took his battle cry to

heart and many would have followed his banner if the shortage of

priests in their home country would not have held them back. So the

vanguard is yet small and the commander must train his fighters slowly

and painfully. This spiritual recruiting house is in Rome . . . 



After retreat (October 13-17, 1884) Lüthen formally made perpetual
4 

vows in the CTS. His attitude towards Jordan he noted in his diary: "March 6,

1885. Always have great reverence internally and externally towards Reverend

Father." Immediately after this he describes his attitude towards those entrusted

to him: "Receive all with greatest obligingness and kindness whenever they

come, even at the most inconvenient time; particularly the two . . . touchy ones"

(G-21). His resolution for Holy Thursday 1885, was Omnibus omnis esse! To be all

things to all people. (G-21; Lüthen underlined this twice).

 See, A Closer Look: 5.3. Reichenlechner.
5

 See, A Closer Look: 5.4. Streitel.
6

Himmelspforten (Coeli Porta) was founded in 1252 as an abbey of
7 

Cistercian Sisters in the “Schottenhaue” am Main at the entrance to the town of

Würzburg. The abbey was under the protection of the bishop of Würzburg and

received numerous endowments from Franconian aristocratic families. In 1354,

the "episcopal" monastery was set on fire by citizens quarreling with the bishop.

It was again destroyed in the Farmers' War (1525). After renewed blooming

under the Würzburg Prince-bishop Julius Echter of Mespelbrunn (1573-1617) the
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Lüthen encouraged especially young people to join (MI, July 29, 1883).

Jordan, on his part, requested good Christians to sponsor students for

the priesthood and called such patronage "an institution of pressing

relevance" (MR, May, 1883, “una istituzione palpitante di attualità”). Lüthen

was for Jordan a heaven-sent assistant, and for his spiritual sons (and

daughters) a convincing ideal of an apostle, and therefore of a poor,

humble and obedient religious. Meeting this priest was for many the

decisive encounter of their lives.4

Jordan devoted himself now more intensively to the Second Order.

Through her confessor, Fr. Cyprian (see, 5.3. Reichenlechner).  Amalie5

Streitel whose parents lived in Bamberg, connected with Lüthen and

offered herself to the new undertaking. See, 5.4. Streitel.  Lüthen, at that6

time in Munich, invited there the lady who just a few months earlier had

for health reasons voluntarily left the Carmel  as a novice. See, 5.5.7



monastery fell victim to secularization. On May 5, 1804, the last 35 nuns left

Himmelspforten. On May 4, 1844, two brother and sister couples, Röll and Götz,

bought the abandoned monastery and made it a monastery for Carmelite Sisters.

The first nuns came from Gmunden on Lake Traun. Already in 1847, the priory

received papal confirmation for housing 21 nuns. This full number (prescribed

by the rule of the order) was soon reached. The small convent utilized only the

inner circle of the earlier monastery together with the gothic church and the

Kruezgang (cross-arcade). The other buildings were at first used as tobacco and

dye factories. In 1926, the Diocese of Würzburg established a retreat house there

called "door to grace and heaven."

 See, A Closer Look: 5.5. Streitel’s departure from Himmelspforten.
8

 See, A Closer Look: 5.6. The Stern Monastery.
9

 See, A Closer Look: 5.7. Streitel at Stern.
10

 See, A Closer Look: 5.8. Streitel in Rome.
11

 See, A Closer Look: 5.9. The first three Sisters.
12
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Streitel’s departure from Himmelsporften.  Neither Jordan nor Lüthen8

was aware this Carmelite novice Sr. Petra, as Franciscan Sr. Angela, was

still bound by vows to Maria Stern in Augsburg, (see, 5.6. The Stern

Monastery).  See, 5.7. Streitel at Stern.  Streitel had won the full confi-9 10

dence of Lüthen who advised Jordan to start the Second Order of the

CTS with this nearly 40 year-old teacher. See, 5.8. Streitel in Rome.11

Jordan invested her on Passion Sunday, 1883, and 3 more girls on Easter

Sunday. These had arrived in Rome, March 7, having been recommend-

ed to Jordan by Lüthen. See, 5.9. The first three Sisters.  For these four12

novices of the Second Order of the Catholic Teaching Society, Jordan had

rented four rooms on Borgo Nuovo near the Motherhouse. 

The sisters competed with the confreres in striving for a communal style

of life, and Jordan must have been pleased with such fervor. He was

always concerned that the spirit of both communities be based on the



 See, A Closer Look: 5.10. Jordan/Streitel correspondence (I). 
13

 On Good Friday Jordan reported to von Wüllenweber and her sisters
14

(i.e., the two ladies from Johannesbrunn) what had happened in Rome: 
I often remember you and I have not forgotten Neuwerk. It is possible that you

with the two sisters will have to come to Rome next fall for some time. It is going

well here and it seems that the Lord wants to have the Motherhouse near the

founder of the Society. The sisters here receive many graces and are very happy.

On Easter three receive the holy religious habit. I have also called Mr. Lüthen to

come here for some time. If it is possible we must have our Motherhouse here in

Rome, the center of Christianity, from where also sisters will be sent to the

missions (March 23, 1883). 

Jordan not only wanted to keep the Baroness current on the Roman foundation,

but also to win her to his understanding, that a house in Rome took priority over

the Barbarastift. She understood Jordan's hint in his letter well, which she

received by Easter and wrote it down correspondingly in her notes (MMChr).
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same fundamental values. That meant for him absolute apostolic

involvement for the sake of Jesus Christ, and having as their basic motive

leaving all for Christ's sake in the strict form of Franciscan poverty. For

the same reason he dared to give the new mother superior of the small

group the same religious name he had chosen for himself: Sr. Francisca

of the Cross. Sr. Petra, at first still favoring the name she had used in the

Carmel, gladly accepted this unhoped for favor and until her death kept

this new name as the best expression of her own vocation. 

Soon after the investiture of Sr. Francisca, Jordan must have heard of her

ties to the Franciscan nuns of Maria Stern which had not been absolved.

She herself alluded to this earlier in one of her sentimental and often

effusive confession-letters concerning her ideas for Franciscan reforms

(see, 5.10. Jordan/Streitel correspondence (I)  but without ever explicit-13

ly mentioning Maria Stern in Augsburg. She often spoke of the Carmel in

a way that Jordan could feel her trying to reappraise this short stretch of

her life. Jordan who was deeply devoted to his female foundation  and14

was concerned about it no less than about the First Order, decided to go
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to the source for information. As the father responsible for the house he

wanted at any rate to go north to get help from his friends and from

promoters for his Roman foundation for which poverty was not only a

virtue but also a necessity.

Jordan first went to Munich where he stayed as usual with Capuchins.

He looked in at the editorial office of Der Missionär on Wasserstraße

where good Alfred Paul took charge after Lüthen had gone to Rome.

Very soon he hurried to his Baden home wanting to inform his local

bishop, the mild and aging John Baptist Orbin (1806-1886) about his

work. Then he hastened to see his aged mother and his friends around

Constance. There he persuaded the selfless Simon Deggelmann to estab-

lish a sales department for literature of the Catholic Teaching Society.

Back in Munich he wrote to his confessor at St. Peter's asking about the

financial claims of Baron von Leonhardi which he wanted to satisfy in

the best possible manner (cf., letter to Fr. Steiner, OFM Conv., April 28, 1883).

Jordan then visited Fr. Bernhard Hermes who had joined him on October

28, 1882, for five years. He had returned to his home country to edit the

diocesan paper there. Jordan hoped to be able to collect the essential

money for the Roman foundation in the good Catholic territory around

Trier but with little result. From the Moselle Valley he traveled to the

Rhineland and came to Neuwerk to visit the sisters community, the

development of which was hindered by the Kulturkampf in Prussia. 

On the evening of May 29, our Reverend Founder Jordan arrived here

coming from Rome. He remained here until the 1  of June and hasst

encouraged us truly to virtue and apostolate.

On May 31, the Baroness bound herself by perpetual vows, privately of

course, to the CTS. Jordan gave her the religious name "Maria Theresia of

the Apostles" (MMChr). Pastor von Essen was at the time on a journey

through Italy. Jordan left the Barbarastift by June 1. 



 See, A Closer look: 5.11. The habit.
15

 See, A Closer Look: 5.12. Streitel and the Rule of 1883.
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In Koblenz and Mainz too the “Beggar of God” in his ash grey  habit15

tried his luck (G-14). See, 5.11. The habit. In Würzburg he met with Fr.

Cyprian regarding the status of the vows of Sr. Francisca. There it

happened that a large sum was handed to him which enabled him to

meet his Roman debts. Joyfully, Jordan told his helper Deggelmann: "A

few days ago, God worked a miracle in our favor by sending us the sum

of 4,500 Marks, when we were in great need" (letter, June 11, 1883).

Monitore Romano too published this story of unexpected support by

Divine Providence: "In Würzburg where he was in June, a priest handed

him after Holy Mass the sum of 5,000 Lire" (MR, July 1, 1883). Jordan

experienced again that Divine Providence watched over his work, and he

felt moved to encourage his readers to trust in God's help. On June 15,

Jordan was again in Munich from whence on June 10 printing and

editing of the Der Missionär had been transferred to Rome. Now he

hurried back to Rome where Lüthen expected him urgently.

It was now a pressing need to compose a rule of life for both branches of

the CTS. For the male branch he could rely on Lüthen’s proven support.

In addition he conferred with Steiner and Cirino. For the female branch

he consulted with Sr. Francisca who seemingly had sufficient experience

with religious life. He expected her help in bringing into the rules the

specific character of the female soul, but the suggestions of Sr. Francisca

left him unsatisfied. See, 5.12. Streitel and the Rule of 1883.  She16

showed little desire to adapt herself to Jordan's apostolic conviction. On

the contrary, she soon knew very well how to push her own opinions

forward and to defend them, humbly but stubbornly. She gave them an

original "Franciscan-Carmelite" character, an ascetical rigor which im-

pressed Jordan, but which at the same time made him uneasy due to her

one-sided emphasis. At any rate Jordan never succeeded in connecting

his Franciscan, poor, apostolic life with the Franciscan-Carmelite,

penitential life to which Sr. Francisca felt obliged.



 See, A Closer Look: 5.13. The Rule of Einsiedeln.
17
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Jordan found it good to retire into solitude to shape what had been out-

lined so far, to at least rough out a communal style of apostolic life in the

following of Christ. On July 17, 1883, accompanied by his confessor he

went to Maria Einsiedeln to compose his first religious rule at the feet of

Our Lady. In the monastery he found hospitality and remained until the

end of the month. The rule he wrote there "In the name of Jesus" for the

First Order of the Catholic Teaching Society is surprising in its simpli-

city. Without any personal eloquence, but in simple and clear language

backed by the Word of God, the basic values of religious life are set

down: the following of Christ and apostolic service, which were for

Jordan inseparable. Here he cannot conceal his conviction to integrate

and subordinate religious life to apostolic life. The basis of his order had

to be Franciscan, or rather apostolic poverty for the sake of Christ.

Regarding chastity dedicated to God, a short eschatological reason and

justification suffices for him; obedience means for him an absolute yes to

Providence and beyond that the acceptance of every cross, reasonable

and valuable from the apostolic point of view. 

In the chapter on admission, the call to follow Christ is emphasized

clearly as a divine gift and a task. In the great rule about the apostolate

Jordan cannot hold back the Pauline fire the Lord had kindled in his

soul. It remains for him, and for all who will follow him a must, never to

be attained and always to be sought "that all may know the one true God

and the one he has sent, Jesus Christ." At the end, Jordan exhorts all to

strive for a humble and mild brotherly love as the true sign of their style

of life. Jordan certainly thanked Our Lady of Einsiedeln for her percep-

tible help in working out his rule. He added a number of norms, only a

few of which were original. The common rules for religious life he took

from St. Ignatius; but those he added on his own are second to none in

inspiration and creativity. See, 5.13. The Rule of Einsiedeln.17

On July 31, he left the monastery at Einsiedlen in high spirits. In the

"thirteen days and thirteen nights," which he was privileged to spend



 See, A Closer Look: 5.14. Declaration regarding Streitel.
18

 See, A Closer Look: 5.15. Streitel’s dream.
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with “Our Dear Lady of the Dark Woods,” he was granted a deeper

appreciation of his calling. He went to Munich where the Society, after

the transfer of the Der Missionär to Rome, still had an office at Diener-

straße 5. To this address Lüthen had sent him, on July 29, a letter to be

handed to the Bishop of Augsburg. In it Lüthen had written the dates

requested by the diocesan office concerning Sr. Angela Streitel, who by

October 17, 1866 in Maria Stern, had switched "with legitimate permis-

sion," to Himmelspforten. On December 13, 1882, she left there on her

own accord. She had given as the reason for her exit that she had seen it

as the will of God not to make profession in the Carmel, because her

nature was otherwise liable to suffer, nearly to succumb to physical

suffering. Jordan added a short note in which he recommended "the

present affair to the fatherly benevolence of Your Grace" (Munich,

August 6, 1883, AA). See, 5.14. Declaration regarding Streitel.  Sr.18

Francisca herself added to the report of Lüthen a personal letter to

Jordan saying:

I am standing fast, God led me to Rome. The Lord allowed that Rev. Fr.

Cyprian never thought to tell me that I would have to break my con-

nection with Maria Stern; and you too, Rev. Father, thought that the

affair was more or less settled. I do not believe I have to return to the

Stern Convent (letter, July 29, 1883, ASSM). 

Augsburg found this meager explanation unsatisfactory, and so the case

remained pending. But for now Jordan was at ease and Sr. Francisca

dreamed of melding Carmel and Alverno. See. 5.15. Streitel’s dream.19

Although Jordan had the gift of unusually deep and sincere prayer, he

had no understanding of egocentric pious dreams, especially when they

encouraged him to stray from his God-given course. Toward Sr.

Francisca, too, he kept to his principle: "In your orders, especially to

sisters, be fatherly, but decisive and firm" (SD 182).



 See, A Closer Look: 5.16. Streitel/Jordan correspondence (II).
20

 See, A Closer Look: 5.17. Ankenbrand.
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By the end of August Jordan was in Salzburg. From there he wrote on

August 26, to his "Venerable spiritual daughter in Christ” in Neuwerk:

"With full confidence, dearest in Christ, I can tell you that we shall erect

a mission house as a center for Germany, probably in Salzburg." Jordan

had already negotiated about renting a house cheaply which had room

for fifty people. Within a year he also wanted to start "a house for our

good sisters. Have patience, I have not forgotten the Neuwerkers." And

he added the encouraging admonition: 

What is more beautiful than to suffer for Jesus, to sacrifice, and to

suffer. For with Jesus we must also go the way of the cross. [And in

closing he says,] May God bless, console and strengthen you. Pray also

for me, who must bear so many problems.

The hopes Jordan had for Salzburg never materialized. Instead, a few

weeks later the Bishop of Linz (very close to the German border) gave

permission to locate Der Missionär, a periodical so essential for the

existence of the Society, in his diocese.

Jordan was back in Rome by September. He did not find time to adapt

the rules for the First Order he had composed in Einsiedlen to the

Second Order of sisters. With only a few changes he handed the same

rule to the three female novices in Borgo Nuovo on the Feast of St.

Francis, October 4. Sr. Francisca was not fully satisfied with Jordan's rule

but gladly accepted it. Nevertheless, she insisted on including her own

"insights." See, 5.16. Streitel/Jordan correspondence (II).  The previous20

day, Miss Johanna Ankenbrand had arrived in Rome. By October 6,

Jordan had invested her, counting her long waiting at home as prepara-

tion, especially since Lüthen had a very high opinion of her. See, 5.17.

Ankenbrand.  On the same day he allowed the two novices, Katherine21

and Scholastica, to make private vows for three years. That very day also,

three more girls from Franconia arrived whom he invested on November
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21. So the sisters community now numbered three professed sisters and

three novices.

On October 21, 1883, Lüthen went to Braunau am Inn, where the CTS’s

German-language press had found a new home. Jordan now had to

shoulder the burdens in Rome alone. On October 14, Jordan had con-

gratulated “M. Theresia of the Apostles” on her name day, mentioning

again the house planned for Austria. He also had to tell her that the

Neuwerk Sisters, "cannot yet come here, and there is now no prospect."

Jordan assured her, somewhat puzzlingly: "Our work goes on by the

help of God, yet we shall have to build up spiritually. . . . Our novices

give me much joy, today two more have been invested." So their number

was now four. Before year’s end Jordan was to invest five more male

candidates, among them Edward Weigang as Frater Thomas, a widower

and five years older than Jordan. He was to be, next to Lüthen, the other

mainstay of the young community.

Probably at the same time Jordan gave his rule to the First and Second

Orders, he applied to the Minister General of the Franciscans, Fr. Bernar-

dino da Portogruaro, for himself and Lüthen to be allowed to receive all

members of the Catholic Teaching Society into the Third Order of St.

Francis. On October 7, 1883, the Director of the CTS received permission

"to affiliate all members of the Society, also those outside" with the Third

Order, while Lüthen got this permission only for the members of the

Third Grade of the CTS (Arch. OFM).

Ever since Leo XIII reformed the statutes of the Third Order of Penance

of St. Francis (1883) it had taken a great upswing. The pope moderated

prayer and fasting and had prescribed monthly confession (it had been

three times a year). Jordan and Lüthen both tried to enlist their readers.

At the turn of the century the Third Order of St. Francis had reached a

membership of 2.5 million (MI, May 27 and July 8, 1883). By November

16, 1883, Jordan received Sr. Francisca into the Third Order and did the

same with the other sisters of the Roman community. Already on May

26, 1873, Sr. Theresia of the Apostles had been received by her confessor
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von Essen, a zealous promoter of the Third Order. On June 8, 1873, she

made profession and took the name Sr. Rosa. That the sisters of the

Roman community, in addition to investiture and profession in the

Second Order of the Catholic Teaching Society were also invested and

professed in the Third Order of St. Francis may be explained by Jordan’s

desire to provide some way for the sisters of his own Society (which still

had only a private character) to anticipate the necessary canonical status.

For members of the First Grade he could adopt the conventional

apostolic title of clerics.

Jordan had perhaps hoped by this step to neutralize the self-willed

misin-terpretation of Sr. Francisca’s Franciscan ideal. But she badgered

him more and more with her demands for a total reform of religious life

with a Franciscan orientation. Her appeal to Jordan to accept as his God-

given calling the original spirit of St. Francis, and above all the asceticism

that was its logical consequence, caused him to grow defensive. He had

to defend his own apostolic calling against Sr. Francisca's provocation to

live the "religious spirit in it prototype" (Streitel’s letter #52, passim). He

had even to withstand her pious threats. The fact that she "knew" it to be

the will of God that there should be only one great "Order," and that

Jordan, as a second Francis, was elected to carry out this "new work" (52,

54, etc.) made Sr. Francisca a spiritual "riddle" to Jordan. He tried his best

to make it perfectly clear to her that Sisters of the CTS had to cultivate an

apostolic spirituality, and that it was not his vocation to reactivate any

prototypic religious life, even if she reproached him for it, "that my spiri-

tual father is wavering and inclines to uncertainty” (54). In this way Sr.

Francisca got herself into a murky contest between her "higher know-

ledge" and her obedience to her "superior and founder" who distrusted

her pious insights, and thus stood (in her opinion) against the will of

God. She finally made up her mind, however, to promise "to educate the

daughters according to the rules and statutes which the founder had

given to the Catholic Teaching Society" (letter, October 20, 1883). In this

time of spiritual tension Jordan had only written contact with Lüthen.
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From the middle of November to the end of December, Sr. Johanna was

taken seriously ill. Jordan feared for the life of this good sister whose

deep inwardness and firm character he valued and who he did not want

to lose from his foundation. Sr. Francisca, however, took it as the will of

God that: "He takes Sr. Johanna," thereby demanding of her even the

supreme sacrifice. She was, therefore, not in favor of calling the doctor

(41). Jordan was even more bewildered by a mysterious odor of violets in

her sick-room which agitated the pious sisters so much that they also

disturbed Jordan. See, 5.18. Aroma of violets.  On December 3, Jordan22

let the mortally ill sister profess vows and received her into the Third

Order of St. Francis. But her condition improved slowly. "On December

26, 1883, I ordered this sick sister to get up by virtue of obedience and

she was miraculously cured" Jordan remarked in his Sisters Catalogue

(G-3.1).

Shortly before Christmas, the first Italian girl joined the sisters and was

invested on New Year's Day 1884, as Sr. Veronica (in the Second Order of

the Catholic Teaching Society and the Third Order of St. Francis). Sadly,

this good sister died on October 8, 1885. In the middle of January 1884,

Jordan with the consent of the Cardinal Vicar, sent the two professed

sisters, Scholastica and Katherine, to raise funds in Franconia and Swabia

where they could also win good candidates for the Roman community.

Their nearly 5-month absence also meant a most agreeable easing of

tensions in the house. See, 5.19. Collecting alms. 23

On January 24, 1884, Archbishop Massaia had sent a very friendly letter

to "his beloved Jordan" thanking him for the honor of being admitted to

the Second Grade of the "Academy." Massaia assured Jordan that he

would not fail to show his most sincere interest in his apostolic activities: 

For we know each other already for some years and you have always

wanted to honor me as a father and have asked my advice before you
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went to work. I have always considered your work my own. Consider-

ing my age and subsequent frailty I am sorry that I am not able to help

you much in advancing the work of God, but what I cannot do by

cooperating I am sure I can do by prayer. 

Massaia again encouraged and blessed Jordan and all his co-workers. He

adds that as soon as the opportunity occurred to meet him in Frascati or

Rome, he would discuss with him an idea about a subject which might

interest Jordan (D-996). On March 10, 1884, he answered Jordan's note of

March 3, indicating he had to be in Rome on March 12, and would visit

him then. At any rate Jordan met him at the Propaganda Fide where he

had to stay a few days (D-1002).

Jordan and Sr. Francisca now devoted themselves harmoniously to

consolidating the sisters community, which was of great concern to

Jordan. Nevertheless, the dispute between the two about Francesca's

reform ideas continued. See, 5.20. Prototype.  As Jordan stood firm,24

soon after finishing her novitiate Sr. Francisca broke off the fruitless

exchange of letters with the founder. See, 5.21. Novitiate letters.  But25

she kept looking for a way to put her stamp on the sisters community.

For that she needed a spiritual guide more willing than the two priests of

the First Order. She found him in the person of Rev. George Jacquemin

whom Jordan had engaged at the very beginning as a confessor for the

sisters of the Second Order of the Catholic Teaching Society. See, 5.22.

Jacquemin.  26

In February 1884, Sr. Francisca also went home, wanting to win her

parents for the work to which she was now fully dedicated. Now they

should again be proud of their daughter. After meeting the two sisters



 After consulting von Essen, her spiritual guide, by January 9, 1884,
27

Therese von Wüllenweber answered Jordan’s New Year’s Day letter. She

expresses her joy at being invited to come to Rome. However, she is also afraid of

the life in the sisters community, and she is plagued by the question: "Shall I also

'see once more' the Barbarastift?" Then she makes plans for the journey. Jordan

could “send some sisters, to take care for the monastery (until I would return, if

you find this to be a good thing, or until your Reverence comes here personally

in order to organize it all). I could instruct you about the most urgent things."

Jordan, however, not only had concerns for a journey, but he also wondered how

to cope with the authorities.
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who were out collecting funds she returned to Rome on March 1, 1884,

together with two girls from Franconia whom Jordan invested on Palm

Sunday. In April, four more candidates from there followed. They

received the habit May 5. At the end of June the two sisters fund raising

in Swabia won five girls for Jordan's sisters community. Thus, their

number increased. By the beginning of the year Jordan was looking for a

larger dwelling for the sisters. This he found in the Via del Falco where

the community moved on Ash Wednesday, February 27, 1883.

The generally negative influence of Sr. Scholastica was somewhat re-

newed when the traveling sisters completed their assignment which had

kept them out of Rome for a long time.

Meanwhile, the three sisters up in Neuwerk lived on the fringe of the

Roman development. On New Year's Day, Jordan informed them of his

plans. He wanted to have them in Rome for some time as he thought this

was necessary for a creating a uniform spirit. The Baroness would then

receive the holy habit in Rome and start her novitiate. He added: 

Presently there are eight sisters here who have received the habit, and

about seven are ready to enter. God willing we shall this year also

[begin] the sisters’ apostolate for poor girls. [Jordan asked the

Baroness:] Think it over before God who has become poor from the crib

to the cross; He will tell you what to do (ASDS).

He did not want to make it too hard for her to leave the Barbarastift.27



 In late July 1884, the conscientious Jordan asked the Cardinal Vicar as
28

his responsible bishop if  he might use school books compiled by Protestants. He

further asked about using school books without knowing whether their authors

were Catholics or Protestants, as well as religious moral books without the

ecclesiastic imprimatur or which were written by Protestants. As the Council of

Trent had published these strict proscriptions, he wanted to calm his conscience.

Cardinal Parocchi gave Jordan just the general rules without entering into his

question since prohibited books were the responsibility of the Index Congrega-

tion. In regard to printing and publishing religious books one had to turn to the

Magister S. Palatii Apostolici (July 31, 1884, E-38).
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For the First Order,1884 brought a relatively large number of applicants.

In his list Jordan noted twenty-five admissions, thirteen of whom stayed

only for a short time. These men had to leave the house due to sickness

or lack of vocation. Lüthen, otherwise mild, was strict with regard to

vocations, and did not allow any false consideration. Thus only sixteen

men were invested, while only nine of both years were admitted to vows

– some only conditionally, i.e., on their own responsibility. At that time

Jordan began, at the suggestion of Fr. Cirino, to invest newcomers as

oblates and to admit them to the novitiate only later, after they had

finished the necessary basic schooling which would qualify them for a

fruitful start in their higher studies.  On principle Jordan did not want to28

have seminarians in the young community, that is those who had

decided to join only in order to be ordained.

In March, Lüthen returned from Braunau am Inn where the publishing

department had taken roots. But in June necessity forced Jordan to send

his faithful co-worker on another fund raising trip. So Lüthen wandered

through Southern Germany and Austria again with a recommendation

from Fr. Steiner dated June 13, 1884. Only on the last day of September

did he return to Rome, not to leave again until the fall of 1894. Back in

Rome he devoted himself untiringly to the apostolate of the press and to

consolidating the young foundation inside and out. 



Among his cooperators Jordan employed not only good laymen but 29

also priests to help him especially in the Italian press, in the school, and in

administration. There were always priests without fixed employment or enough

income, who were happy to have temporary board and lodging and to earn their

living until getting a better position. All these priests were registered at the

Cardinal Vicariate, and from there they were provided with their necessities. By

1883, Jordan had established a so-called Agenzia Ecclesiastica della Società Cattolica

Istruttiva to help ecclesiastic petitioners meet their specific wants (cf., Freiburger

Kath. Kirchenblatt insert October 1883, 335). That the employed priests exploited

Jordan's kindness and trust, he had to experience painfully above all from his

administrator Don Ferrante. He had even dismissed Professor von Brentano and

re-hired him under stricter conditions (letter to Lüthen, summer 1886, A-17).
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The Motherhouse boasted at that time "seventeen residents –priests,

students and one brother" (MI, April 1884).  In its first two months29

Manna had already reached 2,000 subscribers. Der Missionär emphasized

with convincing insistence the value of religious life, although the

Catholic Teaching Society still was only "a religious community of a

private character" (MI, March and April 1884). In May, Der Missionär

appropriately praised the Feast of Pentecost (which this year fell on June

1) as "the main feast of the Catholic Teaching Society." At the same time

efforts continued to build up the Second and Third Grades.

Jordan looked untiringly for ways to fulfill his obligations to the Barbara-

stift. He wrote to the pastor of Neuwerk on April 7, 1884, asking for his

help to get his sisters into Neuwerk, “through a back door,” since other

avenues were closed to him on account of the Kulturkampf in Prussia. He

asked: "Could I send sisters, without habit but in vows, to Neuwerk? Can

I do that without telling the Archbishop of Cologne anything about it?"

The vows were anyway only private until official approbation. "Here

things are going on alright, but we must open the doors into Prussia. I

hope that we can then send two or three sisters to Neuwerk." Sisters

Theresia and Ursula were to be in Rome in the meantime. Pastor von

Essen answered Jordan immediately in the negative! He should himself

obtain permission from the archbishop, and he should not overlook the
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difficulties with the government. (cf., letter of the Pastor, April 23, 1884

to his dean, Ludwig Wiedemann [1824-1900] in Odenkirchen, ASDS).

By Easter 1884, Jordan had seven professed sisters in Rome; two more in

Germany fund raising. He was now pressed to find an appropriate

apostolate for them, as printery work did not appeal to them (although

in case of need, in peak periods, novices could be called in). Lack of

space became more noticeable with new admissions. Sr. Francisca turned

to the pastor of Neuwerk on May 10, 1884, asking if she could send

sisters "in simple dress, without any conspicuous style to Prussia." They

could help care for the sick and teach. She could send "three good and

well-trained sisters" (ASVD). Von Essen agreed to this offer which would

benefit his parish. But he did not want to act without his superior and

turned again to his friend Wiedemann (letters, May 20 & 29, 1884, ASVD).

In March, Lüthen explained the Second Grade or Academy of the Society

in the German "Organ of the Catholic Teaching Society for the People."

In a footnote he pointed out the difference between this Second Grade

and the Second Order. 

The Society also has in Rome a Motherhouse of the “Sisters of the

Catholic Teaching Society.” They are going to cooperate especially in

the task of practicing works of mercy toward young people in such

great danger (MI, March 9, 1884). 

In June, Lüthen told his readers: 

On Pentecost Day the community of the “Sisters of the Catholic

Teaching Society” opened an Institute which, with the help of God, is

certainly able to spread much blessing and well-being, the Asilo infantile

della Vergine Immacolata where girls from the age of two years up are

accepted to be protected from the dangers of the world and to be

educated in religion and good morals. The community numbers already

fourteen sisters, Germans and Italians, and many more will arrive

shortly. The love of God is with them! The sisters are ahead of us [men]

in their work; understandably, as a missionary [priest] needs more time

for his training (MI, June 29, 1884).



 See, A Closer Look: 5.23. Bishop von Dinkel’s inquiry.
30

 See, A Closer Look: 5.24. Streitel’s petition for dispensation.
31
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Jordan suffered from the fact that the affair with the vows of his sister

superior, Sr. Francisca, were not settled; he still had no satisfactory

answer to his inquiry of August 6, 1883. So he ventured on March 20,

1884, to approach Bishop von Dinkel again, proposing ecclesiastical

dispensation as a possible solution. The bishop’s answer on May 4, was

very favorable. But he demanded that Sr. Francisca personably submit a

petition. The first one had been written by Lüthen. And it was Jordan

who had informed the bishop that Miss Streitel had been invested in his

sisters’ community and that she was to be admitted to profession after

her novitiate. (Jordan did not think here of the private profession in his

community of March 18, 1883, nor of the canonically non-binding renew-

al with reservation of July 13, 1883, after it had become clear to him that

she was still bound by her vows at Maria Stern. He thought only of the

profession in the Third Order of St. Francis into which he had received

her on November 26, 1883, in order to be better covered canonically, and

which was expiring on November 16, 1884.) In addition, von Dinkel

demanded proof that Sr. Francisca had left Himmelspforten in good faith

and had entered a sisters community approved by the Holy See. See,

5.23. Bishop von Dinkel’s inquiry.30

By May 10, Sr. Francisca had written her "respectful petition of the virgin

M. Angela Streitel for dispensation from religious vows." As her reason

for leaving Himmelspforten she claimed unstable health; the manner of

her exit she ascribed to her ignorance of those matters. She asked for her

vows to be cancelled, promising to keep "the vow of chastity in any case

until the end of life." See, 5.24. Streitel’s petition for dispensation.31

Jordan noted on the bishop’s answer from May 4, 1884: "Miss Streitel

acted in good faith–Jordan. Answered, May 10, 1884" (E-525).

In the meantime, Jordan was delighted to receive from Archbishop

Cölestin Ganglbauer of Vienna (written July 12, 1884) and Bishop Franz



 See, A Closer Look: 5.25. Streitel’s evaluation of Mother Mary.
32
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Joseph Rudigier of Linz (June 22) letters of recommendation for the

Catholic Teaching Society (cf., MI, September 14, 1884).

On July 4-5, two sisters from Rome finally arrived in Neuwerk as

promised. Sr. M. Theresia introduced them as far as necessary to their

work in the Barbarastift, and then on July 22, with her faithful Sr. Ursula

she set off for Rome. On account of cholera which appeared intermit-

tently in European countries, they had to stay for a week in quarantine

on Lake Como and arrived in “Holy Rome” only on July 29 or 30. But the

two remained only three weeks and then returned to Neuwerk. Jordan

deemed a separate development of the two groups of sisters advisable.

Sr. Francisca had more or less set up her "Order of Penance" which at

first could not be strict enough. (Maybe she saw in this the only sensible

justification for her life in Maria Stern and Himmelspforten.) The Sisters

of the Catholic Teaching Society in Rome devoted themselves to works

of mercy, especially among the poor according to Jordan’s plans.

Sr. M. Theresia stressed once again that only the apostolic area of

missionary work appealed to her. Jordan thought about a way to make

her vocation fruitful in a kind of Third Order in the Barbarastift itself.

Lüthen was kept up to date as far as necessary. On the Feast of the

Assumption, August 15, Jordan thanked him for a gift of money just

received and says he would send the Baroness back to Germany since the

austerity of the life of the sisters in Rome could not be demanded of her.

He is very happy about the "extraordinary marks of favor toward the

Society." Of the sisters he says, "They are nursing the sick day and night.

. . . With the children's asylum they are doing alright." The Baroness had

hardly left when Jordan sent greetings after her, admonishing her to

have patience "until God will soon show his ways" (August 21, 1884,

ASDS). See, 5.25. Streitel’s evaluation of Mother Mary.32

Sr. M. Theresia of the Apostles did not accept light heartedly the will of

God as it was explained to her by Jordan. She had hoped finally in Rome



 See, A Closer Look: 5.26. Mother Mary’s observations.
33

 Jordan did not stay in Rome through all of 1884. In September he was
34

in Freiburg for the 38  anniversary of the Mother of God at La Salette. Septemberth

19, he held a lecture there about the message of the Holy Virgin. The “weeping

Virgin” turned particularly against the vices of the time like blasphemy, neglect-

ing prayer and penance, disregarding the Lord's Day, etc. Jordan also reported

in his lecture about an officer who had told him that when he was received into

the [Masonic] lodge he saw the devil. The existence of the devil had been to him

the surest proof of God. He left the lodge and became a religious. In his lecture

Jordan pointed to a similar event of that time, the well-known Dr. Recamier.

Freiburger Kirchenblatt reported Jordan's lecture in detail (1884, 262).
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to achieve her desires. She was ready in humility and obedience to suffer

the spiritual martyrdom awaiting her in Via del Falco. Strengthened by

the grace of God this would have been her heroic contribution in the

autumn of her life for the kingdom of God. But Jordan knew full well

that he had no right to ask such a hard apostolate of this woman, who in

patience matured. See, 5.26. Mother Mary’s observations.33

Jordan was glad that on October 1, Lüthen was again in Rome and not all

responsibility for the Motherhouse and the sisters rested on him alone.34

After a three-day retreat Lüthen made his final profession in the First

Order of the Catholic Teaching Society (October 17, 1884).

In ecclesiastical circles as well as in the German enclave in Rome, both of

Jordan’s foundations gained increasing attention. In the Corpus Christi

procession celebrated by Msgr. de Waal with exceptional solemnity, and

to which he invited all "ecclesiastical and secular personalities of rank"

within reach. The order of procession assigned the place in front of the

Blessed Sacrament to the "nuns of Fr. Jordan" and the place following to

the "Jordanites" (CS, June 12, 1884).



 Full Italian text, cf., German DSS XIV, 613f.
34
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During the summer Jordan's fatherly friend, Archbishop William

Massaia was made cardinal. Jordan sent him a hearty letter of thanks in

which he could not restrain his joy. The news of his appointment 

. . . has awakened in me those joyous memories which bind my think-

ing, my life, the whole Catholic Teaching Society to your Excellency, not

as a friend to a friend but far more heartily as a dear son to an solicitous

and loving father.34

At this time the dreaded scourge of cholera, “Roman Fever,” flared up

again in Italy. Leo XIII had, as a precautionary measure, arranged a

cholera hospital in St. Marta. The Sisters of the Catholic Teaching Society

were invited there by the Cardinal Vicar. Jordan saw this invitation "to

serve in this hospital in case of an outbreak of the disease . . . a certain

recognition of the sisters by the church authorities” (cf., MI, November 9,

1884). His greatest concern was to obtain formal ecclesiastical recognition

of his two religious foundations. In October 1884, Der Missionär reported

on the state of health in the Roman community: "Our Society here in

Rome has been spared the Roman Fever this year, God be thanked, both

in the male and the female communities" (MI, October 26, 1884).

At the end of November 1884, Jordan took stock of his work: 

Three years have gone by since the first foundations were laid for the

new work; it was a time of heavy storms, of sorrows, toil and suffering.

But everything had to serve that God is with us; for the building is not

shaken, rather it will expand, increasingly complete and strong. Every-

thing had to help improve the spirit of poverty and renunciation in our

efforts, and to fortify in our hearts firm trust in The Almighty and in the

mighty Queen of Heaven. . . . The Society here comprises also a com-

munity of sisters who are busy with the care of the sick and of children

(Asilo infantile . . .) which after only two years existence has about thirty

members (MI, November 30, 1884). [The sisters at Neuwerk were not

mentioned here although they were always present in Jordan's heart.]



 See, A Closer Look: 5.27. Fund raising in Nancy.
35

 Sr. Antonia (Babette) Brehm, born February 8, 1858, at Voitmanns-
36

dorf, was among the four sisters Jordan had invested on May 4, 1884, and upon

whom he had put great hopes. On October 26, he let the sick novice make vows

in danger of death. "On December 4, the Feast of St. Barbara, a quarter past

midnight Sr. Antonia passed away after a saintly life quite devotedly and

peacefully in quite a soft manner in the Lord," Jordan noted with a painful heart.

On November 26, 1884, he had also received her into the Third Order (G-3.1). 

Sr. Maria Coletta (Theresia) Lautenschlager, born December 19, 1845, at

Breitenbrunn, was also invested on May 4, 1884, and died one day after her

birthday. "She passed away in the Lord on December 20, 1884 at 6:15 p.m." (G-

3.1). They both were buried in Campo Santo: "December 5, 1884, today a sister of

the Catholic Teaching Society was buried on our God's acre . . . Barbara Brehm

from Voitmannsdorf, Bavaria. . . . December 23, 1884, today another nun Therese
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In mid October 1884, Sr. Francisca went to see her parents. She remained

several weeks in Bamberg to recruit candidates, and returned to Rome

November 15 with five girls. Four more came in December. On Novem-

ber 5, she had written a thank you letter to Srs. Theresia and Ursula in

Neuwerk. Regarding her plans for the Barbarastift she says only: “These

days I shall travel to Rome and see there what the Lord wills.” She added

greetings to Pastor von Essen and commended, "sincerely to the Holy

Trinity, you, beloved sister in God and good Sister Ursula," signing:

"Your devoted co-sister, M. Francisca of the Cross" (E-529).

Both of the sisters who had been sent back to Nancy in mid October to

collect funds became severely ill and at the end of November, Jordan

sent Sr. Scholastica to them. When Sr. Angela (by virtue of Jordan's bless-

ing, E-535) had recovered sufficiently, both raised funds in the area of

Nancy, while the sick Sr. Veronica remained under the care of the good

"Sisters of Christian Doctrine." Only by mid February 1885, was the sister

well enough to return to the Roman community. See, 5.27. Fund raising

in Nancy.  Before that the Sisters Roman community had been struck a35

hard blow: two sisters died: Antonia, aged 27, who only a few weeks

before had taken "vows in danger of death," and novice Sr. Coletta, 39.36



Lautenschlager was buried in our graveyard (nun of Jordan's)" (CS).

 On December 10, 1884, Sr. Francisca of the Cross Streitel, at present
37

superior of the charitable,
"Sisters of the Catholic Teaching Society,” turned to the King of Bavaria for a

permit to collect money for her undertaking of "caring for the sick and needy in

Rome." The address given was: "Borgo Vecchio 165, care of Director General

Jordan" (B H St A; Baron Anton von Cetto (1835-1906) Bavarian Ambassador to

the Holy See since 1883, to von Dr. Karl von Brentano). 

On December 12, Brentano, a teacher employed by Jordan who submitted the

petition, inquired in Munich what to do in this case concerning "a purely

charitable purpose" (B H St A). Prof. von Brentano added a warm, handwritten

recommendation of the, 
. . . female institute of formation and education of the “Sisters of Christian

Love,” really "Charitable Sisters" in Via del Falco near St. Peter's, founded by a

German priest who endeavors indefatigably to enhance the honor of God and

the salvation of mankind: This humane and up-to-date institute of the self-

sacrificing sisters has as its aim the care for the sick and needy, for which our

sick Germans in the cosmopolitan City of Rome must be thankful (December 3,

1884, B H St A). 

On December 30,1 884, the embassy got a negative answer. Baron von Cetto

passed it on in a noble form to Jordan through Prof. von Brentano (January 5,

1885, B H St A).
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Before Christmas Sr. Francisca appealed to the King of Bavaria for

permission to collect contributions, but she found no hearing from

Minister Lutz.37

In his Rule of the Apostolate Jordan had extended Christ's command

"Teach all people" in an unexpected mental leap to children, as if they

had first claim to the gospel. Prompted by the instruction of St. Ignatius

Loyola to his own priests (Reg. sacerd. 6) Jordan added to his own norms: 

Catechesis, above all of children, weighs upon my heart most of all;

they must teach children to become again a child. Snatch the souls of

the innocent from the open jaws of the hellish serpent and do not



 J M J !!!
38

I, Sr. Maria Francisca of the Cross vow to the most Holy Trinity, to the

Immaculate Queen of the Apostles, to the amiable St. Joseph always and in

everything [to do] the most perfect, however difficult it may be to corrupted

nature. I put this promise into the hands of my spiritual superior and Father

Johannes Maria Franciscus of the Cross asking and charging him to keep true

watch so that I may live up to this promise in everything. As special patrons I

choose St. Francis of Assisi, St. Clara, St. Therese, St. Francisca of Chantal and

the Archangel Michael. May the grace and power of the Precious Blood

strengthen and enlighten me! Rome, December 8, 1884, M. Francisca of the

Cross.

On the reverse side of the letter Jordan wrote: “valid until Christmas 12:00, 1884;”
Jordan could dispense it at any time. This was the condition (59).
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despise even one single one among the little ones. Teaching children

should be the joy of the members (Norm 56). 

So it was an essential step forward on the road of his calling that on

December 8, 1884, the "Angles Union" took hold also in Rome.

In both communities December 8  was celebrated with gratitude. Thisth

day was also valued by Sr. Francisca as the day of her calling to the

Society (letter, December 7, 1883, 46). "God be thanked we must call out

today, for the number of those days [since the foundation in 1881] has

increased tenfold" (MI, December 28, 1884). Jordan had given Sr.

Francisca permission to make her vow of perfection conditionally until

Christmas, a sign of how he esteemed her ascetical fervor.38

On December 3, Jordan invested eight girls, admitted three sisters to

final vows, and one to three-years vows. Then on December 8, he

enrolled twelve sisters in the Third Order of St. Francis. The community

had increased to ten sisters with final, and three with temporary vows,

sixteen novices and four candidates. Including little Kunigunde, the

community numbered thirty-four by February 1884. By November,

Jordan as "General Director of the Catholic Teaching Society" had asked

Leo XIII to be allowed to erect a chapel in the dwellings of the sisters and

therein to reserve the Blessed Sacrament and to celebrate the Eucharist.



 Rome, November 13, 1884. Pax Jesu
39

In Christo dear sisters!

I have received your letter together with the account. May you now live faith-

fully according to the Holy Rule and quite seriously strive for perfection. The

Lord will reward you. Always wait for the time determined by Providence. The

Lord makes everything good and abandons none of those who put their trust in

Him. Let us strive to be filled with apostolic spirit, to suffer apostolically, to

work apostolically. Let us remain in strict union with the Crucified and let us

never be separated from Him. The Lord bless you and draw you ever more to

Himself. 

Pray and suffer also for your spiritual father, Johann Mary Francis of

the Cross. 

Membership is greatly increasing; I can’t even receive them all.

(ASDS).
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At the same time he also asked permission for the girls and pupils, like

the sisters, to fulfill their Sunday obligation there. The Cardinal Vicar

passed the petition to the pope with the reservation that the Sunday

obligation could not be satisfied there (November 8, 1884). Leo XIII gave

permission November 29, 1884, with the condition proposed by the

Cardinal Vicar (TVU).

By February 1884, the men’s community in Borgo Vecchio numbered

three members in final and six in temporary vows, fourteen novices or

oblates, besides students and workers in the printery. 

For living quarters the Society uses part of the large Palazzo Morone

which on account of the large rooms and the low rent must appear quite

acceptable for us for the time being. The somewhat decayed splendor of

the rooms we have rented does not hurt the spirit of poverty, it rather

strengthens in us the longing by the grace of God soon to obtain a house

corresponding to our spirit. But the means?! (MI, December 28, 1884).

It pained Jordan that while the communities in Rome were increasing so

promisingly, he could not start anything now to develop the Barbarastift.

Already on November 13, he wrote the two sisters in Neuwerk, "to have

patience and not tire in their apostolic spirit and their work, in prayer

and suffering."  In January 1885, Jordan asked Sr. M. Theresia to39

continue as before in running the house, and inquired about the present



 Rome, January 11, 1885, 
40

Pax Jesu In Christo very Honorable!
To your last letter, which I have received with thanks, the following: for the time being I
leave to you the administration of the house, etc. I had quite forgotten your earlier
question about leasing. Please, excuse my not giving an answer in this regard. How much
remains of the debt you assumed from the Rheinische Bank (for the men’s Order)?
[Note: Sr. Theresia had proposed to lease the empty part of the Barbarastift in order to
help pay off the Cologne loan.] Please, inform me about it. At the same time I ask you
insistently, in Christ beloved, to become deeply filled with truly apostolic zeal and spirit
and to become as much as possible similar to our divine model. Let us die more and
more and let Christ live in us. The Holy Rule will lead you, if you observe it faithfully. I
shall set no limit to your apostolic zeal. Pray and work. The Lord will certainly show you
the ways. Ascend to heaven, descend to hell, and you will hear the answer. Oh how large
is the field of apostolate everywhere. If one just extends the Angel League and the class
of cooperators, Oh how much can happen there, even if you had to make short trips for
the sake of God's honor. Apostolate! Apostolate! Let's leave the future to the Lord. Let us
press our own striving for holiness and that of our neighbors. Therefore courage and
confidence. May the Lord strengthen and bless you and your activity and preserve you
from all sin. Greetings and blessings also to Mr. Rosa. 

Pray also for yours truly in Christ, Fr. Jordan (ASDS).
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situation concerning the debts of the First Order of the Catholic Teaching

Society with the Rheinischen Volksbank. He also urged her to spare no

efforts in working for the Angel's Union and winning new cooperators.

He even expected her to take small trips and justified his insistence based

on their common spirit: "Apostolate! Apostolate!"40

In addition to worry about the unsettled future of the two sisters in

Neuwerk, Jordan was anxious because the mother superior of his sisters

congregation was still bound to the Maria Stern Monastery in Augsburg.

Thus really he had received and later installed her as superior in viola-

tion of canon law. But Sr. Francisca made a genuine effort according to

her character, to see to the well-being of the community. Jordan had no

other sister able to fill her position. So he turned again to Bishop von

Dinkel asking him to clear up the unfortunate affair, now that “Sr.

Angela” was since the spring of 1883 a member of the Third Order of the

CTS, and having made profession on November 26 in the non-regulated

Third Order of St. Francis.



 Augsburg, December 12, 1884.
41

Reverend! In regard to Sr. Angela Streitel I have occupied myself in the

meantime. Personally I have concluded that a petition to the Apostolic See

would be subject to grave doubts because of the circumstances, which I also

discussed with the Reverend Prior of the Carmelites in Würzburg, who agrees

with me to leave it all in statu quo. The difficulty of making a petition for dispen-

sation is the fact that I would have to present all the real facts of the transfer into

the monastery of Himmelspforten in my province; in doing so I would have to

touch a series of offenses against ecclesiastic prescriptions committed from this

side. In regard to Angela herself, the answer from the Apostolic See would be

that she had become liable to punishment, and she would have to be dismissed

as punishment. But this discharge would fall into my competence as well as an

expulsion per punishment from the order, and here my heart refuses to do so.

Therefore, my proposal is as follows: Angela shall remain as a member of the

Third Order of St. Francis in your Society and, because she is no longer living in

the convent of her earlier monastery, she shall at least consider herself strictly

bound by the vow of perpetual chastity. Furthermore, she shall present her

situation to her confessor, explain to him that she would continue living

according to the Rule of St. Francis, especially in regard to the vow of chastity.

At the same time she shall ask her confessor to grant her remission from her

former convent, equally emitted under simple vows, but with the intention of

finally making vows of poverty and obedience. As a matter to be accomplished

in foro confessionali the confessor would then have to turn to the Poenitentiaria

tecto nomine and certainly receive the requested remissio. To choose this way is

the best one I can think of. If you agree with my counsel, inform me of its success

when the time has come. + Pancratius [von Dinkel] (E-536).
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After the happy 8  of December 1884, Jordan got the answer of Bishopth

von Dinkel. Having considered the case of Sr. Angela intensely, he found

no way to resolve it by himself according to Jordan's wishes. He

proposed Jordan leave Sr. Angela as a member of the Third Order in the

CTS. She should through her confessor obtain dispensation from her

vows from the Penitentiary. Von Dinkel asked Jordan for his opinion,41

and Jordan could only consent (February 7, 1885, AA). He added a

petition of Sr. M. Fr. Streitel of January 18, 1885, which was a true copy

of her petition the very next day. Von Dinkel answered by February 9,

1885, saying he would send the desired petition on February 10, to his



Augsburg, February 9, 1885, 
42 

Reverend honorable Director!

I thank you cordially for the good wishes sent to me. If only the onus episcopatus

would not become too burdensome with the growing senile years! Recommend

me in your prayers. Regarding Sr. Angela I can inform you that my petition

report has already been composed by my secretary and tomorrow will be

handed over to our agent to be forwarded to the respective Congregation. Our

agent is Mr. Jacquemin in the Ospizio dell'Anima. I have no doubt the petition

will be granted, although it is an extraordinary case. In the meantime I remain . .

. + Pancratius [von Dinkel], B. of A. (E-542).
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agent George Jacquemin for the proper congregation.  This report of the42

bishop of Augsburg to the Holy Father is also dated February 9, and was

sent directly to the Congregation for Bishops and Religious, so that

Jordan did not get to see it.

In his report the bishop rehearsed the whole story. He first mentioned

the praise-worthy engagement of Sr. Angela in the education of girls in

Würzburg as a Stern Sister. With his permission she had transferred to

the stricter Carmel. But before completing the canonical novitiate year

she had left the monastery with the permission of the prioress, but,

. . . without returning to the Franciscans which would have been her

duty, and without giving notice of her step to the superior general of

Maria Stern or to me. After some time I learned that Sr. Angela was in

Rome devoting herself laudably to the education of girls. At the same

time I was asked to do something about a dispensation from her vows

as a Franciscan, but I did not think I could respond to this request soon.

Since, however, M. Angela Streitel had repeatedly appealed to me and

since I had also learned that this young woman deserved praise for her

morals, I do not doubt any longer to trust this affair to your Holiness

and beg for kindness to her. 

Then the bishop mentioned what Sr. Angela in her petition had given as

the reason for her exit, namely her unstable health, and that she had gone

home in good faith. He added that the vows [to Jordan] had been only

temporary, of course with the intention to take perpetual vows, and that

the superior general of Maria Stern had agreed that the sister should be



The promise to observe chastity once back in the world as demanded
43 

by the religious vow was at that time the (facilitating) precondition for an

ecclesiastical dissolution of religious vows.

 Segreteria del Vicariato di Roma: Societas Catholica Instructiva, Rmus
44

Secretarius Vicarii adeat locum, seversissime visitet ac referat. 25/02/1885. L.M.

Cardinal Vicarius (TVU, Prot. 2029).

 Paulus Melchers (Münster, January 6, 1813-1895, December 14,
45

Rome) was a jurist before becoming a priest in 1841. In 1848 he belonged to the

Frankfurter Nationalversammlung; from 1857 bishop of Osnabrück; 1866 arch-

bishop of Cologne. At Vatican I he sided with the "Inopportunists." As a victim of

the Prussian Kulturkampf he was imprisoned in 1874, and fled to Belgium before

Christmas 1875. Following the wish of the pope he abdicated the archdiocese in

1885. On August 6, 1885, he came to Rome and became a cardinal July 27. He

lived at Frascati. On February 10, 1892, he quietly became a Jesuit and lodged in

the Germanicum.
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freed from any bonds to their monastery. The bishop asked the pope to

grant forgiveness and to free her from her vows, so that she could return

to the world legally, especially since she had promised to keep her vow

of chastity for life (AA).  Probably on the order of the Holy Father, the43

Cardinal Vicar charged his secretary on February 15, 1885, to carry out a

very strict visitation of the sisters of the Catholic Teaching Society.44

On January 31, 1885, Jordan wrote Sr. Theresia to plead with Archbishop

Melchers of Cologne  to permit some sisters to come to Neuwerk. He45

also wanted to send professed sisters of the Catholic Teaching Society as

soon as possible to relieve overcrowding in the Motherhouse in Rome

and to make room for postulants. But the archbishop, on account of state

laws, did not give permission. Sr. Theresia herself also desired a genuine

solution soon. Jordan came back to his plan which had fallen through a

year earlier: "That soon you probably must come to Rome, while some

sisters would go to Neuwerk as private persons. The Good Lord shall set

everything aright." He told her of his joy at the prospect of investing four

more candidates on April 6, also that the habit of the sisters would now



 Philipp Krementz became archbishop of Cologne, April 14, 1885.
46
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be black, no longer gray, and he admonished her "Take care that in your

activities you do not lose sight of the real apostolate. The children, the

poor and the sick are the favorites of Jesus!!!" (April 3, 1885).

On April 7, 1885, we find Jordan in his Baden homeland where he hoped

to win priests for his house in Rome. On April 14, he wrote again

hopefully to Neuwerk: "Probably a friend of the Society will mount the

archiepiscopal chair in Cologne!" He was thinking of Bishop Krementz of

Ermland.  On the 17  he was at home with his mother and his brothers.46 th

From there he gave some directions to Lüthen and closed his letter: 

The sufferings are great at times but interior, especially for the sake of

our people. My reception here is very good, but I don't enjoy the world

any more. I am so glad that you have also written the name “of the

Cross” on the address. 

Lovingly, Your Fr. Francis of the Cross (A-18). 

On May 1, Jordan returned to Rome (G-9.1). Two days later the deeply

troubled Sr. Katharina Eck threw herself out a window in a moment of

insanity. This attempted suicide by a suora tedesci of Jordan’s caused a

great sensation in church circles as well as among the numerous German

pilgrims staying in Rome. For Jordan this event meant a new heavy

cross. In Rome too there were adversaries not well disposed toward his

work. They took advantage of this hour to show him in bad light to his

ecclesiastical superiors up to the Holy Father. Jordan could not defend

himself; he could only ask the Lord to assist him in this trial. It was a

consolation that Lüthen and most in his male community stood by him

and helped him endure these torments in the love of the Lord’s cross.

On June 4 , as soon as Sr. Katharina had recovered enough to travel,th

Jordan had Srs. Johanna and Scholastica take her home, and he applied

to the Holy See to dispense her from her vows. During these negotiations

with church authorities (who also called on her local bishop without any

good reason) Margaret Eck succeeded in committing suicide by hanging



 In his Liber Documentorum (l.d.) Jacquemin faithfully copied decisions
47

for the Cardinal Vicariate which he considered important, as well as petitions

made to the Vicariate by the community of sisters entrusted to him. Thus about

150 documents have been preserved. They cover June 1, 1885 to September 19,

1896; preceding is the document of the bishop of Augsburg of January 17, 1882.

Document 2 is Jordan’s petition of June 1, 1885 requesting admission of Sr.

Streitel to the CTS and dispensation from vows of Maria Stern. 

From that date on, the old chronicle (now lost) considered the sisters as

separated from Jordan. Although Jacquemin was named the Cardinal Vicar’s

personal legate for the sisters only on July 24, the old chronicle said “from July 4

of this year this Congregation was under the direction of Reverend Jacquemin.”
. . . perlustravi librum Chronicorum, ex quo constat, quod Congregatio a die 19 Martii

1883 sub directione sui fundatoris, Rmi. P. Francisci Jordan, Sup. Gen. Soc. Cath.

Instruct., stabat, a die autem 1  Junii 1885 ab eodem sejuncta fuit, et a die 4 Julii e.a.o

directioni Rmi. D. Jacquemin suberat. . . . (Relatio de visitatione facta a P. Fulgentio a

Gossensass, OFMCap, Definitor gen. on 17.07. 1894 apud SSM).

The documents in Latin, Italian, French and German demonstrate Jacquemin’s

mastery of the canonical office style.
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herself at home (cf., ASV). Jordan noted in his sisters catalogue in

wordless sorrow "she died in her parents home June 13, 1885" (G-3.1).

Sr. Francisca was still plagued with two cares: severing her bonds with

Maria Stern, and securing the independence of the sisters community

under her own leadership. While Jordan was doing his utmost to resolve

her case. She was able to win her confessor’s, Dr. George Jacquemin’s

backing for separating the Second Order; slowly he became convinced

that it would be a good thing to relieve the real founder of the sisters

congregation.

Immediately after his return from Germany, Jordan undertook through

the Cardinal Vicar, to petition the Holy Father to permit him to receive

Sr. Francisca Streitel legally into the Sisters of the CTS, provided that His

Holiness would free her from her vows and her bonds with Maria Stern.

He states that two years before Sr. Angela Streitel had joined the Sisters

of the Catholic Teaching Society (TVU, I.d. 2).  47



 Ex Audienzia Ssmi, May 9, 1885; SS. Dms noster, attenta Augustani
48

Episcopi commendatione. Oratricis privilegio annuit clementissime ad effectum tantum

ingrediendi piam Domum a Societate Catholica Instructiva nuncupatam, et in eo

religiose vivendi. L.M. Cardinal Vicar. Vicolo del Falco No. 18, vicino a Borgo Pia

(TVU, Prot. 2029).
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Only on May 9, was Cardinal Parocchi able to present the case of "Sr.

Francisca and Angela" to the Holy Father. The pope considered the

recommendation of the bishop of Augsburg and granted the dispensat-

ion asked for "under the condition that she enter the pious house of the

Catholic Teaching Society and there lead a religious life."48

On June 1, 1885, the Cardinal Vicar issued the relevant procedures from

canon law. Their severity deeply affected both Jordan and Streitel. She

was first to be freed from her censures by a confessor appointed by the

Cardinal Vicar. Next she was obliged to repeat novitiate and to conclude

it legally by retaking her vows. A dowry and upkeep were to be

provided. The indult had to be accepted within six months, otherwise it

would lose its validity (TVU, I.d. 2). It is not improbable that Cardinal

Parocchi entrusted his new friend Jacquemin of the Anima with this task.

When Jordan received the rescript from the Cardinal Vicar on June 3,

1885, he could only be disappointed. He had hoped so much that the

petition of the bishop of Augsburg, whom he had won for his proposal

of a quiet settlement of the affair, would have been more helpful. 

Now Sr. Francisca was requested to make a fourth novitiate. The

immediately previous one (March 1883 to March 1884) had already been

somewhat prolonged by her novitiate in the Third Order of St. Francis

(November 26, 1883 to November 26, 1884). It had been a burden for

both Jordan and Streitel. Jordan succeeded indeed in reducing her

exaggerated ideas to a healthy Franciscan level. She had accepted as her

own his view of the sisterly apostolate among the poor, the sick and

children, and she was successful in keeping the hopeful and quickly

growing sister's community fervent, dedicated and united through her

understanding experience. Jordan had done everything to bind the



 See, A Closer Look: 5.28. Streitel/Jordan correspondence (III).
49
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sisters in obedience and reverence to their superiors, he demanded they

call her "Reverend Mother" and consult her as far as necessary in their

requests to him. 

About the pending affair with the vows he had kept strict silence. He

was glad this was now regulated sacramentally, under the protection of

the seal of Confession. On the other hand he wondered how the sisters

would take the consequences which could not be kept secret, but which

could not actually be explained openly. Sr. Francisca had to step down as

superior. Who was to take over? And would the young sisters used to

Streitel’s guidance accept such a change without bewilderment and

grumbling? Srs. Scholastica and Johanna were in Schesslitz, where

Jordan planned the first German outpost after he failed to obtain ecclesi-

astical assent for Neuwerk. Amid all this, Jordan did not neglect to notify

the two sisters in Neuwerk of this new plan, which would be another

setback for the Barbarastift: ". . . within a short time the permission will

come from the Ministry for a foundation in Bavaria" (June 27, 1885).

By necessity Jordan designated as superior the humble Sr. Stanisla Schön

(June 13, 1885). But in her helplessness in this new task she was dis-

traught. Sr. Francisca was put back into the ranks of novices. The burden

was unbearable for everyone. See, 5.28. Streitel/Jordan correspondence

(III).  Streitel gave vent to her anguish in a touching letter to de Waal.49

JMJ. 

Rev. Father! 

Why are the plans of God realized in such a terrible manner? I am

suffering beyond all measure, you are suffering so much (M. Stanisla

totally broken down, unable to teach; M. Johanna sick in Germany).

Everyone around me is emotionally distraught, and forced to see how

everything that has been built up with pain and grief, with sorrow and

prayer is going to ruins. My venerable Father, only by grace can I stand

upright. Nothing exists in me anymore that can be called energy or

courage to face life. My God do not abandon me, for it is only your

hand which, although beating me, still preserves me from the depth of



 See, A Closer Look: 5.29. Streitel/de Waal correspondence.
50

 Most Reverend Eminence, 
51

With your rescript dated the 3 , your Eminence granted that Angela Streitelrd

could be admitted to the Sisters of the SCI: on condition however that she repeat

her novitiate and time of profession. However, these conditions are not so easily

met since Sister Angela Streitel has for more than two years been the superior of

the sisters, and since in the case that it would be necessary (for her) to step down

from that position she now occupies to make her novitiate it would greive the

sisters, the undersigned begs your Eminence to condescend to allow that sister to

make a secret novitiate while at the same time remaining superior of the house

in Rome. Bit if this suggestion does not seem appropriate to your Eminence, the

undersigned requests that you suggest something more opportune (E-544).
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despair. Please let me know even today how you are, Rev. Father,

recommending you sincerely to Our Lord, I implore you to forgive me

all offenses ever committed against you, I sign in pain and sorrow your

spiritual daughter (see, 5.29. Streitel/de Waal correspondence).50

Rome, July 4, 1885 M. Francisca of the Cross 

Jordan could only pray, commiserate and ask for spiritual help. By the

end of May four more female candidates accepted by Jordan had arrived.

On May 31, he performed what was to be his last investiture for the

Sisters of the Catholic Teaching Society for Sr. Luitgard (Maria) Rauch of

Bamberg, aged 30, who had entered May 12.

Jordan tried one last way out in favor of his sisters and Sr. Francisca. In

his dogged fight for the threatened community he turned to the Cardinal

Vicar as his pastor and thanked him for the rescript of June 3. He then

proposed to allow Sr. Francisca to make a secret novitiate while at the

same time keeping her office. "Sr. Angela Streitel has been now for more

than two years superior of the sisters," and her deposition would be

taken by the sisters "with displeasure." If the cardinal would not agree to

this plan, Jordan asked for another more favorable solution. However,

Cardinal Parocchi did not want to go into that on his own.51



 In my really sad and painful situation I allow myself to turn to your
52

Eminence who alone can deliver me from this important matter; for it is in your

power to help me by your grace. Our reverend superior has deposed our

venerable Mother Superior who led us so well on the way to perfection. One can

truly say that this leadership was from God, because He has given her special

graces for this purpose. I, the most unworthy among all sisters, was surprised

and compelled by our Fr. Superior to take the post of superior. Since that day I

cannot express enough to you my sad situation. Also my dear sisters have to

experience severe pains because of the loss of our venerable Mother who has

educated all of us in the spiritual life. I feel so intensely how my soul and those

of my sisters are suffering injustice; my physical forces are already much

weakened by this. Neither have I enough talent to fulfill the task of superior,

particularly in a community which is just growing up and exposed to all kinds

of difficulties. I would be willing, like all my sisters, to give my life for our

deposed venerable Mother in order to get her back again as superior. I have

already laid all this out to our reverend superior who himself understands this

very well and would be glad if this would be changed. Therefore, I ask Your

Eminence to give us back our venerable Mother Superior, for it is the will of God

that the sisters serve God in holy joy, and I have no doubt that like the holy

church also Your Eminence finds this certainly to be right . . . Rome, June 20,

1885, (in French, TVU, l.d. 3).

 Eminence, we German Sisters of the Catholic Teaching Society have to thank
53

you very much for the great kindness: that Your Eminence received us last

Monday and promised to send us a Commission to bring order to the important

matter of our Mother Superior. Allow us to push our request which we have

presented, to hurry the ruling, so that with the help of Your Grace we may soon

be happy again as we were before . . . July 8, 1885, (TVU, l.d. 4, from the French).

Both letters of Sr. Stanisla (ftn. 52, 53 above) are written in good French, a tongue

she herself did not know. Thus it seems her wish and the connected wishes of

her sisters, including Sr. Francisca, were shaped by a third hand (Msgr.

Jacquemin?).
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Sr. Stanisla felt overtaxed as superior, and unaccepted by her sisters. On

June 20, she called on the Cardinal Vicar to relieve her of office and to

reappoint the former superiors.  Her request, like Jordan's, was not52

accepted. On July 8, 1885, Sr. Stanisla, totally worn down, turned again

to the Cardinal Vicar and renewed her petition of June 20.  Just the day53

before, Jordan had again explained to the Cardinal Vicar that deposing



 See, A Closer Look: 5.30. Another petition.
54

 See, A Closer Look: 5.31. Jordan’s last gambit.
55

In these 2¼ years, Jordan received 46 candidates and invested 40. 56

During this same period he admitted twelve sisters to final vows; one of them

died and two of them left. Five sisters took temporary vows, one of them died.

Of fifteen novices five left and two died. On May 29, 1885, he received four

-314-

Sr. Francisca had had such a negative impact he fel conscience bound to

ask His Eminence to reappoint her as superior. Jordan emphasized that

he was moved only by his sisters, and he considered his request not as a

presumption but as his most urgent duty. That same day he received

another negative answer. See, 5.30. Another petition.  54

Jordan also thought that Lüthen, being the ordinary confessor of the

sisters, could also be helpful to calm the muddled situation. On the same

unhappy July 7, he appealed again to the Cardinal Vicar to secure

confessional faculties for Luthen, and was again refused. The Cardinal’s

secretary informed "Jourdan" that His Eminence would appoint as con-

fessor a religious from another order, and not from the same religious

family (TVU). See, 5.31. Jordan’s last gambit.55

Cardinal Parocchi became increasingly unhappy with this tiresome

affair. The disparaging opinions about Jordan which were being spread

around did the rest. Some of the sisters turned to their previous

confessor Jacquemin and also to Msgr. de Waal, to help them out of the

unfortunate situation. On July 24, the Capitular Vicar appointed the vice-

rector of the Anima, George Jacquemin as confessor and personal

"special delegate" to the Sisters of the Catholic Teaching Society (TVU,

l.d. 4). This initiated the final separation of the sisters from their founder.

On July 25, Jordan received the three-year vows of Sr. Elia. This was his

last official act as founder and superior of the Sisters of the Catholic

Teaching Society.  By the end of July, Jordan recalled Sr. Scholastica56



postulants. He received fifteen sisters into the Third Order of St. Francis, three of

them died. When the sisters were taken away from Jordan, there were twelve

professed sisters, twenty novices and four candidates. Of these, twelve were

affiliated with the Third Order of St. Francis.

 Friedrich Joseph Schreiber, (M. Bissingen, 23 May, 1819-1890, May
57

23, Bamberg) was ordained in Augsburg, June 10, 1843. On May 31, 1875, he was

proposed as archbishop of Bamberg by the king. Schreiber led the archdiocese

from September 5, 1875 up to his death.

 Pax Jesu. In Christo venerable Sisters!
58

At last some lines from Rome again, you may think! By the way, I have not

forgotten you and I am waiting for the day when everything will be put right. In

these days I was with Cardinal Melchers, who was very kind and also said that

he would visit us. He also spoke about you, and I noticed that he is favorable

towards you. He indicated to me the reasons why he did not allow you to make

a foundation. It seems to have been a misunderstanding. If it is the will of God, I

hope to come to Germany once more this year; then I might be able to come to

Neuwerk too. Persevere, good sisters, do not lose courage, have confidence in

our mighty patrons. Wrestle to strive for the sublime aim of perfection to which

the Lord has called you. God bless you. In deep respect, I remain Yours truly, 

Fr. Franciscus of the Cross.
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from Schesslitz to Rome by telegram, because her co-sisters hoped that

she could help disentangle their confused situation. She complied,

together with Sr. Francisca, but in her own way. By her open insubordi-

nation she worsened the already difficult position of the new superiors,

so that Jordan had to threaten her with dismissal. But she knew already

that he was no longer "the responsible party.”

From August 6 to September 15, Jordan traveled in Germany, feeling he

was still responsible for the sisters. He met Sr. Johanna in Schesslitz,

where he wanted to open a house as soon as the government permitted.

He had contacted the bishop of Bamberg,  and wanted to go to Neuwerk57

after having met Cardinal Melchers in Rome. (Melchers had excused his

own earlier negative reply to jordan’s request for a foundation there as a

misunderstanding. ) On August 29, 1885, Jordan wrote from Frankfurt58

to the sisters in Neuwerk that he was unable to come, but as soon as the



 Pax Jesu, Frankfurt, Monday, August 29, 1885,
59

Good sisters in Christ!
I am sorry that again I am not yet in the position to clear up the matter with Neuwerk.
But I hope that it will soon happen and if God wills, I can come to Neuwerk this year if
the archbishop is in Cologne. Strive zealously for perfection and trust steadfastly in God
who does not abandon those who have confidence. At present I am in Frankfurt to gain
ground for God's cause. Pray for me, too, and give me the joy to become a good religious
in the eyes of God.

The Lord bless you. In Christ. . . . Fr. Franciscus of the Cross.

Baron von Franz Leopold Leonrod (Ansbach, 26 August, 1817-1905,
60 

September 5, Eichstätt). On November 13, 1866, nominated bishop of Eichstätt by

Ludwig II, a convinced proponent of infallibility, courageous fighter against

Minister Lutz; during the Prussian Kulturkampf he granted all possible help to

suffering bishops and priests.

 It is unlikely that after the replacement of Cardinal Monaco la
61

Valletta as Cardinal Vicar, Fr. Cirino continued his ecclesiastical "guardianship."

 See, A Closer Look: 5.32. Jordan and de Waal.
62
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new archbishop would be in Cologne he would make his visit "yet this

year."  On September 8, he paid a visit to the bishop of Eichstätt.59 60

To this point Parocchi, now Cardinal Vicar for 15 months, knew Jordan

only officially.  By contrast, the vice-rector of the Anima, Jacquemin,61

had gained influence with the cardinal who was more open to French

culture. Parocchi completely ousted Jordan. He ordered Msgr. Jacquemin

to intervene with full consent of the sisters, but without Jordan’s. After

becoming personal delegate for the "German sisters" Jacquemin’s

confessional route to the sisters lost its importance.

Jacquemin was told by his superior to deal with Jordan's rule for the

sisters. He spent the summer of 1885 on this task. In their uncertainty Sr.

Francisca and the sisters also approached Msgr. de Waal, who during

Jordan’s absence in Germany had been asked to look after their temporal

concerns and to find larger accommodations for them. See, 5.32. Jordan

and de Waal.  (Cf., 5.29)62



 See, A Closer Look: 5.33. Jacquemin’s solution.
63

 On September 17, 1885, the Cardinal Vicar ordered the name change.
64

Jordan's foundation from now on was called the Merciful Sisters of the Sorrowful

Mother, surely a name which pleased Jordan (l.d. 8). The next day Msgr. de Waal

sent a letter of resignation.
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To solve the question of the mother superior, something for which

Jordan had labored in vain, Jacquemin was able to find a canonical way

out. After asking all the sisters who they wanted as their superior, he

sought to pass the result on as a petition to the Holy Father. However,

the Cardinal Vicar didn’t dare hand this petition to the pope. So Jacque-

min proposed an arrangement bypassing the Holy Father. On August 16,

he went ahead (in agreement with his superior) with his solution to the

affair in Via del Falco. In a legally valid move, Sr. Francisca abdicated her

position as superior–something the Holy Father had already ordered as

early as June 1. Sr. Stanisla also renounced her office. Jacquemin there-

upon appointed Sr. Francisca again as actual superior of the sisters (de

facto), whereas he made Sr. Scholastica superior according to law (de

jure). With that the will of the Holy Father was satisfied and peace was

restored to the troubled community. Sr. Stanisla was glad to be out of the

line of fire; and now Srs. Francisca and Scholastica had their way open to

their objectives. See, 5.33. Jacquemin’s solution.63

On September 16, Jordan was back in Rome. He certainly was not against

the solution Jacquemin, the canon lawyer, had found. But it was also

painful for him not to have been taken into confidence, and that he had

found himself intentionally bypassed in the preceding weeks!

On September 17, 1885, the Cardinal Vicar appointed Jacquemin

"spiritual director" of the sisters who now bore the name "Sisters of

Charity of the Sorrowful Mother" (TVU, l.d. 8). Informed about events.

Msgr. de Waal on September 18, relinquished Jordan’s mandate to him

to take care of sisters during his absence in Germany.64



Since I have engaged in the matters of the sisters only insofar as you had asked

me to do during your absence and the Cardinal Vicar gave me the mandate, I

now consider my task finished after your return, and I request you to ask his

Eminence at your visit today to take back the mandate given to me in regard to

the temporal and material matters of the sisters. Consequently you should also

take up contacts with the bursar in regard to the rent of the house behind the

sacristy of St. Peter's. With all the benevolence which the good sisters earn, I will

also in future assist you where I can and whenever you wish it. According to

your wishes I celebrated Mass [with the sisters] this morning, but explained

afterwards that I would not come anymore (CS, September 18, 1885).

September 20, 1885, the Cardinal Vicar allowed the sisters through Jacquemin to

take care of the household of the archpriest of St. Peter's to earn something. The

aim of the congregation indicates the exact purpose given to them by Jordan! "the

pious education of poor girls and care for the sick" (TVU l.d. 9).

 See, A Closer Look: 5.34. Sr. Johanna and Sr. Scholastica.
65

 See, A Closer Look: 5.35. Constitutions.
66
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The day after that, Jordan went to the Cardinal Vicar. Nothing is known

about their discussion. At any rate it did not result in officially eliminat-

ing Jordan. He still had hopes that an understanding might be found. So

to Sr. Johanna who from Schesslitz had asked him for some information

about events in Rome he could give only a vague explanation. She had

become suspicious on account of news she had received from Sr.

Scholastica. But the new superior soon made her understand that from

now on she had to obey the church and not Jordan. Such a mysterious

answer made Sr. Johanna only more confused since she knew Jordan's

unshakable ecclesiastical convictions. See, 5.34. Sr. Johanna and Sr.

Scholastica.65

On October 6, Director Jacquemin was able to present to the sisters the

rules he had worked out. They had been approved by Cardinal Parocchi

for three years. Now Jordan no longer had admittance to the sisters’

house. See, 5.35. Constitutions.66



 See, A Closer Look: 5.36. Jordan’s consoling dream.
67
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A few days later in his diary Jordan noted: "I had the right intention

when I resolved to establish and promote the sisters’ institute, and

Cardinal Rota also desired that I promote it. October 10, 1885" (SD 183).

Perhaps by then it had been hinted to him that ecclesiastical authorities

would also take measures with regard to the First Order, for he

continued: "The same concerning the men’s institute" (SD 184).

In the audience of October 12, 1885, the Cardinal Vicar reported to Leo

XIII on his previous regulations relating to Jordan's sisters foundation.

The pope confirmed the procedure of his Cardinal Vicar (TVU, l.d. 13).

By October 10, Leo had accepted Jacquemin’s proposal which the

Cardinal Vicar had submitted: all sisters were thereby released from

their previous vows in the Catholic Teaching Society; they were to join

the renamed and ecclesiastically approved community for three years by

religious vows (TVU l.d. 14). From the start Jacquemin wanted to

regulate everything the best possible way. Sr. Francisca was grateful to

God that everything had turned out in her favor and that she could now

return to her own plans.

The night before St. Francis Sunday, Jordan had had a consoling dream.

He noted in his diary: 

On October 12, 1885, when the Feast of St. Francis was celebrated this

year in Rome, that night in sleep I saw St. Francis of Assisi, dressed in a

tunic, weeping (on our behalf). I was praying that he would bless the

Society and he blessed me and the Society, after which I awoke (SD 184).

Jordan now felt encouraged for the coming bitter days "of the cross." See,

5.36. Jordan’s consoling dream.  67

October 12 was to be for Jordan a day of hard trial. Archbishop Rota

from the Congregation for religious informed him of the decision to take

the direction of the sisters away from him. Still Jordan asked permission

to pay a visit to the house on Via del Falco, for he was being avoided by

the new director, Jacquemin. Jordan knew only too well that the result of
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any interviews Jacquemin made alone with the sisters would not have

been neutral. Most of the sisters were helpless when confronted with the

new situation. Perhaps they could find themselves on the street over-

night if they didn’t give the expected answers. Jordan wanted to give

them a third possible way out. They were to know that it was not dis-

obedience to the church if they decided in favor of the Founder, and that

they would not have to fear not being cared for as they had been before.

Sr. Francisca felt this interference was more than undesired and reported

the affair to Msgr. Jacquemin on October 14. See, 5.37. Jordan rebuffed.68

On the same day, Jordan turned immediately to his ecclesiastical

superior, the Cardinal Vicar. 

I beg your Eminence not to take it as an act of disobedience that I have

not at once given the explanation you demanded, as Msgr. Rota,

Archbishop of Theben, has told me nothing about this. Only today he

spoke with me of this point, but could not judge the exact content of my

explanation. I am asking you humbly to tell me what I have to declare

so that I can do it at once. I am ready to accept all directives and orders

of your Eminence. In expectation of such special favor I kiss the holy

purple and sign with deepest reverence Your Eminence's most devout

and humble servant, Fr. Giorano (TVU, l.d. 13).

This very day, October 12, Cardinal Parocchi, as previously mentioned,

was able to speak to Leo XIII about this matter. Through his secretary,

Parocchi let Jordan immediately know the pope’s instruction: 

It is the will of the Holy Father that the Rev. Jordan in no way should

concern himself with the Sisters of the Catholic Teaching Society. The

undersigned adds that it would be better if the priest mentioned would

think of regulating the canonical status and the direction of the priests

and clerics living with him. He will accept with satisfaction a similar

declaration. L.M. Cardinal Vicar. On October 12, 1885, the above decree

was handed to Fr. Jourdan [sic] (TVU, l.c.).



 It is striking that in all documents until mid October the sisters are
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still called by the name Jordan gave them. This indicates the new name might

have been used only within the sisters community. This also explains why on the

Constitutions which Jacquemin announced to the sisters on October 4, 1889, the

original name is erased and replaced by "Sisters of the Sorrowful Mother."

Msgr. Jacquemin, however, faulted Jordan's declaration not to concern

himself at all with the sisters. In it he still called them sisters "of the Catholic

Teaching Society," while they had received their new title from the cardinal

Vicar, "Sisters of the Sorrowful Mother" already on September 17, 1885. He

added his personal remark: "One understands that Fr. Jordan made an effort,

especially through the mediation of Archbishop Msgr. Rota, canon of St. Peter's,

and that's why the Cardinal Vicar took the entire case to the Holy Father, of

which the above was the result" (ASSM).

 The undersigned confirms as economa of the Charitable Sisters of the Sorrow-
70

ful Mother that on October 14, 1885, all money, scripts and books deposited with

the Reverend Fr. Jordan have been given back completely, consciously and

exactly. Sincere thanks to Fr. Jordan in the name of all the sisters for all the

goodness received, signs most thankfully the obedient servant, Sr. M. Bernarda

Mayr, Charitable Sisters of the Sorrowful Mother. Rome, October 15, 1885. (E-

547). [Footnote: March 2, 1888, this same economa, Barbara Mayr (Sr. Bernarda)

was dispensed from the three-year vows made on January 6, 1886. Various

reasons were indicated, like age and weak health. Jacquemin supported the

petition because the sister had repeatedly committed grave offenses against the

Venerable Mother by open disrespect and great disobedience, which was a

dangerous scandal above all to the younger sisters (l.d. 69).]
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Already that day Jordan explained to the Cardinal Vicar in writing: "In

fulfillment of your Eminence’s orders conveyed to me through the

secretary respecting the Merciful Sisters of the Catholic Teaching Society

I assure you all has been arranged” (TVU, 1.c.).69

On October 15, the housekeeper collected from Jordan all property the

sisters had deposited with him.  The next day, Sr. M. Rosa was killed in70



 October 16, 1885: returning from the Church of the Anima, where she had
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made her confession and received Holy Communion, the sixteen year-old Sr.

Maria Rosa, born Margarethe Rebhan from Strassgiech, Bavaria, was thrown to

the ground by a horse cart through negligence of the driver and by a kick to the

heart was killed instantly. May she rest in peace. She is buried today, the 17th, in

our graveyard.

[NB: de Waal then crossed out "a kick to the heart" writing instead "run over"]

(CS). [Footnote: Margaretha Rebhan born November 11, 1868 in Strassgiech,

Diocese of Bamberg, entered November 15, 1884, was invested December 3, 1884.

December 8, 1884 she was received into the Third Order of St. Francis (G-3.1). Sr.

Rosa died as a novice.]

 Lüthen described this period "Jordan-Streitel" in his memoirs (1910).
72

In Rome at first she impressed the Reverend Father too; she particularly loved

poverty, had high ideas, etc. She was invested the same time our Venerable

Father took the religious habit of ash grey color, which our Order later

exchanged for black cloth, because grey seemed less appropriate for our aposto-

late; the sisters, however, retained the ash-grey cloth up to now . . . Step by step

several sisters entered; they were invested and made profession. Until then both

institutes, the male as well as the female, were only private foundations,

tolerated by the church authorities. The lodgings of the sisters, at first in Borgo

Nuovo, were transferred to Vicolo del Falco. With the exception of their house-

hold they had no work; they began an asilo infantile; they also tried typesetting. 

Then came a hard blow from church authority. The Cardinal Vicar

had Fr. Jordan informed, his Holiness had prohibited him from occupying him-

self with the sisters. Non si occupi in nulla colle donne. How much this separation

must have hurt the founder's heart is difficult to comprehend. The reasons for so

hard a measure were not quite clear to us; it had to be interpreted unfavorably

for the Venerable Father (BL-1378).

Incidentally, Jordan met the Sisters of the Sorrowful Mother on his daily way to

St. Peter's and elsewhere "sempre con straordinario affetto e gentilezza" (Sum § 771).
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an accident on her way home from the Anima.  The sensitive Jordan was71

deeply stirred by all these frequent and bitter events, even to the depth of

despair. The fact that the flourishing foundation of sisters was taken

from him was as if a piece of his apostolic heart had been torn out.72
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Sr. Francisca had weathered the storms of these months better than

Jordan. "Since someone [sic!] had regulated the case concerning me such

that I should be again Mother to the sisters, though undeservingly"

(September 12, 1886, to de Waal) her wish was fulfilled to be sole head of

a sisters community. Given her spiritual lights, she interpreted receiving

this commission corresponding to her abilities as clearly willed by God.

But the struggle and sufferings of everyday life went on even under her

new spiritual father. See, 5.38. Jacquemin’s tenure as director.73

The question of who was to blame for the "separation of the sisters"

occupied most of the people who had been heavily involved. But the

church avoided comment, and Jordan himself remained silent. See, 5.39.

The blame game.  In any case, the sad events of 1885 served Jordan and74

Sr. Francisca, too, in their process of maturing in following the cross.

____________________

In concluding this discussion, an attempt at a human judgment of the

personality of Sr. Francisca is not out of place. The question of Jordan–

Streitel was not: how do these two very different characters fit together?

For Jordan the question was: How can I fulfill the plans of God according

to my vocation? For Streitel it was: how can I as a woman, with the two

experiences in religious life which mark me, call into being my own

foundation to which the priest Jordan can provide a "manly support"?

Their spiritual sons and daughters have, with misplaced loyalty, sup-

pressed nearly or totally this experience which affected both young

foundations. Only Lüthen was unable to forget the wrong Jordan had

had to suffer and which both of them had accepted as a cross of the Lord.

Streitel did not make life easy for herself or for Jordan. Her Franciscan

idea of reform was for Jordan ethereal, with no basis in the ecclesiastical

reality of the time since the Franciscan communities were not in fact
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degenerate. And in the end, Streitel's community did not turn into a

penitential order but practiced basically the same apostolate as the Stern

Sisters. Coupling Alverno with Carmel was not in fact the need of the

moment as Streitel had thought. Jordan wanted apostolic-minded sisters

for catechesis, education of children, care of the sick and the poor.

At first Streitel pestered Jordan a great deal with her religious way of

thinking. Dreams became as important to her as reality. She saw every

happening through a religious lense. Even the most ordinary daily

realities fell victim to pious fantasies. Trifles and trivialities were, in her

pious egotism considered portents of the future. In her mind there was a

bitter struggle between obedience to the relevant superior and "listening

to God's personal guidance;" between humble submission and indepen-

dent action. The result was a strange blend of self-seeking and self-

avoidance. Streitel had the courage to separate in order to continue on

her own. Jordan tried ever again to build new bridges because he

expected everything from God's grace, and because he knew he was

responsible for so many young women being called by God.

Sr. Francisca Streitel cultivated a rigorous ascetical way of life. Her

strong personality also pushed her co-sisters (on average fifteen years

younger) along the same track, often damaging their health. Yet it was

not always easy for her to keep her own spiritual balance or to suppress

her ideas and "moods." She was overly dependent on affirmation from

others and thus became overly dependent on the highly talented Sr.

Scholastica Demer who, sorry to say, could or would not distinguish

between pious imagination and plain reality. The psychological burden

of her profession as a regular Franciscan, which had for so long

remained unrectified by the church must not be overlooked. Perhaps her

call to Rome was a "flight to the front." Also at decisive moments in her

life Sr. Francisca succumbed to the temptation to use her confessors to

reach her goals, which in her mind were willed by God. This detour was
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for a religious, by reason of the petty ecclesiastical discipline of the times,

often the only practical way out. See, 5.40. Streitel’s unexplained past.75

Up till her separation from Jordan, Streitel’s life (and only her first forty

years can be of interest here) were a hard and not always patient struggle

for personal sanctity and also for a position corresponding to her intelli-

gent and strong-willed character. These years more often call to mind

Jacob’s wrestling with God, than the Lord’s agony in the garden, to

which Jordan, although younger, was certainly much closer than she. 

With regard to the “Jordan–Streitel Period” it would be worth a special

study to describe how the community of the Sisters of the Sorrowful

Mother in a sort of “collective self-deception” consciously and willfully

did not see the reality of their early years. The unhistorical reinterpreta-

tion which took place among them does not do justice either to the truth

or to the mind of their foundress for whom precisely these years in

Jordan’s school were decisive for her religious maturing, which she (like

Jordan) expected and accepted as part "of the cross."

Since Easter 1883, Jordan had devoted every possible care to the promis-

ing and flourishing sisters community in Rome. He was grateful that the

experienced Sr. Francisca looked after the young sisters, doing her best

with great skill. That he, as the founder, had the duty to avoid exagger-

ated strictness and retained the right to direct the sisters towards his

apostolic goals (i.e., the education of girls and care of the sick) cannot in

justice be criticized. He never thought of a separation. And he had no-

body to replace the superior, even though her self-will made him suffer

no less than M. Salesia (superior of Maria Stern) had suffered before him.

The break forced by church authorities wounded Jordan deeply. He

knew himself to be free from blame, but he could never get a hearing.

So in prayer he had to struggle for the grace to take in humility the bitter

chalice of ecclesiastical obedience. In his diary he wrote down, as a true
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follower of the cross: "The whole life of Christ was a cross and a martyr-

dom" (SD 189). With a heavy heart he sent a moving farewell letter to Sr.

Francisca and the sisters. The fact that shortly after the forced renuncia-

tion one sister died in an accident was to shake him yet more. Jordan,

however, avoided everything which could have been interpreted as

meddling in the affairs of the sisters. When they met on the way to St.

Peter's or Campo Santo on feasts of the expatriate German community he

greeted them in a friendly and modest silence. He did not talk with

outsiders about this severe trial though he continued to hope justice

would be done to him by his superiors in some good manner.

Through the sorry events caused by the separation of the sisters Jordan

was brought to the edge of despair, so that he could pray with the Lord:

"My heart is filled with sorrow to the point of death" (Mk 14:34). And he

learned to understand the Apostle to the Gentiles who confessed:

"Brothers . . . we were crushed beyond our strength, even to the point of

despairing of life" (2Cor 1:8). 

It was a good thing that Lüthen was straining for the well-being of the

other concerns of the Society. For the First Order a building fund was set

up and bricks collected "for a proper house of the Catholic Teaching

Society" (MI, April 12, 1885). An appeal for this mentioned that the

attempted suicide of one sister was exploited by a certain press: 

Recently our Society was the subject of mean slandering by a bad press.

The attacks of those enemies have led us to win the hearts of our friends

all the more, and forged closer contact with the ecclesiastical authorities

(MI, June 14, 1885). 

By now the men’s community numbered thirty-two persons, including

thirteen professed. (MI, June 14, 1885). Precisely at this time Jordan

remembered the urgency and clarity of his God-given vocation: 

Work and do good with unbounded trust in God, and always do what

you consider to be the best and most useful; go quietly forward trusting

in the Lord, but have in mind at all times only God's glory and the

salvation of souls (SD 184). 
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Precisely through the trials the Lord inflicted on him, Jordan felt that his

life's task must not suffer from any reservation on his part. 

Everyday pray most earnestly to God and the most holy Virgin and do

not cease, so that you may offer to your beloved Bridegroom, Jesus

Christ, a large family of both sexes, pleasing and acceptable to God,

numerous as the sands of the sea and the stars of the sky. So [pray] first:

that you may establish a holy family pleasing to God; and second, that

you may offer your Spouse in heaven at some future time innumerable

spiritual sons and daughters holy and pleasing to God (SD 185). 

Jordan liked to put his foundations under the comprehensive blessing of

which the Lord assured Abraham when he was still "a stranger in the

land" (Gn 26:4). It was his aim to plant widely dispersed branches of his

foundations which would then spread the Kingdom of God on their

own. Jordan had to strive for the impossible and to dream beyond

borders. He saw narrow mindedness as an offence against Divine

Providence. So in his dairy, after the dream of his vocation, he wrote in

block letters: "DIVINE PROVIDENCE CREATED ME" (SD 185).

____________________

After the death of 21 year-old Frater Dominicus Wettstein, August 10,

1885, a still harder blow struck the community. On October 26, Br.

Joseph (Alfred) Paul, "distinguished by many virtues" also died. Born in

Breslau May 21, 1860, he joined Lüthen in Munich, December 25, 1882.

There he oversaw publication and delivery of Der Missionär from the

time Lüthen went to Rome in March 1883 until the printery was transfer

to Braunau am Inn in October. Alfred Paul was invested in Rome on

February 24, 1884, and made his final profession on Christmas of the

same year. Having inspired the greatest hopes, it was all the more

painful for Jordan that the Lord called this twenty-five year-old to

eternity. Paul died of small pox. Der Missionär serialized his exemplary

life in issues from December 3, 1885 to June 13, 1886.

Jordan now applied himself to extending the male branch of the Catholic

Teaching Society, as the Cardinal Vicar in his harsh remarks had

demanded. At the same time he and Lüthen succeeded to strengthen
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their press apostolate. They also gave more attention and care to the

important "supporters" of their foundations.

In these days in Germany, Lüthen was able to win 11,000 subscribers for

his press. Again this year the men’s novitiate saw 11 investitures and 4

new professions. Jordan now started an “oblatorium” where students who

clearly had religious vocations were invested but did not start novitiate

immediately. Instead they first completed their humanistic studies. Since

late fall 1885, the first Apostle Calendar was in circulation. In it's report on

the CTS the following units were listed: the First, Second, and Third

Orders; the Academy; the Cooperators (male and female) the Angel's

Union. In this listing the word "Order" was used in place of “Grades”, 

. . . according to popular language and also to show the founder’s inten-

tion, who as a matter of fact submits the whole institution to the

judgment and approbation of holy church, as it develops under the eyes

of ecclesiastical authorities. 

The Second Order is devoted to "instruction of children in holy religion

and charitable work with the sick and the poor." (The Apostle Calendar

had already been printed in September 1885, before the separation.)

On All Saints Day 1885, a few weeks after relinquishing the guidance of

the sisters as was demanded, the Cardinal Vicar requested Jordan to

hand in his rules for the male branch of his foundation so that he could

give his first approbation. For Jordan this was a glimmer of hope that

now the same approval would be given the First Order which had been

granted to Jacquemin when he took over the Second Order, a kind of

repayment for his rules for the Sisters of the Sorrowful Mother.

Lüthen too took the Cardinal Vicar’s inquiry as a good sign and told Sr.

Theresia of the Apostles about it immediately. See, 5.41. Letter to Sr.

Theresia of the Apostles.  Jordan wrote to her in his Christmas letter76

that he now had good hopes of receiving ecclesiastical approval as soon
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as the rules were in order. Jordan probably was notified by the Cardinal

Vicar that his rules in some way would have to be improved by his own

canonists. We do not know whether or how far Jordan had added to the

Rule of the First Order of 1884 before submitting it. 

However, in the Cardinal Vicariate the rules were not fully approved.

Instead Cardinal Parocchi asked his helpful friend Jacquemin to improve

Jordan's draft. In his fervor Jacquemin produced an entirely new version

which the cardinal at once approved. Jordan who still had connections

with Secretary Barbiellini got the news that the statutes for the Catholic

Teaching Society had been accepted. See, 5.42. Premature announce-

ment of approval.  Relying on this oral assurance Jordan immediately77

started a building campaign for a proper motherhouse and sent out a

leaflet to his German friends. Jacquemin, probably tipped off by one of

Jordan’s co-workers, immediately informed the Cardinal Vicar of this

call "for an international motherhouse for the Catholic Teaching Society

in the Holy City of Rome." He thereupon ordered Jaquemin to inform the

German bishops about the non-binding, or rather withdrawn permission.

In his leaflet Jordan had declared that several year now had passed since,

with the help of God, the Catholic Teaching Society had been founded in

the City of Rome. God had guarded it like a tender plant and given it his

fatherly blessing. In storms and sorrows it had been purified, it had

grown and become strong. Its statutes had been approved by the church,

and this large spiritual family had already become universal. 

Moved by this motive and encouraged by the blessing of church author-

ities we wish to establish in Rome an international motherhouse for our

spiritual family, either buying an older building or erecting a new one. 

Jordan then pointed to other orders working universally (Augustinians,

Dominicans, Salesians, Franciscans) who were all building on a large

scale in spite of the persecution of religious. A fiery appeal for help

followed. A good purpose merits support. To pitch one's tent in Rome,
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on the ground where the blood of martyrs had flowed and where so

many saints had lived, Jordan found a holy act in itself. Then he comes to

speak of the costs. Since he figured on about two million Lire, many

helpers would be needed, for many small gifts would make a large total. 

We have already a small start of 8,000 Francs, the remaining 1,992,000

will surely come. Courage and confidence in God! Let everyone give

only one Franc and already we have more than our estimate. 

Jordan then touched the objection: Why build so big? He reckoned the

Lord would send him "several hundred" members and therefore he

would need a big house. 

See, we have already thirty-three, before having any house. If you have

no money [to give] you can pray. [Jordan concludes:] Now courage and

go to it in the name of the Lord. Rome, in February, 1886. Fr. Jordan (cf.,

MI, February 28, 1886).

Beneath Jacquemin's Italian translation of this appeal, Parocchi wrote his

directives in dainty letters on February 5, 1886 (E-40). Two responses to

Jacquemin's "Corrections" arrived, one from the bishop of Würzburg

(April 3), the other from the bishop of Linz (April 7). The latter asked

whether any objections would be raised to the publishing department of

the CTS, which he had allowed to promote the good arising from it, such

that he would have to withdraw the permission he had given Jordan.

Jacquemin did not neglect to pass the two replies on to Jordan (E-40).

See, 5.43. Jacquemin’s intervention with German bishops.78

On February 27, 1886, Cardinal Parocchi gave his 3-year approval to the

statutes for the Catholic Teaching Society drawn up by Jacquemin. These

were handed to Jordan who was rather offended by such a procedure.

He could only understand it as a silent questioning of his person and his

work. His spiritual sons also found such supervision very unjustifiable.

The next day Lüthen wrote in his diary: 
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Dom. Sexagesima. Loyalty to the Venerable Father! Follow him, as long

as he does not sin, in this difficult situation; for I have joined him and

no one else! (G-21; February 28, 1886). 

The twelve fully professed members of the First Order were not willing

simply to accept the action of church authorities, nor would they so

willingly accept separation from their founder as the sisters had. To their

mind evil slandering was involved. See, 5.44. Jacquemin’s Rule.  (In the79

beginning of March, Jordan's good and enlightened advisor Fr. Ludwig

Steiner was carried away by a pernicious sickness.)80

Jordan even dared to ask for an audience between the Cardinal Vicar and

his own spiritual sons! His request is an eloquent witness of his state of

mind at the time, as well as of his faithfulness to his vocation as founder

within the church, not to be broken by any afflictions. 

Rome, March 1886. Most Rev. Eminence! 

I, Johannes M. Fr. of the Cross (by civil name Johann Baptist Jordan) as

the last son of Your Most Rev. Eminence, ask and implore you, kindly

to receive in audience twelve men whom the Lord has given me and to

hear them speaking of me. These twelve I have who have made their

final profession; exactly thirty-three have received the holy habit of the

Society. The Lord gave me twelve sisters who had taken their final

vows when they left me, thirty-three had received the holy habit of the

Society, one of those twelve has hanged herself, the one I had appointed

superior was called Petra [Streitel]. In this month it is now three years

that I took the religious habit and the name Francis of the Cross, and

that I have dedicated myself on the tombs of the holy Apostles Peter

and Paul. God knows what and how much I have suffered in these

three years, so that I was weary of life. All this has happened not

through my fault; there were other reasons about which it is no longer

necessary to speak. After having turned to God in prayer I resolved to
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present this to your Most Reverend Eminence for your consideration,

and I again beg your Eminence to listen to these twelve men and also

interview Sr. Johanna who has been faithful to the last, that is until I

was ordered to withdraw from the sisters. 

Your Most Reverend's least son, Fr. A Croce. (A-21).

The Cardinal Vicar was certainly surprised by Jordan’s frankness, yet he

hesitated to go into it at once. During this uneasy time of waiting Jordan

sketched a more detailed application to Leo XIII with the renewed peti-

tion for a hearing. Jordan added some items of importance for assessing

the events so bitter for him. He reminded the pope of the blessing he had

given his work. He then remarked he had undertaking the foundation

five years ago, and that three years ago "with the increased grace of God"

he had turned his foundation into a religious society and had added in

Rome a female branch. Since one mentally ill sister had made a suicide

attempt, the ecclesiastical authorities which he most humbly venerate,

had especially looked after this community. By choosing outside confes-

sors the authorities had caused great difficulties. Additional difficulties

had arisen regarding the superior: at first she had in her humility not

wanted to accept office, but afterwards had increasingly defended it, and

had finally lured the sisters away from their founder. During a necessary

journey to Germany he had entrusted two priests to assist the sisters.

Then one of them, without his knowledge, appointed a new superior: 

When I was overwhelmed with so much suffering and distress, all

[sisters] having left me except one by the name of Johanna who would

remain faithful to me until my moral death, until she too was obliged to

desert me. Upon my return to Rome I saw with greatest pain the

condition of my spiritual daughters. God knows it, I can not speak, God

knows it. I wanted to talk to the superior and defend myself, but I

found no hearing. But I trust that God Almighty has heard me. This

priest [Jacquemin], acting on orders of the church authorities, composed

rules and statutes without having contacted the writer [Jordan] and

without showing them to him. The new superior declared he would not

hear me until I had promised to withdraw from the sisters. Thus under

pressure I gave the declaration and called to God for help. Shortly

afterwards one of the best of the sister's community was killed by a cart
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in the city of Rome. It is no use to say more --God knows all, He will

bring it to light. 

Jordan then complained that the ecclesiastical authority was now

proceeding with the male branch in the same way, but not as severely.

The priest who had acted in the manner described above, Jacquemin, had

also been engaged to compose statutes for his spiritual sons. Those for

the sisters as well as those for the male branch had been made practically

without his knowledge. Jordan declared, "that he had been judged in

serious matter before the whole world without being heard,” and he also

begged that Lüthen and others who witnessed what had happened, be

heard by the authorities. Finally, Jordan asked that in this case the Rev.

Fathers de Waal and Jacquemin be disregarded (A-22). See, 5.45. Memo-

randum.  We don't know in which final form Jordan submitted his81

petition; presumably it stayed with the Cardinal Vicar. In any case,

Parocchi granted the audience to the twelve professed members. He may

have felt that he had given in too much to Jacquemin's influence. He

assured these spiritual sons that Jordan himself would be allowed to

present his own rule for approval.

Only on March 13, 1886, did Jordan again send a letter to Neuwerk,

admonishing them to be patient and zealous serving God. He confessed, 

I hope that God who here so obviously is taking a hand, will very soon

grant us help. In these days I have suffered much. The Lord will show

His ways; just patience and much prayer. [He emphasized prayer] . . . is

a mighty means . . . a strong weapon.

We may conclude from these lines that the twelve professed members of

the CTS were received by the Cardinal Vicar by the beginning of March.



 See, A Closer Look: 5.46. The Short Rule.
82

 See, A Closer Look: 5.47. Approbation and testimonials.
83
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On Passion Sunday (April 11, 1886, G-14), Jordan submitted an outline of

rules in very simple form. See, 5.46. The Short Rule.  On June 5, the82

Cardinal Vicar gave the requested approval, as usual "for three years"

TVU). See, 5.47. Approbation and testimonials.  In the meantime,83

Jordan worked on an improved rule in which he tried to consider the

new regulations for religious communities. In the principle chapter he

succeeded in fixing (in an incontestably canonical form) the apostolic

goal of his foundation. This he did so clearly that this classical version

stood in his foundation until the Second Vatican Council with only

minor changes and additions. However, he omitted the gospel texts

referring to imitating the apostles. 

As the first article Jordan chose literally the article about the double aims

which the Cardinal Vicar had approved in his sketch of June 5. In the

second article he took up norm two of the rule of 1884: 

Following the example of their leader, Our Lord Jesus Christ, and in the

footsteps of the holy apostles faithful and manly, the members must

totally and fully devote and consecrate themselves to God and to his

cause retaining nothing for themselves.

In the third article he returns to the apostolic nerve of the Rule of 1882. 

To save immortal souls, the members shall, with fervor and prudence in

the Lord, use their own example, preaching and writing, and any other

ways and means the love of God inspires, to reveal and praise God the

Father and His Son, Jesus Christ, to everyone everywhere.

In the chapters concerning vows, Jordan considers the canon law for

religious but falls back whenever possible upon his Rule of 1883, that is

to say upon the wisdom of St. Ignatius. Strangely enough, the chapters

on administration, which he had not forgotten in his plan and which

were stressed so much by the canon lawyers of that time, he completely



 See, A Closer Look: 5.48. The Rule of 1886.
84

Manna published already in the first issue for 1885, a letter of Jordan
85 

to children in which he explains to them the meaning and value of the "League

of Angels" dedicating their childhood especially to the Queen of the Holy

Angels. In summer 1886, he presented to the Cardinal Vicar a brief statute of the

Angel’s League. Parocchi appended a Latin decree written in his own hand:
Lucidus Maria of the Holy Cross in Jerusalem, of the Holy Roman Church

Cardinal priest Parocchi, Vicar General of His Holiness the Pope, for the Roman

Curia and its territory appointed judge, etc. So that the new generations may

grow up virtuous and God-fearing it is good to put them as soon as possible

under the protection of the Mother of God and Virgin Mary and of the Holy

Angels. Therefore, we erect the League of Angels created for this purpose by

virtue of our office and proclaim it as a canonical institution. At the same time

we confirm its constitution which is worded in the above two chapters and

twelve articles, as provisionally approved for three years. 

Given in Rome in the Cardinal Vicariate on August 16, 1886, 

L.M.C.Vic. (TVU).
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omitted. But Jordan could forget them for the time being since Lüthen

was the only priest with him. Lacking experience he hesitated to commit

himself in this matter. The general directions were enough for him, and

as founder he did not want to be limited in his actions (E-1207). See, 5.48.

The Rule of 1886.84

It was a joyful surprise for Jordan, who was especially fond of children,

that Parocchi not only gave the customary temporary approval to the

simple statutes for the Angel’s Union, but by a special decree recom-

mended it warmly (August 16, 1886).  Had the time now come when the85

church’s previous distrust would give way to well-earned goodwill,

when slanders would abate and give way to unprejudiced examination

by the church? By mid year, applications to the First Order became so

numerous that Jordan's heart gratefully rejoiced. At the same time,

however, he was challenged as the father of his growing family. One

week before Christmas, Fr. Thomas Weigang became the first priest

ordained in the CTS. He is one of the many unknown holy men of our

Society who merits being remembered in loving devotion. See, 5.49.



 See, A Closer Look: 5.49. Weigang.
86

 Also the Freiburger Katolische Kirkenblatt reports at year's end 1886:
87

"The motherhouse of the Catholic Teaching Society founded by Reverend Father

Jordan is a nursery of apostolic workers." It stressed: "The international Roman

community makes important progress" and therefore deserves any support

(390). The paper also carries the annual report of the Society of 1886 as it had

been sent by Jordan to the patrons and benefactors (January 26, 1887; cf., E-129).
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Weigang.  Among the young crowd of those days we also find other86

names of those who after completing their studies remained unforget-

tably connected with the rapid and blessed increase of the young Society.

By the end of 1886, a special report was issued expressing joy that a

certain breakthrough had occurred. The Society had received the first

ecclesiastical recognition. "Thereby a greater guarantee is given to our

holy undertaking" (MI, July 13, 1886). The Angel's Union, as an impor-

tant part of the apostolic engagement of the Catholic Teaching Society

had found immediate ecclesiastical approval. The internal structure of

the Society had also come to a certain finalization. The Roman College of

Divine Providence now housed eighty-five men (professed, novices,

oblates, candidates) of whom three were priests and some were lay

brothers (E-129) In October there had been seventy-two.  The Third87

Grade too showed an increase. Der Missionär listed 339 members plus

thirty-one children in the Angel's Union in the Parish of Marktl alone

(MI, January 31, 1886). The fund for the new motherhouse grew steadily.

Off and on, Divine Providence gave Jordan a special boost. So he

reported in Der Missionär under "Thanks to the Patrons" a special help of

2,000 Marks from Germany, “which, after adding up the bills due for

payment, came to just this amount" (MI, June 13, 1886).

At that time Jordan also had to refute a "distorted idea" which held that

the Society ran a house for seminarians, diocesan or missionary: 

We are a religious congregation with perpetual vows, we accept no one

who does not feel called to the religious state, and is not firmly resolved



 See, A Closer Look: 5.50. 1886, a year of struggle.
88
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to remain in the Society to the end of his life. A candidate must also

possess the poverty of St. Francis or the holy apostles, he must be

disposed for the sake of Christ, once he is perpetually professed in the

Society, to leave everything and to live in the Society completely poor

and with no private property. Upon this foundation the Society is built;

through this it will be strong and lasting (MI, October 31, 1886). 

Monitore Romano started in the fall of 1886, a lengthy series of articles on

religious life and the CTS (MR, August 1884). There followed a special

edition on the same subject. It closed with the pointed phrase: "The goal

the Society is to strive to be totally apostolic" (è del tutto apostolico).

Amidst all this Jordan had not forgotten the two sisters in Neuwerk. In

summer 1886, he believed he could dare once more to attempt a sisters

community of the Catholic Teaching Society. On the Feast of the

Assumption he wrote Sr. M. Theresia of the Apostles: 

At last I can tell you that I have nearly firmly resolved to found another

community of sisters because the others have left us. I intend now, God

willing, to make a definite start, to which you and Sr. Ursula would be

called in. The community would be called Sisters of Mercy of Maria Hilf,

that is to stay under the protection of Mary as Help of Christians. But

first I shall try to obtain ecclesiastical approval of the constitutions

which I am sure will be granted. I would love it if you could find other

good and capable young girls who then also would come to Rome, or to

a nearby place where we want to lay the foundations. But please do not

talk about it where it could do damage, for there will also be opponents.

The experience with his first young women, occasioned a postscript: "But

for the beginning they must be especially virtuous" (August 15, 1886).

See, 5.50. 1886, a year of struggle.88

Jordan was able to look back with thanks to the last two years. To the

sisters who were separated from him he wished every good, and also

asked the Lord's guidance and blessing for them. His male foundation



 See, A Closer Look: 5.51. The Society’s life of prayer.
89
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had grown in the shadow of the cross and gained strength. He was joyful

that the Cardinal Vicar trusted him again and even personally ordained

the first priest of the Society. It must have been around this time that the

cardinal confessed to him: "An ocean of evil has been reported to the

Holy Father about you" and excused himself discretely: "Let that be now;

nothing more. You are neither a Jansenist, nor a laxest" (I-237).

Jordan owed special thanks to God that in dire straits Lüthen had stayed

faithful at his side. For Lüthen, Jordan was his God-given superior: 

In the Venerable Father I will see Jesus Christ, and will accordingly

behave toward him helpfully, consolingly, etc., helping him carry his

cross (resolution during retreats August 18-28, 1886, G-21). 

Precisely in this way Lüthen was an example and support for the young

members in these stormy times of the foundation. Both men endeavored

especially to deepen the spiritual life of the young, hopeful religious

community and to give it a form which was apt to grow into a sound

tradition. See, 5.51. The Society’s life of prayer.89

His diary reveals how Jordan himself came through this test when the

Lord had dangled him above the abyss:

When evil spirits, anxieties and sufferings encompass you on all sides,

just pray to God with trust and work unremittingly for His holy cause.

Help will come in His time; do not lose heart but place your whole trust

in God. June 11, 1886 (SD 191).

For the glory of God and the salvation of souls, I intend and resolve to

make every sacrifice, even of my own life, to promote and further the

Society. I will always act in accordance with its purpose in the name of

the Lord. Amen. July 30, 1886 (SD 192).

Pray most earnestly and always trust God to the utmost. 

August 7, 1886 (SD 192).
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Look, the whole world is found in evil, and what are you doing?

Believe, trust, hope, love, work –you must lead all to Christ; you are a

debtor to all, to whatever nation they belong (SD 192).

NOW to the shedding of blood itself, to the cross–to death! To death on

the cross for Him alone and–and if only to please God (SD 193). 



 Antonius von Steichele, born January 21, 1816, in Mertingen near
*

Donauwörth, attended the Lyceum in Dillingen and studied theology in Munich,

where he received a scholarship to Gregorianum Romanum. Among his profes-

sors were Döllinger and Möhler. Ordained in Augsburg, August 28, 1838, he was

allowed to dedicate himself to philological studies in Munich. Bishop Peter made

him Cathedral Vicar on August 7, 1884, and archivist as well as religion teacher

at the local girls' school. On April 24, 1844, the highly talented priest became

episcopal secretary, and on December 30, 1847, canon of the cathedral. For his

comprehensive studies in church history of the Diocese of Augsburg he received

in 1870 a doctorate in theology from the University of Munich. At the proposal of

King Ludwig II, Pius IX made him Domprobst (as successor of Allioli, + August 9,

1873). On April 30, 1878, Ludwig II nominated him Archbishop of Munich and

Freising. Leo XIII confirmed the royal nomination and his own local bishop,

Pancratius von Dinkel, consecrated him bishop, assisted by the bishops of

Regensburg and Passau. Von Steichele developed above all pastoral, catechetic

and social charitable activity in his diocese. Politically, as Reichsrath der Krone

Bayern he kept strictly to the negotiated concordat, quite in the sense of his

Bavarian episcopal colleagues over whom he presided. Bishop von Steichele

never went to Rome. Sickness (sufferings in chest and stomach) did not allow

such a troublesome journey. The 65  successor of St. Korbinian died October 9,th

1889, in Freising. Lüthen did not belong to his diocese. Von Streichele did not

like non-diocesan priests "grazing" in his pasture.
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5. “. . . of the Cross.” A Closer Look

5.1/1. Der Missionär, a periodical for Catholics edited by Lüthen soon

occupied a surprisingly good place among similarly oriented German-

language periodicals. In Munich, Lüthen could soon hand over the

direction of the publishing house to Alfred Paul (later Br. Joseph of CTS),

a pious man sincerely devoted to the Society. Lüthen himself remained

not only the editor but also the "proprietor." But already at the beginning

of 1883, difficulties with ecclesiastical authority were increasing. 

The Archbishop of Munich  was not favorable towards us because of the*

fund raising in our periodicals, and finally he went so far as to prohibit



 In Der Missionär Lüthen used to give thanks for each gift, even the
*

smallest, indicating the name of the donor. Jordan himself had a valuable circle

of friends who never let him down. Leafing through Der Missionär of 1886, we

meet names like Josef Spitthöver, Deggelmann, Hugo von Wüllenweber, Rector

Lüthen, Johann Müller (Gurtweil), the pastors Werber, Nägele, Kneipp, Hopfen-

müller, Fr. Koneberg. Also his mother Notburga, his aunt Elizabeth, the brothers

Martin and Edward as well as Theodore sent their often modest gifts to Jordan.
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me from publishing [lists of] the gifts received in our periodical.  Thus,*

our undertaking which was fully based on alms, received such a deadly

blow we had to leave Munich. We settled the periodical in Rome, where

we in the meantime had started our own printery (BL-1378).

Lüthen, who in Holy Week 1883, had been invested with the name of

Bonaventura, remained in Rome as the first novice of the Catholic

Teaching Society. From there he edited Der Missionär in addition to his

later demanding tasks as novice master and spiritual director in the

Motherhouse and as spiritual assistant to Jordan for the community of

sisters founded at the same time. Lüthen had to represent Jordan fully

during the founder’s journeys and was his constant adviser. 

Moving the periodical to Rome was not of course a final solution

because the printing shop in the Palazzo Morone was already over-

loaded, and as a result mailing it became too expensive. Lüthen found a

new home for Der Missionär in Braunau am Inn in the Diocese of Linz

quite near the German border. From October 21, 1883 onward the

periodical was printed there and mailed from Simbach on the opposite

side of the border. Kastner took over the direction of the press and was

proud of this position of trust. In Constance, Simon Deggelmann,

sincerely attached to Jordan, established another delivery outlet.

On November 11, 1883, Lüthen himself settled in Braunau. In the

meantime Der Missionär had reached about 6,500 subscribers. From

January 1, 1884, appeared Manna for Children. The novice Lüthen found

hospitable lodgings with Benefiziaten and later city-pastor Probst.

. . . in March, 1884, I returned to Rome, because I could not remain in

Braunau because the Reverend Dean was not well minded towards us.

But already in June 1884, I had to travel again to Germany and Austria
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to collect alms. Towards the end of September I came back to Rome

where I then remained (BL-1378). 

Lüthen was on a promotional trip from June 16 to September 30, 1884.

The publishing house held on in Braunau under Kastner's circumspect

administration. In the summer of 1904, it was transferred to Herbesthal

at the Belgian-German border.

5.2/2. Religious discipline. Lüthen agreed completely when Jordan gave

his undertaking the fixed form of a religious congregation. He himself

had been bound to the CTS since June 18, 1882, by final vows, although

in a purely private form. He welcomed the fact that Jordan aspired to

public ecclesiastic acknowledgment of the inner vocation they were both

already living. Jordan’s giving him the religious name Bonaventura

corresponded fully to Lüthen’s spiritual attitude. He agreed with Jordan

that their undertaking had to be marked by apostolic poverty like the

apostolic work begun by St. Francis of Assisi in his day. At the same time

his name reminded him that he had received from the Lord the task to be

constantly at Jordan's side as his faithful companion and fellow sufferer.

It was quite obvious that Jordan entrusted him with the spiritual

guidance of the young members. This demanded a new arrangement of

the house of studies. Lüthen reports in this regard: 

When I came to Rome in 1883, a considerable number of men had

already gathered around the Rev. Fr. dedicating themselves to studies.

The greater part of them didn't have the intention to join the Society

forever; they just wanted to use the Society to reach the priesthood. As

the financial means of the Society did not allow us to continue this in

itself laudable work, and as on the other side the Society had to change

over into a religious congregation by accepting the holy habit from the

founder, those students were selected who wanted to dedicate them-

selves to the religious life and to the Society; the others had to look for

their sustenance elsewhere. Those members who stayed received the

religious habit from Reverend Father and began their novitiate (notes of

August 15, 1910, BL-1378).
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5.3/5. Reichenlechner, Fr. Cyprianus a Passione Domini (Johann Baptist)

was born June 3, 1843, in Oberjurbach near Stammham in the Diocese of

Passau. Ordained on March 17, 1843, the very talented and pious priest

became secretary of his local bishop, Heinrich von Hofstätter (1805-

1875). He esteemed Reichenlechner’s preaching so much that he allowed

only him to preach in the Cathedral of St. Stephan when he himself was

unavailable. In his diocese he bishop greatly promoted popular missions

given by the Redemptorists from Altötting. Reichenlechner felt very

attracted by these zealous sons of St. Alphonsus. He joined the congrega-

tion and was invested October 14, 1871 in Altötting, but was dismissed

on August 10, 1872. A few years later he joined the Order of Discalced

Carmelites and made profession in Reisach, October 29, 1879. Belonging

to the Carmelite Monastery in Würzburg, he was confessor in the Carmel

of Himmelspforten from May 1882 till May 1885. His predecessor there

had been Fr. Dionysius of the Mater Dolorosa (January 1877-1892, May).

The Prior in Würzburg was at that time Fr. Ambrosius Käß. The Prioress

of Himmlespforten was Mother M. Anna a S. Joachim (nee, Margaretha

Neuland, Wüzburg, 3 December, 1819-1886, May 14, Himmelspforten).

Fr. Cyprian was a successful preacher and spiritual writer (The

Life of St. Luitgard, 1878; The History of the Order of the Carthusians in

Germany, 1885). In 1893, he became a Carthusian, "for he was a restless

spirit." After five years he returned to the Carmel where he continued his

literary activity (The 16 Blood Brides of Compiègne, 1906). The last years of

his life he had to spend in the mental home in Deggendorf, where he

died February 27, 1923. "How happy will he be now, when he enjoys a

clear intellect and a quiet mind" (Necrologia Carmelitarum , Regensburg,

1934). The spiritual influence of Fr. Cyprian on Sr. Petra Streitel was very

great. Jordan made his acquaintance when working on the canonical

settlement of her unresolved bonds to the Monastery of Maria Stern.

5.4/6. Streitel, Amalie, was born November 24, 1844, in Mellrichstadt,

Lower Franconia. Her parents were Adam Streitel (1808-1894) of a forest

guard family and Franziska Hörhammer (1817-1895), daughter of a

brewer from Ingolstadt. Both were devoted Catholics. They had married

on February 13, 1844, in Mellrichstadt, where Mr. Streitel was a public
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official. Mr. Streitel, after concluding his studies, was at first assessor at

the district court in Mellrichstadt (1844-1857); he acted as judge in

Weyhers near Fulda; from 1862 on he was again in Mellrichstadt as royal

Bavarian districtman. Pensionable at the age of 65, Adam Streitel retired

together with his wife to Bamberg, where they spent their last years.

After the first born, Amalie, three more children followed: sons

Adam (1846-1927) and Hermann (1851-1916) and the youngest daughter

Hedwig (1853-1931). The parents educated their four children strictly,

giving them a good formation. The sons earned their bread as officials of

the Royal Bavarian War Department. Hedwig received her training as a

teacher in Maria Stern and then worked as a volunteer teacher with the

Mary Ward Sisters in Bamberg. Adam Streitel was a just and conscien-

tious official. He took effective care of the people of his district. He

attached great importance to the schooling of youth and tried success-

fully to assist the Stern Sisters in the education of girls.

Her parents had the very talented Amalie trained as a teacher in

Maria Stern in Augsburg. In 1862, she took her diploma and spent four

years at home again. Already at that time she thought about religious

life. Her parents, however, thought such a step to be premature for their

18 year-old daughter. They demanded a solid maturation of her religious

vocation. In the fall of 1866, Amalie, after reaching her majority, entered

Maria Stern. On June 8, 1866, she made he first vows, renewing them

annually. “Sr. Angela” as she was now called, had probably aspired to

"final profession in Maria Stern, but had only been temporarily professed

when she transferred to the Carmel in 1882. She received her first assign-

ment as a teacher in Monheim bei Nördlingen. Sr. Angela was a strict

teacher. By the fall of 1871, she had become superior in the trade school

the sisters had recently assumed in Altomünster. On May 13, 1872, she

had to transfer to Würzburg to direct Elizabeth-Institute, an orphanage

for about 30 children. As she reported to the bishop of Augsburg

(September 1881), she became deathly ill there and experienced her

second conversion. In April 1880, urged by ecclesiastical circles favorable

to her and following her own wish, she took over the Marienanstalt,

which until then had been under secular administration. 
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When Sr. Angela had first entered the Franciscan community of

Maria Stern, with which she had been connected since her school days,

she felt no inner difficulties worth mentioning. Her parents also

approved her step. The ecclesiastical examination before her investiture

was conducted by Domkapitular Anton Steichele, later bishop of Munich,

in his capacity as episcopal commissar. To his question, since when had

Sr. Angela thought about a religious vocation, she answered: "since

October 1866." As to her motive Sr. Angela indicated: "to serve God and

to secure the salvation of her soul." Then she stressed: "My decision has

been made out of my free will and well considered in spite of opposition

voiced against it." To the question, whether her parents agreed, Amalie

answered with a clear "Yes." Then she added that there were no obstacles

to her entering Maria Stern (cf., Protocol of May 15, 1886, AA).

On May 19 1868, the ecclesiastically prescribed examination

before first profession was again performed by Canon Anton Steichele.

After confirming the date of her investiture (June 3, 1867) Sr. Angela

declared: "Yes, I am determined to be able to serve God perfectly," i.e., to

profess vows. When asked whether this decision was voluntary, Sr.

Angela answered in the affirmative without any reserve: "Yes, out of my

free will and well considered!” (AA).

In the course of over thirteen years as a Stern Sister in temporary

vows Sr. Angela always worked in houses of the Stern Sisters, which

were usually occupied by three to four other sisters. The local tasks

corresponding to the aims of the Franciscan Elisabeth Sisters of Maria

Stern were charitable ones, taking preferential care of poor and aban-

doned girls. Sr. Angela worked only three years as a teacher. Then as

superior for ten years she had a demanding position of trust as a mother

for orphans and poor maidservants.

As superior of the Würzburg Marienanstalt, Sr. Angela was

surprised no longer to feel happy in a task which "was quite against her

spiritual orientation" (letter to Bishop von Dinkel, September, 1882, AA).

She now felt attracted to a severe Order or to the care of the sick. Already

on February 23, 1882, she had an exchange of views with the mother

general, Sr. Salesia Ellersdorfer, for she felt inclined towards the Carmel

in Himmelspforten. Sr. Salesia agreed, of course, but demanded that Sr.
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Angela reconsider her step seriously. In any case, her entry to the Carmel

was delayed because there was no free place.

Once the mother general of Maria Stern had received the

agreement of the prioress of Himmelspforten, Mother Anna (1819-1886)

and of the Prior of Würzburg, Fr. Ambrosius Käß, she, herself being ill,

had her representative inform the bishop of Augsburg that she had

agreed to let Sr. Angela join the Carmel of Himmelspforten: 

As the Reverend Mother informed your Episcopal Grace already some

time ago, while giving you some relevant letters of Sr. Angela, she just

wants to remark that she does not oppose the execution of this wish of

Sr. Angela, leaving it all to your Episcopal Grace's decision (letter of

January 7, 1882, AA). [NB: Mother Salesia had to stay in bed suffering

of a severe cold, but she wanted the request of Sr. Angela passed on and

made her vicaress write it.]

Käß also urged von Dinkel to allow the transfer as soon as possible.

[Her] decision grew step by step and she seems to be seriously prepared

to dedicate herself to the service of the Lord in the strict Order of the

Carmel wishing nothing more than to realize her purpose as soon as

possible. I have illustrated to her the whole seriousness of the Order,

but she remained steadfast and asks for admission, better today than

tomorrow. . . 

He asked "urgently and most humbly" for early permission (letter of

January 11, 1882, AA).

The mother general of Maria Stern, Sr. Salesia, had then to calm

pastor Beckert, saying she would be able to send a new superior to

Marienanstalt after receiving permission from the bishop. Then she

would at once fill the position soon to be vacated by Sr. Angela: 

Trusting in the assistance of God I will try to correspond to your wishes

as much as possible. Through Sr. Angela’s departure a new sorrow has

come up to me in regard to the Marienanstalt, however, I am happy this

matter has reached its aim (letter, January 12, 1882, AMSt). 

Episcopal permission arrived in Maria Stern a few days later, Mother

Salesia passed it on to Sr. Angela: 



 Ferdinand Käß was born October 24, 1815, in Untergünzburg. On
*

October 12, 1841 he took his vows with the Discalced Carmelites in Würzburg

and received the name Ambrosius of the Immaculate Conception. On November

20 of the same year he was ordained.

Fr. Ambrosius felt urged to go into the missions. For the sake of this

wish he earlier renounced twice (1851 in Würzburg; 1852 in Regensburg) the

office of Prior. Cardinal von Hohenlohe pushed his own idea so that the superior

general did not send Fr. Ambrosius to the missions but kept him as spiritual

director for the Carmelite nuns in Prague (1853-1857 and 1860-1863).

Again and again Fr. Ambrosius assumed offices of responsibility in his

order like novice master, province vicar, and province definitor. Seven times he

was the Prior in Würzburg. He was also a sought-after retreat master, and once

he directed the common spiritual retreats of the German and Austrian bishops

gathered in Fulda. From April 1882 to April 1885, Fr. Ambrosius was only sub-

prior in Würzburg and as such not responsible when “Sr. Petra” Streitel left the

Carmel at Himmelspforten or when Jordan endeavored with Bishop von Dinkel

to resolve the question of her bonds to the Stern Monastery in Augsburg.

Fr. Ambrosius was the theologian of his Order at Vatican I. However,

he thought not yet “opportune” the proclamation of the dogma of papal infalli-

bility to which he fully agreed, because he feared an exodus from the church of

excellent theologians. In September 1876, King Ludwig II appointed him Bishop

of Würzburg. Before that Fr. Ambrosius had freely declared to Minister Lutz that

he could not be a "court-bishop," but that he would strictly keep to the principles

and rights of the church, for he was "Catholic from his head to the soles of his

feet." This frankness pleased the king. In the diocese itself the appointment was

mostly welcome and Fr. Ambrosius received sincere congratulations. Only a few,

but influential clerics protested in Rome and cleverly pointed to the opinion of

the Carmelites at Vatican I. Pius IX therefore left Fr. Ambrosius' petition to con-

firm his election unanswered three years. He finally submitted his renunciation
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The convent sister, professed here in the monastery of Maria Stern, M.

Angela Streitel, at the time being superior of the Marienanstalt in

Würzburg, has made the application to me to allow her to join a severe

order: the Monastery of the Carmelite Sisters at Himmlespforten. As the

Mother Superior of the Monastery Maria Stern according to the

declaration on the 7  of the month has given her agreement to theth

execution of this wish and as the Reverend Prior of the Discalced

Carmelites in Würzburg, Fr. Ambrosius Käß,  and as the vicar of the*



to the Bavarian king in humble ecclesiastic obedience. Since April 1879, Prior of

Würzburg for the sixth time, Fr. Käß was among the first to render homage to

Bishop Franz Steiner nominated in his place, who was consecrated May 18, 1879.

Fr. Ambrosius died on September 21, 1890 in the Würzburg Monastery.
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monastery of Himmelspforten on the 11  of the month has agreed to theth

pious desire of M. Angela and asks for the release of the same from the

Convent of Maria Stern in order to join immediately the Carmelites,

therefore, I give herewith the permission to transfer the said convent-

sister from the Monastery of Maria Stern . . . Order of St. Francis to the

Order, i.e., the Monastery of Himmelspforten in Würzburg. She (the

same) has to arrange her transfer in her customary religious habit and

accompanied by a trustworthy woman. The Mother Superior has to

inform the previously mentioned convent-sister of my permission and

must notify me at the given time about the change-over adding a certifi-

cate of the Prioress of the Monastery of Himmelspforten.

 Augsburg, January 17, 1882. + Pancratius. 

Concordat cum originali. In fidem Augustae Vindel. February 4, 1886. L.S.

Pancratius, Epps. August. (TVU, l.d. 1). 

It is not specifically said why von Dinkel at the beginning of February

1886, sent a copy of this January 17, 1882 decision to Rome. By then the

question of the superior, which had so much agitated the flourishing

community of sisters already separated from Jordan, had been resolved

in favor of Streitel to the satisfaction of the majority of the sisters.

January 21, 1882, Mother Salesia announced the new superior,

Sr. Bernarda, to the director of the Marienanstalt and pastor of St. Peter

and Paul. She had sent a sister, 

. . . who loves the girls and children, and knows how to direct a house-

hold. If later a teacher is needed, help can be granted. . . . Mother Salesia

had today sent the document of the bishop regarding the transfer to Sr.

Angela. On Monday the successor of Sr. Angela would travel to Würz-

burg from here, and the official transfer of the institute to the same

could be made on Thursday if she wishes to do so. May God bless this

entry, this is my prayer (AMSt). 
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Two days later, on January 25, 1882, Sr. Angela entered Himmelspforten.

On February 10, 1882, the convent chapter agreed to invest Sr. Angela as

a novice. She received the name of Sr. Petra (Alcantara) of St. Josef.

5.5/8. Streitel’s departure from Himmelspforten made Sr. Petra once

again a member of the Congregation of the Sisters of Maria Stern. The

vows made there had not been abrogated during her novitiate in the

Carmel, but continued to be valid. On December 1, 1882, Fr. Cyprian

turned to the mother general of Maria Stern, Sr. Salesia, and wrote:

. . . in the name and at the request of Sr. Petra (called Angela by you)

who had transferred to the nuns of the said monastery from her

congregation and superior of the Marienanstalt [I am] to transmit the

following Privatissimum to your Reverence: Would you be ready to re-

integrate into your province the said nun just as if she had never left?"

[Fr. Cyprian gave his opinion]: that the talented and very pious Petra =

Angela could do much more good in your congregation than in the

monastery of the Carmelite Sisters. I think it is the will of God that she

combine the active with the contemplative life, and I would even wel-

come as a happy thought her returning to the excellently administrated

post of superior at the Marienanstalt, from whence she had the courage

to be buried for almost eleven months in the deep solitude of the severe

life of the Carmelite Sisters. Your Reverence may be sure that Sr.

Angela, as she is called by you, has won much in regard to obedience,

spirit of prayer, humility and all virtues during these ten months and

that she will be of even greater service than until now.

Fr. Cyprian asked for an immediate answer, although "her leaving is not

yet definitely decided, but is probably very near." He also requested her

Franciscan religious habit to be sent. At the same time he asked Sr.

Salesia whether, "if her leaving (i.e., withdrawal) takes place, would she

call Sr. Angela to herself in Augsburg or to one of her other religious

establishments?" Fr. Cyprian underlined that "we all, really all, the nuns

as well as the confessor were very satisfied with her." He added: “In case

you refuse to re-accept Angela my proposal and the decision of our

novice would of course undergo modification." For reasons of secrecy he

asked her to send the answer to him in a well-sealed envelope through
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the spiritual director Michael Beckert. Fr. Cyprian defended his preced-

ing: as "it is a kind of confessional secret, I chose this falseness" (AMSt).

On the same day pastor Beckert also wrote to Sr. Salesia: “I have

just heard Mar[ia] Angela has asked you for her religious habit through

her confessor. That it would turn out like this I foresaw and foretold you,

and this news has not surprised me.” But he said it annoyed him that the

correspondence should go through his hands and that Sr. Angela wanted

to remain in Würzburg. Fr. Cyprian had "without my knowledge and

against my will acted like this." He could not re-accept Sr. Angela into

the Marienanstalt. "In God's name I will be the postman!" Beckert

probably added his own letter to the one of Fr. Cyprian. Sr. Bernarda,

then superior of Marienanstalt, also added a hurriedly written letter: 

Poor Reverend Mother! I have cried so much today; but I always had a

presentiment that it would happen like this. M. Angela was about to

mix up the Himmelspforten, she wanted to found a quite new order. . . .

[Then she begs Beckert] with raised arms: fetch M. Angela so that she

may not stay in Würzburg not even for one hour. Everything would

become mixed up. I don't understand her character, that she would

have the least wish to return to the Marienanstalt (AMSt).

Mother Salesia, superior of Maria Stern, replied to Fr. Cyprian at once. 

The letter of your Reverence of December 1  has surprised me to thest

utmost not because of the personality in question, but because of what

and how I am called now to say a decisive word in regard to the

question put forward. The letter does not express whether Sr. Angela is

not inclined to bear the burden which the Order of the Carmelites

imposes or whether she has to fear a negative answer in regard to her

definitive acceptance. I think the time has not yet come to express my

own judgment as I had already formed it by myself. 

In this regard I remark that the Reverend Fr. Prior of the

Carmelites in Würzburg [Fr. Käß] got in touch with our Reverend

Bishop himself, so that no obstacle be made for her to enter the Order of

the Carmelites, as he thought he might be convinced that she was quite

called to such a severe order.

I must also allow myself to remark that I have no right at all as

superior of my congregation to become involved in a correspondence

which contradicts the strict prescription of the order. 
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I completely entrust the matter to God, and if then in an official

form, i.e., a petition or whatsoever is made to me by her actual

superiors in regard to the dismissal of Sr. Angela, then I shall act

according to the ecclesiastic prescriptions. (letter, December 4, 1882,

AMSt).

Pastor Beckert conveyed the letter to Fr. Cyprian. Mother Salesia also

shared her answer to the spiritual director, Beckert to whom she wrote

on December 12, 1882: 

As superior of the religious congregation I could not agree to offer my

hand for a correspondence which offends the Rule of the order. What

the letter of the Reverend Father is about, your Reverence may guess; he

has asked me to keep the matter to myself. That you, Reverend Spiritual

Director were selected to convey this letter did not at all evoke mistrust

in me, oh no! I think if Sr. Angela will not get admittance in the monas-

tery of Himmelspforten, it will be equally unpleasant to you although

not so surprising to me. But I have no intention at all to put her back in

her earlier position. Sr. Angela has in fact deliberately joined a more

severe monastery; may God now grant her perseverance, this my

prayer for her. . . . (with Sr. Bernarda and her sisters things surely

function well!) (AMSt).

Consequently, it seems Mother Salesia did not know Sr. Angela had

already on December 8, 1882, decided to leave the Carmel and that she

had informed her family by letter. According to her own statements, Sr.

Petra had informed the Prioress of Himmelspforten on the Feast of the

Immaculate Conception that she could not remain because of health

reasons. But she did not have the courage to take the ordinary way

through the prior and the bishop. It is at least strange that neither the

Prioress nor Fr. Cyprian insisted on that, or that neither one had alerted

Father Prior, Fr. Käß, although Mother Salesia had clearly enough

indicated the ordinary way to the confessor. 

Sr. Petra had civil clothes brought to her by her brothers on

December 13, 1882, and then traveled home to Bamberg. Her parents

were not happy with their daughter’s latest step, which could be inter-

preted as inconstancy. In the city of Bamberg it caused less sensation

than in Mellrichstadt, where Mr. Streitel enjoyed great notoriety. There
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exists no proof as to whether Fr. Cyprian, who remained connected with

Streitel, had directed her to Jordan. Of the three prescribed votes for Sr.

Petra’s admission to profession in the Carmel, the first ballot of June 15,

1882 had brought nine "yes" and six "no" out of fifteen capitulars. The

second ballot of October 10, 1882 had resulted in nine "yes" and five "no"

out of fourteen capitulars; the third ballot was not necessary, as Sr. Petra

had already left the Carmel. For admission a simple majority was

sufficient (Archive of Himmelspfort).

5.6/9. The Stern Monastery (Franciscan Sisters of Maria Stern) in

Augsburg was founded in 1258, during the lifetime of St. Clare. The

monastery had an eventful history. For centuries it was the center of

gravity of Franciscan life in Augsburg and a Catholic pillar of strength

during the turbulence of the Reformation. Since 1828, the Stern

Monastery changed with the times. The secluded Stern nuns became

Stern Sisters according to the example of St. Elisabeth of Thüringen, who

dedicated herself in Christian charity towards the poor, the sick, and

children. The "second foundress," Mother Salesia Ellersdorfer, made the

Augsburg monastery the motherhouse of a flourishing congregation over

which she presided from 1843 till 1888, with motherly prudence and

kindness. Under her direction the traditional limit of 22 nuns able to be

housed in Stern-Monastery increased to 400 Stern Sisters with the right

to vote. Sr. Salesia sent her sisters with the permission of the bishop of

Augsburg first to the poor residents of Rhönspessart. Under Bishop von

Dinkel the Franciscan life and the charitable activity of the Stern Sisters

(Soroes terziariae Francsicanae = Elisabettinae Bavariae) was in full bloom.

Thus they enjoyed a great reputation among the Catholic population.

Even today the motherhouse in Augsburg is a center of Franciscan life,

and the "perpetual adoration" in the little Stern Church is a place many

worshipers meet. The monastery was completely destroyed in WWII and

afterwards rebuilt in the same style. The then Patriarch of Venice, Angelo

Roncalli (later Bl. John XXIII) came personally to the Stern Monastery

and delivered a sermon to the sisters on Dan 12:3: "those who turn many

to righteousness shall shine like stars for ever and ever," a text that had

also inspired Jordan.



 In reality this was after the erection of a new building and the transfer
*

of the well led house from lay-hands into those of the sisters. An orphanage was

added whose 60 girls were to be trained to become good servants.
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5.7/10. Streitel at Stern. How Sr. Angela Streitel managed her life as a

Stern Sister, she herself reported in detail in September 1881, to the

bishop of Augsburg. Her otherwise very pious parents "had been against

her joining a severe order or one dedicated to the care of the sick"

(probably because they also knew too well the still often harsh and

vehement character of their daughter). But they gladly agreed to her

entering Maria Stern where she had also had her formation as a teacher.

Amalie suffered from deep homesickness during her candidature,

because as she put it, she was obliged by superiors "to live a calling

which was quite contrary to the orientation of my soul." 

As a novice she had to face the "old struggle" again: "You belong

in a strict Order" (the purpose of the letter to the bishop was in fact to

attain entry into the Carmel): for ten years she had directed a branch

foundation. Then she confessed in her request for a transfer to the

Carmel: zealous at first, she had become a tepid religious. A "mortal

illness" led to her conversion. "I fought a hard struggle with my egotism,

with my wrong inclination and with my temper.” As superior she had

difficulties with the "motherhouse." She had to suffer calumny, sharp

reprimands and suspicions. For a year and a half she had been superior

of the Marien-anstalt, which "was in great disorder."  Sr. Angela's sense*

of order was stricter than that of the past administration. Nevertheless,

she reported that, "In the motherhouse they were nothing less than

favorable to me." 

Sr. Angela had lobbied hard through responsible persons to be

allowed to take over the "sunken" institution, because "this was the will

of God." Mother Salesia yielded to the intercessions of influential people

from Würzburg and withdrew the duly elected superior in favor of Sr.

Angela. In her petition Sr. Angela withheld this fact. Neither did she

indicate at all how far she herself may have caused the tensions with the

generalate of Maria Stern.



 The vague expression "often erroneously" can well include "not only
*

erroneous." Furthermore, each sister always had the possibility to turn to the

kind Bishop von Dinkel to get her rights.
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In the Marienanstalt, Sr. Angela experienced "a flood of pain and

sorrow, of harshness and humiliations." Without being allowed to de-

fend herself she was condemned: "There was no talk of forgiving love."

But she persevered with help "from the salvific force of the wounds of

the Lord," in spite of "a pain-soaked heart." Thus she could bring "order

everywhere already after a few months." Some months after taking over

the Marien-anstalt on August 4, 1880, she went to Himmelspforten to

present her desire to the local confessor, Fr. Dionysius. For "inside me

there was a loud voice: ‘Go and ask there for admission; that's where

God wants to have you.’" When she later had doubts about the correct-

ness of her step, she discussed it with a former Franciscan. This priest

advised her "to speak openly with her mother general." Streitel herself

justified her planned change of orders because it "was obviously the will

of God and was not conditioned by human or narrow-minded motives."

On February 23, 1881, Sr. Angela had a discussion with Mother Salesia.

The general superior let her go. "No reproach, no bitterness, no discord-

ant or unkind remark reached me. She was sorry for having hurt me

previously, because she was often erroneously informed."  Of course*

Mother Salesia made Sr. Angela ask for the bishop's "permission to leave

the Monastery of Maria Stern" (AA).

Thus we see Streitel did not omit from her petition the difficul-

ties she met as superior. Only her supernatural disposition helped her to

endure. But the two or three sisters she oversaw could not be blamed if

they felt it not only as an element of vowed Franciscan poverty but

equally as a caprice of their superior, when late in the evening after a

hard working day they had to change their rooms or exchange their

underwear or books at the order of their superior. Towards the resident

girls too she showed herself more severe than mild. In the months after

her exchange of views with mother general differences may have

remained for the superior as well as for the sisters and children of the

Marienanstalt. We don't know whether Mother Salesia took a position
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towards the bitter reproaches of Sr. Angela regarding the motherhouse

and the generalate of Maria Stern, or what they were. Von Dinkel could

of course ask prudent and mild Mother General about it all. He knew

and esteemed her.

The correspondence (AMSt) of 1879, regarding the takeover of

Marienanstalt still exists. At that time Sr. Angela was the superior of the

orphanage sponsored by the Elisabethen-Verein von Würzburg. From the

very beginning Sr. Angela actively involved herself in negotiations con-

cerning the Stern Sisters’ takeover of the newly built Marienheim . Of the

32 letters between Würzburg and Maria Stern, 12 are from Sr. Angela,

the rest mostly from Beckert, the responsible pastor of St. Peter and Paul,

and for the assistant at the episcopal seminary, Dr. Braun. The first letter

is by the chaplain of Julius Hospital, who on January 16, 1879, as

secretary of the Marienverein for maidservants tried to engage Stern

Sisters for the Marienheim , which was to train maidservants as well as

care for the sick and old maid servants. There was a plan to unite the

Elisabethenverein with the Marienheim. Therefore, he wished for the

common administration to have sisters of the same congregation who

were already working in the orphanage. Chaplain Carl Val Schneider

wanted the superior of the Elisabethenanstalt, Sr. Angela Streitel, to

become superior of the Marienanstalt, as she already knew the situation

in Würzburg. In addition, many maid-servants were coming from the

Elisabethenanstalt, and Sr. Angela was also capable in negotiating with the

girls’ employers. 

That Sr. Angela agreed to these plans is found in her January 19,

1879 letter to the "sincerely loved Reverend Mother." There she at once

made her proposals about the qualities her two sisters companions

should have so that the people living in the house would be well cared

for. Sisters were not required there because it was a "run-down institute,"

but because the director up till then had retired on account of old age,

and the home could now be accommodated in a new building. (Sr.

Angela also mentions that during her recent visit Reverend Mother had

not liked "her extraordinary confessing" and that she had improved in

this regard.) In a second letter of January 21, Sr. Angela asked mother

general to allow her to take with her the Stern Sister Petra, with whom
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she got on especially well in the Elisabethenanstalt. This letter is worth

mentioning as in it Sr. Angela points out in her own favor that for nine

months there had been no discord in the Elisabethenheim . She also asks

Mother Salesia not to list her request for Sr. Petra under the rubric "Acts

of Violence."

On January 21, 1879, Dr. Braun intervened. In his opinion what

was most urgent was not a teacher but a nurse for the retired ex-servants.

This would also facilitate governmental approval. For these, three sisters

would be sufficient.

On March 5, 1879, Sr. Angela writes to the Reverend Mother:

Pastor Beckert wishes "so much for me [underlined by her] to be

entrusted with the direction of the Anstalt." She again asks for Sr. Petra

and makes further proposals for personnel. She says she is healthly

again. Through the help of St. Joseph (much venerated by Sr. Angela), 

. . . I have peace with myself and with my sisters, and in the Marien-

anstalt we have prayed much and intensely and always only this: The

holy will of God be done. When I became aware that the burden of

direction should be entrusted to me, I asked God like a child to show

me that I was destined by fulfilling three requests for me: 1) good

health, 2) sincere recognition of my faults, 3) perfect peace with my

surroundings by tolerating it with sincere love and patience. 

Sr. Angela is happy that for ¾ of a year nothing had disturbed the peace,

for she had said goodbye to her moods. Already on March 11, Sr. Angela

writes again in regard to the question of personnel and asks her superior

not to interpret it as "tactless arrogance." A letter of May 5, 1879, by the

pastor of St. Peter and Paul has been preserved, which in the course of

time caused quite a stir: "Dear Angela! . . . At the end of the month we

hope to move in. Prepare yourself. In a hurry, respectfully, Beckert." That

same evening Sr. Angela writes to Reverend Mother, asking her to recall

her from the Elisabethenanstalt so that she could prepare herself for the

Marienanstalt. She would like to go to the institute for maidservants in

Augsburg in order to learn more. Sr. Petra might accompany her to

Donauwörth, where the former could rest at the pastor's until she herself

would return with her to their new home in Würzburg.
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At that time there was an incident with a malicious tongue.

Pastor Beckert defends Sr. Angela: saying she had been incited, and on

May 7, Dr. Braun thanked the Reverend Mother for not appointing Sr.

Angela as superior, as she would not be up to the task. The same day

Pastor Beckert also intervened: because of his hurriedly written "Prepare

yourself," Sr. Angela should not have been blamed or passed over as

superior. He was sorry for this incident no less than Dr. Braun. Neither

wanted Sr. Angela to lose her confidence because of the “overly familiar”

utterance.

On the same day also, Sr. Angela writes to the superior general

about the difference between Dr. Braun and Pastor Beckert. In doing so

the sensitive sister asks, "Why are you so ill-disposed toward me,

depriving me of all hope in your motherly love?" Mother Salesia calms

her immediately and Sr. Angela thanks her "dear good Reverend

Mother" on May 7. By May 9, Sr. Angela returns to the matter: Pastor

Beckert could neither eat nor sleep in peace because now she was not

coming to Marienanstalt. Sr. Petra, urged by the pastor, also turned to

Mother Salesia with the request to send Sr. Angela to Marienanstalt as

superior (May 27, 1878). The next day Sr. Angela asks again to be

allowed to take Sr. Petra with her in case she would become superior.

After the inauguration of Marienanstalt by the bishop, Mother

Salesia appointed a Sr. Romana as superior. Sr. Angela thanks the

superior general that she was not destined for Marienanstalt: "I have

learned to keep silent and to suffer. The Lord be praised!!" On July 22,

1879, Dr. Braun mentions that ministerial approval had finally arrived

and asks Mother Salesia to send three sisters as soon as possible. From an

undated letter of Canon Lochner we see that in April 1880, Sr. Angela

was transferred as superior to the Marienanstalt and that she could take

Sr. Petra with her. The Canon asks Mother General the reason for the

transfer. There had in fact been "no collision of any kind between the

superior Sr. Angela and the ladies of the presidency" of the Elisabethen-

verein. "This transfer came quite unexpectedly for us." Sr. Angela had (it

is said at the request of higher-ups) left the house immediately in order

to guarantee an orderly handover.
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This informative correspondence has been added here because it

offers a certain background for the petition to Bishop von Dinkel, where-

in Sr. Angela included certain experiences at the Stern Sisters. Although

she did not indicate her personal difficulties with her superiors and

sisters as a decisive reason, these experiences might nevertheless have

contributed to her decision. It is worth mentioning that Sr. Angela in the

above letters did not indicate any inner difficulties which might have

moved her to leave or awakened in her the desire for a purely contem-

plative life as a way out of her situation. But only ten months after taking

over the desired position in the Marienanstalt, her strenuous wrestling

with the transfer into the Carmel began (cf., discussion with Mother

Salesia of February 23, 1881, and her request to the competent bishop in

September 1881). It remains equally obscure how far Fr. Cyprian of the

Carmel in Sander-straße was implicated in this change of Orders. (By the

way, Sr. Angela formed as a teacher had extraordinarily beautiful hand-

writing and an astonishing ability to pen her thoughts and wishes.)

5.8/11. Streitel in Rome. From Bamberg, Streitel connected with Lüthen

in Munich. Fr. Cyprian is said to have been mediator. Lüthen sent Thekla

Bayer to Streitel in Bamberg (January 26, 1883). Streitel traveled to

Munich on February 1, 1883. There she quickly won Lüthen's confidence.

He sent Bayer away and recommended Streitel to Jordan for the first

foundation of sisters in Rome (cf., BL-1378). So Amalie Streitel arrived in

Rome on February 16, 1883. She retained the name she had as a sister in

the Carmel: Sr. Petra. Lüthen as well as Jordan were acting in good faith

that she was without any further bonds, and that her leaving Stern

Monastery and entering Carmel had happened with episcopal permis-

sion. As a novice in the Carmel she had been free to leave at any time.

They both came to know only later that Sr. Petra, as she affirmed in good

faith due to the agreement of her confessor, had not returned to Stern

Monastery after leaving Himmelspforten nor let herself be dispensed

from her vows–the bishop's condition for the transfer. 

Streitel was four years older than Jordan, two years older than

Lüthen. As all three were over forty, such an age difference had little

importance. However, Sr. Angela (Petra) had enjoyed good training as a
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teacher. She had experience as an educator, as a religious and as a

superior. Jordan and Lüthen both appreciated this and therefore thought

she was qualified for their plan of founding a female branch of the CTS.

After leaving the Carmel, Sr. Petra had no communication with

Maria Stern, but she did not immediately break off all ties with Carmel.

On December 29, 1882, her novice mistress Sr. Stanisla wrote to her from

Bamberg that she had in vain been waiting for a Christmas greeting. She

asked about Sr. Petra's health after all the "excitements of mind in the last

days" and remarked, "Dark and thorny are often the ways Divine Provi-

dence leads souls." She admonished her "dear spiritual daughter" to

grow in the love of the cross. She advises Sr. Petra to reflect whether the

Order of the Cistercians might not attract her. (Himmelspforten had

formerly been a monastery of Cistercian sisters.)

On March 1, 1883, Sr. Stanisla answered a letter from her former

novice now in Rome. She had been glad when Fr. Cyprian had told her

that "Sr. Petra has been called to Rome." The Carmel had certainly been a

good school for this purpose. Then she remarked that her "sympathy for

her internal and external sufferings as well as her care for her health" had

just been her duty as novice mistress. That Sr. Petra was living so near to

the Carmelite parish S. Maria in Transpontina, she welcomed excitedly.

She added a sample of her habit cloth which Sr. Petra had asked for.

A little 16-page notebook (7½ X 12 cm) has been preserved filled

with lumina (e.g., pp. 13-15: Advent 1889). On page 16, Streitel (Sr. Petra)

noted down some dates. It is unclear why she "mixed" these dates and

words from four languages she knew somewhat.

Aug. 1862 Büchold Ruf i. Klost.

Sept. 22,  1866 Absch. dalla Famille

   “    25,  “ ” Aufn. i. III. Ord.

Oct.  17,  “ ” Entrée dans le Couvent

Aug. 4,   1880 Call for Carm.

Jan. 25, 1882 Entrée i. Carm.

Dec. 13, 1882 Verl. i. Carm

Jan. 26, 1883 Soir Madm. Bayer

Feb.   1, 1883 (Thursday) à Munich

   “     2,   “ ” (I.Tag) Herz Jesu-Freit. u. Maria 

   “     ” Lichtmess dort gefeiert.

Feb. 13, 1883 Obedienz pour Rome



 She says in her memoirs that she had been accepted by the Domini-
*

cans and that she was about to be invested, but then had to return home because

of a foot disease. In Bamberg, however, there were no Dominican sisters. Those

of the Third Order did not find the name of Barbara Demer in their registers of

that time, neither did those of Donauwörth or Augsburg.
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   “   14, “ ”  Ash-Wednesday to Roma

   “   16, “ ” Arrived a Rom (ASSM - at the earliest 1899!).

5.9/12. The first three sisters. Barbara Demer was born December 25,

1862, in Schlesslitz near Bamberg. Her parents later moved to Bamberg

where her father earned his bread as a rope maker. Barbara had a bound-

less imagination and was very talented, but also very poor, and as such

she received just the necessary elementary schooling. She certainly

attended the school of the Dominican Sisters in Landsberg am Lech for

some time and afterwards worked in the Antoniusstift in Bamberg, a

home for the elderly and infirm operated by Sisters of Charity. Barbara

Demer had learned early to get a foothold in life.  From New Year 1883*

on, Barbara, of full age now, found a position as a maidservant with the

Streitel family. Three weeks before, Amalie Streitel had returned from

the Carmel in Würzburg. This had weighed considerably upon the

Streitel family which Barbara cared for so much. When Miss Streitel was

called to Rome by Lüthen, Miss Demer also asked Lüthen to be allowed

to go, and on March 7, she accompanied her mistress to Jordan in Rome. 

Already on March 25, 1883 (Easter), she was invested as Sr.

Scholastica, making private vows for three years on October 6, 1883.

From mid January till the end of June, she accompanied another sister to

Franconia and Swabia to fund raise. From December 1884 till February

1885, she collected in the area of Nancy. In early June 1885, she accom-

panied a sick sister to her home in Lower Franconia and then went home

for a holiday. Towards the end of July 1885, Jordan telegraphed her to

return to help the sisters after Streitel had resigned as superior. But upon

her return difficulties increased so much that Jordan wanted to dismiss

the disobedient and ambitious sister at the end of July 1885. On August

16, 1885, during Jordan’s absence, Sr. Scholastica became superior of the
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sisters community. As such she contributed her part to their complete

separation from Jordan. This she boasted of as an old sister. On January

21, 1886, she resigned in favor of Sr. Francisca with whom she got on

better and better during those years. In 1888, Sr. Scholastica went

together with another sister to North America to raise money. She was

efficient, clever and successful, resulting in her becoming superior of

their first establishment in the United States. But at the request of the

responsible bishop she had to be recalled (outright dismissal was pre-

vented). In 1892, Sr. Scholastica was entrusted with a new foundation in

Vienna. At that time her accusation against the ecclesiastic superior of

the sisters in Rome, Msgr. Jacquemin, led to his removal. After Sr.

Scholastica revoked her calumny, Mother Francisca re-installed the

sisters’ esteemed spiritual director in their house.

In 1893, Sr. Scholastica is said to have lobbied in Rome for the

removal of the then Superior General, Sr. Francisca herself, whose first

companion and friend she had been. On the night of February 9, 1895,

she abandoned her post as superior of the 5-member house in Vienna.

This event proved the superior attitude she had towards her sisters

exactly as earlier events had revealed her ambition. Subsequently, Sr.

Scholastica spent eleven years outside the community living with her

brother in Munich after Rome had refused her request for re-acceptance.

Finally, in 1906, Sr. Scholastica was allowed to return to the community

of her sisters. She died in Vienna on January 12, 1937. 

Sr. Scholastica was also allowed to let her younger sister Kuni-

gunda stay in Rome. Born in Schlesslitz, September 9,1872, she quickly

became the darling of the Roman sisters community. On January 6,1884,

she received her First Holy Communion and on September 9, 1884 was

confirmed. On December 31, 1884, Jordan invested the young Kunigunde

as Sr. Alcantara. The active girl was released from her vows on June 23,

1886, 6 months after the separation of the sisters. She was not yet 14

years old at that time. Sickened by tuberculosis, she was sent home to her

parents and died there on November 25.1887.

The sisters judged Sr. Scholastica as "inconstant and malevolent."

They feared her superiority. In the young foundation her unbalanced

character repeatedly caused tensions. Most likely Barbara Demer
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suffered from a serious hereditary disposition, which coupled with her

character caused difficulties to herself and to others.

Sabina Schmauser came to Rome with Barbara Demer, and on

Easter 1883, was invested with her as Sr. Agnes. By May she hadalready

transferred to the Cross Sisters who ran the household in Campo Santo.

Msgr. Anton de Waal noted on November 8, 1886: "Sabina Schmauser,

since May in Campo Santo, today to Jerusalem. She has prayed much in

and for Campo Santo” (CS). Once back in Rome, Schmauser got married,

but maintained good relations with de Waal. We do not find Sr. Agnes in

Jordan's catalogue in which he registered the first members (G-3.1).

Margaretha Eck, born on November 9, 1859, in Ottendorf, Lower

Franconia came to Rome on March 7, 1883, and was invested on Easter

1883 with her two companions. She received the name Katharina. On

October 6, 1883, along with Sr. Scholastica she make her vows privately

for three years (Sr. Agnes had already left). By December 3, 1884, Jordan

let her make her final vows privately. At the beginning of June 1885, Sr.

Katharina made an attempt to commit suicide by jumping out a window.

Jordan let her be taken home by Sr. Scholastica. At the same time he

petitioned Leo XIII for the sister to be dispensed from her vows based on

the medical certificate which read: "Monomania isterica con tendenza

suicida." At the same time he asked to be forgiven for having the sent sick

sister home without awaiting the dispensation. But he had done this in

order to avoid scandal. On June 10, the Congregation passed the petition

on to the responsible bishop of Würzburg for his opinion. On June 30,

1885, the bishop informed the Congregation that the unhappy Margaret

Eck had already succeeded in ending her life on June 13, 1885. The

Congregation received this news on July 10, 1885. This tragic event

which could not be hidden resulted in a serious visitation during which

the ecclesiastical authority chastised Jordan for having admitted an unfit

person into his young foundation of sisters. In his catalogue of members

Jordan only noted: On June 13, 1885, died at home" (G-3.1).

In concluding we feel urged to say that the three young women

led to Jordan through Lüthen and Streitel were not qualified for religious

life, much less for a new foundation. The three sisters were always

presented as exemplary by their sister superior, who had only these three
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sisters. In the meantime they did not cause any reason for complaints.

But Jordan's high expectations soon changed to a paralyzing burden.

5.10/13. Jordan/Streitel correspondence (I). 100 "Roman letters" sent to

Jordan by Sr. Francisca survive.  Some short questions about everyday*

matters Jordan answered immediately, simply by handing them on to the

proper person. Most of the letters are confessions which cast light into

the depths of Streitel’s inner life at that time and on Jordan's simple and

silent attitude toward this very unusual kind of spiritual sharing and

spiritual exposition. All but two or three of the letters date from Febru-

ary 1883 to March 1884. They are very revealing as to how two persons

wanted to dedicate themselves completely and fully to the service of

God, and in doing so found a common and unified procedure only later

and with great effort. The reason for this was not so much their different

"vocations” but their different temperaments.

Streitel, under the name of Sr. Petra de Alcantara of St. Joseph,

arrived in Rome on February 16, 1883. Jordan had rented four rooms for

the first sisters in Borgo Nuovo 15. She reported briefly to Jordan that the

lodgings being so modest "were destined by the Lord for the beginning

of the work." She also mentioned that she left to the Lord the matter of

Miss Bayer, whose dismissal in Munich through Lüthen she had urged.**
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Sunday, February 8 (letter 2), she asked Jordan "by the wounds

of the Savior” that the Reverend Father, accept her as his "spiritual

daughter." She calls herself already here as she will several times later "a

weak woman." Such language was strange to Jordan. At the same time

Sr. Petra stresses in self-assured openness: 

The Lord has given this woman strong faith, confident hope and

burning love. He has led her in unimaginable and unusual ways to

make her strongly loyal in his holy service.

Here she alludes to her former less happy religious life. She continues: 

Grace taught me two prayers, the one: “Lord, annihilate me under your

footsteps and let me instead revive in your most holy heart.” The other

was: “Lord, a thousand lives wish I to have and give each of them up

for you under unspeakable pains!”

Then she asks Jordan with all intensity: 

Be strong when it is about protecting the rights of perfect poverty. Do

not be afraid of anything in this regard. The less you allow the purity of

this mistress [poverty] of the great Father [Francis] to be defiled by

depriving her of her originality, the more powerfully will the Great

Poor Man of Assisi assist your divinely willed foundation when

contradictions arise in regard to the most severe fundamental virtue for

a new spiritual building [i.e.,poverty].

So Sr. Petra determinately plucks the basic cords of her new inner aspira-

tions. She plainly explains to Jordan, her "highly honorable Father:"

 You must get to know the sensitivity of your new daughter, insights the

Lord Himself taught her and in which He confirmed her under

sufferings and pains. Therefore, I have put them down in writing

because such a presentation made orally would cause some

embarrassment to me, which is to be attributed to lack of humility (2) .*
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Jordan took this unexpected confession of his still unknown female

cooperator very seriously. He noted on this letter: "To be kept!" Then Sr.

Petra asks briefly for the necessary furniture for three persons in the new

lodgings, which, however, should correspond fully to poverty. Then she

hopes for magnificent fruits from this "new tree for the holy church . . .

the more we all understand to practice and conform ourselves in ‘self-

annihilation.’” Concluding she asks Jordan to receive into his house also

Fr. Cyprian. She would give him a mailing address, so that “this servant

of God should not incur any misunderstanding with his superiors” (2).

After lodging in an Albergo for three days until the new home

was furnished, Sr. Petra transferred there on February 20, 1883. Jordan at

once toured the nearby rented lodgings and had a longer discussion with

Sr. Petra about their future common project. Still on the same day Sr.

Petra sent a letter to Jordan further elaborating and deepening the result

of their discussion. In the future she will often choose such sequels to

give special weight to her opinion. The simple and open-minded Jordan

had to get used to this double-track which greatly burdened this very

busy man.

Sr. Petra's letter insinuated that even their first discussion did

not go so smoothly, because their opinions in regard to the new

foundation did not coincide. “My conscience reproves me loudly, that I

sometimes used a determined and authoritarian tone towards you. May

God and your Reverence forgive me this.” She would take care not to

want to be an "authoritative voice in such a holy matter." She wants to

question "never again the fundamental basis of your [Jordan's] founda-

tion.” However, already in what follows she returns to speak about her

own view and conviction. Jordan should have the courage "to erect a

dam against the often flattened religious life of today and thus show the

world that also a woman is strong in Christ and His Holy Grace.”

Carmel and Alverno, contemplation and action, shall find one another in

poverty and strict abnegation of self and will. She asks for Jordan "light

and recognition regarding the restoration of primitive religious

discipline" (3).

The next day Sr. Petra again feels urged to present to Jordan as

"new proof" of "trust and openness" her "ideas regarding the new foun-
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dation.” She wishes to connect the original Rule St. Francis given to St.

Clare with the one of St. Theresa of Avila, excluding what regards the

purely contemplative life. She had always found the Rule of the Third

Order too easy, so that she for years, following "a higher light," had

anticipated practices of the Carmel. However, Sr. Petra does not say

what she understood by the original rule of the Clare Sisters or “certain

practices of the Carmel.” At the same time she again stresses that the task

of founding an order belongs to a man, and that therefore, "nothing [in

Jordan’s work] shall be connected with the name of a woman.” Regard-

ing the grey color of the habit she agrees with Jordan's proposal. At the

end she excuses herself for saying "again and again an authoritarian

word" and asks "most humbly for pardon.” But she ends by saying that

Jordan surely would have enough discernment of spirits to recognize

when "my written information is not completely my own work" (4).

On February 26, she assures Jordan: "In the full meaning of the

word I shall begin the novitiate." She wants to "reach at last 'some self-

annihilation'.” She confesses that she was not "without good will, but

[was often] without perseverance and decision.” Jordan probably wanted

to have simple curtains at the windows. At any rate, she asks "Do you

want us to have curtains? Do you think St. Francis would tolerate them?”

She signs the letter as she was known before as a Carmelite novice: "M.

Petra de Alcantara and St. Joseph" (5).

On March 6, Sr. Petra wrote again in detail about "the state of her

soul.” She wishes that in Jordan, St. Francis of Assisi would come to new

life. "Both souls [Sr. Petra and Miss Demer] will be in a special relation-

ship to the holy cause [i.e., the renewal of the spiritual life among priests

and religious] and will stand by you.” Then Sr. Petra complains that holy

poverty was not esteemed anymore, not even in Franciscan communities.

She confesses to having entered the Carmel after almost four years of

struggle. But in her "the call heard about fifteen years earlier: ‘You will

die as a Clarisse’" had never ceased. Only in inner obedience had she

endured at Maria Stern. However, the same obedience had "by repeated

remarkable signs from above directed her to the Carmel.” She would

always let obedience towards this "Voice of God” decide. Then Sr. Petra

complains of the insufficient spiritual guidance given by the Conventual
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Franciscan Fr. Steiner (who was also Jordan's confessor) in that day's

confession and asks to have "Director Lüthen as Spiritual Director" (6).

Lüthen, however, was still in Munich and just about to strike his tents.

On March 9, she expressed her satisfaction that Jordan had

decided on the "grey religious habit.” "Both ladies" had seen "her" in the

grey habit, the one on the Feast of St. Joseph a year before, and the other

eight weeks ago. (The two candidates Demer and Schmauser had arrived

in Rome on March 7.) It must have astonished Jordan that Sr. Petra was

so quickly in accord with her future sisters regarding their pious dream-

ing, which to him must have appeared unimportant if not conflicting.

Then Sr. Petra recommends the black veil and mantle, not wanting any

external difference between novices and professed members. In the

meantime the three ladies were just about to enter novitiate. She asks

Jordan to allow her to keep the name Petra de Alcantara, because when

she received this name she recognized that it had been given to her "by

the dear God himself," because with the grace of God she should become

"a piece of rock in the holy church.” Sr. Petra mentions herewith

probably the deep interpretation which was attributed to her name as a

novice in the Carmel. In fact, in the old orders profession was considered

a kind of second baptism, and the new name given at investiture had a

spiritually deep meaning. In the following days Sr. Petra will ask Jordan

by letter for the holy habit, for in doing so the "Very Reverend Father"

would be accepting her as his "spiritual daughter" (7).

In an undated letter (c. early March 1883) she addresses Jordan:

"My very Reverend Father! For God's goodness sake, be glad because of

the contradictions and even of the lie attacking the new work.” In her

opinion suffering and the cross are the best foundation for the "renewed

Alverno.” Sr. Petra speaks then of a "justification," which seems con-

nected with utterances of Thekla Bayer. She gladly rejects ecclesiastical

protectors just as she had once prevented the visit of a cardinal two years

earlier when she was superior of Elisabethenanstalt: "At that time I said

quite dryly, when his Eminence comes I shall not be at home" (99).

In the letter of March 14, Sr. Petra returns to the uselessness of

speaking about any personal justification. "May the Lord be glorified and

the creature annihilated!" She exhorts Jordan to request her to keep
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strictly "to the Holy Rule which you will give to her and to those

entrusted to her.” She had hesitated to ask for the habit, because she "was

afraid that one [i.e., she] would not keep to holy poverty, to the strict

lifestyle and its practices," furthermore because the new work would

only sustain damage if it "has me as director.” Then she writes in her

usual self-assured determination: 

. . . that the Lord has led me to Rome, that he has destined me for His

plans to be extended through your Reverence. For that I stand up before

God, and neither you, nor I, nor others will succeed to frustrate them.

Then she asks to be invested: "For God's goodness sake I ask you for the

holy habit.” She assures him that holy poverty may come into practice

once more. “I would willingly suffer all the pains of the world and

undergo unthought of sufferings.” Jordan was at first probably helpless

in his innermost self in regard to such effusions of heart. Sr. Petra con-

cludes her letter: "I accept the name of your holy model [Francis] with

the addition "of the Cross.” Jordan had chosen this name on March 11,

1883, with the consent of his confessor and informed her accordingly. Sr.

Petra agreed with both of them (8).

On the Friday before Palm Sunday, a day dedicated to the

Sorrowful Mother, she asks Jordan to invest her in the town of Assisi.

She agrees that the other sisters be invested after her and is pleased that

the habit of the sisters is of the same fabric as Jordan's. During her

absence Sabina Schmauser should be "the head of the small household"

(10). Jordan does not agree to travel to Assisi with her just for the

investiture. Sr. Petra contents herself to be in Assisi only spiritually, for "I

will strictly obey you, my spiritual Father!" The will of the superior helps

"to annihilate us as [our own] superiors" (9).

Probably on the day before she had written to Jordan: "My whole

being would like to celebrate Palm Sunday in Assisi, but my whole being

will also practice ‘obedience.’” Then she asks to be allowed to go for the

necessary shopping with Mr. Schlüter and in doing so also to use a cart

as she herself was suffering pains in her foot. She signs this letter with M.

Petra, but adding already S.C.I., Societas Catholica Instructiva.

On March 17, Margaretha Eck arrived in Rome so that now there

were four. (By October the community was to receive more newcomers.)
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On the following day, Palm Sunday, she witnessed Sr. Petra's investiture.

Jordan did not leave her named Petra, as she had wished, but gave her

the name Francisca of the Cross. By this he intended to show her how

much the male and female branch of his foundation should live the same

spirituality and follow the same purpose. Sr. Petra was certainly very

pleased about the third and final religious name given to her. Her origi-

nal vow formula has been preserved. Jordan added his usual condition

to the vows, not knowing that Sr. Francisca was still bound publicly-

canonically by her vows to Maria Stern, and he adds a prophetic

sounding wish: 

Jesus, Mary and Joseph, Francis and Clare! 

In the presence of the Most Holy Trinity, of the Blessed Virgin Mary, of

the glorious St. Joseph, of the Seraphic Father Francis [of Assisi] and of

the Holy Mother Clare as well as all the angels and saints I vow

"obedience, poverty, chastity" and lay the vows into the hands of my

spiritual Father and only superior, 

the servant of God, 

Johannes Francis of the Cross, 

Director General of the Catholic Teaching Society, 

with the solemn promise to know no other will than the will of God

revealing itself through the aforesaid servant of the Lord. 

Signing as the vowing, M. Francisca of the Cross, 

Rome, March 18, 1883, S.C.I.

The undersigned has reserved the right to dissolve the above vows

partly or completely, and with this condition they were made and

accepted. Johannes Franciscus d. C.

Holy poverty will enrich you with unspeakable goods, obedience will

be your guiding star to eternal life, and chastity will let you follow the

divine lamb where it is going. With this threefold weapon you will

defeat the Prince of Darkness and it will help you to tolerate courage-

ously and patiently the great sufferings awaiting you. 

Rome, on the Feast of St. Joseph, 1883, 

Johannes Franciscus v. K. (12).
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On Easter, Jordan invested the other three women (cf., 5.9. The first three

Sisters). He had appointed the 39 year-old novice, Sr. Francisca as

superior of her 21 to 25 year-old co-novices. Sr. Francisca exposed to

Jordan in a detailed Easter letter how she intended to live up to her new

vocation. At first she speaks about true and pressing "self-annihilation"

adding her "St. Francis ideas." These are: "Three requests: continuous

abstinence, bare feet in sandals, and the canonical breviary.” In addition

she asks "for the beginning a brave director of novices.” She is willing to

remain "head sister" "until the Lord will send also in this regard a much

better qualified personality.” She shows herself convinced that it is

Jordan's vocation to realize the Franciscan renewal as she understood it.

About herself she confesses: "The Lord has called me to Rome . . . to a life

of renunciation of a higher kind.” He wants from me "pure suffering"

and "extraordinary poverty" (14).

Sr. Francisca was still closely connected with her confessor from

Himmelspforten, Fr. Cyprian. He had helped her out of Carmel, albeit in

a canonically flawed manner, and also paved her further way somehow.

At the very beginning of her Roman life Sr. Francisca had asked Jordan

several times is she could secretly (that is bypassing his prior or

provincial) ask Fr. Cyprian whether he would not like to join them. He

was in fact a “great spiritual force" (February 18, 1883) (2). As a return

address she indicated in brief a Ms. Em. Spachtholz (18). Jordan did not

consent to this bypass any more than Mother Salesia had.

From the time between February 16 and March 17, 1883, we have

nineteen letters in which Sr. Francisca exposed clearly and emphatically

to Jordan her inner life and the new absolute beginning she intended to

give to her life. As initials she used G.s.J.Mr.J, resp. J.M.J. (from March 9th

on), once also J.M.J.F.C. She addressed Jordan as "My Reverend, highly

esteemed Father" and signed as his "obedient spiritual daughter" Sr.

Maria Petra de Alcantara (of St. Joseph).

The first month in the novitiate in the small lodgings in Borgo

Vecchio passed between pious spiritual exercises, church visits, learning

the language and modest work in housekeeping. Further on Sr. Francisca

felt urged to inform Jordan by letter about those things she did not want

to discuss face to face. She wrote Jordan her personal formula of vows,
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which she had used in addition to the one accepted and signed by him.

She also explained again and again her unworthiness in regard to the

"assigned office" of house superior (March 27). The day before, she

consoled Jordan, that she sensed that he "had much to suffer.” But "the

Lord cleanses his threshing floor.” She might have been alluding to the

fact that Jordan had been forced with a heavy heart to dismiss seminar-

ians who had no intention of joining his religious foundation (16).

On March 31, 1883, a Saturday, Sr. Francisca takes her time to

initiate Jordan in detail into what is moving her heart. At first she assures

him in playful exaggeration that in spite of her being "a very ignorant

woman and often inclined to malice" nevertheless "in prayer she was

sometimes given higher knowledge.” She praises her new confessor,

Jacquemin, whom she once had criticized in Jordan’s presence. Then she

works up spiritually her former experiences in the Carmel. At first she

mentions briefly that she had together with Miss Demer and another

friend prepared herself through a novena for the visit of Thekla Bayer

announced to her through a letter from Lüthen. Then she assures Jordan

that for years she "was under special influence of grace.” In the Carmel

this special relation to God and to the saints, which before she had

experienced as light or a voice within herself, now had deepened "into a

presence and a perceptible feeling.” Then she confesses that she could

not feel confident with her first confessor in Himmelspforten, because he

did not enter more deeply into her "relations with God.” Only with Fr.

Cyprian had she found a relationship of confidence as well as with the

novice mistress Sr. M. Stanisla. So she succeeded as a novice "to remove

the ten-year superior.”

Sr. Francisca speaks about a special prayer experience which she

had had in front of a picture of the Sacred Heart of Jesus "about 9 months

ago.” During prayer it had become clear to her: "Make your vows into

the hands of a bishop.” As this was forbidden to a Carmelite sister, she

had left the Carmel. When Miss Bayer visited her, she had also told her

that she could make vows only "into the hands of a man who either

already enjoyed the dignity of a bishop or would get it.” "Whether I have

been mistaken shows the present, maybe still more clearly the future."

Then in "higher prayer" it had also become clear to her why she had been
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called into the Carmel: "at the same time it became clear to me that the

Lord would call me to a foundation intending strict contemplation and

activity.” Then she returns to her old reluctance to be a superior. "In fact,

I fled from this cross–and today I must carry it, and how long shall I

have to carry it?" Then Sr. Francisca asks to have Lüthen for her future

spiritual guide. She advises Jordan to take care of his "broken health.”

"Take some wine during the day and cold meat to benefit the diminished

strength of your nerves." She also mentions Sr. Stanisla's letter of

December 29, 1882, in which she had advised her to leave in order to try

life perhaps as a Cistercian. She, however, wants to remain faithful to the

poor Francis.” Based on a conference of Fr. Lüthen’s she expresses

herself in favor of Jordan's intention to connect the principles of St.

Ignatius with the Rule of St. Francis (17). This is one of the two letters she

asks Jordan to destroy. But if he thinks it useful, he might let Lüthen read

it before. Only if Jordan destroyed this rather enigmatic letter, could she

continue to be a "quite open daughter" in questions of inner life.

Jordan did not agree with such a daring self-description; Sr.

Francisca, at any rate, justified her own behavior: 

My venerable Father, you would be less mistaken regarding your

daughter, i.e., regarding the Lord’s directions concerning her, if you

keep in mind that she is given an open and deep view of the future (89).

Lüthen gave the four novices of the Catholic Teaching Society lessons in

Italian. On the Feast of St. Joseph Protector, Sr. Francisca proposes to

Jordan to call his female foundation "Sisters of the Catholic Teaching

Society of St. Joseph.” The saint foster father was particularly venerated

as "Shadow of the Eternal Father.” Coming from the Carmel she con-

tinued the special devotion to the "Holy Trinity" (75). Soon after, she

returns to an assent Jordan had required from her: 

For the present I stand to my promise to take in obedience the position

of superior of the sisters until God arranges it differently, without

manifesting to you again and again my dislike in this regard (71). 

April 16, 1883, Sr. Francisca reaffirms to Jordan how much she suffered

being a "superior.” "The Judgment Day will show what I suffered. I

always remind myself you are the superior, the Founder of God's work."
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Only Jordan's principles would be decisive for the sisters. She does not

want to "attribute any merit to herself,” as this "causes me to take ways

and means which are certainly not wanted by God.” This dubious affir-

mation must have made Jordan feel even more insecure. Meanwhile, he

showed himself reserved not only out of dedication to the foundation

itself, but also because the Franciscan and above all this exalted "Carmel-

itan style of expression" was strange to him. Sr. Francisca stressed in the

same letter again how much she felt urged to "self-annihilation.” There-

fore, she wants to submit to a sister in regard to little things with which

she could not trouble him. She proposes her friend Sr. Scholastica and

asks Jordan for his agreement. Then she wants to provide some woolen

underwear for Jordan's journey to Germany, if he agrees to it (24). On the

same day Jordan traveled to Munich, where he found lodgings with the

Capuchins. During Jordan's absence Sr. Francisca had to submit to

Jordan's representative, the "sober" Fr. Lüthen. But no letters addressed

to him have been preserved.

It has not been verified whether Jordan already at that time had

personally turned to the bishop of Augsburg after the prior of Würzburg

as well as the Mother General of Maria Stern, Sr. Salesia, had, according

to their duty, informed him of Sr. Angela/Petra/Francisca’s illegal

maneuvers (Letter, December 13, 1882).

5.11/15. The habit. Jordan was influenced in the choice of the color of the

habit by the then current tradition, which affirmed that St. Francis and St.

Ignatius (and other founders) had worn grey habits. The Conventuals

wore this grey habit still toward the end of the 18  century (1770) whenth

they changed to black. Only the English Province kept the traditional

color, which has thereby not been completely forgotten in the order.

In 1884, Jordan changed the color. He chose the less conspicuous

black for priests. The cincture was kept white. At the latest toward the

end of the year the sisters too wore the black habit (cf., letter to Neuwerk,

January 11, 1885). The cincture, too, was black now in order not to be

confused with the Conventuals. For the first sisters the habit was almost

a question of "to be or not to be." Sr. Francisca spoke about it several

times. "There is no doubt that the whole religious garment has the cut
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and color willed by God," (11) because it has been "seen" twice (4) but it

is not said by whom. Sr. Scholastica reports in her "memoirs" quite

devotionally: 

Our Mother Foundress was always shown the grey habit. The time

approached for deciding the color, as M. Foundress was to be invested

on March 19, while we sisters on March 25. So we once more went to

this priest and when he insisted that the habit should be black, our M.

Foundress stood up and said: “God Himself may decide” and we said

three Hail Mary's. Then a grey mouse came, stopped a few seconds in

our midst looking at each one and then left. This was too striking to the

Reverend, and he saw in this the Lord's decision. We went at once to

buy the cloth (I).

5.12/16. Streitel and the Rule of 1883. Jordan informed Sr. Francisca that

he was elaborating a new rule for his two "orders.” He asked her for her

opinions and insights in regard to religious discipline, because he was a

"layman" in this regard. Sr. Francsica stresses in a letter of June 25, 1883:

"Poverty will be the foundation of the new order.” The three “fools”

selected by the Lord were Jordan, Lüthen and Sr. Francisca (25).

On the Feast of the Visitation, Sr. Francisca again felt urged to

confide in Jordan. She speaks of a "struggle of soul" which all three had

fought, but which had been necessary; then she again implores Jordan

not to forget that he "was called not only to put the world on a better

track, but to elevate the greatly reduced state of clergy and of religious.”

Then she again requests Lüthen as spiritual guide. She felt the solemn

promise of obedience should not hinder her from exposing her opinion

where she recognized damage to the good cause. Jordan should be "very

careful in accepting persons over 30 years old.” She concludes her letter

emotionally as she had begun it: 

Most humbly asking forgiveness of all the faults committed towards

your Reverence. . . . I implore once more your fatherly love and can

with joyful heart call myself your renewed spiritual daughter, M.

Francisca of the Cross (26).

It must have made Jordan uneasy that Sr. Francisca repeatedly judged

the state of priests and religious as "completely sunken” (decayed). Her

warning not to accept older persons might refer to Baroness von Wüllen-
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weber. Jordan had planned a visit to her at the end of May and had

naturally reported this to Sr. Francisca.

The letter of July 12, hints at an unsuccessful discussion, which

Sr. Francisca as usual wants to clear internally: "Before God I can say that

I esteem and honor you in everything as my superior and willingly

submit to any order you will give in regard to your spiritual daughters.”

She implores Jordan not to overlook "the light of higher recognition of

this [her] soul, so much inclined to malice.” Sr. Francisca had at Jordan's

request drafted "statutes.” In an addendum to this letter she claims to

have taken them from the statutes of the Carmel. The rest she had

recognized "as willed by God in the hours of deeper insight in regard to

the reduced conditions of religious orders.” She did not take into

consideration the Rule of the Third Order of St. Francis, as it was also

valid for the Third Order in the world, and the Statutes of Maria Stern

were of a purely disciplinary nature.

On the following day Sr. Francisca asks Lüthen not to come for

evening conference, for she had to dedicate herself fully to prayer. At the

same time she sends Jordan a vow, signed with her own blood, to be

preserved. She underlines the importance of her action, because a sister

had seen this letter signed with her blood in a "dream.” She adds: 

I am sure that both sisters are illuminated by God in an unusual way.

He obviously shows them the relations into which He lets such an

unworthy person in order to realize His plans in regard to the renewal

of the spirit of religious orders (28). 

Unfortunately, the two sisters, Scholastica and Katharina, were both

spiritually very unbalanced. The vow Sr. Francisca sent to Jordan to be

kept, has not been preserved.

On July 17, 1883, Sr. Francisca informed Jordan that her natural

sister, Hedwig, had not yet decided to follow the "call to come to Rome"

(29). There is preserved an undated letter (of that time) in which Sr.

Francisca requests three fast-days connected with strict silence and

deeper reflection in God. These days were to bring light and insight to

Jordan in regard to the Society, "especially a deep insight into God's

plans in regard to their spiritual daughter [i.e., to herself], from whom

He seems to require more the renewal of older but now rather decayed
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orders." Jordan should not worry that the sisters' health might be

damaged by these severe days: "The Lord has laid special strength of

penitence and atonement into three weak bodies. . . . Unless it is against

your will, I shall write the Most Reverend Bishop of Augsburg only after

these days" (101). This letter might have been written before Jordan's

journey to Einsiedeln. Indeed, it presupposes that he as well as Lüthen

were still in Rome. Equally, only three sisters are mentioned who

declared themselves ready for these days of penitence: Srs. Francisca,

Scholastica and Katharina. Sr. Agnes, the fourth sister, had already left

because of the strict life of penitence. Jordan returned from his journey to

Germany in mid June and might probably have brought Sr. Francisca the

answer of the Bishop of Augsburg to remind her of her still valid bonds

to Maria Stern.

"Statutes" written by Sr. Francisca still exist, although it is not

sure whether they are those mentioned in her letter of July 12, 1883, (27;

cf., 25). The handwriting is still the precise script of the "teacher"

Francisca, but the notes bear no date. In an undated letter Sr. Francisca

notes that she had no copy of her statutes, and Jordan should destroy his

copy also. For only the "Rules and Norms" he gave the sisters were valid.

(Sr. Francisca speaks here of the rules and norms elaborated by Jordan in

summer 1883, in Einsiedeln and handed over to the sisters on the Feast

of St. Francis.) In the instructions she wrote, Sr. Francisca treats the

religious vows, the virtues of charity, humility, meekness, patience,

mental diligence, simplicity and love of God. She adds a summary of

confession for the year's end confession and concludes with some notices

from the life of the holy Clare Sister, Katherina of Bologna (1413-1463).

The "statutes" are simply numbered by chapter. There are no

connections to the Gospel or “Imitation of Christ.” The instructions are

more fitting for a pedantic novitiate rule than for a religious order. Thus

they were in no way useful to Jordan who was looking to give his basic

rule for the Second Order a proper feminine nerve. Here are some of her

selected "statutes." Sr. Francisca begins with "holy poverty." She requires:
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1. Patiently and gladly forebear even if something necessary is

missing.

2. Consider oneself unworthy also of necessary things.

3. Entrust the concern for what is necessary to God, a father to

the poor.

6. Keep nothing hidden, least of all food (sweets and provisions).

11. Love the poor, to give them alms willingly when obedience

allows.

Regarding obedience we read among other things:

1. Do quickly and without objection what we are ordered, and

execute it with zeal and humility.

5. Obey readily even orders given harshly or in unfriendly ways.

7. Obey at the lightest sign of the superiors.

9. Obey blindly without any researching or reflecting on what is

ordered. Never think: Why? Completely submit our judgment

to the superior’s.

For humility she composes 17 points, e.g.,

9. Never desire to dominate others.

10. For the sake of God's will willingly submit to others, especially

to the superiors.

12. Never think we earn honor or any advantage and always to

choose the last place for oneself.

16. Always be simple in talking. Avoid selected expressions or

whatever might show learnedness or a higher status.

In regard to meekness she requires:

1. Speak in a low voice, modestly and humbly; be always

cautious in talking. 

2. Do not speak with harsh, severe or contemptible words.

3. Do not contradict others, never quarrel with others.

Sr. Francisca begins the chapter about patience:

1. Suffer in silence, not to answer if one is offended or accused;

2. Overcome all signs of impatience and anger.
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The added beichstspiegel (questionnaire for examination of conscience) is

equally basic, even pedantic. . . 

Did you want to seem pious and virtuous? Did you obstinately defend

your opinion and your prejudice? Did you look at yourself in the mirror

or otherwise? Have you not hidden something so that the superior

might not find it!

The extract from the life of St. Catherine of Siena introjects her vision of

hell and dismal confession. Of course such "statutes" were no help to

Jordan. All inquiries were directed to one’s own "self.” The word

"apostolic" is not to be found in them. In fact, in 100 letters it is to be

found only twice (50).

5.13/17. The Rule of Einsiedeln. From July 18-30, 1883, Jordan enjoyed

the hospitality of the Benedictine Monastery of Our Lady of the Dark

Forest in Einsiedeln, a place of grace enjoying a great reputation in the

whole region of the Alemans. The house guest book shows Jordan and

Fr. Steiner arrived there on July 18. While Fr. Steiner left to go home the

following day, Jordan stayed there “thirteen days and thirteen nights"

(AGS 6). He wanted to give the final wording to his rule, something at

which he had been working since the change of the First Grade into a

"proper order" (i.e., since Palm Sunday). He had confidence in the special

help of the Mother of God. In the chapel of the shrine he had obtained by

prayer the apostolic spirituality of his rule and now he presented the

result to Our Lady "Queen of the Apostles" as it were for examination.

The Rule of Einsiedeln is short, clear and captivatingly viva-

cious. It corresponds to Jordan's nature. He wrote it of course in Latin.

"In the name of Jesus Christ” begins the rule of the First Order of the

Catholic Teaching Society. “Rule and Life of this Order is: to observe the

Holy Gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ by a life of obedience, poverty,

chastity and apostolate." This fundamental rule relies on St. Francis’ Life

and Rule of the Little Brothers: "To observe the Holy Gospel of the Lord

Jesus Christ by a life in obedience, without property and in chastity”

(beginning of the third draft of the Rule of St. Francis, 1223). Just beneath

the surface similarities Jordan’s decisive newness catches the eye: the

apostolically imprinted life. For Jordan apostolic engagement belonged



 In the rule of Fr. Semenenko, which Jordan was aware of, the apostolic
*

life seen as acting toward the outside was subordinated to building the Kingdom

of God within the community by living the evangelical counsels (Art. 13: de fine).

Semenenko retains this bi-partition (cf., Art. 17 and 186). This, however, fails to

reach the powerful unity Jordan was aiming at.
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unconditionally and inseparably to the full imitation of Christ. Already

in his first rule for the still undivided First Grade he had indicated as a

leitmotif: "The life of those who join the undertaking is the apostolic life,

i.e., the imitation of the apostles" (Rule for the First Grade 1882, E-1204).

Now Jordan added the seminal word apostolatus, which stands for the

full apostolic life as Jordan understood it and which is not to be

identified with today’s hackneyed word “apostolate.” In his rule of life

this creative widening of the apostolic counsels through apostle-like

engagement meant exactly what he at first wanted to capture and express

with the name "Apostolic Teaching Society."*

In what comes next Jordan does not follow Francis’ ordering of

the counsels, "but begins with apostolic poverty. Because it is the basis of

our Society.” He expands the spirit of evangelical "leaving everything,"

extending this apostle-like abandonment not only to the goods of this

world but also to the affection for one’s family and self-love. Regarding

chastity he does not say much. In regard to obedience he makes use in

excerpts from the refined statutes of St. Ignatius (Summ. Const. 15,16, 38).

There follows a section about admission: "Nobody shall enter the

community unless he is called by God; therefore each one has to examine

himself and allow himself to be examined.” The superiors are charged to

be vigilant on this point. As a sign those called to the Society shall wear

"the religious habit for humility and protection.” Then comes the heart of

this rule: Rule of Apostolate:

Dearly beloved, teach all people, especially children, to know the one

true God and Jesus Christ who God has sent. I adjure you before God,

and Jesus Christ who will come to judge the living and the dead,

through his coming and his kingdom: preach the word of God, be

urgent in or out of season, rebuke with all patience and teaching. Go,

and with perseverance speak all words of eternal life to the people.

Announce and write the heavenly doctrine to all without resting. This is



 He refers to the texts familiar to him: 2Tim 4:1; Acts 5:20; 1Thess 5:17
*

and 4:3; Heb 6:9; 2Cor 2:8 and 12:15; Acts 20:20-26-31;Titus 2:10.
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the will of God, beloved, that all should know the eternal truths. I

beseech you not to falter from announcing the whole of God’s purpose

so that with St. Paul you can say, “I am innocent of the blood of all.” Do

not cease day or night, to admonish each and everyone, even with tears.

Overlook no opportunity to announce and teach the doctrine of God to

all, both publically and from house to house.

Jordan later confessed that in writing this rule he had been profoundly

stirred and moved to tears. Precisely in this “Pentecost” rule he distinctly

felt the help of the Holy Spirit. Jordan did not want to begin with his

own words. He chooses as a beginning the mandate of the Lord obliging

every apostolic-hearted Christian: "Teach all nations" adding immediate-

ly the why of this obligation: to fulfill Lord's prayer in John 17:3 (Jordan’s

Lebanon experience). Then Jordan retires completely behind the Apostle to

the Gentiles, whose mentality he wants to incorporate in this rule.  Just*

because Jordan does not use his own words but prefers the words of the

gospel and of St. Paul, this rule touches one personally and communally

in its full forcefulness and overflowing ardor. Jordan does not speak in

the reduced authority of a founder, but for his Catholic Teaching Society

he desires as it were direct apostolic authority. Jordan well knows the

troubles of everyday life in the vineyard of the Lord and of the small

steps connected with apostolic involvement. That is precisely why he

believes it is necessary to bolster all activity with apostolic gravity and

vision as its driving force. In a last section of his short, hence so expres-

sive rule, he speaks of brotherly love which must prove its worth in

humility, meekness and patience. 

Then Jordan added 58 norms to regulate in detail the most

necessary things. He does not find a better pattern for his introduction to

these than the one St. Ignatius put at the front of his own statutes: 

The mercy and wisdom of the Creator has deigned to call to life this our

Society will also preserve, guide and promote it. Therefore, the first

norm and rule is the law written into our hearts by the Holy Spirit. As

now it is the will of God that we cooperate, and because the authority of



 Here Jordan relies heavily on the prologue to the Jesuit statutes: 
*

It is the super wisdom and benevolence of God, our Creator and Lord

which will preserve, guide and promote in His service this “minima” Society of

Jesus. He has deigned to call it to life. But on our side it is the inner law of that

love (of God and our neighbor) which the Holy Spirit uses to write and to

impress into our hearts, which will help us in this regard better than any

external statute (SJ, Const. 1, Prologus Constitutionum).

 Here too, the imitation of St. Ignatius is clear (cf., Form. Inst. Pauli III
**

et Julii III, nr. 1, Reg. Sac., nr. 9a). The presentation here was altered somewhat

from DSS to follow the original statute numbering.
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our Holy Mother Church wants it so, having invoked the Holy Spirit

and implored our heavenly patrons, we put these norms to the brothers

in Christ to observe, so that we may better reach the aim which we have

proposed to ourselves in the Lord.*

In the norms Jordan stresses once more the aim of the Society: "Through

religious instruction defend, proclaim and promote the Kingdom of

God" (Norm 1).  In Norm 2, Jordan gives the lifestyle of his Society the**

classic formulation which consequently became the heritage of the

Society in all later editions of the rule. 

By imitating Jesus Christ and the holy apostles the members must

dedicate, give up and consecrate themselves fully and completely to

God and to the promotion of His cause and retain nothing for

themselves, so that they withhold nothing from God.

In Norm 7, Jordan recommends all to bear in mind Christ’s mortal fear at

the Mount of Olives (each Thursday) as well as frequent contemplation

of "the sufferings of Our Divine Master.” Norm 8 demands continuous

growth in self-sanctification: 

Relying on divine grace the members shall advance in perfection from

day to day. Therefore, they shall strive for appropriate sound virtues

and to do everything to become perfect before God and man.

Norm 11 is uniquely Jordan's: "The members shall have greatest

confidence and trust in God and our holy patrons, for our help comes
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from above.” Norm 43 admonishes: "Each one is obliged to tell the

superior confidently when something causes him significant harm.”

In regard to the other norms of the religious-apostolic lifestyle of

his community Jordan keeps quite humbly to the prudent St. Ignatius,

who as superior never tired of and never finished his work on the

statutes of his Society. Jordan took over 18 articles from the Summarium

Constitutionum  and 31 from the Regulae communes, as well as two from

the Regulae sacerdotum of the Society of Jesus. From the latter he took

religious instruction and the priority of catechizing children, which he

had already mentioned in the Apostolic Rule by adding directly after the

mission mandate of the Lord "most of all children.” 

In Norm 1, Jordan specifies the means to the goal of "religious

proclamation" (institutio religiosa). The word institutio is not used today.

Even at that time had a meaning determined by context: institution,

subject, method, etc. Jordan translated this norm in his statutes for male

and female coworkers of the Catholic Teaching Society 1883: "The task of

the Catholic Teaching Society is religious instruction in order to support

the Holy Church in the expansion, defense and animation of the Catholic

faith.” Out of this it follows that each one: "proclaims especially the

truths of the holy religion through the living word as well as through

writings" (magisterium ecclesiasticum tum verbis tum scriptis, E-1232; cf.,

DSS II, 175). The last page of the short paper concludes: "To God alone

the honor.”

Returned to Rome, Jordan introduced this rule he composed in

Einsiedeln to the male as well as to the female branch of his foundation.

It was printed in early 1884, in their own printery in Rome (Latin, E-

1206; German, E-1219).

Sr. Francisca Streitel worked out conferences corresponding to

the individual rules and norms for the chapter of faults (capitulum culpae)

in her community of sisters. These good explanations of single articles of

the Rule of the Catholic Teaching Society were considered by the sisters

(and also by Fr. Pancratius) as "drafts of rules for the sisters of the

Catholic Teaching Society" after which according to Sr. Francisca nobody

recalled Jordan’s proper Rule of 1884 (E-1220).
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5.14/18. Declaration regarding Streitel. On July 21, 1883, Sr. Francisca

wrote to Jordan that her notes on the female foundation were not at all

too severe. She feared that Jordan, elaborating his rule in Einsiedeln,

might not consider the "rare strictness of life" to which she felt called, in

the manner she desired it (30).

On July 29, 1883, Lüthen wrote this declaration which the Bishop

of Augsburg had requested from Jordan:

Re: Sr. Angela Streitel.

Sr. Angela Fr. Streitel entered the Stern Monastery in Augsburg on

December 17, 1866, where she made holy vows July 8, 1868. On January

25, 1882, she transferred to the Carmelite Monastery of Himmelspforten

with legal permission. On December 13, 1882, she left of her free will.

The reason for her leaving was that she recognized it as the will of God

that she should not make profession at the Carmelites, because in a

peculiar way her nature, otherwise so capable of suffering, succumbed

under physical sufferings. She informed the Reverend Prioress about it:

she explained her decision to leave which was granted. After that she

returned to private life with her parents at Bamberg without thinking

about an obligation to return to Stern Monastery and without anyone

having called her attention to it. Soon after, she heard of a female

Congregation and recognized her joining it as the will of God. She

traveled from Munich to Rome, where she arrived on February 16, 1883. 

Rome, July 29, 1883, 

B. Lüthen, priest of the Catholic Teaching Society. 

That the above indications correspond to the truth, 

testified: A. Francisca Streitel (AA).

Sr. Francisca added to Lüthen’s official letter another letter to Jordan in

which she proposed her own point of view: 

I stand fast. God has led me to Rome. He gave me to your Reverence as

my superior. . . . The Lord allowed that Fr. Cyprian did not even think

about calling my attention that I had first to be absolved from the bonds

that still held me to the Stern Monastery, and you too, Reverend Father

considered the matter more or less closed. This happened because God

wanted these sufferings to cleanse me even more from self-love to



 Jordan may have thought Bishop von Dinkel would consider Sr.
*

Angela's joining his sisters community as equally valid. However, after Sr.

Angela left his diocese he was no longer the one solely responsible.
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become qualified for the plans of His loving Providence. I do not think I

have to return to the Stern Monastery.*

Sr. Francisca then compares her pain with St. Theresa’s when she was

ordered to leave her new foundation and return to "the monastery which

some believed she had left illegally" (31). Jordan sent Lüthen's letter of

July 29 to Bishop von Dinkel on August 6, 1883: 

Herewith I allow myself to send to your Episcopal Grace the report in

regard to Sr. Angela Streitel, written by Reverend Lüthen during my

absence. While recommending our Society and the present matter to

your Episcopal Grace, I remain in deepest reverence your most humble

servant, J. B. Jordan (AA).

5.15/19. Streitel’s dream. From the time of the Octave of Our Lady of Mt.

Carmel 1883, we have a peculiar letter. It shows us well novice Streitel’s

joy in pious inner experience. The letter may have been sent to Jordan in

Einsiedeln. In it Sr. Francisca describes and justifies her call to Carmel. It

had certainly been willed by God, for "miraculous events" had been

granted to her. But she had also to suffer "inner and external afflictions

caused by lies and hell.” She only refers in generalities regarding the

"extraordinary" events and the "calumny and various pains" which might

point to the injustice with which she (in her petition to the bishop of

Augsburg) also justified her transfer from one monastery to the other.

Then Sr. Francisca relates her prayer experiences in Carmel one

year before: "I saw in my mind two mountains rising in front of me.” She

interpreted them as Carmel and Alverno, for on their tops she had seen"

in rather undetermined form . . . Elias and Theresa and her Francis.

I had an inner feeling that both saints wanted to pull me up into the

middle of these mountains as the keystone of the vault. I resisted, for at

such events great fear overcomes me that I may be perhaps the play-

thing of hellish delusion.
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Then she comes to her proper concern: 

The call I had before or after this picture and which was directed to me,

because I did not want to understand why the Lord wanted to lead me

out from the Carmel again, sounded like: "To unite the active life with

contemplation." This may illuminate the vision. "Carmel must give

priority to prayer, Alverno to activity.”

The question may come up here how Alverno signifies activity. Jordan,

experienced in prayer, must have felt repulsed by such a quasi-mystic

expressions. In the prayer-dream of Sr. Francisca the point was not

deeper recognition of divine mysteries, but a very daring confirmation of

her own person and of her ecclesiastically unrecognized vocation as

"keystone of the vault" of a vague Franciscan-Carmelite renewal. (By the

way, this is the only time Sr. Francisca dared the expression "I saw

spiritually in front of me," but she in no way understood it as a proper

"vision.”) However, the report suggests that Sr. Petra already in summer

1882, soon after Fr. Cyprian had replaced Fr. Dionysius as confessor, had

to struggle with inner difficulties (whether to remain in the Carmel) and

at that time she was already looking for a Franciscan-Carmelite way out.

To this "higher way" Jordan was now supposed to offer his hand. 

In the third part of her letter to Jordan she ascribes the confirma-

tion of her vocation in "prayer-activity" to a similar "dream-picture" of

Sr. Scholastica Demer’s. In addition to the two mountains, the construc-

tion of a church (Lateran) plays a role, and most of all a man who was

the sister’s guide. Sr. Francisca at once applies this directly to Jordan: 

Who the man was teaching this sister and with her a whole generation

praying and working, is stated without any doubt; I firmly believe that

important events might take place in the Lateran sooner or later in

regard to the new [religious] order.

Jordan may have shaken his head at such dreams and maybe even more

at the strange conclusion of the letter: 

Our Lady of Mt. Carmel had said quite seriously that in case she would

require something special, she [Streitel] should turn to her new

superior, to whom I had vowed obedience under pain of sin.
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She then wishes that Jordan may meet the three-fold "Mother of God.”

Sr. Francisca is probably referring to Our Lady of Carmel, of Einsiedeln,

as well as to the Sorrowful Mother of the Käppele in Würzburg (86).

5.16/20. Streitel/Jordan correspondence (II). Already on September 2,

1883, Sr. Francisca had written to Jordan who was still north of the Alps: 

That my prayer be granted: that the Lord may give light to your

Reverence, all light! For myself I want no other light but the one of holy

obedience. I prefer this light to any other light (32). 

When Jordan returns to Rome in September, Sr. Francisca never tires of

taking letters to him across the street. "Owing to divine mercy you have

become my superior and spiritual father.” But for her spiritual guide he

nominated Lüthen. That was God’s will (letter, September 25, 1883). (33)

On October 5, she proposed out of her monastic experience ques-

tions and answers to be used in preparing candidates for investiture. 

Question: "What is your desire?” Answer: "The grace and mercy of God

to keep the community of the Society and the poverty of the order

according to the rules and statutes which our spiritual superior

Johannes M. Fr. of the Cross will prescribe to us.”

Sr. Francisca confesses having "so much self-contempt that I seek neither

praise nor acknowledgment and refuse it harshly as not belonging to me

when offered to me.” This attitude was mean to explain her "wild talking

of today about his [Jordan’s comment that], nobody was to be called

holy, i.e., canonized, before his/her death.” In her letter she tries to win

Jordan's confidence without saying why she feels urged to do so. "If your

reverence doubts my holding to you," he should remember that she had

come to him following the call of the Lord. If "this soul has to travel

paths of an exceptional kind, she is nevertheless led by the Lord" (34).

The next day Johanna Ankenbrand, who had entered three days

before, was invested, and Srs. Katharina and Scholastica made their vows

for three years. Sr. Agnes had transferred to the Cross Sisters in Via

Chiaveri already in July 1883. Sr. Francisca gives as the reason: "because

we denied her permission to fast strictly and keep vigil" (78) and harshly

calls her "an instrument against us.” In reality Sr. Agnes was afraid of
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"being three days without food and having to wear the penance girdle"

(Summ. Add, 15).

On October 11, Sr. Francisca promised: "With the grace of God I

will always side firmly with you and your aspirations, leaving all the rest

to God.” Then she asks Jordan once more to forgive her for having hurt

him "by keeping harshly and heartlessly away from you, or by contra-

dicting and allowing myself an authoritative judgment in regard to

matters which do not belong to a woman like me" (35). On October 15,

1883, there followed another letter of the "obedient spiritual daughter.”

"Our holy rule bears the date of the Feast of St. Francis of Assisi, our

Constitutions should bear that of the Feast of St. Theresa of Avila.” Sr.

Francisca reminded him that both saints shared the same date of death,

that Theresia had died on October 4, 1582. (However, she does not men-

tion that this date was calculated before the calendar reform of Gregory

XIII, consequently, the feastday of the saint was October 15, 1582.) Sr.

Francisca asked Jordan: "Have patience with me," for the Lord had

endured her faults and weaknesses for 38 years (36).

On October 19, Jordan wanted to hand over to her the direction

of the novitiate beginning November 1, 1883, due to her experience as a

religious. The community now numbered four novices (including Sr.

Francisca herself) and three candidates. Sr. Francisca asks Jordan to give

her time for prayer and church visits. After that he might order it in holy

obedience, so that self-love and hell be excluded. She was sorry not to

have the capability "to teach the novices interior prayer in its various

grades.” Indeed, for herself she had to confess: "A higher kind of prayer

was in itself out of the question." Then she promised Jordan that she

would train not Carmelites but "daughters in the sense of the holy rules

and statutes given by the founder of the Catholic Teaching Society" (37).

On October 20, she again felt urged to excuse herself to Jordan,

because she had so urgently insisted on the investiture of the three

candidates and "criticized or at least disapproved of his orders given on

my behalf" (38). In September, 1883, Jordan must have prohibited Sr.

Francisca her exaggerated ascetical severity. Sr. Francisca defends her-

self: "You mistrust the guidance of God in regard to me, and consequent-

ly [imply] that I don't understand how to guide the sisters in their



 Sr. Johanna reports of her illness:
*

The physician at once declared it was my last illness and he could not be

induced to come once more. He said the cause was a too severe life, but nobody

noticed a severe life from my appearance. It was an illness. I think the divine
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physical necessities.” Then she points out that she in her ten years as

superior had never permitted the sisters penances of a severe kind. She

suffers from her inability to make Jordan "trust her continuously" (78).

On November 12, 1883, Sr. Francisca again attempts to convince

Jordan to allow perpetual abstinence [from meat]. As a proof that his was

possible she indicates a report of Sr. Scholastica that three associated

monasteries of Dominican sisters in Bavaria had tried this successfully,

even though they were engaged in schools and in the instruction of

children. This Sr. Francisca accepts without reservation from her imagi-

native fellow sister. In reality, the Dominican Sisters of Augsburg,

Donauwörth and Landsberg wanted at that time to change over from the

Third to the Second Order. But due to their manifold activities these

efforts failed, and the bishop of Augsburg refused to let them follow the

rule of the Second Order. Only in the monastery of Wettenhausen did

the saintly Prioress M. Aquinata (Walburga Lauter) succeed in imposing

for a longer time the "original abstinence" (full abstinence from meat). Sr.

Francisca, however, chides Jordan in this letter: 

Why must such a wretched and quite unworthy woman raise her voice

in this holy matter? Why does the Lord make use of bad and unlearned

ones for this initial work! My Father, refuse all severity, but give me

then also the assurance that I am not responsible when the Lord after

ten years admits and executes a forced change in your work. I submit

with the whole strength of my will to the law you give, even including

comforts and enjoying meat, God will lead even further a soul He has

led till now. I fear to provoke severe judgment by keeping silent (39).

In mid November, Sr. Johanna fell gravely ill. The very devoted sister

had demanded too much prayer and penance from herself. Sr. Francisca

informs Jordan: "Sr. Johanna asks so insistently not to call a physician.”

Sr. Johanna was prepared to die, and she herself [Francisca?] was ready

to make this sacrifice to the Lord.*



Child Jesus has made me ill and healthy again.

She also mentions that at eleven o'clock in the night she had received the Last

Sacraments: "I was also allowed to make holy profession." It is surprising that

Jordan is never mentioned at the visit of the house physician Dr. Gamba, at the

anointing, or at the profession. However, this report was written for Msgr.

Jacquemin in 1890 (ASSM).
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Probably in order to fulfill a wish of Jordan’s, Sr. Francisca

accepted to take as her confessor Fr. Steiner from November 23, onwards

(41). Already two days later she asks forgiveness, because the opinion

she had manifested towards Jordan "was an untrue one" (42). November

26, she apologizes to Jordan that she had failed in regard to "modesty

and reserve" and thus caused "new concern and mistrust" to him: 

Before the wounds of the Lord I promise you solemnly I will observe

obedience towards you even if it appears to lead far from what the Lord

wants to perform in the future. With God’s grace I shall nevertheless

not hesitate to fulfill it exactly and joyfully. It is better to have been

deceived than to have been disobedient. [She concludes her strange

affirmation:] Asking you from the bottom of my heart to forgive me

fully all I have ever done to offend you, Reverend Father, and asking

you to disregard the past and possible future, in deep reverence (43).

On November 26, 1883, Jordan received Sr. Francisca into the Third

Order of St. Francis, to which she in reality still belonged since her time

in Maria Stern. This gave her new incentive on December 12 to return to

her ideas of, "reforming the Order of the Franciscans. This initial reform

work should not however bear the name of a woman. The Lord had

selected Fr. Jordan for this purpose" (45). 

On the Vigil of the Feast of the Immaculate Conception 1883, Sr.

Francisca again felt urged to let Jordan look into her soul. She reports a

dream in which a dead woman tried through strange behavior to explain

to her that she [Francisca] had "to bring light into the Carmel.” The dead

woman was Sr. M. Josepha (Barbara) Kurz (born February 18, 1858, in

Schöffen, professed on April 8, 1879, died June 26, 1882) with whom

Streitel had got on so well in the Carmel. However, Sr. Francisca



 On December 8, 1882, a sister "who seems to have had a light from
*

God in my regard" had said to her: "You will leave us out of your free will, and

later on work for us.” She had answered her that she,
. . . would today in the evening ask to make profession . . . and hardly one hour

later the conviction came to me, the Lord calls you now out from the Carmel to

fulfill on January 26, His promise to show me where he wanted me to be, so that

on the same evening I declared my leaving to the grief of the superiors.

In reality, Sr. Francisca did not decide within an hour, as she explained else-

where. She also always indicated to church authorities as the reason of her

leaving her wavering health. In fact back on January 26, 1883, Thekla Bayer, sent

by Lüthen, was with her. "I decidedly declined invitations to other monasteries,

wanting to go only where the Lord points.” This affirmation is unproved too.

Monasteries hardly quarreled about candidates. And in the brief period from

December 13 1882 to January 26, 1883, she could not have had much correspon-

dence. Then she narrates with pious vagueness that Sr. Scholastica had also been

spiritually united with her since December 8, 1882. Thus early on, Sr. Francisca

came under the influence of Sr. Scholastica. About Miss Demer (who had been

hired by her parents on January 2, 1883) she says that although she [Streitel] had

been home from Carmel for only a fortnight: "nevertheless I was convinced that

this soul [Demer] was such as I could recognize it, thanks to Divine Mercy. I, of

myself, can only sin. May it be God's special grace, if she [I] would not get quite

deep into hell.” (It is striking how often Sr. Francisca mentions hell in her letters.) 

The letter full of pious fantasy must have made Sr. Francisca herself

uneasy afterwards. She nevertheless does not want to withhold her self-

presentation from Jordan. Probably in her own defense she adds: "I wanted to

prevent the reproach that I had not been open towards you, my spiritual father.”

And she adds: "If you, Reverend Father, assure me that you have destroyed this

letter completely, I would once again be quite open. . . . Do not fear that I might

become unfaithful to the Society" (46). Jordan cannot be blamed if such letters

made Sr. Francisca an "enigma" to him. This is the second time Sr. Francisca asks

Jordan to destroy one of her letters (cf., 5.13/17).
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cautiously limits her report: "but it might have been an illusion.” She

again describes her leaving the Carmel just one year earlier in pious

twilight as if she were still trying to overcome it in her heart. [The editor

has moved this material into a footnote to retain the narrative flow ]  *
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On the feastday itself, December 8, Jordan received three sisters

into the novitiate of the Third Order. The planned profession of Sr. Clara

Kley was postponed. In the name of the sisters, Sr. Francisca thanked

Jordan "as founder and spiritual father.”

On December 11, Sr. Francisca again felt compelled to explain to

Jordan by letter something that had left her unsatisfied in their earlier

discussion. She says it was not always the Lord's will that she should

speak "about leadership or even about my opinions and principles which

grace has kept and nourished within me.” The Lord had first to give her

a sign she should speak. "The clearest signs for this are later suspicions

and humiliations in which she strongly doubts" whether she had acted

rightly. 

Thus the Lord wanted me to understand and realize the active life with

an apostolic attitude. He blessed my activity, teaching me at the same

time to lead a life of profound faith. I loved the sick very much. That's

why the Lord always satisfied this inclination by repeatedly giving me

very sick sisters. I loved the poor so much, and they as well as children

made it so difficult for me to follow the Lord's call to the Carmel.

Jordan was not used to such self-presentation. Then Sr. Francisca defends

her rejection of a confessor who had offered himself "to be willing to

assist us in any difficulty” so that even material advantages would have

resulted for the sisters. (We can suppose that Sr. Francisca meant Msgr.

de Waal.) "I gave a quite decisive NO, my help comes from above, not

from the confessor. And as a superior God has given me the 'priest' for

years prepared for this purpose.” Jordan must have felt uneasy with such

views. Then Sr. Francisca returns to speak about the delicate relation

between herself and Jordan. She did not want him to think "he had to

pay frequent visits.” She required nothing, "other than unity of views

and trust, free of prejudice" (50).

After the gravely ill Sr. Johanna began feeling a little better, Sr.

Francisca immediately urged Jordan ‘to cancel the meat broth” he had

ordered (December 15, 1883; 51). On Christmas 1883, she is quite touched

by the crib "as high altar of holy poverty.” Again she demands from

herself and her sisters "strict world-renunciation" as well as "full love of
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poverty" precisely "the religious spirit in its original form.” In two letters

she calls to Jordan: 

Do with me what you want; give me a chance to let me be cut into many

pieces; only one thing, Reverend Father do not ask from me that your

daughters, my sisters, not be allowed to practice holy poverty in its

original beauty. . . . Reverend Father, be poor, quite poor. Do not be

afraid of anyone, not even the highest dignitary of the holy church.

They all will have to bow to the spirit which the Lord will raise in and

by you, and may Almighty God give me my only complete solace to see

you, Reverend Father, as founder, as restorer of original religious

discipline (December 23, 1883; 52). 

Such allusions must have agitated Jordan because this was certainly not

his vocation. He does not leave Sr. Francisca any doubt in this regard. In

a further Christmas letter she complains: "I feel deeply that I must often

be an enigma to you.” But she only wants Jordan to be, so to say, the

Francis of the close of the 19  century (53). From this same time probablyth

also comes a short letter in which Sr. Francisca stresses that God, "Wants

the sisters to have equal rights with brothers, and the future will show

that the former are no less called to apostolate than the latter" (93). This

very certainly agreed with Jordan's heart.

Already in early fall 1883, she asks Jordan to practice less

penance with regard to food and drink because for him it was enough to

"intend good" and not be able to reach it simply lest otherwise "the

'higher things' might get lost.” She alludes here to undiminished mental

strength "to fulfill the plans of Providence.” She herself is urged to a

"stricter lifestyle" and "somehow increased spirit of prayer" to be able to

"prepare herself for the terrible moment," when she is told “she must be

in charge of many.” At the same time she asks Jordan for "the rule

regarding the lifestyle of the sisters. In regard to food and drink," fish,

crawfish, snails, etc., shall be prohibited; Jordan should limit eating eggs



 Jordan had in Norm 16 of his rule for the sisters briefly determined:
*

"The food should not be choice, but simple and according to that of the poor." Sr.

Francisca interpreted this norm to the sisters in one of her sketches for the

capitulum culpae according to her ideal: 
“Eating or drinking or whatever else you do, do it all to the greater honor of

God!" To the sisters of the Catholic Teaching Society living according to the

second rule prescribed to them by their founder Johannes Maria Franciscus of

the Cross, and those [rules] he may still prescribe insofar as he considers it

necessary, it is a strict order to observe one single meal a day through the whole

year. Never, except in case of illness or long and troublesome journeys, may

meat, eggs, milk, cheese, fish, wine, beer or similar drinks be taken. Through the

whole year, with the exception of the last three days of Holy Week the sisters

may have breakfast, which consists of black coffee with bread. For dinner only

one kind of food can be offered. This may consist of porridge together with a

very simple flour dumplings. . . . Immediately after dinner black coffee shall be

taken because the sisters renounce wine. Large reserves of food are completely

against poverty, and provisions of food are allowed only for five days. The bed

consists of a blanket laid over boards, of a straw cushion and again a grey

woolen blanket, to which should be added a second one in winter. In case of

illness a simple mattress and a woolen cushion is recommended (E-550).
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to the most necessary. "Wine and beer are prohibited for the healthy, as

well as meat dishes."*

Jordan who as a child and still as a student had suffered more

hunger than Sr. Francisca could imagine, could not agree to such

proposals, also because the sisters would after novitiate have to engage

in strenuous pastoral and charitable service. (By the way, at that time

meat was a Sunday dish even for well to do families and was scarcely to

be seen on the table on weekdays.) Then Sr. Francisca asks Jordan for

"the formula of vows for the Society," because on October 6, there was

scheduled not only an investiture but also the three-year vows of Sr.

Katharina Eck and Sr. Scholastica (74).

Jordan had until then, with the exception of Sr. Johanna, not

found especially qualified sisters for his foundation. Probably

unintentionally and unselfconsciously Sr. Francisca comments: 

The Lord simply wanted to show that he had selected “bad” to promote

his new work. Although much “better” is requested, He nevertheless,

gives preference to the former so that one could not say: Well, it was not
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difficult for the founder of this congregation to attain good with his

sisters, as the first ones stood under very good guidance. [She could

only have been referring to herself.] (72)

In the above mentioned letters of early October she once more described

to Jordan her very enigmatic and obscure future plans: 

I suffer interiorly. I suffer the more because I must profoundly

recognize that God's intentions in my regard are going on and will

finally come to that conclusion which I look forward to with complete

inner horror. I want to save myself and hide myself from the Lord. I

follow my superior faithfully, and in spite of that the Lord will find me

and lead me to a place where I do not want to go. 

Such views or intentions did not make sense to Jordan. He saw the will

of God in indefatigable apostolic engagement. To nourish sad presenti-

ments about one’s personal future was foreign to him. 

There also exists a letter of that time in which Sr. Francisca

refuses to execute an order of Lüthen’s to organize the writings she had

sent to Jordan–probably her earlier experiences as a sister requested by

Jordan. She asks Jordan in her usual pious solemnity, "by the wounds of

the Lord" to allow her "to burn all her writings.” For "only now it comes

clear to me that it would be a disgrace for a new work, if a woman had

had a responsibility in it" (80). At that time Jordan had already finished

the rule for the CTS. There was no way to get a rule from Sr. Francisca.

But he wanted to make use of her suggestions, above all in regard to

female concerns, if possible. In the end he gave the two branches the

same fundamental rule on the Feast of St. Francis, 1883; necessary

differences might be added latter. Jordan asked whether Sr. Francisca

had a copy of the rule which was currently only handwritten and which

he wanted to have printed. She assures herself that, "herewith were not

meant the rules and norms you gave to the sisters, but the text from us.”

These she had burned according to the earlier wish of Jordan without

making copies for herself. Again she does not miss the opportunity to

color her motivation as black as possible: "The Lord has taught your

spiritual daughter to fear herself as much as hell. That she does not
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always act accordingly is her fault, and the Lord will know how to

punish her for it" (88). To Jordan such an image of God was unfamiliar.

Three days before Christmas, Sr. Francisca asks Jordan to forgive

her for letting hasty remarks slip out “about Miss von Wüllenweber as

well as about your lodgings.” She suffers because over such "sisters of

the future" no one more worthy and qualified than myself is set.” Then

she underlines solemnly: "Before God I confess that I am free from any

prejudice in regard to Miss von Wüllenweber.” She would not like "a

special mentality" to arise between the two congregations (100). Jordan

must have spoken to her before about his plans to include Neuwerk.

5.17/21. Ankenbrand, Elisabeth (Sr. Johanna), was born on November 10,

1858, in Mechenried, Franconia. Her parents were farmers. After school

she saw to the housekeeping of the Julianeum directed at that time by the

future bishop of Würzburg (1898-1924), Ferdinand von Schlör. On her

journey to Neuwerk (late November 1882) Thekla Bayer stopped at Miss

Ankenbrand’s to win Johanna for her community of sisters. But Elisabeth

was dissuaded by Director Schlör. Fr. Cyprian, who was her confessor in

Himmelspforten and to whom she had made known her intention to

become a sister, directed her to the Catholic Teaching Society which was

just developing. He had probably suggested this because of a lack of

places in the Carmel. Through Lüthen she turned to Jordan. Against the

resistance of her employers in the “royal aristocratic Julianeum” she gave

notice on September 1, 1883, and asked Jordan to allow her to travel to

Rome by herself on September 10. She confessed in her letter to Jordan: 

I have had to endure much. We have many priests here, they all dis-

suade me, [telling me] I had better go elsewhere; no one knows how it

might go in Rome, etc. But all in vain. Even my mother does not want

me to go. . . . The greater the persecution is now, the more I understand

it as the will of God that I shall get there, where worldly people are

opposed [to my going]. . . (E-523). 

Lüthen passes the letter on to Jordan with the remark: "Are not these

heroic souls? I have already written to her.” In the evening of October 3,

Elisabeth Ankenbrand arrived in Rome. As Jordan rightly counted her
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time of waiting in the Julianeum as postulancy, he invested her already

on October 6.

5.18/22. Aroma of Violets. Several letters of Sr. Francisca (41, 45, 47, 84)

mention an extraordinary aroma of violets in a sick room. This

perception caused great pious excitement in the small sisters community: 

The Lord obviously works particularly in our Sr. M. Johanna. So I

informed you that in the morning, when I asked God for light for the

soul, in the evening the sick room was filled by a quite penetrating odor

of violets. Nobody noticed this but me (41). 

That this aroma of violets which I at first assumed was “just for me,” is

now clear (45).

Sr. Francisca interpreted this perception strangely as divine confirmation

of her personal mission to re-establish the Franciscan "original spirit.” In

the letter of December 4, she again reports "intense odor of violets which

had disappeared for some days" and this despite the calcium chloride in

the cupboard and the room’s not yet having been aired (47). 

In another letter of that time (no date) about Sr. Johanna’s illness,

Sr. Franscica says, the violet aroma was a sign from above that the Lord

liked the sisters striving to be "poor.” She sees a new proof of this in the

fact that also Sr. Clara the nurse, and Sr. Scholastica (of course) had been

worthy of this perception. She herself had asked the Lord for these addi-

tional witnesses and received them. Until then she had let only Jordan

know about this mystery. Then quite pointedly Sr. Francisca mentions

that four weeks before, Sr. Scholastica "had presented a full, large violet-

wreath"; this convinced her that "M. Scholastica’s vision mostly refers to

an existing or upcoming truth.” Sr. Francisca now offers a somewhat

altered interpretation of the happenings in comparison with the earlier

one: "That the violet odor emanating from the sister is not for my sake, is

certain. It was perceived also by the other two sisters, because they too

‘were destined for the new work of poverty and self-annihilation’” (84). But

it is strange that Sr. Katharina is not found worthy of this “grace.” It is

also puzzling where Sr. Scholastica found the violets for the little wreath

in late fall.
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Jordan also claims to have noticed the odor when he visited the

sick sister on December 4, 1883. He noted it in his register of sisters at Sr.

Johanna Ankenbrand's entry,

I, Johannes B. Jordan, priest, testify to have perceived in the sick room

of the sister an odor like violets. Rome, on the feast of St. Cecilia 1883,

also from other signs I recognized the holiness of this novice. Mother

Superior affirms having perceived the same odor yesterday especially

in the morning, but there is never the smell in the room which usually

emanates from the sick. . . . In February her progress in perfection was

shown to me in a marvelous way. J. B. Jordan. 

Johanna is quite acceptable to God. What I have written about

the violet odor is to be attributed to Sr. Clara (G-3.1). 

The last sentence was later canceled by Jordan. He seems to have noted

the event in his catalogue also at Sr. Clara Kley's entry; later he tore out

this part of the page (G-3.1).

What this violet odor was really all about remains obscure. That

it was an intended pious cheat, to which Jordan at the beginning fell

victim, is not to be excluded. He and Lüthen had good reason sincerely

to appreciate Sr. Johanna because of her exemplary life. That Jordan later

reported his impressions regarding the violet odor is a confession that he

saw he had been deceived by Sr. Clara. As a result he admitted this

sisters to vows only conditionally. After just one year she left.

5.19/23. Collecting Alms. At the end of the year Jordan planned to send

two sisters to Germany to collect alms to sustain the growing number of

sisters and also to begin apostolic activity. Up to that time two novices

occasionally helped in the printing shop as typesetters, but this was not

appropriate work for them. On the other hand, life in Borgo Nuovo was

very restricted, which must have aggravated them considerably. Little

Kunigunde brought some joy to the house. The 11 year-old natural sister

of Sr. Scholastica Demer had shortly before found a new home with the

sisters and knew how to use the opportunity of suddenly having so

many "mothers.” So the trip to Germany was delayed because on January

6, 1884, Kunigunde was to receive First Holy Communion. This was a



 Pfeiffer remarks about this letter: "One almost gets the impression Sr.
*

Francisca had wanted to prevent details about herself becoming known. The

motivation of the doubt is striking.”
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great feast day for the seven sisters (69, 72, 94). Most of all Sr. Scholastica

wanted to enjoy this feast before traveling to Franconia.

Preparing the fund raising trip gave Sr. Francesca the opportun-

ity for extended correspondence with the priests across the street. At first

two sisters were appointed (92). Which sisters were called by the will of

God and in which region they were to go was to be discerned by a sign.

Sr. Clara soon had the corroborating dream: the destination of the trip

was to be Austria; it is the will of God that Sr. Katharina Eck should go,

if any sister was to go. This dream confirmed the decision already taken

by the superior in regard to those being sent (82). Sr. Francisca and Sr.

Scholastica were very insistent that the sisters leave Bamberg aside. Sr.

Scholastica had above all received "most light" in this matter (69).*

These collecting trips were essential due to the fast growing

number of sisters, since in Rome itself there were hardly any possibilities

of earning money. In addition the sisters could assume only limited

charitable services because of the duties of the novitiate. The first fund

raising trip went to South Germany. From Franconia (January to March

1884) we have no local permits. On the contrary, those from the Swabian

region for Sr. Scholastica and St. Katharina have been preserved:

Ehingen, March 26; Riedlingen, March 29; Saulgau, April 17; Tettnang,

May 12; Wangen, May 27, 1884, to name a few. The last entry on the

collection letter is by the Burgomaster of Dächingen, May 21 (E-524).

5.20/24. Prototype. On January 28, 1884, Sr. Francisca renews her attempt

to win Jordan over from his vocation to hers: 

Venerable Father! Since yesterday I have been taught more than ever to

wrestle with God. How I should be able to see that my spiritual father is

wavering and inclined to be torn. You are called to restore the original

type of monastic life. And, as I firmly believe that it is the most holy will

of God that there shall be only one great order, may you my father set

aside human prudence, as it is your duty to depend on the folly of the
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cross and become a child of Divine Providence . . . you will render no

special service to God or to the holy church by increasing the number of

the already so numerous easy living congregations who hardly require

more than a well-organized family life in regard to food and rest and

renunciation. To the degree you, Reverend Father, depart from a severe

lifestyle [you depart] from your true value as founder of a good cause

for the whole world, permeating the entire religious state (54).

On Candlemas, February 2, 1884, Sr. Francisca recognized once more

with grateful heart in prayer that, "the discernment in individual cases

has come from Him and was not an illusion of any phantom or of hell.”

Strangely she wishes the still unsteady Sr. Clara Kley to be her assistant:

she had "recognized it clearly yesterday" (55).

On February 14, 1884, she asks Jordan to take over her "spiritual

guidance.” She promises "filial obedience and humble openness towards

you my spiritual father and guide.” Jordan would take over a difficult

task, for "you have to lead a soul which has been guided by God Himself

for some time and which is called in a special way to union with God in

pure love and in a spirit of sacrifice” (56).

Jordan must have drawn her out of her pious self-description a

little too harshly. On March 13, 1884, she promises Jordan that she would

ask the Lord, "never again to let 'things of a higher kind' come forth." Her

wish is, "May God give you light, and may you recognize this before

March 19, or I will not make my vows and you and I, we are free." Jordan

may then give his daughters "a better superior" than herself (57). Jordan

did not note in his sisters register that Sr. Francisca had renewed her

vows of the previous year on March 19.

On March 28, she made her proposals about the veil to Jordan. It

should be black for the choir sisters and white for the working sisters.

"The white veil irritates hell more than one might believe.” As a sign for

this she indicates the fact that in the chapel, the door and windows shook

strongly when she put the white veil upon Sr. Clara's head in the

presence of candidate Theresia Gries. At that moment no current of air

was to be noticed anywhere; but hell had uttered its displeasure, "as also

the innocent sandals had often experienced the aversion of this prince of
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darkness" (58). Jordan had never thought of a division into choir sister

and working sisters.

At the end of March 1884, what was for both of them a trouble-

some correspondence breaks off. The following undated letter illustrates

in retrospect her unsuccessful struggle with Jordan. The letter was

probably written already in November 1883:

JMJ!!!

My Reverend Father!

Recognizing that open explanation of my circumstances since being in

Rome is the only means to peace, or to break, I do it by taking the all

knowing God as the leader of my explanation. I have come to Rome.

The obedience to Very Reverend Fr. B. [Lüthen] exhorted me to com-

municate to you, Reverend Father, the guidance of God in regard to my

soul. I did it, and it certainly happened in much briefer conversations

than now happen mostly. I could hardly ask for the holy habit, still less

did I want to profess vows. But this had no worldly motivation in itself.

I think the full measure of sufferings and responsibility was then more

present to my soul than I might admit to myself, to all of which I should

then be connected. The Lord sent Srs. Scholastica and M. Katharina. In

both of them he inspired love and dedication towards their superior. He

gave them both confidence that I had been given to them as their

mother by Him. Soon after I felt that my sisters, but not my superior

[Jordan], were connected with me in confidence and love. The superior

saw in his first daughter a "woman to be feared," and even more a

woman clouded by a very suspicious past. From God I had received the

special grace to see Rev. Fr. Bonaventura and to be immediately filled

with veneration and childlike openness toward him, for me a rare

grace, for I fear nothing so much as a priest, not as representative of

God (no, as such he has my deepest veneration) but I fear him as a

weak person like myself, if he does not avoid the occasion to sin much

more than others. This very venerable priest was destined by God to

show me the way on which the merciful God intended to lead me,

therefore also the mentioned granting of grace. Also to you, Venerable

Father, I could have childlike trust if I had not soon been compelled to

convince myself that you are quite distant from me. You traveled to

Germany the first time, the distance grew wider, only two sisters stood

steadfast by my side, a third one stood farther off. Before coming to me

one of them had received higher notice that God destined her to me, the
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other one received light about my past, about the past, and about the

future and still farther. One might say to me "dreams.” Venerable

Father, things like these dreams which are so imprinted with the true

and supernatural cannot be rejected, the less so as they contributed to

bind a soul to her superior so closely that when she saw that you

superiors were standing far from her spiritual mother–whom the Lord

Himself teaches her to esteem and to love, not for her personal merit's

sake, but for the sake of His mercy which He has manifested and will

manifest in her–that this sister made the vow to keep firmly and forever

to her superior. Grace may show itself in all this the more as just this

sister was treated very severely by me even for little weaknesses,

because I recognized and still recognize that this soul has been called to

a special position, and therefore, must also walk more in the way to

perfection. Venerable Father, it is true you are now different towards

your daughter than before. And you see in me the woman of a dubious

past, with an unsteady present and eventually strange future. Why do

you not see in me a soul that the Lord never places completely at your

disposal? And why is this soul not opened, better, why do you not let it

open itself in childlike love and dedication? Why is it misunderstood

when it informs its spiritual father and asks him for his prayer of

intercession because it suffers? Shall hell repeatedly have the pleasure

to turn furrows between two souls called by the Lord to united activity,

new furrows in which mistrust and doubt can dwell! (Shall in this case

the woman stand above the man? The woman believing that this priest

[Jordan] is destined by God to be her superior, her spiritual father, the

priest wavering whether to trust this woman, and not seeing much

further than the weakness of her sex, fearing everything from this

weakness without recalling the saying, God is strong in the weak!) One

of our sisters who will certainly have to give witness later on about the

initial foundation, oh, how often have I asked her before God not to

mention the misunderstandings that existed for a long time between the

founder and his first spiritual daughter. This relation, Reverend Father,

often causes sadness within me, not because of me (I have deserved still

more) but only for the first sisters' sake, who had to see it. I was quite

cautious towards Sr. Sabina, despite which she happened not to remain

in the dark, but fortunately left, when the tension emerged more.

You, Reverend Father, are surprised when I say that my soul

has not made any progress in Rome. At first I was in obedience con-

nected to Rev. Fr. Bonaventura, this was dissolved; then you wanted to



“ Fr. B.” was Fr. Bonaventura Lüthen; the "two sisters” were the
*

unsteady Sr. Scholastica Demer and the unfortunate Sr. Katharina Eck; the

"third" was Sr. Sabina Schmauser who after only three weeks transferred to the
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take over my guidance. I was left to myself, your Reverence was away

from here. Fr. B. kept far from me, then the confessor somewhat took

care of my soul, he couldn't do more, you had forbidden me to talk with

him about special matters. Soon there happened a mistake from this

side. I fled to Rev. Fr. Bonaventura, not remembering that I had several

times been refused. He took some care of my soul compelled by the

power of the situations until your return. Toward the end of September,

Fr. B. was again given to me as my guide; on October 21, he had to

travel to Germany. Now my soul wanted to and will see in you my

spiritual father and guide, and from the very beginning nothing but

doubt and misunderstanding which makes me draw back completely

into myself, that is to God, while noticing that the more I open myself

the less I am understood. And at the end my soul also loses tranquillity

and peace which it has preserved so far despite storm and persecution.

Venerable Father, all can still turn to the better, for my soul is

still closely connected with you as my superior, even as my guide. Use

this special grace, which the Lord according to the testimony of a

proven spiritual leader has given it, that it might communicate sincerely

and openly with its superior. When once a certain limit is surpassed, it

might be too late to make good what is lost. I want nothing else but that

my soul be guided, and that you trust that it willingly accepts to be

guided; that in special cases there be reciprocal agreement, and that not

every word be put on the scales of justice. Be convinced that the Lord

has particularly given me love of neighbor and of the enemy, and when

duty and openness cause me to speak to you as the superior of the

sisters, immediately there is fear of offending love. If one wants to heal

wounds, one must first see the wounds.

Let us prepare the way to the Lord and be united in mind and

deed. Then hell may attack but it will not be victorious. As before, so I

now venerate you profoundly and esteem you as my spiritual father

and feel myself connected to you in God, united in acting for God, and

for the benefit of mankind. Forgive my frankness. God will do so too!

Reverend Father’s obedient spiritual daughter,

M. Francisca of the Cross (62)*



Cross Sisters. The sister who one day "will have to bear witness about the initial

foundation" was of course, Sr. Scholastica Demer; she did so about 44 years later

in her highly unreliable "memoirs.” The "proved spiritual guide" is Fr. Cyprian.

One might ask here whether Sr. Francisca has requested the vow from Sr.

Scholastica "to keep always to her superior," or whether Sr. Scholastica has

offered herself to assure herself the "second place" due her?
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Luckily, informative documents from that period of the CTS survived.

5.21/25. Novitiate letters of Sr. Francisca of the Cross are a special genre.

They are partly deeper inquiry, partly ascetic proposals, partly personal

excuses. Letters of this kind should never be read just spiritually (cf.,

"The letters show our Mother Francisca mostly in an attitude of defense,"

judges her hagiographer Fr. Aquilin Reichert, Conv.). Instead each ought

to be viewed in its historical situation. It is surprising that until now they

have only been evaluated for their edifying value.

The letters frequently show the mental struggle of a strong

personality, who has to overcome a failure of which she herself was not

completely innocent. She tries this by means of an ascetic ascent "without

measure.” In doing so, her inner bond to the spiritualities she has lived

previously still surface quite strongly. Sr. Francisca is in this spiritual

struggle; she writes while Jordan remains quiet. We have no written

opinion from him. He chose to discuss things orally as far as he thought

necessary or profitable. Probably the one-way nature of this correspon-

dence often makes the letters also appear as spiritual exhibitionism–a

kind of self-absorption. This gives them a high spiritual standard, but its

heavy self-reference makes the reader quite uneasy. A willed exuberance

of sentiments in joy and pain cannot be under evaluated. It is surprising

how a narrow ascetic view pushes aside the wide apostolic scope.

In none of her letters does Sr. Francisca claim to have had visions

or to have heard voices. Conversely, she strongly stresses the religious

"higher recognition," the graced "higher insight" which at that time was

considered as self-evident for good religious dedicating themselves to

prayer. Inner "being spoken to" in prayer, above all after Holy Commun-

ion was much valued by nuns. The art of experiencing the will of God in
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this way was developed and practiced in pious contest and spiritual

exchanges. Many of the letters are written in an excited mood and con-

tain over strained self-accusations. But Sr. Francisca now, as previously

as a Stern Sister, presented her opinion with forceful self-assurance.

The letters are a valuable testimony of the spiritual duel fought

between herself and Jordan in these 2½ years of their common engage-

ment for the Kingdom of God. It was certainly allowed by God in order

to let both of them grow in true imitation of Christ. Looked at in a purely

human way, in this spiritual confrontation as a woman Sr. Francisca was

at a disadvantage. She was the obedient spiritual daughter of Venerable

Father and Founder. She hid the religious emancipation she aspired to as

a woman behind a "weak woman" persona. This repeatedly comes out in

her letters with a somewhat bitter tinge. Precisely with her aggressive

statements she wrongs Jordan, who of course was defenseless against

this charge. His concern was always that men and women were equally

duty bound to serve the Kingdom of God. 

A psychological "enigma" in Sr. Francisca’s letters is the mixing

of God's will and her own. Her unrealistic "Franciscan original spirit" is

not to be explained apart from her unresolved past. The inner pressure to

a "higher vocation" breaks through again and again in her letters.

At first Jordan depended on Lüthen's opinion. Her higher voca-

tion seemed to be confirmed through her limitless ascetic zeal. But her

pious self-confidence made Jordan less sure. His humility did not allow

him to judge too hurriedly, and his apostolic patience wanted to keep

every door open and to exhaust each upcoming "confidential openness"

to the advantage of the blossoming foundation.

5.22/26. Jacquemin, George was born in Echternach on March 27, 1853,

and ordained on August 24, 1877, in Luxemburg. From fall 1877 on, he

stayed in Rome for further studies; at first he was chaplain and soon after

vice-rector of the Anima. He concluded his canonical studies with the

diploma "Dr. of Philosophy and Theology" and took over at the curial

agency responsible for some German dioceses, among which was Augs-

burg. At the same time he accepted to serve in the Cardinal Vicariate and

thus won the confidence of Cardinal L.M. Parocchi, who nominated him



 John M. Till’s 1957 biography remains unfinished, reaching only 1889.
*
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director spiritualis of Streitel’s Addolorata Sisters on September 17, 1885.

On October 19, 1886, he also assumed the office of administrator of these

sisters from Msgr. de Waal. Later Jacquemin left the Anima and lodged

with the sisters in Borgo Santo Spirito 41. 

Jacquemin was an exemplary priest. For over 35 years he took

care of the prospering Sorores a Matre Dolorosa. Six times he traveled to

North America in their interest. In summer 1894, he was accused by Sr.

Scholastica to the Cardinal Vicariate and removed from his offices. After

the discovery of his innocence (through a visitation) he returned to his

position in the fall of 1894. In April 1896, it was he who accused Sr.

Francisca to the Cardinal Vicariate. Without a proper canonical trial, but

after a quick canonical visitation, Mother Francisca was deposed. In

August 1914, Jacquemin went for the last time to the United States and

was forced to remain there due to the outbreak of World War I. He died

on April 17, 1920, in St. Joseph's Hospital in Marshfield, Wisconsin,

which at that time belonged to the Addolorata Sisters.*

Jordan and Jacquemin were well acquainted since their Roman

studies. At that time they were well disposed to one another. Jordan won

this zealous priest as confessor for his sisters foundation. But with the

passing of time differences of opinion arose between these two priests

who were gifted in rather different ways. Jordan's planning and thinking

was fully directed towards the growth of his foundation. Jacquemin,

who earned his bread as a canonist, soon found fault with Jordan's

proceedings which to him seemed legally too unfinished. Instead of

helping his priestly companion by counseling and assisting him, he was

too open to the complaints of some sisters against Jordan personally,

particularly in the confessional. In the end he let himself be induced to

push Jordan aside in a highly unfair manner. It remains a pity that they

both could not come to an agreement. 

Jordan was responsible in foro externo, Jacquemin in foro interno.

This was an a priori obstacle to mutual understanding. The latter used

his position of confidence with the Cardinal Vicar to help in his own way

the sisters who felt insecure. He made the necessary preparations for
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separating the sisters without ever consulting Jordan; he even used

Jordan's journey to Germany to bring about a fait accompli. Jacquemin

succeeded also in winning Msgr. de Waal to his view in this matter. The

latter was responsible for the temporal matters of the sisters as their

administrator from October 8, 1885 till October 19, 1886. Urged by Sr.

Francisca, who withdrew her trust from de Waal, Jacquemin took over

the office of spiritual director (1885-1920) as well as administrator (1886-

1898). On the strength of this position he became a monsignor by 1885.

His own future was now provided for in clerical Rome by a life task

which was agreeable to him. Jacquemin now had the courage to attempt

to usurp canonically Jordan's male foundation as well. However,

"Jordan's sons" defended themselves courageously and successfully at

the Cardinal Vicar's against such unrequested interference.

Jordan suffered much from Jacquemin's maneuvers without

becoming resentful. Mutual relations were soon balanced again.

Jacquemin would soon experience that he had not only taken Jordan's

place, but that now Jordan’s burden had also become his own.

5.23/30. Bishop von Dinkel’s inquiry 

Augsburg, May 4, 1884

Reverend Director! 

Do not think that I had completely forgotten the matter concerning Miss

Streitel. No, a certain perplexity about how I should proceed in this

matter has caused me to wait so long until a definite petition would

reach me. Already in September last year I had made up my mind to

pronounce punishment by exclusion from the order, and in this

intention I was also confirmed by the Reverend Father Prior of the

Carmelites in Würzburg, who paid me a visit at that time last year, and

with whom I have been acquainted for a long time. But gradually I

dropped this thought because I well understood that you would not be

allowed to engage for your purposes a sister dismissed per punishment.

But after you mentioned in your letter of March 20 the way of dispensa-

tion, on which I would finally like to bring this matter to an end, I

believe to recognize in this a hidden hint of God, and I am ready to take

this way although I must admit to myself that going along this way it

will be difficult to harmonize the canonical prescriptions, because

petitions of dispensation from vows shall be granted only under the
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presupposition that the petitioners are still living in the convent from

which they want to retreat into the world after the granted dispen-

sation. What makes it easier for me to be inclined to give an apostolic

dispensation is particularly the circumstance that you relate in your

letter: Streitel is already wearing the habitus religiosus and that she

wishes to be admitted to profession when the time has come.

But to proceed according to your wish, Streitel herself must

direct such a petition to me indicating the reasons for having left the

monastery of Himmelspforten in the Würzburg Diocese. She has also to

indicate who from the side of the church approved her leaving the said

monastery and who allowed her to wear secular clothes; finally if

everything had happened bona fide from her side. You, Reverend, will

then be so good as to send the petition to me together with a certificate

regarding the behavior of Streitel up to now. Moreover, I ask you to add

a more exact report in what kind of activity Streitel is or will be

engaged, and as you talk about a religious congregation, you must also

indicate into which she shall be incorporated by profession; you must

also indicate the name of this congregation and whether the Holy See

approved it. After receiving these necessary documents I will immedi-

ately turn to the Holy See in favor of Miss Streitel. . . . With kind regards

to Fr. Lüthen I remain in sincere reverence and love, Yours truly, 

Pancratius Bishop of Augsburg (E-525, underlining original). 

5.24/31. Streitel’s petition for dispensation.

Rome, May 10, 1884

Most respectful petition of Ms. M. Francisca Streitel for dispensation

from religious vows. 

Most Reverend Bishop! Most graceful Lord!

Your Episcopal Grace had in January 1882, when I still was a professed

sister of the venerable Stern Monastery in Augsburg, after a petition of

mine, allowed me to leave the Stern Monastery to transfer to the

Carmelite Monastery of Himmelspforten in Würzburg. After I had

stayed in this monastery as a novice until December 1882, I recognized

as God's will that I should leave this monastery too. This conviction of

mine met with external support as my health began to waiver, and for

this last reason I asked Mother Prioress’ permission to leave Himmels-

pforten, and after this I wore secular clothes. I did not ask anyone for a

special ecclesiastical permission to leave and return to the world,

neither to wear secular clothes, because at that time I did not know such



 Sr. Scholastica’s statement that the Bishop of Würzburg as well as
*

Augsburg had required Streitel to return to the Stern Monastery is not proved

(Notes ASSM). That Sr. Petra had asked first to be sent the habit of Maria Stern

through her confessor Fr. Cyprian in case she should again become superior in

the Marienanstalt (December 1, 1882), is not mentioned in her petition, and these

details were not known to Jordan.
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a permission was necessary. Neither did anyone call my attention to its

necessity when I took that step. If I had been conscious of it, I would

certainly have taken the necessary steps to be absolved from them.

In order to regulate my behavior from the side of the church, I

now by way of addition present humbly to Your Episcopal Grace the

most obedient petition to release me from any obligation toward the

Stern Monastery, to dissolve my vows or let them dissolve, while I

make the remark that I at any rate will observe the vow of chastity till

the end of my life.

While asking for pardon, Your Episcopal Grace, for having

albeit unintentionally caused such troubles, I remain in deepest respect 

Your Episcopal Grace's most obedient daughter 

M.A. Streitel! (AA, File O.S. Fr. Stern).*

5.25/32. Streitel’s evaluation of Mother Mary. Sr. Maria Theresia von

Wüllenweber was received in Via del Falco with a certain reserve. How

will a lady of an aristocratic and rich family–someone unused to working

with her own hands–be able to cope with this simplicity? Sr. Ursula

Rabis on her side was completely dependent on Sr. M. Theresia in what

was to her a strange world. In any case, a certain rumor came to Jordan's

attention. He examined his conscience and noted in his diary: "I admitted

Miss von Wüllenweber to the Society not on account of money, but for

other well founded reasons" (SD 213). But it became evident to Jordan

that Sr. M. Theresia was not called to this severe religious life required

by Sr. Francisca. So he wrote to Lüthen on the Feast of the Assumption:

Pax Jesu! Rome, August 15, 1884.

In Christo beloved!

Today received 100 Marks. Deo Gratias! . . . has no vocation! Therefore I

shall send her back to . . . She is truly attached to the Society and even

believes herself called for this rigor; but God does not want her to join



 Jordan had written "Baroness von Wüllenweber and Neuwerk," but
*

then crossed it out and cancelled completely the first part of the letter (till "to

join"). But he did consider the severe life practiced in Via del Falco an overstrain

for the Baroness having grown up in a different lifestyle. To him it was not the

will of God "that she join this order.” He was considering a “third way.” 

Franz Huch was an editor in Frankenstein, Neisse in Selesia. He

dedicated himself to the press for the missions and became friendly with Lüthen,

probably through Der Missionär. The latter visited him during a fund raising trip

in summer 1884, keeping up good connection with the Huch family.

The letter to Lüthen shows how much Jordan valued the sisters’

practice of selfless poverty insofar as it served apostolic ends and did not remain

stuck in a "higher life of penitence" to which Jordan did not consider himself

called. In this regard Sr. Francisca seemed to condescend since spring 1884.
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this order. The extraordinary signs of God's favor toward this Society

are so great that I almost feel moved to tears. If you are not yet to this

point, God will show it to you insofar as you firmly engage in this

work. I'd like to fall onto my knees and embrace the Lord for this great

love he has given and still gives to me, the most unworthy. Oh let us

love Him and sacrifice ourselves for Him, for He has looked down on

our lowliness. A grace-filled time will come to our Society. He will

support this cause, He has promised it. God wills full selflessness from

us. Poverty! Oh holy poverty! The sisters negate themselves by day and

by night in serving the sick, wherever they have been and are called.

Deus benedicat tibi! 

Joan Franciscus v. Kr.

Kind regards to Mrs. Huck! The Children's Home is going well. (A-15).*

5.26/33. Mother Mary’s observations. Sr. Therese von Wüllenweber,

noted in her diary:

Sr. Ursula Rabis has taken over garden and kitchen, as well as the goat,

with diligence and skill. But we hope that soon some more sisters will

come. I, too, help wherever I can, but in real work I am, sorry to say, I

am very weak. . . . On July 5, 1884, two sisters of the Catholic Teaching

Society arrived here. Miss Louise Kley from Erfurt and Sr. Stanislaus

Schön from Bavaria (near Regensburg). . . . On July 22, Sr. Ursula and

myself departed for Rome. Because of the cholera in France we had to

stop for a quarantine of seven days at Lake Como, Villa Conduri. We
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stayed for three weeks in Rome with the Sisters of the Catholic Teaching

Society. Often had the grace to talk with the founder Father Jordan.

She also mentions that there were already twenty sisters in Via del Falco

and they were taking care of fifteen orphans (MMChr). Pastor von Essen

was surprised at the two sisters' return from Rome, which Jordan

announced to him only two days before. The sisters carried a letter in

which the founder informed the pastor that they would be in Neuwerk

as private persons so that "Miss von Wüllenweber together with her

companion could come to Rome into the novitiate" (Von Essen’s letter,

July 7, 1884, to Dean Wiedemann).

Sr. M. Therese of the Apostles also visited the famous shrines in

Rome (MMChr). In a little notebook she noted in pencil her spiritual

experiences in French. By July 31, just after her arrival, she makes the

resolutions: "Above all love!” She gives her full yes to the spirituality of

St. Francis, but equally to that of Francis Xavier. She states: "Now it all is

very poor." For herself she must recognize, "I am not for the contempla-

tive life. I go back to Neuwerk; it is no good for me at present.” It was

obvious to her that the motherhouse should be in Rome. On August 10,

she writes down some indecipherable “sketch words;” she has made up

her mind to put aside all personal expectations. She wishes to end her

long life in unbloody martyrdom. The next day she is almost talkative in

her new zeal which she caught in the Roman sisters' community. She is

ready for all practices of penitence ordered by Jordan (respectively by Sr.

Francisca), and this in a spirit of penance and humility. She wants to

have trust and not to think too much. 

How lucky that I now can give myself up to God completely; every-

thing may happen as He wills it from me. I must also be trustful that He

will give me the strength to do whatever He wants, even when the tasks

are contrary to my taste. At present I have all that I have wished during

my whole life: Rome, an Order, a leader as I have always wished; now

come what may, I am quite unworthy of it. God's holy will, never again

my own will; and then I shall always be full of humility and open to

how it goes (St. Francis loved this even more than St. Ignatius.) When I

externally can be of no use, I will be a little the martyr for the Society.

God alone will make me happy. I desire above all obedience (I already
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love holy zeal as a matter of course). To throw oneself into the waves

like St. Peter, courageously when the crosses approach.

Sr. M. Therese of the Apostles says then to herself that she had to be

grateful and happy if her joining the Society enhanced her personal

holiness. She intends to continue her favorite virtues: zeal and humility.

And she asks herself, "How must and can these [virtues] be practiced

better than in the Society." Consequently she says yes to her investiture

although she isn't worthy of it, simply out of obedience, 

. . . for the superior will be the expression of God's will. He [God] will

do His work. He will come with His crosses, His sufferings, His

troubles; for the spirit of spiritual childhood is the spirit of simplicity

and openness, the spirit of humility and obedience. The holy rule shall

forever be my support, my leader, my precious treasure; only to the

mercy of God do I owe my being in the Society. If it had not received

me, I might have come into hell, being as strongly inclined to evil as to

good. If it were possible I would bind myself ever more indissolubly to

it. Oh, I will rather die than leave the Society, and thus also rather suffer

more and undergo all troubles than leave it, than abandon the founder.

Not to distance myself from him, from his spirit, from obedience toward

him in the smallest things, in greatest subjection and convinced of my

own nothingness. With joy I will suffer what he orders me to suffer as

far as possible. I will also humiliate myself for all physical weaknesses –

This quite personal confession of the Baroness touches the heart in its

sincerity. It's a witness of the good spirit which she meets in Rome as

well as of the trust she places in Jordan as her heaven-sent guide. But

above all it is, unintentionally, a witness of the greatness of her soul.

Visiting Ara Coeli she presents three requests "To persevere in humility,

the first virtue; to engage ever more; to remain in the Society for ever.”

Then Sr. M. Therese noted what Jordan had told her in confidence: 

Now I must still found a Third Order; I am in no way a St. Francis; go

(home again); they [i.e., the Sisters of the CTS] live like Clarisses. Let the

sisters come to Gladbach . . . and tell them [the civil authorities] they

were employees of yours.



 These purely personal notes of the Baroness are not only remarkable
*

in themselves, they also disprove what Sr. Scholastica affirms in her memoirs of

November 1927 (colored by prejudices) about this attempt of Jordan’s to unite

the Barbarastift and Via del Falco spiritually under Sr. M. Therese (Notes of Sr.

Scholastica, ASSM).
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Jordan hints at this with regard to the authorities responsible for

enforcing the Kulturkampf laws. He had not yet buried his hopes for

Barbarastift. Sr. M. Therese concluded her Roman notes: "To be united

like the old orders: we help you, you us. The Society takes the place of

children" (ASDS).*

Back at the Barbarastift, Sr. M. Therese and Sr. Ursula lived their

convent life, while the two sisters from Rome, Clara and Stanislaus

joined by one candidate, "attended to their daily prayers, to their rule

and to the kitchen" (MMChr). 

On September 18, two more sisters came from Rome: the superiors from

there, superiors Mother Francisca Streitel and Sr. Barbara Scholastica

Demer. . . . Sr. Francisca had complied with Jordan's wish and discus-

sed with Pastor von Essen the possibility of an establishment on the site.

On October 4, Sr. Clara Kley left; on the 27  the superiors Francisca andth

Sr. Stanislaus left from there to Rome; on the 29  Sr. Scholastica and Sr.th

Barbara [the candidate Barbara Griebel is also indicated]. 

After the "Roman sisters" left, Srs. Therese and Ursula were alone again;

happy "we were together again doing everything in common" (MMChr).

5.27/35. Fund raising in Nancy. In the second half of October, Sr.

Veronica Pecherino and Sr. Angela Popp who had made their perpetual

vows on September 8, went to Nancy to fund raise. Sr. Veronica soon fell

very seriously ill. Sr. Angela reported on November 3 to Jordan, whom

she addressed as "Our good Reverend Spiritual Father,” that Sr. Veronica

would be able to return to Rome in ten days at the earliest. Sr. Angela

requests a greeting of consolation also from the "venerable spiritual

mother, if venerable Mother is in Rome again” (E-528). However at that

time she was home in Bamberg probably looking for candidates (cf.,

letter of thanks of Sr. Francisca, November 5, 1884; to Sr. Therese and Sr.
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Ursula in Neuwerk from Bamberg, E-529). Soon after, Sr. Angela also fell

ill. The Sisters of Divine Doctrine, the congregation with whom the two

sisters had found lodgings and care, were spiritually cared for by their

Assistant General, Msgr. Lorrain, private secretary of the bishop. On

November 8, 1884, he thanks Jordan for his lines to Mother General and

informs Jordan that the condition of the two sisters was grave, but that

they were well prepared for heaven: "Upon what beautiful and holy

souls God has founded your Society, my Reverend Father, and what

generous victims has he selected among your membership" (E-530). On

November 14, Sr. Angela thanks Jordan effusively for his consoling lines

and assures him that they were no less ready to travel to the heavenly

Rome than to the earthly one. In her letter there are hints about a possible

change in the office of superiors. Mother Streitel must have spoken to her

before her departure to Neuwerk, that a change because of "certain

reasons," (possibly a reference to Sr. Francisca’s not yet absolved bond to

Maria Stern) was not to be excluded. Sr. Angela was happy 

. . . knowing you forgive us everything, especially me who had so much

reason to ask forgiveness, especially yours, good reverend spiritual

father to whom I owe the ability to die peacefully as a bride of the Lord,

but equally from all our first sisters, to whom I was a bad example. May

the Lord put right what I have done badly, this is my only wish! [Sr.

Angela was happy] our Reverend Mother returns with so many

honorable sisters; I believed her to be in Rome already for a long time. 

She had not written to Sr. Francisca that they both were "mortally ill" so

as not to cause her anxiety. Sr. Angela then assures Jordan that all the

sisters prayed for their spiritual father and their spiritual mother, 

. . . that you may not depose this our venerable Mother given by God to

our dear sisters, nor have any doubt that this spiritual mother neglects

any of your even smallest prescriptions or that she allows any of her

sisters to neglect them. Only [Sr. Francisca is] capable to keep order and

cleanness which benefit an Order! (E-531). 

On November 17, Jordan received news that Sr. Angela was feeling

better, while Sr. Veronica could hardly be saved (E-532). On the same

day Sr. Angela thanked Jordan for a letter of November 14, they were

feeling better again. A visit was not necessary as they were best cared for
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by the sisters. Sr. Angela then requested a few consolatory lines from Sr.

Francisca, "after our dear reverend Mother would have arrived in Rome"

(E-533). In the meantime Jordan had sent the capable Sr. Scholastica to

Nancy. She reported that Sr. Angela was feeling better, but that Sr.

Veronica was still seriously ill; the physician would write personally.

Since a collecting tour in Baden was not possible (as Jordan had wished)

they would collect gifts in the local area according to a traveling route

drawn up by Mother Superior, while Sr. Veronica would enjoy the best

care possible (E-534, the letter is undated but might be of November 24,

or December 2). For Christmas, Sr. Veronica who was feeling a little

better sent a cordial letter to Jordan (December 18, 1884, E-537).

Meanwhile, the other two sisters had returned to Rome, after a

short break in Genoa, because Sr. Angela was again plagued by coughing

blood. Sr. Lucie Bastien, Superior General of the monastery in Nancy

where Sr. Veronica was cared for so charitably, thanked Jordan for his

wishes and offered to take Sr. Veronica with her to Marseille, where

Jordan could fetch her (December 19, 1884, E-538). But on January 26,

1885, the monastery reported that because of a relapse she was not fit to

travel. Sr. Veronica had to remain in Nancy. She felt lonely and

discouraged (January 7, 1885, E-539). On February 9, 1885, Sr. Scholastica

arrived there to accompany her home to Rome (E-542). During her stay

in Nancy, Sr. Scholastica had caused confusion by speaking about a

revelation she had had. After receiving this report Jordan reproached her

sharply and threatened her with dismissal. Sr. Scholastica asked for

forgiveness with expressions of deepest contrition: 

. . . that I will never pay attention to even the slightest sign of a revela-

tion and also that I would prefer to die as a martyr at this very moment

rather than let any thought arise against my superiors. [She confirmed:]

My venerable Father, I remain loyal and nothing can separate me. Oh, I

know I have hurt you much by my rough and bad behavior. . . . I

declare to you before God, to whom I have renewed my vows this

morning during Holy Communion, that I will never again use similar

language, whatever may happen . . . and I am ready to lose even my life

rather than to leave your holy order. [Finally she asked Jordan:] Oh

dear Father, write to me at the earliest the words of forgiveness and

fatherly love and that you readmit me into the number of your faithful

spiritual daughters (Nancy, December 1884, E-535). 



 At that time Jordan signed with Franciscus of the Cross only within
*

the First and Second Order. In public he still used his civil name. Toward well-

known ecclesiastic authorities he sometimes also signed "Johannes Fr. of the

Cross Jordan.” In those “years of change” he did not celebrate his namesday on

the solemn day of St. Francis. The secretary of the Cardinal Vicar, Augustus

Canonicus Barbiellini, sometimes wrote just to the priest "Jourdan.”
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In another letter of February 9, 1885, from Nancy, Sr. Scholastica asks

Jordan again "whole heartedly and humbly for forgiveness of her many

mistakes and of the many pains I have caused you and our dear

venerable Mother" (E-542).

5.28/49. Streitel/Jordan correspondence (III). On June 24, Sr. Francisca

wrote a letter to Jordan in which we can already sense the separation

planned and probably initiated by her.

Jesus, Mary, Joseph!!!

My Reverend Father!

Today you celebrate your namesday.  This morning I would have*

liked to express my sincere wishes to you, but the manner of your

departure deprived me of the courage to do so. May the Lord confirm

you, my Father, more and more in His grace, may he strengthen you in

the cross. Days of sorrow have come over the sisters, come as you never

imagined. But help comes from above and peace which so often the

superior lacked in my regard, and then a common aim shall be striven

for, and this fear "God might through a woman gain some growth to

His greater honor,” must never be expressed at all any more. 

Reverend Father, the Lord shall glorify Himself how and by

whom he wants; we will always consider ourselves His servants who

by themselves are useless and lazy, but will be in Him strong instru-

ments of His power. Forgive me everything, my venerable Father, and

with filial sentiments signs, 

Your Spiritual Daughter 

M. Francisca of the Cross (ASDS).

5.29/50. Streitel/de Waal correspondence. On the same day Sr. Francisca

wrote similarly to Msgr. Anton de Waal: 
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J.M.J.!!! Reverend Father! 

With the feelings of a child I come to you to tell you how it pleases the

Lord to attract me to Himself. 

Our venerable superior is suffering much. Today he celebrated

Holy Mass with greatest effort, and for some time he may hardly be

able to do this for us. Our sisters are deeply depressed and praying and

fasting, wrestling for their mother, the mother who herself internally

and externally is only held up by grace, because she has no more

natural strength. M. Angela is ill, as well as a sister in Germany.

Everything in the house limps and is listless. My Reverend Father, in

the past I have never tolerated tears as a sign of a great sensibility

neither in myself nor in others, and I rebuked those who wept. But now

tears have become my food and my drink, and those sisters who are

otherwise strong in this regard share in this nourishment of mine.

This condition has been lasting for weeks, the sisters have no

instruction in spiritual life, no more confession of faults, for the sisters

destined for this are quite broken by pain. My Father, with greatest

sacrifices the sisters have been educated until now by sacrifices as bitter

as can hardly be imagined. Each sister had first to be born in my heart

under pain and self-abnegation and in addition under sufferings and

afflictions of loving Providence.

With most heartfelt words I implore you to intercede for us

with the Lord, so that He may let fall rays of His mercy upon this

afflicted community to strengthen and encourage it in suffering. 

Sometimes the terrible thought comes to me, “but you must be

very bad because the Lord becomes forced to punish you so terribly.”

And I have to work hard not to despair, that He will forgive me in spite

of my sins. Forgive me for hurrying to you as to a father, imploring and

praying for you to represent me somehow to God. 

In the Cross, Your Reverend's unworthy servant. 

Rome, July 4, 1885. M. Francisca of the Cross (CS +).

Near  Easter 1885, Sr. Francisca had de Waal as her confessor. On March

30 (Tuesday of Holy Week) she writes him one of her "soul letters.”

Among other things she writes: 

The book I take my spiritual exercises from is the cross. With, by, and in

it I will learn the self-mortification which to me is so necessary, the

destruction of the creature under the blows of the Creator which are so

useful to "him." I will vehemently and intensely pray and implore my
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crucified love to annihilate me and to let me rise in the holy wound of

the heart; to let me die to all that is not God's and let me live, suffer and

work in that which alone supplies all good.

She promises "to be an obedient and zealous confession daughter" and

signs: “In the Cross, Your Reverence’s, obedient servant M. Francisca of

the Cross S.C.I." (CS +).

August 26, 1885, during the painful weeks after her deposition

as superior, the afflicted novice Sr. Francisca wrote to de Waal: 

. . . a higher will ordered me to go to St. Peter's for holy confession, and

this will now orders me to leave St. Peter's and to take you, Reverend, to

guide my soul again along the Lord’s paths. I promise in advance to

bring a quite obedient and docile heart to you as my teacher and guide.

5.30/54. Another petition.

Tabellarium

Vicariatus Urbis 7 July, 1885

Rev. Eminence,

The priest, G. B. Jordan, director general of the Catholic

Teaching Society reveals to your most reverend eminence that removal

of Sr. Francesca Streitel from the office of superior of the nuns of the

said Society has produced such consequences that the writer is forced in

conscience today to beg your eminence to grant him to return Sr.

Francesca Streitel to the office of superior. The writer recommends this

petition to your eminence, because he feels intense the obligation to

manage the nuns mentioned above. With all hope, Fr. Jordan

July 7, 1885: Negative

Jordan understood the refusal of the Cardinal Vicar who could not act

against the pope’s will. However, the sisters’ anguish oppressed him. He

was sorry to be so powerless. The good Sr. Angela Popp, who at that

time together with Sr. Veronica fell deathly ill in Nancy, believed Jordan

could do something through de Waal. She did not know how much the

founder had already endeavored to find out, and how he himself desired

nothing more than that Sr. Francisca should be reinstalled in her office.
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Sr. Angela wrote to de Waal on July 13. She complained of the

disorder in the house, especially in the novitiate because of the "already

so pressed circumstances;" she asks the Rector of Campo Santo “to

explain things a bit to the Reverend Father, who will certainly come to

you still today.” She stresses: 

Sorry to say, we do not have any sister here capable of this [community

leadership], and therefore, it would be a good thing and even most

necessary that Sr. Scholastica should be called to come here while

sending up another sister to take her place, but as with the Reverend

Father, as your Reverend well understands, in this difficult time care

must be taken to preserve him in really good humor, I ask you herewith

to explain this to the venerable Father as well as possible . . ." (CS).

5.31/55. Jordan’s last gambit.

 Secretariat of the Vicariate of the City, July 7, 1885

Most illustrious and Eminent Superior,

John Baptist Jordan, Superior General of the Catholic Teaching Society

humbly beseeches your eminence, to admit Bonaventure Lüthen, in the

world, Bernard, a priest of that Society, for the exam for the faculty to

hear the confessions of the sisters of the above mentioned Society, as

well as of the novices, the candidates and all other persons who live in

the house of the sisters.

For that purpose the writer declares that the praiseworthy

Bonaventura Lüthen, of the Diocese of Paderborn, age 39, already has

permission to hear confessions of the men of the above Society, and is

inflamed by a true zeal to promote religious perfection and is to be

recommended by his piety and discipline and learning.

And God . . . Jourdan

Negative. His Eminence will dispense faculties to hear confessions for

the sisters to another who is not of the same Society.

In this connection there is a very informative letter of Sr. Angela Popp to

de Waal. On July 20, she wrote she had been able to persuade a German

archbishop to talk with the Cardinal Vicar about the spiritual needs of

the sisters. “He had already today decided on a confessor of his order for

the sisters.” In reality Cardinal Parocchi nominated Fr. Jacquemin confes-

sor of the sisters July 24. On the same day Sr. Angela wrote again to de



 Dominicus (Heinrich) Wettstein was born in Bruchsal March 23, 1864.
*

He entered the Catholic Teaching Society on April 11, 1883, and received the

habit on Pentecost (May 13). Already on June 8, he made his vows for three

years. He died on August 10, 1885: "in the ninth hour p.m. he said 'My Jesus

have mercy'," as Jordan noted in his catalogue (G-3.1/2).
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Waal in Campo Santo that she had been on this very morning with

"Monsignor Dr. Jacquemin" asking for his help. Sr. Angela confessed: 

I cannot [describe] to you, Reverend, my external and internal suffer-

ings which I have been feeling for some days much more than ever for

my two dear superiors as well as for my first sisters; it seems to me as if

the cross gets bigger every day . Sr. Scholastica is coming in these days.

The pastor of Schlesslitz had written twice already that it was not good

for Sr. Scholastica to be in her homeland. She should be replaced with

another sister. Then Sr. Angela complained about Jordan, 

. . . who for some days had also been very ill disposed to her [Sr.

Angela] although she [i.e., I] had done nothing against him, and I suffer

terribly because of this cross; on the other side I see the venerable

Mother weeping out of pain, not knowing what she could do and being

able to keep up only supported by grace (CS).

5.32/62. Jordan and de Waal. The relation between Jordan and Msgr.

Anton de Waal continued to be good in this difficult period. On Good

Friday, April 3, 1885, the rector had invited Jordan's community to the

solemn Way of the Cross. "During today's Via Crucis the Brothers of the

Catholic Teaching Society of Fr. Jordan sang the hymns at the Stations to

the general edification" (CS). To the Feast of Corpus Christi of June 4,

Jordan’s women and men [die Jordanistinnen und die Jordanisten] accom-

panied the Blessed Sacrament (CS). On July 13, Jordan asked the rector to

obtain an audience with the pope for "Kinde Schwer. Johanna" (CS). Under

August 12, de Waal noted in his chronicle: "Br. Dominicus Wettstein ,*

Dukedom of Baden, member of the Catholic Teaching Society, today was

buried in our graveyard. The first to die this year" (CS). Jordan was

staying in Franconia at that time. 
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One week later Sr. Sebastiana (Barbara) Griebel was buried in

Campo Santo (CS). She died at the age of 28 as a novice. Had Jordan been

in Rome, he would certainly have admitted to vows the good sister in

danger of death. Hardly returned to Rome, he asked the "administrative

board of the Venerable Fraternity of Campo Santo to reduce the expenses

for the burial of the poor "Community of the Sisters of the Catholic

Teaching Society" (CS +, September 16, 1885). Thus Jordan continued to

take immediate care of the sisters. Although the "separation" had already

been prepared, he knew nothing until then.

5.33/63. Jacquemin’s solution. In his Liber Documentorum  after doc. n. 71

of April 7, 1888, Jacquemin inserted another document in Latin, in which

he describes the "solution of the question about the nomination of the

superior” on the basis of the interrogation of the sisters. (He notes

particularly that the original was in the archives of the sisters and that

the document was to be placed after nr. 4, i.e., after the second petition of

release from office of Sr. Stanisla of July 24, 1885.)

Holy Father! 

Rosa Francisca Amalie Streitel, 21 years old [above 21 was written 41],

entered into the Order of the Sisters of St. Francis in the City and

Diocese of Augsburg. In this congregation, in which she received the

name of Angela, she lived for fifteen years as a religious. Obeying the

order of her superior she directed the house of the Elisabethenverein and

two years later the house Marienanstalt in Würzburg. As she felt urged

to follow a stricter rule and a harder lifestyle, in 1882, with the permis-

sion of the bishop she left the Congregation of St. Francis in good faith,

without, however, requesting the permission of Your Holiness. She did

so with the intention and the belief to enter the Carmelite Order in the

same city of Würzburg. During eleven months she was there as a

novice. Compelled by bad health she had to leave this order and went

to Rome in 1883. With the knowledge and agreement (intelligentia) of

Johann Baptist Jordan, Superior of the Catholic Teaching Society, she

founded a Conservatorium for virgins. On March 19, 1883, she received

the religious habit from his hands and without any novitiate she took

the three vows. Fr. Jordan nominated and installed her as superior of

the Conservatorium. Afterwards he asked Your Holiness to release the

said superior (with the name of Mary Francis of the Cross) from the
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vows she had made in 1868, in the Congregation of St. Francis. In the

audience of May 9, 1885, Your Holiness granted His Eminence, the

Cardinal Vicar, permission to dispense from simple vows in the

Congregation of St. Francis, as made above, with the condition that,

after the profession is internally already fixed, she shall repeat the

novitiate and conclude it successfully, then, when the time has come, to

make a new profession under observation of the prescriptions.

 Sr. Maria Francisca was deposed as superior; Sr. Maria Stani-

sla who was installed as her successor seemed not to have the talents

and gifts expected and required of a superior: being 28 years old. After

two months of novitiate she had taken vows and was sent to Germany,

where she was wearing secular clothes together with 2 or 3 young

women of the Conservatorium who spent five months in the country

(July 5 till October 27, 1884 in Neuwerk). Back in Rome she became

superior after 8 months. Sr. Stanisla never accepted this office in peace,

as she considered herself quite incapable of such a task. For this reason

there was no superior, and in the Conservatorium things were in

disorder. The professed sisters living there in Rome, when individually

asked their opinion about the new superior, all (with one exception)

answered, although the new superior was a very devote, virtuous and

good religious sister, she nevertheless was not a superior, she was not a

Mother, she could not give orders or advice. She did not know how to

guide souls and was not willing to give her subjects counsel in spiritual

matters; she was incapable to provide order and circumspect in admini-

stration of domestic matters. Five novices, when individually asked the

same question, answered almost the same as the sisters had done. 

As the individual sisters all met with the same obstacles and

difficulties more or less, there seems to have been no one among the

professed sisters who might prudently be installed as superior. When

asked which sister (apart from Sr. Maria Francisca) they considered as

worthy and desirable to be nominated superior, seven professed sisters

answered that there was no sister to fulfill this task. Two sisters indi-

cated Sr. Maria Scholastica, one conditionally, and the other with great

reserve. They all affirmed "all in union" that none could be Mother and

superior like the superior Maria Francisca had been. The five novices

came to the same opinion when they were interrogated. Asked whether

they would leave the Society if the venerable Mother, i.e., Sr. Maria

Francisca, left, one professed sister and one novice answered that they

would stay on; all the others, professed and novices answered that they
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would leave together with her. Asked whether they had thought about

leaving, when Sr. Maria Francisca was removed from the office of

superior, five professed answered they had really thought about

leaving, but did not want to leave, two were tempted to leave, one said

she would stay with the Venerable Mother [i.e., Maria Francisca], one

that she had not thought about leaving, two that they had trusted in

God that Venerable Mother Francisca would be re-installed. 

It may be helpful to add what the same professed sisters and

novices think about Sr. Francisca's capability and ability. They say she

was the superior willed by God. Without her one could not tolerate so

much (tot et tanta); she was the best mother. She recognized the particu-

larity and soul of the individual sister; she would not fail in any spiri-

tual need, be it in counseling or in assisting; to her one could present all

the contents of the heart, under her leadership peace, discipline, obedi-

ence, silence had never suffered. She was prudent in admonishing and

full of love in reproaching, her religious life was an example to all the

sisters; she was able to do much by her ability in administration and

order of the household, and without her it all would break to pieces.

For these reasons it is desirable that Sr. Maria Francisca, 41

years old, be elected superior, if Your Holiness approves this procedure

in the Lord. This is implored by all sisters and novices on their knees

that Your Holiness re-install Sr. Maria Francisca as superior as fast as

you can, and dispense her from the missing novitiate, so that she may

make her vows at once and take over the office of superior. In answer to

this grace all sisters will never stop imploring God in holy prayer for

the welfare of Your Holiness.

On August 16, 1885, I the undersigned handed in the above

petition to His Eminence the Cardinal Vicar in order to report to the

Holy Father. His Eminence, however, replied that His Holiness would

not grant the grace asked for, and that there was no hope that it would

be requested by the Congregation for Bishops and Religious. When I

urged the necessity that another sister in place of Sr. Maria Francisca

might act as her representative, His Eminence proposed most gracious-

ly after Sr. Maria Francisca's resignation that Sr. Maria Scholastica be

named superior in the sense of His Eminence, i.e., only de jure. Sr. Maria

Francisca should be superior de facto, which His Eminence could

arrange without a special indult by his own power. 

In fidem, G. Jacquemin. (l.d. 4a, 41-45).
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In the name of the Lord, Amen. 

I, the undersigned, testify with the present: On August 16, 1885, at 5:00

o'clock p.m. I went to the house of the Sisters of the Catholic Teaching

Society in Via Falco near the Vatican. After the sisters had gathered in

the chapel and after invoking the Holy Spirit, based on the delegated

power given to me by His Eminence the Cardinal Vicar of the City, I

nominated, published and confirmed Sr. Maria Scholastica, with the

civil name of Barbara Demer, as the new superior of the Sisters of the

Catholic Teaching Society, and this in the name of His Eminence, the

Cardinal Vicar of the City. It is his will that Sr. Maria Francisca (Amalie

Streitel) exercise (de facto) the office of superior, to whom furthermore

all the sisters be [valeant] subject in regard to spiritual direction, but that

Sr. Maria Scholastica be superior de jure, and this in the sense that she in

practicing her rights of superior be dependent on the judgment and

agreement of the aforesaid Sr. Maria Francisca. After the thanksgiving

in front of the altar I dismissed the sisters in peace. 

Rome, August 16, 1885, G. Jacquemin, delegate of His

Eminence the Cardinal Vicar, for the Community of the Sisters of the

Catholic Teaching Society (TVU l.d. 7).

Before that, the delegate of the Cardinal Vicar had requested the

resignation of Sr. Francisca and of Sr. Stanisla as superiors. 

In the name of God. Amen. 

I, the undersigned Sr. Maria Francisca with the civil name of Amalie

Streitel, testify and confirm that on June 1, 1885, out of certain

reasonable motives I have renounced my office as superior of the Sisters

of the Catholic Teaching Society and resigned it with all its rights,

honors, obligations, as I again today, August 16, 1885, renounce and

resign it expressly into the hands of Reverend George Jacquemin,

authorized by His Eminence, the Cardinal Vicar, Rome, August 16,

1885, Maria Francisca; witnesses: Maria Stanisla, Maria Angela.

Ita est = Georges Jacquemin (TVU l.d. 5).

The resignation letter of Sr. M. Stanisla (Anna Schön) of August 16 had

its own text which Sr. Maria Angela and Sr. Maria Aloysia signed as

witnesses (TVU l.d. 6).



 On November 4, the Königl. Staatsministerium in Munich finally denied
*

Jordan's petition to open a house in Schlesslitz. As reason for this denial it said

that the presented rule and general norms for the Sisters of the Catholic Teaching

Society (speciminis causa, Rome: 1884) "specified too little about the government

of the congregation, so that difficulties might arise with the state authorities.

Further, it was not clear enough who was responsible for the juridic and econo-

mic relations of the community to the outside.” Then it pointed out that in

Bavaria there already existed a number of female congregations dedicating

themselves to the same tasks as were planned by the foundation in Schlesslitz.

The petition was sent by Minister Lutz through the government of Oberfranken

to the Kgl. Bezirksamtmann in Bamberg, so that the father would pass it on to the

"Fräulein Daughter" (l.d. 15).
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5.34/65. Sr. Johanna and Sr. Scholastica. On June 4, 1885, Sr. Johanna

Ankenbrand together with Sr. Scholastica took the sick Sr. Katharina Eck

home to her parents. Then they waited for Jordan in Schlesslitz, Sr. Scho-

lastica's home, where he intended to establish the first branch settlement

of the Sisters of the Catholic Teaching Society. At the end of June, Jordan

recalled Sr. Scholastica to Rome; it was probably she who had proposed

this foundation at her home. Sr. Elia Hennemann (immediately after her

profession for three years on July 25, 1885) traveled to Schlesslitz to

replace her. Jordan himself was in mid August in Schlesslitz with the

Archbishop of Bamberg. At the same time he had petitioned for state

approval in Munich for the foundation, and in doing so he also had con-

tacted Sr. Francisca's parents, whom he had visited of course in Bamberg.

In Franconia he heard of the sad happenings in Rome, which surprised

him painfully and caused him to return there hurriedly. Sr. Johanna

remained in Schlesslitz with Sr. Elia. Munich refused the permit for the

intended new establishment, as in the Rule of the Sisters of the CTS

(Typography SCI, 1884) presented together with the petition there were

some open legal points which might cause some difficulties from the

side of the authorities. The negative answer was sent to Streitel’s parents

to be passed on at the beginning of November.*

Sr. Johanna was informed very inexactly about the happenings in

Rome–happenings not properly explained even to the sisters there.

Neither could Sr. Francisca explain her deposition as superior to the
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sisters, nor was Jacquemin willing to say a clear word. It is true that Sr.

Johanna had asked the former superior, Sr. Francisca, for an explanation

and stressed that she would remain faithful to Reverend Father and to

Venerable Mother, and that she did not find it just that the sisters should

be separated from both of them. From the new superior, Sr. Scholastica,

she received a letter which reflects both the view of the former superior,

Sr. Francisca, and of the new spiritual director, Fr. Jacquemin. 

Sr. Scholastica first defended "Mother Superior," who had

always decidedly taken care of the well-being of the sisters (as had been

fully recognized by Sr. Johanna). Then Sr. Scholastica pointed out that

the church "stands higher than the superior" and now it was the church

that took care of the sisters: “Unless we submit, dissolution; we observe

the rule as it was given to us, only widened, with the sentences canceled

of which the church can never approve.” With this Sr. Scholastica

confessed that the situation of the sisters was still not completely clear.

Her opinion was that the former rule given by Jordan was just to be

improved. Then Sr. Scholastica explained: "It has not been decided yet

about the superiors, how far it may go in the future"; that the Holy

Father had "given the mandate to the Cardinal Vicar" to assist us to clear

up the matter, and the latter had engaged their confessor. What Sr.

Scholastica explains further in her letter throws a treacherous light on

herself and on Jacquemin and shows at the same time the coercion the

sisters suffered, so that they had no other choice but to submit: "The

Reverend confessor, who works much to the benefit of the monastery,

says: whoever does not submit shall simply leave, but cannot leave

without first requesting dispensation from the Holy Father." Then she

implores Sr. Johanna not to be the only one, 

. . . to oppose the instruction of the holy church, [but to hold] steadfast

to our Venerable Mother Superior, who so willingly subjects herself to

the holy orders of the church; what the church does, that is done by

Christ who has given her all power (E-545. The undated letter seems

from its contents to have been written in September 1885.)

At the same time Sr. Johanna received a consoling letter from Jordan for

which she thanks him on September 17, 1885–the same day the sisters in

Rome received their new spiritual director and their new name:



 Similar remarks are sometimes found in letters of dependent sisters
*

and show the kind of "religious intolerance" which at that time was not rare in

sisters' communities and often left the defenseless sisters with no way out but

through the confessional.
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Charitable Sisters of the Sorrowful Mother. She asks her "dear Reverend

Father . . . to assist the venerable Mother and not to retire. I, too, believe

she would even sacrifice her life.” She is sorry about "misunderstand-

ings" that have come up. But even at that time she was not sufficiently

informed about the new situation of the sisters in Rome. 

Dear Reverend Father, 

I will never oppose the ecclesiastical orders and will say nothing if some

propositions [of the rule] are canceled. The Cardinal Vicar is in fact also

the superior of all orders, but as it was said lately that the rule and

everything will be changed, I have not been able to understand other-

wise than that the whole rule will be rejected and that consequently also

the legally, divinely chosen superior would not be allowed to act; in this

case I would decidedly have gone to the Holy Father himself, because

without any reason he could not do so, for there would have to be an

unadulterated calumny. Well, the Lord puts everything right.

With this statement Sr. Johanna unsuspectingly touched the kernel of the

matter. At the end of her letter she asked Jordan to let her know whether

"the letters are in your hands, I am now very anxious" (E-546).*

Sr. Johanna was not allowed to return to Rome after the events of

October 1885. She was sent instead by the new superior (with the agree-

ment of the former) to Vienna. Sr. Columba Gries had been sent ahead,

and Sr. Johanna was assigned to her. They both received the order to

collect money for the house in Rome. Not getting a permit for this in

Austria, they went up to Prussia as far as Ermland and back through

Poland. Only in spring 1887, did Sr. Johanna return to Rome, where she

could at last make her vows in the new congregation. (Her fellow sisters

had done this on June 6, 1887.) Soon she had to go for another collecting

trip through Upper Austria and Prague, returning to Rome in fall 1887.

Sr. Johanna was bitter there existed a certain mistrust toward her

since the separation of the sisters from Jordan. She was convinced that
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initially she had been kept far from Rome because she was considered

unreliable. And she would have liked so much to make her vows with

the sisters on June 6, in the now ecclesiastically approved community. 

In Rome they thought I was for Fr. Jordan and that he trusted M. Johan-

na too much. I even had to change my patron's name, because both Fr. J.

and I had the name of Johann Baptist. . . . Reverend. Fr. J. has certainly

not got the worst with God, although he received little acknowledgment

from individual sisters (ASSM).

In November 1889, Sr. Johanna went to the United States. After the

deposition of Sr. Francisca she became Superior General (April 14, 1896)

and remained so till 1931. From November 7, 1913 till April 7, 1921 (all

during W.W.I), she was absent from Rome, living in the USA. She died in

Rome at the age of 95 on January 6, 1955.

Her role in deposing Mother Francisca and her attitude after-

wards are still historically unexplored. After her return from the USA in

November 1921, all documents of the early times, those of Jacquemin

and Mother Francisca included, were “inadvertently” burnt during a

cleaning up of the archives ordered by her. From 1924, she and her old

sisters began to reconstruct the chronicle of their congregation. Sadly, it

is of little historical reliability; one can only be sorry about it.

5.35/66. Constitutions. On October 6, 1885, Msgr. Jacquemin called the

sisters together in the refectory and read them the Constitutions (in

German) which had been approved by Cardinal Parocchi for three years.

Herewith the statutes composed by him were validly published juridical-

ly (l.d.10) and replaced Jordan’s Rule of 1883.

On October 8, Sr. Scholastica requested de Waal as administrator

of the sisters’ "temporal matters." This was granted by Cardinal Parocchi

on the same day (l.d. 11). Sr. Scholastica petitioned in good French,

which makes one suspect the petition was actually drafted by Jacquemin.

Sr. Scholastica added the wish: "May God and His holy Mother grant our

weak prayers and heap heavenly benefits on Your Eminence for all

benevolence you have bestowed upon our humble community.”

The fund raising sisters (Stanisla Schön and Sr. Maria Pia) now

sent their accounts to de Waal (Freiburg, November 17, 1885; Frankfurt



 Because October 4, 1885, was the Feast of the Rosary, the Feast of St.
*

Francis, Patron of Italy, was transferred to the next Sunday, October 11. Indicat-

ing October 12 shows Jordan had the dream on the night of October 11/12.
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over Christmas; Limburg, January 6, 1886; Trier, January 15; Cologne,

January 25; Aachen, Münster, March 4; Paderborn, March 14; Luxem-

burg, April 9). They carried a recommendation from the Cardinal Vicar

of November 3, 1885 (CS) and another from the rector. The collection

was made for educating abandoned girls and caring for the old and sick.

But the sisters secured no state permit and fought their way through. On

march 31, 1886, in Lippstadt they were arrested in church for this reason.

But they did not give up and went on begging courageously.

In October, Sr. Veronica (Agnese) Peccherino died of an illness in

Nancy and was buried in Campo Santo, the cemetery for foreigners.

Although she was Italian, the "municipality made no difficulty; the

indication of Suore Tedesche was sufficient" (CS).

5.36/67. Jordan’s consoling dream  came to him just before he was forced

to retire from the sisters. This he noted briefly. As a religious he knew he

was especially connected to Francis of Assisi, whose name he had chosen

for himself. Thus it is obvious that this saint would help him on his way

by a dream, not to let his confidence in God be shaken in this trial or his

“yes” to his apostolic mission.*

In this dream St. Francis appeared in the vestment of poverty (a

tunic: originally woolen underwear) and grieves that Jordan is in such

affliction for no fault of his own. Jordan requests the blessing of the saint

for the male branch remaining to him and receives it. And this blessing

was not without effect.

Jordan noted this third dream in his Spiritual Diary (cf., SD 121).

His dreams are always religious experiences which in dreams became

more vivid than can happen while being awake. Jordan was not a man to

take refuge in dreams. His very hard youth did not leave him time for

dreaming. For Jordan there was no excuse for substituting dreams for

deeds [slightly edited]. 



 “The sisters in Germany” are the 2 in Schlesslitz. The ”Oberin” (female
*

superior) is unclear and most likely applies to Sr. Francsica herself. Whether

“opponent” refers to Sr. Johanna or to Sr. Therese remains open.
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Jordan's dreams remained dreams, but to him they were true

"Joseph's experiences.” They did not change his life, but confirmed it.

They show how deeply all the signs of his life were penetrated by the

charism of his apostolic mission. Even in his sleep his union with God

and the impulse to dedicate himself to the Lord did not fully stop. They

just sank more or less into the unconscious. Thus the hymn of the bride

in the Song of Solomon: "I slept, but my heart was awake" (5:2) applied

to him. Precisely because Jordan was not a dreamer but a humble and

devote Joseph by nature, the Lord could address and console him in his

dreams.

5.37/68. Jordan rebuffed. 

Jesus, Mary, Joseph Rome, October 14, 1885

Venerable Father!

Allow me to inform you regarding a matter that surprises me very

much. On Monday, October 12, Most Reverend Archbishop Rota came

to me accompanied by a very dignified priest. The Most Reverend

asked me whether some sisters wished to join the Reverend Fr. Jordan

and whether all the sisters had separated from him quite voluntarily. In

Germany, Fr. Jordan still had a house. Did those sisters also belong to

us or were they now separated from us? We were further asked who

now was our superior, and it was added Fr. Jordan felt very hurt. Twice

or three times this was repeated. Then they asked who was the founder

of the Congregation, whether we had Holy Mass and the Blessed Sacra-

ment in the house, whether we had enough space and whether the

house was rented or was our property.  The Most Reverend mentioned*

a small change regarding the superior and asked where Mother General

was, here or in Germany. Repeatedly the question was asked whether

the sisters in Germany had not the desire to join Fr. Jordan.

The Archbishop also said that he was sent only by Fr. Jordan

and that, if any sister wished to talk with him, he was to be found with

the canons of St. Peter's on the second floor. Presenting the above said
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to your better judgment, I sign in sentiments of veneration Reverend

Father’s obedient spiritual daughter, 

Maria Francisca of the Cross. (ASSM).

This letter of Sr. Francisca to Jacquemin clearly mixes the question of the

archbishop and her own fears. Rota could not ask whether the sisters had

separated from Jordan out of their free will, because they faced a fait

acompli (with the exception of Streitel and Demer). Until then nobody

had had any doubt that Jordan was the founder of the sisters' commun-

ity. Neither was there a Superior General, in Rome or in Germany. The

two "free sisters" in Neuwerk remained removed from Roman events.

Even later it was true to say of them: “the said ladies are not among the

Sisters of the Catholic Teaching Society" (MI, April 13, 1884). That Sr.

Francisca reported expressly: "Fr. Jordan felt himself much hurt now"

sounds somehow treacherous. It corresponded to Jordan's understanding

of his mission, when he later thought about a new start with the sisters in

Neuwerk and with other young ladies.

5.38/73. Jacquemin’s tenure as director can be traced in his notes:

1885 October 30 Today concluded the lease for the sisters for 5 years

near San Michele, quod Deus bene vertat (CS).

November 3 Four sisters for collecting.

December 1 Transfer to Borgo Santo Spirito near S. Michele in

Sassia.

December 12 Sr. Francisca receives dispensation from the still

missing 5 months of the novitiate begun June 1, 1886.

1886 January 6 Eighteen sisters make profession in the new

congregation of sisters.

January 19 Sr. Scholastica resigns her office as superior.

January 20 Sr. Francisca becomes superior again "de jure et de

facto.”

November 13 Permission to reserve the Blessed Sacrament in the

house chapel.

December 12 Sisters of Mater Dolorosa wear again a grey habit and

white cincture.



 In 1886, five sisters of the Congregation of the Mater Dolorosa died,
*

and in 1887 four more, as in 1885. Due to these many deaths 1886-87, Cardinal

Parocchi ordered a visitation to prevent a civil investigation (Chronicle SSM). 
So many sisters died because many sickly girls were accepted; two of them

already seemed dead on the bier and raised when the coffin was opened because

a noise had been heard. The Mother said the sickly sisters were God's darlings,

died well and would be intercessors above. They received extra food, were even

allowed to drive out to St. Paul's to get fresh air. Consequently, the fault was not

food (Sr. Johanna, November 13, 1927). [NOTE:. This retrospect of the old sister

is to be evaluated with caution. If it is true, these events happened after the

separation of the sisters from Jordan.] 
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1887 January 16 Dr. Gamba, house physician engaged by Jordan sends

all the sick sisters to Germany for recovery. Sr.

Francisca accompanies them.

February 8 Small pox in Borgo Santo Spirito.

April 5 Cardinal Parocchi requests a list of the 13 deceased

sisters, because the frequent deaths are causing a stir.*

April 7  Mother Francisca makes her perpetual vows with the

consent of the Cardinal Vicar.

September 16 The two collecting sisters Johanna and Columba had

been on their way since September 1885.

November 25 Sr. Alcantara (Kunigunda) Demer, who had made her

temporal vows June 25, 1886, dies in her parents'

home.

1889 October 29 Farewell party for Sr. Johanna who travels to the

United States accompanied by Msgr. Jacquemin

1896 April 14 Mother Francisca Streitel deposed as Superior

General by the Cardinal Vicar.

1904 February 9 The Sisters of the Mater Addolorata are aggregated to

the Third Order of St. Francis.

1911 March 6 Death of Mother Francisca in Castel San Elia, Diocesi

di Nepi.

May 24 Papal approbation of the Constitutions by Pius X.

1937 January 12 Death of Sr. Scholastica Demer in Vienna.

To these dates more details should be added:
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1885 [sic], November 3, Msgr. Jacquemin had already sent four sisters to collect 

in Germany, giving them a recommendation which indicated that the

sisters dedicated themselves to the education of poor children, to home

care for the sick, and also to pious assistance of German girls who in

ever growing numbers were coming to Rome (TVU l.d. 14).

1885, May 9, Most Holy Father! 

In the audience of May 9, 1885, granted to His Eminence the Cardinal

Vicar, Your Holiness graciously granted that Sr. Amalia Streitel, who

had made simple vows in the Congregation of St. Francis in the City

and Diocese of Augsburg could now under the given conditions change

over to the Congregation of the Sisters of the Catholic Teaching Society,

now Sisters of the Sorrowful Mother.

Then Jacquemin explains that on the coming Feast of Epiphany all pro-

fessed sisters, based on the papal dispensation, would make their vows

for three years. It would be good if Sr. Francisca could renew her vows

together with the others. Jacquemin requests, therefore, dispensation

from her still missing months of novitiate. In favor of Sr. Francisca he

indicates: her engagement as superior in both houses in Würzburg, her

life in a stricter order (without naming Carmel), and finally: 

Received into the Congregation of the Sisters of the Catholic Teaching

Society (under the name of Sr. Maria Francisca) she made there her

vows, while neither her superiors nor anyone else doubted that this

could be done without the permission of the Holy See. She has spent

more than two years in this congregation, now "The Sorrowful Mother,"

so that she has certainly completed her novitiate less de jure, but

certainly de facto. It is worthwhile to say finally that this Sister Amalie

has really been a Mother to all the sisters from the cradle of this new

congregation, whom she has educated, instructed, formed and intro-

duced into religious life. The result was that she has bound them all to

herself in a particular way with filial love and true confidence. . . .

1885, December 12, Holy Father granted the petition presented by the

Cardinal Vicar (TVU l.d. 19).

1885, December 30, the Cardinal Vicar changed the introduction to the

rule stating that the congregation was a pious institute with

simple vows under a female General Superior (moderatrix
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generalis). As the congregation had only one house, the constitu-

tion should only say "superior"; the "general" was to be put in

brackets (TVU l.d. 24). On the same day Cardinal Parocchi

allowed some sisters to make profession on January 6, 1886,

regardless of whether they had or would have a dowery or

whether it was doubtful (TVU l.d. 23).

1886, January 19

I, undersigned Sr. Maria Scholastica, with the civil name of Barbara

Demer, testify and confirm herewith that I today, January 19, 1886, in

full liberty and to the great comforting of my soul, have renounced my

office of superior of the Sisters of the Sorrowful Mother and handed it

down with all its rights and duties into the hands of Reverend Georg

Jacquemin, authorized by His Eminence the Cardinal Vicar. Rome,

January 19, 1886, Maria Scholastica Demer, Maria Aloysia, Maria

Angela: witnesses. Ita est G. Jacquemin (l.d. 27).

1886, January 20

In the name of the Lord. Amen. I the undersigned on the 20  of Januaryth

1886, the Feast of St. Sebastian martyr and soldier, at 12:00 in the

afternoon gathered the Sisters of Charity of the Sorrowful Mother in Via

Borgo San. Spiritu 41 next to the Church of St. Michael the Archangel,

which sisters congregation gathered in their refectory, I invoked the

Holy Spirit, and the authority of the most Eminent Cardinal Vicar of the

City having delegated me, I nominated, proclaimed and confirmed as

superior Sr. Mary Francis (known in the world as Amalia Streitel). This

act being completed I dismissed the sisters in peace. Rome, 20 January,

1886. G. Jacquemin (1.d. 28 from Latin).

1886, November 13, Leo XIII granted the Cardinal Vicar permission to

allow the sisters to reserve the Blessed Sacrament in their house

chapel. The cardinal communicated this permission orally to

Jacquemin, who first reserved the Blessed Sacrament in the

tabernacle Christmas night (l.d. 38).

1886, December 14, the Cardinal Vicar permitted the sisters to wear "the

grey Franciscan habit with the white cincture" (l.d. 39).

1887, March 26, Cardinal Parocchi allowed Sr. Francisca to make final

vows. Jacquemin indicated the following reasons in the petition:



Jacquemin's petition was written in his usual good Latin. 
*
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1) Sr. Streitel was the first sister to come to Rome, February 16, 1883. As

soon as some young women had gathered she took over their direction

and education on the way of the Lord like their spiritual mother.

2) She herself had dedicated herself over fifteen years in the Congrega-

tion of St. Francis laudably to the religious life and left this congregation

in good faith not without the permission of the superiors and according

to her confessor's counsel in order to follow a stricter way of life. His

Holiness Pope Leo XIII consented in the audience of May 9, 1885, that

she change over into the Congregation of the Sisters of the Sorrowful

Mother, and in the audience of December 12, of the same year that she

may make temporary vows.

3) By God's grace and mercy as well as through the prudence and

decision of Your Eminence she is also at the head of the sisters who all,

with one exception, stand sincerely with her as their spiritual Mother

with truly filial affection and obedience.

4) If Your Eminence would grant the requested grace, this would bring

great consolation and spiritual joy to all the sisters. . . . 

George Jacquemin, Spiritual Director.*

Parocchi's answer, as expected, agreed: "For a just grace proceed, March

26, 1887, Lucidus Cardinal Vicar (l.d. 47).

1887, April 7, Holy Thursday, "Venerable Mother, Sister Francisca of the

Cross" made her perpetual vows (l.d. 49). She was thankful to

the Lord, but also ready to continue the way of suffering and

cross, which to her was also a way of spiritual and mental self-

affirmation and by this also remained embedded in the human

and sometimes too human.

1888, February 15, Srs. Scholastica and Joachima received permission to

collect alms in the USA (l.d. 67).

Sr. Francisca’s letter to Msgr. de Waal on September 12, 1886 should be

added here. It is revealing in several aspects. Sr. Francisca has worked up

the events of summer 1885, on one hand with what she saw as her
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unique pious asceticism, on the other hand with a certain egregious

ingratitude towards Jordan. Thus she simultaneously set the course for a

later understanding of these events fully to her advantage. It is striking

how she endeavors to justify Jacquemin's way of acting as the implemen-

tation of the will of God. The letter is also proof that the interrogation of

the sisters, which Msgr. Jacquemin presents legally in his petition to Leo

XIII, but omitting the witnesses, was not at all so smooth, and that certain

tensions among the sisters continued slowly burning. Finally, Sr.

Francisca appears here once more as master of the pious art of using the

confessional to put through what she sees as her divinely willed plans.

JMJ!!!

Most Reverend, very honorable Msgr. Anton de Waal! 

Knowing that I turn confidentially to a noble priestly heart, I am

convinced that my trust will not be disappointed in anything. Loving

Providence let me know Your Reverence at a time when the storm of

doubts, of afflictions of every kind rose against me, and when I was

viewed as just an adventurous woman who had the ability to cheat God

and the world. You Reverend looked more deeply into the advice of the

Lord who uses small things to confound the great and who can also

lower his grace into the heart of a woman and there bring forth fruit.

You heard my confession, you must have convinced yourself that I am

wicked, but that on the other hand the grace of the Lord was not sterile

in me. The storm rose higher. I stood under the direction of a young

sister. Obedience willed it so. For my sins I had earned far more harm,

and it was certainly a special grace of God to make amends in a

particular way for my offenses against divine justice. 

Most reverend, you know into what sufferings our sisters had

sunk when they were deprived of their Mother. In their pain they

turned to your Reverence complaining, weeping and asking for help.

And God knows what you were to those oppressed souls then. Your

Reverence became their father, consoler and helper. You spared no

material means to help the children reclaim their mother. You were not

afraid of sacrifices, of prayers and intercession. You took steps to all

sides from whence it seemed possible for you to get help. All this

nourished deep gratitude in the sisters' hearts and veneration towards

you as their protector and they wished, after the Lord in His boundless

mercy had sent His help, that God might appoint you to be their

superior. Prayers were offered, and it was the will of God to determine
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through the holy church that Your Reverence was not given us as

superior, but the Rev. Jacquemin who for some time had been the

confessor of the sisters; that this priest stood far away from any desire

to occupy such a position with the sisters, for that I answer before God

that without any doubt it was exclusively by the most holy will of God

that this priest has become our superior, for neither he nor the sisters

took corresponding steps, and he was nevertheless destined as such by

higher authority. The authority has spoken, and we must submit to it

willingly and without wavering. So we have no reason not to offer

sincere and everlasting thanks to God for having given him as our

superior. Sadly, some of the sisters, offended and irritated that someone

they had not wanted was given them as superior, disregarded the holy

obedience they owe to the church; they forgot that the deepest gratitude

towards Your Reverence should show up in continuous intercessions

and continuous gratitude and not in resistance against the legal

superior in favor of Your Reverence. 

For me has come a time, after the matter in my regard was

regulated that I, though lacking all merit, should be a mother to the

sisters, and Monsignor Jacquemin had been given to the sisters as

superior, something it will be almost impossible for me to describe. So

much I would have liked to see the sisters' wish fulfilled: to know you,

Reverend, to be their superior. As soon as I knew that this was not the

will of God, Monsignor, I was the first one, the most decided person, to

call back to the sisters severely reproaching: 
Sisters, you take a dangerous way which leads away from God. You

have received your legal superior by God in Reverend Jacquemin and

not in Msgr. de Waal, and even if the latter was given to us to promote

our temporal situations, neither the holy church and thus neither God

wanted you to bestow on him a dedication which can be bestowed

only on the legal superior responsible for our eternal salvation.

I am sufficiently convinced that you with your devout and noble heart

imagined what a painful burden this decision (i.e., that Your Reverence

should preside over the material situations of our congregation) has laid

upon two souls. For due to the perversity of individual sisters you

would soon have tried to institute a change. For our reverend superior

[Jacquemin] I would even wrestle with God so that he might have

enough strength at the given situations to remain steadfast in the truth

that he was called by God to direct the sisters and to preside over them.
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To convince our reverend superior as well as the sisters that I

was quite serious in saying: our only superior is Rev. Jacquemin, and

certainly understanding my own inability to be superior, I for my own

sake did not stop praying and imploring until finally God through His

Eminence the Cardinal Vicar partly relieved me from my position

leaving to me the office of Mother. Since then I have been happy insofar

as I have been able to tell the sisters to forget that the Mother is not any

more a superior to them, and do just like me, be obedient to your

superior [Jacquemin] and believe that God will guide you through him.

And as the obedience towards the legal superior advances you in the

spiritual life, you will likewise advance in the life of virtues if you let

yourselves sincerely and trustfully be guided by your superior.

I would not have had the courage to present this information

to Your Reverence, but three months ago you asked me at the occasion

of the quarterly confession to pray whether and how far it would be

good for your Reverence to take a position with the sisters, and I was

highly edified and praised God for the sake of the freedom of soul he

has given to you, his true servant, which let you say: If Your Reverence

recognized or if I should in this regard receive special recognition, that

to the spiritual benefit of the good cause it would be more favorable if

only one superior worked there and if their minds were prevented from

splitting their attention, you would immediately dissolve any closer

relation with the community, but always support it with a fatherly

sympathetic mind.

Most Reverend, veneration and high esteem cause me to be

silent. What I said above is eloquent enough to speak to your heart.

[Then follows a section of ecstatic thankful wishes, omitted here].

The reserved attitude of our reverend superior toward your

Reverence will appear as quite justified after such open presentation of

our former situations. Had this sensible and sensitive soul not to suffer

terribly at the perception of resistance of individual sisters against him,

the legal superior, and might he not sometimes have been inclined to

wish that Your Reverence would be the superior of the sisters instead of

himself? But suspecting such inclination I again and again asked God

for him to keep the office given to him by God Himself. [There follows a

request to forgive her candor and a promise of prayers.] 

Most Reverend’s truly obedient servant, 

M. Francisca of the Cross. (CS +) 

Rome, September 12, 1886.
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De Waal understood Sr. Francisca's diplomatic letter well. Not wanting

to be in anyone's way he immediately resigned as administrator. By

October 19, 1886, the sisters’ spiritual director, Msgr. Jacquemin, was

appointed by the Cardinal Vicar as administrator of the sisters’ temporal

matters (TVU l.d. 31). Thus everything was integrated under one person

and Jacquemin moved permanently into the sisters’ house on Borgo

Santo Spirito. 

Still on Jordan's instruction in fall 1885, de Waal had negotiated

through attorney Dipietro to rent a larger house for the growing sisters

community. On December 1, they moved into the house near San

Michele. Since the board of administrators of Campo Santo was

responsible for this house, the new administrator, Jacquemin, had to

renegotiate with the sisters’ former administrator. Since de Waal had

concluded a lease with the right of preemption in favor of the Sisters of

the Sorrowful Mother, differences arose between the two priests, such

that Jacquemin in agreement with the Cardinal Vicar threatened legal

proceedings (August 25, 1887). De Waal was supported by his Cardinal

Protector. Finally, both reduced what each thought was his due. After a

peaceful settlement the sisters became owners of the house in Borgo

Santo Spirito 41 in 1888.

5.39/74. The blame game. In good faith, all those involved in separating

the sisters exonerated themselves on the question of guilt. Only for

Jordan was it clear: the sisters under the leadership of their superior had

separated themselves from him (cf., Memorandum to Leo XIII, A-22;

letter to Sr. Mary of the Apostles, August 15, 1886). He sincerely felt he

was completely innocent.

How Sr. Francisca answered this question in her conscience we

have already seen from the letters to de Waal of September 12, 1886 (see

5.36). Jacquemin, who according to de Waal led the sisters’ move to inde-

pendence (PPP, 142) forgot what he was free to relate from his position

of that time as confessor to the sisters, and what he himself could say as

special commissioner of the Cardinal Vicar and bypassing Jordan. 

About a year before his death, Jacquemin asked Fr. Epiphanius

Deibele, SDS, superior of Jordan's North American foundations, to come
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to him in the hospital at Marshfield, Wisconsin, to speak once more

about his role in the separation of the Addolorata Sisters from their

founder. He indicated that his attitude at that time had been due to the

fact that Jordan was accused of having a fickle attitude and of interfering

too frequently. Jacquemin wanted by this late statement to a spiritual son

of Jordan, "to eliminate any misunderstanding and clear the facts.”

But it is just these contemporary documents which prove that

actually it was Jordan's constancy that drove Sr. Francisca to the

separation, and that he had to intervene where his apostolic vocation

required it. On the other hand, the declaration of the aged and, in regard

to the Sisters of the Sorrowful Mother, highly deserving Msgr. Jacquemin

is a veiled admission that his own interference was not objective. In fact,

on the grounds of such complaints from Sr. Francisca, her confessor

could and should have spoken at any time with Jordan. They in no way

justified separating the sisters from their founder. Certainly Jacquemin

had extended his hand to the sisters thinking about his personal future

(cf., letter of Deibele to Pfeiffer, July 18, 1929, AGS-16).

Sr. Scholastica Demer, in her imaginative late report duly

emphasized her important role in the separation from Jordan: 

A few days later I passed by the parlor and heard how Fr. Jordan

quarreled with our M. Foundress. I quickly opened the door and saw

how Fr. Jordan was just picking up the chair as if he wanted to throw it

at the venerable Mother. I was so astonished and said: "Well, that's

enough now! Now I'll take steps!" I was so scandalized and went to

Monsignor de Waal and told him about our situation, the sufferings of

two years, the deposition of our Venerable Mother, the appointment of

Sr. Stanisla. Our now Father Georg Jacquemin (may he rest in peace)

went personally to the Cardinal Vicar, and a few days later he sent me

to His Eminence Parocchi, Cardinal Vicar, to whom I told everything as

well as I could in Italian (Notes 1927, ASSM).

The one-sidedness of this testimony of a sister with an adventurous

religious life will be evident to every impartial reader, even if he knows

nothing about he exact circumstances of how this report was made. The

scene with the chair does not correspond at all to Jordan's character. Sr.

Scholastica only became active in these events when Jordan was already



 This was a follow up from the previous explanation. The "no" is
*

powerfully underlined by Sr. Scholastica. 

 These were the years under Director Jacquemin.
**
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in Germany. After she had been recalled from Schlesslitz they (both she

and Jordan) were in Rome at the same time for only a few days. And at

that time Jordan was already prohibited to enter Via del Falco, as in the

meantime there was a responsible delegatus specialis.

Here are some more samples taken from her notes of November

1927, which clearly show how cleverly she joined fantasy and reality. 

Though Fr. Jordan was a saintly man of God and a priest after the Heart

of Jesus, he did not understand the spirit and leadership of God

towards our M. Foundress, and the separation came. He wanted the

missions, but our Venerable Mother wanted the active-contemplative

life (I).

They asked me if I thought of Fr. Jordan as the Founder of the first

sisters. Before God I must say NO. It seems more as if he were the

destroyer of divine initiatives (II, November 1927).  *

Mother Foundress wanted to move to Florence to be more independent;

Sr. Johanna was opposed: "If we separate from Jordan, we perish" (I).

We often cried bitterly when she mistreated her body so much. She cut

the name "Jesus" onto her heart and arms and burnt herself with wax

and sealing wax, slept on stones (II, November 1927). 

What sufferings the years 1884-1894 contain, God alone knows! Our

poor Foundress was persecuted and oppressed like an over-strained

animal. Nothing but deception and pride, etc., were suspected in her.

Someone [Jordan?] did everything to make her fall (I).**

Lüthen, who at the latest in spring 1885, (after being barred as confessor

of the sisters) had ceased going to Via del Falco for conferences, even in

his old age wondered about whether responsibility for the separation

was Sr. Francisca's or Jacquemin's. He asked Sr. Sebastiana Popp in the



 Pfeiffer reports that according to Sr. Popp's statement, Sr. Francisca
*

never handed over the key to the storeroom, not even to Jordan.
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monastery of Fellheim, Iller how she had experienced the separation at

that time. (Popp had entered on June 27, 1884, was invested in CTS as Sr.

Angela on July 6, and made her vows on September 8. On July 7, 1888

she transferred to the Trappists with permission of the ecclesiastic

authority taking the name Sebastiana.)

Sr. Sebastiana reported in detail to Lüthen how she remembered

the events of 1885, “sub secreto,” but with the “permission to use what-

ever may serve to exonerate the Venerable Founder.” From her report

Lüthen inserted the following into his notes: 

The separation is not to be called a condemnation of Reverend Father

Jordan. He always behaved in a discrete and dignified pious manner,

full of fatherly respectful attitude towards the sisters as well as towards

the superior of that time, M. Streitel; he also had a heroic humility

which shone out of his whole nature and behavior. There was a great

mortality among the sisters at that time, which I ascribe to their

insufficient nutrition (the Venerable Founder knew nothing about this).

We often had to be content with a little bread for the whole day (with

some water) which we ate at noon hugging our knees to protect

ourselves against the greatest hunger. Reverend Father Jordan was so

anxious about the sisters that he thought they should be given some

meat; he also believed that the climate was the cause of the sisters'

illnesses. In regard to eating meat there was once a heated dispute,

because Sr. Francisca wanted and absolutely insisted on her opinion. In

my presence she even shut the door of the room we 3 were in, keeping

the key in her hands in order to compel Reverend Father to yield.*

I know that since then the Reverend Father was quite dejected.

Afterwards she [Streitel] said the sisters belonged to her. She ordered a

sister to write a letter in French, which she herself dictated, and then

had it corrected by a priest, which was handed over to the Cardinal

Vicar by two sisters. The request was for another superior, because he

[Jordan] wanted the sisters to eat meat, which she [Streitel] did not

want. His Eminence asked a few questions and promised to pay her a

visit, which he did. I do not know what he discussed with Sr. Francisca.

But she was quite satisfied and said to the others: “Well, now our
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monastery is approved.” Every now and then a sister had to go to The

Anima to Monsignor Jacquemin, she [Streitel] invited him to come to

the sisters, even with intimidations, that if he would not come God

would punish him, etc., if he did not take charge of them. Soon also a

new house was bought and moved into.

This letter gives the impression of a reliable informant. As a result

Lüthen stated: "Monsignor Jacquemin is not to be blamed, but Sr.

Francisca Streitel. Fr. Bonaventura Lüthen" (G-23.2). This opinion is no

completely correct. Sr. Francesca was mainly responsible. But Jacquemin

(and Sr. Scholastica) bear a great co-responsibility for this unnecessary

separation. When Cardinal Salotti reported the procedure of Cardinal

Parocchi to the pope in 1885 and 1896, the latter said: Inaudito, “Unheard

of!” (E-550).

5.40/75. Streitel’s unexplained past. In his first list of members Jordan

wrote Sr. Francisca's name exactly like the others' joining him, noting

only place and date of birth and nothing of their former lives. 

S. Maria Francisca of the Cross, born Amalia Streitel in Mellrichstadt,

Bavaria, received habit in Rome, March 1, 1883; professed perpetual

vows March 18, 1883, renewed perpetual vows July 13, 1883 speciali

modo; renewed vows 26 November 1884. December 8, 1884 professed

vows “semper melius faciendi” till Christmas 1884. December 27, 1884,

professed the same vow tamen et tantum sub levi obligaret from which Fr.

Francis of the Cross can dispense; the 26  professed in Third Order ofth

St. Francis (G-3.1).

 

Jordan does not indicate her day of investiture. Equally missing is the

year she was admitted to the Third Order of St. Francis. (According to

letter 45 it was 1883.) The dates from November 26, 1884, the days of the

vows in the Third Order, were collectively inserted by Jordan. Jordan

mentions neither Maria Stern nor Himmelspforten. 

It is not stated how far Lüthen was informed by Amalie Streitel

in early 1883 about her past life as a religious. Lüthen was informed by

Fr. Cyprian that “Sr. Petra” had left Himmelspforten as a novice, where

she had transferred from Maria Stern with the permission of the bishop.

So for Jordan and Lüthen there was no reason to suspect any unsettled
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problems: "Also you, Venerable Father, considered the matter more or

less concluded" (letter 31 of July 29, 1883). Sr. Francisca wrote this, when

Jordan was already on the way to get more exact information in this

regard. What or who alerted him is not indicated. But it could only have

been the Monastery of Maria Stern or the Ordinariate in Augsburg (cf.,

Lüthen's letter to Bishop von Dinkel, July 29, 1883; Sr. Francisca, May 10,

1884). In this letter Streitel explains that she had left Carmel with the

permission of the prioress and in civil clothes. She does not mention her

attempt to return as superior of Marienanstalt or to Maria Stern. The

episcopal conditions for the transfer had been sent to Sr. Angela [Streitel]

directly to Marienanstalt by Mother Salesia (cf., letter of M. Salesia to

Pastor Beckert, January 21, 1882). 

She gives mixed reasons for leaving the Carmel. To church

authority Francisca speaks of wavering health. Novice mistress Sr.

Stanisla points to "internal and external sufferings.” Fr. Cyprian judges

that “Sr. Petra” was somehow again fit for the contemplative-active life

which she was already obliged to live as a Stern Sister. Sr. Francisca

declares to Jordan that she was called to bring back the original Francis-

can spirit as a kind of “Carmelite Clarisse.” Her statement of March 31,

1883, can only be explained by Sr. Francisca herself: 

While praying like this I was struck by the injunction: make your vows

into the hands of the bishop; that was almost impossible, for St. M.

Theresia [of Avila] expressly prohibits making vows into the hands of a

prelate, but simply into the hands of the prioress. At a given occasion I

told this to the confessor who said: “Well, then it would come about

extraordinarily if this should happen.” And I left the Carmel! (17).

Nobody will want to doubt that in leaving the Carmel she had acted "in

good faith.” However, it is not to be passed over silently that she knew

the conditions of the bishop, because they had been handed to her before

entering the Carmel. At first she had wanted to return to Marienanstalt

and correspondingly asked for her Franciscan habit through her confes-

sor. For her returning home she contended herself with the permission of

the confessor who was not competent for this. Her good intention consis-

ted for her (and thus also for Jordan) in the fact that she continued her

strict religious life in a private manner.



 Higher knowledge, ways of a rare kind (17, 27, 29, 42, 64, etc.), deeper
*

insight (27) were Carmelite terms; her sisters are extraordinarily enlightened by

God in her favor (28); she wants to experience things marked by the unusual

(86). Without saying what it was about each time, “The Lord taught me pure

suffering," pure poverty (14). “God has given her an open and deep view of the

future" (89). Also Sr. Scholastica "has a sharper imprint of higher perfection" (71).
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Her vague dream of a united Carmel-Alverno remained unful-

filled and impossible to realize. After the separation from Jordan she and

her sisters did the same things Jordan had required from them before,

and what Sr. Francisca had already obliged herself to do as a Stern Sister.

The habit and her name were both given her by Jordan.

In the Carmel, “Sr. Petra” claimed to have been led to a "higher

piety.” The nuns loved experiencing the will of God as a call, as an inner

voice. The boundary between sound sobriety and pious exuberance was

easily blurred. Of mysticism in the strict sense there is nothing to be

found in Sr. Francisca's letters to Jordan, nor are they about recognizing

the mysteries of God. Instead they are about personal matters and about

difficulties on the "Franciscan Way" she wanted to build according to her

own measures. The proofs for her statements are not tangible, they

remain general and anonymous.*

Sr. Francisca likes asserting that her ideas are willed by God, and

were not "illusions of my fancy"(55). She loves spiritual direction that

agrees with her views. Correspondingly she likes changing confessors,

recognizing it as the will of God. In important decisions of her life Sr.

Francisca always finds a confessor to help her.

Jordan declined her insight that he had to become another

Francis of Assisi in "renunciation to a higher degree"(14). She stressed: a

woman is not to be responsible; but she herself couldn’t resist it. The

sober bounds between fact and fiction are several times not kept. The

difference between receiving and renouncing graces is unresolved. The

apostolic role remains almost excluded. The simple little way of love (of

little St. Therese) is missing. And it is questionable whether any discord

between the will of God, the will of the superior, and one’s own will is

resolved in a satisfactory way. Joy and humor are lacking. Is self-



 Cf., letter 50 (December 11, 1883), where Sr. Francisca herself takes up
*

this delicate question ( German DSS XIV, 576f).
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annihilation the contents of "Imitation of Christ" (homo semper peccator,

Luther)? Is not the norm "I count everything as loss to win Christ"

(Philippians 3:8) seen somewhere cramped?

Sr. Ankenbrand affirmed in her old age: “I have noticed extra-

ordinary gifts like prophesies and visions in the Servant of God [Sr.

Francisca].” Of her pious dreams Sr. Francisca herself affirms "they have

the imprint of truth and the supernatural"(62); but they might also be

illusions (46). Alverno! Leaving the Carmel, Clarisse: such a dream is

either "her recognition of God" or "illusion of my fantasy or of hell"(55).

Jordan's opinion is brief: "Dreams"(62). (Cf., dreams of Sr. Katherina of

the Five Wounds (82) or Sr. Scholastica's of the Lateran (84); "Even if my

capability of imagination this time deceives no less than usual"(16); “I am

quite hopeful the future will show I have not been deceived”(47; etc.)

Do not some statements of personal self-deprecation come close

to false humility, e.g. "I an uncultivated woman"(67). "There is nothing

within me but sin and imperfection"(66)? There are also exaggerations,

like "I did not see the shadow of imperfection in you [Jordan]"(67),

struggle with "nature and hell"(68). I am more afraid of myself than of

hell"(65). “You will see that you made a mistake in putting a person like

me over others"(2).

After carefully examining all documents questions remain. 

- How far has Sr. Francisca talked herself into her "good faith" in

leaving the Carmel and into seeing a more than sufficient compensation

in joining Jordan's foundation? (Cf., 31: "Because God willed that these

sufferings should cleanse me still more from egotism to become apt for

the plans of His loving Providence," July 29, 1883). 

- Wasn’t Sr. Angela’s patient perseverance with the poor orphans to be

trained as domestics also Providence in a sense?  *

- Was a pious ascetic super-zeal which the sisters then confirmed to one

another through even more pious "dreams" really more in the sense of

Providence? 

- Does a religious reform willed by God exist in a troublesome rigorism:

continuous abstinence, bare feet, liturgical prayers (14)? 
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- What did Sr. Francisca exactly understand by original religious spirit,

by original form of religious life? She strongly criticized the downfall of

religious discipline but never proved it.

- Was Sr. Francisca tempted to have her opinion confirmed by her

sisters in an overly pious way in order to implement them in spite of

apostolic counter arguments? 

- Were her self-accusations never a means to self-justification? 

A true mysticism is nowhere demonstrable nor confirmed by the persons

concerned. On the contrary, Sr. Francisca was often warned not to dare a

pious rope dance.

5.41/76. Letter to Sr. Therese of the Apostles. 

Societas Apostolica Instructiva, 

Collegium Romanum, de Divina Providentia, Romae, Borgo Vecchio 165, 

November 8, 1885.

In God beloved sister! Hopefully you will not blame our Venerable

Father too much if I may speak like this when in this case I write in his

place. Venerable Father is very happy about your fidelity and attach-

ment to our holy cause; sadly, just now the tender seedling in Neuwerk

cannot be developed yet or hardly considered. It is in fact true: the

Cardinal Vicar has withdrawn the direction of the sisters from

Venerable Father; you may imagine how heavily he was hit by this

blow. God tests  His own; neither is it convenient for us to accuse

people, as the Cardinal Vicar is certainly not to be accused; as the

church authority he could certainly act like this without doing injustice.

As you together with the good Ursula do not belong to these

sisters in Rome, your direction is by this not withdrawn from Venerable

Father. However, it would be imprudent to show up [in Rome] just

now; it might be misinterpreted. Therefore patience! You live in fact

under vows and thus you have your reward.

Pray also for us. For Venerable Father has already worked out

our Constitutions and is ready to present them to the authorities who



 To a priest-friend of the Archdiocese of Cologne, Jordan reported full
*

of joy that on Christmas he had been received by Cardinal Melchers who is very

favorably inclined toward our Society. Here, too, Jordan repeats: "We are feeling

well and hope for an early approval which can arrive within days, if the Consti-

tutions are in good shape” (December 26, 1885).

 The Baroness did not distinguish between Cardinal Vicar and
**

"papal.” To her this news meant new hope. Since the separation of the first

sisters she and her co-sister were "now in fact the only sisters of the Catholic

Teaching Society" (MMChr), though in the " Secular Third Order.” After an

approval of the Statutes for the First Order the approval of the Statutes for the

Second Order would follow without greater difficulties. Then Jordan would have

been able to open the ecclesiastical way to a new female foundation. She knew

that he, in spite of her age, was counting on her.
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themselves have requested them so they can give us first approval.

Consequently an important step shall be made now with God's grace.*

Fidelity and perseverance shall connect us further on with the

Venerable Father. My regards to the Reverend Prelate [von Essen]. My

greetings also to the good Ursula. God bless you! In the love of Christ, 

Yours truly, Fr. Bonaventura. 

Sincere regards from Venerable Father! (ASDS).

5.42/77. Premature announcement of approval. Jordan had been orally

informed, at the latest in early February 1886, that the statutes of the

Catholic Teaching Society, and of the sisters as well had been approved

by the Cardinal Vicar. As soon as the official copy was finished it would

be handed over to him. Immediately Lüthen passed this news on to

Neuwerk. Sr. M. Therese noted: 

On February 15, 1886, I received a letter from Rome in which I got the

joyful news that the Catholic Teaching Society in Rome has already

received the great grace of the first papal approval. Oh! how grateful

we must show ourselves by deeds (MMChr).  **

Lüthen’s announcement letter went like this: 

February 11, 1886.

In God beloved co-operator!
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Venerable Father informs you that he has received your letter

and will answer it later. Pray fervently for him; God has put terrible

ordeals on him. I hope, however, that all will turn out all right! 

In regard to our Society I can inform you that the Cardinal

Vicar has already approved the Constitutions; we hope that they will

soon be handing over to us, because His Eminence must have a copy

made before the handing over. God be with you. May he inflame in

your soul ever more the fire of apostolic zeal! 

God bless also your faithful companion in your isolation! With

the assurance of my sincere devotion and love, 

Your servant in Christ. 

Fr. Bonaventura (ASDS).

5.43/78. Jacquemin’s intervention with German bishops. Jacquemin

carefully followed the events in Borgo Vecchio 165. Already in early

February 1886, Jordan sent out his leaflet in which he asked for contribu-

tions for an international motherhouse of the Catholic Teaching Society!

In it Jordan wrote about the Society: “It has grown and become strong

and its Constitutions have already been approved by the church."

Jacquemin in his position as agent of some German dioceses informed

the Cardinal Vicar about this leaflet and received from him the

following: 

To the most Reverend Georg Jacquemin, 

Kollegium S.Maria de Anima, cleric in urbe. 

Having heard lately that under the label of “ecclesiastic

approval” the “approval of the Apostolic See” is spread among the

Germans, so that based on the letters of the priest J. B. Jordan neither

clerics nor other people be misled, we give your Reverence the mandate

to inform the bishops of this country about the matter as it really is.

Nevertheless, we sincerely wish to the above mentioned priest that the

work he has begun may improve in justice, truth and holiness here and,

if it pleases the Lord, also elsewhere. 

Given in Rome at the Cardinal Vicariate on February 15, 1886. 

L. M. Cardinal Vicar (TVU).

Jacquemin promptly informed the bishops of German-speaking dioceses:
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Most Reverend Archbishop of Munich!

His Eminence Cardinal Vicar Parocchi has instructed me to give Your

Archiepiscopal Grace the following information in his name. As it

seems not everyone is exactly informed about the legal status of the

Catholic Teaching Society founded by the Very Rev. Father Johann

Baptist Jordan for theology students in Rome, particularly because

lately the news was spread (erroneously) that the Constitutions of the

Catholic Teaching Society was already ecclesiastically approved, His

Eminence the Cardinal Vicar informs Your Archepiscopal Grace that up

to now neither papal nor episcopal approval had been granted in favor

of the said institute and that it was only tolerated as a living-together of

young men studying here in Rome, and who are considered by His

Eminence the Cardinal Vicar exactly like any other theology students in

Rome belonging to a foreign diocese. 

Yours faithfully etc. 

G. Jacquemin, priest at S. Maria dell'Anima in Rome.

Rome, March 26, 1886 (AM).

Jordan seems not to have been forced to take a position in this regard, so

that his fund raising efforts (“building-stones”) continued.

5.44/79. Jacquemin’s Rule for the male branch entitled "Constitutions of

the Catholic Teaching Society" presupposes knowledge of the "Rule and

Common Norms for the First Order of the Catholic Teaching Society"

(1883, printed 1884). It takes into consideration the law for religious

elaborated by the First Vatican Council, which however, had no legal

force in the 19  century, but only offered guidelines which the Congre-th

gation for Religious used as measures. Based on these guidelines the two

purposes were to be clearly differentiated, namely self-sanctification by

observing the evangelical counsels, and the apostolic purpose, which

Jacquemin simply fixed as "instruction of the faithful people through

priestly service.” Jacquemin of course did not distinguish between rule

and norms, but put it all under statutes. What was new and important

and what Jordan accepted at once were the legal expositions about

admission and dismissal as well as about government.

In regard to discipline, Jacquemin's statutes were directed

primarily to self-sanctification. But at least in the first chapter about the



 Other notes indicate the copy may have been made Easter Week, 1898.
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purpose he tried to keep to Jordan's concern as far as it had become clear

to him. The first article contains, as was already said, the "Bizzarri"

obligatory double purpose of self-sanctification and of a special pastoral

service (cf., Sum. Const. S.J., 2). For the second statute Jacquemin uses

quite luckily norm 2 of Jordan's Rule of 1884. As the 3  statute of the firstrd

chapter he takes up the "through word and writing" of Jordan's Rule of

1882, but gives the statute an exclusively apologetical formulation: 

Through word and writing they shall fight ungodliness and false

doctrines, because these are spreading among the uncultivated (rudes et

idiotae); they shall take care to bring good books among the population

and use all means coming from zealous charity.

Religious discipline is regulated in detail: from getting up at 5:00 till

going to sleep at 10:00, meals, individual points of accusation at the

capitulum culpae, how often one may receive Holy Communion (weekly),

etc. It is obvious that neither Jordan nor his spiritual sons were happy to

become forced to accept such a narrowminded rule through the ecclesi-

astic superior, all the less by an outsider and without their knowledge.

5.45/81. Memorandum. We still have a copy of Jordan’s memorandum

"de Societate Divini Salvatoris” written after the last change.  This docu-*

ment indicates that Jordan's supplica to Leo XIII (probably made through

Lüthen) was known in the young Society. About the foundation of the

sisters it was noted: 

As an integral part of our Society our Venerable Father founded also a

female religious community. It began in the same year and month, 1883,

with the vows of Sr. Petra before Venerable Father. This was her name

in the Order of the Carmelites to which she had previously belonged.

This family did not remain loyal but left the founder. At that time it

counted twelve professed sisters with final vows. 
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Then, like the supplica, it mentions that Sr. Johanna staying in Germany

had remained faithful; it also points to the attempted suicide of Sr.

Katharina! Her motive was the despair she felt for offending the founder. 

On the previous evening she had received a piece of bread out of his

hand and that jump [out the window] was as it were a handing over of

our Venerable Father to the public and to newspaper correspondents as

well as to the ecclesiastic forum. Being deposed by the highest pastor in

regard to the direction of the sisters, he was broken as if by a moral

death (G-14). 

Not only the description of these events but also the idioms of the writer

presuppose that he knew Jordan's supplica to Leo XIII, by 1898 or 1899.

Jordan omitted mentioning in his memorandum the difficulties

which had been caused by the fact that the superior of the sisters was still

bound by vows to another congregation and that he had in vain urged

the ecclesiastic authority to remove this obstacle amicably. He had a

related hint in his pen, but he did not insert it in his petition. He was

required to eliminate de Waal and Jacquemin because they worked,

especially in the confessional, against his work. That the superior, Sr.

Francisca, defended her office vehemently became obvious, above all

after being deposed in by the highest ecclesiastic authority. Before that

there was no reason for this, for Jordan had tried to retain her as superior

up to summer 1885. He certainly felt how she increasingly exerted her

strict motherly influence over the sisters, although not insisting on her

ascetic requests as openly as before. Jordan, however, was ready to yield

whenever possible for the benefit of the sisters, in no small part because

he highly esteemed Sr. Francisca’s abilities.

Above all in the petition to Cardinal Parocchi it became clear

what importance Jordan attributed to the apostolic number twelve as

well as to the number of the age of the Lord. They somehow confirmed

his own work at this same age and highlighted the injustice done to him.

5.46/82. The Short Rule. Jordan hastened to present a Short Rule, to

which the Cardinal Vicar could at least give his provisional approval.

The sketch of the rule he presented is quite different from the one

elaborated by Jacquemin. If the Cardinal Vicar had not been satisfied



 Leo XIII’s special blessing obtained with the help of Cardinal Massaia.
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with the Rule of 1884 because it was evangelically a giant but canonically

a dwarf, he was to like this sketch of a rule even less, for it was neither

the one nor the other. Practically, it contained only the chapters

requested by canon law, and these just as headlines with a short

indication of content. Jordan wrote for example: 

[About the aim of the Society] The members of the Catholic Teaching

Society intend this double aim to strive zealously for self-sanctification

and sanctification of their neighbors; [about the vow of poverty] The

members observe holy poverty so to say as the foundation truly in

everything according to the canonical statutes prescribed in this regard;

[about the vow of obedience] The obedience of the members should be

perfect in every way, in mind, in will, in execution; [about the common

life] All members must lead the common life. 

That Cardinal Parocchi approved such a rudimentary form can only be

seen as a silent act of reparation. Jordan certainly promised to present a

more fully elaborated religious rule later. For now Jordan's wish was to

secure for his Society the ecclesiastical right to exist, to which he had no

less right than the sisters' community separated from him.

5.47/83. Approbation and testimonials. When on May 5, 1886, Jordan

received the desired approbation, he could at last also request the litterae

testimoniales, (according to the decree of the Congregation for Religious,

January 25, 1848), and have the grant of the Cardinal Vicar confirmed by

his secretary Aug. Barbiellini and signed by Parocchi (AM).

How the ecclesiastic procedure was remembered in Jordan's

young foundation is shown by novitiate notes of that time: "Then

followed a violent attack so that the Society was supervised by the

church authority. If the cross signals the works of God, the Society has

received no small share" (Hamberg, 1910). 

Soon after, the young group had to suffer persecution and calumny,

even the ecclesiastic authority had become suspicious so that the Society

was under vigilance for several months. But sorrow was soon followed

by joy. On June 5, 1886, it received the first approbation  through His*
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Eminence Cardinal Vicar Parocchi, the representative of the Holy Father

in Rome (Scholasticus, Fribourg; 1898).

Der Missionär immediately informed its readers about the ecclesiastic

approbation of the statutes, adding as a footnote: "These have been

approved without any change exactly in the form presented. D.R." (MI,

July 11, 1886). In an article about the required qualities of a candidate for

the Catholic Teaching Society it said: 

It is five years since our work has been started and more than three

years that the religious life has been accepted as the fixed form of our

statutes. And God has in spite of all difficulties from within and

without preserved our Society and by the first approbation a short time

ago given a more ecclesiastical character to our until then rather private

undertaking; we hope that in the course of years also the further and

higher approvals will follow and bind us still more strongly into the

edifice of the Holy Catholic Church (MI, August 29, 1886).

5.48/84. The Rule of 1886 put flesh and blood on the skeleton of the draft

rule Jordan’s direct ecclesiastical superior had approved. The new rule

served above all to set a good direction to the religious life of his Society,

a direction which might grow up to become a tradition. Thus both in the

chapter on the aim of the Society and on the vows he followed the first

statutes (the ones of his draft rule) adding only the necessary practical

prescriptions. In doing so he kept closely to the statutes of St. Ignatius.

At the same time he made visible efforts to present essentially his own

ideas from the earlier rules. He also took over Jacquemin's statutes

wherever possible but in a freer formulation. Thus Jordan omitted the

statutes about the formation of theologians as well as the pedantic pre-

scriptions referring to the inner and outer discipline of community life.

He added instead chapters about spiritual practices, religious discipline

and social intercourse, where he again turned to the statutes of the

Jesuits, taking them over literally wherever appropriate. Oddly enough,

there follow four chapters about the necessary instructions about

common spiritual reading, about clothing, the library and the kitchen,

very important in a religious family. By comparison, the chapter on

admissions and dismissals, and government (General Chapter, Director
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General, and General Council) were not worked out in detail. For now

what had been approved ecclesiastically in the draft rule was sufficient

for Jordan. In the meantime he had the opportunity to gather and ask for

further advice (E-1207).

5.49/86. Weigang was born September 25, 1843, in Märzdorf near Glatz,

Diocese of Prague. Edward came from a large family. He was pious, con-

scientious and so practically gifted that he worked himself up to become

head of a department in a cotton mill in Zarki near Tschenstochau. Ms.

Marianne Hiller, whom he married June 12, 1873, was also from Zarki.

She died on January 21, 1881. As the marriage had remained without

children, Edward now pursued the vocation of his youth. He wanted to

become a priest and was received into the seminary in Warsaw (March 9,

1883). But difficulties arose because he lacked pre-formation (above all

studies in Russian). Directed to Rome, the widower found acceptance in

the Catholic Teaching Society on December 12, 1883. By December 21, he

was invested by Jordan and received the religious name of the saint of

that day: Thomas. On November 11, 1884, he made vows for three years

in private form, and on February 2, 1885, he professed regular religious

vows. Already one year later he was allowed to make final vows, and on

December 18, 1886, he was ordained a priest by Cardinal Parocchi

personally (G-3.1): "May he be the predecessor of many thousands" (MI,

December 1886).

Weigang became at that time the third pillar of the Roman

community. At first he helped above all to secure the daily bread for the

rapidly growing community. Already from April till June 1887, and

again from May till November 1888, he undertook troublesome fund

raising trips above all in the South German region. At the same time the

Polish press of the Society was entrusted to him.

In the Motherhouse he was appreciated and loved by all for his

life experiences, his practical prudence, his modest mildness, and for

being an exemplary religious. In their personal difficulties many turned

to this priest, mature in practical life. Above all, Weigang was helpful as

a confessor and spiritual director to so many sisters who often began
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their religious life in Tivoli as quite inexperienced young women. As

such he was particularly sought after for the sisters by Mother Mary.

When Weigang was already passed 55, he fell into a crisis due to

apostolic overstrain, which often pressed him excessively. He seriously

thought about transferring to the diocesan priesthood. Jordan implored

him to stay because for so many he was irreplaceable as spiritual father.

After a brief leave of absence, trusting in the strength of the Lord, Fr.

Thomas returned and again took up his priestly cross again to the benefit

of many. When the house of studies in Trzebinia, Poland was opened,

Jordan released him because he could not find anyone better for the

difficult start, even though Weigang was already over 60. April 27, 1909,

Weigang left Rome. He visited, certainly not in vain, his benefactors in

Upper Swabia, and on June 24, 1909, he began his blessed activity as

local superior of the new foundation. From 1912 on he was active again

in pastoral work. He died after a short illness on December 29, 1926.

5.50/88. 1886, a year of struggle. This was for Sr. Therese of the Apostles

personally a very hard year. On Epiphany her spiritual guide Ludwig

von Essen died quickly and unexpectedly. Only later in October, did

Pastor Joseph Leonhard Koch come to Neuwerk as his successor. On All

Saints Day 1886, Sr. M. Therese again reported to Jordan on the happen-

ings in Neuwerk, particularly in the Barbarastift. In doing so she could

not omit complaining to her "Venerable Father and Superior in Rome"

about her inner distress, that for herself and Sr. Ursula the obstacles had

not yet been removed, while she now was completely ready to come to

Rome after the sisters there had let themselves be separated from their

founder: "When, Reverend Father, will God's call really reach us; we, at

least as rubble-bed, will be able to contribute to the new foundation of

sisters!" She confessed to him sincerely how hard it had become for her

to persevere in trustful patience. 

With all the more courage will I now surrender myself to the cross and

suffering. Fifty-three years and nothing accomplished! Still waiting, yes

it is and remains sad as the blessed pastor [Von Essen] pitied me so

often. We always waited for Rev. Father last year. How long have I

already desired that Eternal Rome? Indeed with tears I deplored my age

almost daily (E-602).



 Bishop Celestino del Frate (1837-1909) was from 1880, Apostolic
*

Delegate in Chile, then since March 1885, Bishop of Tivoli. In May 1895, he

became Archbishop of Camerino.
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It may also have been hard for Jordan to be compelled to keep her

waiting: "At present I can not occupy myself much with the matter of the

sisters; it also seems to me that it is in the plan of Providence to wait a

little longer until the male order is more developed" (November 30, 1886,

ASDS). Jordan wanted to follow the wise personal directive of the

Cardinal Vicar to strengthen the male branch of his CTS first. He must

have realized that he, though warned by Lüthen, had overburdened

himself back in March 1883, when he started both branches at once.

In his letter on the Feast of the Assumption of Mary, two months

earlier, Jordan had assured the Baroness that he counted on her for the

planned new foundation. But he could begin the work neither in Rome

nor in a nearby town. Already at that time Jordan thought about found-

ing his second sisters’ community if not in Rome, at least nearby. Jordan

struggled at that time above all with the ecclesiastic authority for grant-

ing on principle a foundation of sisters. The struggle went back and

forth. On February 25, 1887, so much hope was given again that he dared

to write Sr. M. Therese of the Apostles: "the foundation of the sisters in

Rome is not far away any more. His Eminence just wanted to wait a little

longer. I hope in March, if God wills it" (ASDS). However, it took almost

two more years before Jordan could fulfill Sr. Therese's desire at nearby

Tivoli with the help of the local bishop.*

5.51/89. The Society’s life of prayer had a rather simple form at that

time. Often the rosary was recited during the celebration of Mass. Before

the consecration the rosary was interrupted through a sign with a bell

and afterwards continued till the Our Father. Before and after Holy

Communion some prayers were said in common. The celebration was

concluded with three Ave Maria's, begun by the priest at the altar steps.

Then the rosary was continued to the end and eventually some more

prayers were added. This way of celebrating weekday Mass remained till

after World War I, when electric light made wax tapers superfluous. 
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The liturgy for popular use did not yet have a proper form, not

even in houses of study. In spite of that the Christian people knew about

the "hidden value of the Holy Mass (Leonardo da Porto Maurizio and

similar books were read by the Christian people). But personal devotion

was preferred also in liturgy. On the other side, the pious pressed for

ever more frequent, even daily communion (Ségur, Olivier, Huguet):

they wanted a greater share of the mystical flow of grace emanating from

the Holy Mass. Pictures of Jesus bleeding on the cross and appearing to

saints during the Mass, or as a lovely child in the consecrated wafer of

Christmas were popular expressions of the deep faith that our Lord was

present on the altar, body and blood, as man and as God. That's also why

the consecration itself was surrounded with greatest veneration. At that

time Latin did not mean a separation; it was not only the sign of unity of

doctrine, of the living sacred tradition, but it was also the filter for the

word of God and the cloud for the sacramentally holy. The early redis-

covery of the liturgy came about in a rather academic form and thus

remained reserved to the educated (Solemnes, Mauini).

But at that time also began a counter-movement. Antonio

Rosmini (1797-1855) ranks as the first of the five wounds of the Holy

Mother Church the separation of the priest and the faithful in the cult. In

the German region the popular language pressed into the liturgy. (Baron

Ignaz Heinrich von Wessenberg, 1774-1860). Jesuits propagated above all

devotion to the Sacred Heart of Jesus. The apparition of La Salette (1846)

and of Lourdes (1858) was a heavenly counter to Liberalism and other

elements hostile to the church (Freemasons). Also the veneration of St.

Joseph became very popular. St. Anthony of Padua too secured his place

among the auxiliary saints. 

Public Christian witness at Eucharistic and Marian Congresses

met with broad approval, as did the public recitation of the rosary as a

weapon against the enemies of the faith. Popular hymns and Cecily-

choirs were in use. In the second half of the 19  century weekly Confes-th

sion and Communion (usually on Thursdays) grew in popularity, along

with yearly spiritual retreats, and the monthly preparation for a good

death. Thus a lively devotional life predominated over liturgy itself.
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